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STUDY FOB CLASSICAL COMPOSITION: AMPHION.

(By Edward Calvert.)

DRAWINGS AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

liv W A l.'I'Ki: AllMSTKiiNC.

THE policy which aims at making the collec-

tions of the British Museum more acceptable

tn the general public, and therefore more educa-

tional, should have the sympathy of all the readers of

a Magazine such as this. From the poinl of view of

the "serious student" it lias its drawbacks. Things

can be more, thoroughly examined when he has

them to himself. Their lives, too, may be Longer

when they live in a portfolio than when they are

exposed in vitrine. But there is no resisting the

conviction that in these days of ours a ureal museum

has not only to be useful, ii has also to display its

utility, if it is to avoid attack and to profil by

such opportunities as fortune affords. The British

Museum is an infinitely more amusing place to visil

than it was twenty years ago, and amuseiiieiil is the

crunk with which education lays hold of its subject.

The main factor in this happy change has been the

erection of the " While Wing," with the elbow room

it has given to the organising faculty of Mr, Sidney

< lolvin. The " l'rinl R n " is now a really fine

series of apartments, including studies for the

7D3

officials, ample stores, a fine students' room, and the

large exhibition gallery in which, at the present

moment, a collection of more than five hundred

drawings by masters of all the schools is to be seen

by anyone who chooses to walk in out of the street.

Drawings arc ticklish things to show: with them

it is fatally easy to make a depressing exhibition.

Who that knows the Louvre has not felt languor

steal upon him before he has looked at a dozen of

the fine things, arrayed in those rooms at the heel

of the Escalier des martckauxt It requires an eye

for colour, a keen sense of proportion, and a quick

perception of how light behaves to make such a

gathering attractive. Tim 1 four fine room-, with

fine things in Frames set round them like bricks in a

wall, and n pai nal light may crush in a few minutes

the hope of resthetic enjoyment with which we enter

them, while hours may be spent like minutes in a

le>s siaiely interior 111 which the elements work

towards harmony. Such an interior is the exhibi-

tion room attni lied to the 1 lepartmenl of Prints

and I haw incs at Bloomsbun

.
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is farther removed from that of Venice

than even the must purely intellectual

achievements of the Florentine paintera

In these drawings, however, we ran

recognise the master from « I i Bellini

drew his first inspiration. The method
is dry, but the result is warm with

passion. The later Venetians are prac-

tically unrepresented. Two examples of

< 'arpaccio and two of I >omenico < !am-

pagnola are all thai Mr. Colvin lias

put out.

Vastly more important is the series

of drawings attributed to .Mas., and

Finiguerra, the goldsmith, engraver, and

draughtsman, who was so long credited

with the invention of engraving. The
series belongs to a drawing-book bought

about three years ago. h was discovered

in Florence in 1840 or thereabouts, and

passed through various German collec-

tions mi its way in Mr. Ruskin, from

whom the Museum acquired it. For

its ascription to Maso, Mr. Colvin is

responsible, but the reasons he gives

seem good. They may be thus con-

densed. Finiguerra left a large number of

The collection with which it is now
filled consists for the must pari of draw-

mghl during Mr. < 'oh in's keeper-

ship '.'., during the last eight \ ears. 1

1

covers the ground, more or less completely,

i i the revival of art to the present day.

The earliest things date from about the

end of the fourteenth century
;
the latest

a series <>!' ten drawings by Charles

Keene, who was with us but yesterday.

The examples bj eai ly Venetians with

which the series opens are mainly of value

as specimens of a scl 1 not rich in draw-
ings. The best is a " Pope Alexander 111.

['resenting a Sword to the DogeSebastii
Xiani," by Gentile Bellini It is a study
For of the pictures destroyed in the fire

of 1577, which consumed part of the Doge's
pilar. The drawing was known to Rem-
brandt, who perhaps owned it. and eei

tainly made the copy now in the Albertina,

u< Vienna.

Che British Museum possesses four

drawings bj Andrea Mantegna, a number
unequalled elsewhere, and twoare included
in the exhibition, a \ irgin and Child

"

1»d a Btlldj fo] a "
I

I, .,.
I

I |, M |. " [n
-""" '

piril of Mantegna art

r I i> \ ii r HEADS
: \,toine Watteau >
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NKAB ASHBUBNHAM, SUSS1

(From the Sketch by S. W. Rem

draw ings, if we may
credit Vasari, Baldi-

nacei, and others,

which were executed

"all' aqua rello"-

" washed drawings,"

we might call them
- and bore a resem-

blance to the work
of Masaecio. The
only things of the

sort v\ Irichareknown

are some drawings

in the Ullizi, which

have been identified

as the work of Maso.

They are clearly by

tlir same hand as

the series under dis-

cussion. Finiguerra

was the close asso-

ciate of Antonio Pol-

lajuolo; an. I the Mu-
seum drawings are

certainly by some-

one strongly influenced by that master. Finiguerra the same hand, while other engravings by the si

is said by Vasari and Baldinacci to have invented bottega reproduce motives from tin- \.m series,

copperplate engraving ; a certain group of very early Finiguerra was the author of certain panels in the

Florentine prints, especially a series of prophets, is Sacristry of the Duoino at Florence, which show
so entirely at one with these drawings in crucial peculiarities of style and ornament also i<> be found
points of style and treatment, that all must be by in these drawings. Mr. Colvin notes finally the

essentia] difference

between the di

and the famous ptu

at Florence so

ascribed to Finiguerra,

but "iil.\ i" remind

us that criticism Las

show n the connection

between that Niello

and Finiguerra t" be

ahnost certainly apo-

cryphal, lastly, I

1 1 1 . i \ make an obser-

vation uf my own,

1 1 . i ) 1 1
1

•
1 \ . thai betwe* n

the drawings and a

certain picture added

some \ ran s ago to the

National (Jailer} the

affinity seems to be

VI i\ close. I allude

1" the small panel

on \vhi' h some early

' l;
'

>

!

'
'

.k. Florentine haspainted
' '• i i a combat
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between " Love and Charity." Rir Frederick I'urton Hans Hoffmann. Similar things figure in many

|lttS | .....

1

1 ,,,iii,i, generally to the collections as studies by Diirer. This one is signed

I in wl 1. The Turin Gallery has a companion with a monogram and dated L583. The early French

picture, in which "Charity" is shown on a triumphal scl lis hinted a< rather than represented by one

drawn by unicorns, with Love sitting bound of the miniatures fr the famous Hone, painted by

bef her. To me il seems extremely probable Jean Foucquel For Etienne Chevalier; and by a

thai these pictures and the Museum drawings are selection from the remarkable scries of drawings by

all by tit.- sanie hand. 1

1'

thai hand be Fiui- Jacques Androuel du Cerceau which came to the

the Pollajuolo like appearance of the Museum with the Library of George III. These

MOUTH OP IHE I.AIIN.

(From the Drawing try Paul Sanaby llunn.)

painting is explained. Of the other Italian draw- belong to the sel of drawings made by Androuel Eor

mon importanl are"A Girl's Head," by les plus excellens bdtiments de la France. Willi the

Domenico Ghirlandajo ; a study of "Virgin and resl of the series they were folded and bound into a

Child with a Kitten," by Leonardo; a sketch for a volume which dwell in the king's library. Il was

Madonna, by Cosimo Tura
;
examples of Timol nly a shorl li ago thai their value was recognised

Viii and of Luea Signorelli; and a series of designs and their re val to the 1'iinl Uooni sanctioned.

Michel Angelo, one of Lhem, a study for the The ttalian schools of painting in the seven-

I mi the gifl of Mr, Henry Vaughan. teenth and eighteenth centuries, uninteresting as

Tin- I tion includes the famous drawing thej are, do nol sink so low as the drawings

M« 'l. ill ii in the in. inner of Roger Van der of the same periods, and this is curious, I'm- il is

Weyden, and two silver points From the !' taine mainly in colour thai the pictures offend. One
collection. The earl} Dutchmen are represented by would have thought thai when nothing bul line

I
•

Van Leyden, and their rivals in Germany by, was in question, defects might have been hidden.

among other things, a curiou drawing of a girl fan- Bul the waul of sincerity, the substitution of af

ling a fire with a bird's wing, signed with the mono- fectation for grace, and of an empty facility for

i Martin Schongauer and dated 1469. Diirer true command, which marks the time, make il im-

i- here in a fine portrail dated L521, and in one of possible to get any true enjoyment out of such work.

H V1I1 envoj llenrj farkei Lord Morley; and Mr. Colvin has been v 11 advised in confining its

unection with the greal Alberl thevi itoi hould illustration to the work of a few true artists like

dead bird hanging u nail, by Canale, Guardi, and the Tiepolos.
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MBS. DOWNMAN.

(From the Drawing by John Dowmnan, JL.R.A.)

The Flemings and Dutchmen of the

great century are well represented in the

Museum collection as a whole, but in this

display of now acquisitions they do not

ciiiint for very much. A few drawings by

Rubens and Vandycli arc characteristic

rather than important. A very Fine half-

length portrait of a young man, ascribed

to Franz Hals, is probably the work of

one of Ins followers. Drawings by Hals

are very rave, perhaps non-existent, ami

there are qualities in Ihis which prevent

our seeing in it- an exception I" the rule.

Rembrandt, on the other hand, was one

of the most prolific of draughtsmen, ami

tin' Museum is rich in his work. The

most notable of the specimens here shown

is the study of an elephant. It shows the

master in a somewhat unusual light as ;i

student of texture. But pei'haps I should

not say ihis, for bhe texture which in man

corresponds to that of ;i pachyderm's hide

is rendered unapproachable by him. Rem-

brandt's pupil, Lambert I toomer, a land-

.'!..

scape-painter who owes such fame as he

iii<>\ i"i I,,- port rait his master painted

of him rather than to hi- own rare pro-

ductions, is present in two excellent draw-

ings, Albert Cuyp's earliest manner may
be studied in a thawing whirl, recalls Van
t ."\ en, and hi- verj clever huitatoi \ u

Stry, in a pair of drawings which -how

him at hi- I

In an English collei tion it i- only fair

thai English worn should !» treated with

generosity, ami by far the largest section

is devoted to our native artists. The general

standard here, of course, i- not so high us

in the other schools, but the best of the

English drawings hold their own with any

in the room. It would ho difficult it

would perhaps ho impossible t" equal the

Constable series without again turning to

Constable. In their own way Thomas Gir-

iin, George Morland, Thomas Rowlandson,

Samuel Prout, Bouington, Peter Dewint,

BIB I • \ \ 10 «ii mi
. i: \
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is one which might aluiosl be taken for

Hogarth - were u not for details of cos-

tume, and others by Hogai th the " Quin
"

for instance of which the converse mighl

be said. The chief difference, so far as

things like these are c erned, lies in the

greatei robustness, both "I' conception and

of execution, of the native Briton. II"-

u, ii ih evokes deeper and paints with more

devil than Lely; Lely, al his best, 1ms a

finer sense of design, and a warmer sym-

pathy with the sensuous side "!' ail. In

fortunately Lely was only himself now and

then; Hogarth was nearly always Hogarth.

Three drawings represent him, I mean

Hogarth, here. The "Christening of a

< :hikl " i- the best. The nexl man in at-

tract ns is Gainsborough, whose " Si inly of

a Man Seated" is extremely fine; finer

than Gravelot's simultaneous drawing from

i he same model. Passing on we should

pause had we time -which, being inter-

preted, means "space"— before things

labelled Francis Wheatley, -I. 1!. Smith.

Paul Sandby Munn, William Blake, David

Wilkie, P. Dewint, Samuel Prout, I>'. 1'.

Bonington, S. W. Reynolds, S. Bough, S

Lucas, George Cruikshank, J. !•'. Lewis, and

ABBEVILLE, LOOKING TOWARDS nil. I VTHKDBA.L

I '.)

Alfred Stevens, and Charles Keene, are all

first-rate, while among the examples of J.

K. Lewis, Cruikshank, -l. 1.'. Smith, James

Downman, and many more, drawings of

il,,- greatest i hann are to be Found. The

series begins with Lely, who can scarcely he

claimed a- an Englishman. English or not,

however, Lely was the real father of our

school. It was upon bis selection from Van-

dyck, rather than the work of thai master

himself, that the English methods of the

iii h ci ntiiiv we TIm loose

but sufficient <li Lely, hi- juicj

i .,1,, in il\ won grace, wen echoed

in English ait for a hundred years. Would

Walker's sound technique had found equal

I
' 1

. i ould draw finely when he

. I his ynii may si • loi kill" at his

liiad i,i' Lauderdale (p. 2). lie maj lie

i'"e to have set the fashion in this

country of collecting drawings. In many
II i

:

! and I.' I\ were al the oppo-

. in othei s thej si I

side. I kii"w portraits by Lely the

nghain of the National Portrait Gallery

B PORTRA11 wiui S'GTON.

i i;u /', u iic co Jo» c2i Goya ) I
• h •>'•

)
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YOUNG WOMAN WITH LITTLE BOY.

{From the Drawing by J. Ward, It. A.)

of course before the very interesting selec-

tion from the superb drawings lefl by

Alfred Stevens, as well .-is before the series

already mentioned of sketches by the

greatest of all landscape-painters, as I ven-

ture to call John Constable. Nature has

denied ine the power to admire, as art, such

productions as those of the late Edward

Calvert, but 1 must find room for a word

in praise of Denning's portrail of .Michael

Bryan, the Lempriere of painting, for whom
1 feel a sorl of filial affection.

Lastly we may pause for a moment be-

fore a few examples of the French school.

No. 313 is a graceful study from the nude

li\ Ingres. It was used for one of the

figures in his picture of "The Golden Age,"

ami shows to perfection the master's fine

eye for contour. Nos. 315 to 318 are studies

in pencil by Meryon. The three last are frag-

ments "f architecture, ami show marvellous

precision in the conduct of a very hard ami 3harp

lead pencil. NTos. 320 and 321 are both fine Millets,

while from 155 i" 166 tin- numbers belong to Wat-
teau, who is now represented almost a- well in the

British Museum as he need he. Eight "i these

drawings were acquired .it tin- Jamef aile last year,

seven being bought and one presented h\ Mi

Joseph. The VVatteau reproduced on p. l' i- g |,

luit must \ ield in artisti o a stud} from, a

woman scaled mi the ground, numbered 158, which

is carried out in the Laid red chalk la- seems to

ha\ e
i eser\ ed for his minuter work.

The Japanese collection, which was the first

occupant of this room, was of remarkable hit

ami when the Print Room makes anothei acquisi-

tion «// bloc, we must expect, I suppose, in find it

submitted here for general approval. Until that

happens, the public can he invited t uon

cinating a show than one like this.

Til B LEANING i Ofl i RS v r BOLOG N \.

(Prom • D ' n )



AKT IN ITS RELATION TO [NDUSTKY.

Bl L VLM \ TAI.KM \. R.A.

X orjer t define Art in we have not to talk about it in its highest form only,

connection with Industry and as there is in Art as in everything else no ex-

I think ii will I"- best i" cellence without differenl stages, we must not be

be«in by trying to find astonished to find Art represented sometimes in n

out wlial Art is, and what lesser degree and influence, and it therefore cannot

is [ndustry. always be, on every occasion and in everything, as

\ u is as j-et an an- preponderant as I have tried to explain before,

explained expression of [ndustry—1 read it so at least—signifies the

the human mind. .Many production of arts and manufactures, and, as the

lofty esthetic explana- manufacture is nothing but the execution of a sub-

tions have been given of ject given by Art. there must exist between Art

it, but none has been quite and [ndustry the closest possible tic, ami the more

satisfactory to my mind, these two work hand in hand the better it will be

Sometime a I

l

rd a Belgian artist of great for them both. So we find that by giving the di-

repute, M. J. de Vriendt, say in a speech, "The rectum of the manufacture of Sevres into the hands

soul of the artist must be the looking-glass in of consummate artists, the porcelain of that factory

whirl, the beauty of Nature is reflected." I have has obtained the wry highest reputation; and we

thought of that beautiful saying ever since; and find that when our great Flaxman was the artistic

if [ add to it the motto of a dear friend of soul of the manufactures of the Wedgwoods they pro-

mine "As the sun en], ,ms flowers, so art colours duced ware of such excellence that it is now worth

life" i begin to see, somehow, much clearer what its weight in gold. So long as our Art guides our

Ait is,and°what is its calling in our existence. I [ndustry, we need not tear any competition. Our

know it i- all a question of sentiment, and I know Chippendale and Sheraton furniture is second to

also how impossible it is to give an adequate descrip- none— but why should 1 sing our own praises when

tionofa sentiment, so that I will not try to define the facts are familiar to everyone ?

il more precisely for fear of losing myself altogether. Art and Industry are in reality inseparable. It

[f now we accept it as an axiom that Art has is the greatest error to believe that the ornaments

in the pectator a higher sense of the stuck at random on a bridge or a building are arehi-

beautiful, we come naturally to the origin of all tecture, and that the construction is Industry, or

things, to Nature. What do we see done by Nature '. that the decoration stamped on a knife-handle is Art,

1; for example, a building falls to ruins, or a landslip and thai the knife is the Industry. The parts

makes an unsightly gash, Nature at once sets to work that forma whole must be homogeneous, and must

to make it beautiful again by hiding and covering be the outcome of one thought or cue idea. So

with plants and flowers what had become an ugly it was from the beginning, and so it ought always

mass, [n fact, she is for ever adorn- in he. One of the first things men attempted was

thing with beauty, either by colour, light the making of tools and weapons. Surely it was An

made, or sound ; and, therefore, she should teach that discovered the most suitable shapes. The early

grateful for all beauty and all g I. Jusl stone implements show us to what degree even

is by hei softening influences the sharper edges of then, in the search for beauty and usefulness, the

sad and sorrowful remembrances are lessened, so two were combined. Then came the making

An help u- iu the same way he who is in of receptacles and utensils. In all these things

trouble or in pain is always relieved and sustained term was necessary, and was developed at once

by i

1

lovel) new, oi a beautiful work by means of Art and Industry. In the vessels,

irt, oi bj hearing n fine piece of music. My perhaps more than in anything else, it is impossible

mother, who suffered sadly, being a great invalid for to say where Art stops and [ndustry begins, and

eleven years, and obliged to be carried from the bed via vend. The pots had to be handled, and so

to the sofa, and net vend, often said t "Mj handles were added, or the surface was roughened

boy, if it had not hem for the music, I could never by means of indentations and of additional Forms

e borne all this." which made ornaments. And then also marks were

Mil. i i \ii in" it highest form; but as pul upon them to distinguish the use made of the
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different pots and the different contents, which
ultimately led to the mosl elaborate decoration. The
mosl beautiful ever made were the Greek ones, the

highest in taste and the puresl in Form beino just

as beautiful with or withoul the paintings on them.

These must have been added originally for the rea-

sons I have already mentioned: reasons to which we

most Interesting i" trace the constructive origin in

architectural details. For example, the primitive

square pillar, to give more room, became octagonal;

then the sharp edges wei • more chamfered,

and from eight faces they came to sixteen, as we
find in the rock cut tombs of the Twelfth Dynasty
at Beni Hassan, iii Egypt, and in a pari of 1 1

•-

L. AI.MA-TAMIM A. R.A.

(From a Portrait by HiimetJ in tlu Keppfatom Collection.)

must not forget to add that omnipotent factor in ruins of Karnak, built under Thotmes III. This

Art throughout all times I mean Religion, with all form is generally accepted as the origin of the

its stories and allegories. Doric column. The numerous members of the cor-

Then came the tent, the house, the building, Dices of the differenl orders of antique architecture

giving the protection required against inclemency of show clearlj that the} are derived from the original

weather, ami in many cases against the enemy, and Forms of construction. The Ionic capital is ex

when it was needed affording store-r This was plained from \\ i struction.just as the Corinthian

the betfinnino- of architecture in all its branches, and capital is the result of metal Forms. One might even

consequently also, of the industrythat goes with it say thai the (lutings of the Corinthian column sug-

such as the making of nails, tools, and so forth Out gest that they were originally invented in ordei to

of construction sprang architectural Forms, and it is strengthen the metal shall when hollow.

794
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architecture developed and became more

beautiful through refinement in the study of line

and proportion, and reached in a way its highest

point in the Parthenon at Athens. This reminds

me that one day, at Tunbridge Wells, while talking

about Art and Industry with mv friend, the late Sir

William Siemens, he remarked that the delicately

diminishing form of the antique column was the

form for cai rj ing power arrived at by most

modern engineering calculations. He added the

remark that it was wonderful to think that the

artistic eye and feeling should, by intuition, have

arrived at the most perfect form which the engineer

could have arrived at by figures. [, myself, believe

that the constantly progressing feeling for pro-

m, through many generations of first class

architects, ought to lead at last to a sense of safety

an 1 strength which is equal to calculations.

So Art has never been at a standstill, directing

[ndustry and forming for itself new laws according

to the fresh wants and the expression of the Industry

of the time being. The more Art worked together

with [ndustry and tried to supporl the want of the

time the more original il grew, and the mine it

developed in the right direction. It has always

been more or less a reflection of the time which

produced it, because it gave the feeling of the time,

and it showed in its execution the state of develop-

ment the [ndustry of the period had attained, and

the w. mis of the time At present, where there is

no more that unity of purpose in society, where all

expressions of < i \ ilisation are laid together under con-

tribution : when to-day they build Gothic, and Queen

Anne, and Classic, and what nut, in the same street,

ami make of a town a real sample 1 k of the archi-

tecture of all ages, we want more than ever a guide

for Art ami [ndustry. The best waj to obtain this

is through education. Education in Ait i- very

difficult, ami all things considered, in view of tin'

development of the [ndustry of this country, 1

think that the South Kensington sel Is are second

in l », supported as they are by a wonderfully

complete museum which, being part of the edu-

cational system, most liberally lends its trea-

sures t" the provincial galleries. This system

nindly established fur the last

three-quarters of a century, docs h ur to the

country, t" those who founded them, ami to those

who have since given all their power ami thought,

the best "t their abilities, ami the soundest of their

experience t" developing the teaching. Each year

the great competitions show considerable progress;

the drawings i"i industrial purposes, for decorative

motives and Foi manufacture! designs of all kinds

Show at the same time how lllllch profit is tO he

derived from the study in these schools.

I always look forward to visiting the annual

exhibition in the South Kensington Museum of the

hot works produced in the schools; ami 1 cannot

ton much recommend our manufacturers ami in-

dustrial men to visit them also, as they may find it

worth their while to reproduce the work of those

young artists— to develop their talents by giving

them employment, ami perhaps, by doing so, to in-

duce our buyers one day to prefer English goods to

Parisian wares. The South Kensington Ait Schools

arc, like every successful thine, much attacked,

especially so because they do not produce picture-

makers and sculptors of statues: but that is not

their ail r their intention. They teach from the

human figure, because without it their art teaching

would he inferior in quality.

Sir Frederick Leighton, in an admirahle address

delivered in Liver] 1 some years ago, after having

explained howthe Greeks lived foi beauty, remarked,

with absolute truth, that they surpassed all other

civilisations in their art excellence because they were

the only ones who made the human figure the basis of

their study. When now we look at the work of the

Egyptians, the Babylonians, the < Ihinese, the Arabians,

the Japanese, and of the Middle Ages, beautiful as

their productions are, they cannot compare with the

besl of the Greek works. None of them slatted

from the human form. Therefore it is essential for

our Art Schools to keep to the study of the figure

as the fountain-head of all art education, and we

arc convinced that the further progress of industrial

ait in this country will prove the truth of this

assertion. Besides these special schools, there arc

other things of great influence, such as art galleries

and collections of all soils: and, moreover, lectures

—those with diagrams especially. But above all a

more technical education for the child, and not only

reading, writing, and arithmetic. The Frcebel Sys-

tem, and certain others, teach children by forms he-

fore they can read and write, and I believe they are

right. Thegeneral demand for technical education, of

which we hear so much spoken of late, is much the

same thine. The more you teach children to look

I'm' beauty around them, the more they will think uf

il ill after life. Then let usojicll their ey< s to the

beauty of Nature; ami let them find joy in form

and colour. It will most assuredly hear fruit, as

throughout life they will he guided by taste; ami

Art and Industry will profit by il. Ami then

they will improve and produce wonders as in days

gone by, and the future of our country and our

race will improve also, and they will thank us for

not having neglected a part in the education of the

young, which until not so very lone- ago received

hut little attention from those who directed edu-

cation in this country.
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A WORD TO YOUNG' ENGLISH PAINTEES.
A Letter from Monsieub Fernand Cormon to the Editor of The Magazine of Art.

M' the habit and the capacity of writing what is

called a 'magazine article.' But I propose to ex-

press In you my opinion on a question which we
have already discussed together. The subject was

the French school, its influence on foreign schools,

ami particularly on that of England; or, rather,

the services rendered by the French to the English

school—services which, in my opinion, should have

their strict limits set.

" According to my view, I sec at the present

time, in the whole world, but two artistic schools

(I am speaking only now of the section of painting).

These are the schools of France and of England.

America, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, Belgium, Ger-

many, Italy, Russia, and the rest, can nunc of them

set before us, at the present time, the spectacle of a

National school. At the tnosl can they present but

certain technical formulae and certain characteristic

defects. It is not that they cannot brine' into line a

very gratifying number of men of talent, and, indeed,

certain remarkable personalities, such as Israels in

Holland, Von (Jhde in Germany, and several others;

but, save these certain personalities, all their artists

are but the pupils of the French school. I am
perfectly well aware that one people among them

could put forward before us a series of canvases

which would demonstrate a particular aptitude in

using the brush; thai another will show us a cer-

tain unity of coloration; and that yet another, an

extraordinary proof of research into small detail.

Bui all that dues not make a School

poetic sense of a race win

art, and not a certain habit

.vision.' Well, I repeal that,

present day France and Eng

national poel ic sense which

with a distinctly individual picl ural art.

"Nothing can remain stationary in this world.

It is the

i creates its mil ional

if craftsmanship or of

in my opinion, at tlie

ind alone possess that

>nd0WS each of them

Everything changes and must change. A

therefore, cannol standstill. It uiusl be subject to

transformation if it is to endure ; and, having regard

to this fact, I consider it an excellent thing thai each

of us watches his neighbour, profits by his pr<
\

seeks to correct his own weaknesses, and to assimilate

what may advantagi sly be absorbed, always on

the condition of never losing sight of that sincerity

of feeling which, is tin cssenct of his originality.

"I therefore strongly recon ml English artists

to come tn us to learn our trade secrets, to acquire

by such personal contact greater breadth in their

craft, greater freshness in their coloration (which is

often too yellow and too 'rancid'). But I would

most earnestly implore them not to forget their

national qualities— not to lose, when in our midst,

their power of subtle and searching analysis, or their

sense of exquisite mystic poetry. Let them gain

with us such painter-qualities which perhaps they

lack ; but let them not lose their hold, through

contact with us, of their English poetry— poetry so

deep and so sweetly thrilling.

"
I would fain see every young English painter

who comes to work in France I would fain see

him come firmly resolved to acquire the painter's

skill with the viev solely to use it for the better

expression of English art. The true value of an

individual member of a race, as of the race itself, is

his individuality. In the domain of painting, at the

present time, we English and French, we are our-

selves. Well, let us remain i *. Later on, other

races will find what I have willed the pictural formula

of then poetic feeling. America Russia, und others

too, have their future, ran meanwhile, England and

France, which have it securely, uiusl guard and de-

velop it
, each according to her individual genius.

"Such are my general ideas on the point we have

raised, and thej are at your disposal to make what

use of I hem \ oil w ill."
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CATECHISING.

Burgee*, I: A. By Permit Benry Gram and Co.)

THE LEICESTER CORPORATION ART GALLERY.— I.

By s. .1.

AMONGST the many art galleries established in

our large provincial towns of late years, the

one Forming the subjecl of the present article is

perhaps less known outside Leicester than others

intrinsically far inferior to it, and that for reasons

ii"t difficult to explain. When first it was inaugu-

rated no large donations, either of money or works of

art, were forthcoming, and no public building solely

devoted to, and speci illy adapted For, the exhibition

of pictures and other works of art was available
;

so

that the Leii estei i.rl I rallerj started on its i areer

in 188] in an extremely modest and unpretending

manner. The town had for mauj years possessed

an admirable Scl 1 of Art -how excellent, the

results obtained in the National Competitions m
'I. and the present year, show very conclu-

sively : the percentage of awards obtained, in propor-
tion to the number of si liolars attending the scl I,

Fai higher than that of any similar institution

in the kingdom. In L88] Mr. Alfred Paget, the

president of this scl 1. being anxious to establish
an art gallery in the Museum Lecture Hall adjoining

VICCABS.

the school, for the benefit of its students, offered a

donati f £500, with the view of initiating such

a project under the auspices and control of the

Committee of the School of Art. Several exhibi-

tions nf pictures, in addition to the annual one of

the art students' works, had from time to time been

held in this building.

Amongst others who warmly seconded the

efforts nf Mr. Paget were Mr. James Orrock, R.I.,

formerly resident in the town; Mr. Wilinot Pils-

bury, R.W.S., formerly Head Master of the school;

and Mr. John Fulleylove, R.I., a native of Leicester.

After numerous meetings and considerable discus-

sion, it was ultimatelj decided to pul the matter

mi a broader basis by constituting a committee, under

the authority and subject to the control of the Town
Council, in accordance with the provisions of the

Public Libraries and Museums Act, L855. An
appeal by the mayor for that year (Mr. Alderman

Bennett) resulted in the sum of £2,570 being sub-

scribed (Mr. Paget heading the list of subscriptions

with £500), and donations of pictures, including
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works by Henry Dawson, T. Baker (of Leamington), pennaneni collection: Penry Williams, "Italian
A. W. Williams, James Webb, and Wm. Duffield, Peasants Resting;" William Hilton, R \

were "Sbon forthcoming. These, supplemented by the Meeting of Abraham's Servant with Ret*
purchase of various pictures, formed the nucleus of the Well;" William Etty, R.A., "Study of a Man
the present collection, and the wall space was filled in Persian Costume;' B. R Haydon, " Punch, or
up with loans from different collections in the town May Day:" II. Singleton, "Marto and Tiresias;"
and neighbourhood. .1. M. w. Turner, R.A., "The Guidecca, \.

It was not, however, until thnv years later thai and 'The Bridge "i Sighs, Venice."

IATKCHISINQ IN A SCOTCH SCHOOL.

(From ihr Painting Inj Sir (;. Harvey.)

the Town Council, by an Acl passed in that year

(the Leicester Corporation Act, 1884), was em-

powered tn increase the rate levied under the Five

Library and Museums Act in support of the Art

Gallery. In March, 1884, the libraries and museums

rate was increased from one penny to three half-

pence in the pound, and £400 from this source was

applied annually tn the support of the An Gallery.

Thus newly constituted, the building was opened

tu the public mi the 6th "l' January, L885. The

following loans from South Kensington, which have

since remained in the Gallery, and are among its

attractions, were contributed by the Government,

and may now he considered in form part of the

Since its transfer t<> the Corporation, the Ait

Gallery has been managed by a Commits i' the

Town Council, assisted h\ six members chosen from

outside the Council. These outside members, who
are elected annually, and supposed to be specially

qualified to assist in arranging and selecting works

of art, are designated co-optative members

In L885 the total number of pictures, the pro-

perty "l' the Corporation, was thirty-five; this

niuuhci had increased i" eighty-sbt by thi

L891, two pictures onlj having been presented and

fifty-one purchased. It can easilj be seen, however,

that with such limited means at command, and so

comparatively small an annual grant, the purchase
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up i" this time of very important or expensive works

of .hi u.i~ impossible. The Committee, therefore,

endeavoured to secure pictures of g I quality, and

of various schools, necessarily ignoring some of the

more fashionable works by modern artists, the high

T1IK VILLAGE BCHOOLMASTER.

i/' the Painting by C. IF. Cope, B.A.)

prices then being obtained for many such (as recenl

sales li;i\ ily i ionclusively proved) not having

been justified.

In L890 d totally unexpected bequest of £5,1

from the late Mr. William Billings, solicitor, and

a native of Leicestei who, as far as was known,

had never 3how n any pai i icular interest in the Art

Gallery enabled the Committee to secure some

important and h d works, excellent ex-

amples of - \\ ilkie I; \ W illiam Muller,

Mr. Tliomas Faed, R.A, and Mr. J. B. Burgess, R.A.,

being purchased.

The example by Wilkie Foi mei l\ in the ci llec-

li hi of Sir William Knighton (a great patron and

friend of the artist), has for its subject " Washington

[rving searching for traces of Columbus in the Con-

vent of La ftabida." It is one of Wilkie's late

works, painted after his Spanish visit, and quite

different in treatment and handling from his highly-

finished earlier works, such as

the " Blind Fiddler" and " Penny

Wedding." Though then' are

only two figures in the compo-

sition, the contrast of light and

shade, and the general effect of

this low-toned work, arc admir-

able, and show the powerful in-

fluence of Velasquez and the other

Spanish masters upon the artist.

"Pot-Luck," by Mr. T. Fad,

I!. A., engraved on p. 13, was ex-

hibited in the Academy in 1866,

and in the artist's opinion, ex-

pressed in a letter kindly grant-

ing the permission to reproduce

it for illustration in this article,

it is "about the best picture 1

have ever painted." The group

of fowls is painted in a manner

that would do credit to any

animal painter of the day. while

the colour of the picture as a

whole is particularly rich, and the

handling exceedingly powerful.

Mr. J. B. Burgess, II. A., cue

of the few living members of

the Academy represented here,

is well to the fore with No. 77,

"
( latechising," which, by the

courteous consent of Messrs.

Henry Graves and Co. (who

own the copyright), we are

enabled to illustrate (p. 1l'). The

group nf girls being examined

by the hands, line, benevolent-

looking pi iesl or cure, is painted

with all the skilful technique and finish of the

artist, the utmost care having been bestowed upon

all the accessories and details nf the work, which

is uiie nf the popular Academician's happiest and

brightest efforts.

" A Woody Landscape," by the late William

Miiller, painted in L844, though nut a large pic-

ture, may certainly he considered, both I'm- colour,

composition, force, ami truth, one •'!' the master's

lincsi productions, and this pict alone would

rende: the Gallerj well worth a visit. TheCorpora-

tion were especially fortunate in securing it, Messrs.

Agnew and Suns, who bought it for the Gallery, not

only charging no commission (their invariable rule
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CALM OFF THE COAST OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

(From the Painting >->t George Slorland.)

with the Leicester Gallery), but abstainiug from lower price than might otherwise have been the

competing, thereby obtaining the picture at a much case. "The Village Pedlar," by the late J. 1'. Knight,

THE \ All. I J "1 1 HI INS. Ml Mill.

, / . I II. I:, „l.ll )
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l; \ is a fine example of colour, and shows what productions by the latter artist. "Catechising in a

good' work this now somewhal forgotten artisl Scotch School" is the subject, and illustrates, with

did before the more lucrative attract! 'portrait- Wilkie-like fidelity, the visit of the clergyman,

painting so completely engrossed him. and the examination of the youngsters in the large

The earlj English scl 1 lias always been a scl Ihouse. Painted in L832, the picture remains

favourite one with some members of the Leicester in excellent condition, and though age has. perhaps,

Committee, as a glance round the walls will show, somewhat darkened the colour, it has only added

Aim. >st the first important purchase made was that to its richness.

LANDSCAPE WITH CATTLE.

(From //,, Paintino by T. S. Cooper, R.A |

of a large and uoble work in oils, by Peter Dewint,

tei of water-colour. It is one of his

favourite Lin.. .In subjects, taken a sln.it distance

from the city, the distant towers of the cathedral

standing out impressivelj From the background of

clear blue sky. The foreground of the work is. per-

haps, rathei dark and hardly sufficiently defined,

hut the pii I dingly fine in colour.

Among the many disciples and followers of

-
i David Wilkie, perhaps Sir William Allan and

Harvey, both members of the Royal

Scottish Academy (the formeT being also an English

Academician), were as eminent and successful as

any. The picture which is illustrated on p. 15 is

perhaps one of the best known and most successful

Though Mr. T. S. Cooper, R.A., still exhibits

annually in the Academy, the small picture by his

hand in the Leicester Gallery was painted fifty-

seven years ago (in 1835), and is as brilliant and

Fresh to-day as when it left his easel. Those who

have only seen his more recent works, coming from

the hand of a nonagenarian, would scarcely imagine

this golden Cuyp-like little " Landscape with Cattle

and Sheep" to be from the same brush. Only one

small picture (but that of exceedingly high quality)

by George Morland, No. 74,"Calm off the Coast of

the Isle of Wight," illustrated on p. 17, is owned

by the Leicester < lorporation. It is a lovely, silvery,

delicate little gem, by that gifted but erratic genius,

full of lighl and sunshine, very highly finished,
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and a striking contrast to the numerous pot-boilers

he turned out when, weakened by excesses and

harassed by importunate creditors, he painted any-

how for the gain of a few shillings.

"The Valley of the Inn, Munich," by Frederic

Lee Bridell, illustrated on p. 17, is another speci-

men of the earlier English school of landscape-paint-

ing, and is a charming specimen of the work of thai

accomplished artist, who unfortunately died young,

just when he appeared likely to attain to the highest

eminence in his art. The colour is good, the com-

position faultless, and the sky painted as few except

Turner could have done it.

We have come of late to decry the work of

certain of our older Academicians, some of whom,
perhaps, continued painting and exhibiting when it

would have been wiser to retire and to leave the

Held tn more youthful competitors. No doubt there

has been much ground for these animadversions,

but anyone looking at the work by the late C. W.
Cope, R.A., No. 7 in the Leicester collection, painted

in 1842, and reproduced on p. lti, cannot fail to

be struck with the force and general excellence of

the work. The late E. M. Ward, R.A., painted a

large picture for her Majesty of the " Queen Visiting

the Tomb of Napoleon I.," and was allowed, by her

Majesty's permission, to paint a replica for Mr.

Hdltz, which is now in the Leicester collection.

The following extract from a letter, written at the

time to the purchaser by the artist, is interesting,

as describing the work: -"The original was painted

by me for her Majesty, together with the companion,

Napoleon III. receiving the Order of the Gartei

from Queen Victoria,' and both are in Buckingham

Palace, in a room illu I the alliance of

France and England during the Crimean War. I

was not myself presenl at the scene represented in

your picture, but ii was minutely described i" me
li\ the Queen, the late l'i ince ' lonsort, and the

Princess Royal immediately after its occurrence ; and

1 made two journeys to Paris purposely to make

studies ii!' the background and the French indi-

viduals present, with the exception of the Emperor,

who afterwards sat to me at Osborne, when on a

visit t<> her Majesty."

The Gallery possesses also one of the best and

most important works by Mrs. E. M. Ward, the

wife of the late R.A., entitled " Palissj the I'

exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1866, and en-

graved in the Art Journal in 1868. It represents

a well-known episode in the life of the celebrated

ceramic artist, and is one of the mosl popular

pictures in the Gallery. Among other notable

works by deceased artists of the English scl 1

are good examples of W. Duffield Shaver, .1. W.
(takes, A.R.A., .1. C. [bbetson, R Brandard, P. J.

de Loutherbourg, F. Danby, A.R.A., Henry Bright

and David Roberts, R.A. I purpose in another

article to refer to the more modern oil paintings,

and the small but choice collection of drawings.

I

"THE RETTJEN."

Painted by Marcus Stone, I!. A.

T is one of the characteristics of Mr. Marcus Stone or, on the other, startling him with any approach to

that, be his subject humorous or tender, he never violence, (if Mr. Stone's lighter mood "The Return"

fails to create exactly thai impression upon the is a good example. "My own view of the story,"

general public he intended when he first conceived he writes, "is this : the beloved one has been absenl

his composition. When "The Return" was ex- for a weary length of time, and returns unexpectedly,

hibited at the Loyal Academy two years ago, it to find his dear mournfully thinking of him in

attracted the full share of popular attention which the old trysting-place." As in all the pictures of

is invariably the reward of Mr. Stone's work. Ii Mr. Manus Stone, the story is clearly laid upon

gladdened the great mass of those whom it is the the canvas, and. is intelligible to ever) beholder.

artist's delight to please with his graceful scenes Mr. Stone has now for some years painted in

of lover's loves

—

their quarrels and reconciliations, practicall) the same key, and the same tone of

their wooings and jealousies, their joys and dis- amiable sentiment has prevailed. But ii must

appointments. Mr. Stone's little dramas are always be remembered that, in truth, he is an artist of

delicately imagined. High comedy is in them, hut wide range, whose prolific pencil had done much

never tragedy ; emotion, but never passion. Refined admirable work, before the black-and-white illus-

im d graceful as becomes I he pretty costume-period trator of Dickens, and the painter of many a vigorous

which the painter most affects (in theatrical Ian- historical piece executed in strong colour, sought

CTuage, the "powder-period") their storj gently in the Empire period, and in a pleasantly amorous

forces itself on the mind of the spectator wilhoilt, strain, the medium of Ills artlSti E to the

on the one hand, impelling him to sudden laughter, people.
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r,\ HARR"! I
i RNISS.

OTHING is more difficull for one

who Lives simply by the topsy-

turvy art of caricature than to

give practical and serious ad\ ice

upon matters of art. Ii mighi

naturally be supposed thai I could

write more easilj upon almost

any othei branch of arl than that of design. How-

ever, all art students may be said to row in the

same boat, ii" matter with whal special branch of

art they may afterwards identify themselves; and

I will, therefore, content myself with the thought

thai should any of my readers acquire but a few

practical hints from the remarks I am about to

make, I shall be amply repaid for laying down my

cap and bells and taking up the pen of the critic.

\ ,-,
I am very frequently applied to for advice

by students as to the best methods to be pursued in

drawing and design. Fond parents and guardians

-.•imI the albums of budding young artists to be

criticis panied bj an appeal such as this :

—

••
I take the liberty of sending you original drawings

by a young man (or young woman a- the case may be),

which I venture to think show promise of no mean

order. You will see that he i- original, and that his

designs show great spirit. Will yon kindly let me know

by return whether there i- an opening in the Royal

Academy, and -end me a li-t of publishers in need of such

The letters I receive of this description are in-

numerable, and although in replying t" them I could

do v,, n, fcWo lines or two pages, according to the

time at my disposal, I could sum up everything I

have to say in the two won I- " Study Nature." The

I i are not whether hi' designs for a beauti-

ful manufacture or for the illustrations in a comic

paper, must go to Nature for practice. Nature is an

inexhaustible storehouse for the artist. In her he

finds everything. But what to look for, when to

look, an- questions that no one can

answer for him hut himself. All that he musl find

out for himself. Begin, then, 1,\ drawing from

Nature. Even a leaf drawn from Nature is worth

all the plaster casts in the art school. Even a foot

i- far better studied fr Nature, than by standing

itique for weeks without varying

light and -hade. Facility in drawing and

will never !»• reai hed urn il Nature i- studied and

the most facile artists, like those whose worl< looks

pid to the careless observer artists like T :i

in painting, and (hail,-- Keene in drawing have

been the most persistent i tudenl - f Nal me

Of such enormous importance is this golden rule.

"Study Nature," to an art student, that, having

given vent to it, 1 might, for all the practical g 1

which my further remarks will do you in com-

parison with it, lay down my pen. Bui the mention

of the term " Facility in Arl," reminds me of other

topics upon which 1 have In touch. I prefer in

this article to confine my remarks to the subjects

about which I may he supposed t<> know most, and

would like to say something about Drawing and

1 lesion.

It is of no use for me to deal with colour, and I

shall leave that to others who have had more practice

iii that department than 1 have. Indeed, it would

he presumptuous mi my pari to suppose that 1 am

an ait 1st at all. Of that fact I was forcibly reminded

not lone ago by one of my own little hoys, aged not

more than seven. Some visitors were making an

afternoon call, and cross-examined young hopeful

as to his future career in life.

"
I suppose you arc going to lie an artist like

your father '.

"

"My father isn't an artist, lie's only a black-

and-white man: I'm going to he an artist in

all colours !"

That settles my position: but I may lie per-

mitted to say that colour, after all, is a matter of

fancy, whereas drawing is a matter of fact. For,

supposing that you give several different painters

the same subject lor a picture, one paints it in a

yellow key, another in a red, another Mile, ami

another black, what can you say '. They are all

righl from their respective points of view. Giotto,

when asked to send the l'ope a specimen of his

work for competition at Rome, simply took up

his charcoal and drew- a circle; which show- I hat

facility with the pencil marks the master more

than the mere daub of the brash. But with

drawing it is a very different matter, for one

artist cannot d"iw a figure seven heads high, and

another make it seventeen. Colour is according

to a man's fancy, and when that fancy is beautiful,

as in the case of Gainsborough, we pardon the swan

necks, the twisted limbs, and the sweetness of form

long drawn out. which are to he found iii his

charming port raits.

I fear it cannot he denied that, as a nation, we

are weak both in drawing and desion. From the

nursery to the studio the general desire is to paint
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before we can draw. I know thai some artists b

lieve thai an infanl should be taught to wield the

lirusli almost before he can shake a rattle, and in

their enthusiasm Eor budding talent glory in behold-

ing the infant prodigy smear a blank canvas, for-

giving even his experiments in colour upon the walls

and furniture around. And this mistaken idea is

too much encouraged in our art scl Is, so that, too

often, when a student thinks he can paint, and is

sent in Paris to

acquire the knack

of facility, he finds,

to his horror, that

he is put back to

the very rudiments

of art, and that he

has to 1"' taught

how tu draw. Fur

my own part, I

think a student

would di. well to

learn thoroughly

how to draw hel'i ile

he touches a brush.

lie may, of cuur.se,

draw with a brush

if he likes, so as

to become familiar

with the handling

of it, but draw he

must before he can

paint. If vim have

"colour" in your

soul it is bound to

come out when you

arrive at the paint-

box ; but, I believe,

that unless you have
" colour" born in h.uusy furnis

</'•' v ,i, /,,,you, you can never

lie taught it. A
beautifully drawn picture which is bad in colour is, in

my opinion, preferable to one which is vilely drawn,

and depends for its effect solely upon its colour.

A writer may hit on a beautiful theme for his book,

yet should the grammar and construction be faulty,

the work is unreadable, and the picture of an artisl

who cannot draw is just as bad. I think it is sheer

nonsense to say thai everj an be taughl how

It might be said, with equal reason, thai

an he taughl music. Personally, I have

never been taughl drawing, and what little I know

about it 1 have picked up myself; but in music I

had Lessons without number, and now, at the

to draw

e\ el yon

hav,

present time, I doubt if I could inanagi

"
( ohI save the Qi n " on the piano,

to
|

1 1
is not merely that all children cannot he taught

drawing, bul thai some -.-railed artists even seem
to he unable t" acquire the art. It i- the fashion,

nowadays, fur certain paintet
I what they

are pleased to call "a fatal facility with the pencil,"

hut. they forget thai it was not until the rise "i

illustration demonstrated of how much use the pencil

could he by itself, that artists of the English school

began to show any perceptible improvement in draw-

ing I' - not too

much to say that

i artists who
.He now mi

of thai self-consti-

tuted body oi arehi-

painters, and

engravers whom I

would call the Bur-

lington ' luh. hut

who are generally

kimw n as the Ri

Academy, have nul

iiuh no fatal facil-

ity with their pen-

cils, hut are in truth

lacking in the ele-

mentary principles

of drawing. This

was broughl home
to them wlnii. ow-

ing to the depres-

sion in trade, the

interests of art suf-

fered, and artists ill

general had Little

work In do. Then

the men of that

Art Institution,v ho

W ill not I

„,„ ,u„i Gmild, Bi - hlark-and-w hile as

a complete alt. of-

fered drawings to publishers, only to discover the sad

truth that they knew not how to draw, and that

their work was not good enough qud black-and-white.

But the rise of illustrated journalism ha-- dene much
in alter 1 1 lis state of tilings, and every daj we are

being educated, in spile of ourselves, bj means of

the reallj fine drawings which are appearing in our

illustrated papers and magazines. This is having

.in enormous influence upon the rising generation

of artists. <*ur fathers had onlj a few a verj few

illustrated books, in which the illustrations were

generally of the | rest and most conventional kind.

wliilsl the pii torial embellishments in tlie few illus-

trated periodical urn of the most in: iption.

Bul now ii is difficult intake up even the cheapest
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illustrated paper without finding some beautifully

drawn picture. In fact, the H 1 of illustrated

literature of all kinds which deluges our nurseries,

play-rooms, and drawing-rooms, constitutes an art

education in itself, for there is no denying the fact

that the English illustrated papers sm-pass those

of any other country in the world, providing work

and remuneration for a body of first-rate artists, the

rapidly-increasing number of whom is amazing.

At the beginning of the Victorian era art was

at its veiy lowest ehb. The young lady students of

the period were copying those impossible litho-

graphed heads which formed the stock-in-trade of

the drawing-master, or those Fashion-plate Venuses

whose necks recalled the proportions of the giraffe,

with the eyelashes of a wax doll, and fingers that

tapered off like the point of a pencil. These sirens

of the drawing-board were invariably smelling a

01 kissing a canary, and always had a weak-

ness for pearls. They used to be drawn upon

tinted paper, and when the faces had been duly

smeared over with the stump to suggest shadow,

and after the drawing-master had endowed the

work with artistic merit by the application of white

chalk to the high lights, the pearls, the canaries'

eyes, and the pathetic tear-drops upon the damsels'

the immortal productions were ready for

framing. The giraffe or swan-necked angel was

the keynote for all ideal work, and even the reeog

uised artists of those days -with one or two brilliant

• cepl ions followed in her train.

In the ait nt' designing for manufactures the

public taste was equally vile and distorted, and to

this day it is suffering from much the same cause.

The t of the mischief is deeper than at first you

might imagine. It lias origin in the habits and

customs, the ideas and modes of thought, of the

people, and especially of their leaders. What
Thackeray did for society by writing "The Book

Ijs' it remains for the art-critics and satirists

of to-day to do for art. It did not, iud I. require

.i Tliai keray to show us that snobbery is m f our

national shortc ings, but it did require the keen

of his masterly satire to deal it a cut which

it would feel. The snake, however, was scotched,

not killed. It was i, nl\ a few years ago that, be-

i popular princess nnfoi I unatelj sprained her

ankle, the Alexandra limp threatened to become

i] cl iracteristic and 1 verily believe thai

were another princess to take it into hei head to

jump instead of walk-, the whole of English society

would soon come to an untimely end by jumping

itself out nt' existence. We have, perhaps, no right

in quarrel with the taste «f others, but, in the ease of

; he lead, in the case of i he highest in

the land, must I venture to say, with all loyalty and

re pect, that English art is still suffering from the

tun conservative spirit of the patronage extended to

it ; and I may be pardoned for noting the fact that

the crimson curtains and large-flowered carpets that

we still sometimes encounter in out-of-the-way

places, positively continue to be turned out of the

loom for the royal palaces to-day. It should be

remembered that, although snobbishness exists in

other countries also, vet we are not so clever at

concealing the skeleton as are some foreign nations,

and that when royalty exhibits a preference for

foreign artists Snobland will follow suit en masse,

and, rushing to the studio of the slapdash invader,

shower gold upon him for the had art upon his

easel. It was ever thus: and so long as fashion

neglects our native artists, so long will the national

talent for design remain dormant.

Now we are all expecting great things from

technical education, and I only hope we shall not

be disappointed. Some yens ago I had the great

advantage of accompanying the Royal Commission

on Technical Instruction upon one of its journeys

abroad. All credit is due, no doubt, to the gentle-

men who gave up their time and money in order

to travel in search of knowledge which might benefit

the scheme for technical instruction, for I may

mention that all the Government gave them was an

eighteen-penny writing-desk apiece, and the price

of a loom at each hotel they visited wherein to use

it. Lookers-on are popularly supposed to sec most

of the game, and judging by what I saw upon that

journey in foreign parts, and now that the huge

Blue Book which was the result of the labours of

those gentlemen is duly shelved— or it may be thai

it is propping up some rickety piece of foreign

furniture in their studies—and now that the honours

of the expedition have been divided and we are

awaiting the result, I may frankly admit that it is

m\ opinion that the worthy members of that Royal

Commission were sadly humbugged.

In the first place, the foreign technical schools

whidi they visited were aware beforehand that

the Commission was coming. Now. why we never

catch Guy Eawkes under the Houses of Parliament

when the cellars are searched at the opening of the

session is because when the yeomen of the Guard

arrive upon their mission they li ml the policemen and

officials whom they encounter at every turn knew

beforehand (hat they were coming. That is why

they find the basement nicely whitewashed and duly

carpeted I'm their \ isit . ami I have seen them go

through the solemn farce of making a search for Guy

Fav kes Redi\ i\ us under circumstances such as these.

In like fashion. I could delect plainly that these

technical schools abroad which I \ isited had been

specially prepared I'm the visitors. The work which
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was being done in them was being done by ordinary

workmen, and as for schoolboys, indeed ! the youths

who were on show in the foreign technical schools

were simply full-blown workmen —very full-blown

after tin- prodigious way they worked for a mo-

ment or two after we passed round. In a word,

I soon detected a want of genuine purpose or re-

gard for success among them, and saw that they

were simply acting a part. Indeed, ii was admitted,

I think, that some of them were duly qualified work-

men, and that they were there because without them

the so-called schools would have been unable to

number sufficient students to qualify for the Govern-

ment grant. The majority of the establishments

I saw were merely trade simps and not schools at

all: whilst at Arco, in the ninth of Italy, then- was

one where they were doing a brisk trade in olive-

wood paperweights, with " Mount of Olives" prettily

inscribed upon them. These, we were told, were

regularly shipped to Jerusalem, where they were

eagerly bought up by the tourists, and highly prized

as mementoes of the Holy Land.

We cannot, however, shut our eyes to the fact

that we are not a nation of artists, nor are we

likely to improve in this respect until we give up

striving to copy the tricks and traits of other

nations. What could be more absurd than to see

a stout burly Englishman attired in evening dress,

and conspicuous in white gloves and a very tall

hat, walking from church with his bride, got up in

white satin and a veil; or dancing along a high

street, followed by a party of friends in similar ap-

parel? Yet, in France, such a sight as this strikes

.me as being not only rational, hut even pictur-

esque, and the manner, the chic, and the "go" of

our neighbours across the Channel, redeem it from

any appearance of absurdity. Now it would be

just as absurd for an English artist to paint a stout

lady of some thirty summers, reclining on the slender

branch of a tree, as Ophelia, as for an English

designer to try and imitate the artificial, although

wonderfully ingenious, designs of the French work-

men. It is simply not. our nature. We must,

therefore, make the niost of what is in us, and

besides encouraging originality in art, to foster a

love for it.

There is a great deal of nonsense talked about

art, I know, and a -real deal of rubbish is passed

off a genuine work, of course, if the student has

,,nl\ to please his or her parents, or guardians, or

uncles and aunts, a poo,' copy of a poor subject,

provided it has a great deal of rich mounting and

elaborate framing, will, no doubt, pass muster.

Hnt ji i s only when the work has to he regarded

from a commercial point of view thai the hall-

mark of sue,,,, is branded upon it honestly. I

daresay people sometimes wonder why so many
had pi' tun - are painted, and what become- of lln-lll

subsequently. It is l>ecause the typical picture-

gallerj lounger, with nothing to do and more

money than brains, will buy up any daub that

strike- his uneducated eye. Bui no business man
will buy a picture, w it h an e\ , to re elling

he sees sufficient merit in it to justify the outlay

of his capital, and no manufacturer will buy a

design unless he feels that it i- good enough t"

warrant the cost of manufacture It is the same

with us who are artists in black-and-white. We
also are commercially valued. We . employed

to nil so many pages oi a newspaper or magazine

ai so much a page, according to our particular

priiv in the market, and we know, therefore, that

our publishers would not employ us as they do.

if we did n<n bring them profit. It is foi this

reason that we indulge in a feeling of independence

that is simply delicious. I believe I would rather

starve than have recourse to the fawning and

trickery to which certain painters have to descend

in order to sell their pictures. Indeed, 1 should

have a sleepless night were I to feel that I bad

ever induced anyone to become the purehasi

a work of mine against his will. That is one reason,

and perhaps not the least, why I remain a black-

and-white artist. And what. too. becomes of half

the pictures that are painted' It must he evident

to anyone who looks at the contents of a railway

bookstall or bookseller's shop that the artists in

black-and-white have no necessitj to palm off their

works on their too good-natured friends, who. 1 may
add, generally relegate those precious works of art

to the butler's pantry or the housekeeper's boudoir,

unless, indeed, the\ go straight to the cellar.

Now I have dwelt upon this subject in order to

encourage students in the study of drawing, for then-

is an immense Held and a growing demand for good

draughtsmen; and. provided they have anj origin-

ality, an income awaits them equal to that resulting

From the successful pursuit of any other profession,

liar one the legal.

Hut 1 should like to saj a little more about

design. In our coinage, in our proposed one pound

note, in all oftil lal dies and slain]'-, in a word, ill

everything national, the highest price ought to be

paid for the most original designs, and there ought

to be open competition. The fatal consequences ol

selecting an artist for work of this kind by favour

instead of merit are obvious in that awful jubilee

coinage, which so offended the artistic eye of the

l.oid Chancellor, that he pronounced them to !„

not only artistically, but also commercially, a dis-

i to the count i

)

Yet that consi ient ious painter. M r. Hoiman
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Hunt, writing apropos of the arl of drawing, has

remarked that " Armstead actually wasted his life

jroldsniith's designer." Whal does Mr. Hunt

mean by that '
I have a personal interest in this

mattei a boy it was in) greatest amhition

i
goldsmith's designer. Mr. Hun!, in decrying

ill.' flashy, commercial side "I' ail. ami pleading

wiili his 'usual high intelligence for an inspired by

love, does ii"t surely mean thai a designei is lost

in the studio of a goldsmith ! Why thai is the very

i develop any latent talent he possesses.

The nam.' of another young artist, a sculptor,

and one of the few geniuses we have in the English

art-world, occurs to my mind. 1 mean .Mr. Allied

(1,11,,. n. ||,. begins where Mr. Armstead left off,

ami anyone who lias seen specimens of liis splen-

.li.l handiwork in metal, anyone who has seen the

wonderful chain which he exhibited at tin' Academy

and tin' Guards' memorial gift I"

the Queen on tin- occasion of her jubilee, must ac-

knowledge that if we had more Gilberts we should

have little i" fear from other countries in the ait

..I' design, and thai our home manufactures would

quickly lead the fashion in a way which would

be unsurpassed by those of any other country in

our time. Why, then, is Mr. Gilbert nol more

:,il\ applied in when the services of a special

genius for design air required ' I must say again

that here we have another flagrant instance of in-

fluence and patronage, and the "spurns that patient

merit of the unworthy takes."

Now there is no denying the fad that we owe

eat deal of improvement in colour and design

j M dri and art surroundings, and also. I suppose,

to ilir exquisite fabric of lace, to the lair aesthetic

Thai, by the way, was a wave of artistic

feeling which was supposed to have originated in

the brain of Mr. ai Wilde, ami ii was carica-

tured by Du Mauri. T and burlesqued by Burnand.

My two Punch friends, however, only built up that

. of raid- to make capital oul of it.

although it certainly drew attrnii.in to blue curtains

and flowered carpets, to hideous wall-papers and

hideous fashion-plate designs in dress. Thru we

.
i e afflicted « ith another Eorm of arl istic dementia.

This time ii was dramatic, and the wishy-washy

but highly amusing drawing-room comedy was

assailed by tbsenite worshippers, who hoped, and

still hope, t" Bupplant it by the unsavoury dramas

of the Norwegian writer. But this craze will also

be killed by a touch of ridicule, although, no

doubt, ii will not I"' without its good effects in

infusing new blood into the drama. And ii is to

this sainr striving after some new thing which was

the special characteristic of the Athenians of old

thai we musl also look for the new developments

in our art schools. 1 would, therefore, impress upon

the students of design, as well as .it' imaginative art,

that they should aim as much as possible at origin-

ality. Whether in books or plays, pictures or prints,

no s er is a subject a success than a hosl of

imitators follow in the same groove. An artist.

for instance, paints a picture of a donkey standing

by a sign-post to bray. It becomes the popular

picture of the season. It runs the usual course,

is engraved, photographed, and given away coloured

with Christmas numbers. Forthwith a whole si 1

nf artists paint nothing but donkeys braying ai

sign posts. In literature we have Dickens and

Lewis Carroll copied ad nauseam. It is the same

upon the stage. Originality, therefore, is what we

must all strive for. All cry out for something new,

but that something must be good. After a student

has digested the best works of the masters in the

particular branch of art he intends to pursue he

should search his own brain and try, if possible, to

out-do them. He must be an inventor, and not a

mere copyist. I think it is that lack of originality,

that la.k of self-confidence in ourselves, that is the

cause of our all. .win- foreign countries to show us

the way which we but follow. Your English manu-

facturer goes I" France for his designs, just as dues

your English dramatist. Both bring over the new-

ideas of the foreigner and dish them up afresh for

the English market. Thai is neither plucky nor

honest, and until our students feel thai it is de-

grading to us as a nation, we shall never cease to

he the middlemen nf art.
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THE "PKIX DK ROME" AT THE fiCOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS, PARIS.

l:v A. V. PARMINTER

THK annual contours of the Prix <<' Romi al the student musl follow as nearly as possible from

the ficole des Beaux-Arts, Paris, has recently his preliminary sketches, any great deviation from

taken place, and Parisian lovers of art have en- which may possibly put him out of the running,

joyed the opportunity of admiring or criticising The finished work is then exhibited in one of

the different works of painting, sculpture, and the school galleries, and the An Jury, composed

JOB ANIi HIS PBIl '. DS

(Prom the Painting by M havergne. Awarded the Grand Prix d< Rome.)

architecture sent in b) the competing students,

I exhibited in the galleries of the school. This

event is one looked forward to by the students

who are foremost in each branch of art. A certain

of painters, sculptors, &c, decide to which i

the ten competitors should be awarded the Pria

first, second, and third prizes being given. Th

winner of the first 1'r'u de Rome carries off lli

number who have obtained the requisite proportion scholarship, which affords him a three years' study

of points and medals for the year's work, in the at Rome, and he is expected cadi year to send to

different studios 1"
I lie scl I. are allowed

to entei for the preliminary contest
;
the result of

the contest being, that ten of the students in each

m of art who satisfy the Art Jury by their

preliminary sketches are permitted to compete in

the deriding \ certain amount of time

en for the completion of the life-size painting who!

• a sculpture, or the drawing and colouring to a large rallj

nf the architectural di dea for which of very good points may be observed in the work

the scl 1 Eor exhibition the work resulting from

his studies ni the Villa Medicis. The Grand Prix

ili Rom is certainly an 1 ur worth winning, and

means several years of serious study, combined with

mil ural talent . in the schools.

The work this year dees not appear, on the

to have attained the standard of that gene-

one for this contours. Hut still a number
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of the successful competitors which show great

misc. and may be taken as a fair resull of

method of training adopted at the school.

The subject given to the students of paintin

interpretation (" Job and his Friends" | was
which called for the utmost skill of the artii

composition and sentiment ; but although seemi

difficult at first sight, ii appears more
simple when it is noticed that the mo-

ment to be represented is when Job,

visited by his friends, expresses by his

words and attitude his absolute faith

in the God who is thus trying him.

The programme repeated the verses of

the Bible when Job, in the depth of his

wretchedness, reduced to poverty, eaten

by sores, and insulted by his friends, in

spite of all still remains trustful in his

faith in the Almighty, bursting forth in

eloquent terms of the God who, having

once endowed him with happiness and

riches, now chooses to overwhelm him
with the utmost Wee.

Amongst the pictures sent in, only

two or three seem well deserving of

nut ice. That uf M. Lavergne was

awarded the Grand Prix by the Art

Jury. His picture possesses g 1 co-

louring qualities, and contains more
delicate sentiment than any uf the other

paintings. It is evident that the young
painter has conscientiously endeavoured

td treat the subject simply and broadly.

M. Lavergne carried nil' the second prize

in last year's competition.

The work of M. Mitrecy, which

gained the second prize, although con-

taining less sentiment than that of bhe

Grand Prix,is nevertheless treated very

intelligently, and with a certain amount
of dramatic accent. Job is represented

crouched in a corner of a stable, his

eyes idosed, as if to hide from himself

his own wretchedness; his three friends

standing in the doorway east looks of

horror at their unhappy companion, whilst, one

them, with a perfectly natural gesture before

loathsome state of Job, holds his nose with the fi

of his gown.

There is no doubt that the subject was not

easy one to treat properly. In nearly all the picti

the young painters seemed to have dreaded the t

of representing the horrible state and suffering

doh, and despaired their ability to show il xp

sion of sublime submission and faith which she

contrast with the idea of such utter misery.

for

one

;t in

ugly

The ubji i
i given to tic- -< ulptoi - ....- the ex-

pulsion of Adam from Paradise, or, in tin- words of

the Bchool programmi Adam, driven from the

terrestial Paradise, is condemned to lalwur the earth,

which produces hut w.cd- ;m d th S, according to

the word of God, • Thou shall earn thy bread by
tie- -weat of thy brow.' " Tin- first prize was carried

of off by M. Lefebvre, a young sculptor, who, like the

the successful artist in the painting competition, won the

Ids second prize of last year. His figure of Adam is

greatlj superior to those of any of the other Ioni-

an petitors. lie represents Adam resting an instant

ires From hi- work, in order to brush away the sweat

ask with which his brow i^ wet. His right arm, tired

of after his hard work, rests on bhe rough implement

es- with which he has been toiling; his whole hotly

aid bends under the weight of overpowering weai

and the legs, swollen by excessive labour,
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almost to give way. The idea is excellently

treated and the figure well modelled; the fresh-

ness of execution and the happj interpretation of

the idea won for the young sculptor the highest

praise of the Jury.

The sculptors who gained the second and

third prizes have given quite another idea of the

outcast Adam. That of M. Clausade, which gained

the second prize, unlike the Adam of the winner

iif the Grand Prix, seemingly resigned to the hard

will nf the Almighty, is apparently more over-

whelmed by Ins sin and regret for his fault, as he

compares his present woe to the calm joys of the

lust Paradise. In a sitting posture, the head lean-

ing against the breast, the torture of bis soul

and deep regret is plainly and beautifully ex-

pressed in the downturned face and gesture of

the arm.

The Architecture Prix, although attractive in

a less degree to the general art public, is never-

theless interesting, as showing the system of

teaching in the French Art School. The subject

for competition was "A Museum of Artillery,"

tu be erected in the capital of a large state It

should, said the programme, be designed in a

severe style and have a monumental aspect. In

front of the building was to be a kind of dock

in contain the floating museum of naval war

engines; and a vast gallery leading to a monu-

mental staircase should, together with the exhi-

bition rooms, occupy the ground floor. The stair-

ease was tn give access tu the Upper stul'eV, set

aside for military trophies and arms of war of

all nations; repairing workshops, dwellings, and

library complete the plan. Whether the subject

was too difficult in itself, or whether the com-

peting students found the task of representing a

style of architecture suitable to such a museum

not iin easy one, it appears that the severe style

asked for by the programme was utterly set aside.

The usual pompierism of the school appears in

this ease to have given way to ideas worthy of

the splendour of the ancient Roman palaces,

gaudy casinos, or even reminiscences "t' the

plaster palaces of the last Paris Exhibition.

The design which seemed to combine more

simplicity and calm is that of M. Bertone, which

is reproduced on this page. Before his drawings

the somewhat astonished eyes of the Jury found

repose; so the plan being well arranged, and the

style of architecture well composed and dealt

with, t" him was awarded the Grand Prix.'

Though some of the other designs contained

some good points in style and treatment, the

c petitive work as a whole was far below the



IN PIEVE hi CADORE, LOOKING TO MONTE CRISTALLO.

(Drawn by J. MacWlrtrter, A.B.A. Engraved by 1/ O

TITIAN'S SUMMEB PILGBIMAGE.
\\\ LEADER SCOTT.

Till-: nld painter was lonely in liis house by the more plainly saddled steeds, while n train of sumptcr
waterside in Venice : the weight of eighty-eight mules and donkeys, laden with easels, painl ing panels,

years bowed his shoulders, and as he sal musing and personal baggage, plod on in the rear. The firsl

in his garden on summer evenings the memories of night the halting-place is Treviso, and here, when the

things that had vanished wen- more potent than the great artist has calm and rested, he strolls into the

joys which were left. His gaze turned northward, church and glances at his "Annunciation, a work

where, far, far away, peaked Antelao shot its spires of his earlier days. He smiles over the fault} draw-

up into the sky like n white phantom above the ing, and knows that his shaking old hand at eighty-

mists of the lagoons, and the ghostlike points seemed eight years ran painl a more celestial angel than

fingers beckoning him back to the home of his that rustic-looking being.

youth. Year after year had he answered their call, Next day he fords the Piave, which, in this

and though they were more than eight} miles away summer season, is a broad expanse of pebbles, with

—as many miles as he counted years -he, sturdy a narrow thread of water; and so along the dusty

old man that he was. rose again to go towards road, through Festooned vines and broad leaved

them in the summer of 15G5. We will follow in maize, he comes where Conegliano stands on its low

spirit the course of his pilgrimage. hill, with the evening sunlight ruddy on iis dusky

In his own Mark gondola he is earned to the houses. Ai last the wide verdanl plain is crossed,

mainland, with his attendants, luggage, and paint- and he sees the Bishop ol I ile crowning

ing paraphernalia. Al Mestre they take the mad: the first height The old paintei looks wistfulh ai

Titian is mounted on a richly housed Spanish mule, those towel's, and shakes liis head regretfully

for he is new a person of rank and honour, and had nol the I'ope 01 I istle and Bishopric

holds Stale offices iii Venice; and liis followers - to his own sou Bomponio, who had not been worthy

with perhaps his sun Orazio amen- them are on to accept them
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But a little further on brighter thoughts come;

for here is Serravalle, where his dear daughter

Lavinia and her husband, Cornelio Sarcinelli, are

waiting to welcome him. A little higher on the hill

of Manza is one of Titian's own villas, which he

might be said to have built with his brush : for he

had, some score of years before, painted a picture

for the church of Castel Rogagnolo, and the in-

habitants, having no cash wherewith to pay him,

promised to supply stones and workmen Eor eight

years to build him a house. He chose the site well;

it stands cm the crest of the hill, overlooking the

vast plain, where the verdure shades off to a purple

haze, and the white villages, with their tall towers,

seem like flowers dotted about in a vast field.

This low, rolling horizon is one of Titian's

favourite backgrounds, for it appears in several of

his pictures : sometimes glorious in yellow or rosy

light, sometimes dark and purple under a line of

clouds. One instance of this may be seen in the

"Saviour and Mary Magdalen" of the National

Gallery. Turning the other way, lie can study

woodland and mountain effects; for here the wavy

lines of hill are broken by crags, or emphasised by

bristling fortress towers, over which the clouds throw

shadows, and the mists east softening veils.

The late Mr. Gilbert, in "Titian's Country;' lias

given the "Madonna and St. Catharine" in the

National Gallery as a reminiscence of this scene,

and the upright landscape in Buckingham Palace

as a study in rolling clouds which blot out all

the Manza range, except one far point rising black

against the orange light.

Between this villa and his daughter's house at

Serravalle the painter possibly lingers a day or two.

The towers of Serravalle rise at the very entrance

to the mysterious region of dolomite mountains,

which, however, were not called dolomites in Titian's

days. Here, too, he has reminiscences, for in the

church hangs that Madonna ordered by the Serra-

vallians in 1 ."42, and over which there were six years

of litigation, owing to Titian demanding extra pay for

having painted a St. Peter instead of St. Vincent.

Saints have a commercial tariff, it appears.

When he leaves his daughter's house, she pro-

bably stands to watch the cavalcade on its way up

the gorge past the eerie Lago Morto, to the pre-

cipitous pass, beyond which the painter's eyes rest

on a more smiling valley, where Lake Possino gleams

brightly in the midst, with distant white limestone

peaks reflected in it. On his left lies the great

forest of the " Consiglio," which supplied Venetian

-alleys with their masts and oars, and which has

also supplied Titian himself with an inspiration for

the scenery in "St. Peter Martyr," and his "St.

Jerome " at the Brera.

He crosses the Piave again on the bridge

called Capo di Polite, over which Maximilian

had, within Titian's recollection, led his army.*

Here the mules, turning away from the fertile

" Vale of Mel," take the rough stony path up the

mountain, where the torrent of Vajont pours itself

out from a dark inaccessible cleft, The precipitous

pass leads by the mouth of a dim, dark cave, the

memory of which has once or twice served the

painter as a setting for his ascetic saints: and it

winds up past queer villages whose rough huts cling

to the very face of rugged and lofty cliffs. It is a

savage defile indeed, with the Piave rushing and

roaring in the rocky depths, where half-naked rafts-

men, wielding long poles, guide their narrow rafts

round the perilous turns with hoarse screams.

Arrived at the top, Titian's heart leaps, for here he

obtains the first view of his favourite mountain, the

Marmarplo, always the first hit of ('adore to greet

him on his homeward way, and the last he takes

leave of.

There are the two craggy peaks like twin giants,

standing tall amid the many jagged forms surround-

ing them. How often has he seen these peaks !

sometimes appearing like molten gold above the

purple mists, sometimes frowning ami black beneath

the lowering clouds : and how often has he sketched

or painted them under different aspects!

At Longarone, on the next day's journey, the

scenery becomes grand; ami he ascends an awful

gorge, where his mule treads a tortuous path wind-

ing about the faces of tremendous cliffs of yellow,

while, and grey dolomite, and the torrent roars

hoarsely in the depths. Up ami up passes the little

cavalcade till if reaches Perarolo, whose rough

houses till the gap. Here behind the houses, in

the (deft between the two hills, the painter's eves

fall on a sight which makes him exclaim with joy.

There shoot up the whitish peaks and pinnacles of

mighty Antelao, all wreathed with gorgeous clouds

—those pinnacles which have called him from

Venice, perhaps for the last time. From here he

nukes a westward turn, and soon descries other

mountain peaks, and even Monte Cristallo's glaciers

gleam far away beyond the Auronge range: and

next a little (luster of white houses on a hill.

Titian's pilgrimage is almost over. Cadore is

in sight, and the very first house on this side is

his own old home. As he draws near, he sees the

various levels of its red roofs, for the house is built

of different portions; and there is the old fountain,

with his name-father, St. Tiziano, standing in the

midst in stonen effigy, just as he saw it when a hoy.

* Massena crossed it with his besieging soldiers two cen-

turies later, and the more modern Austrian invaders destroyed

it in lSGli.
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How many memories crowd into the old man's

mind as he draws near ! He remembers the familiar,

anxious face of his mother, whose portrait he has

left in Venice, and who in many a past summer
pilgrimage has been the first to greet him. Mother
and father are both gone, and even brother Fran-

cesco has died, aged and infirm, five years before. But
there are nephews and nieces, and grandnephews and
grand nieces, to greet him; and the old painter can

sit in his carven chair, and tell the younger ones of

all his visits to the old homestead before they were

born. lie ran tell how when he was a child he used

to run about among the flowers, and try to match

their juices to the glorious colours on the variegated

score years, since she came to Venice to be a mother

to his children. How well he remembers that

summer pilgrimage in 1530, when he brought those

motherless children across the mountains with a

heavy and bereaved soul, and good Orsola had taken

them to her heart.

Titian's only consolation at that time had been

his brush : he painted a good deal during that

melancholy visit. The " St. James " in the Palatini

Chapel of Cadore was done at this time, and so

was the processional banner, in which he painted

three children presenting flowers to the Madonna, a

touching emblem of his own three little ones, whose

mother was in heaven.* The same year he painted

VIEW FROM TITIAN S HOUSE, CADOKE.

(Brawn by ./. MacWhirter, A.R.A. Engraved by M. Dormoy.)

mountains; but flowers were not very effective altar pictures for churches in the villages of Can-

paints, and he soon gave over such artistic attempts dide, Vinigo, and Vigo, on Monte Cormon.

for the more boyish pursuits of snaring birds and

climbing trees. Then he can speak to them of

less futile attempts at ait, when at eleven years he

frescoed a "Madonna ami Child," with young St.

John kneeling beside her, on the wall of bis grand-

father Vecelli's house close by; and bow, soon after

this, he went over the mountains for the first time

He might tell them of his visit in 1519, when
he painted the arabesques on the ceiling in Cousin

Titian's house, and how, on the return journey by

the outskirts of the w Is of Consiglio, lie made the

sketch for his famous picture of " St. John in the

Wilderness.''

Then one year there was a winter journey round

to learn painting under a better master than Rossi the other side of the Pelmo, when he was snowed up

of Zoldo, and how sorry his favourite little sister in the cure's house, and amused himself by painting

Orsola was to part from him—that Orsola who had * Only a bad copy of this remains in a neighbouring church.

now been his devoted companion for nearly two It is not known where the original is to be found.
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a gruesome fresco on the walls of his host's room, the Golden Spur, and has besides privileges granted

representing " Death with his Scythe," and when in him by Charles V., which allow him to create Ins

the pauses °of his work he gazed from the window relative Fausto Vecellio a notary. Besides the whole

the mighty bulk of the Pernio rose .just opposite in

its full majesty, sometimes ghostly white and blue

family of Vecelli, there are also assembled on this

occasion—October 1, 1565— several artistic and

bhe cold moonlight, s etimes in a blaze of red, legal friends from Venice and other places, and a

grand banquet takes place.

Up above ('adore stands the old Castle, which

dtat-pieee in the Vecelli Chapel at (adore, where is at this time intact, and, like any other respect-

wreathed with tinted mists at sunset.

Another of his past visits was marked by the

'I'lTIAN's HOUSE, CADOB]

(Drawn by J. UaciVhirt r, A R.A. Enffraved by M. 1 1 I

the artist, with his brother Francesco, and Marco, able castle, contains a prison and a palace, a moat.

his handsome, dark-bearded nephew, are immortalised and a secret passage which issues at some remote

under the guise of saints. spot in the ravine above the l'iave.

Sum,, of his reminiscences are delightful to the Titian himself lias sketched the barbican tower,

boys, such as the terrible time of the wars in Cadore, with its machicolations ami turrets; for up here,

1508 Id, when the family home had been battered where be could see all the ('adore and Auronzo

by Maximilian's balls, and sacked by his soldiers, peaks, was one of bis favourite spots for landscape

and when mother and father had fled to Venice for study. Here he could sketch hill and dale and

shelter beneath their son's roof. The war had been rock. Northward the fertile valley of the Piave,

the subject of one of Titian's masterpieces, which, with Monte Cormon behind, and villages doited

when he spoke, formed a side of the wall of the Hall about anion- its foliage. Southward the rocky

of the Great Council in the Doge's Palace. The old lavine, with Perarolo in misty distance; on the

man little thought that the greal picture would, so west, Cadore lying at his feet, with the Marmarolo

to say, die with him. for it was burned in 1577, towering behind it, and Monte Cristallo a while

soon after his own death. ghost in the distance. Bui we will take the descrip-

While Titian is at, Cadore during this visit of lion of the scene as given by the late Mr. Gilbert.

1565, grand doings take place in the family, lie has It is essentially the scene Titian looked upon, for

been made a Count of the Empire, and Knight of mountains are lasting things.
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v.

". . . Turning towards the south-west, and

following the course of the Boita Valley, the eye is

caught by a turret lifted in air—a turret. as it might

be, of a Babel reaching unto heaven: it belongs to

that, marvellous piece of dolomite architecture, the

Sasso di Pelmo. The rest of it from this point is

cut off by the flanks

of the Antelao, which,

though the kernel of

the < ladore mountain

system, is still but

little seen. To the

left of the Pelmo rises

a spectral mass,which

those who know its

surpassing grandeur

us seen from the se-

cluded lake of Al-

leghe, can scareelj

believe it to lie in-

deed the Civita—

a

dolomite of nobler

proportions, or at

least more scenically

disposed for effect

than any other. All

these exceed 10,000

feet in height. East-

ward,acrossthePiave,

are the jagged sum-

mits of Monte Cridolia,

part of ;i range ex-

tending from north

to south, that is here

hidden from the spec-

tator by lofty forest-

covered hills, but

which, from a few

points up ami down

the valley, is seen in

startling glimpses,

sawing the sky as

only dolomite can. Tin- last member of that range

southward, near Perarolo, soars into a shape like the

snout of a rhinoceros, with the horn at the tip : that

is Mi.nte I luranno."*

These an- tin- hills from which Titian drew so

many of his backgrounds. You may sec them in

any of his sketches. One of his drawings, a " Bap-

tism of Christ," belonging to W. P. Drake, Esq.,

lias Cad.. re Itself, witli the \crv luulc l'oail that he

so often traversed. The "Cridola" conies into the

well-known "Supper at Emmaus." He is much

more reticent with regard to colour. He veils his

dolomites with clouds, or tones them dojvn with

From " Titian's Country," p 117.

Yt
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OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

T10 the

twi

page we

acquis

iinjii

have

lition, by the National Gallery, of the

n't ;i nl portraits reproduced on this

thready made some reference. Thev

SIR JAMBS COCKBl'EV. 6TH BART.. AND HIS DAUGHTER.

(By Johann Zoffanny, R A. Bequeathed u> the National Gallery

by Marianna Augusta, Lady Hamilton.)

are both the gift of Marianna Augusta, Lady

Hamilton, who bequeathed them to the nation.

Though painted by different artists, they bear the

interest of close relationship, being portraits of man
and wife and their children. The first is the portrait

of Sir .lames Cockburn, Bart., his daughter playing

beside him. It is painted by Johann Zoffanny,

R.A., that strange painter, whose veal name was

Zaufelly and who passed his life, through his own

restless temperament, in rapid transitions from pros-

perity to comparative poverty. This Cockburn, the

sixth baronet of the name, was M.P. fur Peebles,

and was the great-uncle of the Lord ( Ihief Justice of

England, Sir Alexander Cockburn, who died bul a

few years since. He was the husband of the beautiful

Lady Cockburn, whose portrait is given here. This

exquisite picture is included, by common consent,

amongst the masterpieces of its painter, Sir Joshua

Reynolds. It has, indeed, several special features to

mark it. Not only is it in brilliant condition, painted

in Sir Joshua's fines! period—in the year 1774—and

with all the charm of composition ami treatment,

with all the vivacity of arrangement and coloration,

but it has the peculiarity of being one of the two

pictures ever signed by the painter with his name at

length. The story goes that the artist, in his most

courtly and courtier-like manner, besought the per-

mission of the lady, whose beauty had made him her

very devoted and respectful slave, to " allow him to

go down to posterity upon the hem of her garment."

It is certain that "Eeynolds pinx." is to be found on

the edge of her dress; but the circumstance is less,

we imagine, to lie ascribed to the emotion of this

particularly unimpressionable painter than to his

LAHV CUCKr.l'KN AND HEI! ell 1 DDK l.N .

n Reynolds,

by Marian
.U.A. Bequeathed t„ t/„- Natii

Augusta, Lady Hamilton )

cool judgment and certain knowledge thai hi'

one of the finest pictures he had ever paintec

alike of painter-like excellence and the very

uii'iit of charm— and that out of conscious

he took upon himself to put his name to it

re was

I—full

refine-

ment

The
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THE I,ATE C1IARI

(From a Photograph by C

famous macaw, of which Xorthcote speaks, is intro

duced into the picture.

If may be mentioned that this work was en

graved by (
'. Wilkins in stipple

in 1791, and issued with the

very inappropriate title, "Cor-

nelia and Her Children,'' with

an accompanying extract from

Hunk's " Roman History." It

was again engraved by S. VY.

Reynolds. Lady Cockburn, it

will be remembered, was the

daughter of the doughty 1 >ean

of Bristol—Dr. Francis Ays-

cough, the militant doctor of

divinity, whose successful con-

tots againsl Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, and on the

occasion of his presentation to

the rectory of Northchurch,

are still remembered.

We much regret to re-

cord the death of Mr. Charles

Jours, RCA, the well-known

animal painter. His loss will

be deeply felt, for he was an

ardent and loving student of nature: and, apart from

artistic excellence, one always recognised in his works

that as a draughtsman of all animals he could, indeed,

hardly be excelled, so thorough was his knowledge of

their anatomy and habits. Mr. Charles Jones was a

member of the

Royal < iambrian

Academy,and an

exhibitor at the

Royal Academy.

Paris Salon, and

all the London

and provincial

exhibitions.

His import-

ant works, such

as "The Inqui-

sitive Magpie
"

(exhibited at the

Loyal Academy),

"The Fox With-

out a
'

niil
"

(fl the.

(iEsop's 1 allies).

the " 1st of Oc

tober" (R.A.), "A Break Away

Downs" (exhibited at the Paris Salon, and lately

awarded a gold medal at the Crystal Palace), as well

as his well-known pastoral landscapes, with scenes

and groupings of beautifully-depicted sheep, so true

C. Hook, l;..\

Gall

The Lord of the

to nature, will never be forgotten. One of his

greatest characteristics was his clever representa-

tion of the woolly fleeces. Bui Mr. Jones's power

and love extended to portrayal

of all animals. In his studio

can be seen, among varied

subjects, many sporting pic-

tures—one very important,

the " Return from Deer-Stalk-

ing," and a very tine lion sub-

ject. In all and every work

of his were to he recognised

the loving care and devoted

zeal of the enthusiast.

The Art < tallery Purchase

Committee of the City of Birm-

ingham Museum and Art ( lal

lery has recently acquired from

Messrs. Arthur Tooth and

Smis a large and important

work by Mr. J. C. Hook,

RA, entitled " Fish from the

1 >ogger Bank." It represents

the -hore at Scheveningen,

Holland, with three Dutch

fishing-boats, or "puiks," rid-

ing at anchor. In the foreground a group of women

are bargaining about the sale of the fish which has

just been landed by means of baskets flung over-

board into the shallow water, which are then dragged

ashore by the fishermen, who wade out into the

sand - coloured

sea. Tins pic-

ture, which is

from the David

Price collection,

was exhibited in

the Loyal Aca-

demy in L870,

and may be

looked upon as

oiieof the artist's

lines! works. It

is "full of atmo-

sphere and sea

air." Mr. Hook's

feeling for

breezy weather

is delightfully

healthy, and our

English school may well he proud of such works as

" Fish from the Dogger Bank. The rolling in of the

low breakers is perfect, and the sense of air in motion

is remarkably fine. The figures, to,., are conspicu-

ously good, and the animated scene is full of interest.

FISH PROM Tin; DOGGEB BANK.

Recently acquired l>/i U. .inaharn Art
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THE PORTRAITS OF LORD TENNYSON.—I.

]!v THEODORE WATTS.

ONCE during a walk with Lord Tennyson—a and reshaping the remembered object into an actual
walk in the sunny wind along that "High visible presence.

Down " liy the beacon-staff which his footfalls have Whether in the rase of Hoceleve and his portrait
made sacred to every lover of English

poetry for ever—he got talking about

" The morning star of song who made
His music heard below;"

ami soon the conversation turned upon
the well-known portrait of Chaucer
— that portrait so precious to the

world — which his friend Hoceleve

after the poet's death hail traced

on the Harleian manuscript, and
which he describes in a verse so full

of the vitalising power of sincere

feeling, that it has kept, after nearly

live hundred years, fresher, greener,

and warmer than many a verse writ-

ten yesterday.

"Although his life be queynt, the resem-

blaunce

Of him hath in me so fresh liveliness,

That to put other men in remembraunce
Of his person I have here his likeness

Do make, to this end in soothfastness,

Thai they that have of him lost thought

and mind,

By this peinture may again him find."

I told him 1 hail often thought

that we ( 'hauccrians were indebted

fur the priceless legacy of a true

portrait of Chaucer to the fact of a

friend's having been teased by a

haunting mental image of him until,

in onler to appease the yearning of his own memory,

he was impelled to get that image depicted. For

when death removes one whose personality is very

powerful, the brain of each surviving friend is apt

to pass info a stage of strange exaltation. The

memory of the man who has passed away—the

mental image of him, I mean—which before lay

quiescent in the brain, takes, as it were, a, vitality

of its own. It is, I say, as though memory, in its

highest and most intense form, does really exer-

cise that wild and mysterious power of which the

Hindoo poets speak, of calling hack the dead from

"the undying memory of the universe, which is

life;" or rather, as we should now say, of focusing

the universal undulations which are called matter,

7>JS

TENNYSON (18H).

(From the Painting '•;/ Samuel Laurence.)

of Chaucer this was so or not, Lord Tennyson's

personality was so powerful, and it was so vividly

expressed by his face, that there is, I feel sure, many
a friend of his who at I he present moment is haunted

by a mental image of him far more vivid than that

which possessed his brain during the poet's life—so

vivid indeed as to he disturbing" and painful. And
what 1 want to say here is that each of these friends

has an opportunity now of rendering a service to

posterity such as perhaps no other effort of Ids

life will ever enable him to render. Each friend

can now faithfully depict in words that mental

image of the corporeal part of the great poet by
which his own brain is blest and vext. Out of the

many portraits of Tennyson that exist each friend
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can select one and say, " This most resembles the

mental image of Tennyson that belongs to me." But

this good office must be done now, it must be done

while the image in each brain is in full intensity :

for everything in some degree fades in this Mirage;

nothing keeps its brightness—no, not even Memory's

most brilliant picture of a dead friend's face.

And in a certain sense it is the duty of these

TENNYSON.

(From the Medallion by the late Thomas Woolner, R.A.)

friends to do this— their duty not only to future

students of poetry, but to the great poet himself.

For let his friends remember that the lovers of

poetry in future times will, in trying to form a

mental image of Tennyson, suffer from an embarrass-

ment of wealth more bewildering than that eml arrass-

ment of poverty from which we now sutler in trying

to form a true mental image of Coleridge, of Shelley.

or of Keats. Let them remember that so strong is

what is called the anthropomorphic instinct in u.s

all, that it is impossible for anyone to read any poem

which shows itself to be charged with the writer's

personality without forming a mental image of him

who wrote it.

Let them remember that this picture is neces-

sarily built up from the suggestions of the poem

itself, and that though the physique of a poet

must be fine indeed if it can successfully compete

with the image his own artistic genius has un-

wittingly raised, Tennyson's physique could and

did always pass with safety that ordeal. Let us

each one, I say, turn to account while he may
the opportunity he has had of showing how far

in Tennyson's case the spiritual part of the man
was represented by the material

part, and so do his best to prevent

the one portrait of him which is

nearest the truth from being chal-

lenged by other portraits not so

near. And if it seems to any one

of us witnesses that, notwithstand-

ing all the artistic genius which

has been called in to render Tenny-

son's head by men like G. F. Watts,

Sir John Millais, Professor Herko-

mer, F. K. Sandys, and others, some

unpretentious photograph repre-

sents, after all. his own mental

image of Tennyson, let him say so

frankly, and these great artists will

never lake offence. Each one of

them will know that it is not that

the friend of the dead man loves

the painter's style less, but that

he loves the memory of Tennyson

more.

It will be observed, for instance,

that I have selected as the frontis-

piece to this article, not the lovely

painting by George Frederick Wat t s,

but a painting that is based en-

tirely on a photograph. For having

done this, that great painter and

great man, being himself one of

Tennyson's most cherished friends,

will ask from me no justification

save this, that though not in any way the most

artistic representation of Tennyson, this portrait

approaches nearer than does any other to that

mental image of the man which is mine.

Mr. Watts's portraits no dotibt are as remarkable

for their truth as for their style. His imaginative

designs show him to be not only a painter but a

poet of a very high and a very peculiar order. Fine

as is his executive power, one is sometimes tempted

to ask whether his success in giving artistic ex-

pression to the poetry within him would not have

been still greater than it now is had his artistic

medium been, like that of his friend the laureate,

rhythmical language, or like that of Beethoven,

absolute music.

And in the portrait in question there is a great
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deal of this quality of his—a quality which may be

called the mystical music of thought. It gives us

the poet of the Lotos-Eaters— it gives us the very

us a little while ago rendered his own mental
picture of Tennyson.

I know, of course, that as every portrait must
he painted either by a painter of style or by a

painter of mere executive skill, we must expect that,

while the work of the latter kind of executant is

rarely more than a. map of the features (such as

we see in Droeshout's tantalising portrait of Shake-
speare), the work of the former kind of executant
must always run the danger of being unduly steeped

in the painter's own individuality—steeped some-
times so deeply as to become not so much a por-

trait of the subject as the image of a third some-
thing between subject and artist. I know, of course,

that in every portrait which is a work of art at

all there must be the splendid egoism of style, and
that to balance this egoism with dramatic truth

was the object of him in whom artistic style and
dramatic truth seem one—Velasquez.

I know that to achieve this balance is enor-
mously difficult with all painters, and that what St.

Basil said upon a still greater subject, that "One
little turn of the eye sets a man either in the sun or

the shadow of his own body," may, with very special

appropriateness, be applied to portrait painting. I

know that by the variation of a line, nay, even by
arranging the fall of the hair upon the cheek, the

expression of the face may be infinitely enriched or
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according to his own style. And it is my very less to me. " Le style est l'homme m§nie " (to give

knowledge of this which makes me say what 1 am correctly for once Button's oft-misquoted words),

now saying; for between the man of genius and hut the man we want to see hi the portrait of one

the common herd of workers in any art the we love or admire is the man himself, even though

difference is not of degree but of kind: it is the he who paints him be among the very kings of ait :

nay, the more kingly the painter tin-

more are we apt to exclaim, when

looking at the portrait

—

"Oh, let me taste thee onexcised by kings!"

And here I come to the core of

these remarks. While most faces gain

by the artistic halo which a painter

n| genius always sheds over his work,

there are some few, some very few

faces that do not, and of these Lord

Tennyson's is the most notable that

I have ever seen among men of great

renown yes, even including (leorge

Borrow 's.

When I first saw the poei he

was already advanced in years, but I

perceived at a glance that the simple

greatness of character which his face

expressed could never be rendered by

any portrait—as indeed, 1 said to the

late Lord Houghton, to whom I stand

for ever indebted for my introduction

to him. This was at a garden party

where, although the walks were

thronged with some of the most dis-

tinguished people in England, he ap-

peared to me to be the only person

there. I remember coming upon him

57). as he stood towering under a tree by

the side of his son— his only child

now -that devoted son whose own

fine talents and accomplishments (ami 1 know but

few men with finer) are necessarily lost in a light

of genius so rare ami a fame so enormous as his

father's—at that garden party, I say, I saw n a'

but Tennyson, and no wonder. Fancy, indeed, the

effect of the sudden apparition of Tennyson upon

a. man who, through his youth, had been a lover

of poetry so passionate that, for years, he could read

nothing not written in verse, and who had long

come to the conclusion that, whatever might have

been the natural endowments of Wordsworth, of

Coleridge, of Shelley, of Keats—whether in this re-

gard they or some one of these might not have

been his equal or even his superior—in virtue of

the perfection, the richness and the variety of the

life-work actually accomplished, the man who stood

before him was the greatest English poet of the

nineteenth century ! And yet I seemed to see that

the man himself was greater than his work, even

TENNYSON AND Ills I'AMII.Y AT F.U1RINI ; I'i I III I (ABOUT

(From a Daguerreotype by Rcjlander.)

difference between the true "child of Israel" and

the child of the outside world. According to a

passage in the Apocrypha, one of the virtues of

manna was that it took the very flavour most

agreeable to each particular child of Israel who ate

it, while, perhaps, in the mouth of the mere out-

sider, it would have retained the true and single

flavour which belongs to that kind of food. All

depended upon the person who chewed. Now it is

the chewing of these painters of genius that gives

me pause when I stand before the portrait of a friend.

I am the enviable possessor of a portrait which

all competent judges declare to be one of the most

true as well as one of the finest portraits of our time

— that portrait of Madox Brown given in The
Magazine of Art a year or two ago. But then

it was painted by my dear old friend himself. It

is Brown's own personality, unadulterated by any

flavour of Millais, Watts, or Sandys—therefore price-



TENNYSON (1859).

(From the Painting by G. F. Watt*, II A. Engraved by IF. Biscombe Gardner.)
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.such work as his. Now this impression upon me
was produced by a something in the expression of

the face, especially in that of the eyes which it

would be impossible for any portrait to render.

But what was that impression? It suggested

to me, as L have said on a former occasion in

the Athenceum, the "song-smith" of the northern

Olympus, Bragi, the son of Odin and Frigga, de-

scribed in the Elder Edda, whose eyes were "both

old and young;" it suggested, I say, the great

" Welcomer to Valhalla "—

" Whose eyes, where past and future both are gleaming

With lore beyond all youthful poets' dreaming,

Seem lit from shores of some far-glittering day!

This is the impression which the painter's art has

tried to render, and which, though caught by

Girardot in his portrait based on the Mayall photo-

graph, lias been caught only because the artist

followed a portrait-painter who, to be sure, is not

always to be relied upon, the sun. Though the sun

aever troubles himself about style nor the best

way in which it may be imported into a picture,

and although lie is often the most savage of carica-

turists, lie sometimes can work a miracle of truthful

representation before which the highest exemplars

of artistic style must bow. Such is a certain photo-

graph of Mr. Gladstone, and such is the splendid

three-quarter profile photograph by Mayall hanging

at Aldworth.

And I may say that this is not merely my own

opinion: it is shared by those who have a greater

right than 1 to speak with confidence on this matter.

In order to prevent mistakes, let me say that

allusion is not made here to a photograph extremely

like it. in some points, ami yet unlike in certain

essentials, the one of which an engraving is given

as a frontispiece to Macmillan's edition of the col-

lected poems, 1884, where the eyes are too small

and where, instead of a light, there is a shadow-

over the prominence made by the cheek-line.

The great photograph 1 mean, wdiose chief and

indeed only shortcoming is that the three-quarter

profile is not always the best angle for rendering

the modelling of temples like Tennyson's, is in some

respects better even than the painting that was

undertaken to correct this, and has corrected it

admirably. The expression in the eyes which I

have taken so much trouble to indicate is still better

given here. The line made by the hair falling on

the cheek, always an important point in a portrait

of Tennyson, is more irregular, and therefore has

more of the sweet carelessness of Nature. The

shadow under the great muscle of the check is not

so dark, thus allowing the shadow under the eyes

to throw up their light with more brilliancy.

Of course, the quality which Bacon calls " strange-

ness," the quality which he says is inseparable from

the highest beauty, may exist quite apart from this

peculiar expression in the eyes which I have tried

to indicate, otherwise there would be no beautiful

portraits. And here the painters have been much
more successful.

This high quality of "strangeness" is to be

found in some degree in the early portrait of the

poet by Samuel Laurence—an exquisite piece of

work—and yet one which it is difficult for me to

think was ever true as a mere map of the fea-

tures—though one whose opinion on such a point

is above all challenge says the portrait was like.

Time does not alter the boii\' structure of a

face, and yet when we compare this portrait with

those taken in later years, either by the painters

or by the photograph, we shall find in it a great

anil even a fundamental departure from the type

as expressed by all tile other exemplars. The

space between the nostril and the inner corner

of the eye being in appearance abridged, the lips

and mouth seem wrong. I may remark parentheti-

cally that it is, as I once told Tennyson, who was

extremely familiar with questions about Shakespeare,

this same variation of the space from nostril to

eye— so noticeable between the Droeshout portrait

of Shakespeare and the Stratford bust

—

which makes

the art-critic pause when he is told that both works

represent the same face, strong as, in other points, is

the resemblance between them.

Yet here is the remarkable thing: not only does

ibis portrait remind one somewhat of the poet's son

Lionel, but Doyle's portrait, taken when Tennyson

was about forty-live years of age, though it reminds

one less of Lionel than does the Laurence painting,

exhibits tin' same apparent departure from the

accustomed type.

That the high quality of "strangeness" would

not be missing in any of Mr. Watts's portraits of

the poet was certain. Between all these, indeed,

there is a point of kinship of a very peculiar and a

very fascinating kind. They may lie called tine

moonlight representations of the original.

Not, of course, that this impression was con-

sciously produced by the artist, but there is a

mystery about them, a certain dreaminess which

suggests the poetic glamour of moonlight rather

than the more prosaic radiance of " the gaudy, bab-

bling and remorseful day;" as though the painter,

between whom and the poet there was the bond

of such a deep affection, had unconsciously re-

called those delightful strolls he bad had with his

friend in the walks he loved and in the moonlight

he loved. If this is so, as I should like to think,

there would be no chapter in the history of the
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portrait painter's art more interesting than this

—

there would have been none more interesting, even
before we knew that it was in the light of the moon
the great poet died.

I said just now that in all portraits of Tennyson
the line of the hair (which, indeed, may almost be

called tresses) upon the cheek and neck is of

exceptional value, and Watts never

forgets this. On the other hand, a

finer illustration of the importance of

not neglecting the hair could scarcely

be found than that afforded by Sir

John Millais' splendidly-painted por- y
^'~

trait at Queen Anne's Lodge, painted

for one of the laureate's friends, Mr.
.lames Knowles. The executive power
of this great painter is, as Rossetti

once said to me, " paralysing to look

upon," and here it is seen to perfection.

Hut mi painter can import the Baconian

"strangeness" into a, portrait display-

ing the pointed beard and the formal

wings of hair that one sees here.

Sculpture, of course, works under

peculiarly heavy conditions in trying

to render this quality of "strangeness."

Mr. Woolner's first bust, in which

the face appears without any beard, is,

nn doubt, an excellent piece of work
and very striking: but the sculptor

seems to be haunted by a, reminis-

cence of Dante when he deals with

Tennyson.

Mrs. Cameron's photograph (here

given) was taken about twenty years

ago. It, is full of life and certainly

very like, save for the modelling, or

rather, no-modelling of the temples

and the frontal bone. The egg-like

rotundity here is not true to nature.

It- has the advantage, however, of showing tin'

fine drawing in the neck of the poet: and cer-

tainly the more I look at it the more I recall the

number of times thai I have seen that earnest

meditative expression upon his face.

With regard to the group in the glade at

Farringford, by Rejlander, where the poet, Lady

Tennyson, and the two children, Hallam and Lionel,

stand, this is the photograph which is alluded to

by my friend, Mrs. Ritchie (who seems somehow
dearer to me now that one of the two poets we loved

is gone).

"There is a photograph," says that delightful

writer, " I have always liked, in which it seems to

me the history of this house is written, as such

histories should be written, in sunlight, in the

(lashing of a beam, in an instant, and for ever.

It was taken in the green glade at Farringford.

Hallam and Lionel Tennyson stand mi cither side

of their parents. The father ami mother and
children come advancing towards us. Who does

not know the beautiful lines to the mother?

TENNYSON* (ABOUT 1S71).

[From tin- Photograph by Mrs. Cameron.)

' Dear, near, ami true—no truer Time himself

Can prove you, though he make you evermore

Dearer and nearer.'

"

Havoc has been played with this photograph

by the sunlighl falling on the heads of the figures.

^iill il is a family picture so intensely interest-

ing that I could not resist giving it, (if only as a

return to Mrs. Ritchie for the delight her 1 k

lias given me), though the modern costume, hideous

enough when in fashion and intolerable when out

of fashion, is very distressing: and the outline of

Lady Tennyson's features, so extremely delicate and
beautiful in nature, is entirely lost: while the eyes

of all the group are darker than in nature—results

chiefly due to the fading of the print.



LAUNCB AND HIS DOG.

(From the Painting by .1 L. Egg, i:.J.)

THE LEICESTER CORPORATION ART GALLERY.— II.

13y S. J. VICCARS.

T1IK Leicester Gallery has at various times been

enriched by personal gifts of pictures by artists

— works in oil by Mr. James Orrock, R.I. (who had

previously given a number of valuable studies bj

the greal English masters of water-colour to the

School of Art), James Webb, and John Varley

having been thus contributed. The most important

acquisition of this kind, however, is the large " Fata

Morgana," by Mr. G. F. Walls, R.A. In June,

L888, the artist, who had Itch travelling in Egypt,

intimated to the Committee that he had been so

deeply impressed with the services rendered to the

British Empire and to the cause of civilisation by

Mr. J. M. Cook, thai he wished to present to the

town chiefly associated with Mr. Cook's reputation

a picture that should worthily represent his appre-

ciation of the work and character of that gentle-

man. The outcome of this was the presentation to

the Gallery by Mr. Walts of the above-mentioned

picture, justly considered, fur design, colour, vigour,

and brilliancy, one of his most successful works.

An etching from this picture was published in

The Magazine of Akt in November, 1890.

As the casual and superficial observer (who only

knows Tinner by those brilliant, incomprehensible

at times, and, alas! evanescent works of Ins latter

period), when standing before one of the quiet, low-

toned, sober landscapes of his early years, lads to re-

cognise the hand of that master at all, so have I

often noticed many at fault when looking at the

early work of another greal landscape artist of the

English school, not long passed away, and a native of

the Midland counties. To many the late Henry

Haw-son is only known as the painter of gorgeous

effects of sunlight : and such work as that shown in

the - View on the Trent " and the sketch (No. 6) in

the Gallery would come upon them as a revelation.

The large pi ture painted in 1847, long before Daw-

son became famous, is a lovely rendering of a quiet

pastoral landscape, perfect in its subtle harmonies of

delicate greys and greens, and its wonderfully power-

ful and transparent sky. It shows the Wilsonian
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influence strongly; but these works were not ap-

preciated at all at the time; Dawson was told by
the dealers that his pictureswere nol pretty enough

;

he must finish more, and try to produce work in

Creswiek's style. And this, poor fellow, to earn his

bread, lie did, and from about 1855 to 1865 or so

painted some of his worst pictures. The sketch re-

ferred to shows, if anything, even more power than

the finished picture. It is bold, vigorous, luminous,

Several members of the Royal Institute are con-

nected with Leicester, .Air. John Fulleylove and Mr.

George Elgond hrine natives, ami Mr. .lames Orrock
fur many years a resident. It is not to he wondered
at, therefore, that the Institute is strongly repre-

sented on the walls of the ( iallery. < hie single figure

by the President, Sir James Linton, " Valentine,"

in oil, is hardly, I venture to think, a sufficiently

satisfactory representation of this accomplished water-

HAMPTOX COURT PALACE.

(FVom il„- Painting b,i John Futttylove, H.I.)

and line in colour, and as good in its way as any-

thing by Constable, Miiller, Cotman, or any of our

great landscape artists. A simple enough subject

—

merely a bit of road, a stretch of moorland or com-

mon, and a stormy, windy sky. The picture was

presented to the Gallery by the late J. E. Hodges.

The amazing folly of not letting well alone receives

an apt illustration here. Dawson had merely put in

a couple of insignificant figures, amply sufficient for

his purpose, and, of course, aiding and completing

the composition of the picture. Some former owner,

however (not having enough for his money, one

would suppose), got another artist to insert a pony,

a dog, and a couple of figures coining along the mail

in the foreground, well enough painted certainly,

but out of keeping with the rest of the picture and

marring the general effect. It is to be hoped that

some day the Committee of the Leicester Gallery

will have the courage to order their removal.

colour artist. "Hampton Court," by Mr. John
Fulleylove, illustrated on this page, also a work in

oil, is an important example of the artist show-

ing all his powers of composition and skill as an

architectural draughtsman. Mr. Orrock, who has

always taken a warm interest in the Gallery, pre-

sented to it a large oil painting, " Kneeton on the

Trent," a few years ago, a good example of his well-

known vigorous and honest work. Other impor-

tant works by members of the Institute are the

large upright picture, a " Roman Triumph," by Mr.

F. W. W. Topham, exhibited in the Academy in

LSSi'. If represents the triumphant return, after a

campaign, of a victorious Roman general, and the

grouping and drawing of the figures, and composition

of the work, are alike good. The dramatic effect is

heightened by the introduction of the youthful son

of the Imperator, who accompanies his father in

the triumphal chariot, and whose fair delicate skin
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contrasts admirably with the bronzed and swarthy

complexions of the general and his attendants, and

of the public slave standing behind him, who con-

stantly whispers in liis car the warning words,

" hi sy nee pi <st ti\ hominem memento te" (" Look behind

THE FLIGHT FROM LUCKNOW.

(From the Painting by Abraham Solomon.)

thee : remember thou art but mortal "). Still another

prominent member of the Institute, Mr. Charles

Green, finds a place here for his large oil painting,

"The Girl I Left Behind Me," representing the

departure of troops for the front, the hand playing

the well-known air; the incident of the charming

figure of the girl in the foreground taking leave of

her lover forcibly illustrating the title of the work.

The celebrated engineer, the late Isambard

Brunei, being anxious to form a Shakespearian

Gallery, deputed the first artists of the day to paint

subjects illustrating various scenes from the works

of our famous dramatist. Light of these pictures

were painted by the following artists :—Augustus L.

Egg, R.A., C R. Leslie, R.A., Sir A. W. Calcott, R.A.,

F. K. Lee, R.A., Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A., C. W.
Cope, 11. A., and Clarkson Stan-

field, I,'. A. (two works being con-

tributed by Leslie). The Leicester

Gallery has been fortunate enough

to secure two of this series

—

" Launce and His Dog," from the

Two Gentlemen of Verona, by A. L.

Egg, R.A., and "Macbeth and the

Witches," by clarkson Stanfield,

R.A. 'J'he former, an excellent

example of Egg's work, is illus-

trated on p. 44. The Stanfield,

though a somewhat dark and

gloomy landscape, is most power-

fully conceived and carefully exe-

cuted, fine in composition, and

thoroughly realistic. Compara-

tively recently, through one of the

sudden turns of modern fashion.

the works of one of the most

poetic, and but a few years ago

one of the most popular, of

our Academicians, the late P. F.

Poole, have been much neglected,

and when for sale in the pic-

ture market have realised rela-

tively small sums. Leicester has

fortunately been able to take

advantage of this, and seemed,

only last year, two good speci-

mens of Poole's work one his

celebrated "Arlete," which is

engraved on p. 49, and which

was on the Academy walls in

1848, and in a representative

collection of the artist's works at

Burlington House in the winter

exhibition, 1 884. Both the figures

and landscape are equally well

painted, anil the picture shows

great originality, good colour, and masterly execution.

A very charactei'istic and carefully finished example

by the late Abraham Solomon, "The Flight from

Lucknow," exhibited at the Academy in 1858, forms

the subject of the illustration on this page.

After several animated debutes, and more than

one close division, the advocates of the opening

of the Free Libraries and Art Galleries on Sun-

days carried their point in the Leicester Town

Council in 1891 by a small majority. The Art

Gallery Committee, in consequence of this vote,
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opened that

building to the

public from '2

p.m. In 5 p.m. on

Sundays. Over

3,000 persons

visited the Gal-

lery on the first

open Sunday,

and though na-

turally enough

the numbers fell

off after a few

weeks, during

the first year

the average at-

tendance was

over 600. The

conduct of those

visiting was

most exemplary,

no disturbance

or damage of

any sort being

reported.

Last year one

of the late John

Phillip's Span-

ish pictures,

painted in Se-

ville entitled

"The Balcony,"

was added ti >

THE BALCONY.

(From the Painting by John Phillip, K.A.)

tlic collection,

and is here

i 1 lust rat ed.

Though small, it

is a fine speci-

men of this

splendid colour-

ist. It found a

place amongst

the artist's

works in the

1 nternaf iona

1

Exhibition of

187:!.

An illustra-

I ion is given on

p. 48 of a small

upright work

by Mr. Ernest

Crofts, A.E.A.,

whohasattained

a prominent po-

sition as a battle

painter. " Old

Friends " is the

title given to a

view of a battle-

field, with a

white horse, ap-

parently his fav-

ourite charger,

standing deject-

edly over the

THREE FISHERS.

(From thi Painiiny by Colin Bunter, A.S.A.)
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dead body of his master. The foreshortening of the

figure of the man and the drawing of the horse

are alike admirable. Several sea-pieces and coast

scenes are on the walls, amongst others two works

by Mr. Edwin Hayes, R.H.A., also a prominent

member of the Institute, than whom a liner open-

OLD FRIENDS.

(From the Painting by Ernest Crofts, A.R.A.)

sea painter does not exist at the present time.

"Gorleston Harbour," illustrated on p. 51, is a

very good example of his powers in this respect,

while another picture, "Genoa," gives evidence

of his talent in other subjects. The celebrated

Dutch marine painter, P. J. ('lavs, two of whose

works are now in the National Gallery, has an

equally tine one, "A Calm on the Kel in the Environs

of Dordrecht," painted in 1870, in the Leicester

collection; and Mr. Colin Hunter, A.R.A., is repre-

sented by his Academy picture of 1ST-'. "Three

Fishers." (See p. 47.) A small but charming work,

" Picking up Wreckage on a Rocky Shore," is the

only specimen in the Gallery of that refined and

poetical landscape artist, the late J. W. Oakes, A.R.A.

Though possessing a small but choice collection

of water-colours, the Leicester Gallery is rather rich

in works in oil by artists mure generally known, and

in some eases perhaps mure favourably, as water-

colour painters. I have already

mentioned important works in oil

by Dewint, and Messrs. Orrock,

Fulleylove, and Charles Green, and

in addition to these, line specimens

..I' ( teorge < lattermole and II. Brit-

tan Willis must not be overlooked.

"The Monastery Door," by the

l'i miicr artist, were it framed ac-

cordingly, might at a little distance

be taken for a water-colour, so

singularly like is it to works in

that medium; but a large land-

scape, "< lows Watering at a Stream,"

by Brittan Willis, painted in 1850,

is a must powerful, strung, and

richly coloured painting in oil—the

work of a man who was an uil

painter before he became a mem-

ber of the uld Water-Colour So-

ciety, and who, if he could turn

nut: such pictures as this, ought

never to have forsaken his first love.

One other artist, .1. D. Harding,

in a small study. " A Shady Nook
"

(in uil), shows his marvellous mas-

tery of foliage, as well as Hue

composition and colour.

The water-colour drawings in

the Gallery are for the must part

of small size, a large sunny draw-

ing, " Port Madue," by Edward

Duncan, being the solitary excep-

tion. There are some fairly good

examples of David Ox, W. Hunt,

J. S. Cotman, S. Limit, George

Barret, T. Girtin, John Varley,

Mr. Walter Langley, .1. B. Pyne, W. L. Leiteh, A. G.

Vickers, T. M. Richardson, and others; but the

difficulty the Committee has found hitherto has been

from the want of a separate room to exhibit the

drawings properly. That, however, has recently

been overcome by the erection of two new rooms

adjoining the large gallery and just opened to the

public.

At the recent sale of the David Price and Mu-

rietta collections, the Leicester Gallery purchased

from the former a very fine work in uil, "The Coast

near Whitby," by J. B. Pyne, and the small replica

of the " Railway Station," by Mr. W. P. Frith, L.A.

;
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and from the latter two fine works in oil by David
Cox, and Mr. Seymour Lucas's large Academy picture

of "A Whip for Van Tromp."

Quite recently, moreover, two pictures from the

collection of the late Sir Thomas Fairbairn were pur-
chased. One an exceedingly fine and large classical

landscape by the late John Glover, the only cele-

brated artist of the early English school known to be
a native of Leicestershire. This is perhaps as fine a

landscape as Glover ever painted, and was obtained

for a merely nominal price, as was also the other
picture from the same collection, "A Neapolitan
Saint Manufactory," by the late Thomas Uwins, R.A.,

painted in 1831, and said to have created quite a

sensation when first exhibited, and to have insured the

election of the artist as an Associate of the Academy.

1 have, 1 hope, shown that the Leicestei Gallery,

though not professing to exhibit works of the old

masters, fairly represents (in some instances by

choice specimens) our national English school of

painting, has a few good works by modem artists, and

a small but satisfactory collection of water-colour

drawings; and that the whole have been procured

for a very moderate outlay, comparing favourably

in this respect, and I venture to think in many
others also, with any similar galleiy in the Kingdom.

v i

.,«-*"*'

GORLESTON IIAUBUUB.

(From the Painting by Edwin Hayes, R.H.A., R.I.)

%%t QXneten Banfc.

Y^HE dreams that fill the thoughtful night,

All holy dreams are in the sky
;

They stoop to me with viewless flight,

And bid me wave my care good-bye !

Spread your dim -wings, sacred friends,

Fleet softly to your starry place,
1

'11 meet you as my journey ends,

When I shall crave our Master s grace.

Till I may join your shadowy band,

I'll think of things that are to be,

The far-off joy, the Unseen Land—
The Lover 1 shall never see.

(The late) J. RUNCIMAN.
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DOX DIEGO AT Till; INN OF VIVEROS.

(Drawn by Daniel Vierge.)

DANIEL VIEEGE.*
By THE EDITOR.

!38si
-^ ME.H.E.WATTS,

whom few

know more of

Spanish litera-

ture, lias done

admirably in

placing before

English readers

the masterpiece

of Quevedo, the

contemporary of

( lervantes. Had
the great author

of "Don Quixote"

mil eclipsed his

young rival by

his more dazzling

brilliancy, Que-

vedo would pro-

bably have taken

his stand as the

greatest among the realistic humorous novelists of

his country. As it is, his " Pablo de Segovia" is a

novel so full of power, so bristling with Spanish

humour, and so alive with character, that the finely

appreciative and spirited translation by Mr. Watts

is a distinct acquisition for I ngliah literature. In-

deed the book as a whole is one of real import-

ance, for the pains bestowed upon it by translator,

illustrator, process-engraver, publisher, and printer

alike have together produced a splendid work of art,

from whatever point of view it is regarded.

*" Pablo de Segovia, the Spanish Sharper." Translated

from the original of Francisco de Quevedo-Villegas. Illustrated

with one hundred and ten drawings by Daniel Viei'ge". (London :

T. Fisher Unwin. 1892.)

{Drawn by Daniel Vierge.)

But what interests us most—or rather that with

which our chief business is— is the set of illustra-

tions supplied by Seftor Daniel Vierge, and com-

mented upon with much spirit and characteristic

prejudice by Mr. Joseph Pennell. There can he no

doubt that the author of these exquisite drawings is

one of the most brilliant artists who ever drew with

the pen—an artist in selection, in composition, in

execution, a rare humorist and observer of character,

and one who can suggest colour with the pen almost

as well as he could with the brush. Ami, moreover,

lie is more than all this: he is a creator— for he

has invented a new method of his own, and has

become the godfather of many of the cleverest and

most popular pen-and-ink artists in Europe and

America— not excluding Mr. Pennell himself. In

the course of a letter written by M. Vierge to his

commentator in French ami printed in thevolumt

—

lait what could Mr. Pennell have been about to dis-

figure the page with a round score of school-boy

blunders?— the artist tells us something of his

artistic career.

Horn in 1851, he exhibited while still an infant

a passion for drawing—a devotion which, contrary to

the habits of artists' parents, his father anxiously fos-

tered, ami which was further developed through the

child taking advantage of the doctor's orders that he

should spend as much time as possible in the open

aii, and occupying his time in drawing from nature.

When he was but thirteen years of age he entered

the art schools of Madrid, where he had for a master,

among others, the painter Madrazo, and for three

years he distinguished himself in the annual com-

petitions; and then, in 1867, he illustrated his first

book—Eusebio Blasco's " Madrid by Night." With

naught but painting in view, he journeyed to Paris
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in 1869, but when the war broke out, Vierge found been more or less identified. Amongst his best-

r^-> "
, .

.

.
' . </ .

""•

DOS PABLO AND 1 III: 6UAB

(Dravm by Daniel Vierge.)

himself seized upon by the Monde fflustre" and the known achievements are his illustrations to Victor

Vie Mbderne, with which papers he has ever since Hugo's " Notre-Dame," "Les Travailleurs de la

801)
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Mer," Quevedo's" Le Grand Tascagno," Poe's "Tales,"

and Michelet's " History of France and the Revolu-

tion;" but these by no means exhaust the list of

his numerous works. In recognition of his talent

he has received orders French and Spanish, and was

one of the recipients of the distinguished honour of

the " Gold Medal " at the Paris Exhibition of 1889.

A little before this M. Vierge was struck down with

critic expresses himself thus, we doubt the sensitive-

ness of his judgment as we recognise his want of

moderation. Again, his suggestion that the British

Museum possesses no drawings of Charles Keene is

groundless, while his statement that there are no

facsimile w 1-engravers in England "to be con-

sidered" is simply grotesque to those who know.

M. Vierge's commentator bungles again when he first

a paralytic stroke on the right side; but with heroic

courage and fortitude he sat down to educate his left

hand to the pencil, so that in a few years' time he

was enabled to continue his work with but little

appreciable variation of touch.

It is due to Mr. Pennell to say that he has done

more than any man to make the work of Vierge

known in England. But he has the misfortune for

a critic to possess and cultivate a strangely un-

sympathetic style, to display an aggressiveness as

disturbing as it is uncalled for, and to betray a bit-

terness and prejudice that can hardly be accounted

for on the ground of ignorance. When a critic,

who asks us to be guided by his judgment, says

:

"Fewer people, probably, have seen Vierge's (.hievedo

since it lias been published than in a day sit and

gape and yawn in awestruck ignorance before the

Sistine Madonna: and yet the latter is as blatant a

piece of shoddy commercialism as has ever been pro-

duced ; the Quevedo is pure work of art "—when a

attacks the stupid critics for not knowing Vierge(an

entirely gratuitous assumption), and then admits

—

but with assumption equally reckless—that artists'

ignorance is as great; or again, when he first com-

plains that the imperfections of the printing-press

are the general cause of capable pen-artists' failure,

forgetful of the facts, first, that Charles Keene

practically triumphed over the imperfections of the

press, and second, that the question of paper, in

which the artist can generally have a say, is nearly as

important as the printing; and yet again, when he

first declares that only by the hand-press can perfect

printing be obtained, and then illustrates his view

by commending the De Vinne Steam Press.

In spite of these and similar shortcomings of

Mr. Pennell's which prevent him from recognising

certain minor faults in Vierge's work, the whole

book, as an artistic monument, is as satisfactory as

it can be, and reflects the very highest credit upon

Mr. I'nwin and his associates.
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DECEMBER.

(Poem by A. C. Swinburne. Drawing by W. K. /•'. Britten.)
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SCULPTURE OF THE YEAR.

THE SALONS OF THE CHAMPS ELYSEES AND THE CHAMP DE MARS.

By CLAUDE PHILLIPS.

HEBE, as in every other department of French art. school, under the auspices of its two brilliant leaders,

the scission into two distinct and more or less finds itself at the Champ de Mars almost too much

antagonistic bodies of the great republic of painters untrammelled by conventionality and tradition. And

and sculptors makes

itself felt, but whether

for good or evil is a

question which admits

of considerable discus-

sion. The withdrawal

to the ( !hamp de Mars

of the high pontiffs of

tlir new school of sculp-

ture, MM. Rodin and

Dalou, accompanied by

MM. [njalbert, Saiut-

Marceaux, Tony Noel,

and others, and fol-

lowed by the more en-

terprising spirits of the

new school belonging

both to the geographi-

cal France and to that

artistic Fiance the

limits nf which extend

themselves far beyond

its actual boundaries,

has left at the < lhainps

Elysees many profes-

sors of the plastic art

of the highest excel-

lence, such as AIM.

Guillaume, Paul Du-

bois, Falguiere, Mercie,

Barrias, Fremiet, and

( Jerome, and those ex-

quisite medallists MM.
( Ihaplain and Roty, of

whom the former is,

in my opinion, the

greatest master of his

special art who has

appeared in Europe

since the famous Pisanello and his group of imitators.

The absence of the wholesome ferment arising from

the presence among the professors of acknowledged

fame and fully tunned style of daring and genial

innovators unabashed by precedent is perhaps the

cause of a certain lack of enterprise in the moderate

group already indicated, while the Rodin-Dalou

RBCKET — TOMB

( By A ntonvn Herein.

then again it has be-

come too much the

custom among French

artists who have

achieved high distinc-

tion to shroud their

faces—or, rather, their

work— from the gaze

.if the profane crowd,

and in make them-

selves, cadi mi his own

account, into little

Buddhas, I" be wor-

shipped by the ini-

tialed. In he undcr-

st 1 inily after some

preliminary training

in the ideas of the

master. There is a

growing tendency

among those who have

by some unwritten

decree obtained the

rank of mattres In

shun the picture and

sculpture galleries of

the great exhibitions,

to shrink from the

indiscretions of their

powerful lights, and

still mi ire from com-

petition with the on-

coming youth who,

with nothing to lose

and everything to gain,

are anxious to climb

the citadel and seize

upon the positions al-

ready occupied.

CHAMPS KIA'SKES.

M. Paul Dubois and M. Falguiere have dis-

appointed their numerous admirers by appearing

this year exclusively as painters, thus achieving the

conversion of what was no doubt at first a pastime

tn them into a main and absorbing occupation of

their artistic career. AIM. Chaplain and Roty have

M. CABANEL

.If the <>i,t Salon.)
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exhibited nothing, and yet the public has been con-

stantly reminded of their art by the pale reflec-

tions contributed by a host of followers, who, as is

the custom in France, express their admiration in

the practical form of unblushing imitation, failing,

however, with their profusion of me-

dallions, medals, plaquettes, and lias-

reliefs, to console us fur the temporary

eclipse of their masters and proto-

types.

M. Antonin Mercie has given in

his two contributions a resume of his

best and his weakest, qualities. His

statue "Guillaume Tell," intended for

the municipality of Lausanne, and as

yet only half-finished, is sadly com-

monplace, and wanting in accent, while

on the other hand his " Eegret," a

marble statue destined to form part

of the tomb of the painter Cabanel,

must count among his happiest inspira-

tions. This is the mourning figure

of a muse or genius seen in the act

of honouring the name of the deceased

master witli a handful of flowers. The

full contours of her nobly-proportioned

form are veiled by half-transparent

draperies, which serve to accentuate

their beauties; and the somewhat too

voluptuous character of the figure is

corrected by the elevated beauty of

the mournful face.

Time would appear to have no

effect iai the vigour ami the infinite

capacity for taking pains of M. Gerome.

He had already, in his " Tanagra
"

(now in the Luxembourg), made a

highly successful effort to solve the

polychromatic problem in classical art,

and now in his " Bellone " he gives to

the world a work recalling, by the

costliness and variety of its materials

and the exquisiteness of its workman-

ship, the chryselephantine statues of

ancient Greece, of which the Pallas

Athene and Olympian Zeus of Pheidias,

and the Argive Hera of Polykleitos, were the most

famous examples.

M. Geroine's " Bellone "
is fashioned, as to the

face, arms, and feet, out of huge single pieces of

pure ivory, the fierce eyes and the wide-open mouth,

from which issues the trumpet-cry of war and mas-

sacre, being most realistically painted to imitate

nature. The elaborate draperies, the weapons, and

accessories of the goddess are wrought with the mosl

patient skill in bronze, to which, in the Japanese

mode, great Variety and delicate gradations of tints

have been given, with the happiest results, so far

as novelty and charm of colour are c ierned. We
arc constrained to admire here the exquisite and

untiring craftsman rather than the greal sculptor;

PYOMAI.KIX AMI GALATEA.

(/;>/ J. L. Gerdme. At the Old Salon.)

for M. Gerome has spent all these pains on ,i de-

sign lacking in tine breadth and sublimity. He
does not—he cannol -attain to that concentrated

simplicity of conception which alone is capable of

heaiing, without, sinking beneath it, the burden ol

a mass of curious and interesting detail, such as

must inevitably distract the gaze and lead the

mind away from anything short of a composition of

overpowering force and beauty. The same artist's

group, " Pygmalion and Galatea," is an important
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effort in the direction of polychromatic tinting of

marble surfaces. The moment chosen for plastic

representation is that when Pygmalion passionately

clasps in his arms his beautiful creation, and she,

quivering with the new thrill of life, responds with

equal passion to

his caress. Here

the flesh of the

finely - modelled

figures is delicate-

ly tinted: the eyes,

lips, and draperies

are coloured with

a well - balanced

moderation ; a cu-

rie nis, perhaps too

realistic, effect be-

ing obtained by

showing the upper

part of Galatea's

form faintly blush-

ing with the hues

of life, while the

lower limbs are

yet marble. In

this instance again,

while admiring

the completeness

with which the

delicate contours

of Galatea are

modelled, I can-

not fail to feel

that the master

has too little advanced beyond the particular, the

individual, and has thus failed in achieving the

generalised ami impersonal beauty which so well

befits the subject. And M. Gerome's new-born

woman suggests nothing of the inexperience proper

to the position; her caress conveys the passion

of Phryne rather than the innocence of Galatea.

The statue "Eicord" of M. Barrias is an excellent

performance, but not one of a monumentally deco-

rative character; his ".loan of An- Prisoner" has a

few months ago—having by special permission been

withdrawn from the exhibition before the closure

—been inaugurated with much ecclesiastical pomp

on the hill-side of lion Secours, near Rouen. The

"Genius of Liberty" of M. Chavalliaud—part of

a monument commemorating the Breton and An-

gevin Federation in 17!>0— is marked by a happy

audacity of design and pose; it is a slender nude

figure with tossed hair and flying draperies, applied

to the face of a tinted column, on the base of

which it appears to have newly alighted.

" in I list less," by M. Alphoiise-Aniedee Cordon-

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES.

- Rodin. Ai the Champ de

nier, shows the powerfully-developed figure of an

entirely naked sailor, who, despairing, utters the last

cry and makes flic last signal for help. Undoubted

force and mastery over technical difficulties arc here

manifested, but the exaggerations of the modelling

make of the study

rather an academ-

ical display of vir-

tuosity than the

realisation of a

pathetic concep-

tion. M. Alfred

Boucher's " Re-

pose," which has

the good fortune

to he among the

works selected for

purchase by the

French Stale, is

the skilful anil

typically French

presentment of a

wholly undraped

nymph lying on a

couch, with which

flic sinuous and

cunningly - dis-

posed lines of her

form make ahappy

contrast. A very

curious tour de

force, which might

easily have been

something more, is

accomplished by M. Mast with bis statue of a dying

gladiator in the act of saluting, called "Morituri te

salutant." The characteristic Roman helmet with its

vizor entirely encloses and obscures the bead of the

seeutor, so that the artist must perforce evolve the

pathos of bis subject from the fainting form alone,

which, to a great extent, he succeeds in doing. But

why the limitation ' Why has M. Mast deprived him-

self of tb«' crowning pathos of the human face, and

by so doing produced only a clever, paradoxical work,

instead of one which might have been profoundly

moving as well as effective? There were to be

found at the Champs Elysees many bolder and more

remarkable pieces of modelling than Mr. William

Gosconibe John's " Morpheus"—sent last year to the

Royal Academy, and there highly appreciated—yet

few works more penetrated with the true spirit of

classic art. Not the head alone of the English

sculptor's finely-imagined statue, but the whole

form, suggests the mystery and the languor of the

end of sleep. A German sculptor, Heir Arthur

Volkmann, comes forward with a polychromatic

Salon.)
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marble statue of Bacchus, very skilfully imitated

from the antique, but from the antique of a post-

Praxitelean period, which in its soft voluptuous

charm already contained the elements of decay.

M. Fremiet's important decorative high-relief,

"The Constable Olivier de Clisson," is skilfully con-

ceived, and executed in the style of the earlier

Italian Renaissance; it closely resembles, indeed, a.

marble alto-relievo in the Renaissance section of

the Louvre with the equestrian portrait of one

of the Malatestas of Rimini. The French artist's

little equestrian statue in gilt bronze, "Isabeau de

Baviere," is far from equalling many a preceding

work of the kind from the same skilful hand.

Very well put together, very sufficiently exe-

cuted in the rhetorical style of the seventeenth

century, is the large group, "Death of Jesus," by

the Chilian sculptor Senor Arias—an order from

the Chilian Government. M. Peynot's important

fragments of a monument, "To the Glory of the

Republic," commissioned by the city of Lyons,

and displayed on a scale only half that of the

THE DEATH OP JESUS.

I V. A,ias. At the 01,1 Salon.)

DOOIIWAT.

(By A. Bartholomi. At the Champ de Mais Salon.)

original, are among those very solidly and

capably executed, but not very distinctive,

performances of winch innumerable examples

are to be found in modern French art. M.

Segoffin's clever "Wicked Genius" is chiefly

remarkable as an audacious plagiarism of the

famous " Mephistopheles " of the Russian

sculptor M. Antokolsky, now in the Kremlin

of Moscow ; while a still more singular ex-

ample of unacknowledged borrowing is fur-

nished by the "Saint Saturnin, Martyr" of

M. Sevsses, the pose and characterisation of

which are almost identical with those of the

beautiful little "Abel" by Stouf in the Salle

Houdon of the Louvre.

CHAMP DE MARS.

In this exhibition the sculpture was not

entirely confined within the charming winter-

garden recently arranged in emulation of that

in I lie Palais de l'lndustric, the minor exam-

ples, such as busts and statuettes, having

been scattered through the lone-, pleasant
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galleries, so as to afford just that relic!' and ac- throughout is remarkable, yet no less so the sug-

centuation which they require in order to escape gestion of a strong mental personality. While M.
the reproach of monotony. The marble bust of Rodin produces such work as this we can afford to

M. I'mis de Chavaunes, by M. Rodin, is the finest wait patiently for the completion of the great

thing of the kind produced by the great natural- " Bourgeois de Calais" group, and of those "Inferno"

istic sculptor since he portrayed, in the style of gates for the new Mnsee des Arts Dceoratifs which

DESIGN FOB FOUNTAIN.

(By Jean Baffler. At tlie Champ de Man Salon.)

the Florentine Renaissance, his friend and rival, M. the artist has been such an inordinate number of

Dalou. Here we have a noble and commanding years in finishing to his liking. Resting some-

individuality expressed with true authority and what on his laurels, M. Dalou contributed, besides

without loss of realistic truth. The surfaces of the lour busts and an unfinished marble group (" Les

face have all the suppleness and vitality of flesh, Gpousailles "), a small plaster group, " Bacchus con-

ami yel ii" trivia] or purely superficial detail is soling Ariadne," which, notwithstanding a certain

insisted upon: the suggestion of physical life want of thoroughness in the execution, has a rare
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charm nol very easy to define or account for. It

is perhaps due to a vein of pathos running through
and ennobling a conception of a tempered and not
unpleasant voluptuousness. M. Injalbert was at

one time given up to the boldly decorative style and
the conventional -races of Bernini and his school,

but lie has now, in addition to these influences, fallen

under that of M. Rodin,

whose powerful, febrile

naturalism he now seeks

to combine with his own
seventeenth - century
style. Among his con-

tributions were an ani-

mated but by no means
original "Nymph Sur-

prised by a Satyr" in

bronze (" waste wax ")

;

"The Dance," in the same
material ; and a horrible

but subtly-expressed
" Severed Head "— this

lasl a work which, for all

its cleverness, is hardly

worthy of an artist of

if. [njalbert's calibre.

M. Tony Noel, one of

the sculptors who in

1889 obtained the Me-
daille d'Honneur, does

nothing to enhance, if he

also does nothing to de-

tract from, his reputa-

tion with his " Houdon,"

a model of the statue

lately erected at Ver-

sailles to the memory of

the greatest sculptor of

the eighteenth century.

The more imaginative

and eccentric among the

French critics have of

late dwelt with singular complacency on the un-

conventional productions of M. Bartholomew in

which they have professed to discover inventions

of the highest ami most poetic order. I have

found myself up to the present time unable to

agree with them, and therefore this year hail all

the more readily the appearance of a work from

his hand containing genuine elements of spiritual

beauty, even though the conception he expressed

in somewhat novel and eccentric fashion. The

work in question represents the open gate of a

tomb, entering which simultaneously mi either side

are two nude figures—a man and a woman—un-

defined and impersonal in form and character. They

801

ECCE

At th

may— I hardly venture to say they do—represent

the companions of a lifetime, still found together

in death, as they go to solve at last, the unfathom-

able mystery.

One of the most brilliant of M. Rodin's fol-

lowers is M. Baffier, whose success is often achieved

by tempering a brilliant and daring naturalism with

the recognition of certain

inevitable limitations of

the plastic and decora-

tive art, /mi- excellence,

against which the greater

artist, his master, often

rebels. His "
1 lesign for

Fountain " shows the

more than life-size figure

of a sinewy old gardener

or labourer, who, lightly

clad in modern garments

and sleeveless, is water-

ing, out of a large can,

the flowers beneath him.

This grim effigy of lid-

long toil is hardly a suit-

able decoration, emerging

as it does from a bank
of smiling flowers, of

which it forms the apex.

Taking for granted, how-

ever, the peculiar stand-

point, of the artist, we
may not withhold our

admiration from the ad-

mirably modelled, ex-

pressive figure, which is

even in a certain sense

decorative, seeing that its

lines are—rare quality

in a modern statue

—

thoroughly harmonious,

from whatever point we
examine it.

The Belgian sculptor M. Meunier is an ardent

exponent of pathetic naturalism, a lover of the

martyrs of Labour, in adopting whom almost ex-

clusively as the subjects of plastic art he appears
to us to sound consciously a note of revolt ami
almost of threatening protest. However this may
he, M. Meunier in presenting the mower stern and
sullen, the miner resting in lassitude from crushing
toil or overpowered by the fumes of the fire-damp,

never loses sight of the essentials of his ail. ami

manages to preserve, together with the generalised

truth of the higher realism, a breadth, a dignity that

elevate without distorting the facts ami ideas which
he seeks to impress on the beholder. Examples of

HOMO.

Champ <!• Ma
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tins phase of his art, though less typical and import-

ant ones than have been seen on previous occasions,

are the bronze high-relief, "The Soil" (purchased by

the French State), "The Mower," and "L'Enfant pro-

digue." But best of all is the bronze " Ecee Homo !

"

in dimensions a mere statuette, but yet—in virtue of

its breadth of handling, its accent, and, above all, its

intensely human pathos—one of the finest things of

the year. A curious example of the only half-sincere

mysticism which is a fashion of the moment, in

French art as in French literature, is M. I tampt's "
< >n

the Threshold of Mystery"— the figure of a slender,

uncanny-looking genius or spirit gazing with fixed

and vacant look into futurity, its strangeness of

aspect being enhanced by faint polychromatic deco-

ration. The opposite extreme is touched by M.

Saint-Marceaux with his "Eecumbent Woman," an

ultra-sensuous presentment of the charms of woman-

h 1 in all their opulence, which seems less ill its

place here than it would have been with many con-

geners at the Champs Elysees. The modelling is

si
i skilful that, the plasticity of flesh is almost at-

tained, and the sensuousness of the work thus over-

accented.

Among the must popular attractions of the,

sculpture galleries at the Champ de Mars were the

grotesques of M. .lean Carries, executed in every

variety of material—in bronze, in wax, in enamelled

stoneware fashioned and coloured somewhat after the

Japanese mode. There is in the daring, unbridled art,

of M. Carries something of the classical grotesque,

something of the mediaeval Gothic, something, as 1

have just indicated, of the Japanese : but it is, after

all, essentially eclectic and superficial, and calcu-

lated to amuse rather than lastingly to impress, as

the grotesques of an anonymous French sculptor of

the thirteenth or fourteenth century, of a Mantegna,

of a Leonardo impress. Among the most striking

things in the collection exhibited by M. Carries

are a "Satyr," a dashing "Bust of Frans Hals,"

a "I Milch Woman," and, in the section of indus-

trial art, the enamelled stoneware masks, monsters,

and grotesque beasts destined to adorn (?) a monu-

mental chimneypiece executed for a Parisian studio.

THE NOBLE AMATEUR,

HE amateur—the untitled, unvar-

nished amateur—has fallen strange-

ly upon evil times. For the most

part, from his very incubation, from

tin' moment he begins to dabble

in the arts, he immolates himself

c of recovery, not only in the esti-

friends, but equally in the eyes of

the world. For the public has been taught to re-

gard him as a venal criminal, a creatine whose

most noteworthy achievement is the stultification

of both his critical faculty and his reputation for

taste, by the very exposure of his incapacity to per-

form. He is, indeed, the free-lance, the Semite of

the art-world, appreciated only by those profes-

sionals whom he employs to teach and encourage

him, and by the few who can sympathise with his

aspirations.

Generally speaking, his fab is richly deserved,

for as frequently as not he is the unhappy symbol of

\ ainglorious incompetency. But it must be admitted

that ofttimes he is very hardly used. "That blessed

wold Amateur," which, when the century was young,

used to be synonymous only with cognoscente and

non-professional, has become in most mouths a simple

euphemism for the incapable—a term of reproach by

which the innocent suffer for the guilty.

Bui the folly of regarding every amateur,

SPIELMANN.

whether titled or not, either as an Isbmacl or a

Cagliostro, was strangely brought home to those of

the public who seized the opportunity afforded them

of examining the collection of the work wrought

by the late Countess of Waterford during a long

and saddened lift'. She revelled in colour, her in-

vention was unlimited, her imagination resourceful

in the highest degree, her power of composition

facile and instinctive, her sense of colour, though

opulent, tender and refined, and her characterisation

keen and powerful. Mr. Watts and Mr. Burne

Jones were, I think, a little carried away by en-

thusiasm when they wrote that in her " there lived

in 1866 an artist as great as Venice knew." But

some of her sketches—especially those made, blot-

tesquely, in pen-and-ink—might well lie mistaken

for work by one or other of the great masters

whose manner they variously resemble. But she

failed chiefly where she tried to be too precise in

drawing—that eternal pitfall of tin' gifted amateur.

Vet in \ast fresco, in portraiture, water-colour,

ami sketches in many methods, she achieved

such success that proves that had she submitted

to the proper education of the professional artist,

she might perhaps have conquered immortality.

She was not of those of whom Count Stroganoff,

appropriating the sentiment of Mizilias, sympathe-

tically exclaimed: " 1 lelivre nous, grand Dieu, de
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cos amateurs sans amour, de ces connoisseurs sans

connaissance
!

"

Looking back on the glorious past of the amateur

belonging to the commoner stuck, it can hardly be

doubted that his effulgence is on the wane Unless,

as in the past, he can show himself another Seymour

Haden, or Rossetti, or Burne Jones, he will he able

In produce no glorious facts with which to stem the

rising tide of latter-day prejudice. A century ago,

when it- was remarked that every artist is born an

amateur, he was petted—nay, almost fawned upon

—

by our must powerful art-institutions in a, manner

incomprehensible to us in these critical, democratic

times; for lie had all tin' artistic advantages with'

none of the low, mercenary motives, as they were,

held among the very select, of that society outcast

— the " painter fellow."

lint was it really the delight of seeing outsiders

become artistic and their taste chastened and culti-

vated, that induced the Society of Arts to offer gold

and silver medals to "sons ami grandsons, daughters

and granddaughters of peers and peeresses of Great

Britain and Ireland" for the best drawings sent in ?

Was it only with a view to encourage a health) - love

of art among the merely fashionable ?—or was it

because the best "patrons" of it were at that time

to be found in the ranks of the aristocracy? Did

these incubators of the amateur fully appreciate

the extent of their responsibility, I wonder, when

they offered honorary premiums, in 1*790, for the

best drawings by such young gentlemen under the

age of twenty-one, and of young ladies (of any age),

as were not professional or the children of pro-

fessional artists? Nor is the Royal Academy less

blamable for the sad case of the Fallen Amateurs;

for it recognised them so markedly that, from the

foundation of the Society right down to 1867, they

were regular honorary exhibitors—were specially

fostered in the annual exhibitions, and the catalogue

always contained a distinct list of names consecrated

to the unprofessional contributor. I!ut that these

favoured votaries of art, who sometimes indeed in-

cluded persons of a certain talent amongst them,

were not uniformly proud of the recognition, we

may judge by the mystery with which they sur-

rounded their identity, by the adoption of initials or

other pseudonymous disguises in lieu of names.

But you must recollect that the aristocracy had a

veryreal claim on art. some prerogative in the matter

of art-patronage and art-practice. They it was who

in the old days encouraged early talent, who sent

young men of promise to Rome and maintained them

during the days of their studentship, who purchased

their works when they arrived at competence, and

helped them on to fame. Thanks to the aristocracy,

the names of artists—hut esneeiallv, it must be con-

fessed, of dead ones—became an important portion of

the after-dinner vocabulary of the world of fashion;

and Melbury Road, Hampstead, ami South Kensing-

ton are in some degree a concrete testimony to the

efficiency, if not the orthodoxy, of the system.

That it was not so much a desire to patronise art,

as a love of the practice of it, which impelled the

aristocrat first to coquet with the muse, ami then

to woo her ill all seriousness, is manifest from the

history of the courtship. Since l'rince Rupert in

the intervals of peace passed from the laboratory into

the studio, and brought the era ft and method of mezzo-

tint prominently before the world, many of the per-

sons, male and female, recognised by the lordly gaze

of Burke and Dehrett have not only practised art,

but have distinguished themselves in the execu-

tion. Richard Boyle, the Earl of Burlington, who

was born in 1695, practised architecture with great,

success, and, moreover, subsidised it with his purse.

The old portions of Burlington House and several

London piles were of his design ; but the interior

arrangement of General Wade's house, built by him

close by Savile Row, was so defective that Lord

Chesterfield proposed to the owner that the best

plan for him to enjoy the house would lie for him

to take another opposite and look at it. Etching,

too, has been cultivated by many. Lord "William

Byron, who was the pupil of Tillemans, became

renowned for his copies of Rembrandt, as well as

for his original portraiture. Viscount Nuneham, the

second Earl Harcourt, exhibited and published a con-

siderable number of plates, which were highly lauded

by that arch-flatterer Walpole. This amiable critic

furthermore declared that the drawings of the clever

amateur painter, Lady Diana Beauclerc (sometime

wife of Viscount Bolingbroke), were so " inconrpar-

able " and " sublime " that he built, a closet expressly

for their reception. Isabella, Countess of Carlisle,

daughter of the Lord Byron aforesaid, also copied

Rembrandt with remarkable success, and enslaved

by her charms, after the death of her husband,

that Lord Musgrave whose name it is so pleasing

to recall in connection with the higher form of art-

patronage.

Lady Louisa Greville, sister of the Karl of War-

wick, too, was a famous copyist-etcher, and carried

off the gold medals from the Society of Arts for land-

scape and figure subjects as well; and a little later the

fourth daughter of George III., the Princess Eliza-

beth, who became the wife of the Prince of Hesse

Ilonihurg, was a prolific draughtswoman whose many
designs were engraved, though who was her "ghost

"

has not been placed on record. The wife of the

third Lord Lyttlcton was a portraitist good enough

tn be an occasional exhibitor at the Royal Academy
and elsewhere ; and Amelia, l.adv Fa rn borough, was
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similarly honoured by reason of her admirable water-

colours. Frances, Countess of Morley, who died in

1857, was another copyist of talent, but she worked

principally in oil-colours, and decorated Saltram with

g I copies of the Old Masters. To a like talent

Lady Bell added some ability in modelling, but, of

course, did not approach in this branch the Hon.

Mrs. I lamer (the unhappy daughter-in-law of Lord

Milton), whose talent and range of practice seem

to have borne resemblance to those of the recently-

deceased amateur, Count Gleichen, otherwise Prince

Victor of Hohenlohe.

The list of the male practitioners other than those

I have mentioned is not a long one. Frederick, Vis-

count Duncannon, who succeeded to the earldom of

Bessborough, claims a place as one of the illustrators

of Angus's "Views of the Seats of the Nobility and

Gentry in Great Britain," and in a similar way,

lint with a wider range of sympathy, the fourth

Earl of Aylesford (who died in 1812) commanded

public notice both in the Academy and out of it.

George, Marquis Townshend, became celebrated in

a still lighter branch of art— that of caricature.

The burlesque portrait he produced of the Duchess

of Queehsberry was the talk of the hour, and he

boasted, when he was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

that he had caricatured every officer on his staff

Again, Sir John Fleming Leicester, latterly Lord

de Tabley, so famous for his celebrated collection

known as the Leicester Gallery, as well as for his

munificent patronage of art, for Ins share in the

foundation of the British Institution, of the Irish

Academy, and other kindred societies, was a water-

colour artist of real ability, and to develop his faculty

he employed the services of some of the most eminent

of the craft, and reproduced his own work in litho-

graphy. Of the several known amateurs of to-day,

within the royal circle and beyond it, there is no

need at the present time to speak.

It is certainly matter for surprise that, seeing

what advantages of leisure and means they have at

hand, no members of the aristocracy, with all their

talent, have ever succeeded in gaining entrance

into the fold of the Loyal Academy, or of estab-

lishing themselves in public favour. But perhaps

the nearest approach to such success was achieved

by Lady Waterford, who probably might, had she

pleased, have attained a higher place in the history

of English art than has fallen to the lot of any

Other woman. "What she showed, clearly ami

unmistakably, was that devotion and practice are not

all that are necessary for the attainment of real

excellence, and how, for lack of severe tuition and

study long applied, genius may just " fail in art."

ON THE SHORES OF THE ZUYDER ZEE,

By Ci. A. T. MIDDLETON, with a note by HUBERT VOS.

EASILY accessible, ami lying, vid Harwich, in

the direct route to North Germany and Russia,

tin- southern portion of Holland is well known to

English travellers. With the shores of the Zuyder

Zee, that great water peninsula which converts

the country into a great horse-shoe in form, the

case is different, and the tourist, satiated with the

comforts of over-civilisation, with its mammoth
hotels, couriers, ami home comforts, cannot do

better than wander awhile among the simple people

who live below the sea-level. Fit descendants of

those who drove the Spaniards back, and who

Eoughl on equal terms with ourselves for the su-

premacy of tin' sea, they lead quiel and industrious

lives—making no great effort to push forward along

the road of progress, hut content to be as were

their forefathers. The day of Holland's greatness,

when she was in the van of all artistic and scien-

tific progress, has passed away indeed, hut the re-

membrance of it lingers still, ami hovers in a ghostly

way about the visitor, reminding him continually of

a dead but glorious past.

There are old towns, with their canals, and

trees, and bridges, and their loiterers upon the

wharves, now more than half descried, but telling

everywhere of bustle and industry which have been.

In such completely bye-one towns as Hoorn, upon the

one side, and Kampen, on the other side of tin' Zee,

the narrow streets are all most picturesque : they

have in no respect been modernised. But, built on

piles, the houses lean in all directions from the per-

pendicular, while they themselves are quaint in out-

line, designed in a debased and utilitarian Renaissance

perhaps, but all the more picturesque and curious

for this reason, while the colouring, rich in the tones

which age al produces, is such as is scarcely to

be found elsewhere. Generally, the gables face the

Streets, but where they do not the sky-line is still

broken by the ranges of small dormers, which are

as common as in Belgium or in Germany, and the

gables are either stepped, or, more frequently, curved

and pediinented, with much coarse carving on them,

covered with many coats of paint, and held back

in position by iron ties of greater richness and
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variety than arc even those seen in the sister king-

dom. Wrought-ironwork is employed somewhat

lavishly, and even to the extenl of inconvenience

in the less frequented towns; for the footways are

impelled by iron boundary

fences, dividing them into

lengths corresponding to

the widths of the houses,

and so forcing pedestrians

into the carriage-ways or

on tn the towing-paths of

the canals : and yet these

breaks in the frontage line,

viewed from the artist's

standpoint, add greatly to

the pieturesqueness of the

streets.

Thus it is to the small

and quaint, rather than the

large and dignified, that at-

tention is mainly draw n in

the streets and buildings.

There are no tine boule-

vards—only tree - bordered

canals, with towing - paths

and bridges—and no great

H6tels-de-Ville or cathedral

churches. Yet there are

evidences that the latter,

at least, have once existed

Grand Gothic piles have

been but half-destroyed by

the reformer who was not

content with re-formation,

and sufficient of them still

remains, even though co-

vered thickly with the

whitewash coating, to test iiy

to their one-time beauty.

And now at last there is

eominga period of careful restoration; as at Utrecht,

whence, if the cathedral be viewed from the Siaitll-

cast, so that the ureal transept hides the void be-

tween it and the tower, where the nave once stood,

it appears like some great German church, good in

detail, rich in foliage—the dark grey tower, weathei

tn those who would assail the place by sea, tn say

nothing of the five-towered gate at Zwolle, standing

high above the many-storeyed houses which surround

it, and still the main entrance tn the town.

There, as in numerous
other places, the ramparts

still exist in part, with

a wide moat round them,

funned by simply widening

the canal. This is a canal

for barge traffic, ami of such

there is a complete net-

work throughout the coun-

try : yet they are nut so

noticeable as the canals t'nr

irrigation, principally fed

from the lower waters of

the Rhine and Meuse. The

whole fertility of the coun-

try depends 111 k HI thelll,

while they also serve the

purpose nf keeping these

rivers under control and pre-

venting flooding; the main

channels being dammed up

at higher le\els, or enclosed

by dykes, like railway em-

bankments, these feeding

subsidiary channels, and

these again the lung low-

level irrigation canals cut

below the normal level of

the land. The leading and

sometimes the secondary

channels serve both pur-

poses— for traffic and for

irrigation : and often rows

of trees aie planted along

the outer edges of the tow-

ing-paths, their roots tend-

ing to bind and support the earthwork of the dykes.

All are regularly and rectangularly planned, and the

symmetry is broken only here and there by a clump

of trees enclosing a farmhouse, or by a hamlet, or,

rarely, by a larger town. Thus is produced a land-

scape easily described, ami different from any seen

" PRO PATEIA.

///. PaiMing l>>, Hubert l'os.)

stained and delicate in outline and in tracery, rising elsewhere, invested with a peculiar beauty from its

beyond, and giving the necessary idea of magnitude very regularity and the amount of water everywhere
If ecclesiastical and civil buildingsof importance, —often added to by a glimpse of the sea. seen over

however, are lacking, there is a considerable amount the great protecting dyke which keeps it oil' the
of military architecture left, all hold and massive, land: while, of course, the expanse of sky is large,

mainly in the form of old town gateways, planned second in extent only to that which is obtained from
for defence rather than for effect, and therefore a ship's deck when out of sight of land. Round
quite naturally effective in their composition. Such about Amsterdam, and :n some other districts, a

is the Amsterdam Gate at Haarlem, and the" strange most confusing effect is produced by the multi-

Water Gate at Hoorn, built so as to show a bold front plicity of windmills, all working together, and u^n\
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for all purposes almost for which we employ steam
or water-power; but in North Holland and in

Friesland they are much nunc rarely met with,

and, in fact, arc no more common than in manyparts
of England.

In towns which have decayed, even if formins

in the square ornaments or clasps with which the

gold bands finish at each side of the head, and in

a little frontlet suspended by a chain over the

centre of the forehead. Sometimes the square side

ornaments are replaced by corkscrew-like appen-

dages, projecting forwards from either side of the

pari of active nations, there will be found a sleepy, face like horns, and bobbing up and down as the

out-of-date population. Tims throughout the inure wearer moves; and in the province of Overyssel,

remote districts of Holland the people do their though the children wear their ear-rings in their

business leisurely, making sufficient money for their ears, the older women, when they adopt the ear-

needs with apparent

ease, and always lay-

in- by, adding to the

store of former ge-

nerations. The tidi-

ness which is such a

conspicuous feature

in the houses is also

exhibited in dress,

and the further from

the capital.and from

the railway the more
national and primi-

tive is the costume.

Serge or flannel

forms the material

for the dresses of

the women, which

are full, worn over

an underskirt of

some stiff material :

hut it is the head-

gear which is most

conspicuous. At a

little distance this

looks like hut a

close - fitting, white

lace cap, covering

the ears, and finish-

ing with a frill upon

the neck, hut on

a closer inspection

there is seen the

glint of a gold or

a silver helmet
through the lace

—

real gold or real

silver, as the case

may !«, not plated

merely— sometimes

a broad hand round

the head, sometimes

covering capand hel-

met, suspend theirs

from their cap-

strings, as if un-

willing to relinquish

this adornment.
Unfortunately, even

among the beautiful

Frisian women, the

bonnet is coming in-

to use, and is often to

he seen pel ohed Upon

the top of the lace

cap, with incongru-

ous and grotesque

effect.

In the near fu-

ture Holland is, I

think, likely to he-

come greatly and

sadly changed. ( Cer-

tainly prosperity is

not likely to return

soon to the once

famous ports of the

Zuyder Zee, for they

lie in no great trade

route, in spite of the

Zee itself forming a

Hugeandmagnificent

naturalharbour; but

the Hut eh people

have that in their

character which will

not allow them long

to linger in the rear-

in an age of pro-

gress. Their rail-

ways are among the

most comfortable in

INTERIOR OF THE CHUHC1I, EDAM.

{From the Painting by Hubert Cos.)

Europe, and so in

ivering it entirely. Many of everything modern—everything is of the best, only,

the women possess not only one but several of these unfortunately for the visitor of slender means, a

head-dresses, those worn upon the more important proportionately heavy charge is made, the guilder

occasions being often richly set with precious stones appearing to go no farther than the shilling does

—diamonds and rubies mainly—of small size, both at home.
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Note by Hubert Vos : Of all the dead cities of

the Zuyder Zee none is so famous as Enkhuisen

—

which in its glory was more important than Am-

sterdam; and though Hoorn isnowthe most flourish-

ing, for the tourist in an- will be more interesting

than Edam, with the neighbouring fishing-village of

Volendam. To reach it from Amsterdam by the

most picturesque route, the intending visitor should

AN OLD FISHER OF THE ZUYDER ZEE.

(From the Painting by Hubert Vos.)

go by steam tram through Brock — the cleanest

village in the world—and the little town of Mon-

nikendam, which bears in silence the mark of its

splendid historical past.

Edam, which has a population of between five

and six thousand, is situated about a mile from the

Zuyder Zee, with which it is connected by the har-

bour and suburb of Oorgat. The oldest houses date

from the seventeenth century, although the town

existed for some hundreds of years previous to that,

for as early as 1357 civic rights were granted which

prove that even then it must have been a place of

some importance. This earlier town, however, was

entirely destroyed by fire on February 24th, 1602,

when the tower of tire beautiful church was struck

by lightning. The church was rebuilt in a manner

befitting its former condition, and is renowned to-

day for its enormous proportions, the beauty of

the architecture, and its splendid painted windows.

The other principal building, the Town Hall, is a

more recent structure, having been built about 1740,

and in full accordance with the style of architec-

ture and of the period. It presents a dignified

and quiet, yet withal a rich appearance.

In one of the principal rooms on the first

floor—which was kindly placed at my disposal

while I was painting the pictures which accompany

this article—are to be seen three curious pictures :

one the portrait of an abnormally stout innkeeper,

another of a very tall young girl, and the third

of a burgomaster with a beard twice the length

of his body. It is to be hoped that for a few

more years still the visitor to the Stadhuis will

be shown its treasures by an old patriot who

acts as guardian, and who really might be two

hundred years old, for he seems to remember

all the facts in Motley's "Eise of the Dutch

Republic." He served as my model for the

illustration, " Pro I "atria," on p. 66.

There are various ways of reaching Volen-

dam, the little fishing-village which belongs to

the commune of Edam, and which is, perhaps,

the quaintest one can find in all Holland—which

is saving much. Then' is a path running along

the dyke, or another which leads across meadows,

which is intersected at exceedingly short inter-

vals by ditches and canals, and crossed by means

of boards doing duty for bridges; or there is a

third method of proceeding, which is, indeed,

the pleasanfcest —by means of the quaint little

sailing boats that complete the journey in about

half an hour.

The village is, of course, protected by the

inevitable dyke, some of the houses being

built on this structure, with piles as their

foundations. The village slopes away from the

dyke, and is like some of the larger towns in

miniature—miniature streets with miniature houses,

canals and bridges all in miniature, and everything

brightly coloured, with dark-Mue predominating and

triumphing everywhere.

The dyke serves as a promenade to the inhabi-

tants, where they gather when the fishing fieet is

safely at anchor. Tin' men are dressed in red

woollen shirts, wide, short black trousers with old

coins for buttons, and belts ornamented in the

same way: on their heads fell caps. The women's

costume is brilliant and fantastic, hut always har-

monious, with pretty fichus round their necks and
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coquettish caps on their heads. The whole scene is

one of picturesque quietude, Andalusia transported

to a small grey fishing-village on the Zuyder Zee.

The interiors of the houses, too, are well worthy
of inspection, each being a

museum in itself, with their

neat rows of Delft china and
solid old furniture, and all in

such a splendid slate of order

and cleanliness. Here may be

seen an old grandmother teach-

ing her son's children how to

knit in the spare moments
after having repaired the fish-

ing-nets, or attended to the

humble dinner of potatoes and
dried fish. And there—for the

inhabitants are, like all fisher

folk', deeply religious — you
have at the hour of the An-
gelas such an old-world pic-

ture as I have represented on

p. 65.

( opposite Volendam, out in

the Zuyder Zee, is the little

island of Marken, to which
any of the fishermen will be

pleased to take you in their

boat for three guilden ; and

bring you back, too. Local

legends tell us that this island

was once part of the property

of a convent at Monnikendam
on the other side of the Zee.

It is certain, however, that

this town itself took its name
from the convent established

by Frisian monks in the early

part of the thirteenth century.

But here, as at Edam, no build-

ings of that period are left

standing. Three times — in

14!)!), L514, and 1515—has
the town been devastated by

tiiv, and in August, 1623,

much that the fires had left was destroyed by an
explosion.

But, in spite of all these disasters, there remains

a good deal of great interest. Amongst this is the

tower of the old town hall built in 1591, containing

a curious clock, which at the bonis sets in motion a,

procession of horsemen. But, the finest remnant of

the earlier architecture is the St. NIcholaas Kerk,
completed in 1412, and given over in 1572 to the

Reformed Church. The traveller from Amsterdam
sees this tower rising from amongst a clump of
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trees, its hoary head standing rait boldly from the

contrast of the surrounding green ; but to see it in

full beauty one has to come upon it after strolling

through the little town, along the banks of the

the Paintim, hi/ Hubert Vos.)

canals, and across the antique bridges. Down in

the old harbour there is one shipbuilder, who carries

out what little business still (dines to the place, and
he alone is left to keep alive the traditions of those

glorious days when it meant something to be a ship-

builder in Monnikendam.

The whole district round the Zuyder Zee is full

of interest from all points of view, and certainly not
least to the artistic; here the artist may find in-

numerable subjects for his brush if he but possess
" the seeing eve and the understanding heart,"
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PROFESSOR LEGROS.

{From a Photograph by Elliott and Fry.)

TO the resignation by Professor Legros of the

Slade Professorship at University College we

have already referred. At the moment of our going

to press his successor had not yet been appointed.

We present to our readers two examples of

the work of Mr. Walter Crane, which he executed

during his recent

sojourn in America.

The window mea-

sures about thirty-

four feet by thirty-

two feet, each light

being ten feel w ide.

The subject is

St. Paid (the Apos-

tle's figure is alii mi

twelve feet high)

p r e a C li i n U' a t

Athens. The win-

dow is full and

rich in colour, and

plating lias been

used to get depth

of tone. The pitch

of light being so

much higher in America, the windows bear more

depth of colour, and, as a rule, are much darker in

tone than English windows. The window was the

gift of Mr. Murphy. The panel for the Willard

Hall, Women's Temperance Building, Chicago, is one

of two, each being six feet four inches high by five

feet six inches wide. One represents, by allegorical

female figures, " Purity and Temperance ;
" the other,

"Mercy and Justice." They are painted on canvas

in flat oil colours, gold being used for some of the

ornamental accessories, such as the chin of the

savage don which Temperance restrains, the scales

and sword of Justice, &c.

Monsieur Charles Giraud, who lias died at the

age of seventy-three, was n painter of landscape

and "interiors." He lias left behind him a ureal

number of works, and is represented in the Luxem-

bourg by his " .leu de Boules."

An artist of real talent and exceptional modesty

has lately passed away in Mr. Joseph Moore, the

medallist, of Birmingham, at seventy-six years of age.

Showing a decided taste for drawing in his boyhood,

he was apprenticed to Mr. Thomas Halliday, the die-

sinker of Birmingham, and spent the early part of

his life designing dies for metal buttons,. At all

limes, however, he had a. strong desire to work in

the higher grade of his profession—the production

of medals which should take their place as works

of art. One of his first medals contained on the ob-

verse a copy of the " Salvator Munch " of Leonardo

da Vinci, and on the reverse Ary Scheffer's "
< Ihristus

Consolator," of which Scheffer said, " Your medal has

immortalised my picture : it will outlive the canvas."

There is a small collection of his works in the Cor-

poration Art Gallery at Birmingham.

The painters of France have lost their doyen in

Monsieur Emile Signol, who has died at the age of

eighty-eight. The pupil of Gros, M. Signol took

the Grand Prw dt Rome so long ago as 1830, and

P&&
'
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WINDOW AT ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, NEWABK, N-I.

{Designed h>i Walter Crane.)

thenceforward devoted himself to history, sacred

and profane. His subject-pictures, together with

historical fancy portraits, abound in the museums

of Fiance, and in tin 1 galleries of Versailles; while

1 1 1 ; 1 1 1 % altar-pieces are to he seen in several of the

principal churches in Paris—such as tire Madeleine
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and St. Sulpice. Knight of the Legion of Honour
in 1841, he was promoted to the Officership in 1865,
having previously, in 1860, succeeded to Hersent's
seat in the. Academy of Fine Arts.

Mr. F. G. Stephen's sends us the following
estimate of the late Thomas Woolner, E.A. :—

Another page records the

outlines of a biography of this

distinguished sculptor ; it is pro-

posed to devote this one to

some expository notes on the

inventive side of his genius and
the characteristics of his art in

dealing with marble. Elsewhere
I have remarked of his ideal de-

signs that it had from the first

hem part of Woolner's ambition
to embody something (if Phidian
dignity, simplicity, and natural-

ness in his works of all kinds,

combined with exhaustive repre-

sentation of detail. It was this

view of the potentialities of sculp-

ture which induced him, while
yet a youth, to join the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood. In carry-

ing out this ideal, he obtained

for his portraits, statues, and
busts, not less than for his poetic

creations, that choice breadth,

completeness, and repose which
make and mark every noble style

in art, as well as morbidezza the

most veracious and simple, and,

in modern sculpture, that ex-

tremely rare kind of finish which
is sn distinct in his productions

as to be. characteristic of, and
easily recognisable in, all of

them.

The observer may see in each completed work of

Woolner more of that supple and elastic quality of

the human skin which it was the delight of Phidias
to reproduce from the life, than most of the an-
cient and modern workers in marble—who were not
simply slavish copiers of nature and nothing else

—

have attained to. The yielding integument faith-

fully attests where it is stretched over a hard bone,

a compacted mass of softer fat, a firm ligament, or a
tense and pulsing vein, or where, heing customarily
folded near a joint, long and multiform creases prove
bow flexible it is. The skin of the Theseus or
Ilissus is only finer in degree than Woolner's best

statues, show. The knowledge, intense research, and
prodigious love of nature which these statues ex-

hibit are evidently referable to models of the great

Phidian school. Among the modems I do not know
anyone who has, for instance, carved with so much
exquisite fidelity and skill as Woolner's the texture
of the skin between the temple and the car of a
human face, or given with completer veracity the
difference between the cartilaginous base of a nose

rORTION OP DESIGN FOR DECORATION OP WOMEN'S TEMPERANCE BU
CHICAGO.

(/J;/ Walter Crane.)

and the everywhere mobile fleshiness of the lips be-

neath it. Breath seems to be in his sculptured nos-

trils, while the eyes he carved may be said to move
within and between their differingly yielding lids.

Merely to copy nature thus is, with dull labourers,

simply a matter of almost mechanic patience and
delicate toil; quite otherwise is it to preserve the
breadth and freedom of a noble type, while omitting
none of the supremely delicate details. Because he
did this 1 claim for Woolner an emimeut place
among the modern masters of style. The portrait
bust of Tennyson, which, in 1ST:',, was finished
by Woolner with the aid of bis ,,1,1 friend and
warm admirer the Laureate, and is now in the
sculptor's study, is one of the lilicst examples, not
only of a lofty mode of reading the character of
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one of the noblest modern faces,

but of the supremesl st] Le I know

tu have been attained in marble.

The forms of his stately " Vir-

gilia bewailing the Banishment of

Coriolanus," the torso of his god-

like "Achilles Shouting to the Tro-

jans," which is in the Bodleian, the

tense bust of his " Godiva," and

the virginal purity of his " Elaine
"

musing on Lancelot, are hut a

tew of Woolner's achievements in

the pursuit of style, as it is mani-

fest in the morbidezza of nature

herself, ami (if the retention of

truth in that grand treatment of

THE MAGAZINE OF AKT.
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A MIGHTY HUNTEB.

[From the Painting by J. T. Settleship, at the Institute of Patnten in Oil-Colours.)

CUKKENT ART.
By CLAUDE PHILLIPS.

INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN OIL-COLOURS.

IT would perhaps be asking too much of this par-

ticular exhibition, coming as it dues at an awk-

ward time of year—three months only after the great

summer displays—to require that it should show an

absolute distinctiveness, or interest by the illustra-

tion of certain well-defined tendencies in modern art.

However this may be, those who demand to be inter-

ested in such fashion will not he gratified, although

the exhibition is well up to its usual average, and

perhaps a little beyond it. The judicious may, how-

ever, by eliminating and ignoring what they do not

want to sec, and need not see, procure a considerable

amount of pleasure of a not very exciting kind from

an inspection of the residuum.

It is a surprise to find Sir dames Linton

coming forward, as be does on the present occa-

sion, almost exclusively as a landscape-painter;

for he sends only three transcripts of fair Surrey

scenery, called respectively "Approaching Michael-

mas," " Sweetwater," and "The Old Story." While

applauding the energy manifested in this latest

attempt at many-sidedness, one must own to find-

ing the result much what one might have guessed

it would be. Passages of delicate and appropriate

colour are, of course, to be noted, and there is

evidence everywhere of sound and thorough work-

manship; but the genera] effect is one of airlessness

and heaviness— the shimmer of daylight, the sug-
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gestion of air gently stirring the leaves, of an

ambient atmosphere, are wanting. "Sweetwater,"

the best of the three examples, is a skilfully and

even learnedly-composed view" of one of those pretty

miniature lakes with which Surrey is studded; but

it is open, with its fellows, to the objections which

have alicady been taken.

We find, too, the Hon. John Collier following

the President's example, and coming forward exclu-

sively as a painter of landscape. His large canvas,

- In a Beech W 1," must.in the first place, be com-

mended for the simplicity of its title. What a

vasl improvement it would be if artists in general

could be prevailed upon to follow this example of

modesty and reticence, and renounce the sickly sen-

timentalities in the way of quotation with which

they delight to overload catalogues! The picture

shows with an almost photographic completeness

and accuracy a beech forest, or rather a section of

beech forest, in its summer vesture: the silvery

clothed trunks most carefully moss-modelled; especi-

ally that one which lies, overthrown and bedded in

last year's dead leaves, in the foreground. This is.

however, the mere impersonal transcript of a natural

scene, not such an interpretation as would emphasise

its less obvious beauties or its true significance.

Mr. Arthur Hacker's" Portrait of V. M. Cleverly"

is we'll composed, but suffers from a certain empti-

ness of touch, as from the fact that it is half life-
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sizc—;t format which inevitably imparts a certain

meanness to a likeness. His " frogs'' is, in its way,

the most charming thing in the exhibition. Here an

undraped nymph, "blonde eomme les bles," and oi an

almost Rubens-like fulness of contour, stooping down

amid the green rushes by which she is surrounded

—

in an attitude recalling that of a well-known Venus

of antiquity—curiously contemplates a green frog

E.USLY TO BED.

(From the Painting by James Curl:, at the Institute of Painters in Oil-Col

which she lias raised from the marsh-water, and

placed mi the back of her hand. This is a little

performance of real grace and charm, and withal

quite spontaneous.

M. Fantin-Latour, one of the most faithful

adherents of the Institute, sends only three flower-

pieces, in all of which, however, the hand of the

master is as apparent as ever. He has been re-

proached, and not without some reason, with the

monotony of his warm grey backgrounds, which cer-

tainly savour of parti pHs, and lack the atmospheric

quality of Chardin's enveloping greyness. Still, it is

no doubt the harmonising and. as it were, soothing

influence of this grey background, which enables him

to present in their natural hues the most vivid and

various groups of blossoms. He has never painted

better, more subtly, or with greater freshness than in

• Roses Tremieres "—a group of hollyhocks, yellow,

purple, dark-red, and palest, pink, set off by the cold

green of their own leaves, and mingled with a few

large mallows.

Mr. Alfred East, is at least, displaying

versatility, and what is practically a new

manner, in the admirable little " Norfolk

.A hushes," a work highly wrought almost to

the point of hardness; hut, nevertheless,

broad and brilliant in touch and colour.

Mr. Adrian Stokes is to Ik- found in two

small studies, " Through Green Heeds" and

"Evening on the Kennel," manfully, hut

nut successfully, struggling with the violets,

the. lilacs, the' blues, and vivid greens of

modern French ait. in a greyer and mure

sober tonality he is one of our best land-

scape-painters; but in this hazardous style

the intuition of the born colourist can alone

guard the adventurous from disaster.

Great breadth and unity of conception

are shown by Mr. Orrock in two studies of

sandy flat shore, overhung by huge, masses

of sweeping cloud, charged with menace,

these being entitled respectively Beal Sands,

Holy Island in the Distance," and "Stake

Nets at the Snook, Holy Island." But could

not this artist, who so passionately admires

fineness of colour and quality in others, give

us even in these necessarily sombre paint-

ings greater purity and greater harmony

than are here to be found ? Mr. E. M.

Wimperis's "A Sussex bane" is, like most

of this painter's performances, a broadly and

vigorously brushed imitation of the later

manner of David Cox. His ait, though

technically deserving of praise, is to me

urn.) curiously and unsyinpathetieally cold.

The large sea-piece, "The Breezy Blue/'

of .Mr. Robert W.Allan shows him temporarily aban-

doning the glow and the sharp contrasts of Indian

landscape to give us a genuine British scene. Here

the crisply-curling blue waves, the foreground of

sandy beach, with its moving figures and its screen

of sails hung up to dry in the wind, arc all excel-

lently well rendered, and the atmospheric quality of

this pace from nature is remarkable. On the other

hand, the composition is, as a whole, inexpressive

and lacking in harmony of line. We have here

the elements of a picture rather than the picture

itself.

Mr. A. D. Peppercorn's canvases are always
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pleasant to look upon, in virtue of a certain unity

both of conception and execution, though the mani-

fesl imitation of the masters of modern French land-

scape deprives them of the right to take a high place.

In the charming river-sceae, "The Sandbank," the

artist gives the preference to Daubigny over his

more usual favourites, Corot ami M. Pointelin.

I cannot pretend to analyse within these nar-

row limits Mr. Henry .1. Stock's portentous com-
position, "A Dream of the Worlds," to which is

appended an appropriate quotation from Walt Whit-
man. Next to it hangs, in curious contrast, an im-

pressionistic study by one of the deftest of modern
American artists, Mr. Alexander Harrison. This

" Moonlight," as an exercise tending to the solu-

tion of a difficult and not yet completely solved

problem of light,

is full of interest,

but it is by no

means suited for

exhibition in a

public gallery.

Mr. A. Cheval-

lier Taylor, in his

" C on f i rmat ion

1 lay " (see p. 77),

expresses with eon

siderable reticence

and pathos a sub-

ject which might

easily bemade over-

sentimental. His

draughtsmanship
ami execution are

firm anil skilful,

but over-hard and

precise in the ex-

pression of the

main contours.

It is not pleas-

ant to iiml an artist

of such great na-

tural gifts as .Mrs.

Marianne Stokes

beating about, for

a Style, as she here

appears to be

doing, biherdibut

she appeared to he

much influenced by

M. Daguan-Bou-

veret, and now, in tin'

painted " Chi Knittii

Leslie Thomson's "Cli

calling Constable in

and " Bathers;" th

nieiil , but rich in ci

Barges" not y little re-

its breadth and freshness -

alter a little /active in arrange-

ur and elegant m design.

(From the Painting by E.

rather coarsely and garishly- THE i:oyai. society of
',." she succumbs to Bastien- Here there is very much 1

Lepage and his follower Mr. Clausen, than in the sister exhibition : i

Among the most noteworthy, the most legiti- to do justice to the Society, one cannot refrain from
mutely-painted landscapes in the galleries arc Mr. noting tl streme mediocrity of the displaj made

I must not omit to notice the daring departure

from his well-loved grey -blue-green harmonies

shown by Mr. Frank Brangwyn in the large canvas,

"Slave-Traders." Here a group of darkest Africans,

clad in flaming scarlet, tawny, and dark-blue gar-

ments, are seen crouching on the white deck of a

steamer, with a background of deepest indigo sen,

and appropriately blue sky. The problem of con-

veying a true visual impression under such self-

created atmospheric difficulties as here indicated is

boldly ami powerfully attacked, but it is not ade-

quately solved; some of the figures arc mere silhou-

ettes, and atmo-

sphere is conspicu-

ously lacking.

Among other

canvases which I

would willingly

have referred to in

detail had not lack

of space prevented

this are :— Mr. .1.

L Pickering's "A
River Sanctuary,"

Mr. Ernest Parton's

"A Grey Summer-
Day," Mr. E. Mat-

thew Hale's " Cap-

tives.'' Mr. L. Ra-

ven-Hill's " Bank
Holiday," Mr. Les-

lie Medwin's " ru-
der an old Birch-

Tree," .Mr. Claude

Hayes's "Berk-

shire Pastoral,"

Mr. J. T. Nettle-

ship's •• A Mighty

Hunter (seep. 73),

Mr. Yeend King's

large transcript

from nature, " Au-
tumn's Robe," and

Mr. J. Clark's

"Early to Bed"
(see opposite

page).

BEITrSH ARTISTS.

!SS of interest to note

nd, with every desire

AN AUTUMN DAY.

SI. Wimperis, ,ii the Institute oj Pai
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on the present occasion. Much might, no douht, be

gained by a judicious compression, by eliminating

the worst and most amateurish class of work, and

confining the exhibition to three out of the five

rooms now at the disposal of the Society.

Mr. Wyke Bayliss throws himself, as on many

former occasions, into the breach, and brings forward

much work which is good and interesting in its way,

Mr. Pickering's large landscape, "An Autumn

Gust," shows under an agitated autumn sky an

expanse of cornfields on which the yellow wheat

lias been reaped, but not yet got in, with a sur-

rounding belt iif green hedges and trees. The pic-

ture thus presented is a simple and sympathetic

one; its execution is broad and vigorous, but not a

little marred by paintiness. By its side appears

the Painting by < Glcmlenning, at tlu Royal Society I:,, i, I, Artist*.)

although legitimately open to the reproach of undue

monotony in colouring, lighting, and general con-

ception. His "Votive Chapel in the Abbey Royal,

St. Valery-sur-Somme " (sic), with its rich late-

Gothic groining and carving, with its fifteenth and

sixteenth-century church-furniture, with its quaint

models of ships hung up to the roof as votive

offerings, is a delightful place, and its beauties, both

of genera] aspect and of detail, are expressed with a

linn, skilful hand. Fine architectural drawing is to

he found, too, in "The Interior of Coutances Cathe-

dral," although the artist has given to the beauti-

ful Norman church, besides its own true exquisite-

ness of moulding and detail, an awe-striking vastness

M I' proportion which it certainly does not possess.

Mr. John l;. I,vid's 'The Storm," one of the

best works by this variable artist that I have

seen for a long time. It is simply a wind-lashed,

frothing sea, breaking in tremendous foam on a

low green promontory, upon which have gathered

a number of fisher-folk with their wives and

children, eagerly scanning the horizon. The anger

of the waves is admirably rendered, the execution

showing more homogeneity than is usual with the

artist: and if \ have a criticism to make it is that

the effects of the raging storm are not sufficiently

indicated in the attitudes of the figures making up

the foreground.

Mr. Eobert Sauber's large "Diana—Panel for a

Mural Decoration" reveals an artist in love with the
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( !havannes

sprung u] i

schemes of colour affected by M. I'm

and the school of imitators which

around him. The design is, however, boo stiff' aud

Lifeless to fulfil its purpose. In " Pilots—Puerta de

Passages" we again find Mr. Frank Brangwyn in

his latest and must uncompromising phase of im-

pressionism, more daring, indeed, and considerably

meadow, watered by a meandering stream, and

tenanted by cattle, after the fashion of Troyon,

whose influence, however, it is to be wished could be

discerned to a greater extent than it is in this harshly-

painted if well-imagined sky, ami these crudely-green

pastures. in Mr. W. H. Tike's " Suspense"—

a

humbly-clad family waiting in the cheerless light of

less successful, than at the Institute. Here is a

group of pilots elad in vests of flaming hues, gathered

together under a wooden shed for shelter from the

fierce sun which pitilessly heats down on the blue

water and the variegated houses of the port from

which the picture lakes its name. Although the pic-

ture must be said to fail as a study of light and atmo-

sphere, there is something fascinating about its fierce

hues and its strongly-marked fiat figures, both of

which are such as suggest rather a stained-glass win-

dow than a painting. There is something attractive,

too, about the truculence displayed in Mr. J. Finne-

more's melodramatic scene of combat, called " No

Quarter; "hut it is to be feared that the attitudes

of these cavaliers from the Porte St. Martin or the

Ambigu-Comique would not bear critical examination.

Mr. Pi. W. A. Rouse's large canvas, "A Southerly

Wind and a Stormy Sky," presents a luxuriant

f British Artists.)

early morning for a catastrophe suggested but not

shown -there is undeniable pathos of the obvious and

easily-attainable order: but the execution is coarse

and summary rather than really broad and expres-

sive. Mr. R. B. Nisbet's two water-colour sketches,

"At St. Andrew's: an East Wind " and "A Sky

Study," have his usual distinctiveness and charm,

the latter especially being, so far as it goes, a new

departure, contrasting with the artist's favourite

vapour-laden skies and sad, lingering sunsets.

In a series of water-colours, among the best of

which are " A Passing Cloud" and "The End of the

Day," Mr. Leopold Rivers shows considerable syn-

thetic power ami real felicity in the presentment of

the subjects chosen. I must note, too, as deserving

of praise Mr. Glendenning's " Adversity " (illustrated

on p. 70), and Mr. H. H. Cauty's fresh, breezy coast-

scene, " The Skitty Shore, near Stonehaven, N.B."



broadly distinguished

1. Aspect.

2. Adaptation.

The first comprehending what we call

pictorial work, with the impression, or the

imitation, of the superficial aspects of life

nature as its chief aims: the second

comprehending the province of the de-

signer, whose object is rather to suggest

than t" imitate; or to express and relate

by careful selection of the more perma-

nent ami typical characteristics of life and

nature, or of linear forms derived from

these, certain ideas of harmony and rela-

gi ' tion or of poetic thought and fancy. The"
object of the designer being, in short, to

m ornament, his aim is rather ideal beauty

than literal fact.

Since the times of the unity of the arts

and crafts in architecture, in the course

of their differentiation, these main dis-

tinctions have become more and mure

pronounced, until we have reached a period of

development in which the very widest divergences

of conception, method, and aim exist between one

form of art and another, both in principle and in

practice.

While, <m the one hand, we have the pictorial

artist striving with photographic impartiality and

fidelity to record the superficial facts, phases, and

characters of nature in their must unstudied and

accidental conditions, with as much force but as

little conscious selection and combination as pos-

sible, mi the other we have the ornamental designer

dealing with purely abstract qualities of line and

form, and his work strictly governed by geometric

plan.

Now an easel picture, or any pictorial rendering

of nature, is supposed to be complete in itself. Ii

dues not necessarily concern itself with its sur-

roundings; and even its frame— the last relic of

the connection of painting with architecture— is

often only an arbitrary boundary, not to define its

decorative limits, hut to isolate it. more completely.

YVe might call pictorial art of this kind unrelated

art—its form dependent only mi the caprice and

individual impressions of the painter. Anything

in the nature of a decorative design, mi the other

hand, must he considered in relation and harmony,

nut only with itself, but to its surrounding condi-

tions. The must careful selection must he exercised

in the choice of form; the utmost consideration

given tu plan, and play of counterbalancing line.

The result may lie a picture, hut it nutst also be

a pattern.

A poet, while using the common tongue and

forms (if speech, casts them ill certain rhythmical

shapes, and in seeking the highest form of literary
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expression imposes certain restraints, and exercises

the strictest selection.

Design, too, is a language, full of richness and

-Promt- jgtgQQg&t

variety, and in the various forms of its application

through the whole range of the handicrafts, by the

very necessity .of its adaptation to them, finds new

methods for the expression of beauty, harmony,

fitness, unity in variety, variety in unity—whatever

we like to call it.

Now, under our head Adap-

tation, there are at least three

main points of view from which

we may regard Design. Firstly,

design in its least applied sense,

as connected solely with the em-

bodiment of ideas, and expressed

by beautiful drawing alone—de-

pending on qualities and condi-

tions of line and colour and

values—design, in fact, on the

pictorial side, less dependent, on

material, although always influ-

enced by it, as in the hands of

individuals different qualities are

brought out. For instance, the

character and quality of a draw-

ing with a pen and ink will

differ from one in pencil, though

by the same artist ; while in the

designs of different masters, of

different ages and countries, the greatest contrasts

in spirit and methods of expression are found, even

when the material is the same; as, for instance,

between a drawing of Albert Diirer and one by

John Flaxman, whether rendered by pen or graver.

So, from the very simplest methods of the

draughtsman to the utmost complexities of the

painter, Design most be influenced by the character-

istics and facilities of the materials

with which the artist works, and

must constantly vary in intellectual

and poetic expression according to

individual use and touch.

The second sense in which we

may understand Design is as con-

structive drawing; as the plan, work-

ing drawing, or pattern, to be trans-

lated or expressed in other materials,

and adapted to certain spaces or

objects, and as deriving, therefore,

its chief value and interest from the

success with which it is adapted to

such materials and such spaces or

objects, over and above its own in-

trinsic qualities, and the measure

of its beauty and invention.

The third conception of Design

is as it may be expressed by means

of the characteristic qualities of the

different materials themselves, and as the natural

outcome of those qualities, with which it is inse-

parably hound, as thought with language. This is

when designer and craftsman are one, and think

and work in the material of their thought, as it

' Oflrt.TR.tC- IN D6&1GN

•

(Drawn by Walter Cmnc.)

follows the ductility of the metal, the erispness of

the wo,„l, the pliability of the leather, the plasticity

of the clay—or whatever may be the vehicle of

expression.

It is chiefly of Design in the sense of eon-
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structive drawing, as understood in the second of

my three divisions, that I propose to deal ; though,

necessarily (since there is no hard-and-fast line

between them), with occasional excursions into the

first and third.

If it may seem

that in this matter of

design I am drawing

mostly on my own
experience and my
own illustrations, it

is because I think it

may be more useful

to give the results of

a definite personal

practice, as far as it

goes, than to rely on

theories and assump-

tions about the work
of others which could

not possibly have the

same certitude.

In these literal

and photographic days

one of the first ques-

tions which meets the

designer is the degree

of naturalism which

is within his scope

and purpose. There

are endless ways of

looking at nature.

We may use our eyes

alone, or we may use

all our faculties and

not tiinl them too

much. It is certain

that what we feel and

Anotc enter as largely

art as what we see. Now the designer may
as many careful studies from nature as the

painter, but he will look for different facts, and ex-

press them in a different kind of shorthand. Take
an oak tree, for example— the pictorial sketcher

might represent it somewhat in the manner I have

done on p. SO, which would lie his method of saying,

" This is an oak tree." But the designer (while he

might also make a sketch from this modern land-

scape point of view) could not stop here, if he wanted
to make a decoration of it. He would have to geo-

tnetrise it, or systemise it—to make a pattern of it,

in short, to make it speak clearly ami intelligibly

in decoration. He would go to work somewhat in

the way represented in the second illustration on

p. 80. This would be his manner of saying, "This

is an oak tree."

804

DAISY, FEOM NATUPE.

(Drawn by Walter Crane.)
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Now the first, or pictorial, method of representa-
tion involves quite as distinct a convention in its

own way as the second or decorative method. In
the first a species of shorthand is employed for the
statement of certain external facts, uncontrolled by
any ornamental intention or decorative purpose.
The second emphasises certain facts, but make-
external appearances subservient to the decorative
purpose.

In making a book-illustration, for instance, the

artist may think exclusively of the scene he has to

represent, without reference to what may be called

(lie architecture of the printed page, or the me-
chanical conditions of its existence. The result,

however admirable and brilliant as an independent
work, remains unrelated to its purpose and con-
ditions: or lie may, availing himself of these condi-

tions, produce not only an illustration, but also a de-

corative design, fitted

to the mechanical con-

ditions of the print-

ing-press, and adding

to the beauty of the

1 k : a point brought

home by Mr. Emery
Walker in his admir-

able lecture on letter-

press printing.

The designer would,

moreover, have in view-

some particular space

or shape he wanted to

lill with his oak tree,

and so he would con-

trol its contours with

an imaginary line,

curved or angular, as

might best adapt it-

self to his decorative

purpose and the me-

thod and object of the

work. In adapting it

to till a panel, he might

find it desirable to

balance the design and
add to the interest by

the addition of the

stags beneath the tree

(see p. 80), or, by

repeating the device,

obtain a motif for a

diaper pattern, ami by

printing it on wall-

paper or cotton, bring i

modest domicile of tl

DAISY, DECORATIVELY APPLIED.

(Drawn by Walter Cram.)

i whole deer park within th

landless citizen.

Supposing we plucked a field-daisy and drew i's
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portrait, as in the previous page. We should feel it These geometric plans, which govern all ornament,

made a somewhat meagre device for a panel : but if are the very alphabet of design, and, like all alpha-

KADTATINi: CURVES SHOWN IN WING OF 15! Kn AND SHELL.

{Drawn by Walter Oram.)

we proceeded to make a treatment of it, as shown in bets, have played a very important part in its his-

the next illustration, we should fill our space and pro- tory. The earliest forms of ornamenl were purely

duce a design. Here, again, we build upon a linear

plan, geometric in itsorigin,and we Eollow the-fflternate

system in the arrangement of the leaves and flowers.

linear and geometric. Borders were constructed of

a series of horizontal or perpendicular lines and

strokes, or by the simple repetition of geometric
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forms, such as the square or circle, as on the gate

of Mykenae, as well as in the patterns of all primi-

tive peoples. From the square and circle, as from

parental roots, a whole troop of patterns develop,

as indicated in the diagram (sec p. 82), giving a kind

of rough genealogical tree of their primal types.

We get here certain leading types of controlling

systems, or plans of pattern and design—square,

circle, spiral, scroll, scale, radiating, or fan, which

form not only the plans and liases in design, but

themselves in combination forming patterns, are

what might be called decorative units. Governing
these again, we have other controlling systems, or

principles in design, such as the Symmetric and the

Alternate.

Under such systems of structure, or their varie-

<2

COUHTCR BALANCING
7\ND B.AIVJ7\TjXC L1N£6
in the huwin figurc

^
(Drown by Walter Crane.)

ties, all designs might be

classed. To any wishing to

pursue the subject of the

value of geometric bases in

designing I cannot do better

than refer them to (lie ex-

cellent text -books of Mr.

Lewis F. Day.

Perhaps the most univer-

sally valuable in design is

the radiating principle—the

spring of a series of lines

from a common centre, or

what might be termed "local

self-government " in design.

We may find this principle

controlling the simplest re-

peating border up to the

highly complex figure design.

Take the drapery of a figure,

for instance : we may have

a vast number of different

centres, and our lines may
diverge sharply or gradually

from their common centres,

figurg to snow thc VAvue-

OF RnDlflTJNG curvgs in-

TH£-D£SlGNOFDR7\PeRY
f{{ ^j[

X

(Drawn by Walte,

but so long as

these invisible

centres are

felt, the de-

sign gains a

certain vital-

ity and or-

ganic connec-

tion through-

out. And where we see the principle most emphatic-

ally expressed, as in a fan, a shell, or the wing of a

bird (see p. 82), it conveys a sense of both organic

vigour, and yet lightness, combining, in fact, the

minimum of weight with the maximum of strength.

The human figure contains in its plan and the

principles of its structure all the most important

principles of decorative construction, besides being

itself the most inspiring source and chief factor and

most expressive unit in design. The outline of the

figure itself, built on the firm and symmetric frame-

work of the bones, yet expresses in its contour a

series of counterbalancing curves, and we gel the

radiating or centering principle in the ribs, and in

the set of the lingers and the toes, its whole beauty-

depending upon its construction.
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"TX?$en tfy T)7otft) ma* ^oung."
By E. J.

POYNTER, R.A.

fTWO girls in robes of amethystine hue

Play on the -pavement with their knuckle-bones

A third sleeps sweetly on the carven stones

Against the mountains everlasting blue :

A bath as clear and cool as morning-dew

The faintly-tinted marble softly tones.

Youth, Dawn, and Spring were seated on their thrones,

And reigned triumphant when the world was new.

Our jaded eyes are rested by the peace

Which fills the court ; and, envying, gaze across

The shadow, that the centuries have flung,

At that fair time ere gladness had to cease

To make more room for pain and toil and loss—
That happy morning when the world was young.

"AFTER THE FESTA."

ETCHED i;v David Law.

THE original etching which accompanies this

part may be taken as an interesting work of its

own special kind, representative of a special develop-

ment of the art of etching, and particularly of the

wink of Mr. David Law and his school.

Mr. Law was Lorn in Edinburgh in 1831, and

was apprenticed at an early age to an engraver of

landscape and figure work ;
but when the period of

his novitiate was over, he found that there was little

demand for the kind of art in which he had become

proficient. He therefore sought and obtained employ-

ment in the Ordnance Survey Office in Southampton

as a map engraver, and in that .service he remained

for more than two-and-twenty years. During the

latter part of his engagement he cultivated painting,

but only as a pastime, going direct and untrained to

nature for his instruction. He soon began to eon-

tribute at the Royal Academy and other exhibitions,

and his success was such that lie decided to remain

no longer in the Government service. Thereupon

Mr. Law came to London, and since that time has

been a constant exhibitor; a member of several of

the art societies, he lias been a Fellow of the Royal

Society of Painter-Etchers since its foundation.

It is, we believe, in etching—to which he lias

given up the last few years of his life—that Mr.

Law has found his true metier. But it will be

observed that his "etching" approaches almost as

nearly to engraving as it does to true etching;

or, at the least, that his early training has been so

strong in its effect that he has entirely lost sight of

the original function of etching, and has become an

engraver—and a very skilful and charming one

—

with the etching-needle. The first principle and

merit of etching lie in the value of the etched line,

which must, speak to us (dearly as to its meaning

and its suggestion. But Mr. Law allows it to do

no such thin"'. On the contrary, he uses it, with

great tact and beauty it must be admitted, t>>

produce a tone, to give a tinted surface over con-

siderable spaces, and to suggest not only tone and

colour, but even texture. And to such a point

docs he carry this that he often actually aims at,

usurping with the etching-needle the function of

mezzotint, scraper. Perhaps the success with which

In.' accomplishes his purpose is his best justification.

The sky in "After the Festa " affords a good

example of the treatment in question. The variety

of tone, from the pure whiteness of moon, lantern-

light, and reflection in the water, to the solid black

of the gondola, shows an extraordinary range, and a

command of the needle and the practice of " biting

in " which not many can boast; while the excellence

of aerial perspective lends an added charm at once

rare in modern etching and delightful to see in a

picturesque plate such as this. M. H. S.







BRIGHTON.

(From the Water-Colour Painting by II. G. Hine, Y.P.R.I.)

HENRY G. HINE.

By FREDERICK WEDMORE.

K

HENItr G. HINE.

(From a Photograph by Ed.

Wheeler, Brighton.)

ECENTLY I was at

Brighton, and if I

permit myself to mention

an absence so familiar and

so uneventful, it is because

that absence was in Mr.

Hine's own country, the

land of an artist who has

long appealed to me, and

whom to-day I write about;

and, in the noble, brilliant

weather, landward or sea-

ward—as one looked to the

white cliffs or walked upon

the yielding turf of the silver-grey Downs—it was

all a gallery of Hine's. Anyone who really appre-

ciates the scenery behind Brighton, or immediately

east of it, along the coast towards Rottingdean

—

who does not think of Brighton merely as the place

for November jaunts up and down the King's Boad
—is, at least, a likely person to appreciate the

painter who lias seized, more than anybody else,

the characteristics of that country-side—its gleam-

ing cliffs, its turquoise waters, its blue and almost

foreign sky, the scooped-out basin of the chalk

downs, and the long swell of their continuous

summits, and the subtlety of all their curves.

In a career, extending now over a couple of

generations, Mr. Hine—Copley Fielding's successor,

and more than Copley Fielding's equal—has seen

and has depicted much besides these Sussex coasts

and Sussex uplands; but it is by his wonderful

sympathy with their finer aspects that lie appeals

most to the people of his own day, and will appeal

to those lovers of refined and serene art who may
come after him. That Sussex Nature is the Nature

he has seen most perfectly, and if most perfectly,

that is because he has indeed seen it not through the

traditions of a school, nor by the recipe of a studio,

nor baldly, nakedly, and brusquely, either in the

way of the photographer or in the way of the un-

educated stripling who talks about "values," and

imagines that the secrets of the world are learnt

quite easily by a few months spent at Jullien's

—

Mr. Hine is admirable and a master, nol on these

accounts ;it all, but in virtue of bis own personality.

No trick of the hand has made him interest inc.-. He
is not engaging by reason of his adherence to that

latest fashion which must to-morrow he inevitably

discredited as the latest fashion no longer, hut the

latest fad hut (me. To Mr. Hine it lias been given

to be great upon his own account, ami great per-

manently, with a place in Art not wide, indeed, hut

certain ami peculiar. Ami we are privileged to

recognise in this serene recorder of the beauty of

Sussex, one of the few artists in a world where
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there are many painters—an individual who lias

beheld Nature " h travers <£vm temperament."

Mr. Hine was born either actually at or else in

the neighbourhood of Brighton. No one looking

at our robust and weather-beaten friend, as he

leans nver his gate on Hampstead Hill, to say good-

bye tu us, in the fresh air which would seem to

have blown aruunil him all his life, would suspecl

that that birth took place in the reign of George

III., and that the Brighton he first knew was

the Brighton of the Prince Regent. This is truth,

nevertheless; and at Brighton he had his first

lessons in drawing, and from Brighton, when a pro-

fession had been decided upon, he came to town

lesson in oil-painting which he ever received in his

life; and at Rouen that lesson bore fruit. A close

observer of the thing that was before him, and a

competent craftsman in many ways—hut a man
whose more poeti: gifts and whose line individuality

had nut yet been revealed even to himself—Hine did

at this period work thai is certainly sterling, though

it may nut be precisely attractive. One example of

such work -a picturesque t reatmenl of architecture in

the form of a ilisuscd convent—] have seen hanging

up in the house at Hampstead, to which it hail been

brought hut lately, through the pure accident of the

painter's having been made aware of its existence,

ami of its probable sale, at a house in Sussex. He

en KM EKE HAVEN.

Coloui Painting by II. ',. Hi, V V /,' / )

to be formally apprenticed as a draughtsman to

1 1 • 1 1 1 \ Meyer, the engraver in stipple—a nephew of

Hoppner—and one whose engravings after Leslie,

and Chalon, and Sir Thomas Lawrence were popular

things in the second quarter of the present century.

Meyer had himself been a pupil of Bartolozzi, and

a guild draughtsman he unquestionably was, and

Mr. Hine in the earliest period of his apprentice-

ship learnt much from this accomplished but erratic

person.

Him, however, in due time and, doubtless, for

adequate reason, young Hine left, and, after work-

ing mi his own account with only too surprising

energy, he became ill—was for a while forbidden the

use of the pencil—and, as his family had several

French friends, he repaired to Rouen, where

gradually he resumed his labours. O'Connor, the

Irish landscape-painter, had been kind to him

before that, and had given him the only direct

caused it to be ransomed; but most of the work

which he produced during a sojourn at Rouen of

at least two years, remains, beyond doubt, in Nor-

mandy, where a hundred francs was at that time

considered as about the full value of a canvas by

this young English painter.

When Mine returned to England, he was again

for a time at Brighton : nothing of work else-

where seemed to summon him away from his old

home. He painted marines chiefly. Then he mar-

ried, and came to London, and—things in water-

colour and oil being not in his case at that period

very rapidly saleable— it was suggested to him by

Landells, the well-known wood-engraver (who had

seen a drawing of his with a measure of char-

acter and humour), that he should join the staff of

Punch, then in its infancy; and Mr. Hine -quite

willing to make an honest living as draughtsman

on wood — acceded to the proposition: and for
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several years, from the time of the earliest volume (Mr. Hine amongst them), at Anderton's Hotel in
of Punch down to a day when, at least, it was fairly Fleet Street. And— if I am now permitted to
established, Hine worked for the most celebrated anticipate a little—in Tom Taylor, Hine found,

FITTLEWOUTH COMMON.

{From the Water-Colour Painting by H. G. aim, V.P.R.I., in ths of John Warren, Esq.)

of all comic newspapers. At Punch, however, as he years afterwards, one of the firmest upholders of
imagined, they were, after a while, on the way to his later and mature art. Mr. Taylor, who, half a

get tired of him, and, very much because of this generation after his first appearance in the town,
impression, he transferred himself to the new rival, became the kindly and scholarly art-critic of the

DOWNS, NEAR BASTBOTJBNB.

{From the Water-Colour Painting by II. G. nine, V.l'.n.l., in the Possession of J. Arnold Roger), Esq.)

Puck; and it was while he was on Puck that he Times, was among the earliest to perceive the high

first met Tom Taylor, then a clever young man individuality and charm of the painter who, having
from Cambridge, who, in the first week or so of put wood-draughtsmanship aside, and found his true

his arrival in London for official or literary work, vocation, was by thai time a member of the tnsti-

ate a supper of lobster salad with the staff of Puck t'ute of Painters in Water-Colours.

805
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It had not been an easy matter, however, for

Mr. Hine to gain membership of any recognised

Society; it had not been an easy matter to him to

make a living by the sale of water-colours. Six

times about he had been black-balled at one or other

of the two important bodies which stood sponsors

for the prosperity of that water-colour art which

was really his own; and though Mr. Hine has now
been a member of the Institute for between twenty

and thirty years, he was already in middle life when

turquoise waters retains to this day, should have

been retained partly in virtue of a variety of exercise

which has permitted him to paint a snow-storm as

well as a country of gold and an air of opal, and which

has made him the portrayer not alone of English

Channel land and sea-scapes, but of the rich brown-
ness of the November fog hanging over Ludgate

Hill, witli Saint. Paul's looming out of the mist, I

do not say that Ids Down snowstorms, his sombre
" Londons," his views of ordinary country scenes

—

the Water-Colmr Pnh,

DURLSTONE HEAD.

h,i it. a. //,,„•, i- p.r.i., ;„ !/,, /\..v of Joseph Kin, i, "Esq., Jun.)

he joined its ranks. Artistically speaking, he is the

contemporary of eminent men who are very much
his juniors— who belong, indeed, to a different

generation—men like Linton, Charles Green, and
the late Tom Collier. lint he found Ins vocation

late; and as it is only within the last three or four

wars that he has been Vice-President of his Insti-

tute, it is clear that it was late when eminence as a

landscape-painter was thrust upon him.

That variety of labour which we should have

expected from his earlier practice, Hine has main-

tained within our own period— has maintained

steadily to this day. Doubtless, as it was a g I

and useful thing that forty years ago he should lie

able to draw so acceptably fur a comic paper as to

produce such a charming, though semi-topographic

vision of the coast at Brighton as that of which

a coloured aquatint (a rare "find" of my own, in

a collector's huntings even at Brighton itself) now
bancs before me: so is if a good and useful thing

that the freshness of spirit which this exquisite

painter of the Downs and the cliffs and the placid

the scenes which an art Other than bis own has

already successfully grappled with— are the things

which have given him his fame amongst the com-

paratively small public of connoisseurs ami critical

brethren, but I think that they have helped to keep

him fresh, and that they are things of which he may
not unjustly be a little proud, as evidencing the

range of his capacity, the wholesome breadth of his

sympathies.

Be. this as it may, however, it is by his golden

Downs—Ins Downs of August and September weather

—that one. likes best to remember him. In such

drawings alone, if seems to me, can he reveal at once

his poetic and simple nature, the serene splendours

and delicate beauties of the colour that he has at

his command, his quiet certainty of composition,

aiul the never advertised originality which allows

him with impunity to dispense with incident. The

scenes of these Downs' drawings are nearly always

either at the back of Brighton ( Brighton race-course,

and White Hawk Bottom, between the race-course

and the sea, may themselves have inspired sonic-
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thing), or in the neighbourhood of Polegate and
Lewes, or amongst the uplands that lie a little to

the mirth and a little to the west of Eastbourne.
The time i .f year does not materially change. The
climate and the weather are those of halcyon days,

and an atmosphere as of " Thessalian peace " shuts in

and closes round his limited yet infinite land of the
curving chalk hills and the

patches n!' gorse and the thorn

tree bent by a wind long dead

—a wind long vanished, in-

deed, from this land so calmly

spacious, and so opulent of

colour in the August and Sep-

tember days. Is there any
incident at all < Perhaps,

under the hill-side, a shep-

herd, with his wide cloak and
his long crook, pauses a while

in trudging a leisurely journey

over the sloping Downs. ( )r

the Hock is gathered in the

distance, and the tinkling of

sheep-bells is borne over the

quiet air. Or, in the great

clear sky, Hushed towards the

horizon with the rose and opal

of the late afternoon, a new
moon, rather white than silver,

sails and settles in the delicate

and topmost blue. Below it

below this wonderful world
of placid heavens—the Downs
lie silvery-grey in shadow,

greyish-gold in light.

Careful as have been Mr.

Hine's drawings of detail

—

thorough draughtsman as he

is, and with something of a

geologist's knowledge of the

stratification of the land he

paints, of the rising of the

clay land here and there at

a height unsuspected by those

who associate it with only the

level and the low of the grey chalk billows, of the

limestone crags—the feeling of detail is lost, and is

meant to be lost, in the finished work, which must
have, above all things, unity of impression and a

sense of lest. At last, in a certain fashion, though

with added harmony, added glory of colour, the

completed picture resumes and reaches back to the

simplicity of the first sketch. Nothing was seen at

the beginning, nothing imagined at the end, which

was likely to strike powerfully the commonplace
spectator, to whom a tranquil vision of the world

seems necessarily dull, unless it is obviously laboured
and aggressively exact.

Time is on the side of the Classics—nol on
the side of the novelties that are cheap and are

imitative, and, for the moment, are in the very air.

Few of the men now living can we dare to .all

Classic at all. But this veteran is an exception;

EKOST SCENE IN LONDON.

(From the Water-Colour Painting by 11. <i. Hi)ie, V.P.S.T., in tin: !•„. rion "< Joseph Kino, Bay., Jun.)

and by his practice of the modest and still under-

valued craft of water-colour he has elected to he

judged. Of the Downs of Sussex his work is an

epitome. They lend themselves, in their large and
Mowing lines, to the restful compositions with which
we associate Ins name. Their charm of soberh

glowing colour, and their serene atmosphere on the

September days which his art prolongs, were un-

chronicled before he came, and, when he shall have
gone.it is to his profoundly sympathetic vision of

their English beauties that we must perforce revert.
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THE KELVINGROVE ART GALLERIES AND MUSEUM—GLASGOW.
By OWEN' FLEMING.

THE Kelvingrove Art Galleries and Museum

—

the latest enterprise of the citizen- of Glasgow

—will serve to strengthen the reputation already

enjoyed by the city of the north for civic liberality

and public spirit. These galleries are the outcome

of the surplus left by the late Glasgow Exhibition,

supplemented by individual contributions, and are

to be erected upon a fine site, presented by the

Corporation, in Kelvingrove Park, opposite the

Glasgow University Buildings.

The design of the buildings is from the hands of

Mr. J. W. Simpson and Mr. E. J. Milner Allen, two

architects working in concert, who deservedly won
the honour in an open competition. The plan will

be seen to be masterly in its simplicity, and eminently

suited to the objects of the promoters. The general

arrangement is symmetrical and easily described.

There is a great central hall, placed transversely to

the general axial line of the building. Flanking

the sides of this great hall are two smaller halls or

courts, parallel to the axial line, and three oblong

museum galleries are placed around the disengaged

sides of each of these courts, square pavilions filling

up the angles. The three large halls are of the

entire height of the building, but the picture galleries

are placed on the first Hour over the museums, and
are approached from areaded balconies placed in the

halls. This arrangement is at once economical and

effective. The architects evidently made up their

minds at an early stage as to the general form of

then- building, and any difficulty which subsequently

arose was sternly set aside if it in any way threat-

ened to interfere with the main plan.

The plan is not only masterly but is distinctly

original. Whether the originality will entirely com-

mend itself to lovers of art is, however, a little

dubious. The scheme is professedly an attempt to

combine art with music. One of the essential con-

ditions of the competition was the provision of a

central hall, " not intended so much for vocal

conceits as for instrumental music, and the better

music is heard in the courts of the museum and

the picture galleries, corridors and staircases, the

mure nearly will the building meet the object of

the promoters." The building, in fact, is intended

to be a place of popular result, in which music is

to form a sort of reviver to the ennui apparently

considered to be caused by looking at pictures.

The experiment certainly has the merit of novelty.

Whether the result will be conducive to the best
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interests of either art or music, whether the noise

of numerous persons perambulating about will not

prove very distracting to the student of art, ami

whether more than the merest superficial interest

will lie taken by the public in the objects for which

the building is to he primarily erected, are doubts

which occur to an old-fashioned mind. At any rate

advantage in large rooms, and small ones in rooms

which prevent the spectator from seeing beyond a.

certain distance. Nor is there any doubt thai the

vicinity of large pictures is on the firsl view, and

even permanently, injurious to the full effects of small

ones." Of course there are often other considerations

which prevent the arrangement advocated by these

First Floor Plan

there seems no very great reason why the experi-

ment should not be tried, and if it ultimately fail

there can be no possihle harm in having erected the

beautiful music hall designed by the architects.

Looking at the plan from a picture-gallery point

of view, it seems at first sight that the architects, in

their desire for symmetry, have been obliged to sacri-

fice, to a. certain extent, the internal convenience.

Take, for instance, the six galleries for art exhibits.

There are six of these, and they are all nearly identical

in size, two of them being !_)4 feet by 25 feet, and

the others 93 feet by 28 feet. These are the only

galleries available, I suppose, for oil paintings, the

pavilions being chiefly intended for water-colours and

other pictures under glass. The disadvantages of this

uniform method of treatment are admirably expressed

by Sir Charles Eastlake, R.A., and Mr. Dyce, R.A.,

who, in their report upon the Taylor Galleries at

Oxford, say :
" Pictures of the same size are not only

best seen together, but large ones appear to most

eminent artists, but it should, I think, be striven for

as far as reasonably practicable. The shape of the

galleries is perhaps slightly too oblong to he alto-

gether convenient for the public, and the widths of

28 feet and 25 feet respectively seem very narrow.

In the abortive competition for a new National

Gallery, the competitors were instructed to make

their large galleries not less than 50 feet in width.

Perhaps this errs in the other direction : but another

10 feet in width would certainly improve some of

the Glasgow galleries. The pavilions are :'.."> Eeet

square, so the criticism hardly applies to them; ami

there are four cabinet galleries, 14 feet square, which

will be very useful. There is no doubt thai the

ventilation and warming oi the picture galleries will

be carefully considered, and adequate arrangements,

not indicated in the architects' report, will be made

for cleansing the fresh air in some way before it

enters the building. The importance of keeping

dust out of a picture gallery is great, and 1 would
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suggest that for this reason an oak floor might have

advantages over the granolithic or mosaic contem-

plated. The lighting of the galleries has evidently

been carefully considered, and the entrances are so

arranged that each important gallery communicates

with the public balcony, while at the same time a

complete circuit of each suite of galleries can be

made without the necessity of passing or crossings

thoroughfare.

"With the ar-

rangements of the

hall from a musical

point of view this

Magazine has no-

thing tO do. These,

however, do not

justify any great

hopes of acoustical

perfection ; buf per-

haps that was hard-

ly compatible with

the committee's in-

structions. It is

essentially a hall for

instrumental music

and for a promen-

ade. Indeed, it

could not well be

used as a concert

room, as it and its

balconies form the

only methods of

communication be-

tween the eastern

ami western halves

of the main building.

The exterior of

the building has, we

are informed, "been

treated as an astylar

composition on se-

verely eliissic lines,"

tempered by " free

Renaissance treatment in detail." We must accept

this definition, as we have it on the architects' au-

thority: but if we hail been asked to define the style.

our thoughts would certainly have travelled towards

the absolutely latest phase of English fashionable

architecture as exemplified in the design fur the

THE i EKTEAL HALL, KEI.VIXGROVE ART GALLERY.

(Designed by /. W. Simpson and E J miner All,,,.)

completion of South Kensington Museum. The

1 in 'ken outline, the corner turrets, the central towers

smacking of Spanish influence, and the general line

of windows are hardly classic.

But if we look in vain for the dignified sim-

plicity uf the Greeks, and note with regret the

absence uf the sturdy vigour uf the Romans, we
must not shut our eyes to the undoubted merits of

the design. The fact

that it bears on its

face unmistakable

signs uf the archi-

tectural thought of

the last decades of

the nineteenth cen-

tury sin add rather

prejudice us in its

favour. Weare pass-

ing away from the

age "f revivals, and

I would fain regard

this design as a suc-

cessful attempt to

obtain a striking

result by careful

attention to the

artistic grouping of

the masses. If will

certainly be a pic-

turesque group, and

will he suited to

its overlooked posi-

t ii hi in a way that

a classic building

would not have

been. Much of its

ultimate beauty will

depend upon a care-

ful choice of colour

in the material and

on the character of

its detail. If, how-

ever, the archite its'

idea of developing the interesting Scoto-French de-

tail, to be seen in Heriot's Hospital. Edinburgh, is

carried out with a sparine hand and with artistic

discrimination, I see no reason why the result should

not be equally satisfactory to the architects and to

the citizens of Glasgow.
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rlaiL, January, taat bearest here

On snoio bright breasts the babe-faced year

I kat weeps and. trembles- to be born,

jyiilmald and mother, strong and brlgkt,

^Hooded and cloaked and shod with white,

Whose eyes are stars that matck tke morn

Thy forehead braves tke storm's bent bow,

~[hy feet enkindle stars of snow.

3
-

JANUARY.

(Poem 5» Algernon C Swinburne. Drawing by W. E /•'. Britten.)
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THE PORTRAITS OF LORD TENNYSON.— II.

By THEODORE WATTS.

APOETEAIT of Tennyson in childhood—such a

one as the Hue de Montpensier's portrait of

the child Shelley, or as Richmond's portrait of the

TENNYSON (ABOUT 1SS1).

{From the Painting b<j G. F. Watts, R.A.)

child Swinburne—would have been indeed a precious

possession to all of us. Unfortunately, however,

none exists. Lady Tennyson possesses a shattered

daguerreotype of him as a very young man; hut it

is too much damaged, I fear, to be reproduced. And

this is a pity, for it is said to be an excellent like-

ness of him as he once was. However, in my selec-

tion of portraits, and also in my remarks, although

1 shall in some degree keep to the chronological

order in which the portraits appeared, I shall, in

selecting a few portraits from so many, have to

give chronology a place quite secondary to certain

other more vital considerations. All authorial self-

indulgencies, such as the drawing of fanciful parallels

between the portraits of any given period and the

poems written in that period, will have to lie set

aside, though I know well how such parallels would

rejoice the soul of many a guileless reader accus-

tomed In the ordinary hackneyed gene-

ralisations upon such matters. It is not,

however, the poet and the poetical critic

who will lament that 1 have here de-

clined to inflict upon them cheap pro-

fundities of this kind—profundities such

as Tennyson himself held in as much

contempt as anybody. No one knew

better than he that it is the charac-

teristic of high genius, as distinguished

from genius of the second rank, to have

a continuity of strength—an invulner-

able oneness of personality

—

which the

changes in the lines of the face may
sometimes quite falsely challenge. In

his own case, however, down to the

latest, moment of his life, the corporeal

part of Tennyson exhibited no touch

of senility—presented, indeed, scarcely

even a touch of old age. At twelve

years beyond man's appointed three

score and ten the deep, loud bass of his

voice vibrated with no single tremor of

age. I have seen it lately stated in

some magazine that there were times

when even his admirers talked of his

" decadence." At the risk of being

charged with cent ism in recalling my
own words, I must show that, if there

were such admirers, 1, at least, was not

one of them. When " Ballads and other

Poems" startled his critics in 1880

—

startled them by the manifestation of that "recru-

descence of power" upon which they enlarged, to

me it showed but another forward movement of

that threat flood of Tennysonian poetry which I

described in the following sonnet to him :—

" Beyond the peaks of Kaf a rivulet springs

Whose magic waters to a fiend expand,

Distilling, for all drinkers on each hand,

The immortal sweets enveiled in mortal things.

From honeyed flowers—from balm of zephyr wings,

From fiery blood of gems,* through all the land,

The river draws—then, in one rainbow band,

Ten leagues of nectar o'er the ocean flings.

* ••According to a Mohammedan tradition, the mountains of

Kaf are entirely composed of gems, whose reflected splendours

colour the sky
"
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TENNYSON (ABOUT ISfl),

volume now in everybody's hands. One of the most
interesting conversations I ever had with him was
"ii the day after the occasion of his reading out

these very same poems in the study at Aldworth.
" Methods," as I remarked then during a tramp
among the ferns and heather, "are governed not
nearly so much by the periods of the poet's life

as by the artistic demands of the work in hand.''

He agreed with me, and also agreed in the

main with my often expressed views when writing
iif Shakespeare, as to the worthlesslicss of SO mueh
that has been written about the Shakespearian

periods. The Shakespeare portions of Timon of
Athens are most likely (as I ventured to ug-

gest during that walk) first drafts of a late play

left unfinished at Shakespeare's death, hut they

have all the vigour, all the "go" of what is called

his " middle period." It is the same in ait, if the

painter or .sculptor is really of the first rank. Up
to nearly eighty Titian's art. hail some of the charac-

teristics of the work he produced in middle life. The
great painter, our English Titian, whose genius has

made my own once commonplace surname luminous

of poetry for ever, cave us this very year, in the

portrait of Walter Crane, a miracle of portraiture

" Kicli in the riches of a poet's years,

Steeped in all colours of man's destiny.

So, Tennyson, thy widening river nears

The misty main, ami, taking now the sea,

Makes rich ami warm with human smiles ami

tears

The ashen billows of Eternity."

It was about ten years before

this time that was taken the fasci-

nating photograph where he sits in

that meditative mood into which he

would often lapse, with the eyes down-

cast ami the cheek resting on the

knuckles of the right hand. It is re-

produced on this pace, and I would

direct prominent attention to it. It

is by Mrs. Cameron, and, being taken

about twenty years ago, shows him as

he appealed at the time when he de-

voted himself so assiduously to drama.

There is, however, one portrait

which I wish to consider specially in

relation to the poetry produced at its

own date, the drawing made by Leh-

liiiuin in 1890, a draw inn based t

photograph by Barraud, hut giving

every line of the face as if appeared

ill the autumn of that year when he

had just written, or was then writing, s

finest things which have since appea

806

(From the MedaUian by Hie lair '.". Woollier, Il.A.t

the

the

surpassing ev erj thin

done. But of ciiin-

Ihat even he had previously

he is comparatively young
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when such

sion.

And th

patriarchs as these are under discus-

brings me to the two caricatures here

TENNYSON.

(From the Bronze Medallion by Professor Legro i

given from Punch, in which Tennyson and he who
is, perhaps, for vigour the most amazing even among
the giants who began Life in the early years of this

century, the old friend with whose name his own
ci 'i fail In be associated, are brought together

by the genius of Tenniel and of Sambourne. For
many years Tennyson had no more loyal admirer

than Mr. Punch, whose poetical tribute to his

memory after his death was so good as to deserve

the gratitude of all Tennysonians.

Tenniel's design, which appeared in Punch, 22nd

September, 1883, shows Mr. Gladstone as a sailor

dancing tic hornpipe to the Tennysonian lyre, an

admirable thing, both in conception and in execu-

tion. Sambourne's design,"Come into the Garden,

Will," which appeared in Punch, June 27th, 1885,

.shows the poet inviting the lively statesman to

leave the oar he loves and join him in the tea-

garden of the Lords beside the river. Tins is full

of that luminous fancy, quaint yet true, which we
associate with the name of Sambourne.

Herkomer's portrait here given is extremely

good, save that the forehead is too shallow. By

the addition of a few lines to the region above the

eye-lines this might still he made a line portrait.

The reader, however, would not thank me for

wearying him with elaborate comments upon all

the ten portraits and designs here given. They are

quite capable of speaking lor themselves.

Yet a word or two must he said about the busts

that have been made of him. 1 have given three of

Woolner's busts, because it may he said specially of

Tennyson's portraits that no discussion of them could

he adequate that should omit to give specimens of

the busts. There are very few English faces that

can stand the test of being rendered in sculpture.

Fine as is the bony structure of the English type in

the region above the eyes, the nose, the lips, ami the

chin are mostly out of drawing. Our two greatest

masters in imaginative literature, Shakespeare ami

Scott, Could never he done justice to by sculpture.

Indeed, it may lie said that the Englishman is hold

who will give the sculptor a sitting. No doubt

one of the most splendid portrait busts of recent

times is Dresaler's portrait of William .Morris, hut

heads of this type are extremely rare. The same

tine sculptor's rendering of the noble head of

Madox Brown is not successful, while his bust of

TENNYSON (ABOUT 1S7C").

(From the Bust by il,r late T. Woolner, /. A..)
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Swinburne, though good, makes him
look too old. Tt is, however, impos-

sible to imagine a finer subject for

any sculptor than Tennyson's head.

It might indeed be .said, without

exaggeration, that in the sculptor's

art, as in the painter's, the artist

here has only to get close to nature

in order to reach the ideal. Legros'

medallion, while it gives some of

the most powerful lines of the face,

is sadly lacking in beauty.

Colour is of course a most im-

portant part of every portrait of

Tennyson. His complexion was pe-

culiar. When Mrs. Carlyle de-

scribed him as gipsy-like she spoke

as an ordinary observer, who knew
nothing of what is called the "Ro-
many brown" of the skin, or the
" Romany glint " of the eyes.

It is, of course, no disparagement

to describe any person as being

"COME INTO THE GARDEN, WILL,

(from the Cartoon try LirUey Sambourm in "Punch,"

gipsy-like—the gipsies being by

far the most beautiful people in

the world—a heauty that, as

Borrow once said to me, extends

to all the limbs down to the very

toe-nails, but Tennyson's com-

plexion was without a nuance of

the Romany brown : it was nol

really a dark complexion at all.

But while there are some I'air

skins that arc changed by the

sun and wind into ruddiness,

there are others that take a tar

so deep that they become at

length quite dark, ami it is gene-

rally people of this complexion

who suiter the same change in

regard to hair. For instance,

although D. G. Rossetti came of

a dark family, and ill latoi \ i
, i

looked a dark man, he might

really lie called fair. In youth

his hair was of a warm chestnut
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almost reel, though it grew darker year by year.

Tennyson's shortsighted eyes saw every detail. As

regards the eyes, there is not one person in a

hundred who could tell the colour of the eyes of

the very mother who bore him. With regard to

portrait painters, most of them, after having suc-

ceeded in accurately giving the colour of the pupils,

seem to think that their work is done. But the

its proportion to the pupil, its blue or its orange

shade, its veinousness, that the pupil may almost

he said In lie left by such students for after ex-

amination. The pupils of Tennyson's eyes were

what is loosely called "hazel," but "hazel" of a

remarkable variety, and surrounded by a white of

an equally peculiar shade and formation, the catch-

ing of which by any portrait painter was a condi-

TENNYSON (ABOUT 1S80).

(From the Etching by Professor Herkon

colour of what is popularly called "the white'' of

the eye is, if not equally important with the colour

of the pupil, nearly sn. Indeed, as an indication of

race, the colour of the "white'' is a surer indica-

tion than that of the pupil, as is instinctively

recognised by our American cousins, who know by

a moment's glance at- the white of the eye, whether

in any man the pure flow of the Caucasian blood

has been disturbed in the ancestral stream. Again,

in the matter of individual temperament, those who

have made a special study of physiognomy, not

on Lavaterian. but on scientific lines, are and should

be so intent on scrutinising the white of the eye,

tinn precedent to his rendering that far-off expres-

sion which I have tried to describe.

Of course, however, the crowning work repro-

duced in this paper is the superb picture by Walls,

painted eleven years av;i>, nr thereabouts. Here a^ain,

however, we get Watts's conception of Tennyson as

the poet of Spenserian dreams, rather than as the

poet of " Kizpah" or as the humorous creator of tic

" Northern Farmer." Indeed, it is a good deal like

a well-known portrait of Spenser, in which the

portrail of the poet of the Faerie (,) ne is given

nearly full-face. There is a decorative quality of a

peculiarly fascinating kind in this masterpiece.
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With regard tn Millars' portrait, belonging to

Mr. Knowles, I have not the opportunity of giving

it here. But, in truth, I have already given as

many as are needful for my purpose—perhaps more

—the result of my examination of them all being

that "Nature's idea" in Tennyson's face must be

sought in the great Mayall photograph

and the painting by Girardot based upon

that. The further any portrait departs

from that type, the further it departs from

the truth. This remark, however, must

not be taken as a disparaging reflection

u j ii hi the fine portraits of Tennyson by

the great masters mentioned above. In-

deed, did we not by good chance possess

the great Mayall photograph and Girar-

dot's picture based upon it, we should still,

in the pictures of Watts, Millais, Herko-

nier, and others, possess finer portraits of

Tennyson than have ever been painted of

any other English poet. In this, as in all

things, Tennyson's good fortune remained

to the last. No reader of Tennyson's

poetry can have his soul vexed by grotesque

representations of the poet's lineaments

such as the caricature of Mr. Swinburne

that appears in the memoirs of the late

W. B. Scott, where one of the finest brows

ever seen is made flat and receding after

a type that is more Aztec than European

—where the under-lip is almost negroid,

and where the enormous eyes are out of

all proportion to any face pretending to

be human. One or two bad portraits of

Tennyson there are no doubt, but there is

in most of them some kind of merit. Still,

the poetical student in future times will

remember me and thank me for having

enabled him to form a true mental image

of our dead master in the art of poetry, as I now

thank Hoccleve for enabling me to form a true

mental image of his master, Chaucer. The older

one grows the more trivial and worthless seem the

valuable possessions of this world. Not only does

the land-hunger that destroyed Sir Walter Scott

seem amazing and incredible, but even the more

legitimate- yearnings of the artistic temperament lose

much of their power until, at last, there seems to

he nothing left to charm us save the loveliness of

Nature alone. The beautiful things we once sought

so eagerly—the carved furniture, the [ndian ivories,

the choice bindings, in some degree the pictures,

nay, even the rare books (unless, indeed, they be

printed by Morris's own hand at the very Kelmscotl

TENNYSON ( I-""!.

(From the Pencil Drawing b;i It. Lehmarm.)

Press itself, when they are joys for ever)—every-

thing fades in charm, until at last we pass in and

out of the room without heeding anything. But the

portrait of the poet we love, after we have once

satisfied ourselves of its authenticity, is the source

of never-ending comfort ami delight : the eyes on

the canvas seem charged with his own beautiful

thoughts, the lips seem to lie murmuring his own

beautiful words.
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EDWARD BUBXE-JOXES, A.E.A.

IF it is given to but few artists to receive in their

lifetime so superb a tribute as that which has

been paid by Mr. Malcolm Bell, few indeed have

so splendidly merited it. The book, we say at

once, lias been produced with so much taste and

skill that, in spite of certain minor blemishes, it

ranks with the most beautiful illustrated artistic

execution of all the master's pictures and illus-

trations, and a list of his extremely numerous

cartoons for stained-glass windows. But Mr. Bell

falls into one or two errors of taste, one of them
inseparable perhaps—certainly difficult enough to

steer clear of—in writing the biography of a living

and a truly great man. His essay, with all it- real

.. r,.
-

-

THE CHESS-PLAYERS.

the Drawina by E B ' A.S.A.)

biographies of modern times. Copiously embel-

lished— if we may use the word where the em-

bellishments form the principal attraction, and are

perhaps the rcrison d'etre of the volume— it repre-

sents with delightful completeness the work of one

of the must imaginative artists our country has

produced, one of the must original minds and most

skilful hands to be found in the annals of art.

Mr. Malcolm Bell's work has, on the whole,

been admirably done. In successive chapters he

tells the story of Mr. Burne-Jones's birth and

education, gives a full and accurate record of his

work from year to year, pictorial and decorative,

takes up the unnecessary cudgels for his hero, and

sets forth in all detail the dates and period of

•"Edward Burne-Jones : A Record and a Review." By
Malcolm Bell. (London and New York: George Bell and Sons.

1892.)

merits and actual value, being pitched in altogether

too high a key, contains a little too much "fine

writing." The impression left, by a sort of special

pleading is that the subject of it stands in need

of it, and thus the vehemence fails in its primary

object. Nor was it necessary in such a book as

this to accept the challenge of carping critics,

even though the result were their complete pul-

verisation. The French philosopher was right: if

authors would bul refrain from quarrelling with

their ciitics, posterity would never know that they

had had any

!

On the other hand, a genuine debt of gratitude

i owing to Mr. Bell; for no future and final

biography can be written, when the time unhappily

comes for it, without full reference to his admirably

complete essay. For although the book is unofficial,

so far as the subject of it is concerned, the author
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thrrmgli his blood-relationship with the artist has
had access to facts and details which would pro-
bably be impossible to the future writer, and has
marshalled them in so circumstantial a manner
as to be of the greatest practical interest and use.

own definite impressions of his art and such weak-
nesses as it betrays. He might have told us, for

example, if it is with any special aim that Mr.
Burne-Jones has sacrificed variety of facial expres-
sion to so great an extent; why he only knows one

PADEREWSKI.

(From the Study h,, K. Burne-Jo

It will thus he clear that Mr. Bell's work is key of gaiety ami one of sadness; and why the
rather biographical than critical. It is all sunlight two so closely resemble one another. We know, of

without shadow—a eulogy rather than an estimate, course, that art which is essentiallj mystic, decora-
The writer would have served his purpose better, tive, and, in a sense, of the epic sort, should strike
and the public's, had he dwelt a little mure on the a minor key that prevails with such equable sad-
painter's deficiencies, and given us not only his sweetness, such love-sickness, throughout his work.
explanations for them, hut, if he could get them— The "dignity of decoration" is the chief character-
as probably from his position he could—the artist's istic of Burne-Jones's ait. In proportion as he has
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gone far beyond Bosse'tti in drawing, purity of de-

sign, and. indeed every quality save opulence of

colour and strong emotional passion, so has he lost,

or yielded up, nearly all that power of expression

the absence of which helps to remove his work

from the immediate sympathy of the multitude.

Jones's work—we may confidently refer the reader

to the book itself for that. More especially, those

who would judge, now for the first time possible,

of the greatness of the artist as a master of design,

will be able to form a very accurate idea of the

range and beauty of his art by examining the long

A WOOD NYMPH.

{From the Design by E. Burne-Jones, A, /.'..!.)

Mr. Bell might have repelled, with more Eoree, the

foreign charge that Burne-Jones is but an echo of

I'm is de Chavannes, on whom he is falsely said

to have formed himself: and he might have told

us something move about the exquisite technique

—sometimes so erratic and unconventional, and

almost always beautiful—that renders his oil works

delightful to look upon even as texture alone.

But this is not the place to discuss Mr. Burne-

series of illustrations that accompany the volume.

They consist, of photogravures and typogravures

:

both, it must be remembered, somewhat too dark

save in the case of drawings and cartoons—as

in reproduction from the beautiful photographs by

Mr. Eollyer they often gain too much in strength.

From the first page to the last- the book is there-

fore full of interest, chiefly artistic, but not a little

literary and biographical.
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OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

THE splendid sendee rendered to art by the

municipality of Brussels by the restoration of

the I Irande Place to

its original beauty

musl nut go unre-

corded in these pages.

The great market

place, surrounded by

the Hotel de Ville,

thr Maison du Eoi,

ami the old guild-

houses (like our City

< lompanies' Halls), is

admittedly one of

the finest mediaeval

squares in existence,

ami, as it stood in

;ill its beauty ami

richness of colouring,

one of the most gor-

geous. To encourage

the present owners

of the houses—all of them in perfect condition—to

reproduce them as they were in accordance with

>,

THE MAISON DU EOI, BRUSSELS.

the pictures and other documentary evidence of the

time, prizes have been offered, and the result is

exceedingly satisfac-

tory. Notable among
these buildings is tin'

exquisitely propor-

tioned " Maison du

Roi," or Halle au

Pain, formerly the

seat of a govern-

mental authority. It

was erected from

1514 to 1525, in a

mixed Gothic and

Renaissance style. It

was rebuilt in 17(17

in the ] r taste of

the times, ami is now

practicallycompleted

in its restorat ion.

We reproduce on

this page two por-

tions of the design recently completed for the decora-

tion of the outer lobby of the Council Chamber at

PORTIONS OF THE DECORATION IX THE OUTER LOBBY OP THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, GUILDHALL.

(Designed b'j J- Hanbnan Poiwll.)
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the Guildhall, London. The work was presented by

the Lord Mayor (Mr. Alderman Knill) to com-
memorate his year of office as sheriff

(1889-90), and was executed by

Mr. John Hardman Powell. The de-

sign is for the most part composed
i if heraldic devices, these being beside

the arms df the City itself, the bear-

ings of the seventy-seven existing

Livery Companies. On the north

and western walls of the lobby are

two allegorical paintings, the one

dealing with St. George's tight with

the dragon outside the walls of the

City, while the mayor and citizens

are anxiously watching the progress

of the combat, and the other typi-

fying the Maiden City, seated in a

bower of English roses, presented in

her "proper" colours, and guarded

by her dragons. Around the figure

are representations of old City gates,

with London Bridge and the river

—

the whole being very conventionally

treated. Under each painting is a scroll bearing

a legend, that for the first-mentioned being: "Our
Ancient word of courage, fair St. George, inspire

us with the spleen of fiery dragons." And for the

Corporation, with St. Paul offering his sword of

martyrdom for the first quarter of the city's shield.

GRAND PIAXO.

(Designed by T. <;. Jackson, A.R .1.)

other: "Except the Lord build the city, the watch-

man waketh but in vain." On one of the other

walls is included a view of old St. Paul's, copied

from an authentic drawing in the possession of the

GEAXD PIANO.

(fit figncd by T. (1. Jackson, A.R. A.)

The whole scheme forms an effective and a very

appropriate decoration to the approach to the Civic

Council < 'handier.

Tile- grand piano, of which we give two aspects,

was designed by Mr. T. O. Jackson,

A.E.A., for .Messrs. Broadwood and
Sons, to tin' older of Mr. and the

Hon. ilrs. Athelstan Eiley. It is a

beautiful example of what can be

done by the co-operation of art and

craft. Mr. Jackson's design is alto-

gether novel and pleasing, not only

in its decorative treatment, but in

the actual form of the instrument

itself. This is especially marked by

the way in which he has avoided

the difficulties connected with the

supports of the pianoforte, which

have so puzzled designers in the

past. lie does away with tin i-

ventioiial legs, substituting a stand

composed at either end of a series

of pillars of classic form connected

by beams, from which spring a pair

cf carved scrolls suggesting an arch,

upon which the body of the instru-

ment is supported. Mr. Jackson has

thus adopted a method which is ;il

once graceful and unique. The inside of the lid

is richly decorated with laurel boughs, wrought in

golden gesso on a background of vermilion enamel,

the chief motive following the form of a lyre-bird's
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tail, while the border is composed of ebony, inlaid

with satin-wood and mother-of-pearl. The outside

ol' the case is also very effective, the dark colouring

of the top (obtained by applying a very dark stain

over a veneer of purple wood) being relieved by

bright inlays of mother-of-pearl and tortoiseshell

round the sides, while at intervals are shields con-

taining a few liars from well-known classic com-

battle-painter. He commenced his art studies at

the early age of fifteen at the Dusseldorf Academy,

and was afterwards a pupil of Theodor Hildebrandt.

In 1871, Bleibtreu was invited by the then Crown

<,^. hJU^ne"'^'-^^^,

THE MILLET MEMORIAL AT CHERBOURG.

(By Chaint. From a Photograph bii Jules Vesberg, Cherbourg.)

positions. The keyboard is varied by the black

keys being chequered with ivory inlays, while the

" naturals " are elaborately carved at the ends. The

hinges and other fittings are of brass, richly chased.

Cherbourg, as is right, now possesses a memo-

rial of Jean-Francois Millet. By the help of the

Municipal Council of that town the artist was pro-

vided with the wherewithal to proceed to Paris for

the purpose of seriously studying his art. When
twenty years of age, he placed himself under the

tuition of Langlois, at, Cherbourg, and exhibited

such talent that he was granted a small pension

from the municipal funds to enable him to go to

Paris, and although for a time he starved and

shivered on his small allowance, it paved tin- way

for the success which afterwards attended him.

The memorial was designed by M. Chapu.

We have to record the death, at the age of sixty-

four, of Herr Georg Bleibtreu, the celebrated ( lerman

THE LATE GEORG BLEIRTKEU.

Prince of Prussia to attach himself to the Head-

quarter Staff as tin- official artist. This he did,

and accompanied the army through the campaign

in Versailles. Here he established a studio, and

accomplished much of the work relating to the war

by which he is best known. The National Gallery

of Berlin contains two of his pictures—"The Battle

THE LATE CHARLES GRAY, R.H.A.

of Koniggratz," and " Soldiers Crossing to Alsen in

1864."

We have also to report the death of Mr. Charles

Cray, the eminent member of the Eoyal Hibernian

Academy, which took place in November last.
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CASTING CORN.

{From the Painting by R. Thome Waite.)

CURRENT ART.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER-COLOURS.

FREDERICK WKDMORE.

IT is to be wished that the winter exhibition

by the Royal Society of Painters in Water-

Colours approached more nearly to the description

which that Society is accustomed to give of it: an

exhibition of "sketches and studies." It is nothing

of the kind. About one work in twenty stops

voluntarily at the stage of " study " or of " sketch,"

and about another one in twenty (perhaps even

more) stops involuntarily—stops only because it is

the work of a hand unqualified to realise in com-

pleteness that which the sketch should suggest.

And if the exhibition does not respond at all

adequately to its name, no defence of the circum-

stance can be more illogical—none, I will say, can

be less worthy of attention—than that winch con-

sists in replying that " the Press does not like

'sketches,
1 and that 'a thing gets spoken of as a

mere sketch.'" What if it does' Even Mrs.

Candour recognised that "people will talk:" and,

to do her justice, she contributed her fid! pari to

such nonsense as was in the air. "The Press

does not like sketches. Xonselisc : the competent

people who write in places of importance do; and

what can it possibly matter what observations wide

of the mark are made about any of us painters,

writers, whatever you will—in the little papers thai

merely happen to get printed? The sensitiveness of

painters is amazing. The Royal Society of Painters

in Water-Colours, or the individual members of ii,

should have more courage in this matter. The)

mould either withdraw from their catalogue ami

from all their announcements the phrase " sketches

and studies," or they should set' thai it is justified b>

the nature of the exhibition. At presenl one too

often finds oneself in contact with work which

timidity has hesitated to leave in the condition of

the frank and naked sketch, but which yet—while
losing vividness— falls short of the completeness

which is demanded by the elaborated composition

When one has made allowance for ibis radical

error—by which so much of the charm of the show

isdiscounted— one finds thai the exhibition isul leu I
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up to the average. X >w, this is not extravagant

praise, for it must be well understood by everybody

with a judgment—by everybody, I should suppose,

but those facile paragraphists who constitute them-

EVANGBLINE.

(From t!i Painting by Robert TAttle.)

selves the John the Baptists of pictorial enterprise,

and make straight in the desert a highway for the

generally quite unnecessarily popular painter—that

the great body of popular and decently saleable

painting is the result of moderate talent, of moderate

attainments, of amiable but not altogether disinter-

ested concession to the demands of the not particu-

larly instructed, but is the result of inspiration not

at all. Why, notwithstanding the immense amount

of pictorial production, it may gravely be doubted

whether half as much ability is used in the fur-

nishing forth of an average exhibition as is used by

men of different avocations every week in the Law

Courts, every week in the Pulpit, every week in the

preparation of book and of ar-

ticle. A man would have good

reasons to think himself more

worthily engaged in analysing

the efforts, such as they may be,

of the average physician, the

average preacher, the average

(not to speak of the exceptional)

writer of article or story, than

in analysing the average picture.

The average picture lias nothing

whatever that is fresh to say.

It is craftsman's work, tout

bonncment. It can be multiplied

indefinitely. Von can but let it

alone. After which indication of

the true position—the only posi-

tion that can be taken up, in

regard to contemporary art, by

any writer whose interests in

life extend beyond the range of

the friendly smoke and the trade-

chatter of the studio—I can the

better speak heartily of a few

things at the Royal Water-Co-

lour Society's which there is good

reason to look at with care, and

to speak of with praise.

And first— almost of course

comes whatever proceeds from

men as essentially unlike ea h

other as Sir John Gilbert and

Mr. Albert Goodwin. Sir John

cannot this year detain the spec-

tator long—that is forbidden both

by familiarity with his art, and

by the paucity of his contribu-

tion. But it is worth remem-

bering that in whatever comes

from his hand there is likely to

he traced both the disadvantage

of conventionality and the (harm

of conventions. His is not the art of fresh and spon-

taneous and vivid observation, hut it is at least the

ail of dignity and of style. You will never guess

into what particular glade of what particular forest

Sir John Gilbert penetrated when he sal down to

make that " Study of Trees," which alone represents

him in Pall Mall East this winter. What if it was

a bit of Windsor Park, or even of Greenwich ( It is

not interesting by reason of topographical accuracy

or botanical truth. Its charm is in its possession of
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style, and in its suggestion

of all the romance of the

woodland, all the interest of

immense age.

1 wrote hastily when 1

wrote, just now, of Sir John

Gilbert and Mr. Albert Good-

win, that they were "essen-

tially unlike"—or, rather, the

expression needs qualification.

As a matter of fact, very

different though the two men
arc, they have far more in

common than either of the

two has with many a man
whose work may hang beside

theirs. For, if Mr. Albert

Goodwin lias not the "con-

ventionality "
i if the veteran

President— if he sees things

more variously and sees

much mure—he, like Si-

John ( i-ilbert, respects artis-

tic " conventions ; " he, toe,

in his own way is based

upon the older and more

learned art. In his case it

is Turner who has been a

dominating master; in his

work the traditions of Turner

—some of them at least

—

are best carried on. lint

they are carried on with a

new ami individual exquisite-

ness : they are enlarged while

they are obeyed. An objec-

tion of the purist to Mr.

Albert Goodwin — and I

might myself make that ob-

ject inn in the case of a feebler

and less interesting man— is,

that his work is not true

water-colour. "It is body-

colour, it is pen - and - ink

drawing, it is pastel, it is

anything else, but it is not

water-colour," say some who
do not see in it the beauty,

and the patience, and the

inexhaustible charm. .Mr.

Albert Goodwin, like other

people, nods sometimes; he

allows himself now and then

the employment of hues too

soft and too seductive, of a

merely spurious attractive-
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ness, of an unworthy appeal. The Riviera land-

scape tempts him especially to this; but the lover

of English water-colour lias to than]; him to-day

for how varied and delightful a vision of old-world

Italian city and English cathedral town 1 This year

at the Royal Water-Colour Society's there is an ad-

mirable "Canterbury," clean and cool—a bird's-eye

view very nearly—with a characteristic "human in-

terest" which is never forgotten—and two delightful

visions of Oxford, with artificial light piercing here

and there the grey buildings, and with trading skies,

and a city's

"Congregated pence of homes nnd pomp of spires."

Mr. Robert Allan's "Summer Day in the High-

lands "—a product of a member of what I may be

suffered to describe as the Franco-Scottish school

—

c js at least as an effective contrast to Mr. Good-

win's refinements, and is, in its own way, impres-

sive and interesting through directness and obvious

vigour. Mr. Thome Waite, in "Carting Cora" (see

p. 109), shows some regard to the teaching of Con-

stable, as he has shown heretofore to the teaching

of Dewint. Here is chiaroscuro, and chiaroscuro is

valuable : but Mr, Waite, though he may never look

black in juxtaposition with Mr. Robert Allan, must

guard against looking Mack in juxtaposition even

with Mr. Cox and Dewint. 1 daresay not many
people will notice a ipiiet, unobtrusive drawing by

Mr. Callow, of "Halliard Castle.'' Ill its dignity

and reticence it is like an English old master.

Among other prominent contributors among names

no longer young Alfred Hunt exhibits only one

vigorous sketch, unquestionably valuable, but by no

means a thing of yesterday. It was done twenty-

five years ago. Mr. Hodson has a vivid presenta-

tion of the vivid colouring of Lucerne, with its

bridge and its rushing green lleuss.

In so large an exhibition as that of the Royal

Water-Colour Society it must needs be that 1

have passed over several noteworthy things. Mr.

Robert Little lias an engaging if not highly original

design (p. 110); and the art of Air. Holman Hunt,

for instance, with its singular intensity, might fairly

have given occasion for a not unfruitful discussion:

Imt at least, even in my greatest inadequacy, I

have refrained from advertising the eccentric and

from pronouncing a benediction upon the usual.

(From fti Paintin i by Sa

LUCERNE.

a '. Hodson. C;/ Pen 0/ Wolf Harris, Esq.)
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(From the PainUi

THE PRODIGAL SON.

by Lady Waterford. From a Photograph by Can

TO say that the presenl

Masters is equal to the

it is but bare justice to those

R.A., have brought together

delight to behold, and, in

a measure, to re-weleome.

We say to re-welcome,

for many of these works

have been seen before on

the walls of Burlington

House. Indeed, a 11CW

era may be said to have

been begun at the winter

exhibitions ; inasmuch as,

for the first time for

twenty-three years, the

da capo principle has

been put into force to

any marked extent. This

is notably the case with

the finest works in the

collections of Lord Lich-

field, Lord Strafford, Lord

Bute, and Lord Yar-

borough, which have prac-

tically all the charm of

novelty, as the present

generation may be said

to have grown up since the

annual exhibition of < lid

Masters was established

THE OLD MASTERS EXHIBITION.

By the EDITOR.

exhibition of the. Old more than a score of years ago. Another feature in

best that has preceded the present collection is the variety which has been

who, with Mr. Horsley, secured. The English school is strong in the first

a collection that is a room: the Dutch, as usual, in the second: English

portraiture and the Old

Masters generally occupy
•' Gallery Three ;

" and

the early Pre-Raphaelites,

broadly speaking, fill the

fourth room. This is. of

course, according to rule.

But in the Black-and

White loom a series of

Blake's illustrations to

I (ante arc shown : while

the Water-colour room

is di\ ided between Lady

Waterford, Samuel Raini-

er, and Eldward < lalvert.

The career of I.aih

Waterford as an artist

has become so w el] know n

through the recent exhi-

bition of her works al

Carlton House Terrace

thai reference to her

art-life - so beautifully

divided between devotion

lo painting and to works of

LOUISA, MARCHIONESS OF WATERFORD charity— IS baldly Ucces

(From a Photograph bu II'. J. Reed, Bournemouth.) sarv. " That Uniquely-
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Sex, and

In facility

o-ifted woman in the entire history of art, as

one Academician has said of her, was certainly

gifted with an instinct for composition that

absolutely unmatched amongst any of her

lias rarely been surpassed among men

she seems in approach most to

Sir John Gilbert. The draw-

ings of Samuel rainier are in-

teresting as showing how great

was the love and command of

gorgeous colour that distin-

guished that remarkable man :

hut it is impossible not to feel

that if Turner had never lived

the most marked quality of

Palmer's rather forced art

would never have given him

the TOgUe he enjoyed, or the

reputation that still is his.

Far more difficult is it to jus-

tify the inclusion of Edward

( Jalvert among the immortals.

Graceful he was. no doubt,

with a charming sense of

delicate colour, and happy in

his classic pastorals; but a

" master " he was not, and

never will he outside of the

Royal Academy catalogue.

The Blake designs illustrative

of 1 (ante are more interesting

than beautiful, and interest-

ing on grounds rather psycho-

logical than artistic. They

rarely give a hint of the tine

drawing of much of Blake's

earlier work. The artist has

here become the visionary,

whose wild imaginings \ iolate

every rule, and spurn anatomy

as completely as they ignore

anything approaching to

reason. They were drawn by

the artist on his death-bed,

when nature had robbed him < J

of most of the qualities that

had made the world grateful for his

The Old Masters themselves—tl

Masters- -muster strongly in the

THE MAGAZINE OF ART

almost alone h

(so f.

than

THE STAIRS or i. in:

the Painting by Lady Waterfi

Photograph hu Cameron .""' !

earlier genius,

genuine Old

other rooms.

Rarely has Romney been seen to better advantage

than in "Lady Russell holding up her child to the

glass," a picture conceived in the taste of Reynolds.

Tinner, with the great "Vintage of Macon," once

more asserts his sovereignty, and other English

masters ate well represented. Only one—Landseer

—seems to us to lose his position mine and more:

i he seems to clash with his surroundings

s big pictures are concerned), and fails

ever to justify his once overwhelming

reputation. The foreign schools are admirably re-

presented. The Corporation of Glasgow lends its

finest pictures— Rembrandt's

"Man in Armour" and "Tobit

and the Angel," Giorgione's

" Adulteress." Mabuse's " Vir-

gin," and Van der Cues' " St.

Victor," as it is now called.*

Murillo's " Portrait of a Man,"

belonging to Mr. W. G. Raw-

linson—a life-size, full-length

—is one of the finest works

of the master ever shown on

the Academy walls, almost as

vigorous and Men plantd as a

Velasquez and as dignified and

intellectual as a Moroni. Per-

haps even finer is the superb

" Portrait of a Man " by Van-

dyek, lent by Lord Brownlow

—a picture which appears to us

to touch the high-water mark

ever reached in male portrait-

ure by the painter. Titian's

"Schoolmaster," by Moroni,

and Rubens' great " Daughter

of Ileroilias " also hang in this

room, among masterpieces

which they hut slightly excel.

Here, too, we find Captain

Holford's " Portrait of a Lady,"

formerly attributed to Van-

dyck, but now, on Mr. Claude

Phillips's suggestion, duly

given to Sustermans lint

w ith authorships we have for

the present nothing to do, or

we might refer to the " Holy

Family" of Titian, belonging

to the Earl of Strafford, and

support the last- mentioned

authority in its ascription to

Bonifazio.

I,, ileal adequately with this ex-

or to make further reference to

Sullice it to

-,(/,.)

Space fail- us

quisite exhibition,

the Hutch and early Italian schools.

say that the glory of the present exhibition lies

chieflyiu the contributions from the Queen, Baroness

Burdett-Coutts, Mrs. Baillie Hamilton. Captain

Holford, Mr. Edward Raphael, and Lady Wallace, in

addition to those previously mentioned.

* The first ami lastof these were illustrated ii Tiik.Mauazise

of Aet in the Volume for 1890.
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(From a Sketch by John Leech.)

THE ART-LIFE OF JOHN LEECH.
l'.v HENRY SILVER.

JOHN KEATS, the little Cockney poet, as his

lesser critics called him, has defined the term of

" patriotism " in words which seem quite applicable

to the great artist, John Leech. In a letter to his

brother Tom, written from Carlisle in July, 1818,

Keats describes a recent visit to a dancing-school at

Iivby, "the oldest market-town in Cumberland."

There he found "as tine a row of boys and girls as

you ever saw . . . tattooing the floor like mad :

"

and, he adds admiringly, "the difference between

our country dances and these figures is about the

same as leisurely stirring a cup o' tea and beating

up a batter-pudding." Indeed the sight was so ex-

citing that it stirred him to exclaim, " I have never

felt so near the glory of Patriotism, the glory of

making by any means a country happier!
"

Surely if the country that was once called "Merry

England " has been in modern times by any means
made happier, let the glory of it lie given to the

patriot John Leech. What a world of pleasant mem-
ories his very name awakes ! Who does not well

remember, being now past middle life, how many a

hearty laugh he owed to dear John Leech' All

through the "forties" and the " fifties," and well-nigh

half the " sixties," the humours of his pencil were

welcomed every week. What "pictures of life and

character"—public life as well as private—did he

put before our eyes ! What admirable political ear-

toons he often gave us. What laughable yet lifelike

portraits of our statesmen— Lord Brougham, the ever

versatile (see p. 117): the evergreen Lord Pam

;

the fiery Lord Derby; the frolicsome Lord John
(the famous little boy who chalked " Xn Popery"

upon the Cardinal's door)—not to name a host of

others, from Dizzy, the indomitable, to Sibthorpe, the

obtuse! Then how delightful were his social draw-

inns, his sporting scenes and incidents, his joys of

housekeeping and horse-keeping, his ugly roughs

and hansom cabbies, his horsemen and their foot-

men, his Jorrockses and Jeameses, his pretty girls

and dandy officers, his majors and his miners, his

duchesses and dustmen, his snoblings and his swells,

his Beauties and their beasts ! Servantgalism, Fluu-

k;\ ina the Basing Generation Bloomeriam Spiritism

Crinolinomania—each of these provoked a series of

humorous delights; ami who could fail to laugh at

the pranks of Master Jacky, or the mishaps of pooi

Tom Noddy, or the immortal sporting feats achieved

by Mr. Briggs 1

It may be said with perfect truth that Leech w, s

the first artist working with a pencil who could

manage to be comical without ever being coarse.

There is no trace in his works of the extravagance

of Gillray, the vulgarity of Rowlandson, or the

fanciful, fantastic drolleries of Cruikshank; and,

unlike these caricaturists, he abstained from drawing

what was needlessly uncouth. He first showed il to

be possible for an artist to be funny without painting
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deformity; and, with all his gift of humour, he never

tried tn win a laugh by drawing men misshapen or

COAST-SCENE, NEAR WHITE
(AV i Sketch by John Leech.)

of an ape-like type. If at times he drew an irish-

man resembling a gorilla, ii was to point a moral,

not to iiin\ c ,'i sneer.

He might ridicule

.Miss December
when she dressed

Herself like May.

but I here was no-

thing cruel or un-

kindly in his cut.

He could draw a

pretty girl, espe-

cially on horseback,

as few have ever

done : and if he

drew a plain

she but served, by

way of contrast, to

enhance the other's

charms.

Much as we owe

to Leech, perhaps

we chiefly ought to

thank him for the

forceof his example,

and for his pure

and wholesome in-

fluence upon our s

his time all grace

banished from the

impurity and ugliness had reigned supreme therein.

Despite Ins scanty training, he had always a true

sense of fair propor-

tion in design, and

was rarely tempted

to grotesque exagger-

ation. Although, un-

like Charles Keene,

he seldom used a

sketch - book, and

more rarely still a

model, his mind's e\ e

was always open to

receive a true im-

pression, and lie could

draw from memory
with most surprising

accuracy. Though

never a hard rider,

lie rode to hounds

quite well enough to

catch tlie features of

the field. -None so

well as he could draw

with a few touches a

horse going at full

i. or standing in its stall. His landscapes, too,

just as true to nature as his figures: and,

NEAB WHITBY.

(From ii Sketch by John L,;

i-ealled " comic
"

nid beauty had

realm of bunion

press. Until

ecu virtually

IS art, while

though sketched somewhat less carefully, were gene-

rally charming. So likewise were his street scenes

and seasides true to life: and if his ships were not
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quite rigged as a sailor might have wished, few-

landsmen would have noticed their nautical defects.

But the chief merit of John Leech was his un-
deviating purity. His art was never tainted by the

humours of Gavarni or the drolleries of "Cham."
Though an admirer of their cleverness, he cared

little for their works, and showed his good taste bv

And there was another triad of good qualities to

which he could fairly lay claim. Ever fertile in

invention, he gave always most felicitous expression

i" the happy thoughts thai came to him, and his

pencil was mosl facile in their quick development.
Fertility, felicity, facility—the three "F's" of the

art-school—all these qualities were literally at his
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few strokes, another of his sketches gives a visitor

astounded by a " terrible " little girl. Here in less

than half-an-ineh of space, and with scarcely half-

a-dozen touches of the pencil, a most ludicrous ex-

pression of both horror and amazement is put into

the face. Even the few hairs upon the head of the

unlucky victim appear to stand on end at the auda-

cious little minx. Here too, as in very many of his

subjects, the legend adds but little to the humour

of the drawing. The funny situation is seen clearly

:it a glance, and wins a laugh without explanatory

TWO HOSES.

(fVom n Stretch by John Leech.)

words. This indeed is a marked feature in most

of Leech's drawings, which might be described as

cheques upon the hank of Momus, drawn payable

'at sight " with many a hearty laugh.

N'.ii less wonderful than his fertility of invention

and felicity of expression were Ins ureal variety of

subject and facility of work. "A man who can

draw can draw anything," said Charles Keene, and

certainly the saying was quite true as to John

Leech. No matter what the personage or place to

be depicted, his facile pencil never failed to give

effed to his artistic thought. The hunting field, the

river-side, the covert, and the moor were all familiar

to his mind's eve as the drawing-room and the

street. All sorts and conditions of men, and of

women also, he faithfully portrayed, most accurately

noting all their follies and their fashions, their

studies and their sports.

To show the pace at which he worked it may

suffice to say that after Richard Doyle had ceased

to draw for Punch, Leech regularly furnished not

merely the Cartoon, but several other smaller draw-

ings every week. This he did for many years—and

when it. is remembered that he still continued il-

lustrating magazines and 1 ks, including all the

"Jorrocks series" of sporting novels, and the pro-

fusely pictured histories of England and of Rome

—

some faint uotion may be formed of his capacity For

work. Nor should it be forgotten that for fourteen

years, at least, the ureal success of " Punch's Alma-

nac" was won off his own bat. All, except the

zodiacal frontispiece or calendar, all its score or .so of

drawings, came from his fertile hand : and, what

may seem scarce credible to those

who ilid not know him, hi' never

needed more than a fortnight for the

task.

A si ill more surprising instance

of his great quickness in working I

once had from his own lips. In the

spring of '59 he rapidly designed,

and drew with care Upon the Wood,

a Full-page Punch < !artoon w ithin the

limit of two hours. This was the

famous " French Porcupine," a most

popidar "big cut," representing the

French Emperor in the person of a

porcupine bristling with bayonets.

'• La Belle fiance " was at that time,

as Mr. Punch considered, in far loo

bellicose a temper for a country

whose profession had been " L'Em-

pire, e'est la Paix." By exception

to its usual Wednesday occurrence,

the Punch dinner—at which Leech

himself suggested the idea—had been

held on Thursday evening (March 10th, 1859), and

on the following morning he achieved the feat re-

corded, working extra hard to catch a mid-day train,

whereal Mr. Tenniel was in meet him for their

usual Saturday hunt.

And here let me add that, in judging of his ail.

it must never he forgotten thatJohn Leech's finished

drawings were done upon the wood-block. No fair

notion of their beauty can be gathered merely from

the sighl of them in print. In the process of en-

graving much tine work was sacrificed in order to

save time, and the delicacy of the drawing was in-

e\ iialily lost. Nor is ii at all reasonable to compare

Leech's rough sketches—mere outlines put on paper

with Keenc's highly-finished drawings, each a.

masterpiece of art. Charles Keene in later days,

when his skill was at its best, left off working on

the wood, ami his drawings are now seen untouched

by any alien hand. But Leech's finished work was

only visible before it went to the engraver. What

afterwards remained of it was sadly spoilt by hasty

cut tine-: and in passing through the press the line
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tracery of the pencil

besmudged by printers'

One of the chief

John Leech was that

was terribly disfigured and hated lazy lounging. At Brighton, too, we trudged

ink. along the cliffs, or to the Devil's Dyke, but never on

(harms of a friendship with the Parade excepting in foul weather. I have often

yiiu felt always perfectly at wondered since how he could have been content with

ease with him. He never took offenc

tinus hasty word,and

he never seemed to

wait for you to till

up gaps in talking.

Whatc\ er themewas

started he was ready

in discuss it, avoid-

ing politics, if pos-

sible, as an uncon-

genial subject. He
always spoke UlOSt

pleasantly about ar-

tistic matters, never

laying down the law,

but leaving you full

liberty to say just

what you liked, with-

out a fear lest hr 1"'

hurt by any contrary

opinion. When you

book a walk with

him you ran no risk

of being treated as

Carlyle served a

young friend win i, in

the course of a long

walk, had once or

twice most timidly

interrupted the seer's

monologue by a word

which sounded criti-

cal. " Young man,"

said ( Jarlyle, sternly,

when they reached

his doorstep, " I'd

just have ye to know
that ye've the capa-

acity i if being the big-

gest In iiv in Europe."

Thanks to our

meet inn at ~S1 r.

Punch's pleasant table, where 1 happened to sit next

tu him, Leech often kindly asked me t" stay at the

seaside with him, and we used tu take long walks

together before dinner. He would work hard all the

mi imine, but after lunch was free "to take a breather"

with me. After weeks of stuffy London the fresh air

of Folkestone Downs was worth "sixpence a pint"

tu him, as Keats esteemed the winds that blew upon

the breezy hills near Winchester. We walked at

a good pace, for he was fond of real exercise, and

it an incau- my young, unfledged chatter ; 1

[A Sketch by Si,

LEECH s

Millais, Hurl-.

" i'iikttv una..

R.A. By Permism

ut certainly he never

owned that, Like < lar-

lyle, lie had been

bored by it. I have

still a vivid recollec-

tion of those walks,

and of the strides 1

had to take to keep

abreast with those

long legs of his. What
we chiefly used to

talk about 1 cannot

now remember; but

had there been long

silences 1 must lm\ e

recollected them.

A st mi i shingly

quick he was to seize

on any sight or sub-

ject that seemed to

have some humour

in it. I can call to

mind, for instance,

how I chanced to

see a chimnej -swi ep

with his hand held

to his eyes, as he was

passing a street door

while the mat was

being shaken. 1 told

Leech of the inci-

dent : for, covered

as he was with soot,

the sweep seemed

o\ er-sensitive. In a

verj lew minutes the

scene was sketched

most funnily, and

was then drawn on

ihewooil. The sketch

hangs in my billiard-

room, and they who

Punch and see the drawing.

et we noticed some liil^' luiox g

Esq I

please may turn to

Another time I recoil

which were just the shape of fishing-floats, and

which 1 said that Gulliver might nave seen so used

in Brobdingnag. " Not a bad idea," said Leech, and

he made a hasty sketch then. Next morning the

result appeared upon the wood, and soon afterwards

in Punch, with a "legend" which 1 quote from

memory only:—" 1 s'pose you sometimws catch Mime

biggish fish here, eh, old < !oek) wax :

"
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"Why, yes, an' them's the finals we uses: see,

young * iockywax '

Fashions change in humour, as m all things else.

The farces which were popular some few years ago

would scarce be deemed enjoyahle if they were acted

now : and the comic songs we roared at in our

youthful days, were they sung now at a music-hall

would hardly win applause. Jokes in vogue a decade

since seem dull enough to-day, and prohahly to-

morrow's fun within the space of ten years may be

voted duller still. A while hence who will laugh at

writings now thought risible, wherein slang passes

for humour ami veiled oaths for wit '. We smile and

snigger nowadays, but seldom really laugh. Indeed,

thanks to the Gallic flavour of the funny sayings

current, "our sincerest laughter with some pain is

fraught." Speeches sharp and cynical are sure to be

applauded, ami honeyed words are thought insipid

unless they hide a sting.

Yet people may lie found still who prefer good-

natured humour to mere sarcastic smartness, and

weak attempts at wit. Outnumbered though they

may be by the dullards of the day, the votaries of

good taste will eventually prevail. In comic art, as

well as authorship, some taint of the old coarseness

may linger for a time: but, thanks to Leech's in-

fluence, it never will regain its former prurient

growth. Whatever be the current fashion of the

hour, there is an infinite variety and truth in his

rare humour, which age can never wither uot ever

custom stale. His pictures of English life form a

sort of national gallery which is certainly unique.

His genius not merely raised the tone of humorous

drawing, but left the world indebted for great scope

of earnest study, and vast funds of hearty merri-

ment to myriads yet unborn. " By his death," says

Dean Hole in his pleasant " Memories "—and he

owns to none more pleasant than his friendship

with John Leech— " by his death the world was

berefl of a benefactor, who had made it more happy

and more wise. He was a preacher of righteousness,

manliness, sincerity, kindness, truth, and purity

to thousands, who could not obey the injunction

that they should hear sermons. He suggested the

grandeur of virtue by exposing the ugliness of

vice, and the keen shaft of his ridicule pierced

an epidermis which, was proof against all other

wea pons."

Widely as they differed in the technique of their

ait, Charles Keene was in many ways indebted to

John Leech. Indeed the latter may be said to have

invented "social cuts." He was, in truth, head-

master of the school of humorous artists, who have

taught the wholesome lesson that laughter may fie

won without the fear to blush. And as then- never

was impurity, so, too, there was no cruelty in what-

ever he might draw. With a pencil always ready to

give point to his wit, he was never savage in its

application. Having a manly hatred of tyranny and

meanness, he was always foremost in help of a good

cause. The slaving governess or starving sempstress

found in him a powerful champion to light in their

defence. His wrath was never slack against the

Humbles who torment poor people, and the brutes

who beat their wives or are cruel to their beasts.

His enmity was great against all social tyrannies

and snobbisms ami shams. A smart "(ait" from his

pencil made the politician wince, and even Premiers

were fearful of attack by his cartoons. The Bishop

lounging comfortably in his winter garden, drawn

opposite the workman in his frowsy, stuffy garret,

seemed to settle the Sunday Opening question at

a glance. And a more pressing social problem was

solved in no slight measure by the "Home of the

Rickburner," which showed a thin, gaunt pea-ant

with his wife lying dead, his children dying of star-

vation, and with a fiend holding a lire-brand, grimly

shadowed on the wall. Great humorist as he was,

John Leech could be pathetic, even tragic, if he

pleased, as this and many other drawings amply

show : the justly famous cartoon, " General Fovrier

turned Traitor," alone sufficing to give proof of his

deeply serious] lower. Working, like Shelley's "poet

hidden in the light of thought," he waged a holy

war with folly and injustice, with ignorance and

wrong, never shrinking from the battle till the world,

or a g 1 part of it, was gradually "wrought to

sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not."

Long may his wholesome influence continue to

be felt in our (once coarse) "comic" press; and far

distant be the day when our children cease to laugh

at the pure humour of John Leech.
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DAGNAN-BOUVERET.

By PRINCE BOJIDAR

rPIIK last year of Bastien-Lepage's Life I met
-L him at the Salmi on the varnishing-day. He
was standing in fronl of his picture, chatting with

a friend. I listened with

surprise to this friend,

whose views were so

sound and so new, and

expressed with such

frank simplicity.

Bastien-Lepage made
him turn round that he

might introduce us. It

was Dagnan - Bouveret,

and if, instead of that

name, he had said IIol-

hein, Mieris, or Terburg,

I should hardly have

been amazed, so unmis-

takable, even at a first

glance, was the stamp of

the painter— the poet-

painter, as Dagnan-Bou-

veret is. His deep-set

eye, black under the pro-

minent arch of the brow,

lias the kindly, searching

gaze which tries to pierce,

to embrace, and to under-

stand the image on which

it rests. His whole per-

son is wrapped, as it were, <-
Fr

in a halo of thought and

abstraction, which gives him an old-world aspect, a

reminiscence of an age when a whole life dedicated

to a single aim led to achievement, regardless of the

world, of criticism, or of fame. A Holbein stepped

out of its frame is the best idea I can give of

1 >agnan-Bouveret's appearance.

Bastien-Lepage had long known and loved him,

with an admiration which each fresh work increased.

He introduced me to his friend, and I spent with

them one of the most thoroughly artistic mornings

of my life.

Then I again met Dagnan by Lepage's bed of

sickness, and we watched the dead together while

Dagnan drew the portrait of the poor young artist.

Afterwards at Damvilliers we passed many hours

in our dead friend's studio, and everything thai

Dagnan said of the great, painter or of his lost

comrade led me to love the dear fellow as we love

a master-mind and a meal and noble nature

KARAGEORGEVITCH

tv.His extreme moi

fi'ctly genuine, of which

attached me to him more

DAGXAX-BOUVKKKT

a Photograph by TSwji ne P

nol affected, bul per-

had numberless
| h

nd more. This is what

he wrote to me with

reference to this article,

which I told him I was

win ing :

" When \ on say

that I was born in Paris,

and was a pupil of (',(-

ionic's at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, you supply

your leaders at any rate

with facts; but you are

(plite capable, out of civi-

lity, and I am happy to

believe out of affection

too, of esteeming my
work far more highly

than it deserves." Ami
this is delightful, for he

has no idea that I shall

quote his words, and will

be sincerely vexed with

me for publishing them.

I (agnan-Bouveret was

born in Paris; at the

Beaux-Arts, Bastien-Le-

page and Courtois, bis

fellow-students, were bis

friends.

His first pictures, \ ery

prettily painted and very

nice, were a ureal success. 1 allude to the " Wed-
ding-party at the Photographer's" and the "Death

of Manon Leseaut," which earned him his first

medal at the Salon. But these works were not

the true Dagnan, and, while he does not refuse to

acknowledge them, he himself is of this opinion.

When I asked him what pictures

see reproduced in The Magazine

trate this paper, he mentioned h

excepting the " Consecrated Br<

the " Breton Women at a Pardo

I (agnail is at once a poel am

school-work, the need of selling, the rush of common-

place portraits to be painted

—

fifty inadequate rea-

sons— for some time hindered his show inn bis true

self; but, since the day when his individuality came

to the front, and be started on the road which was

lo lead to tbi' " Breton Women at a Pardon" (and

In many another masterpiece, for he is still quite

would w ish to

Aim lo illus-

later works, all

—

— painted since

ureal artist. Ik-
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young), he has shown us the full flower of his genius,

and the expression of his poetical mind with its

somewhat mystic dreaminess.

Though born in Paris, he has nothing of the

Parisian but his taste

for art. He is not much

a man of the world, not

at all pragmatical—nay,

I remember him as quite

shy at the dinner we
gave him when he won

the first prize medal; a

faithful friend, delight-

ful to his intimates,

especially in private in-

tercourse.

The year of the Great

Exhibition Lot) came to

Paris, and 1 went with

him to sec the " Breton

Women." Dagnan had

often spoken to me of

Loti, and 1 had the greal

pleasure of introducing

my two friends to each

other at dinner. It

would be almost- too had

to describe their first

meeting—both of them

so excessively shy (and

you, Loti, more so, per-

haps, than Dagnan, he-

cause you have already

been more utterly bored

by celebrity than he

lias), and making each

other more shy. It was

very difficult to break

the ice ; but, happily,

by the end of a quarter

of an hour it had com-

pletely melted away, and

that very day Loti and a s

Dagnan agreed to be (By Dagnan-Bouvcret. By,

partners in a joint work.

This is the scheme: the two masters are to com-

bine, one to depict, and one to describe, a nook of

Brittany—Le Morbihan possibly. I may only say

'possibly; for time is going on, Loti is at sea, and

this delightful plan seems of such perfect promise

that, for that very reason, dare we hope ever to

see it realised ' However, a beginning has been

made. Two years ago we were with Loti at

Ticiiiculc en Toulven. Dagnan joined us, and we
wandered about lovely Morbihan ; wandered deli-

ciously, dreaming over everything, admiring every-

thing, Loti relating his earl}- impressions of Brit-

tany, and I >agnan quite charmed by his poet-friend.

On the eve of oui last day of travel, in a lonely inn

cast away mi the coast of Morbihan, we behaved

like schoolboys — for

Dagnan the dreamy and

Loti the lugubrious are

quite capable of school-

boy tricks — and after

amusing ourselves by

scaring the good folks

• if tlie inn with prodi-

gious stories quite gra^ e-

ly told, we wrote our-

selves down in the

visitors' hook by im-

possible names, as a

veterinary surgeon, a

druggist, and his as-

sistant.

I i an claim no great

authority in discussing

painting— I also find it

very difficult to make

a selection among 1 'ag-

nail's pictures; but, as

I cannot mention them

all, I will speak of those

I myself prefer : a Vir-

gin leaning against a

carpenter's bench, on

which tools are strewn,

while she watches the

sleeping Infant, with the

wonderful reflection of

the < Ihrist-child's glory

on the Virgin's face, and

shining through her

mantle (this work is at

Munich, in the Pinaco-

thek) : the " ( lonsecrated

Bread," in which the five

rDT.
or six heads of adoring

mission of Monsieur Amie.) women form all embodi-

ment of prayer; the

sweet grace and indifference of the child who carries

the fiasket of bread, with the admirable finish of the

painting, preserving, nevertheless, the crispness of a

work executed at a sitting -a fresh touch which I

have .just been admiring once more at the Luxem-

bourg, where the picture hangs—are, I think, more

than enough to justify me in regarding this work as

a masterpiece.

During a journey in the south Dagnan lent his

studio to a friend. I often went to see this friend

at his work, and, the master being absent, I would
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turn over the canvases standing with

the wall in the corners. Among thes

the " Breton Women at a Pardon."

their faces to the choicest of its ait to be Seen at Paris, this picture

1 discovered won, without a contest, the first medal at the Salon,

To say that while his earlier works gained another at the Uni-

THE CONSECRATED BKEAD.

(Fj-om the Painting hi Dagnan-Boueerct.)

this picture captivated me at once would not, he versal Exhibition. And yet it was this year, too,

true. It is so absolutely perfect—every head is so that Dagnan exhibited another masterpiece, to mj

exactly in the right place, so surrounded by atmo- mind even finer and more Pull of feeling, though, no

sphere: the landscape, the figures, the colour, are so

true, so thoroughly exact—that I felt as though I

were looking at nature itself, and if needed time

and thought before 1 understood that I had before

me a very great work.

In that year, 1889, when the whole world sent

doubt, less strictly "a picture" than the "Breton

Women "— I mean his " Madonna " -a Virgin of the

size of life, standing robed in white, and holding

the infant .lesus in her arms. The light falls on

the figure, subdued by vine-branches which overarch

the picture, 'flu' action of the Virgin pressing the
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somewhat dreamy and in-

are rendered with such

truth and grace as only manly and honest talent can

command. Nothing is seen of the Divine Infant hut

Child to her bosom, h

expressibly tender lot

THE MADONNA.

(From the Painting by Dagnan-Bouveret.)

His little held, drooping as though too heavy as yet

for the neck, and resting on His mother's shoulder.

The painting is capital, hut far beyond the technique

are the sentiment and poetry of the picture. It is

a vision lit' a superior being. This mother with her

child is the Mother of God, and as we gaze on it we
feel the same impression as in looking at the colder

but exquisite mysticism of a picture by Botticelli.

In his succeeding works Dagnan has still further

developed the emanation of charm and mysterj

which we find in the early Italians. A "Head of

a Young Girl," in the Champ de Mais last year,

and a "Study of a Breton Lad"

impressed me exactly as a Era

Lippo Lippi or a Botticelli might,

though there is nothing whatever

in the handling resembling that

of either of those painters. But

their exquisite charm dwells also

in Dagnan's work, and, though

he expresses it by a different

method, it is revealed all the

same.

I (agnan-Bouveret's life lies quite

apart from any enteric, and apart

from school squabbles; it was only

because he clung to his friends that

he abandoned the Salmi for the

Champ de Mais. He spends his

time w ith his wife and sun. some-

times at Ormoy, Haute SaSne,

where his parents reside, some-

times in Paris, where he leads a

re! ired life, seeing a small circle of

friends, and spending the whole

day at work.

Easy as his method and treat-

ment may appear, Dagnan is a la-

borious finisher, and dues not

begin a picture till he has collected

a perfect stack of sketches and

studies. Of all the painters I

know, Dagnan is the one who
values himself least—unlike many
who keep their drawings in port-

folios, and only part with them
fur gold, Dagnan really holds his

work cheap. The first scribbled

sketch of the " Breton Women,"
seen from the window of a rail-

way carriage, was done on a page

of a railway guide.

To conclude, I give an account

of his method of work as described by himself. At

a dinner one of the big-wigS of ait asked him,

'• How do you set. to work, Dagnan, to paint so

capitally 1

"

" I don't know; I dash it, in, and then 1 work it

over and over again."

"()h, if you work if over I am not surprised," re-

plied the other.



THE PARDON.

(From the Painting by Dagnan Bouveret. Engraved by Jtmnard.)
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SUGGESTIONS FOE A NEW FINE-ART COPYRIGHT ACT.
By the EDITOR; with contributions prom Hi;. HDLMAN HUNT, Mr. SEYMOUR HADEN, P.R.P.-E., MB. BRITON

RIVIERE, R.A., Mr. H. T. WELLS, R.A., MR. JOHN BRETT, A.R.A., AND Mr. POYNTBR, R.A.

F proof were needed of the value

of Mr. Gilbert Samuel's recent

articles in these pages in favour

of a new Copyright Act

—

articles published in the hope

of amending ultimately the

present grotesque and unjust

law—it would be found in the

reception accorded to them
by the profession at large. A very considerable

number of artists, including Sir John Millais, R.A.,

Sir John Gilbert, R.A., Messrs. Marcus Stone,

R.A., J. C Horsley, R.A., F. Goodall, R.A., Peter

Graham, R.A, T. Faed, R.A., H. H. Ai instead.

R.A., J. MacWhirter, A.E.A., and G B. Birch,

A. R.A. (with other artists of eminence who do

not wish to enter publicly into the matter), write

to agree cordially, but without comment, with all

the suggestions made in favour of a new Act and

the special provisions proposed. Of the criticisms

and suggestions which have been evoked by our

invitation a first selection is here made. It should

be remembered that the writers, all of them men
of reputation within or without the pale of the

Royal Academy, are thoroughly well versed in the

subject, keenly alive to the needs of the case, and,

by their own experience, fully impressed with the

justice of it. Without further preface, we proceed

at once, in the interests of the cause, to place before

our readers the more striking passages of the letters

to which we have referred, commenting upon them

so far as appears to us advisable.

Mr. Holman Hunt, in the course of a thoughtful

and interesting communication, writes:

—

"The copyright question can scarcely fail to receive

better attention through the publication of the article on

the subject in Thk Magazine of Art. It is most ex-

plicit in its explanation of the present provision for the

protection of the artists and publishers, and it points out

with ability where these fail in the opinions of persons

interested in the publication of artistic designs.

"About twelve years ago Government had a Kill pre-

pared for the simplifying of the ancient law, and tin:' was

calculated to remove protection such as, in a somewhat

clumsy manner, custom had hitherto extended to the artist.

I then wrote an article which appeared in tin- Nineteenth

(
'. ntury. I argued that unless due protection were given to

the artist for an idea the man with inventive faculty, who.

at the best, must be a less prosperous practitioner than his

brother wdio worked i Id ideas, or without any of any

kind, would soon be under urgent temptation to follow the

example of his more prosperous fellows, and devote the

time which he gave to thought and design to the mere
covering of surface, and that this, the art of tie- country,

would become prosaic, unelevating, and dull. Practically

the protection for ideas has become less, for photograph}
and other processes seize on an artist's design immediately
it appears, and until the law is stronger he must have less

security in his rights as an inventor. In Berlin a picture of

mine exhibited there had a print made without my know-
ledge, and, against my express stipulations, hung up at its

side towards the end of the exhibition, winch had appa-
rently heen made from a photograph taken when the work
was on exhibition the previous year in Chicago. What 1

foresaw is exactly realised now—which is not less i Fest

from the fact that the artists thus working boast that

subject, design, and all kinds of invention are altogethei

out of place in art— that facile imagination alone is wanted,

and many contend that there should not be too much ol

this.

"With the fashion as it is I can scarcely regard myself

as at all a proper spokesman in its interests. Art. which

in its highest is the noblest and most delightful prize to

strive after, in its lowest is the most loathsome possession

to have and to preserve.

• Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds. 1

"It must, of course, soon purge itself of foulness, and
for this future condition I will remark that the protection

ought to l.e longer for the artist than for the publisher, be-

cause the first should ever have the means of perfecting his

first thought, as the great Old Masters did. And hence it

is worth notice that when the habit was given up of de-

veloping hist ideas which were approved the art ceased to

maintain its high level, and decadence set in.

"
I can scarcely recognise that often protection would he

needed for ancient great works of art. lint provision should

be made to afford this to very competent artists, who
worked to preserve a great design, which was in danger of

loss from decay or mischance. Any painter, for instance,

who should set himself to copy Tintoretto's 'Crucifixion
'

should he able to claim such for his work/'

Of course in countries where there is, or has

been, so little protection for the rights of foreigners

Mr. Holman Hunt's Chicago experience was not

surprising. But it must be admitted that, according

to English law—even as it stands at present, inade-

quate ami alisurd Mr. limit would have had his

remedy against the perpetrator of so barefaced an

act of piracy had he taken the precaution, and as-

sumed tli«' "privileges," of registration.

Mr. Holman Hunt's plea for copyright in copies

of antique works of art, where the latter are either

inaccessible or in imminent danger of loss from

decay, is practically recognised in the existing Act,

Many artists who have addressed us against the pro-

posal have, we think, lost sight of tin's inducement to
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the preservation of ancient works of real artistic and

historical value. Indeed, this was the view we

adopted when we agreed with Mr. Samuel to retain

this provision in his suggestions for a new Bill, more

particularly as its retention involved no consequent

hardship upon artists.

Mr. Briton Rivieke, R.A., says :

—

" Mr. Samuel's articles seem to me to be clear and sound

in reasoning, and perfectly fair to the artist. It is highly

important that any Bill should be as simple as possible, and

[ cordially agree with the clause which says 'there is

no reason why these various branches of the tine arts

should not be dealt with concurrently, and made subject, as

far as may be, to similar conditions.' We want, above all

things, a complete Bill. But, as things are now in Parlia-

ment, I fear we shall be old men nr dead lie fore any new

measure is carried. The articles will be useful to all those

who, like myself, are anxious as to the manner in which the

new measure may be framed.

"So far as I can see. Mr. Samuel has treated the subject

in a manner calculated to meet with the cordial support of

artists. There is no proposition laid down by him that I

personally should object to, and the changes In- suggests, if

put in the place now held by the muddled and unfair Act

that represents the law of copyright, would, I am sure, he

hailed with pleasure by the profession.

"A somewhat long experience of the copyright question

has convinced me that the key to the whole position, as

regards the artist's point of view, is such a change in the

present law as will give him absolute power t" veto inferior

or imperfect reproductions of his work. The monetary side

of the question, though perhaps important, is as nothing

when compared with this; and artists never will lie, and

never ought to he. satistied until the law enables them

(failing some definite sale of the copyright, in which case

i In \ ean guard themselves against inferior reproduction)

'to keep control,' as Mr. Samuel puts it, 'over the en-

graver and photographer, and thereby prevent the repro-

duction of bad or inferior copies, and the consequent pre-

judice to their reputation.' This is what we really want,

and such a provision would satisfy me personally, even if

nothing else were done, though the new proposals of the

articles would be acceptable."

Mr. Briton Riviere's objection to photographers

being included in the Bill to enjoy full rights along

with the artist—the painter and sculptor— is a very

serious and important one. It constitutes a point in

which he is in cordial harmony with Messrs. Seymour

Iladen, Seymour Lucas, and Storey, and with which

we ourselves are in sympathy. But it must he re-

membered that, rightly or wrongly, photographers

have been in enjoyment of their privilege under

the present Act for many years past, and that any

attempt to dispossess them would lie fraught with

the gravest danger to the passage of any new Bill.

For the photographic element is an extremely

powerful one. great alike in influence and in numbers,

and it would certainly leave no effort untried to

resist any proposal, or set of proposals, to dispossess

it of ite ' rights," which have become consecrated

by time ami usage. After all. the aim of our

present endeavours is to secure to artists certain

rightful privileges; we have no right or pretension

to seek to strike a nice balance in respect to the

privileges enjoyed by others, especially when it

would he dangerous to try.

Mr. Riviere's other point is hardly less difficult

to grapple with We have already dealt with the

most urgent ease of " control " in our recommenda-

tions. That is to say, the control there stipulated

for is in the very usual case of a copyright lapsing

on the sale of a picture, through the artist neither

reserving nor assigning the copyright : when any

publisher, buying the picture, proceeds to reproduce

and publish it ill any degree of badness he pleases.

without in any way coming into contact with the

artist. The further suggestion of Mr. Riviere, how-

ever, that an artist should be able to " keep control
"

—arbitrary control—over his own publisher is very

well in theory, but—remarking passim that it is very

difficult, indeed impossible, to frame a Bill that will

provide for every case that may arise—we doubt if it

would work at all in practice. Nay, the enforcement

of such a law, if established, would re-act upon the

artist, for it is hardly to be expected that any pub-

lisher would purchase a copyright, and still further in-

vest his capital in the production of an etched, mezzo-

tinted, or photo-engraved plate, with the knowledge

that, after all his expenditure of money and time and

care, embargo may at the last momenl be laid upon

him. Desirable as such a stipulation would be, it

could, we believe, best and most effectively be ar-

ranged for by previous agreement with the publisher,

if artists arc not prepared p. see their relations

with their publishers seriously restricted. Tin' up-

shot would practically be that the artist would even-

tually have to become his own publisher, so far as

the executi f the plate is concerned - as Professor

Heikniner, Mr. Thaddeus and others have done upon

Occasion. It is easy, therefore, to see that such a

proposal would certainly meet with the bitter op-

position of "the trade." It is for artists to judge

whether it would be expedient to raise such op-

position.

Mr. SEYMOUE HaDEN, P.RP.-E., writes:—
"The first difficulty attending the drawing of any Bill

lor the protection of works of art is to determine what is a

work "f art. The next, to make your Hill, in these ,la\ s of

universal locomotion, reciprocal, without which it is prac-

tically of little use. On the first of these points I see that

the writer speaks of photographs as 'this class of fine art.'

If such things as these are to fie protected, you would have

to endow with special rights every man who possessed a

camera, and with equal rights any three or more men who

took the same view at the same moment. In the case of

photographic portraiture, again, it should be the sifter rather

than the ^Mdsi-artist who would must require protection.
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"When it was sought, again in 1882, to Wring in a Bill

(nominally by Mr. Hastings) for the protection of precious
1

proofs,' it had to be withdrawn on my giving notice to its

backers that the 'proofs' in question were not proofs

at all I

"

In our comments mi Mr. Riviere's letter we have

explained why it is proposed to class photographers

with artists. In respect to his illustration of the

"three or four men," wo would remind him that

such a photographing of a scene gives copyright, not

in the scene, hut in the negative of it—a very proper

thing, seeing that one negative would, in all proba-

bility, oo hotter (being more skilfully taken) than

another. In such a case, of course, if a photographer

wished lo take action for infringement of copyright,'

on him would devolve the onus of proving such in-

fringement. As regards the question of copyright in

portraiture, we would point out that the objection has

been provided for in the proposals as far as it is pos-

sible ; but it should he pointed out generally that no

B01 can be so subtly drawn as to define in words

any degree of artistic merit.

Mr. Hexry T. Wells, R.A., writes :—

" I am glad to read the articles, for the subject was

much in my mind some thirteen years ago when it was

taken in hand by the Royal Academy. The Royal Academy
' Memorial ' * to the Government of that day was prepared,

by ;i committee of Academicians, supplied with good legal

help. It served as the basis of Mr. Hastings' Bill. The

point of central interest was conceived to be the obtaining

in all cases of copyright to the painter, and thus securing to

him the footing long given to the sculptor. This was in-

tended by the framers of the Bill of 1862 ; but the portrait

difficulty arose as the Bill was passing through the House

of Commons, ami the alterations then made resulted in the

Act which is our bane. Of course the Memorial had to

show how the portrait question could be managed. A long

article by me, with an endorsement by Sir F. Leighton,

appeared in the Xni> te> nth (
' ntury."

The portrait question is, as Mr. Wells hints, a

most difficult one to deal with, and, in fact, when

the last Bill was before the House, was regarded as

the crux of the whole matter. The chief difficulty lay

in the fusion, in a portrait, of the two elements of

resemblance and artistic arrangement and execution—
the former, in the lay and legal mind, having a

curiously preponderating and confusing effect. It is

believed that in our suggestions in their complete

form this difficulty is surmounted as effectually as is

possible

.Mr. John Brett, A.R.A., writes with his ac-

cost omeil verve and spirit:—
"

I have little to say, beyond admiring the clearness with

which Mr. Samuel, in his valuable paper on copyright, sets

forth the present state of the law on the subject. His

* This Memorial" was fully considered by -Mr. Samuel when

framing his articles. Other subsequent proceedings, too, have

received further consideration and provision.

practical suggestions for its improvement amount (in his

first article) to two. which 1 will remark 11)1011 presently;

but his complaint of the confusion and absurdity of tin-

drawing of the several Bills would fairlj be against all Bills

that have been tinkered at by a Committee, [f four or five

illiterate persons were to lay their heads together to improve

one of your articles, they would proceed with all the gusto

and alacrity of a House of Commons Committee, ami would
turn out that article without much grace or brilliancy left

about it, and probably without any clue to its meaning "i

purpose, It is obvious that n<> ISill can possibly !" well

drawn on these terms. I have known editors treat writings

of my own in that way.

"Mr. Samuel's first suggestion is that the copyright

ought to be extended from seven years after the death of

the author to thirty years, which appears to me very reason-

able, since the chief purpose is that an artist may have

something of value to leave to his children, and it would not

pay anybody to engrave a picture with only a seven years'

copyright.

" His second suggestion is that copyright 111 sculpture

should extend to the 'various forms in which works of

sculpture may be copied." This, of course, is not what he

means, since the form is the only quality requiring pro-

tection. It is obvious that the form may be as correctly

conveyed by a photograph as by a cast, and protection in

the Hat is quite as necessary as in the round. The word
' forms,' I think, might be replaced by 'methods.'

"
I agree with the writer that copyright is of less con-

sequence to the artist as a protection from robbery than

libellous or bad copying, which is a more grievous injury

than loss of money. Allow me to point out from expe-

rience one respect in which the present law is truly

ridiculous.

" I find the artist has no copyright at all unless his

work is entered at Stationers' Hall. Of course, it would lie

just as reasonable to enter the flavour of a cup of coffee at

Stationers' Hall. The title is the only means of identifica-

tion, and often a picture has no authentic title at all— the

owner may call it what he likes. It may be registered as

'Portrait of a Gentleman,' and the auctioneer may sell it

as 'Sir Roger de Coverley.' Only one of my pictures has-

been entered at Stationers' Hall, so I suppose my children

will have no rights over the others. Could any court en-

force such a ridiculous law !

"Identification of a picture registered would often be

difficult, even to the artist, since he might have handled

the same subject on several occasions under different

aspects, but it would be hopeless for his heirs to identify it.

Suppose I had registered a picture of 'Hannibal Crossing

the Alps,' and other artists had painted the same subject

(since no one could pretend to monopolise such a title), is

the clerk at Stationers Hall to decide which of the pictures

was the one entered on his books? I have always under-

stood that under the common law the artist had an unques-

tionable title unless he contracted it away. What more

could be wished 1
"

Mr. Brett's proposed amendment of "methods"

for " forms" is manifestly a good one it is the better,

the obvious, word. With the proposal to give the

artist power over the issue of a had reproduction we

have already dealt. In regard to his objection lo

registration, we would point out thai we propose

that the whole duty ol such registration should de-

volve upon the purchaser, and that such registration
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is intended to form a title of future owners to the

copyright of the picture after it has passed out of

his possession; and, moreover, ii gives a legal status

to such title similar to that afforded by stamping

of agreements at Somerset House.

Mr. Brett raises the question as to the value of

registration as a means of identification. This is

simple enough, as those who register are now invited

to lodge a photograph or sketch along with the re-

gistration-form. If this were made compulsory

the whole matter would be simplified, save that the

difficulty which might be involved in certain cases

of taking such photograph might inflict some fresh

hardship. An admirable suggestion by Mr. Moore,

A.E.A., in respect to this matter will be considered

later on. We would point out that it was just

because the common law did not offer the neces-

sary benefit to artists that the Copyright Act was

passed.

Mr. POYNTER, R.A., says:

—

"I do not see anything to criticise in the articles on

eopyright. All the suggestions seem excellent. Only, as

regards the time for which copyright should last, I should

say twenty years would be simpler than during the artist's

lifetime and a certain term after it. Speaking as a painter,

it seems to me that an artist's object is rather to get rid of

the copyright than keep it. If he has not sold it within

twenty years he is hardly likely ever to get anything for it.

[ have always thought that the copyright should inherently

belong to the artist, and that when handed over, whether

for a consideration or not, is the time to register.''

Mr. 1'ovnter suggests a term of twenty years, but

docs not state from what moment that term is to

begin. It is the difficulty of deciding as to when a

picture is" finished " (could Mr. AVatts, I'm' example,

tell you when one of his pictures was finished ') or

from its public exhibition (many pictures are never

exhibited) that the death of the artist lias been

accepted as the only fixed date on which to construct

our provisions as to term of copyright. The period

of thirty years has been adopted in order to place

artistic copyright on all fours with the very general

and reasonable term existing on the Continent. And

it should be further remembered that the "post-obit

period" is of the greatest importance to an artist's

family, as it constantly happens that the value of

his works increases greatly after his death. The

case of Millet, for example, may be quoted as a

striking illustration in point.

"LA ZINGAKELLA."
Painted by Luke I'm. hi:-, I!. A.

LTHOUGH Mr. Luke Fildes is

still a young man, it is easy to

divide bis artistic life into four

distinct periods. The first con-

sists of the time when, through

his extraordinary natural ability

and strength of character, lie

on ed himself, while still a lad,

into the front rank of illustrators and

artists in black-and-white. The second

is identified with his sombre, powerful

scenes of the life of the London poor

—

when, without Inning received a single lesson in

painting, he sent, bis first oil-picture (eight feet

long, too!) to the Academy, and hail the delight,

of seeing it hung on the line in the place of

honour, bought for £600, and change hands on the

private-view day at double the price. To that

period belong "The Casuals " and " The "Widower,''

of the deep human sentiment of which we recently

found an echo in "The Doctor" of a couple of

years ago. Then came the Venetian period, when

the artist turned his eyes from grey sadness and

squalid dirt of the Great City to the brightness

ami colour of ideal Venetian life. How many pic-

tures of al fresco jollity has Mr. Fildes not given

us—how many times lias be made the walls of the

Academy bright with the brilliant beauties of the

skies, and flowers, ami types of the lagoons ( To

that series belongs the study of the gipsy-girl that

forms the subject of our photogravure— a work not

so brave in vivid colour as some, perhaps, but a

skilful study from life notwithstanding. The last

phase of Mr. Fildes's robust and cheery art—as

keen in character and sound in technique as it is

unfailingly true in its more dramatic qualities— is

portraiture: the department of art into which all

figure-painters of sterling ability are sure to drift,

sooner or later. But Mr. Hides is hardly likely to

allow himself to be permanently restricted in the

practice of his art, nor, it is to be hoped, tempted

into voluntarily sacrificing powers which few in-

deed of his colleagues can claim to rival. I may

add that the name of the picture, as given by

Mr. Fildes, was "La Strega" (The Witch), and

that the picture, painted nine years ago, is in the

collection of Mr. J. Heseltine, never having been

exhibited. S.
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DESIGN.

IN TWO PARTS.—I'ART II.

!'.v WALTEB CRANE.

HE human figure, being the most

adaptable of all forms, lends itself

to breatment in filling spaces.

which brings us to another im-

portant principle in designing.

< '"i tcil with this question of

ng spaces, the designer has

another primal necessity before him, in the deter-

mination of his mass or silhouette. This in itself

may be considered as a distinct and most impor-

tant part of designing, as, apart from plan and

line, in contriving the masses of a design any

amount of ingenuity and invention may be spent.

In adapting a figure xo fill a particidar propor-

tioned space in decoration, for instance, one would

think of it as a mass capable of infinite varia-

tion, cither as a dark upon a lighter ground, or

light upon a dark ground, and requiring modifica-

tion accordingly. If we were to place a figure on

the principle of even symmetrical balance in a panel

(like the first of those in the illustration on p. 134),

it would be felt to be rather a dull affair. We
should try to vary it as much as possible—we
should think of an idea—a motif for the action of

our figure, and might get a result like the second

example, and so we should be led on to vary and

enrich according to the aim of our design.

The boundaries of the silhouette will he the rest

of the interest of our outline. The determination of

the quality of this line and the degree of its emphasis

is another very important consideration with the

designer, as the expressiveness of his whole design

will largely depend upon it. It is, of course, in

the ease of applied design, practically determined by

the material in which the design is to be rendered.

The lead lines necessary in building a stained-

glass window, for instance, are taken accounl of in

the cartoon, and so far from being disguised, at once

bee important decorative elements of the highest

value in determining the chief masses of the design.

There is, in fact, no sort of design in the Hat

in decoration to which outline is not essential.

It may be as fine as an etching-needle or pen can

make it, or substantially built up in a row of solid

i. a ros in mosaic, but it always involves the necessity

of expressing its purpose according to its condi-

tions, apart from modelled work in relief, when,

though still controlled by line, if is rather the con-

structive lines of the plan than any actual out-

line, the decorative effect depending on the pleasant

and varied, though ordered, opposition of light and

shade.

In dealing with surface spaces or panels, friezes,

lunettes, pilasters, and the like, these being all

strictly architectural in origin, the designer feels

hound to respect both his surface and his boundaries

and in making devices to till them should naturally

have due regard in relation to them. lie docs not

wish to cut a hole in his wall, as it were, and, by all

the resources of pictorial skill, fasten your attention

upon something accidentally seen through it. lie

wishes to dwell on the architectural character of

his conditions, to acknowledge and emphasise the

character or proportions of the space he has to ileal

with, and never try to induce you to forget that he

is decorating a surface.

Of the perfect union of this controlling archi-

tectural sense with the most delicate and varied

artistic and sculpturesque feeling, controlled by the

rhythm of design, we must still point to that ex-

ample of examples—the frieze of the Parthenon.

15ut that frieze, though a thing of beauty, seen as

we see it only in fragments, and torn from its proper

architectural framing, owes its character, not only to

the object and position from which it was designed.

but also to the temper and spirit of the people of

which it was the expression.

And this shows that the beauty of the most

beautiful art is, after all, relative. What should

we say if anyone proposed to place the frieze in

Westminster Abbey or outside it ? What barbarity!

Yet here are two religious and monumental works,

both beautiful, and yet of a beauty and sentiment

so divided in time, so different in spirit, as to be

incongruous. Re-establish the lost links of chrono-

logical connection, however, and you would get har-

mony again. Everything, therefore, is relative in

design—nay, in all art.

I have spoken of the necessity under which tin

designer works of systemising his forms and em-

phasising their characteristics. In this he differs

from the painter, as. in an analogous sense, the

method of speech and delivery necessary to effei t

on the stage differs from the ordinary conversational

pitch. In the designer's case the degree of natu-

ralism being determined, apart from personal pre

dilection, by three important considerations

—

1. The object tO which the design is tO be applied.

2. The material in which it is to be executed.

::. The conditions under which it will be seen.
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ADAPTATION
OP TIG UR£
To'SPACC

In painted deco-

rations the imitative

facility of the mate-

ria] leaves the de-

signer comparatively

five. He is only con-

trolled by architec-

tural considerations. In fact,

superficial naturalism of ef-

fect is rather the snare to be

guarded against, since in de-

coration we do not want the

attention to be distracted by

bits of literal Imitation dune

for their own sake and un-

related to the general scheme of line and colour. No
hard-and-fast line, however, can be drawn here, and

there is always a large margin for individual feeling

and judgment. It is, however, an ascertained fact

that darkly-shaded figures, modelled up to full pic-

torial relief and chiaroscuro, with all the complexities

of foreshortening, do not make good ornament, and

the main business of a decorative designer being to

ornament, he has little to do with such methods of

representation. There are obvious reasons, too, why
the attempt to give the superficial facts and effects

of nature in decorative design is not successful.

The main and controlling scheme of line, the clear

silhouette, and counterbalance of masses, which are

of the first importance, are sure to be confused and

obscured by .such a treatment, and that fair and

frank system of coloration, on which so much
depends—that ornamental treatment of detail, and

rich fitting of inter-spaces, must necessarily be inter-

fered with directly they cease to be our chief care

in design. They must necessarily suffer when a new-

aim becomes paramount : and in aiming at pictorial

force and literal accuracy of representation, these.

and many other valuable qualities, must be sacrificed

—to say nothing of those suggestions of romance,

poetry, and imagination which are associated with

dreams and emblems; and

ligurative and suggestive, la-

ther than literal, methods of

expression. It is certain,

whether we look to ( llassical

or Renaissance times, we find

the struggle of art to lose

itself in superficial naturalism

preceding debasement and
decay of all design.

The real controlling ele-

ment in design in decorative

painting is on its architec-

tural side— its relation to the

wall or panel it decorates,

its lighting ami position. Such considerations as

these determine its form, and it is by meeting and

acknowledging such conditions that it gains its

peculiar dignity and impressiveness, as we find it

exemplified in the churches, palaces, and municipal

halls of Italy, where its greatest triumph,- have been

achieved.

Turning from painting, whic introlled

ADAPTATION OF TUB FIGURE TO SPACE.

{Drawn by Walter Crane.)

by its material and conditions, perhaps, than other

branches of decorative design, we shall find this

necessity of adaptation and control of conditions of

material greater.

Although in some cases it is possible that a
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design may lie so constructed as to be adaptable to becomes successful, over and above its distinction
execution in more than one material, as a general on grounds of imagination and draughtsmanship,

ADAPTATION Of THB FIRURE TO SPACE,

(Drawn by Walter Crane.)

rule, the peculiar conditions of each process of in proportion as it becomes perfectly adapted I" the

handicraft have to be allowed for, and a design material in which ii is carried oul in proportion

811
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as the designer has realised his design already in its

proper material, whatever it be, and has felt, as the

case may be, the ductility of the metal, and its

capacity for " agreeable bossiness
;

" or the erispness

of the wood-carving; the set of threads in the

,!' the loom : the emphasis of the embroiderer'swarp
»f flu odell,

>rk.

the
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and sound that it seems strange it should ever have

been departed from, and, in fact, only was broken up

by the pressure of the modern commercial system.

and the domination of the money-making ideal.

Some few crafts hereand there, closely connected

with the humbler and less changeful conditions of

the life of the people, have retained their primitive

distinction and appropriateness, and remain instances

of perfect adaptation of design to materials—such

as the brass ornaments of cart and waggon horses,

both in this and other countries, which are often

beautiful, however simple in design. The common
copper water-vessels of the Italian peasantry, and

the embossed brass milk cans of Antwerp, are other

instances of how much beauty may linger on in the

unregarded life of the hewers of wood and the

drawers of water. But, alas, the tourist comes by—

a

brisk manufacture for profit is started, toy models

are made of such humble things for the drawing-

room table—and the charm i.s lost.

In such things as these I have mentioned, there

is no attempt to be Hue, or to get outside the material

or its purpose, and shout—"How clever 1 can be !"

which has been the snare of so much post-Eenais-

sance art. And this is peculiarly the danger we are

liable to when the designer is wholly disassociated

with, and independent of, the craftsman. Pursued by

FlCUR&S TO lLLUSTRWe VALUe
OF VARIETY lli SU/riOUGTTe

[Drawn by Walter Cram.)

the Nemesis of commercial competition—the demand

for bogus novelty—the designer whips up the jaded

Pegasus of his ingenuity and designs something to

catch the superficial eye—and the penny—of an in-

different, because uninterested, public, rather than a

design fitted to its material and object, in which

he takes a personal interest and pleasure. And

so, instead of serviceable and suggestively-decorated

cupboards and cabinets, tables and chairs, we often

get fantastic pieces of architecture in wood, which it

would lie unwise to keep for show, and which will

not stand the test of use.

We have not, I am afraid, escaped out of the jaws

of commercial competition, which ruthlessly pursues

its way, and we become, in consequence, more and

more dependent on the work of machines, or of human

beings turned into machines, which, so far as they

touch anything in the nature of art- that is, art which

depends for its charm upon the personal clement

certainly roll it of its variety, beauty, and individu-

ality, and, therefore, of its interest. What would be

done to a speaker or musician who kept on repeating

the same set of words, or the same phrase in music,

without variation '. Vet this is precisely what

happens in another way with a piece of ornament

mechanically reproduced by machinery. Vet I am

far from saying there is no place for machinery in

art: although the machinery of artist or craftsman
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is generally of the simplest, and has mostly remained

tlic same through long ages, unaffected by that

mechanical invention which, in the interests of

commerce, has revolutionised industrial production

generally.

The reason of the greater richness and beauty of

old work is because of its variety. No two bits of

a pattern are precise counterparts. The plan and de-

sign may be the same, but the hand has, consciously

or unconsciously, varied it in the working, as it must

inevitably do. These little variations make all the

difference in the effect of the whole, and give it

life, colour, and character. We have sedulously

cultivated mechanical precision, and we ran get it,

but at the cost of all other qualities generally—and

not least, at the rust of turning our workmen into

machines.

The designer is not a scientific analyst, that he

should be required to draw up a report on such

accidental appearances in nature that may be before

him at the moment; neither is he an archeeologist, or

a maker of grammars and dictionaries. He is rather

the builder of a fair house of dreams, who sees in

nature and in the relies and examples of the art of

past ages wealth of beautiful and suggestive material

—material which he is only at liberty to use on the

condition of making it his own—of making it live

in fact. Egyptian conciseness and emphasis, Assyrian

solidity and vigour, Persian richness and grace,

Arabic intricacy, Chinese distinctness and quaint-

ness, Indian elaboration, Grecian severity and sim-

plicity, Byzantine splendour and mystery, Italian

grace and sympathy, German phantasy, or French

gaiety and romance, with all the finer shades and

distinctions of periods and styles— from Classic re-

serve to Gothic freedom and invention, and modern

Japanese impressionism. All these are rich ores,

which must be melted and fused by the tires of

the imagination till they emerge again from the

mind in some new form.

Overshadowed as we now stand by the work in

art of successive ages, of such distinct temper and

conflicting spirit as we read in turning from the first

articulate strokes of primitive man to the conscious

and learned artifice of the later Renaissance, the

designer of our days may well stand amazed and

embarrassed with wealth of material. But, unless ho

is content to look at the art of the past merely as a

huge pattern-book only, of which he will ruthlessly

tear page after page for his own patch-work, in his

efforts to he all things to all men : unless he is con-

tent 1" he a toy-kaleidoscope maker, and break up

fragments of Greek, Mediaeval, Renaissance, Persian,

Arabic, Chinese, or what-not. like so many hits of

coloured glass, and by a twist of the hand show you

new and original designs at a moment's notice;

ready to he Greek or Goth as the demands of trade

or fashion (which is often only trade's mask) may

decide; unless he is content to he a mere dealer in

the cast-off clothes of decoration—a mumbler of dead

languages, the significance of which lias been lust

Inn- ago with the life that gave them birth—he must

search his heart and find out whither his own

sympathies and predilections lead him: he must find

out what these dead languages in design signified,

and, if he is free to pursue his thought and leisure

to think, in the search he will find himself under

the necessity of making up his mind about many

pressing questions outside the immediate province of

design. He will discover that art leads him to its

.Mime in the mind and the life of humanity, and

that when it is a living thing it is always the fullest

expression of that mind and that life, and its colours

are the colours of the good and the evil of it. He

may find himself between the wings of those spirits

of light ami darkness, which, under whatever forms

and names, like night and day, constantly over-

shadow the world and dispute the territory of the

human mind between them—the one pointing to

despaii and indolence, the other to hope and strife.

{Drawn by Walter Crane.)
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MR. TIMOTHY COLE AND AMERICAN WOOD-ENGRAVING.

Hv EDWIN BALE, R.I.

iMEEICAN w l-engraving is con-

sidered by Americans to be the best

in the world at the present time.

Some do not hesitate to claim that

it is the very perfection of the art.

This opinion is not lieM by artists

and judges generally on this side the Atlantic and

the divergence of opinion is the result of the dif-

ferent views taken on the subject of art itself.

Everyone is willing to concede a very high place

to America for its scientific inventions, however

they may estimate its art, and among these, print-

ing and reproductive processes holdavery important

position. The reproductions of works of art made

in America by mechanical means are as good as

any in the world, but we hardly consider these as

works of art : they are rather triumphs of science.

In times past, before photography rendered such

scientific reproductions possible, the engraver pro-

duced all our book illustrations by the work of his

brain and hand. Their quality naturally varied

as the engraver was a good artist or none at all.

If he were the former he produced an engraving

that was a work of ail as an engraving, apart

from the artistic character of the original from

which he worked; if the latter, he gave yon a dull,

mechanical, uninteresting result. If it were required

to produce a reproduction as nearly like a mechani-

cal une as possible, the artist-engraver evidently

was not the man tu give it you : the mine mechanical

and slavish the engraver as a copyist, the better for

that purpose. And it lias always been necessary

tu discriminate between the artist who was also a

craftsman and the craftsman who was no artist.

This distinction seems so self-evident that it

may appear unnecessary tu dwell on it, but Ameri-

cans seem to take another view of the mutter.

A must interesting book has recently appeared

—

"Old Italian Masters," published byT. Fisher Unwin

—containing a large number of reproductions of

pictures by early Italians, engraved mi wood by

Mr. Timothy Cole, the acknowledged head of the

American school of wood-engraving, with essays

by Mr. Stillman and notes by Mr. Cole himself. It

is a matter of considerable interest to have from

s.i high an authority as Mr. Cole a statement of

the qualifications that- go to make a good wood-

engraver. We have heard it often, but have never

had it mi such good authority before, that the chief

qualification fur an engraver who has to reproduce

a work of art is that he should be able to suppress

In- own individuality—to " dis-individualise" him-

self is the term Mr. Cole uses. Of course if the

merest mechanical reproduction is wanted it is quite

desirable that it should nol be intrusted to an

engraver with artistic individuality, which is sure

to show itself in his work. But one must be quite

(dear mi the nature of the reproduction required.

It cannol be right to ask an artist tu suppress him-

self and his art, tu make a mere machine of himself,

and tu produce a wood-engraving, with weeks and

perhaps months of labour, which shall in no way

lie distinguishable from a block produced by me-

chanical means in a few hours.

Mr. Timothy Cole is, without doubt, an extremely

able engraver, and in some of those subjects where

he has not been able tu "dis-individualise" himself

he has produced some excellent artistic work; but

if you would sec the decadence of w l-engraving,

refer to page 160. There is a block of a Madonna

mid ( hild, by Sandro Botticelli, cut with an amount

of labour terrible to think of, which only the expert

could distinguish from a mechanical process-block.

Artist-engravers, like W. J. Linton, of England,

and Lepere, of France, have another idea of the

function of the artist-engraver. They do not believe

in his reducing himself to the level of a machine

without individuality, and Americans lav it at the

door of Mr. Linton, artist as he is, that his -rent

fault has been that he would not "dis-individualise"

himself. But in this he has sinned in the best of

company. The great artist-engravers of the world

have always held that the beauty of the method

of tin- engraver, the charm imported into a subject

by his individuality, are the features of an en-

graving that make it in any sense a work of art.

This is the line of cleavage that separates what

is called the American school of wood-engraving

from the artist-engravers of other countries.

And what has been the result of the American

teaching and practice '

It has tended, in the first place, to destroy the

artist, and to reduce the beautiful art of wood-

engraving to a mere mechanical craft, working at

which has called for patience and physical endur-

ance, but for no special artistic gifts. This,

taking wood-engraving from the sphere of art, and

placing it in that of a mere craft, has made it a

calling easy to follow, and so an army of w 1-

iiillir- ha- been called into existence who are
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beginning to find it hard to live. Because, .secondly,

it has gradually accustomed the public to such

mechanical work in wood-blocks that process-blocks

have taken their place without protest by the public,

and, indeed, are preferred in many cases to the wood-

block, on the score that if a mechanical reproduction

is desired, the process-block is better than wood.

For it must not be lost sight of that all the time

the American w l-engraver has been learning to

" dis-individuali.se " himself, Mr. Ives and other

makers of process-blocks have been improving their

processes so effectively that there is now very little

difference between the results produced by the en-

graver and the process-block maker. In the last-

two or three years there have appeared many wood-

blocks in the American magazines that only an ex-

pert could recognise as such; ami that is the goal

at which American w 1-engraving at last arrives

—

tin' imitation of a process-block! Where, then, is

the need fur the wood-engraver ?

It is nut to be wondered at after having been

accustomed to such work that readers should be

indifferent as to how such illustrations are produced

—process is as good as, and often better than,

such mechanical wood-engravings: and why should

the publisher spend money on wood-blocks, when

process-blocks will answer the purpose as well oi

better, and he can give his readers many more of

them ' And so the process-block is gradually push-

ing out the wood-block, and the outcome of the

new gospel of the American wood-engraver is thai

wood-engraving, both as an art and a craft, is

rapidly dying, and in a few years, unless it changes

its aims, it will be as dead as Queen Anne.

What Americans have done is not to advance

the art of wood-engi a\ ing, but to improve the

materials and method of prii 'ing. The finer,

smoother, more highly surfaced paper, and the more

accurate and solid machinery, have made it possible

to print the most delicate mechanical work of the

engraver. This was felt to be a call to the en-

graver to adapt himself to the new conditions and

to produce finer, that is, smaller, work, and ho has

done so; but all the time h.' has failed to see that

line work was not. necessarily line ait, and that

the triumph of the printer was being achieved at

the cost of the art of the engraver. The Americans

have been flattering themselves that, at least in

wood-engraving, they were great artists. But it has

been a scientific success they have achieved, ami tin-

very achievement has beenattained by the death of

the art which they thought peculiarly their own.

THE "PREFERENCES" OF AIR, HARRY QUILTER.*

By M. H. SPIELMANN.

AS an art-critic Mr. Harry Quilter occupies a rugged insistence mi Ids own rightfulness. That

J\. unique position, clear, original, and stiff in Mr. Quilter has adopted my view of his faculty for

Ins opinions, and honest and vigorous in his ex- criticism, as well as for the "gentle art of making

pressiou of them, he has cultivated his unusual enemies,'' is evident from his amusing preface, m
talent for plain-speaking until his meaning never which he reviews his work as art-critic of the Tim,-,

fails voits muter aux yeiu; and sometimes a la gorge, and Spectator, and as editor of the Universal Review;

His criticisms, oftentimes subtle and analytical in a he cries peccavi! in tones of unfeigned contrition,

rare degree, are expressed with what may be called expresses his profound regret for undue emphasis in

an italicised frankness that, has many a time turned the past, and— finally hurls one last clear note of

the person criticised into the critic's critic; for the bold defiance at his friends the enemy, in loving

candid friend, be his candour but sufficiently un- memory of many a sweet attack,

varnished, comes at last to be regarded simply as the The points of interest in this magnificent volume

candid enemy. Thus it is in some measure that, are several. Stately in size, admirable in printing,

while serving the public without fear or favour, he splendid in its binding, copious in the profusion of

has raised about him a veritable hornets' nest of its well-chosen illustrations, it. is a 1 k to awaken

enemies—enemies among the artists upon whom he the covetousness of the lover of superb and artistu

has so energetically pronounced, and among his tomes. It illustrates belter than any other single

fellow-critics, whose opinions he has scorned, or volume ever published the growth and development

whose hostility he has invited through an over- of English pictorial art from the earliest days of the

fre-Eaphaelite Brotherhood, and oilers besides more

••Preferences in Art, Life, and Literature," by Harry
,1,., ,, example ,,f the finesi water-colours of

Quilter, Trin. Coll., Camb., of the Inner Temple, Esq., Barrister-
masters But ill the text a

at-Law. L892. Swan Sonnenschein and Co. (With fifty-seven
"' i; " lllA '""' '""" "lasuc.

autotypes and many other illustrations.) latin I mm Hal occurrence in the rase ol a beaiililul
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book -will be found an importance and sustained

artistic interest, quite independent of the pictures

which embellish it. It is in the "Chapter on the

History of Pre-Eaphaelitism " that the chief value

''jM&mm-mrim*

~*js swi-m *< »mmam,

• mmvm mw&m

A VENETIAN DOOKWAV.

(.Reduced from the Autotype after the Drawing by Harry Q

of the bunk is to be found—a series of essays that

constitute the principal and most notable contribu-

tion hitherto made to the literature of the great

art-movement of the 'Forties. This portion shows

combined knowledge, grasp, and power of analysis,

quite apart from the crowd of biographical and

asthetie I'aets here marshalled in historical and

logical array: but on a few minor points it is diffi-

cult to agree with the author. His championship of

Mr. Ford Madox Brown, the real father of Pre-

Raphaelitisin, is just and generous, but pitched in

somewhat too high a key to secure all the adhesion

it deserves. Mr. < juilter's views

on stained glass, though coin-

ciding practically with those

of Mr. Seddon and Dante

Rossetti, practically put all

glass-painters, including Sir

Joshua Reynolds and Mr.

Burne-Jones, out of court.

He objects to Mr. Hohnan

Hunt's " Ilicnzi," partly he-

cause it is " garish and un-

pleasant in colour," but he

overlooks the fad that it has

recently been re-painted after

its partial destruction by bak-

ing. He doubts the truth of

the P.-R.B. being so called

" rather in fun than in sober

earnest :

" vet 1 myself have

frequently heard it so ex-

plained by more than one of

its Members. Mr. Quilter sup-

poses that the " Brother" for

whom the portraits of the rest

of the hand were done " may
possibly refer to Wbolner." I

may posit ively assert I hat such

is the case, for 1 have had it

from the sculptor's own lips,

as well as from his pen. Next

follows a cle\cr and apprecia-

tive paper on Frank Holl, in

which the author rides a-till

at the ambition of the fashion-

able artist of to-day, whose ex-

penditure, he maintains, con-

demns the painter to a species

of hard labour to the detri-

ment at once of his health

and of his art. However much

of truth there may be in the

charge, the writer is mistaken

;;,,,,.> in asserting that Holl "worked

himself to death"— at, any

rate in quest of riches and ambition. 1 was with

Holl a week or two before he died, and though

hi' admitted the strain of receiving four, or even

six, sitters in a single day, he emphatically added,

with that compression of the lips which tells of

a constitutional feverishness for work: " The fellows

say 1 work too hard, and that I work lor money.

7 know what they say—but it's not true. 1 only
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work hard because I'm desperately miserable ami in the National Gallery is well-timed and effective.

dejected if I don't." He over-worked, in fact, be- A chapter on idyllic painting, wherein Millet and

THE EAVESDROPPER.

(From the Drain,,;, by William Hunt.)

cause he could not help it. Mr. Quilter's eloquent William Hun! are placed in the balance, and an

plea for the " unfashionable art" of water-colour intelligent comparison is drawn between .lames

S12
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Ward mi the one hand, and Landseer and Mr. surpassing Sir Frederic Leighton's amazing " Lemon
Riviere on the other, displays much vigour and Tree at Capri," in the work here reviewed. His

insight, hi his disquisition on Mr. (1. F. Watts, subjects, it is true, arc often sad and serious, lmt

THE GAMEKEEPER.

(Reduced from the Sketch by William Hunt.)

Mr. Quilter shows a great appreciation of the higher at the same time they seldom arc without the

qualities of his work, but not, I think, an entire dominant and balancing note of hope,

familiarity with the whole of it, or he would nol In speaking thus briefly, I have necessarily

have said that the artist "would uever have been touched but lightly upon Mr. Quilter's "Prefer-

able to touch the tenderness of drawing with which ences"— a book which occupies, and must cm-
Mr. Burne-Jones executes his pencil heads;" for the tinue to occupy if only on account of its reproduc-

former has performed miracles of delicacy with his tions, a unique position in the records of English

pencil to which the latter has never attained—even art.
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OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

MLUC OLIVIEE
. MERSON.who

has been elected mem-
ber of the Academie

des Beaux - Arts, in

place of M. Signol,

deceased, is one of

the most admirable

designers of decora-

tion living, and one

of the most exquisite

artists, both for feel-

ing and quality. Those

who have seen his

series of illustrations

for " Notre Dame,"

as well as his recent

pictures in the Salmi,

will entertain no doubt as to the justice of the selection.

The only competitor he bad to fear was M. Carolus-

Duran: but at the last ballot those who had voted

for the third candidate, M. Benjamin-* lonstant," went

solid" for M. Merson, and thus secured his election.

Among M. Clairin's latest works is the series of

ceiling decorations he bus executed for the Grand

Theatre (till lately known as theEdenTheatre); and of

these we here reproduce one of the most characteristic.

To the election of Mr. Fred Brown to the Slade

Professorship of University College we refer in

another part of the present number, as well as to

LUC OLIVIER MERSON.

{From n Photograph by Xulni

its significance. So far Professor Brown has dis-

tinguished himself, perhaps, more as a teacher than

as a painter: and now that he has a fair field he has

an admirable opportunity for the exercise of his

talents. His work, both artistic and scholastic, will

shortly form the subject of an article in these pages.

A painter-decorator of uncommon talent lias

passed away in the person of M. Pierre Victor Gal-

land. He studied, both as architect and painter, in

Italy, and subsequently was called upon to visit many

of the European capitals for the purpose of dei orating

many private mansions. When in London he was

greatly impressed by the recent renaissance of art in

England, and as professor at the Ecole des Beaux

Arts never tired of warning his countrymen of the

dangerous rivalry which he foresaw would soon arise.

He was also director of the Gobelins manufactory,

and was an officer of the Legion of Honour. He died

at the age of seventy.

The picture of -Christ Outraged and Reviled,"

by M. Henri de Groux, which has for some time

been exhibited at the Hanover Gallery, is one of the

most extraordinary works which has recently been

evolved from the eccentricity or the genius of Conti-

nental artists. The design is here clearly placed

before the reader with all its vigour and originality.

Never was passionate invective more \ iolently spoken

with the brush. But it would be difficult, without

appearing to exaggerate, to explain the utter con

tempt exhibited by the painter for all the rules of
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technique, or for the

anything like balance

lllllltk'lVIKC

PKOFESSOE FEED BROWN.

distinctive of the great catastroph

le parades for

lis, we think, is

his great mis-

take, because

he knows much
better than he

affects. It is

true that the

work is that

of an original

mind, that we

are shown a

real shouting, moments hardlj

cursing, surg-

ing crowd,
which screams

for the death

of the Con-

demned One

with all the

frantic hate

which proba-

bly was not

religious fervour here—almost a blind fury, one

might say, which is perfectly amazing. But we
cannot forget that M. de Groux has been taught

to draw and to

colour; so that

drawing which

is a wild cari-

cature of Mr.

Ford Madox
Brown, which

even Blake in

his grotesquest

surpassed : and

colour which
is utterly un-

ordered and un-

balanced— these

can hardly be

sincere when so

much ignorance

has to be assumed. This "Ecce Homo" has been

called the "anarchy of painting;" it is more—with

I'licie is a all its power and passion, it is almost chaos.

THE LATE PIERRE VICTOR GALLAXI).

(Fmm a Photograph by Ramsay.)

CHRIST OUTRAGED AM) REVILED.

(From the Painting by Henri de Groux.)
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THE HEALTH OF THE BKIDE.

{From the Painting by Stanhope A. Forbes, A.S.A., in Hi,' Tale Collection. By Pen,,

bji whom an Engraving is •published.)

of Mr. Harry C. Dickens, Regent Street,

THE NATIONAL GALLEKY OF BEITISH AKT, AND
ME. TATE'S COLLECTION.

I.—ITS HISTORY.

By M. H. SPIEL MANX.

published, and contained a strong recommendation
"that some portion of the ( lallery should be dedicated

to the perpetuation and extension of the British

School of Art. Pictures by living British artists

of acknowledged merit might, after they have si I

the test of time and criticism, be purchased for the

national collection;" and a rider advised that en-

gravings should also be acquired. If such a >

were advisable in 1836, how much more desirable

was it in L 890, when, chiefly owing to want of space

in the National Gallery, but partly, too, to a certain

lack of sympathy on the part of the directors, the

representation of English art in Trafalgar Si

was totally inadequate, in no way offering a truth-

ful reflection of its status or achievements ? More
over, when the purchase of the works of living masters

was declared even then to be desirable by the most

IVroW that the matter which has been pending
Li for nearly three years has at last been de-

cided ; now that Mr. Tate has accepted the Govern-

ment proposals, and the Government has expressed

itself satisfied with Mr. Tate's modified conditions

;

now that a portion of the site of Millbank is definitely

made over as the locale of the new Gallery—and

that in fact—in spite of the rancorous opposition of

a few noisy bigots—the National Gallery of British

Art is practically a, fait accompli, it may be well

briefly to recount the history of the movement, and

to say something on the collection, and its manage-

ment, which Mr. Tate has offered to his fellow-

countrymen.

As long ago as 1836 -two years before the

National Gallery was thrown open— the report of

the Select Committee of the Houseof Commons was

813
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eminent English and foreign experts five-and-fifty

years ago, it surely can hardly now be begrudged to

the eminent dead—and not less to those masters

who made the art of water-colour as it now exists into

the national art of England. The recommendation

of the Committee was duly ignored, bul the subject

was nol entirely lost sight of by the Press. In 1885

Mr. .lames Orrock read a paper bearing upon the

subject before the Society for the Encouragement of

the Fine Arts, with the result that the Society set

Mr. Sheepshanks did, he stipulated that neither the

National Gallery, the South Kensington Museum,

nor the Science and Art Department, nor, indeed,

any other body should have any part in its adminis-

tration, while the collection he offered should be kept.

scrupulously intact. The unreasonableness of these

conditions was duly pointed out by Mr. Goschen

from his seat in Parliament, the Chancellor at the

same time ottering the "East and West Galleries " at

South Kensington for the purposes of the institution,

A IIAINY DAT.

(from the Painting by Peter Graham, It. A., in the Tate Collection.)

about promoting a petition (including a demand for

an annual grant of £5,000 for the purchase of

English art), approved by the trustees of the Na-

tional Gallery, for presentation to Parliament, and

several writers, including Mr. Harry Quilter, Mr.

Frederick Wedmore,and others, continued to enforce

the claims of the scheme in the newspapers and

reviews.

Sir Frederic Leighton cordially supported the

ideanf an English Luxembourg—chiefly, however,

for the encouragement of living artists: and once

more the mutter subsided for the time, when just

as the agitation was again being worked up and

the ground prepared, Mr. Tate, on the 23rd of

June, 1890, addressed a letter to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, offering "not less than fifty-

seven" of his pictures to form the nucleus of

a national collection of national art. But, carrying

his objection to existing institutions farther than

Then began the" Battle of the Sites." A letter

in the Times suggested thai a national fund should

lie raised for the erection of a Gallery worthy of the

important purpose to which it would be put. A \ ice-

president of the Sunday National League offered a

sum of £5,000 if the new institution would be kept

open for a few hours on the Day of Rest. Sir

J. ('. Robinson then urged, with strong argument,

that the grounds of Kensington Palace would be

an ideal site, with a hint that no opposition need be

feared in high places. Mr. William Agnew ottered

a sum of "not less than £10,000 to further the

scheme;" while, on the other hand, Mr. Harry

Quilter promised £2,000 if the site were fixed in a

more central and convenient spot. But the East

and West Galleries had been endorsed by several

lenders of the art-world, and the workmen were

about to begin operations, when Mr. Tate stepped in,

declined to have anything to do with a scheme
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which included galleries so undignified and un-

worthy of the object in view : and simultaneously, a

munificent anonymous patriot—who subsequently

turned out to be nunc other than Mr. Tate himself

—offered £80,000 with which to build a suitable

I rallery. He asked for a site

opposite the Imperial Institute,

which was readily granted by

Parliament under some strange

misconception — for it had

already been promised to the

Science Department, and the

consent had finally to be

withdrawn from Mr. Tate in

response to the storm of indig-

nation that hurst from the

science world at the alleged

want of faith. Then it was

that Mr. Humphry Ward pro-

posed a site on the Thames

Embankment, hut many ob-

jections stood in the way;

and 1 myself sought to force

forward the idea of building

a "Tate "Wing" into the Na-

tional Gallery on the site of

the present barracks. The

main advantages claimed were

four-fold: (l)Mr. Tate's gene-

rosity would henceforth and

fur always ho fittingly con-

nected with the National

Gallery; (2) the National

Art would he represented on

ground consecrated to the

National Gallery : (") the plan

would entail the removal of

the dangerous barracks, which

have more than onee threatened

the national collection with

destruction from fire : and per-

haps, if funds permitted, might

place a new streel between

the Gallery and the bedding

warehouse which practically

abuts on to it on the west: and (4) thai as a

splendid collection of one aspect at least of British

art was alreadj on the spot, a far better start could

he made than could otherwise he possible. < >nly

missing links would have to be Idled in: the forging

of a new chain would be altogether unnecessary.

But Sir Frederick Burton, though nof unwilling to

have the collection under his control, very emphati-

cally objected to it occupying any of the space which

he foresaw would before very long be required for the

National Gallery proper, and from which, when the

time came, he might not easily be able to dislodgi if

with a view to housing it elsewhere.

Mr. Goschen then made another proposal. He

offered to Mr. Tate the plof of ground in Exhi-

bition Road, close fco the Roj'al Art Needlework

{From the

A SILENT GREETING.

•i by I.. Alma-Tadema, R.A., in the Tate Collection. By Permits

•hen ('. Goaden, Pall Mull, by whom an Etching is published.)

Gallery and the Royal College of Music; but this

—on account of its narrow limits, and the difficulty

of providing fur any subsequent expansion Mr.

Tad' would have no mole than the East and West

Galleries; and the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

out of patience at Mr. Talc's fastidiousness, aban-

doned the attempt to satisfy him. and somewhat

curtly broke off negotiations; but nof before a pro-

posal came from a military quarter that Millbank

offered advantages in everything hut accessibility

That Mr. Tate would surely accept with delight a
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FLATFORD LOCK.

[From the Painting by John Constable, In tlu Tat Collection By Permission of Mr. Stephe

by whom an Engraving is published.)

C Gooden, Pall Mall,

spiii whereon he might erect the building designed

for him by Mr. Sidney I!. J. Smith, with plenty

nf surrounding garden-space with which to set

it off.

Thru fame the change of Government. It was

prophesied in these pages that "the Tate business"

would soon again be on the tapis; for it was felt

that a new Government would be glad to succeed

where its predecessor had failed, ami that popular

opinion was strongly mi Mr. Tate's side— to say

nothing nf tin' amiable ami business-like belief of

Libera] Governments in the policy of always, where

possible, getting something for nothing. The pro-

phecy was sunn fulfilled. Sir John Millais looked

kindly on the new proposal, ami when Mr. Tate

was i aire more approached on the subject, Sir

William Harcourt found little difficulty in obtain-

ing Ins consent, together with his expression of

readiness—a really practical concession—to accept

the control of the trustees of the National Gallery,

of which the Tate Gallery was to be an "annexe."

in much the same sense as the Natural History

Museum is an "annexe," or department, of the

British Museum at Bloomsbury.

Thus have matters been so far brought to a

happy and satisfactory conclusion. But it must

be admitted that certain drawbacks are inherenl

in the Millbank scheme. In the first place, the

spot is somewhal inaccessible. It is true, on the

other hand, that Smith Kensington was considered

absurdly "out of the way" when the proposal was

firsl mooted; but Smith Kensington at that time

was " an eligible building district." and, moreover, the

underground railway was possible, and other means

of ready conveyance. But Millbank is divided from

the east by a main sewer, which renders impossible

the construction of an underground railway at any

future time, while Parliamentary Westminster is

said to l>e immovably and unyieldingly opposed to

the introduction of tramways into the minster city.

But a more vital objection is the extreme damp-

ness of this district; for dampness is the worst of

all enemies of art, particularly of water-colour and

painting. No matter how thoroughly the architect
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may look to his foundations and how ingeniously

lie may solve the problem of ventilation, he ran

hardly hope to exclude damp from the building.

However, as the edifice is now to be erected on this

line hut treacherous site, the best must be made
of it; and it is to be hoped that special arrange-

ments may be devised for the careful infiltration

of air.

Turning our attention for a moment tothecasket

in which Mr. Tate's gems arc destined to be en-

shrined, I would say a word as to the building, as it

was first planned for Mr. Tate by Mr. Sidney Smith.

With the sole exception of the National Gallery, the

new building, if carried out according to the original

plans, will have a picture wall-space of no less than

01,620 square feet, or in lineal measurement of about

2,200 feet, winch is nearly half as large again as the

nailery-length of the original Louvre. The entrance-

hall will open into a sculpture-hall, hardly spacious

enough perhaps for its ultimate object, yet of sufficient

proportion to constitute a fine architectural feature.

From this on cither hand there opens out a picture-

gallery, 75 feet by 40, and from these again galleries

70 feet by 35, that on the right being reserved for

water-colours. North of the latter galleries are a

couple more measuring 50 feet by 35, thai on the

right again being also intended for water-colours.

Between these two are a couple of smaller rooms.

each 10 feet square, enclosing the grand gallery, 130

feet long by 40 wide. This communicates bj a

central doorway with the sculpture-hall, from which

also two little "special galleries," 35 feel by 30,

open out. The exterior of the building is highly

decorative, being a picturesque collection of Roman

and Grecian features; hut whether it is quite worthy

of so important a monument as it is destined to

become is another matter, and one which should

perhaps receive further consideration. The ground

plan, however, seems admirable, although it may
possibly be open to improvement.

The pictures composing Mr. Tate's collection will

he noticed in the succeeding articles.

the Painting by IM Cr<

LANDSCAPE.

the Tate Collection. By Permission of Stephen C. ten, by whom an Engraving ia published.)
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REGINALD EASTON, MINIATURE-PAINTER.

By W. P.

THE late Charles Landseer, R.A., brother of the

great Sir Edwin, though amiable with every

amiable quality, was a better punster than painter,

as many of his jokes and his pictures sufficiently

prove. Coming events east their shadows before;

daguerreotype, talbot t \ pe,

and other processes heralded

the birth of photography,

which was presently christ-

ened photographic art by

its friends, amongst whom
Charles Landseer resolutelj

declined to enrol himself.

" Photographic art !

" he said.

" Yes, a foe to graphic art it

will prove." Whether the

punster was right or wrong

in his sweeping condemna-

tion may he a matter of

doubt, but there can be no

doubt whatever that photo-

graphy has been, and still

is, a cruel foe to minia-

ture-painting. What photo-

gravure is to the engraver

photographs are to the

miniature-painter. Engrai -

ing is dying a lingering

death from its attacks, and miniature work, though

we have still a few respectable, and one or two

brilliant, professors of it. has suffered severely.

In tl Id days at Somerset House a special

portion of the great room was set apart by the

Eoyal Academy for the display of miniatures, where

Cosway, II. A., and many others showed triumphs of

their art to an appreciative public. How different

to the public of to-day, which prefers a coloured

photograph, the product of a machine, to work on

which some of the choicest faculties of the human

mind and hand have been brought to hear. Facility

of production and cheapness are, no doubt, important

factors in this deplorable state of things, and until

the purchasers of engravings and of portraits oi

themselves or their friends, in small or in large, are

able to appreciate the vah f the artist's mind in

FRITH, R.A.

where in a few small rooms the annual exhibitions

REGINALD EASTOH

were held: and in one of them, called the' Minia-

ture Room," were exhibited examples of water-

colour drawing ami miniature-painting by George

Richmond, Sir William Loss, Thornburn, Easton,

anil others, which pale in-

deed the intellectual tire of

the displays of to-day.

If the subject of this

paper. Reginald Easton, had

received the severe training

so conspicuous in the works

of his rivals, he would, I

think, have equalled the

best of them—to surpass

such men was impossible.

Easton was entirely self-

taught. Commencing as an

engraver, his love of colour

and sympathy with beauty

in women and children

found no outlet : copper and

steel Were si. oil deserted ill

favour of ivory, and his first

attempts went far to prove

thai brilliant success was in

his power. Lawyers say

that a man who is his own

lawyer has a fool for his client, and artists are

pretty well agreed when they declare that a self-

taught artist has not only a fool for his pupil, hut

fur his master also. Mr. Easton is the solitary

example within my knowledge that, upsets the

aphorism—he is the exception which proves the

rule; hut. it is distressing to think of the position

he must have assumed had he cone through the

drudgery of preliminary study.

Reginald Easton was born in 1807, and passed

tranquilly away the other day at the age of eighty-

five. He was a well-born and W ell-educated mall, of

a singularly sweet and gentle nature, modest to a

fault, ever depreciating his own merits, and extolling,

sometimes unduly, the merits of others. His powers

soon found appreciation— he was constantly em-

ployed; in fact his life was spent in house-tO-llOUSe

The Queen'sthe production of them, so long will photogravures visitation— a wide range indeed:

of pictures supersede fine engravings of them, and palace one day, and that of the Birmingham mer-

coloured photographs dethrone the finest miniatures, chant the next. Even Sir Joshua in his palmy days

In the year 1837 the Royal Academy waff'trans- had not greater opportunities for painting the

ferred from Somerset House to Trafalgar Square, beauties of England than those so eagerly embraced
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by Easton; but at what prices! The invincible

modesty of the man stood in the way. I remember
years ago begging him to increase his prices. "No,"

said he, " they wouldn't pay me better; they would

get themselves photographed, and then ask me to

POKTKATT OF A LADY.

(From the Miniature by Reginald Easton.)

touch them up alittle,and I don't want to encourage

that kind of thing."

In the houses of the nobility, and there were few

indeed in which he had not practised his art, he was

always kindly received, though so disastrously ill-

paid that his life was but a desperate struggle with

poverty. The fault was, perhaps, his own: loving

only his art, he cared little how it was rewarded,

and towards the end of his career, though his powers

wore unimpaired, the photographic fiend pursued

him, and all hope of better prices for his miniatures

was gone. Still, up to within six years of his death,

when his sight became weakened, he exhibited his

full number of eight portraits at the annual exhibi-

tion. ' >n one occasion when his works were of

even unusual excellence I was one of the hanging

committee, and I placed nine of them—eight being

the limit allowed by academic law—on the walls, or

rather in the eases which now contain the miniatures,

and, by the way, give the room a very simp-like

appearance; but my attempt to break the law was

discovered by our excellent secretary, who. 1 am

sine with regret, defeated my attempt.

I might describe many of the beautiful specimens

of miniature art that I have seen from the hand of

my friend, but it' 1 did so I should extend this

notice to an unreasonable length : I shall, therefore,

content myself with onlj naming two, the first of

rare mi en t. being that of the two sisters of Shelley,

a work which I saw at Boscombe, the residence oi

the late Sir Percy. The sisters are represented

standing together. They are, of course, no longer

young, but the composition, drawing, and colouring

of the picture leave nothing to be desire. I. As

I have never seen the ladies I cannot speak to the

likenesses, but I could certainly trace in each face a

resemblance to the well-known portrait of their im-

mortal brother.

The second is the portrait of a Ghost. Here

again I cannot speak of likeness, having no acquaint-

ance with anything of the kind. To his dying

day I believe my old friend persisted in the truth

of his story, which was as follows: Jb' was asked bj

letter if he would undertake the miniature por-

traits of some children, whose parents rejoiced in

the name of Cobb, or something like it, and who

lived in an old house, in a remote country place.

The Cobbs would be delighted to receive him as

as a visitor; he might be assured of a hospitable

(/V.

Miss BASTON.

Minolta,: !>>i Reginald Easto

reception, and a room with a g 1 light For Ids

work. My friend arrived at a moated house of great

antiquity, truly a treasure of a place to an artist,

as he described it. with its mullioned windows, it^

inner courtyard, with quaint gables, tall chimneys,
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and the rest (if it. The Cobbs were charming through which the moon shone brightly enough to

j pie, the children pretty, and apparently tract- enable the tenant of the room to distinguish pretty

ablet and the house quite full of company, so full clearly all the objects in it.

that one bedroom only was available to the artist. Easton was soon in bed, and almost as soon

Easton noticed a myste-

rious suit of muttering be-

tween his bust and hostess,

of which be overheard the

words "can't be helped

—

there's no other," which he

construed rather unfavour-

ably in respect of the salu-

brity of his apartment : but

in reply to his inquiry aboul

dampness, &c, be was assured

that he had nothing to fear

on that score. The dinner

left nothing to wisli for;

the company was congenial,

the wines, of which, as

always, he was very sparing,

w ere perfect , and the arl is!

retired to his room somewhat

fatigued by his journey, but

i mly sufficiently so to make

his bed more than usually

welcome. Before testing its qualities, however, be

examined the ancient room. The bed was a huge

erection with funereal feathers crowning each of

(Fro

asleep, to be presently awoke

by a strange intruder, who
st 1 at the foot of bis bed

iii the full light of the moon,

in the form of an elderly

lady, who was apparently

wringing her hands, and

with eyes cast down was

searching for something on

the floor. Feeling that a

mistake had been made, the

artist sat up in bis bed and

said, "
I bee- your pardon,

madam, but you have mis-

taken your room." The

strange visitor made no

reply : and on closer in-

spection, to his great sur-

prise, Easton found the lady

to be ill the dress worn a

hundred and fifty years ago.

and perfectly transparent, for

be could distinctly trace the form of the fireplace

through the body of tile liguie: be also recognised

the lady as exactly resembling one of the ancestral

MISS FLORSIIEIM.

Miniature by Reginald !: „„.)

MASTER FLORSHEIM.

the Miniature by Reginald Easton.)

MASTER FLOBSHEIM.

(From the Miniature In/ Reginald Easton.)

the four posts. It. stood opposite to a fireplace of portraits be had seen in the picture-gallery before

high and quaint construction, with a silver tire-dog dinner. These reflections had scarcely passed through

on each side' of it ; opposite to the door, and to his mind when the lady, with a look of terrible des-

the left of the ehimneypiece, was an oriel window, pair in her face, ceased wringing her hands, seemed
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to be absorbed in the moonlight, and disappeared

through the window.
" Well," said Easton to himself, not having ex-

perienced the slightest sensation of fear, " that's a

ghosl if ever there was one. I wish to goodness 1

had a sketch of her." In a few minutes he was

fast asleep again.

The mystery of the conversation of the previous

night between host and hostess was cleared up at

breakfast when, in reply to the usual hope that he

had slept well, he gave an account of

his midnight visitoi*.

" Yes," said Mrs. ( !obb, " we never

use that room if we can avoid doing so,

for our friends arc sometimes terrified

by the apparition of the dreadful

woman who committed a murder in

that room. No, she is no ancestor of

ours, but she became possessed of this

property by the murder of the heir to

it — a child who was the only obstacle

to her inheriting the estates. This she

managed by sending the child's nurse

on a fictitious errand, and during her

absence she strangled the heir, but so

skilfully that no traces of foul play

were discernible, and nothing would

have been known of the crime if she

had not confessed it on her death-bed.

The property was then sold, and Mr.

Cobb's grandfather bought it."

Will she appear again, do you

think i" inquired the artist.

"Certainly, she will, and about the

same time," was the reply.

At the request of Mr. Easton he

was furnished with a lamp, the light of

which was kept as low as possible, and

with sketching materials by the side of it he laid

himself down in bed on the second night, but not

to sleep. The apparition appeared and conducted

itself exactly as it did on the previous night :

and, if ghosts are capable of surprise, she must have

experienced the sensation when Easton, sitting up in

bed, said, " I beg your pardon, madam : I am an

artist-will you allow me to make a sketch of you '

I shall then convince sceptics of the truth of the

appearances of" but before the request was com-

pleted the old lady vanished as before.

The artist found his living child-sitters more

amenable than the dead. He progressed rapidly and

successfully with his work, and the nightly appear-

ance of the murderess enabled a retentive me ry

to produce a fair resemblance of what he solemnly

declared to me he saw for seven nights on which be

occupied the haunted chamber.

814

I confess I was, ami si ill am, difficiill to convince.

I suggested the common cause of these appearances

bodily derangement of some kind. He was the

most temperate of men; wine or spirits hail nothing

to do with them ; temporarj indigestion might pro-

duce a ghost, but not night after night. His general

health he assured me was perfect
;
and if ever man

saw a supernatural being Easton declared he did, and

this I think is credible; but I am a sceptic, except in

my firm belief in my old friend's truth and honesty.

THE GHOST.

{From a Painting l<i/ Reginald Easton.)

How he could besodeceived is another matter. The

readers of this paper can judge for themselves of the

appearance of a ghost from the illustration which

accompanies it, and to some extent also of the

power of the painter to render with subtle charm

both character and beauty, in the few reproductions

which the owners of bis miniatures have kindly

lent for the purpose. In the method of reproduc-

tion, however, the delightful sense of colour which

was striking in all Easton's work is unavoidably

absent.

There are instances of artists who. unhappily,

only lived long enough to prove their possession of

great powers. Those men arc known only to their

brother artists: but there is scarcely an example of

one who. like Easton, failed to obtain the world

wide reputation which ought to have been Ids.

mainly from the want of early ai ademic training,
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but also from his innate modesty and self-depre- kindness of the Princess of Wales, the Crown Princess

ciative qualities, which arc as rare as they are of German)', and others, is delightfully manifest, 1

lovable should be able to show the high places in which Mr.

Ii goes without saying thai in the dealings of the Easton's talents found expression, and the invariable

Royal Family with artists the greatest consideration success that attended them. In conclusion, I ven-

for our peculiarities, and the kindest treatment, are Hue to make myself the mouthpiece of all artists

invariably experienced. II' I could permit myself in testifying to the talent of the painter, and of all

to publish letters in which the approval of the those who knew him personally, to the amiable

Queen, of portraits of Royal children, and of the qualities of the man.

ITALIAN PAINTING AND THE LATE GIOVANNI MOKELLL*

rTlHE Morelli movement in connoisseurship is en- molieff," who contributed a series of articles on the

_i_ tertaining as well as instructive. Down to Borghese Gallery to Lutzow's Zeitschrift fur Bildendi

some twenty years ago the science of affiliating Kunst. [van Lermolieff, alias Johannes Schwarze

pictures by recognising the hands of their authors (Angliee, John Black), was nol identified for some

_the mosl faulty science of all, according to the time with the Italian patriot and senator, Giovanni

Abbe du Bos- proceeded on sedate and stately Morelli, but from the beginning his opinions created

lines. As critic superseded critic, the general stock a stir in connoisseuring circles. His idea is easily

of knowledge was added to slowly but steadily, described. He said, in effect, that the old system of

Each knew a little more than his predecessor, and, distinguishing between one painter and another had

although the interval may have seen no vast im- led In disastrous mistakes. lie pointed mil how

provement in taste, judgments were righter in I860 it had poisoned the fount of truth, the standards

than in 1760. Perhaps the best connoisseur of the to which young critics had to turn lor then train-

old school was the late <>tto Miindler, of whom it ing, and he preached a remedy. His own medical

would probably be safe' to say that, had standards studies for .Morelli had begun life as a doctor

I n securely fixed, his verdicts would seldom have had awakened him to the curious fad that different

wanted revision. To Miindler's Elijah has sue- men look differently on the minor details of the

ceededthe Elisha of Dr. Wilhelm Bode. A double human figure, lie noticed that a painter is apt to

portion of tin' Bavarian's faculty has fallen upon the have a thumb and car of his own, with which he

Prussian, who uses it in a way to make those who endows every saint he paints. Upon this he founded

value their ease despair. These men. and a few a system, and with its help made not a few notable

others who might be named, proceed on the old rectifications. Critics of Morelli have, perhaps, laid

lines. They make discoveries, they give rude shocks more stress upon this part of his method than it

to tradition, they disturb the test of curators, and deserves, and we mud here try not to fall into the

set dilettanti to learn their lessons anew ; hut they same mistake. It cannot be slurred over, however,

do it all in a conservative spirit. In time they will for this reason : that although its inventor did much

establish a basis for connoisseurship as wide as its without its help, it led him into most of his perversi-

objeetive. Then methods are catholic, exhaustive, ties. Of this I may give an instance. At page 2G"i of

and organisative—to make an ugly coinage. Their the book quoted below, he refers to the line picture

system, if we may describe it shortly, is to accept of -Si. Sebastian" between SS. Roch and Demetrius

,1,,. maxim, /- style, e'est Vhomme. They grasp the in the National Gallery, there ascribed to Ortolano.

fad that a personality is expressed m every serious He says it is by Garofalo, asserting that In. charac-

work of art, and that, with patience and an eye, the teristics "are apparent in the form of hand, the

individual behind the picture can be recognised as blown flesh tints, the drapery, the landscape, and

we rec lise a friend, not by this feature or that, the small stones in the foreground." He ignores

hut b) his note as a whole. the fad that the conception as a whole, it, decoia-

Xearlv twenty years ago in 1874, to be exacl tive value, and id view of colour, are unlike auy-

arose the apostle of a new system in " Ivan Ler- thin- else of that painter's with the single exception

of an altarpiece ascribed to him in the Borghese

" Italian Painters : Critical Studies of Their Works." By Gallery, which, even on Morelli's own principles,

1 .'anni Morelli (Ivan Lermolieff). Translated from the^erman
fe f , ; :|| , lf,,| n and given to the

by Constance Jocelyn Ffoulkes ; with an Introduction by the Right
_

'

Hon Sii \ II Layard.G.C B D.C I. (London: John Murray. L892.] author, whoever he was, ol our bt. beba Hail,
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Morelli's theory, like most others, is a g 1 ser-

vant, 'ml a bad master. We have only in examine

the works of men about whose pictures there is no

dispute i" see that the rule "I' fidelity \>> a single

type is by no humus universal. Holbein, for in-

stance, seems tn have been thoroughly objective in

such matters. The ears and thumbs of his sittei

are their own, not his; and, to coi lown to our own

time, where should we be if we took the nails in

Renan's portrait as a touchstone for Bonnat '.

Apart from his system, Morelli's strength lay in

the great independence of his judg ut. Before the

most solid tradition, before an ascription sanctified

by centuries of praise, he retained his self-reliance.

Of this the best-known example is, of course, his

deposition of the Dresden Correggio. Another, and

one for which we are vastly more grateful, is the

identification of Giorgione's "Venus" in the same

gallery. A third, of less importance, is the trans-

ference of the " Jeune Homme Appuye" of the

Louvre from Raphael to Baehiaeca. In all these

cases, even it' one or two are still disputed, Morelli

showed himself a true connoisseur. Unhappily some

of his other verdicts give colour to the hostile

assertion that his coujjs contained an element of

chance.

The effect of " Lermolieff's " appearance was to

divide the critics into Morellians and auti-Morellians,

the latter captained by Dr. Bode, and to import into

the discussion an clement of bitterness from which

ii had been comparatively free. Ii cannot be denied

that the provocation came from the Italian. In his

first publication he struck a note which could not

l.nl to spoil the concert. He not only contradicted

his fellow-connoisseurs, he laughed at them. He

invented little talcs in which they figured as pedantic

ignoramuses, who could not even find arguments

to defend their own opinions, while he himself

played round them like a swordsman, piercing their

cuticles wherever he liked, and finally sketching a

triumphant pas seal over their prostrate carcases.

That such goings-on led to reprisals is not to be

wondered at, and the only thing to regret is that in

One ease ill-luck Should have made it seem that an

unfair advantage was taken of Morelli's death.

In his preface I" the I k which affords a text

for these remarks. Sir Henry Layard attacks Dr.

Bode without mercy Eor an article printed in the

Fortnightly Review, over his signature, a short time

after Morelli had quitted the field for ever. That

article was written long before Morelli died, or had

given any public signs of his approaching end. Ii

was pigeon-holed, and forgotten by its author. Even

so some of its blows arc needlessly heavy, but in

view of the provocation given, fchej ought, perhaps,

to have been condoned. Sir Henry Layard, how-

ever, thinks differently, and in his preface defends

his dead teacher—for so Morelli was with much

the same weapons as those used in Dr. I
'

attack.

We must L'i Fe laden to this prefai i for a

complete account of the Morellian control

Here we must be cont eut with .-a v big i hat i he

Italian Senator's opinions are passing through

exactly the same vicissitudes as attend those of

nearly all innovators who arc nol mere charlatans.

At first they wire received with a storm of derision

in Germany. Then they made converts, and several

of the younger critics of the Fatherland becam -

more Morellian than Morelli. In this country the

fact that his remarks were published in German

made a difference. Before they had been nail a:

all, the reaction had begun abroad. We in England re-

ceived bane and antidote together, and so were saved

from violent oscillations. Once the tide had turned,

it [lowed for a time so steadily in Morelli's favour

that catalogues were re-written under the inspiration

of his ideas, and men talked as if he were infallible.

All this was due in no small degree to the attention

hi' was tin.- first to give to Italian drawings. Col-

lectors of drawings had existed, of course, ever since

the time of Rembrandt, hut until Morelli set thi

example.no critic had made the systematic examina-

tion of these modest hut most significant documents

an indispensable part of his method. The merit

of the change belongs partly to Morelli, partly to

Niepce and Daguerre, for in the pre-photographic

davs no wide collation of drawings was possible.

Now that so many others have followed him in

this delightful branch of study, the fan f Morelli

as a connoisseur shows signs of abatement. His

judgments often fail to stand examination, and his

reliance upon photographs in matters outside their

scope deprives him of the right to he called accurate.

Morelli's achievement may he then shortly

described. He corrected several time-honoured

mistakes, he threw light into main dark corners of

criticism, he restored a few forgotten painters to

fame, ami he widened the methods of the connois-

seur, 'hi the other hand, he stimulated quarrels

ami brought partisanship into matters from which

it should he carefullv excluded, he did something to

!Xalt llielt 'J"
innoisseiirship. and

he started new elements of confusion through his

own deficiency in artistic insight.

The translation of his first and most famous

treatise is, on the whole, well done Mi>s Efoulkes

has clearly spared no pains over it, and the one thing

on which we feel inclined to comment adversely, the

Englishing of sonic of the technical terms, is a

matter in which perfection seems to he unattain-

able. I'. X. 0. 1.
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"THE POETEAIT OF A POET:" BY JACOPO PALMA (?).—!.

By W. FRED DICKES.

THE following attempt to solve one of the mosl

puzzling and interesting of time-honoured riddles

has been written in response to the Editor's sugges-

tion. It is offered in the hope

thai extracts from the notes

of a student, supplemented by

photographic reproductions of

the authorities on which he re-

lies, may be an acceptable con-

tribution towards the discus-

sion. The terms of the problem

may lie fairly understood from

the excellenl description of the

picture given in the National

Gallery catalogue issued by the

authorities. It is as follows :

—

"No. 636. Portrait of a

Poet : by Jacopo Palma the

Elder (II Vecchio).

" In a low crimson-and-

purple dress, showing his neck

and shirt, with a gold chain

mi his neck, and fur hanging

over his shoulders, ami holding

in his left hand, which rests mi

a hook, a rosary. In the back-

ground a laurel hush. Half-

length, full size [-2 feet 8|

inches high by 2 feet wide).

" Transferred from \\ 1 i"

canvas by Paul Kiewert at

Paris in 18.37. Formerly in

the possession of Mr. Tomline.

Purchased at Paris from M.

Edmond-Braucousin in I860.

"This portrait of an unknown personage was

formerly ascribed In Titian, and supposed In repre-

sent Ariosto. It has long since been recognised as a

line wink by Palma. A head precisely resembling

this, ami assigned to Palma. was in 1^74 in the 1

Giustiniani Barberigo collection at Padua. The

figure, however, painted by another hand was ar-

rayed to represent a ' Salvator Mundi.'"

I may here point out thai at Munich there is

another portrait of this same man, looking, perhaps,

a little younger. It has, like our picture, been

attributed to Titian, ami called the " Portrait of

Peter Aretiu, the Poet," although it hears no more

resemblance to him than ours dues to the well-

known portraits of Ariosto. At present it hears

PEOSPBBO COLONNA.

the Bust m the Colonna Galb <.". /

(be title "Portrait of a Young Man," by Titian.

There is this instructive difference between the

two portraits— viz., that in that at Munich he is

handling a dagger, while in

ours he buhls a rosary.

Before proceeding to ex-

pound my solution of the

problem, 1 must remark that

the title " Portrait of a Poet
"

is nut necessarily warranted

by the picture. It has been

accorded simply and solely

because the background is

supposed in represent a " laurel

bush." It may he observed

that the true laurel of the

Middle Ages, and until 1576,

was what we HOW call the

bay-tree {Laurus ndbilis), the

fruit of which is a purple berry.

The berries represented in the.

picture are distinctly green, as

are those cf the branch shown

in the famous allegory of

Bronzino. Of course, it will

lie replied that arlists do not

pretend to he botanists, and

might easily give to the berry

the colour of the wild olive of

Italy without being challenged.

There is no need to press the

matter further, fur, even ad-

mitting that: the shrub is a.

laurel (with unripe berries,

perhaps) it should he remem-

bered that the laurel was imt exclusive!) the emblem

ul' i
he " poet." Ii was universally used as the symbol

uf victory in triumphs to crown the head of the

victor, and was planted before the -ales uf emperors

ami ponl HI-.

"Postibus Augustis Laurus, 1i< li^-i

n

i;i custos

Ante fores stabis " Ovid, " Met " L, 562.

Thus the portrait may with quite as much reason

l.e considered to be that ul' a victorious prince—say,

une i>\' the successful "capitani," or leaders in the

Italian wars uf the sixteenth century.

The next point to which I would call attention

is. that below the left hand of our hero—below

what we have been told to call the rosary, ami

upon what is taken fur the back uf a book— is a
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St. Andrew's cross or saltire. It may easily be contested every rock, house, and bridge; but the

supposed In be the cross dependent from the beads, Pontifical general, Giralamo ttiario, aided by the

and perhaps is so intended to be considered; but Orsini, was too strong for him.

on very careful examination it will prove to be an In 1484, on the death of the Pope and the

independent "saltire." election of [nnocenl VI 11., Prospero's fortunes re-

Now the cross saltire is to be found upon the viyed. He allied himself with the new Pope, and

banner of the celebrated Colonna family, li was. even fought for him against the King of Naples and

moreover, a practice among the soldiers of this bis old enemies, the Orsini. Winn Charles VIII.,

family to wear their scarves cross-

wise upon the breastplate. There

is in the Colonna Gallery at Rome
a remarkable painting by Pietro

da ( 'iirtuna represent tng t he resur-

rection of the members of one

branch of the family. Twelve

marble tombs are arranged on the

four sides of an open square; each

tomb is inscribed with the name'

of its occupant, who lias just

started up into life at the sound

of the trumpet. The ladies are,

of course, receiving the assistance

of angels : but the men are shifting

for themselves, as is only right.

In the midst of this square is

an already empty tomb, with

an angel holding a bandrol, on

which are the words, "
( Re)surexit

1 >om( inus) non est ica," and in mid-

air over this tomb is the figure

of the risen Christ holding aloft

this banner with t he saltire cross.

In the heavens above the Father

Almighty, attended by cherubim,

i wait ing to receive Him.

This singular family picture

was that of l-'ahriei'.is Colonna.

Constable of the King of Maples,

and of his descendants to the

third generation.

Whether I am right or wrong in assuming that King of France, entered Italy, and joined in the

this cross is arranged saltire-wise in our picture fray against the King of Maples, Prospero at Inst

because the cross saltire was like the column used by assisted the French, but verj soon turned against

the Colonna family may be a fair matter of opinion, them, and threw in Ins lot with Ins neighbour of

[ts presence certainly induced me to search among Maples. He seized the port of Ostia, and became

the members of the Colonna family for the personage zealous in driving the invaders out of the kingdom,

represented, and it is my belief that I have found replacing Kin- Ferdinand mi the tin. me.

hi,,, m the famous " Liberator of Italy," Prospero In 1492 Borgia, Alexander VI., was elected

Colonna (A. 1464, </. 152:3), who was the cousin of Pope. His son, Cresar Borgia, wishing to conquer

the above-mentioned Fabricius. the Romagna, and create for himself an independent

This Prospero Colonna, Signor of Palis .spent kingdom, invited ami secured the assistance of the

his youth in pursuit of pleasure in Rome, but, having French. They entered Rome in L495, and Prospero

had the misfortune to kill a man. he lied from the retired, fighting them at every opportunity, until, in

capital to his signiory, which he had to defend L497, his efforts were successful, and Federigo of

a-ainst the Pope Sixtus IV., who sent his troops to Aragon was crowned at Capua, for thi achieve

,. terminate the Colonna family. He bubbornly nient he was appointed Grand Constable of the
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forces It was at this period (1500) that Prospero Prospero was not allowed to enjoy repose long

«.,,],„,„., rebuilt the monastery of the Benedictine The Colonna family called upon hnn to take the

order of Olivetani an order with which he associated command in their death-struggle with the Orsim,

himself (and which used the wild olive as its symbol) whom he defeated in the battle of Montecelh.

t0 the .ml m|' his life, even residing in their monas- Hereupon Pope Alexander sided with the latter,

ter> for sometime a fad which is recorded upon a wishing to exterminate the Colonna family Eor the

,',U,i at the entrance of the cloisters in the fol- aggrandisement of his son, Caesar Borgia. The Papal

troops were victorious, and Prospero retired to

Gonsalvo at Cosaga, the headquarters of the

Spanish army, being aware that the French were

supporting Borgia. The Pope, in revenue issued

a bull of excommunication against him. On the

death of the Pope in 1503 the people rose against

the Borgia Family. Caasar, in his turn, tied to

Gonsalvo, the Spanish general, at Naples. He

was at Hist received as a guest, hut on the arrival

,,!' orders that he should he sent a prisoner to

Spain, Prospero accompanied him thither as his

companion rather than as his jailor. Two years

later he returned into Italy, and became the

friend of Pope Julius II.. who, desiring to

drive the foreigners out of Italy, reconciled

the rival houses of Colonna and Orsini. lu loll!

he took up anus against the Venetians and

their French allies.

After the victory of Vicenza, the Sforza

Family chose him to conduct the defence of

Lombardy against the French, lie succeeded

by his admirable strategy. In 1515 the French

made a fresh attempt to conquer Italy. Prospero

hastened to occupy the passes of the Alps; but

Trivulzo, the French general, crossed by a new

route, hemmed him in, ami finally captured him

ill Villa Franca. On his release in L516 he

was deputed by the Emperor Charles V. to re-

ceive possession of the kingdom of Naples in

his name. ,\i this time he rebuilt the church

of his favourite monastery of the Olivetani, thus

completing the work he had begun in 1500.

lomenicus In 1521, and again in 1523, he was engaged in

defending the city of Milan. Although an old and

infirm man, the fame of his life-long struggles

against the invader, and of his successful strategy,

Regisi [mperator Exercitus D icilinra hoc a funcla- was such that his presence was indispensable. He

mentis erexit, Quo ab arm is liic loci in coelo auteru aliucl wag carrief] about ill a litter, and had the good

sibi collocaret. a.d. m.d."
Fortune to he once more successful, Milan being

Iccordiu* to my theorv, it would be during this saved by his excellent dispositions willio.it any

period of real that our picture was painted. Pros- fighting. But lie only lived a Few months after

pero was thirty-six years old when he resided in the his triumph. Prospero died m Milan on the 30th

monastery of the Olivetani. The rosary which he of December, and was buried there ,n the church

holds would be appropriate to his monastic retreat, of St. Nazarene. On Ins monument it is claimed

and perhaps even the tassel mav have indicated that "he conducted his arduous campaigns in the

that he was Constable of the Forces, or it might be defence of Italy without needless bloodshed. On

the tassel of one of the Spanish orders of knight- another monument erected to him by his kinsman,

hood, Eor the Neapolitan Court was, of course, Philipp Colonna, he is styled the " Qumtus Fabius

closely allied to thai of Spain. of his age, who restored to Ins country its ancient

PROSPERO COLONNA.

(/•Voi/i the "Colmnnmmum Proa

lowing incription (given by the Ah

de Santis):—
• Qui tegis contemplare Prosper Colonna

Fundom'm Comes, Trajeoti I>nx.
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prosperity by biding his opportunity. He was " Autour des Borgia," and by all students of Raphael
honoured with the applause of his fellow-country- among others, by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, who
men, and hailed the protector of the Italian nation attributed it to the brush of Alto Bello Melone of

and of his own birthright." Cremona—it is quite open to me to claim ii as a

We are told by Pompilio Totti (' Ritratti el portrait of Prospero Col ta. What he is holding in

Elogie di Capitani Illustri : Roma, 1635") that his hand—whether a bulla, a large olive, or ;imply
" Prospero was tall in person, ruddy in countenance, the knob of his dagger, I ci i pretend to a i it.

his eyes were Mack, Ins beard reddish,

and the locks of his hair of a chestnut

Cl ill illl."

This description tallies exactly

with our picture. Of the portraits

which we reproduce it only remains

to he said that the Imst is preserved

in the Colonna Gallery at Home.

This will he found figured also in

" Litta " (vol. ii.), with the title

"Prospero Colonna, morto in Milano,

nel 1523." The sculptor's name is

not given.

The second portrait is reproduced

from Pompilio Totti's book above-

mentioned, which is dedicated to

Francesco d'Este, Duke of Modena,

dated 1625. It has below it only the

name " Prospero Colonna," anil a

shield in the corner with the column

upon it. In his preface the author

states that he has "obtained the

portraits at great labour and expense

as opportunity offered."

The third portrait, which repre-

sents him at an advanced age, is

noteworthy, because it shows the

saltire or St. Andrew's cross upon

the breastplate. It is reproduced

from the " Columnensium Procerum'

of the Abbas Domenicus de Santis,

published at Rome in 1675, ami has

fin- inscription the words "1'r

jecti Dux."

And now I think I may draw attention

portrait on panel, formerly in the ancient

(/•-,

BORGIA (SO-CALLED).

"aintiitg < ribed to Rai>hael

)

Coll Tra- Prospei

which I

with Milan,

remembered.

1 1 1 a

Castel-

barco" collection at Milan, which Vaillardi, who first

desciibed it in 1843, wrongly named a portrait of excellent an

Cassar Borgia, and equally wrongly attributed to the he considere

hand of Raphael. As these claims have been suffi

cientlv disproved by M. Charles Vriarte in hi

Colonna's Ion- association

lefenileil three times, will lie

It may be added that Vaillardi, whose line col-

lection of drawings has found its resting-place in

the Louvre, informs us that he possessed "a verj

learned sketch for this portrait, which

the work of Raphael." It was sold at

Paris iii 1870 for l.loo francs, a very fair price for

,i draw ing of uncertain attribution.
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THE HOME-LIFE OF JOHN LEECH.

By HENRY SILVER.

IT well may be lamented that, although the Life of to be trusted, nor is faith to be reposed in the record

Charles Keene lias been copiously written, we of mere eavesdroppings. As for using a friend's

an; still without an exhaustive biography of Leech, table as a place to pick up crumbs of diet for the

Those which have as yet appeared can hardly be scandal-monger, clearly such a practice is a breach

considered as deserving of that epithet; the very of etiquette as well as a breach of hospitality. Much
latest of them— which Mr. Frith has given us as we may regret that Leech's Life has not been

—has been critically

thought not to cover

the ground. Some
notes by Mr. Reynolds

Hole, who is now the

Dean of Rochester, are

written in a manner
more worthy of the

theme
;
ami it the good

I )ean could only spare

the time to write the

Life in full, we well

might he content to

leave the matter in his

hands.

Objection may, of

course, he made by-

over -captious critics

that there can he little

worth recording in the

life of modern artists,

although in mediaeval

days men such as they

hail doubtless their full

share of adventure and

romance. But a life

may lie of interest

without being romantic,

and there are incidents

worth record in the

most humdrum existence. Nowadays biographies are lessly in news]

as plentiful as blackberries, and that of John Leech no writers

(•',.„, rtraii by /•:. milau, Bart., It. A.

trait Gallery.)

il,.' National

written, we may al

least lie thankful that

he lived before the age

of universal interview-

ing and loud blaring

of the show-folk who

supply our Vanity lair

with its f I for tittle-

tattle. A haul worker

himself, and hating

needless noise as inter-

fering Vi ith his industry,

he would sternly have

forbidden such intru-

sions on his privacy as

are nowadays so com-

monly inflicted upon

artists. A reporter in

his studio would have

heel] about as welcome

as a, blatant German

bandsman or Italian

barrel-organist. Quietos

rum movere — disturb

no quiet people was

the precept he most

cherished, and few

things would more have

\ exed him l ban to find

his name paraded need-

Happily for him, there Were

lays commissioned to describe

certainly would prove far more worth writing than celebrities al home, and give the world a pen-and-

many which are published. Moreover, though he inkling of their habits and surroundings, making

wisely liked to lead a quiet life, it hardly can be said public many details of their daily private hie. I hue,

that there was no romance in it. Love at first sight when threatened with a paragraph, he is reported to

of a, pretty girl seen walking in the street, and fol- have hinted," I can draw and defend myself," and

lowed lo her door, may be surely called romantic;

and although Miss Lydia Languish might poul at

being told that a wedding was the sequel in the

usual prosy way, as an excuse it may he urged that

I here was unluckily no need of an elopement.

Society reporting is a fashionable pastime, and is

doubtless found to pay, or it would scarcely be per-

sisted in. Visions seen through keyholes are little

wielding his trusty pencil for a weapon, he would

probably have made short work of his antagonist.

Great as was, however, his gift of caricature,

Leech was never tempted to make offensive use of

it. Severe and sharp as were his " cuts " when he

chastised a cheap trade sweater or a bill-discounting

Shvloek, he dealt gently with the shams and follies

of society, and, powerful as they were, his political
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JOHN LEECH'S HOUSE, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET.

(Drawn by John Futteylove, /.'./.)

cartoons never were ill-natured. He had the art of

making merry without giving offence, and could ridicule

a statesman without hurting his feelings. He poked

more fun at Lord John Russell than at most men of

his time, yet his Lordship was so little wounded by the

ridicule that he wrote the kindest sympathy to the

widow of the artist, and gave her boy a presentation to

the < lharterhouse.

The like good-nature and good-feeling were observable

throughout the course of his home-life. There never was

a man more courted and caressed when he ventured in

society, yet there never was a man less spoilt by such

caressing. He could have dined out every evening of

the week if he hail chosen, hut he rather shunned than

courted frequent invitations. As for being worshipped

as an idol of society, he was far too sensible to let such

fate occur to him, and he had too much self-respecl to

figure as a lion in a fashionable menagerie, where lame

bores idly congregate. Staircase life and conversation

wen little to his liking, and the idea of going out to an

"At Home" at nearly midnight was

;i species of folly which he laid

in great abhorrence. Loving fresh

air as he did, he naturally detested

all those stifling crams and ci usto

which seem, as Bulwer says, "con-

vened I'm a practical parody of Mr.

Bentham's famous proposition, con-

triving tin' smallest happiness lot

the greatest number."

But though he shunned all social

" functions," as the fashion is to call

them—how the shade of Dr. Johnson

would shudder at the word !— Leech

greatly loved to meet his friends, and

took great pains to entertain them.

A few dishes well cooked at home he

preferred to costly dainties served

half-cold from tin.' confectioner's;

and although he never bragged about

the value of his wine, his guests

were alwavs sure to net the best that

<~jM %'«

JOHN LEECH S SOUSE I Mi: PORCH.

(Drawn by John Fulleylooe, R.I.)
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he could give them. There was never any empty Graces, nor more than the Muses"—such, except on

show about his little feasts, but there was always rare occasions, was the rule at his festivities,

an enjoyable supply of solid comfort; and if any In his essay on "Conversation" (which is now

extra luxury happened to occur, it was made a hut seldom read, though it is still worth reading)

theme for fun and not for snobbish ostentation. Henry Fielding has declared that " Whoever, from

Of this Mean Hole gives a good instance when he the goodness of his disposition or understanding,

JOHN lei; ill s HOUSE: Tin: DINIKI

(.Drawn by John Fulleylove, U.I.)

tells how, at dessert, he was handed sunn- prize

strawberries, and how Leech, who was the host,

avoiding any compliment, very solemnly --elected

one, and bade the waiter go and carve ii at the

sideboa n I.

Nor was he less careful in the point of mental

catering. Yen were always sine to meet some

pleasant talkers at his house, and you had the rarer

certainty that none would talk too much there.

Leech hated needless noise, as already has been

hinted, and few men more annoyed him than a

cea .-less little-tattler. Yet lie liked talk to be

general, and not divided in duets, as is now the

dinner fashion. Fur this reason he objected strongly

to large parties, besides their further faults of

crowding and discomfort. "Not fewer than the

endeavours to his utmost to cultivate the g I-

humour and happiness of others, and to contribute

tn ll ase and coinforl of all his acquaintance, . . .

hath, in the truest sense of the word, a claim to

good breeding." And certainly, if we accept tins

definition, very few of us could boasl of bettei breed-

ing than John Leech. No man could do more to

cultivate good-humour, or to entertain his friends

with comfort and with ease.

A g 1 talker when he pleased, Leech likewise

had the art of being a good listener. To the gift of

silvern speech he added that, of gulden silence, and

knew how to hold his tongue as well as how to use

il. Whether as host or as a guest he never grabbed

the limi's share of conversation, in general speak-

ing chiefly when it seemed to Hag, or when a wind
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might stir a theme for general discussion. He never was put so greatly at his ease by Leech's cheery kind-

snubbed a younger man. but ratlin- tried to draw liness, that he readily consented, nay, well-nigh

him out, and give him a fair chance I" show what volunteered, to sil al the piano when we went into

there was in him. While silting at his table you the drawing-room. Before doing so, however, be

were always at your ease, and fell no nervous Eear of gravely locked the door.

seeming awkward or insipid " Consule LTanco," a " Can't bear being interrupted by fellows bringing

young man, was often shy among his elders, though, tea-cups—like this, you know," he added, stalking

doubtless, in these days such a failing is impossible. pompously about, with protruded waistcoat, and arms

I remember that one evening when I dined in outstretched from elbows, as though carrying a tea-

Brunswick Square (eheu, fugaces ! more than thirty tray.

years have fled since then!), [ had been laughing I think it was at this same merry little party

very gaily, but not talking very glibly, when, in a thai he acted for our benefil two dramas of the

pause of story-telling—which often leads to silence dinner-table, foi when he told a story he generally

—Leech bade me tell a tale which I had told a while" acted it, The one was of a nervous man who

JOHN LEECH'S HOUSE, FROM THE GABDEN.

(Drawn by John Futlet/torf, HI i

before to him. As the story was so good a one that dropped his eyeglass in his soup, which chanced to

my telling could not spoil it, my tongue was quite be thick turtle, wherein he vainly fished Eor it
;

and

unloosed for the remainder of the evening. Another the other was of a person lull of mistimed impulse,

time I recollect at the old house in Kensington, when who, having spilt a little sail upon the table-

John Parry, who was generally nervous in society, cloth, promptly emptied half a glasB of due! upon
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the spot, thus unhappily reversing the customary

process.

Leech never was a gourmand; still he liked a

decent dinner, and very sensibly was not at all

ashamed to say so. "A good day's work deserves a

good dinner," lie declared; ami surely no one better

merited such recompense. The ways of living then

woe not so fast as fchey seem now in these high-

pressure times of hurry-scurry scramble. Guests

now gobble up their fond as though they had to catch

a train: and a dinner of six courses merely seems a

sort of racecourse, where the fashionable struggle is

who can eat the 1'a.stest. Like must men (if good

sense, and what then was deemed good breeding,

Leech had a great dislike to being hurried at his

dinner. A lark pudding was a common dish with

him on Sundays : for, though detesting a cold dinner,

lie had a great dislike to give his cook much work on

Sunday. But he would linger lovingly over this one

dish, probing to its juicy depths, and picking choice

tit-hits for his wife, or for the guest (for there was

rarely more than one) who had the good luck to 1»'

present.

The rule prohibiting cold dinners was not ob-

served in summer-time, especially when he had

moved from Brunswick Square to Kensington. Here

In' often gave a garden party, which was far more

pleasant than is usual for such merry-makings. A
plateful of good soup and a slice of cold roast beef

were served instead of ices and slices of sponge-

cake; and half a score of guests were asked instead

of half a hundred. Thackeray avowed a special

fondness for these parties, and, living close at hand,

was often able to he present. The garden was a well-

nigh country garden then, and flycatchers and black-

birds used frequently to build there. The famous

Mr. Banting, who cured himself of fatness. Lived

nearly next door, and would send delicious mulber-

ries, fresh gathered from his tree, a few yards only

distant. No shrieking trains were near, to make
night hideous with their clamour, nor was much
traffic audible from what is now the crowded and

bus-overburdened mad. Indeed, under the weeping

ash-tree, where the festive board was spread, all was

so cosy and so quiet that you might, have heard an

"h"drop if a Cockney had been present.

Those delightful outdoor dinners! Where are

such garden parties now '. Alas ! the ash-tree has

been sold with the ground whereon it grew, and will

soon he rooted up, with all the memories that cling

to it. The old house where John Leech lived will

be cleared away next year, in order to make room

for some new monster brick-and-mortar works; and

the garden where we dined will he swept into the

" Ewigkeit," just like the famous " barty " that was
given by Hans Breitmaun.

In these ever-stirring times, when all the world

is on the move, and globe-trotting has grown into

a fashionable pastime; when to live like a trade-

traveller is deemed the height of luxury, and no-

body cares to stay above a week in the same spot ;

when authors go to Jericho to pick up fresh ideas,

and artists to Japan to find a costume fit to paint,

it is refreshing to he told, by way of contrast, of a

person like John Leech, who was placidly content to

lead a quiet life. In a few more generations of this

locomotive era it is probable that people will live

always at hotels, and the word " home " in our lan-

guage will no longer exist. Leech, however, always

was a lover of his home, and was never tired of a

quiet, homely life. He had little taste for travel;

hardly nunc, indeed, than the old Turkish cadi, who
relinked a British tourist with the sensible remark,

"After the fashion of thy people, thou hast wandered

from one place to another until thou art happy and

content, in none." Once, indeed, he wen) to Biarritz,

hut only fo]' a day or two, preferring usually to stay

at some quiet English seaside, such as Whitby or

Lowestoft (both grown noisy since Ins time), where
" the knockers were dieted to three raps per diem,"

as they were at Winchester in the days of Keats.

Such was his annual relief from the " demnition

grind" of daily toil in town. Hours of idleness,

however, were rare, even in his holidays; for,wher-

ever he might stay, his Punch work still was done,

and his luggage always held a large supply of wood-

1 .locks.

" Womanliness means only motherhood," says

Browning, and manliness may he said to mean not,

merely fortitude and courage, but purity as well as

tenderness and truth. A kind and losing husband,

a true and constant friend, a brave worker for Ins

family, and of pure and blameless lite, John Leech

had all the attributes of manliness of character, and

lie had none of the defects, such as vanity and

peevishness, whereby genius is frequently disfigured

and deformed. Acutely sensitive by nature, lie was

ever quick of sympathy. His tongue was always

ready to plead another's merit, while dumb as to his

own. Modest and unselfish, he disclaimed as far as

possible all praise of his own work, yet never let a

chance slip to say a kindly word for those whom he

thought worthy in their fight for public fame. As
for jealousy or envy, such mean faults as these were

foreign to his nature, which was far too great and

generous to yield them any growth.*

* In The Magazine of Art for 1891, at page 146, it i> stated

by a writer who professes to knowfacts that Charles Keene "sent

a drawing to the Punch office, from the garret which he occu-

pied above a milkshop over the way. That drawing procured

him tlie connection" with Punch . . . "although Leech

was at first opposed to his entry." And, further, it is affirmed,

at page l.jii. ' Leech particularly noted one of them (Keene's
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Kind as he was ever to his friends, to their

children Leech, if possible, was kinder still. For

instance, one day he invited a young son of his old

friend, Charles Dickens, to dinner at the Garrick

C'luli, and to go thence to the pantomime, an amuse-

ment which was certainly not chosen for the

pleasure of the host. Leech, it is true, had some-

times (in the sacred cause of charily) appeared upon
the stage, but he very seldom cared to he seated in

the stalls. How greatly the small guest enjoyed

himself that evening might be judged from a. letter

which his father wrote next

day, ainl which described his

son (who hail just entered

the Navy) as having risen

seemingly to the rank of a

Port-Admiral, so highly was

he elated by the honour of

having dined with a great

artist at a (.'lull

!

And since he eared so

kindly for the children of his

friends, it- scarcely needs he

added that Leech was always

tenderly regardful of his

own. Having lost his first-

born, he seemed nervously

afraid lest mishaps might

occur to his little hoy and

girl, who ran some risk of

being spoilt through his too

sedulous attention. "Pretty

to see," as Pepys would say,

the careful watch he kept on

them when going for a walk

with him, and when his little girl began to ride, her

father always somehow spared the time to lead her

pony.

Still, with all his petting, they seldom had a

respite from the rule of early bedtime, which our

fin-de-si&clc infants may doubtless deem preposterous.

In point of diet, too, their treatment was most

sensible: plain and wholesome food being plentifully

served, and few chances allowed for surreptitious

dainty-fingering. Once at Brighton, I remember,

drawings) which contained the head of a charmingly beautiful

girl, ami, to speak frankly, boycotted the artist."

As to this, I may observe that Charles Keene never occupied

a garret in Fleet Street, ami that the first drawings which he
sent to PuncJi were all passed through my hands, as 1 have

stated in his Life. Not one of them contained a beautiful girl's

head, nor did he excel in drawings of that sort. As for his

being, "to speak frankly, boycotted " by Leech, to those who
really knew the latter such a charge musl seem absurd, and t<>

refute it may appear a verbal superfluity. So far from being

jealous, Leech always spoke of Keene's work with the very

highest praise, and was the first to recommend thai he hi- asked

to join the staff.

"Bouge" and Ada were invited to a children's

party, and were specially enjoined to be careful

what they ate there, as the house had a repute for

rather gorgeous cookery. On their return theywere
quite hungry, finding nothing they dated cat, cm ipl

some microscopic sandwiches. "They offered us

champagne, papa, but, of course, we didn't take it,

for we don't get it at home, you know," said Miss
Ada, like a. martyr. "And they banded us some
tiny little birds, all wrapped up in vine leaves; but
we didn't touch them either, though Bouge said he

YSH-TREE IN THE GAJJDEN OF JOHN LEECH';

(Drawn by John FuUcylovc. R.I.)

would like to." And here Miss Ada turned her big

eyes mi the other little martyr. "Ortolans, no

doubt," said Leech :
" fancy giving children ortolans!

Well, Ada, you were quite right not to let Bouge

eat them. They are merely lumps of fat, and might

have disagreed with him. Still, it seems a pity you

were not allowed to pocket some. They might have

conic in handy, for we've rather a ] r dinner."

Not long after this Ada gave a little dance to

celebrate her birthday, and I bad the privilege to

receive an invitation. Among the children, like

myself, who were of larger growth, Thackeray and

"Big" Higgins (known to fame as "Jacob Omnium")

loomed bulkily in the distance, and looked like Gog
and Magog at a civic feast. Before the year had

ended, Thackeray was dead: and Leech had the fore-

boding that he would not long survive him. This

he told me very gravely, at his house one Sunday

evening, not many days after that sad, fatal Christ-

mas Eve, when the tale of " Denis Duval," which had

begun with so much promise, was cut prematurely
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short. "I fancy he was tired of life," said Leech

in his deep voice : and al the words I wondered much,

as any young man might who failed to see be-

neath the surface of a loved and prospering life. " I

feel somehow I shan't survive him long," he added

rather wearily ; "and 1 shouldn't care much either,

if it were not for my family." Then, after a pause,

he said more cheerfully, " But I ran do some work

vet. And at any rate, thank Heaven! they needn't

send the hat round."

1 little thought as 1 walked home how soon his

forecast would lie realised. Within a month or so

his first heart-stroke occurred, ami mi the first

Saturday of the following November 1 was one of

the ten mourners who were bearers of his pall.

Quando idhvm invenies parem? Artists, doubt-

less, may fie multiplied as the census roll increases,

and art schools may supply facilities of learning,

whereby talent may he tempted to rapidity of

growth. But a genius like that of Leech will ever

he a rarity, and it well may he the boast of the soon

expiring century that it has given him birth.

THE prelude;
Painted i;v Charles S. Pearc

THE modern American school of painting may

lie broadly divided into two classes—the native

American school and the Franco-American scl 1
:
the

former but little known, and consequent!} too little

appreciated, in Europe; and the latter well enough

known as brilliant executants—as hot-house exotics,

with, alas! but few truly national characteristics.

To this class belongs Mr. Charles Sprague Pearce,

whose picture "The Serenade" is issued with this

Part in the etched translation by Mr. Schoff.

This work was painted in 1883, and in that year

exhibited at the Salmi (where it gained a third-

class medal), together with "The Water-Carrier,"

" Marmette," and other works.

Mr. Pearce was born in Boston in 1851, hut

ciinic to Europe in 1866, and placed himself under

the tutelage of M. Leon Bonnat. His winters were

spent in Nice, and voyages to Algiers and other parts

of Africa naturally gave a distinct tone and direc-

tion to his artistic sensibilities. This development

afforded a strong contrast from his youth, when his

ambition was to paint great Biblical subjects, such as

"Lamentation over the First-born" (1S7S), "The

Sacrifice of Abraham," and "The Capitation of St,

John." The spirit of Larry and Haydon was strong

within him; hut, like Jan Van Beers, he yielded to

e. Etched by S. A. Schoff.

the pressure of the times, and became more modern

in his ideas and in his subjects. At the same time,

he sought to cultivate more and more his excellence

of technique, and only transferred to it. the enthu-

siasm he had misplaced in "the grand style." Suc-

cess soon confirmed the lightness of his view; lie

did better work, and he attracted the more anxious

attention of the collector. "The Prelude "—or, to

call it by its original name, "The Guitar-Player"—

found an immediate purchaser in Mr. John Lowell,

who carried it over to Boston, and parted with it

there to Mr. Francis Bartlett of that city. In his

collection it was until quite recently, and there per-

haps it still remains, [t is a work of considerable

brilliancy, rich in its harmony of colour, and solidly

painted—a scholarly and sympathetic picture, excel-

lently drawn, ami tull of character. The etching of

Mr. Schoff is a notable example of that handling,

bordering close on the methods of line engraving, to

which we referred on p. S4, in our remarks on " After

the I'esta " of Mr. David Law. Yet the expression

of the head is here so well rendered, and the various

parts are so harmoniously and broadly wrought, in

spile of much mechanical treatment, that it is diffi-

cult not to accept the plate as an interesting justifi-

cation of a not wholly defensible craftsmanship. S.
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FORMAL GARDENS.*

TERENCES between doctors are

l„,i we were only lately made

the extent to which gardeners could

say bitter things of each other. \\ e 1

A case is within our knowledge where a wealthy

purchaser of a small estate let loose one of the

craft upon a bit of the most beautiful and un-

touched country. The estate was small, and the

first idea of this landscape gardenerwas that he must

do his best to make

it seem large. All

its natural boundaries

must be cut away. A
magnificent old hedge

of beech-roots, which

was a perfect garden

of wild flowers all the

year through, formed

the boundary on one

side, and separated it

from a rough common.

It was a perfect pro-

something of a surprise as to the bitterness which tection from tramps and marauders of all kinds. It

could exist between the formal gardener and the was a perpetual delight to the naturalist: but it

landscape gardener; and quite recently a reply has interfered with the idea that that common beyond

appeared in the interests of the latter which lacks was part of the small estate: so it had to go, and

little of the bitterness of the attack. labourers were at work for weeks grubbing it up,

We must confess to a lurking sympathy with the and its place was taken by a four-barred iron

DKM'HS between doctors are pr iverbial

:

1,,,, we were only lately made aware of

lifter, and

ve always

thought of gardeners as mild, sweet-mannered men,

whose hearts were so

full of love for their

work, and the delights

which spring from it.

that there was no space

left in them for any

gall or bitterness; hut a

short time sinceMessrs.

Macmillan published a

little book by Mr.Regi-

nald Blomfield, illus-

trated by .Mr. F. Inigo

Thomas, which was

(Dm* Inigo T)

^0\.u :-"'

$
\\K TERHACKD GARPEM I K1MGSTOH HOUSE -

. BHAPFtiRP-OM-AVOMjg
U> „ by F. Iny/o Thomas.)

antipathy to the landscape gardener, though our fencing which was invisible from the house. A
objection to him may be for other reasons than those beautiful country road ran through the estati—

a

of the formal gardener. public right of way, bounded by old and beautiful

"The Formal Garden in England." B, Reginald Dice hedgerows. These also were grubbed up to give

field, M.A. (Macmillan and Co.) place to the inevitable iron railing. (..rand old
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trees, single and in groups, were cleared away,

and in their stead were planted laurels and other

evergreens within circles of iron railings. It is

quite safe tn say that miles of iron railings were

erected on that little estate of about two hundred

acres, and much of the country-side was spoiled.

Iron railings are

formal enough, but

they do not produce

the formality advo-

cated by Mr. Blom-

iield— the formality

of clipped elms, yews,

hollies, box, and limes,

of grottoes and temples

and artificial ponds,

of sun-dials and close-

shaven lawns. The

formal gardener docs

not intend it to be

understood that his

garden is the simple

work of nature. The

hand of the gardener

must be seen every-

where.

But why should

the advocates of the

natural and the arti-

ficial fighl over our

sweet resting-place (

Are there not charms

in both forms of

gardens ' Nature
unadorned is good

enough in its place :

but nature trained to

man's fancies is also

a delight. At least

some of us love to

walk between the

trimmed box - edges

when the moisture of

greatly distressed at the destruction of the beautiful

garden of Nonsuch by the Puritans, " those destrucr

live and avaricious rebels," as he terms them. At
the Restoration, however, the fashion of the French

gardeners found its way into England; and many
English -aniens were laid out on the lines of the

great Frenchman, Lc

Notre, who had much
to do in the designing

of the gardens at Ver-

sailles. Under this

influence were formed

the lovely gardens of

Melbourne Hall, in

I lerbyshire, and many
of the gardens of the

wealthiest gently and

aristocracy.

It was not un-

natural that with the

accession of William

and Mary certain

Dutch fashions should

come into vogue; of

these the most notable

was the clipping of

the yew and box t rees,

and trimming them

into every conceivable

shape. This was not

entirely a new thing in

English gardens, but

it now became a per-

fect mania, and e\ ery

tree that Could lie

clipped was deprived

of its natural shape,

and became a cock or

a lien, man, dog, or

shin. Mr. Wise, gar-

dener to Queen Anne

and to ( ieorge I., ear-

lied on the Dutch

the morning brings out its sweet old perfume; and tradition, but the enemy of the formal gardener was
those antique formal gardens that remain in the

country possess a charm and a prestige of antiquity

differing altogether from the pleasures to he found

in the simply natural garden.

But Mr. Blomficld's book is not all contentious.

In great part it is historical, and beginning with the

on the trail. Nature was outraged in the persons

"f her clipped trees, and in the Spectator Addison

attacks the whole system of formal gardening and

insists that in a garden we should preserve nature

as much as possible. Pope followed suit, and then

came the time of the landscape gardener. All

formal garden as depicted in an illumination of a this is very pleasantly told, and the book is full of in-

garden in a fifteenth-century MS.—"The Romance terest, especially when it deals with the history of

of the hose"— it introduces us to all the eminent the chief formal gardens in England. The illustra-

gardeners who have made great gardens in England, tions suit the book to ;i nicety. They are " formal
"

The Civil War, as might have been expected, was drawings of the formal gardens, and they serve to

fatal to the garden. Evelyn, writing in I (Kid, was make this a very pretty and interesting volume.
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THE, INDIAN METAL-WORK EXHIBITION
INSTITUTE.

By SMI GEORGE BIRDWOOD, K.CS.I.

Til K marvellous collection of Indian metal-work them by means of

that has been on view at the Imperial Insti- samples; and the

tute during the last year was never intended to be fcute was undertal

an exhibition of Indian art

in its application to gold and

silver plate, copper, tin, and

iron braziery, damascenes,

enamels, arms, and jewellery.

As organised by Sir Frederick

Abel, the Imperial Institute

will in >t be used for any of

the purposes already fulfilled

by other public institutions :

and in the same way as it

leaves zoology to the British

Museum, botany to Kew, and

geology In the Jermyn Street

Museum, so will it leave

art tn the South Kensington

Museum, where an exhaustive

exposition of the architec- nc. :.- -brass salver.

ture ami industrial arts of

India lias been for years administered with un- have not been b

qualified success by the Science and Art Depart- sightseers, and ev

meiit. The Imperial Institute is designed, in it have persisted

short, tn be used exclusively for the widest pos- aesthetic point of

AT THE IMPERIAL

authentic and constantly renewed

present exhibition at the Inst i-

:

'

i 1 by Sir Frederick Abel simply

to afford the purchasing public

in this country some idea of

the w ide, extended, and truly

prodigious production of

metal-work in India at prices

but a little above its intrinsic

value; and to give the manu-

facturers nf Sheffield and

Birmingham the most com-

prehensive and detailed per-

sonal acquaintance, so tn sav,

with every denomination nf

goldsmith's work, braziery

arms, and jewellery produced

by the people of India for

their own consumption. It is

the more unfortunate, there-

fore, that this special charac-

ter and aim of the exhibition

itter a]i] reciated, and that the

en the critics, who have visited

in regarding it from the purely

view, with the inevitable result

/r

f
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PIG. 3.—SALVER IX REPOUSSE. FIG. i.—SALVER.

sible diffusion of knowledge regarding the general

reproductive resources of the British Empire, and
for the permanently accessible provision of full and

accurate information of its natural and artificial

productions, particularly though the illustration of

of disappointment; fur the very universality of the

collections brought together by Surgeon Lieut.-Col.

T.Holbein Hendley, CLE., to which the exhibition

owes special commercial value, necessarily detracts

from its artistic merit and interest.



FIG. 1.—SHIELD, WITH SILVER-PLATE PLAQUES
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Yet the exhibit] :on-

t.iins many of the noblest

examples of Indian art in

metal-work. They are for

the most part to be found

in the collections graciously

Lent by Her Majesty the

Queen-Empress and His

Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, and have already

been fully described by me
in the volume on the " Indus-

trial Arts of India," published

by the Science and Art I >e-

partmenl .
and in the Journal

of Indian Art for October,

L891, and January, L892.

FIG. 8. - FALSE DAMASCENED SALVER.

hibition. That is to say, were

the building on fire it is the

first object I would rush off to

save. It is a single-handled

wine vessel (oinochoe), with a

long body tapering in a gradual

curve lit' exquisite delineation to

its base, and rapidly, but most

gracefully, contracting to its

short neck, and at once again

expanding in an equal curve to

its mouth. The handle is ex-

tended from the rim of the

mouth horizontally just past the

shoulder beneath, to which it is

from this point suddenly curved
inwardly down, and soldered,

from mouth to base the shapely

vessel is hammered and graven

in perpendicular bands, contract-

ing in the neck and expanding
to the shoulders, ami again

gradually contracting to the

FIG. .'..—TRUE DAMASCENED SALVER.

But,
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everywhere without variableness or shadow of changing.

Those who on this account complain, as some of the critics

of this exhibition have, of the waul of originality in Indian

art, confuse style with type. Could there be anything

more racy of the soil than our native English school of

portrait-painting? Yet all its types are borrowed From

Zucchero, Rubens, Vandyck, Lely, and Kneller, while its

natural style was developed by the patient, dull laborious-

ness of Jervais and Richardson, and the quickening genius

of Reynolds.

Regarded in its proper character as a commercial exhi-

bition, the collections of brass trays and bowls and jugs

and of enamelled plate from Jeypore are of extraordinary

suggestiveness for English manufacturers, and all our figures

are taken from them. They illustrate every class of metal-

work for domestic use or

sumptuary display produced

in the Rajputana States.

and it is little less than

scandalous to this " nation

of shopkeepers" that they

should have been so care-

lessly appreciated here. But

it is part and panel of the

lamentable want of intelli-

gence shown by English

manufacturers generally in

providing for the wants of

foreign customers, and which

goes Ear to explain the com-

parative success of Germany

and the United States in

competing with us for the

-EWER IN REPOUSSE.

PIG II. EWE

trade of Anterior and Southern

Asia and China, and of Africa

and Central and Southern

America. We are content to

send out to these countries

goods made at haphazard for

them, while the manufacturers

of Germany and the United

States continually explore them,

by means of thoroughly-informed
" travellers," who find out the

exact nature and quality and

price of the goods everywhere

locally manufactured, and supply

them of an identical standard,

and at a cheaper rate. This is

the only way in which we can

for our manufacturers in such

countries, particularly in India, where everything is made

in accordance with a ritual constantly varying in its precise

prescriptions. Of course this implies systematic and continuous

research, but that it should not be beyond our capacity is

proved by the history of the English East India Company,

the astound in,-;' prosperity of which as a trading corporation

down to the abolition of its beneficent monopoly in 1833 was

entirely due to the minute study its agents made of every

class of manufactured goods required in every part of India.

It is through the lack of this sort of knowledge that our

trade in various quarters of the world is being undermined by

Germany and the United States; and the direct object of the

present exhibition was to provide such knowledge regarding an

important and absolutely ubiquitous branch of Indian manu-

facturing industry.

Fill 10.— COFFEE-POT.

hope to gain a footing
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A conspicuous object in the Jeypoi

the large shield (Fig. 1) in the cento

representing in repoiisst,

on a series of silver-

plated plaques, the leading

incidents in the story of

the Remayana. It is a

notable tour de foixe of

manipulative skill.

In the first case on

the right-hand side as

you enter the room is an

enormous brass tray, em-

bossed with a representa-

tion of the Indian Sun-

God in the centre, and

in the two surrounding

concentric circles with

the ritualistic personifica-

tions, respectively, of the

months and days of the

months. Similar to this

is a smaller tray (Fig. 2),

with tlir Sun-God in the centre, conc<

encircled by the twelve signs of the s<

the twenty-eight signs of the lunar Zodiac

llection is* where tin

I'll,. U. WATCH BOWL.

and

Such

Ptolemaic system still universally pre-

the explanation is that the Jeypore

dynast)' belongs tu the

Solar race of Hindu

Aryas.

A fault in these

Zodiacal trays is that

the panels holding the

signs are Italian ovals,

and that the hard cable

moulding round the edges

of the trays is European

of the basest degradation.

The 1 under of Fig. 3 is

perfect : but unfortun-

ately the figures in the

centre have evidently

been taken From stone

carving, and are too stiff

and formal in their atti-

tudes for literal repro-

duction in metal. The

patterning in Fig. 4 also

is admirable in both design and execution; but the

black centre requires the relief of being ompha-

lnted. Figs. 5 and 6 are examples of damascening

FIG 13.—TWO-HANDED WATER-BOWL. PIG. 14.—JAB IN KEPOUSSE.

objects should find a ready sale in this i

for decorative purposes. < hie is struck 1

Copernican astronomy being followed in a <

od's notes on tl

before the e ol the Exhibition. Editok.

ountry in gold of the variety locally known as " tah-i-

v the nislian." in which the gold wire is truly inlaid

ountry along the lines of the decoration graven in the steel

:

written
;|1 "' '''- ~ is ;l mom3 meritorious specimen of the

Jeypore enamelling in gold, the master handicraft
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of the world. Figs. 8 to 14 inclusive are all objects Col. Hindley, (.'.I.E., and the highest honour on

at once noticeable for their beautiful execution. His Highness the Maharajah Sawai Madhie Singh,

Figs. 9, 10, 11, and L2 are of perfectly pleasing G.C.S.I., of Jeypore.

design. But it is not quite satisfactory to find that It is to be hoped thai sir Frederick Abel will

some of these designs arc not aboriginal to Jeypore; persevere with these special exhibitions. One of the

and it is altogether unsatisfactory to find, as in greatest service just, now, and likely also to prove

Fig. 8, a Mogul coffee-pot conspicuously disfigured, popularly attractive, would be of the silk manufac-

FIG. 15.—POTTERY JAR.

for one cannot write "decorated" of anything so

indecorous, with the image of the Indian Sun-God.

But these are venial errors among so many ex-

eellencies, and in every way the Jeypore collections

are worthy of the occasion afforded by Sir Frederick

Abel for their exhibition at the Imperial Institute,

and reflect the greatest credit on Surgeon Lieut.-

tures of the United Kingdom. The Imperial Institute

affords peculiar facilities for the exhibit ion of all kinds

of artistic textile fabrics ; and after silks Sir Frederick

Abel might well and profitably organise an exhibi-

tion of the cotton goods manufactured in Germany,

Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United

States for the African and Asiatic markets.

OUE ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

C<
(MPLEMENTARY of our series of the portraits

of the late Lord Tennyson which appeared in

The Magazine of Art for December and January

last, we here present two of particular interest.

The first is from a photograph taken by an amateur

whose name we have been unable to trace. It is,

however—as the reader will see—one of the most

picturesque and characteristic of the whole series.

The twirl of the moustache, as defiant as Bobadil's,

is much the same as in Doyle's sketch, reproduced

on p. 39 of this volume, but the beard proves that

this admirable and poetic portrait was taken a

;'« years later. The other portrait is from the

S17

etching by Professor Herkomer, R.A. It will be

remembered that an etched portrait which appeared

on ]i. 1 00 was attributed to the Professor. This error

unfortunately arose through a misunderstanding

with the present Lord Tennyson, the picture being,

in fact, the extremely skilful, but hardly satisfactory,

portrait by the late Monsieur Rajon.

The medal struck and presented to Monsieur

Last cur a few weeks ago, on th scasion of his

seventieth birthday—an event treated as of national

congratulation—is one of the happiest efforts of the

accomplished artist .Monsieur Roty. We present

engravings of its obverse and reverse.
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picture in the world '" would elicit many and varying answers;

but it is almost certain that the picture illustrated on p. 180 would

be placed first by a lame portion of the public. The city of

Dresden has the honour of possessing this wonderful Raphael,

which is known as the "Sistine" or "Dresden Madonna." We
refer to it here becatise a very fine reproduction of it (35 inches

by 26) has recently been made by the Berlin Photographic Com-

pany, who have spent nearly two years in preparing the plate,

and have done their best to make it a must successful work.

old masters have not often a great interest when reduced

to black-and-white. Their charms generally lie so much in

colour and method, and so slightly in subject or sentiment,

that only by those who know the originals can they be greatly

appreciated. But in this photogravure reproduction of the "Sis-

tine Madonna" there remains all that mysterious expression

of the child and the mother which goes so far in giving this

picture its unique position amongst the Madonnas of the early

painters; and anyone who cares for the religious art of Italy

will gel much pleasure out of this fine reproduction.

There are just- now so main- pictures published of the

Philistine order that it is hopeful to see a firm like the Berlin

THE LATE LORD TENNYSON (ABOUT 1S.35).

(From a Photograph.)

A short while since the National

Collection in Trafalgar Square became

further enriched by an important

addition to the Dutch school, through

the -ill. by Mr. George Holt, of a.

fruit piece by Jan Van Os. This pic-

ture (numbered, by the way, 1380) is

certainly more characteristic of the

-leal fruit and flower painter—Van
I [u\ -ma's most successful imitator

—

than that which came to the gallery

with the Wynne Ellis collection, ami

is an admirable example of the

master who died so late as 1808.

We have already referred in these

columns to the conflict which took

place in the Liverpool Town Council

over the acquisition of the picture

of Mr. Home], and the subsequent

capitulation of that body to Mr. Philip

Rathbone and his Arts Committee.

We have pleasure in here reproduc-

ing the work, though it must be

borne in mind that the chief motive

of ill- picture—colour—is necessarily

lost in the printing. The subject is

"Summer," and the picture is a

characteristic example of the work
of whal has facetiously been termed
" The ( Uasgow School, Unlimited."

The question. " Which is the finest

THE LATE LORD TENNYSON.

(From the Etching by Professor Hubert Herkomer, R.A.)
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Photographic Company attempting reproductions will be followed by a Peruginofrom Florence, and one

of pictures which, like the Dresden Raphael, have or two works from our own National Gallery that

TIIE PASTEUK MEDAL.

(Designed by M. Roty.)

stood the test of centuries of criticism. It' this i.s have in them sentiment or subject. The publishers

successful, perhaps it is not too much to hope that it of the "Madonna" would do ample justice to them.

PKUIT AND FLOWERS.

(By Jan Van Os. Recently acquired by the National Gallery.)

si'MM Eli.

{Ily /•;. A. 11,and. Recently acquired by the Walker Art Gallery, liver} I.)
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By tin- ' "in h sy lit' Mr.

. Inslow Ford we are en-

abled to reproduce the rough

sketch for his statuette of

" Mr. Henry Irving as

Matthias." Likeness has

not been aimed at in tin's

first model, bul the spirit

of the dramatic momenl

whentheconscience-stricken

dreamer rushes from his

room has been admirably

suggested.

The memorial statue of

the late Professor Fawcett,

M.P.— of which we give an

illustration on this page—is

the gift of Sir Henry

Doulton to Vauxhall 1'ark,

where it will shortly be

placed in position on the

site of the house in which

Mr. Fawcett lived for many

yeai 3. The woj k. designed

and modelled by ^Ir.

George Tinworth and executed

SISTIXE MADONNA.

(fly Raphael. From the Photogravure published by ':

Berlin Photographic Company.)

in terra-cotta that upon the

Messrs. Doulton, is about

sixteen feet in height, the

pedestal being seven feet

and a half. The Professor

is represented as seated in

his collegiate robes, while

behind him stands a figure

symbolical of Victory with a

laurel wreath in her hands.

( >n the pedestal are eight

bas-reliefs emblematical of

the character and lifework of

the blind politician. Three

of them relate to his Post-

master - < i-eneralship, and

represent " Receiving Good

News," " Receiving Had

News," and "A Female Post

( Uliee ( llerk." Four are re-

presentative of "Courage,"

" Sympath) ," " Justice,"

and "Truth." while the re-

maining one is a figure of

India." The inscription

will lie precisely the same

cenotaph in Westminster Abbey.

.II'.. [RVTNG AS MATTJII \S.

>atu Ite by E. On ilou Ford, A. I:.. I )

THE FAWCETT MEIIUBI/
i Design <i by G orge Tinworth

I
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LANDSCAPE.

(From an Etching by Andrew Geddes.)

BRITISH ETCHING.
By FREDERICK WEDMORE.

[.—Tl 7; .V ER WILK1E-GEDDES PA LUER - WHISTL ER.

AS in France and America, so very specially in

11 England, the productions of the etcher have

to he divided broadly into two classes—the one of

which is the result mainly of a commercial demand,

and the other of an artistic impulse. The etcher,

whose employment of the etching-needle is confined

wholly, or confined in the main, to the work of

realising and translating the conceptions of another,

is, like the reproductive line-engraver, or the re-

productive engraver in mezzotint, little more than

the dexterous instrument which carries another's

message. So artistic is his process, when it is

properly used, that it is preferable indeed that he

be himself an artist as well as a craftsman—it is

indeed essential that he shall have some measure

of artistic feeling, as well as the flexibility of the

executant. But our demands upon him stop, in

any case, at a comparatively early point; and we
find him more or less sharply cut oft' in our minds,

and in our estimation, from the artist who, when
he employs the etching-needle, is occupied with

the spontaneous expression of his own thought and

fancy—of the particular things of beauty and of

818

interest which may strike him on his way through

the world.

Of fine original etchers within the confines of

these realms, Turner was the first to appear. He
was the senior, considerably, of Wilkie and Geddes,

who will have to be spoken of just after him.

During twelve years of his "early middle" period

— between 1807 and 1819— he wrought what

were in some respects important etchings upon

something like seventy plates. But his etchings

differed in aim (as well as in execution) from any

others I shall speak of in this brief general survey

of the achievements of the etcher's art in Britain;

by reason of the fact that it was never intended

that they should be complete in themselves. They

laid the basis of an effect which hail to be com-

pleted by the employment of another art. They

did hardly more than record—though always with

an unequalled power and an unerring skill—the

leading lines of those great landscape composi-

tions which the mezzotint of the engraver (often

Turner himself) endowed with light and shade and

atmosphere. For it was by a union of these two
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arts that that noble publication was produced

whose business it was to surpass in variety and

subtlety the " Liber Veritatis " of Claude. It is very

possible that in some of the plates of his "liber

Studioruru," Turner did not undertake the "biting-

in" with acid of those subjects whose draughts

nmushrp wa

not hold their own with any plate of Rembrandt's

done under conditions sufficiently resembling theirs.

The etching of the "Severn and Wye," or the etch-

ing of "St. Catherine's Hill, Guildford," is carried

very nearly as far as the etching of Hie "Cottage

with White Palings," and with a result very nearly

lis own. Probably he did in all the as delightful and distinguished. And in regard to

best of them. In an etching, the strength and the the average etching of Turner, it may fairly lie said

that a hand put in to pluck out of

a portfolio by chance any one of the

i - •'. seventy, would discover that it held
"\--_-- a print which was at least the equal

1

___._
of that one of Rembrandt's with which

it is fairest of all to compare it— a

prim of Rembrandt's done, like Tur-

ner's, for "leading lines " alone: I

mean the famous little tour de force,

the " Six's Bridge." So much for the

greatness of our English master. I

pass from him with this reminder,

given again for final word. Wonder-

ful as is his etching for selection of

line, wonderful for firmness of hand,

you must never allow yourself to

forget that it was not intended to pre-

sent, that it was not intended to he

in any way concerned with, the whole

of a picture.

A famous Scotchman and his

very distinguished friend and fellow-

countrymen—Sir David Wilkie and

Andrew Geddes—wrought, each of

them, in the middle period of Turner's

life a certain number of etchings of

independent merit. Those of Sir 1 'avid

Wilkie, which were but very few,

happen to be the best known, because

Wilkie, much more than Geddes, was

a leader of painting. But, meritorious

as are the etchings of Wilkie, in their

faithful record of character and pic-

turesque effect, they are seldom as

perfection of the result- the relation of part to part admirable as the prints of his less eminent brother,

—is dependent so much on the biting. It is hardly They have, generally, far less freedom. " The

"^^^

J* #

{Reduced from the Etching by J. M.-X.il Whistler.)

conceivable that where the etchings of the " Liber

Studiorum" strike us as most noble, they were
not wholly—in biting as well as in draughtsman-
ship—Turner's own. They differ much in merit,

apart, I think, from the necessary difference in

Receipt — or "A Gentleman Searching in a Bureau"

(see p. 184), for this second title explains the subject

better—is much the most successful of Wilkie's. It

is, I consider, charming.

Geddes etched four or five times as many
interest which arises from the opportunity given by plates as Wilkie. He issued ten from Brook Street,

onesubject and denied by another for the exercise Grosvenor Square, in 1820. The dates on some
of an etcher's skill. They have generally, withii

their proper limits, perfect freedom of handling,

and an almost incomparable vigour, and a variety

which liberates their author from any charge of

mannerism. There are few of them which could

of them are 1812, 1816, and 1822; and, besides

these ten that were published, about thirty more

—

which there was no attempt to issue to the world

—have to be taken account of. Some, like the ex-

cellent "Portrait of the Painter's Mother"—which
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is 30 fine in illumination, in drawing, and in char-

acter—are directly suggested by the artist's paint-

ings. Others—including all the landscapes -are, ap-

parently, studies from Nature, done with a singular

appreciation of the later art of Rembrandt. Geddes

was vary sensible of the charm of dry-point—of

its peculiar quality of giving individuality to each

one of tin' few impressions which you may safely

produce from it. and of its unique capacity for

rendering very broad effects of light and shade.

Bui there is at least one plate of his, in pure

etching, which shows

him just as com-

pletely a master of

elegance and grace as

the dry-points show

him a decisive master

of masculine effect.

Geddes's work will

not decline in value.

The real connoisseur

has no business what-

ever to forget or to

ignore it. Only, if he

collects the etchings

of Geddes., he had

better wait for years,

if necessary, for early

impressions of them,

and he had bettei

repudiate altogether

the unsatisfactory

modern edition—the

worthy Mr. David

Laing's Volume, (Reduced

" Etchings by Wilkie

and Geddes," issued, with the best intentions in the

world, in Edinburgh in L875.

Samuel Palmer—an English classic, by this time,

as a painter of water -colours— made a limited

number of elaborate etchings in which the play

of line is almost wholly lost: more lost, much more

lost, than in the etchings of Meryon. But Samuel

rainier, like Meryon, wasa great ] tic artist. Slowly

he built up his effects, his noble sunrise or sunset

landscapes—the landscape of artistic convention

and poetic vision. The unity and strength of his

thought were never sacrificed or frittered by the

elaboration of his labour. To condemn him then,

because he was not a free sketcher, would he as

pedantic as to condemn Meryon. Nay more, were

any such pedantic condemnation meted out to him,

it would have to he meted out to the author of

the " Ephraim Bonus" in his turn, since it is a

characteristic of Rembrandt that in his engraved

work he allowed himself an amazing elasticity of

method. He, like every great man, is super gram-

iiiiilliiini. He is a law unto himself. Ami so, in

a measure, was Samuel rainier, the creator of the

solemn plate of "The Early Ploughman," which

Mr. Hamerton has praised so well, and of certain

hardly less admirable coppers which illustrate his

own translation of the Eclogues of Virgil.

We pass from the brief mention of a dignified

artist, high of soul—whose work is chained with

reverie, grandeur, admonishment— to the considera-

tion of an artist little concerned with humanity's

THAMES POLICE.

from 'I,,- Etching by J. McNeil Whistler.)

fortunes, hut who is simply the most skilled wielder

of the etching-needle whom the world has seen since

Rembrandt. Mr. Whistler's scarcely sympathetic

attitude towards his kind may be occasioned in

part by the conviction that it is his kind's most

urgent business to be concerned with his prints, and

his knowledge that this conviction of his own has

not been—until .somewhat lately— largely shared by

them. Popular he could not be; or scarcely in his

own time. A Sarasate with his music attracts the

world ; but in pictorial art of every sort the virtuoso

appeals only to his brethren. His "brethren" his

real brethren—are more likely to be connoisseurs

than to be fellow-workmen. Put " brethren " shall

be the word, and it is such who—some of them for

more than thirty years, and some of them since yes-

terday—have recognised the genius of Mr. Whistler,

Mr. Toole, our admirable comedian, is— if I may

quote Mr. Beerbohm Tree—popularly supposed to

have been bom in every English provincial town in
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which the receipts, when he visits it, do anything

to justify that town in claiming him as a native.

Not quite for the same reason there are towns

which dispute with Baltimore the honour of having

given birth to the artist of the "French Set," the

"Thames Set," and the "Twenty-Six Etchings."

Mr. Whistler was born, anyhow, of American parents

—it is only Baltimore after all that can fairly claim

him—and it is stated to have been in July, 1834,

that he came into the world.* American then by

birth, he is to a very great extent French by edu-

cation, and his first dated etchings, of the year 1857,

THE RECEIPT.

{From ihr Etching l>„ Sir David Will,,-, n.A.)

were wrought when lie was a student in Paris.

Along with tin' popular English draughtsman of

Society, Mr. Du Marnier, he was in the studio of

Gleyre, and to Gleyre, for all that 1 know, he may
have owed something; hut no debt is apparent in

his work. A few etchings wrought in 1'aris, and

a few during a journey in Alsace and Lorraine, and

then in 1859 we tind Whistler settled in London

and busy with the laborious series of etchings of

the Thames. He was himself almost from the be-

ginning, though it is possible to trace the influence

of even minor Dutch etchers in such a tentative

little work as " The Dutchman Holding the Class,"

and though in the nobler plates known as the " Rag-

Gatherers," " La Vieilleaux Loques," " La Marchande
de Moutaide," and "The Kitchen," it, is clear that

' Mr. Whistler lias sworn in Court tli.e he was tTorn in St.

Petei sburg, Ed.

Whistler in his conception of a subject was scarcely

without reverent thought of the great masters of

pathetic suggestion and poetic chiaroscuro—Bem-

brandt, De Hooch, and Nicholas Maes. But by the

time he executed the most famous etchings of the

Thames set—the most famous of the " Sixteen Etch-

ings," such as " Black Lion Wharf," " The Pool," and

"Thames Police" (see p. 183)—he was himself, wholly.

He was in full possession of what may be called his

earlier manner ; nay, in December, 1859, not many

months after these things had been wrought with

a detail which the art of Van der Heyden or of

Hollar could not have excelled, we

tind in one unfinished plate of ex-

treme interest and extraordinary

rarity (" Paris : Isle de la Cite ")

some union of his earlier detail

with his later suggestiveness.

The early detail of Whistler

in the Thames etchings is never

for a moment dull. He puts down

for us mi the copper endless results

of endless and interesting observa-

tion. The life of the river "below

bridge " and the life of riverside

London is all there— barge and

bargee, crane and warehouse, wharf

and chimney, clipper and wherry,

and the sluggish stream, the flat

horizon, the distant river-curve, the

tower of Kotherhithe Church rising

perhaps from out of the remote and

low-lying roofs. And, elaborate as

the work is, it is never for a moment

either fatigued or mechanical ; it

preserves inviolate the freshness and

vivacity which it is the province

of tin' true etching to retain. Nor

does the work of Whistler, either at this period or

later, ever lose sight of that which, again, it. is the

etcher's special business to cultivate- the value of

pure "line." By "pure," I do not, mean Classic

(Classic line has other functions): 1 mean the line

that is expressive—that is set with a purpose ;
that,

being laid, is not interfered with—the line that

lives and that tells its story.

By 1863—as is shown by the exquisite " Chelsea

Wharf," with its quiet of the suburban afternoon,

and by the admirable " Amsterdam," with its houses,

its shipping, its thin line of long flat coast under

a. wildish sky—Whistler had thoroughly entered

upon tlii' work of his middle period. A manner,

more suggestive to the expert and more economical

to the artist, though received less readily by the

first-comer, was by this time clearly upon him;

and, with certain modifications, it has continued to
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this day. Perhaps it is most distinctly marked in

that Leyland period—a period of the rare dry-points

of the Leyland family—which, after a little interval,

succeeded the period of the "Chelsea "Wharf" and

the " Amsterdam." It is in its perfection in " The

Model Resting" (1870), in " Fanny Leyland " (1873),

and in " Dam Wood " (1875)—all of them rare,

may, presumably, have saddened Mr. Whistler's

creditors, though they are reported to have Iefl Mr.

Whistler cheerful—the great etcher went to Venice,

at the instance of the Fine Art Society, and there,

in line extraordinarily expressive and vivacious, he

recorded not so much the recognised beauties of the

town as the vividness and variety of his personal

THE HERDSMAN.

{From the Etching by Samuel Palmer.)

desirable, notable plates of the true Leyland period,

in must of which, as in some of his later work,

Mr. Whistler would seem—if I may put it so—to

have painted upon the plate as much as drawn: to

have sought, that is, painter's as well as draughts-

man's qualities. I endeavour to n- >t
< the distinc-

tions, but after a dozen years of close study of Mr.

Whistler's works—and of fruitful enjoyment of

their possession—I must still guard myself againsl

expressing any marked preference for one period

over another. The work of each period has its

own qualities, and, since all Art is concession ami

compromise, the work of each period must have

likewise its own deficiencies. Practically there has

been no bad time: hut at more times than one there

have been—even from this gifted hand— unsatisfac-

tory, impertinent, cheeky etchings.

In 1879—after some financial incidents which

impressions. And that, indeed, was his true busi-

ness. Some of these etchings were exhibited before

they were properly finished. Hence they were re-

ceived with some coldness—though the fairy-like

"Little Venice," nearly finished to begin with, was

always an exception to this rule. There is nothing

of Rembrandt's, there is nothing of Meryon's, besides

which this diminutive masterpiece may not most fitly

he placed. Power of selection, power of composition,

delicacy of handling -;ill say their last word in

the "Little Venice." Art does not go any further.

But since 1880—when they were first exhibited—

many of the plates done in Venice have been

taken up and completed. The " Piazetta," for in-

stance unattractive at first a ragged thing or a

skeleton—has just lately been brought to the very

highest level that is attained by any etcher's art.

And, several years ago, Mr. Whistler perfected
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for the limited issue by the Messrs. Dowdeswell

the "Twenty-six" plates—most of them Venetian

in theme—which had, fortunately, been bought by

hardly anybody until, in 1886, their excellence was

achieved. In this set the entrancing freedom, the

inexhaustible suggestiveness, of "The Balcony" and

"The Garden" demands note: the balcony that,

with drapery flung upon it, bangs over and over-

looks the Grand Canal: the garden which passing

humanity peers into, and peering, perhaps reflects

with the Greek poet whose youth was gone—
" Spring for the tree and herb ; no spring for us."

It was in 1886 that I published my "Whistler's

Etchings: a Study and a Catalogue." About two

hundred and fourteen etchings had then been

executed; and these—the work of what must

necessarily be the better part of Mr. "Whistler's

lifetime—were carefully described. I am told that

the book was not without effect, in England and

America, on the demand for Mr. Whistler's prints,

some of which, of course, were already unobtainable,

so narrowly limited had been their issue. Anyhow,

there immediately cropped up under my notice in-

genious but insignificant croquis, declared by those

interested in them to be valuable, simply because

they were " undesei ibed." Why were they " un-

described"? Because they bad that moment been

done. Plates with a few scratches on them —
clever, since they were Mr. Whistler's, but each

plate less important than the last— were hurried

(I know not by whom) into the bands of men

who had, presumably, much money and exceedingly

little knowledge. Soon there was an end of that

game; and during the last two or three years

—

with a creditable reaction from this fever of imma-

ture fruitfulness—Mr. Whistler has produced a few

new plates of serious interest and accomplishment.

The best of them that has yet been seen is the

must admirable " Zaandam," over whose stretched

line the breeze from across dyke and fen and

Zuyder Zee stirs here, stirs there, stirs everywhere,

the wings of the windmills of Holland.

THE " ST. ANNE " OF LEONARDO DA VINCI

By ALFRED M IRKS.

THE statement that there exists in a greal and

art-loving city a cartoon, absolutely unknown

i moisseurs, ascribed, with even a semblance of

probability, to I nardo da Vinci, is so surprising

that it will naturally be received with some measure

of incredulity. I am, therefore, grateful to the

Editor of 'I'm: Magazine of Art for granting me
an opportunity of making known a work which I

venture to think can be shown to have, at least,

strong claims to be considered an authentic work of

the great master.

In one of the most picturesque passages of bis

immortal work, Vasari tells how all Florence—men
ami women, young and old—flocked, as to some solemn

festival, to see Leonardo's newly-finished cartoon of

" St. Anne." Notwithstanding that it was clear from

this passage, and from many other references in

writers near to Leonardo's time, that his contempo-

raries regarded the "St. Anne" as one of the master's

greatest works, the subject received till lately but

scant notice from writers. It was known that our

Royal Academy possessed a cartoon of this subject,

incontestahly the work of Leonardo; pictures also

of the same subject were known, ascribed to Leonardo

or to his scholars or imitators, the most famous of

all being the great picture of the Louvre. It bad
even been observed that there were differences be-

tween the carl and these pictures; but study

of these works had gone no further, when, in 1876,

having obtained permission to photograph tin' Royal

Academy's cartoon, I was led to investigate the

questions which I thus propounded in a paper read

sonic years later to the Royal Society of Literature:*

" Is the Royal Academy's cartoon the work described

by Vasari and other writers ? In any ease, what is

the relation of this work to the 'St. Anne' of the

Louvre
'"

I was able to show that the Loyal Academy's

cartoon is not that which took rank as one of the

master's greatest works: that it represents the first

stage in the development of an idea which received

its final expression in a cartoon identical in compo-

sition with the Louvre picture.

Of the two designs, intimately related one to the

other, that of the Louvre is shown to be the later,

by its expression of a symbolical idea wanting in the

other. This symbolism is the subject of a sonnet

by Girolamo Casio de' .Medici, published a few years

after Leonardo's death. The lamb is the emblem of

sacrifice. By embracing it the infant Jesus signifies

His desire to become an offering for the salvation of

mankind. The mother's heart of the Virgin will not

suffer her to witness unmoved the immolation of her

own son: she seeks to dissuade Him. and draws Him

* Printed in the Society's Transactions, second series, vol. xiii.,

pari 1. pp. 95—136.
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gently back. But St. Anne, who foresees the salva-

tion of the race brought about by the sacrifice of her

grandson, seems to favour His intention, and persuades

the Virgin to bow before the decrees of Heaven.

That a cartoon more closely resembling the Louvre

picture was that which came to rank with the other

great works of the master, is proved by

the numerous pictures of the Milanese

school, reproducing or adapting the ma-

tured composition in whole, or in part. In

my monograph I gave a list of these,

numbering twenty-one, and to these must

be added the very beautiful picture, as-

cribed by Dr. Waagen to Salai, in the

gallery of Lord Yarborough.

The evidence which 1 was able to

adduce uf the execution of such a cartoon

has since been confirmed by the discovery

by Armand Baschet of a letter, dated

April 3rd, 1501, describing Leonardo as

being then at work in Florence on a car-

toon of St. Anne, the Virgin, Christ, and

a lamb. This letter also expresses the

symbolical meaning of the work.*

These points, the execution by Leo-

nardo of two cartoons, and their relative

order, being established, I was compelled

to examine more carefully an account

which alone spoke of more than one car-

toon, distinguished between them, and

gave what I had satisfied myself was

their relative order. Writing before 1G%,

Padre Resta, a Milanese, of the Oratory

of St. Filippo Neri, at Rome, gives to

Bellori, a well-known writer on art and

antiquities, an account of a cartoon then

in his, Resta's, possession. Resta's account

i.s, briefly, that Leonardo, before 1500,

made a first sketch for the " St. Anne "

—

a cartoon, then in the possession of the

Arconati family; that he afterwards, in

1500, made a second cartoon, carried fur-

ther, which was then Resta's; and, finally,

in 1515, a third cartoon, which he sent

to Francis I., this third cartoon being copied from

the second. In a. MS. cited by Bordiga {Oi>r,r ,/i

* Neither M. Yriarte, who published this letter, in a transla-

tion (Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1888, vol. i., p. 12:'.), nor M. Miintz,

who reprints it {Chroniques des Arts, December 5th, 1891), has

made the remark that this letter is irreconcilable with one be-

tween the same correspondents, printed by t'alvi (Notizie, part

Hi., p. '.*"). assuming Calvi's date (April 4th, 1501) to be correct.

Calvi, however, is evidently wrong in 1 lis date. The writer of the

letter speaks as if Wednesday in Holy "Week had already passed,

and. ;is it would appear, by some days, mi April 1th. But in 1501

Easier Day fell on April Llth, therefore Holy "Week extended from

April It li to 10th, and Wednesday in Holy Week fell on April 7th.

Calvi's letter should probably be dated April 12th, or later.

Gaudermo Ferrari) Resta further states that his

cartoon had formerly belonged to Marin d'Oggionno,

after whose death, which occurred in 1530, it was

kept in a chest in his house at Vercelli, till it

was bought by one of the Arese family. He gave

it to the painter Bonola, from whom Resta had it.

ST. ANNE.

(From the Painting h
; i Bernardino Lanino.)

Although Resta was in his own day highly esteemed

as a connoisseur, it was necessary to receive with

extreme caution any statement of his, especially,

since he was also a dealer, with respect to a work in

his own possession. This passage, however, enabled

me to trace the first cartoon, almost without a break,

from the Arconati family to our Royal Academy,

in whose possession it is found in 1791. Resta's

account had, therefore, a clear claim to further

attention. But no trace of his cartoon could be

found. Much later, however, in 1839, Dr. Waagen,

the first writer to distinguish between the two
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designs, equally known as the " St. Anne," mentioned,

on the authority of a friend, that there existed, in

the possession of the Plettenherg, or, properly, the

Platternherg family, in Westphalia, a cartoon of the

r - h+i^izi'

ST. ANNE.

(From the Plattemberg Cartoon.)

Louvre design. But neither had Dr. Waagen seen

the cartoon, nor, so far as I could find, had any con-

noisseur ever seen, or, at least, given any account of

it. Through Mr. Henry Wallis I learned that the

carl had been carried from Nordkirchen, in West-
phalia, to Vienna, by Count Nicholas Esterhazy, its

' proprietor; but I failed in all attempts either

permission to photograph it, or to learn more

ahout it, It was not till 1887 that I found a photo-

graph of the cartoon in the possession of Mr.

Gardner, the well-known antiquary. It is owing

to the kindness of Mr. Gardner, whose courtesy in

such matters is so well

known, that I am able

to give a reproduction

of the cartoon. The

cartoon is identified be-

yond doubt as Kesta's,

by an inscription men-

tioned by him in a lei ter,

and found on the shut-

ters of the cartoon.*

The final word on the

question of the authen-

ticity of the cartoon can

he spoken only after

its careful examination

by experts, whose at-

tention to this work I

invited ten years ago.

Meanwhile, I must ask

permission to assume

its authenticity in the

consideration of certain

questions relating to it.

On this assumption,

then, what is the place

of the cartoon among
Leonardo's designs for

the "St. Anne " '

It has already Keen

determined that the

cartoon of the Royal

Academy comes first in

date. To enable us to

decide in what relation

the I 'lattemberg cartoon

and the Louvre picture

stand one to the other,

we must compare with

these two works the

copies and adaptations.

Many of these vary so

widely from the origi-

nals that they give us

no aid : those which are

sufficiently near for comparison are the following:

—

1. The picture by Salai, formerly in the Church

of St. Celso at Milan, then in the Leuehtenberg

i rallery, now al St. Petersburg.

2. The picture, ascribed by Dr. Waagen to Salai,

in Lord Yarborough's < rallery.

* The inscriptio

April 23rd, 1892.

is given at length in the AtJie
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3. The picture in the Museo del Prado, Madrid,

formerly attributed to Cesare da Sesto, but now,

with greater probability, as Seflor Madrazo informs

me, to some unknown painter of the Flemish school.

4. The picture,

ascribed to ( riovanni

Pedrini or to ( Jesare

da Sesto, in thePoldi-

Pezzoli Museum, at

Milan.

5. The picture of

the Virgin, Jesus,

and a lamb, formerly

in (he Coesvelt Gal-

lery, when it was

engraved by Joubert

for the catalogue of

that collection.

(i. The picture,

ascribed to Leonardo,

of the Virgin, Jesus,

and St. John, in the

Leuchtenberg Gal-

lery.

7. The cartoon of

the " St. Anne " in

the Accademia Alber-

tina of Turin. (See

p. L91.)

8. The picture of

the "St. Anne" in the

Brera < Jallery, Milan.

(See p. 191.) This was

formerly ascribed to

Bernardino Lanino,

under whose name
it was engraved by

Gironi. But Signor

Bertini, the courte-

ous director of the

gallery, informs me
that, in his opinion,

this attribution is

incorrect, and that

the picture is by a

painter of the school,

either Andrea da Mi-

lano or( lesare Magni.

9. The picture, by Bernardino Lanino, of the " St.

Anne," with the addition of other saints, signed and

dated "Bernardinus Laninus fecit, 15*75." (Seep. 1ST.)

For information as to this picture, now in the posses-

sion of Sig. Prinetti, deputy to the Italian Parliament,

I am further indebted to Sig. Bertini, who, 1 believe,

agrees with me that it is one described by Lanzi, by

Bordiga, and, finally, by Campari. The statement of

the Last named that the signature had been removed

prior tn sending the picture to England as a work of

Gaudenzio Ferrari, must, if we are right, be incorrect.

With these works before us, let me now apply

(From the Painting by Let

ST. ANNE.

da Vinci, in the Louvre, I a Photograph by Braun, Paris.)

the method which enabled me to say with certainty

that the cartoon of our Royal Academy does not

represent Leonardo's final design. Which of the

two—the Louvre picture or the Plattemb'erg cartoon

—gives us the final outcome of the master's study

of this subject? We have nol here, as in the former

case, a wide difference in design to guide us, but

careful consideration of the two compositions will
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lead us to a sure result. We must again ask our-

selves which work was most frequently copied by

Leonardo's imitators.

On comparing the two works we shall note these

points i >f difference :

(<<) In the cartoon, the drapery of the Virgin

shows <'ii the rightarm,as being of a heavy material:

in the Louvre picture it is of a light, gauzy substance.

(b) In the cartoon, the Virgin's mantle, thrown

off the upper part of the body, falls behind in a heap,

higher than her waist : in the picture it has fallen flat.

(c) In the cartoon, the left knee of the lamb is

quite elose to the Virgin's foot, almost touching it,

while its right leg projects by the depth of the hoof

over the Virgin's foot. In the picture, the lamb's

knee is further removed, and the extremity of the

hoof reaches just as low as the outline of the foot.

These differences would not surprise us if found

in one ropy or adaptation only: what is remarkable

is, that of our list, 1, '2, •">, and 4 follow the Louvre

picture in all these particulars a, b, and c; and

Nos. 5 and (i in a and b.

On the other hand, we have, as following the

Plattemberg cartoon, only 7—the Turin cartoon, an

exact copy, except as to size, even to the unfinished

arm of St. Anno ; and 8 and 9 works certainly copied

from the Plattemberg cartoon, not from the Louvre

picture, or from a cartoon resembling it.

The same considerations which led me to the con-

clusion that the Royal Academy's cartoon gives us

Leonardo's earliest conception of the " St. Anne,"

lead me here to hold that the Plattemberg cartoon

preceded the altered design of the Louvre picture,

and the cartoon—if there was one—from which that

picture was painted. If this conclusion is correct,

we shall find reason to think that the Plattemberg
cartoon was that on which I nardo is now known
to have been working in Florence in 1501. That he

should have put aside unfinished so exquisite a work
is in keeping with all we know of the artist who,

in seeking to realise his conceptions, was for ever

abandoning works which to all eyes but his seemed
to have attained absolute perfection.

We arrive, then, at the conclusion that the filial

cart i, if Leonardo executed a third, stood in closer

relationship than the Plattemberg cartoon to the

Louvre picture. There would he, in any case, strong

probability that he did execute such a call.
, as the

preparation for the picture of the "St. Anne," on
which, as we now know, he was working shortly

before his death : hut evidence in confirmation of

this is not wanting.

M. Miintz has lately pointed out, in the study
previously quoted, that the drawings of feel iii the

Windsor Collection are, in all probability, fragments
of a cartoon destroyed in its entirety; and now that

the observation has been made it is easy to see that,

unlike other drawings for the " St. Anne " in the

same collection, they have all the character of por-

tions cut off from a larger study. The evidence,

taken as a wdiole, is strong—I should be disposed to

say conclusive— that Leonardo did execute three

cartoons for the "St. Anne"—(1) that of the Pioyal

Academy: (2) the Plattemberg cartoon
; (3) a third

cartoon (fragments of which yet perhaps remain),

the preparatory cartoon for the Louvre picture.

< Ine of the adaptations—the picture of Raphael,

dated 1507, now in the Madrid Gallery—might have

enabled us to decide which was the Florence cartoon

of 1501. It is, however, too free a rendering of the

original to settle this question.

We shall, however, probably be right in con-

cluding that, while the second cartoon—that of 1501,

the Plattemberg cartoon—became famous as one of

Leonardo's greatest works, its fame was afterwards

continued by a third work—picture or cartoon—dif-

fering from it in detail only.

Here again, without in any degree relying on

Resta's account, we find that we have arrived at his

conclusions.

It will lie remembered that in the account of the

provenance of his cartoon, Resta states that it re-

mained hidden in a chest in the house at A
T
ereelli of

Marco d'Oggionno, till it was bought by one of the

Arese family, well known as collectors of works of

art. As the purchaser is stated to have given it to

Bonola, from whom Resta had it, all these events

must have happened within a moderate space of

time, and the cartoon, if this account is correct,

must have remained at Vercelli for more than a

hundred years after the death, in 1530, of Marco

d'( (ggionno. It is not a little interesting to find that

of the three works copied from Resta's cartoon, one

— Sig. Prinetti's picture— is undoubtedly the work

of Bernardino Lanino; another, the picture of the

Brera, was formerly ascribed to him. For Lanino

was of Vercelli, for one of whose churches, indeed,

he painted the picture No. 0, and he may thus, if

flic cartoon really remained at Vercelli, have come to

know of it.

Something must be said on the origin of the

numerous copies of Leonardo's final design, as shown

in the Louvre picture. And here refereuce must be

made to the assumption, usual with the later French

critics, that the Louvre picture is one which originally

belonged to Francis I. Whether Leonardo ever

completed a picture of the " St. Anne" for Francis I-

is doubtful; Paolo Giovio's statement to this effect

is at variance with the accounts of other writers.

But the point is not of a very high degree of interest,

as it is almost demonstrable that if Leonardo did

paint for Francis such a picture, it was not that now
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in the Louvre, brought from the Milanese in 1629

by Cardinal Richelieu. There is, to begin with, the

improbability that Francis should have purchased

for his collection a work in so unfinished a state.

But there are arguments stronger than this. Pro-

fessor Uzielli (Bicerche, ii. 460) has published a

recently-discovered document of pathetic interest,

showing the great artist in the decline of his mar-

vellous powers working in 1516, three years before

his death, on a picture of the " St. Anne." These

are the words of an eye-witness. After mentioning

other pictures, there is, he says, "one of the Madonna
and i if the Son, placed in the lap of St. Anne, all

most perfect, although that, by reason of a certain

pai'alysis which has affected his right hand, one can

no longer expect good work from him ; yet he has

well trained a Milanese assistant (creato) who works

fairly well. And although the aforesaid Messer

Lunardo cannot paint with the sweetness he once had,

yet he is able to make designs, and to teach others."

Melzi is certainly, as Professor Uzielli says, indi-

cated in the foregoing passage : to him the great

master bequeathed " all the books of which the

testator is at present possessed, and other instru-

ments and portraits pertaining to his art and call-

ing as a painter." After Leonardo's death Melzi

brought hack to Milan the treasures bequeathed to

him ly Leonardo; among them, in all probability,

the unfinished picture of the Louvre, probably, also,

a cartoon made in preparation for the picture. From
one or other of these works the Milanese artists, his

scholars and imitators, painted the numerous copies

ami adaptations known to us. And in Milan or its

neighbourhood the great unfinished masterpiece re-

mained, till removed to France by Cardinal Richelieu.

The Turin cartoon is mentioned in 1631; Lanino's

picture bears the date 1575. As these are un-

doubtedly copied from the Plattemberg cartoon, the

antiquity of the work is fully established. In sub-

mitting its claims to be considered an authentic work

of Leonardo, I have been compelled to state as an
advocate the case which I now leave to the judges.

I may, however, be allowed to urge that a mere

denial of the attribution to Leonardo will hardly
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH ART, AND
MR. TATE'S COLLECTION.

II.—THE PICTURES.

By M. H. SPIELMANN.

|AVIXG in my last paper

i raced the rise and de-

velopmenl of the move-

ment in favour of a

British Luxembourg,

and its culmination in

tl ffer by the < rovern-

ment and tin- accept-

ance by .Mr. Tate of

tlic Millbank site for

the purposes of the

Tate Gallery, 1 proceed

to the consideration of

the pictures themselves. Such remarks as I may

have to offer on the scope of the institution, and

on tin- question of ultimate selection and disposition,

1 reserve for a final article.

The total number of pictures scheduled by Mr.

Tatr in his letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

dated 17th June, 1890, amounted to fifty-seven.

They have since been increased by at least one

canvas of the very first importance—the "Ophelia"

of Sir John Millais. This work, which would cer-

tainly hold its own in any gallery, even of old

masters, with whom it is worthy to hear companion-

ship, is painted according to the strictest tenets of

the Pre-Eaphaelite creed. It depicts the hapless

maid floating down the stream, " chanting snatches

of old tunes," just before

" Her garments, heavy with their drink,

l'ull'il the poor wretch from her melodious lay

To muddy death."

The originality of the arrangement, and the mar-

vellous vigour and delicacy of the brushwork, to-

gether witli the beauty of colour and brilliancy of

the execution, delight the beholder of to-day as

much as it surprised the Parisians when, in 1855,

it was exhibited in the Avenue Montaigne. The
tare df "Ophelia" is that of Mrs. Dante Gabriel

Rossetti while she was yet Miss Siddall. The back-

ground, which .Mr. buskin considered as "the Love

liest English landscape, haunted by sorrow," was

painted mi the River Ewell, near Kingston; but it

is hard to say which are the more admirable—the

landscape and accessories, or the exquisitely-drawn

Eai e .Hid the finely-modelled hands that are so sunn

to close themselves in death. At the same time
" it should he observed that the preservation of the

picture is absolutely perfect, and that the colours

arc as brilliant as the day they were laid on. This

work was painted in 1851, ami exhibited at the

Academy in the following year, along with "A
Huguenot " and " Mrs. Coventry Patmore." In 18G6

Messrs. Graves bought it for £798, and caused it

to l,e engraved by Mr. Stephenson. From them it

passed to Mrs. Fuller-Maitland, who lent it last year

to the Guildhall Exhibition, and who parted with it

I.. Mr. Tate for the sum (so it is said) of £3,000.

"The Vale of Rest," exhibited in 1859, just as

the artist was passing fnnn Pre-Raphaelitism, is one

of the most powerful works of the master. It is

supposed to illustrate the Scottish superstition that a

coffin-shaped cloud in the sky is a herald of ap-

proaching death. This convent garden— the sun

setting from a sky, which for simplicity and tragic

power has rarely been excelled by any artist—the

novice, with her white coif thrown back, digging the

grave for a dead or dying sister— her companion sit-

ting on the overturned headstone—the cypress-trees

and the poplars standing boldly against the glowing

sky. and the occasional hillocks, silently eloquent of

the graves of departed sisters— all these combine

to produce one of the unquestioned masterpieces

of the painter. "When this picture was 1 nought up

at the Graham sale it fell to Mr. Tate's agent for

£3,150—the only bidding that was ottered.

One of the most interesting facts about "The

Knight Errant," which was first shown at the Eoyal

Academy in 1870, is that it is the only life-size

nude female figure ever painted in a completed

picture by the artist. About this large work

—

which, by the way, was painted within a space of

six weeks— I may repeat the story of its execution

which I told some years ago. As Millais first

painted it, the face of the -ill 1. inked towards the

spectator; but the artist felt there was something

radically wrong. He was satisfied with his back-

ground and with flying thieves—which all are not;

lie was satisfied with his arrangement of the knight,

whom, for delicacy's sake, he modestly placed

standing behind the lady as lie cut her cords: he

was satisfied with the Mesh-painting, its brilliancy,

and its •carnations," which are about as good as

anything that lias been produced in England in

modern times; but he was so extremely dissatisfied

with the girl's pose that lie had serious intentions



ST. EULALIA S CRUCIFIXION.

{From the Painting by J. W. Waterhouse, A.R.A , in the Collection of Henry Tate, Esq. Engraved by C. Carter.)
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of destroying the canvas altogether. Fortunately, superb contribution to national art by a work

the happy thought occurred to him to try whether which, though admirable, does not touch such

by repainting the head, turning it away from the heights as his four other canvases.

beholder, the unpleasant effect would lie removed. Perhaps the gem of the whole collection is the

The experiment was successful, and this excellent magnificent Old dome (see p. 149), which the

work remains to us. Until recently it belonged to owner bought from Mr. Gooden, by whose courteous

Mr. Charles Wilson, for whom it was bought at the permission the picture was reproduced from the

Grant sale in the year 1877 for the sum of £1,522. mezzotint by Mr. Frank Short. This work, which

The well-known
picture, entitled " The

North-West Passage:

It might be done, and

England ought to do

it," was painted in

1874, in a full flush

of patriotic inspiration.

The matter, however,

cannot he said to have

been engrossing public

attention at the time,

for the passage had long

since been effected. The

chief figure, as is well

k nown, was painted from

Trelawney, the dare-

devil friend of Byron

and Shelley, who, with a

sort of aggressive satis-

faction, consented to sit

for the old mariner. This

work, which was shown

at the Paris Exhibition

of 1878, was etched by

M. A. Mongin in 1881,

at which time it was

in the collection of Mr.

Bolckow. It is a bril-

liant example of the

rendering of texture

without mere imita-

tion, one of the best in-

stances of Millais' most

vigorous and masterly

painting, broadly executed and technically admirable.

All these pictures willwith honour form part of thegift

that is to form the nucleus of our national collection.

The latest imaginative subject-picture by the

artist, which was exhibited at the Royal Academy
under the title of "Mercy: the Morning of the

STUDY FOR "AND THE SEA GAVE UP THE DEAD.

(By Sir F. Levjhton, Bart., P.B.A.)

Mr. Gooden discovered

in a country-house, and

which has never been

publicly exhibited, has

been proclaimed by the

best judges as probably

the finest example of

the master in existence.

( (pinion is not so unani-

mous in the case of the

Constable — a view of

Flatford Lock, seen

from beneath the gates

—which, also by Mr.

( i-ooden's courtesy, was

reproduced in my first

article (p. 148) from

Mr. Frank Short's beau-

tiful mezzotint. Would
it not perhaps lie as

well accurately to trace

the history of the pic-

ture back to the hand

that painted it before

it finds a final resting-

place in the haven at

Millbank ?

No fewer than three

works by Mr. Orchard-

son grace the collection;

and although no por-

trait, such as the " Mr.

Gilbey " and " Sir An-

drew Walker," is in-

cluded, the artist is

well represented by three of his best subject-pic-

tures—"Her First Dance,'' exhibited at the Royal

Academy; "The First Cloud" (1887), with its

finely-drawn figures, and what has been called

the splendour of its gloomy shadow; and " Her
Mother's Voice" (1888), with the infinite pathos

Massacre of St. Bartholomew," is supposed to take of the father's face. All three works are admir-
up the drama where "The Huguenot" dropped it able, and although not one of them, perhaps, quite

some tive-and-thirty years before. And, although touches the height of technical triumph attained

it would be absurd to say that the picture is in "Master Baby," they yet display a level of ex-

unworthy to be included in the Tate gift, it be- cellence that posterity will assuredly contemplate
comes matter for consideration whether it is quite with patriotic pride. How graceful and appro-

fair to the painter to dilute, so to speak, his priate a finishing-touch would be added to the
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collection if Mr. Tate could include a portrait of Young Dream," and "The Sea-weed Gatherer," not
himself, the donor, by the hand of the great Scots- equally admirable, perhaps, but all finely painted,

man, need hardly be pointed out. Mr. Briton Riviere is also represented by three

The three examples of Mr. J. C. Hook's work are pictures. "Giants at Play" (see p. L96) is, according

'•AND THE SEA SAVE UP THE DEAD WHICH WEBB IX IT."

(From the Paintiivj by Sir Frederic Leigkton, Bart, P.R.A., in the Collection of Henri/ Tate, Esq.)

eminently characteristic of his virility, of his power
as a shore sea-painter, and particularly of one phase

of sea-mood. They are pictures of his later period,

which is quite innocent of the historical tendency

of this artist's youth, and are well known to the

Academy visitor: "Home with the Tide," "Love's

to the view of Mr. Watts, a truly historical picture
;

for it will show to generations yet unborn whal

manner of man was the British navvy, just as Mr.

Watts's " Mid-day Rest" was painted to preserve for

the future the heroic hearing and proportions of the

brewer's drayman of the nineteenth century. His
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"Possessed Swine " (recently christened by an uncon-

scious humorist "Devilled Pork ") attracted great

interest when it was exhibited, and was rightly held,

simple as it was, to be a work of imagination, as

well as of executive power. Both these pictures

were at the Academy in 1883. "Eunning the

Blockade" is the third picture of Mr. Riviere, an

artist, as Mr. Tate's pictures show, whose sympathy

of the poor, are shown in his "Hush!" and

"Hushed!" These little pictures, representing a

child dying, and dead, in its cot, are full of deep

earnestness and virile force ; but they are the work

of a young hand, which later knew how to reach to a

considerably higher plane of artistry. To see how

much more accomplished painting of this kind may

lie, it is necessary only to turn to Mr. Luke Fildes'

(HANTS AT PLAY.

{From the Painting by Briton Riviere, /.'..!., in the Collection oj Benry Tate, E >, )

with the animal world contends lor precedence with

his sense of humour.

Mr. Alma-Tadema's two pictures were produced

longo intervallo in point of time, hut they are

curiously equal in their high technical excellence.

"The Siesta," a subject greatly liked by the artist,

and painted by him in 1868, and again five years

afterwards, and "Tin' Silent Greeting," a work of

hut the other day, so to speak, both declare the

accomplished master of the brush, whose powerful

technique he brought just twenty years ago to

strengthen the prestige of the English school. The

latter picture has lately been etched by Air. Lowen-

stam, and by the courtesy of Mr. < louden was re-

produced in the first article on p. 147.

Frank Holl's intense sympathy with suffering

humanity, and more especially with the misery

masterpiece, which, under the title of "The Doctor,"

was the sensation at the Academy a couple of

years ago.

"Consulting the Oracle," by Mr. J. W. Water-

house, "St, Eulalia's Crucifixion" (an engraving of

which appears on p. L93), and the "Lady of Shalott,"

all produced within a very short period of time,

practically represent the painter's rise, his success,

and his later development. The influence of his

French teaching, so remarkable in the last-named

picture, is hardly noticeable in the hist, and in

the last only do we positively foresee the painter

of "Circe." These three pictures are extremely

interesting, as illustrating the painter's develop-

ment : hut he himself would hardly choose to he

represented to posterity so much by "The Oracle"

as by, say, the " Danae " picture of last year.
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" SHEEE
An Original Etching hi

THE original etching which forms the frontis-

piece to this Part of The Magazine of Art
may be pronounced a good example not only of

the work of Mr. Percy Eobertson, but of the more
popular use of the resources of the etching-needle,

such as may be constantly met with on the exhi-

bition walls of the Eoyal Society of Painter-Etchers.

Percy Robertson, R.P.-E.

The delicate gradation of tone, the jus! mas »f

light and shade, the tenderness of the etched line

which is here to be considered rather for its tune
value than for itself as a line—and the appointed
assistance of the painter, arc all employed with
knowledge and effect; and the result is a plate

which is altogether good of its kind.

RECENT ILLUSTRATED VOLUMES.

THE LIFE OF JOHN LINNELL.*

AYEAE ago and more Mr. Story contributed to

these pages an article on one of the greatest

of England's landscape-painters—a man about whom,
in spit:' of his eminence

and his great achieve-

ments, little enough was

publicly known. The

same writer has now-

gone the proper length,

and given us an exhaus-

tive biography of the

artist. He lias not

merely written a con-

ventional " life," and told

us all that was to be

known about the painter

and his work, but lie lias

placed the man before us

as he lived with more than

ordinary power of charac-

terisation ; and set forth

a criticism which, if now
and again a little too

high-pitched in its praise,

is full of intelligence, and

demonstrates a natural

aptitude for a certain

standard of art-analysis.

The book is perhaps a

little too diffuse, especially

in the section of corre-

spondence. We may object that when Fuseli burst

into the painting-room of the Royal Academy, and

denounced the students as "a den of wild beasts,"

it was young Munro, and not fuseli himself as the

author says, who reminded the liny little Swiss

that he was '•(heir keeper; " and that West, to

* •' The Life of John Linnell." By Alfred T. Story. In Two
Volumes. ^London : Richard Bentley and Sons. 1892.)

WILLIAM

Sketch by J. Linnell. Fr

whom Mr. Story refers throughout Hie volumes as

"Sir Benjamin," never received a. knighthood for all

that he was President of the Royal Academy. Rut

these arc small matters. The life of Linnell as

pictured here is full of

interest, for he was a man
of uncommon character

—

a man of stern resolve, a

slave, we might almosl say

a victim, to principle, im-

movably consistent in his

views of right and honesty

anil virtue : and, therefore,

in his search after truth,

inconsistent in his religious

forms, and often enough

in his quest after justice,

unjust.

One is extremely loth

to accept Mr. Story's view

of the conduct of Con-

stable in his alleged action

in keeping Linnell out of

the Academy, or even the

other instanc f jealousy

and backbiting charged to

the great painter of " The
Haywain;" but the fact

is undeniable that Linnell

was not elected during

all the years hi' "had his

name down," and that,

whether or not he had the slightest justification for

the belief that the Academy only sought to elect hiin

in older to " degrade " him, he sturdily rejected the

polite overtures of Mr. Horsley ami others: and
that, yet, in spite of his remaining an " outsider," he

managed to amass during his long life no less a

fortune than £300,000. Linnell is chiefly known
nowadays for his landscapes; yet his portraits

•TheW of John Linnell.")
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arc extremely numerous, as he devoted himself to

that branch of art for a considerable portion of his

lono- life. But few arc aware of the man)- miniatures

on ivory which he executed of persons more or less

eminent, and for which he probably ceased to have

commissions on account of his refusal to flatter;

and fewer si ill know the numerous line-engravings

and etchings wrought by the versatile hand. Of

all these Mr. Story gives a catalogue as nearly as

possible complete. Perhaps the most interesting

portion of the hook, apart from the main subject of

it, and the amusing anecdotes it contains, is to be

found in the chapters devoted to Blake, whose last

years Linnell tended with so much unaffected kindness

and generosity.

MRHAMERTON'S
".MAX IX ART."*

MR. HAMER-
TON stands

midway between

tin/ purely specu-

lative writer or

theorist and the

dogmatic, cut-and-

dried critic to

whom nothing is

a matter of doubt

and little a matter

of opinion or taste.

In spite of his

careful reasoning

and logical deduc-

tions, Mr. Hanier-

toil admits his uncertainly as to the correctness of

his artistic views, and declares the hopelessness of all

definiteness in the establishment of an art-standard.

Yet he is undeniably a man of refined ami cultivated

taste, of wide knowledge, ami unlimited sympathy .

ami in this his latest work he will carry with him the

majority of those of his readers who care for common
sense in argument and for highly-developed artistic

sensibility in the handling of an artistic theme.

In dealing with so vast a subject as "Man in

An," the boldest writer well might quail; hut Mr.

Hamertoii has so subdivided it ami so carefully and

intelligently differentiated its various aspects that

his task has been curiously simplified. His main

sections are "Culture" (that is, education in treat-

ing lie- liejirc), I'.oai'ty." " Religious Art," "History

and Revivals," " Portrait," and " Life Observed"—an

arrangement which, it will he seen, must practically

"Man in \n Studies in Religious ami Historical An.

Portrait, and Genre." By Philip Gilbert Hamerton. With forty-

six plates in line-engraving, mezzotint, &c. (London: Macinillan

ami Co.)

cover the whole field of " man in art " in the five-

and-fifty chapters devoted to the subject. It is not

pretended, of course, that the subject is exhaus-

tively dealt with even within the broad limits of this

ample and handsome volume; lint it may lie de-

clared a philosophically-conceived and lucidly-written

treatise, which is probably more interesting and en-

tertaining than any other book of the kind ever

devoted to the subject. It is, indeed, to be placed

for its charm of treatment above the same author's

"Landscape," to which it is a companion volume;

and, while it is sufficiently technical, it appeals

even more to the general reader ami the student

than to the artist, though for all it cannot fail

to have its value.

The main tenet

of Mr. Hamerton's

creed is, that for

the painter to

become an artist,

his power of tech-

nique, however

commanding, must

he supplemented

by intellect and

refinement. He
thus accepts the

ltuskinian philo-

sophy, minus the

main condition of

" faith " and other

ethical qualities;

while he more

obviously insists,

REST.

c Li/r of John Linnell ")

with the "non-literary" school, on technical achieve-

ment than Mr. Ruskin did. His defence of the

study and the representation of the nude is masterly,

and, being directed straight at the British Matron,

will crush her by its very simplicity and moderation.

Mr. Hamerton's evidence that the latest phase of

French art of to-day displays pre-eminent technical

excellence, accompanied by coarseness of feeling, and

absolutely lack of taste, is particularly interesting,

and confirms what we have maintained in these

columns. His style is excellent: his matter lucidly

expressed and not without wit, temperate, logical,

and, above all, frank and honest, His attitude,

indeed, is philosophic rather than combative, and

the book gains by the circumstance.

The illustrations, which are of the most sump-

tuous character, greatly increase the value of the

volume. They are in all styles of block and plate

engraving. The single engraving on wood we repro-

duce here as an interesting example—" Silence, by

M. ( riisman— of engraving on wood from theengraver's

own drawing. We cannot agree with Mr. Hamerton
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when he says that "original wood engraving can rejecting, while he used the same tool throughout, and
hardly be done direct from nature on to the wood." held the block in his left hand. An extremely inter-

%*\ «1

rwif^wji 11

'! T^^P^^W^'-'

(Brawn and Engrailed by P. Git • .Van m Art.")

M. Lepere made such an engraving for the present

writer—who remembers seeing in America, an ex-

quisite forest scene, which Mr. Eldbridge Kingsley
engraved—composing as he went along, selecting and

estinginnovation inthebook is the inclusion of "hvalo-

graphs"—plates produced from delicatewash drawings
on de-polished glass, the result of which is a delicacy

beyond what has been obtained even by heliogravure.
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THE PORTRAIT OF A POET:" BY JAOOPO PALMA (?),

NATIONAL GALLERY.—II.

AT THE

By W. FRED DICKES.

BEFOEE we leave the historical side of our bornly contested every house and rock, but the

problem it should be noticed that as Prospero numbers of the enemy were overwhelming. Hope-

Colonna was born in 1464, and the painting repre- lessly defeated, he found protection in the camp of

the Spanish general Consalvo at Cosenza.

The Pope, enraged at his escape, issued a

bull of excommunication against the house

of Colonna, so he remained with Con-

salvo and entered his service, as did also

other members of his family.

Now we learn from Vasari that Con-

salvo, visiting the Doge Agostino Bar-

berigo in Venice, brought with him a

number of officers from his ramp. Vasari'a

wmds, which occur in his " Life of Gior-

gione" (ii. 397), arc as follows: "There is

another picture of the same master in the

palace of Anton de Nbbili ; this repre-

sents a military commander wearing his

armour, and is painted with great force

and truth. They say it is one of the

leaders whom Consalvo Ferrante brought

with him to Venice when he visited the

Doge Agostino Barberigo. At that time,

as is reported, Giorgione took the likeness

of the great Consalvo himself. . .

.' From

this I infer that Consalvo's visit took place

in 1500; for it was in June, 1500, that

Consalvo, leaving Spain with a fleet of

seventy sail, joined the Venetians in their

expedition against the Turks al Xante and

Cephalonia, which fell after a siege of

fifty days. He then sailed to Syracuse,

where an ambassador from the Republic

presented him rich furs, brocades, plate,

and the diploma of a Venetian gentleman.

Now, as Barberigo died in 1500, and Consalvo's move-

ments are sufficiently recorded up to this date, the

visit referred to must have taken place in this yea:

and, of course, it is possible that Prospero accom-

panied him, and was, in fact, one of "i Capitani"

referred to by Vasari as in his train. But of this

we have no record, and all that can be asserted is

that if our picture represents Prospero Colonna.it

was painted in or about 1 500.

Be this as it may, no one will doubt that the

picture is brimful of the spirit of Giorgione—that

the Orsini. He sent Caesar with the Papal troops it is an eminent example of his school. It behoves

i" exterminate the Colonna and seize their posses- us, therefore, to consider who were the exponents
sions. Prospero, therefore, left his retirement to of the Giorgionesque in 1500. Giovanni Bellini,

take command of the family retainers. He stub- the worthy, thoughtful, and eminently painstaking

THE KNIGHT (IF .MALTA.

(From II,,' Painting h„ Giorgione ut Florence )

sents a man of thirty-five or thirty-six years, it

would he painted in or about 1500. In 1500 Pros-

pero had rebuilt the Benedictine monastery of the

Olivetani outside the town of Fondi, and was living

there as a "lay brother." We arc told that he

was not long permitted to enjoy this " retreat.'

The old feud between the houses of Colonna and
Orsini had received fresh incitement. Pope Alex-

ander VI., wishing to aggrandise his own family,

ami particularly to establish his son Csesar Borgia

an independent prince in Italy, took sides with
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master, and his pupils or followers — Giorgione,

Titian, l'alina. and Lorenzo Lotto—wen- all living

in friendship in Venice; but of the pupils Gior-

gione had already become the idol and leader.

Tall and handsome in person, original in mind,

affable, skilled in music and the arts of society,

he had already secured many patrons while his

companions were still in a state of pupilage. To

them his masterly, direct style of painting was

a revelation of emancipation from the laboured

and slow method of Bellini; so, very early— Vasari

says when not more than eighteen years old

(in 1495 !)—Titian began to adopt something of

the manner of Giorgione ; and the Anonimo of.

Morelli, writing in 1512, informs us that in 1511,

on Giorgione's death, Titian completed several of

his friend's unfinished works. It may be fairly

doubted whether Titian was sufficiently skilled in

the " Giorgionesque " in 1500, when twenty-three

years of age, to have painted the picture. As a

matter of fact, the works of Titian which show
anything of the influence of Giorgione are generally

assigned to dates between 1504 and loll'— i.e., to the

period during which he was assistant to Giorgione.

The ease against Palma's ability to paint the

work in 1500 is even stronger than that against

Titian's. Palma was born in 1480. Vasari does

not inform us who was his master, ami Pddolfi only

POKTKA1T OF JACOPO PALMA.

(./v..,,, Vasarla "Lives of tht Painters," 1S6S.)

rlij called "A Member of the Fugge
b,j GimgUme.)

says that la- came to Venice when voting, and learned

much from Titian. Vasari adds that " Lorenzo

Lotto, the Venetian painter, became his friend and
companion." Lotto "had imitated the manner of

the Bellini for a time, and afterwards attached him-
self to the manner of Giorgione." Morelli (Ivan

Lermolieff), by a careful analysis of the work of

Lotto, has shown that this imitation of Giorgione

began in 1510. He hail been away from Venice for

ten years, and on returning associated himself with

Palma in studying and trying to imitate the works
of Giorgione

; "but in those studies Lotto influenced

Palma more than Palma did Lotto " (" Italian

Masters in German Galleries," p. 30).

Now I submit that the "copying" to which

Vasari refers may perhaps rather imply that they

took his subjects, and adopted bis shapes and

arrangements— as, for example, we know Palma
did in his (" his-lungi ") long pictures of Holy

Families. Compare the " Mary with the Infant

Christ, to whom St. Bridget is offering flowers, and
St. Plfus behind." as represented under the names
of Giorgione, Palma, and Titian in the now- dispersed

Blenheim Collection, in the Hampton Court Palace,

and at Madrid respectively. Two of them are as-

suredly copies from the third, which is a Giorgione.

As for Titian, be never ceased painting what might
be almost called replicas of Giorgione. Indeed,
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these painters iuitiated such a habit of going to

Giorgione as to the fountain-head of all thought

that there is scarcely a painting by the greal Bar-

barelli of which a duplicate cannot be found under

the name of Titian, Talma, Pietro della Veechia, and

others. I put this view rather strongly, because I

am convinced that the meaning of Vasari's words

about "copying the manner of Giorgione" has

been overstrained by the critics till Giorgione is

left robbed of almost everything. And this has

STEPHANO COLONNA.

(/•> "Celebri Famigli Italiana.")

been the more difficult to prevent because his un-

disputed masterpiece, viz., the celebrated "Madonna
"

at Castelfranco, has been buried under five restora-

tions. (Sim- I.. Ah. Camavito, " Giorgione de Castel-

franco e la sua Madonna del Duomo della sua

Patria," for details.) Of course "restoration" is abso

lutely necessary, especially for altar-pieces, many of

which have been completely mined by the unavoid-

able variations of temperature to which they arc sub-

jected. It icsults, however, that while by the study

of various pieces attributed to him we can gain a

general notion of the colour and style of Giorgione,

anyone who ventures to make an attribution to the

master should clearly define his own idea of him.

1 would observe that Giorgione painted on panel

m generally than did either Titian or Talma
Vecchio. As for Cariani, he very seldom painted

on anything except canvas. In drawing Giorgione

stood first and l'alma a long way last. All the

figures of Giorgione are well proportioned, and stand

firmly. His heads are beautifully poised upon well-

modelled necks of sufficient length, very different

from the necks of Talma, which are clumsy, thick,

ami shapeless. In fine, the drawing of Gior-

gione displays the gracefulness of manly strength,

that of Titian the subtlety of feminine grace; hut

thai of Talma is seldom even good—being, in fact,

voluptuously swollen and loose.

In light and shade, ton, Giorgione was pre-

eminent. He was fond of making a nest of light

upon the face, which has a sunny glow all its own,

and is heightened in effect by the strong shadows,

which feel their way upon the rotundities of the

cheek. He was partial to small isolated patches of

full light in the midst of strong shadow. An emi-

nent example .if what I mean is to he found in the

Gaston de Fpix being armed bya youthful attendant

—a little panel which came from the Orleans Col-

lection, and is now in the possession of the Earl of

Carlisle. I also find instances of this on the left,

cheek of our portrait, and on that of the Knight of

Malta in the Florence Gallery, about which I

shall have more to say presently. It is sufficient

fur this moment to remark that its attribution

to Giorgione has been generally accepted, and

—

among others — by those often differing critics,

Crowe and Cavalcaselle and Morelli. Giorgione

was the most daring of all the painters of Italy

in the use of his shadows. Sometimes, as in

his "David and Saul" subject, he would allow a.

powerful shadow to play across the lower part of

the face. Now Titian and, still more, l'alma feared

to break up the breadth of the face by such shadows

ami isolated lights. Their shadows are lighter, and

an- never so sudden at the edges as are those of

Giorgione. These masterly shadows of Giorgione

have, in truth, a science all their own. By means

of the varying abruptness of their edges the painter

accurately distinguishes the bony from the fleshy

surfaces upon which they fall. Then, too, the Cas-

telfrancan paid especial attention to the reflected

lights upon his round surfaces, which are always

wtdl kept, of due power, and accurately placed;

consequently his rotunds have naturalness, reality,

ami singleness.

His chiaroscuro being so powerful, he was ena-

bled to use colours of full strength—purple, orange,

black, crimson, blue, brown, ami green were all

brought into requisition. He applied his pigments

with a. well-loaded brush, never disturbing or

blending, but correcting where needed with a second

touch. There is no scumbling or other trick of

feebleness to be found in the work of Giorgione.
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A minor consequence of this masterly "touch and
leave" system was a rich iinpasto, which helps to
furnish every surface; and, as every touch was
applied by the unerring hand of a thorough draughts-
man, guided by a mind keenly alert, and learned in

that Giorgione had the model before him. but that
Palma—and sometimes Titian also—drew largely
upon fancy, furnishing a bald space with a certain
free and accidental scrimmage of the brush due to
a nervous hand. Of course I am using extreme

FOKTIU.IT OC A MAN.

(Frmn ike Painting ascribed t„ Titian at Munich >

the nature of the textures of the different materials,
there is a wealth of knowledge in every inch of his

work such as one never finds in a Palma; for while
with Giorgione drawing and painting were synony-
mous, with Palma. painting was little more than a

very agreeable scheme of colours disposed patchily
upon a loosely-drawn outline

S21

expressions in order to make the distinction clear.

To depreciate either of these grand Venetians would
he little short of treason, for each of them excelled

in his speciality. In portraiture Giorgione was an
idealist. Tfis heads seem to he thinking and
absorbed, while those of Titian are more conscious

One always feels of the spectator, though they never lack dignity.
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Portraits by Palma are nevei ideal, but are simple

representations, and are rarely of men. [ndeed there

remains no male portrait to which tradition points

as the work of Palma Vecchio. In recent years, how-

ever, his name lias Keen given to several portraits of

men—the leader in this departure being the well-

known and tine portrait of a member of the Fugger

family by Giorgione at Munich. (See illustration on

p. 203.) It had been pointed out by Forster that

this picture corresponded with Yasari's description of

a portrait which Palma painted of himself with the

assistance of a mirror; and in spite of its history,

and the references to it. by Ridolfi and cithers as " il

ritratto dun Tedeseodi Oasa Fucehiere co pellicia di

volpe in dosso in atto di girarsi" ("the portrait of

a merchant of the house of Fugger with a wolf's fur

On his back in the act of turning round"), was at

once transformed into "A Portrait of Palma by

himself." But of course everyone sees that there

must be some mistake. At any rate there is very

little likeness between this face and the portrait

of Palma Vecchio given by Vasari himself, and he

assures us he was must particular. (See illustration on

p. 203.) As a matter of fact Morelli attributes this

picture to his pupil Cariani, which is another opinion

the discussion of which would be an unnecessary

digression. My sole reason for drawing attention to

the faulty claim of this Munich picture to the name

of Palma is that its attribution initiated what may
be called the Palma craze, to which the " Portrait of

a Poet " has been sacrificed.

Xow, turning to our picture, we certainly do find

that it answers to the requirements <>( a Giorgione.

It was painted on panel. Even had we no record of

its transfer to canvas (by Paul Kiewert of Paris in

1857), the nature of the cracking of the paint suffi-

ciently proclaims the fact. That it is not by Palma

the admirable drawing and modelling sufficiently

declare. It has the glow—the deep shadows, and,

above all, the isolated nest of light upon the cheek

—the rich colour, and everywhere the straight touch

of the great master. As for the texture, I do not

forget that those who give this work to Palma dwell

upon the smoothness of its polished surface. Put

anyone who has hail a picture relined will bear me
out that the result is often a smoother surface than

the picture presented before. Whatever our picture

may have lost of its texture by this operation, there

is still some left—indeed, upon the left arm there is

so much loading that one suspects the presence of

modern paint. I have made careful studies of the

texture, touch, and brushwork of this picture, and
with these aids to the memory have visited and care-

fully examined a number of pictures by, or attri-

buted to, Giorgione, Palma Vecchio, and Titian, with
the result that, while 1 do find in the touch of

Palma some little kinship, it is the similarity of a

free copyist—hasty, loose, and unlearned.

There is in the Florence Gallery a portrait by

( riorgione known as the "Knight of Malta" (see illus-

tration on p. 202), which has much family likeness to

our picture. The hair is of the same character and

deep chestnut brown colour, though somewhat shorter

—is parted in the middle in the same way, but is al-

lowed to conceal more of the forehead. His features

are otherwise the same. There is the same display

of bare neck, and he holds a rosary of the same large

beads. Xow this "Knight of Malta" has always

been attributed to Giorgione, and is one of the

very few pictures wdiose attribution to the mastei

has not been seriously disturbed. This tine work

has the good fortune to have been acknowledged

both by Crowe and Cavalcaselle and by Morelli, the

last of whom adds the remark that "to think of a

painter like Pietro della Vecchia in presence of this

finely-conceived head is nothing short of heresy."

I am tempted to suggest that in this Knight of

.Malta by ( riorgione we have before us a portrait of his

cousin Stefano Colonna. Educated in the camp of

Prospero, be became one of the most expert captains

of his day. He afterwards served under the banner

of Charles V, but when the Emperor quarrelled with

the Pontiff' Clement VII., he, yielding to the pressure

of the latter, abandoned the Imperial service, and

defended the Pope against his own relatives. "When

the Vatican and the Emperor became reconciled he

left Italy and entered the service of Francis I. Next

we find him serving the republicans of Florence,

ami later still, at the special imitation of the Em-
peror, acting as Field-Marshal in the war against

Flanders. Returning into Italy, he died at Pisa

in lots. I append the portrait of Stefano Colonna

given by Pitta. (See p. 204.) It is interesting

as showing bow these long-haired heroes gathered

their tresses into a fillet. No doubt the hair, which

splines from a very low point on his forehead,

would, when allowed to fall, give much the appear-

ance of the Knight of Malta. This portrait is by

Benedetto Cagliari, and comes from the Colonna

Palace. And here I will reproduce from the Munich

Gallery a picture which seems to have changed its

name as ours has done. It was once erroneously

called a " Portrait of Aretino," as ours was of Ariosto,

but is now called simply " Portrait of a Man," by

Tiziano, Vecellio (c. l' ft. .'! in. by 2 ft. !i in.). (See

p. 205.) No one will doubt the identity of the

person with our portrait. The eves are dark, while

the hair is chestnut, though more lost in the

dark background than is the case in the National

Gallery picture. It is my belief that this paper

ends as it began with a portrait of Prospero I lolonna,

Liberator of Italv.
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TEMPLE NEWSAM, AND ITS APT COLLECTION.

T
HE first ex-

perience of

the visitor to

Temple Newsam
is a strangely

dissonant one.

He arrives at

Leeds, in the

very core of

a big, dirty,

work-a-day in-

dustrial town,

throbbing with

thai constant

struggle for

supremacy on one side and bare life on the other,

which marks modern commercial development. The

constant roar of heavy traffic, an unbroken tide of

eager humanity, the reek of a thousand mills and

workshops, assault every sense. For more than half

an hour he drives through long, unlovely streets,

with grimy cottages and grimier factories in dull,

depressing alternation on either hand. As he

reaches the ragged edges of the great town, there

are pitiful attempts at little gardens and home-

decoration. At length conic fields, more or less

blessed under that withering atmosphere, and at

the little village of Whitkirk, some two miles away,

TEMPLAR'S DRINKING CUP, AT
TEMPLE NEWSAM.

BYLES.

he turns aside to enter the Temple Newsam demesne.

Whitkirk is as old as Leeds itself, and though it

bears some traces of having caught the industrial

fever of its great neighbour, it lias for the most

pail that air of quaint, solid permanence which

marks so many Yorkshire villages, and which con-

veys the impression that the world never was

without a Whitkirk in it. Ecclesiastical moulding

and ornament on occasional doorway and window

hint at a certain prosperity for Whitkirkers, even

during the reign of their most powerful neighbours,

the Knights Templars. Of the old church at Whit-

kirk, winch was served by the Templar priests, there

is no trace. The present building, a comely struc-

ture, dates from the middle of the fifteenth century.

Directly Whitkirk is passed, the scene changes

sharply, and a short drive through the well-timbered

park, with w Hand scenery in the background,

brings the visitor face to face with a palace built

round three sides of a great quadrangle, with an

air about it of dignity and aloofness, as remote

from the life of Leeds as it is possible to conceive.

The style of architect arc is racy of the soil. The

heavy stone-mullioned windows, which relieve the

red-brick walls, are characteristic of every old York-

shire manor-bouse, and there is a practical, unpre-

tentious solidity about it which inevitably suggests

that the man who built it, Sir Arthur Ingram, had
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not forgotten his Yorkshire extraction, and though
a Londoner, chose a Yorkshireman as his architect.

A curious monotony marks it. The three sides of the

building are equal in length, and each consists of a

succession of embayed windows carried up with per-

fecl regularity through three floors. Following this

strange embayed line throughout its entire length,

iimler normal conditions would lend itself well to

landscape-gardening, the path to the kitchen gardens

by some small hanging woods and fish-ponds being

remarkably picturesque. One patch of Italian

garden which lies to the south front of the house

gives the only suggestion of colour. The best view

of this striking building is obtained on the drive

THE PICTUKE OALLERY, TEMPLE NEWSAM.

(Draien by J. Fulleylovs, HI. Engraved by C. Carter.)

and showing clear against the sky, inns a frieze of

lettering in capital letters, which forms this inscrip-

tion: "ALL GLORY AND PRAISE BE GIVEN TO GOD THE

FATHER, THE SUN, AND THE HOLY GHOST ON HIGH.

PEACE UPON EARTH, GOODWILL TOWARDS MEN. HONOI R

AXD TRUE ALLEGIANCE TO OUR GRACIOUS KING, LOVING

AFFECTION AMONG Ills SUBJECTS, HEALTH AND PROS-

PERITY WITHIN THIS IK USE." These Words were

originally cut in stone, but the poisonous fumes from

Leeds chimneys have eaten much of the stone away,

and they have been replaced—humiliating to say

—

by duplicates made in east iron.

The immediate surroundings of this unique pile

are of necessity somewhat bare. There is scant

encouragement for gardeners within reach of the

filthy breath of manufacturing towns. Many of the

fine old trees in the park are being slowly blighted

by it. The ground is broken and romantic, and

from the main entrance, near Crossgates, whence

it is easy to realise the beauty of the situation

which has made it so coveted a possession for

hundreds of years. On a tine winter afternoon,

when the setting sun momentarily irradiates the

smoke and vapour which go up ceaselessly from

Leeds furnaces and transmutes them into a veil of

purple and gold, the old palace looks noble and

imposing enough.

The property has had strange vicissitudes. It

lay within the ancient kingdom of Elmete, and at

the time of the ('oiiipiest was held by two Thanes

;

but the tide of war, which rolled to and fro so Long

and so heavily throughout Yorkshire immediately

subsequent to that period, ravaged the West Riding;

and Xewsam. which had keen of sixty shillings

value in Edward the Confessor's time, fell to six

shillings. If was the establishment of the Order of
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THE HALL. TEMPLE NEW

(Drawn by J. Fulleylove, R.I.)

ospenty

ul 1 L50,

the Knights Templars that revived the
;

of Newsam. They bought Lt, probably, al

and made il one of their most important centres.

There they nourished, not in any splendour,

fni- the old records show an extraordinary

frugality in their housekeeping, but as a

powerful ami heroic military caste, for some-

thing like a century ami a half. In 1311

the internal ranker which is apt to beset

organisations of this kind caused the enforced

dissolution of the Older. The Knights

Hospitallers appear to have held the

lands under the Crown for a slant in-

terregnum between the occupation of

the Templars and the grant of them

t • > the Darcj family, which became

ennobled in the person of the last

holder, the famous warrior, Lord Darcy,

who, after years of faithful service to

the King, found his allegiance too sorely tried by

the Reformation ami the consequent separation of

may
the'

intact

Pilgrimage of Grace. After many intrigues

Lilly contrived, Darcy was arrested il

uted at the age of eighty o:

Tower Hill a month or two later. His es

tates were confiscated, and Temple Newsai

was granted to the Earl of Lennox

contented pensioner of the English Crown

us Froilde calls him, who had marri

iter of Margaret Tudor. Here their

son, Lord Darnley, was bora, an honour

which is cherished by the present line of

owners for no very obvious reasons. Darnley

was not an heroic personage, although he

was the father of a king. Be that as it

the room in which he was

bedstead, are said to have

manor-house tWhen lli.

orn, and even

icen preserved

thai date was

pulled down by

a later owner,

Sir Arthur In-

gram, the foun-

der of the pre-

sent family, the

room and bed

<~~;

CHINESE SACRIFICIAL VASE, TEMPLE NEWSAM.

were carefully preserved and embodied in the new

fabric Garrulous old Thoresby seems to imply that

the English Church from the See of Lome, and Lord Lennox never really owned the estate at all,

was driven into the leadership of the disastrous but that he held it under the Crown. But one
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the time of ,

property fell

I.,

the

thing is clcai' : thai ii

Lord Darnley's son, the property fell int

hands, by purchase, of Sir Arthur Ingram, " a

farmer of the Customs" in the City of London.

Wheater, a local historian, is unnecessarily severe

uii Sir Arthur. Ingram was evidently a man of

affairs and a keen financier: his services to the
( '"int in the way of collecting

Customs and raising money made
him a valuable servant. James I.

was an uncommonly bad payer;

he could promise, but no1 perform,

and Ingram, being a tenacious

Vurksliireinan and a fighter to

boot, made many enemies as well

as friends at Court. A contem-

porary letter, speaking of the

struggle when, after intrigue and

counter-intrigue, he was dismissed

from the Cofferership of the

King's Household, says:- " Yl'

this business of Ingram's had not

been, I know not how we shold

have entertained ourselfes fur this

whole moneth together: yt hath

tilled both the Court and Citie

with dayly newes and discourse."

The end of the business was that

the Stuart was "bested" by the

north -countryman. Sir Arthur

Ingram received from the King

fur money due to him a share of

the fee simple of lands valued at

£50,000, in return for which all

future claims on the ( lustoms were

to hi' relinquished. Sir Arthur

was Sheriff of Yorkshire in 1620,

ami somewhat later was appointed

Secretary to the Council of the

North. He. was a man of large

and luxurious ideas, and the house

in York which he erected at that

time was said to lie of ureal splendour. A lire

broke out in the new house at Temple Xewsam
soon after it was finished, but the extent of it

and consequent loss appear to have 1 n much ex-

aggerated by the gossips of the day. Lord Straf-

ford actually spoke of £4,000 worth of furniture

being destroyed, hul this is ohvious nonsense, A
much larger fire occurred in 177G, the damage from

which was not made g 1 until 179l'.

The .son of the second Sir Arthur was made a

peer, under the title of Lord Ingram, Viscount of

Irwin, but the peerage died out in little more than

a hundred years, in default of male issue. The tenth

Viscount died in 177H, leasing five daughters, who

were all women of mark, some of them of wonderful

beauty. The third, Elizabeth, married Hugo Mey-
nell, uf Hoar Cross, Staffordshire, and her eldest

son, adopting the further name uf Ingram, instituted

the present style and title uf the family. Temple
Xewsam fell to this child, because under the terms

of the Last Lord Irwin's will, it was to go to the first

Till: HON .MRS. MBTKELL-INGEAM.

(From thi Fainting by W. 11. Richmond, A.R.A.)

son that was born of Ins five daughters. This

daughter was grandmother to the husband of the

Hon. Mrs. Meynell-Ingram, who is now the chdte-

laine of this fine estate, and who maintains it with

reverent care. Her husband died as the result of a

melancholy accident in the hunting-field in 1871.

The widowed Lady Irwin kept up the state of

the old house with wonderful spirit. On September

28th, 1806, she entertained the Prince of Wales

afterwards George IV., after he and the Duke

of Clarence had been ai Doncaster races. The

curious Chinese paper which still adorns the blue

drawing-loom, and which is in excellent preserva-

tion, was a gift from him to testify his gratitude.
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became Lady William < lordon

Sir John Ramsden, of Byron

The two fine tapestries, from the Gobelin works,

in the terrace-room, " The Finding of Moses" and

" The Battle of the Amalekites," were also the gift

of royal hands, and the loyalty of the house of

Meynell-Ingram is oddly exemplified by a copy

emblazoned in gold, which hangs in the same room,

of tlic s] li of the Duke of York in the House of

Lords, April 25th, 1825, when he presented a peti-

tion from the Dean and Chapter of St. George's,

Windsor, " praying that no further concession may

be made to Roman Catholics." Lady Irwin's eldest

daughter, who, judging by Cosway's exquisite minia-

ture, was a perfect replica of her mother's beauty,

married the Marquis of Hertford; another sister

and another married

the grandfather of

the present baronet.

The sisters were

not only beautiful,

ut clever and in-

dustrious

lei

,f the

ledstead

Meynell

own re

w"it

fingers

cotton sheet ing. Su

solid is the work

that it seems quite

untouched after

having served the

family for nearly a

hundred years.

Both sides of

the sheeting

The em-

hangings

mr-post

in .Mrs.

[ngram's

were

iy their

stout

THE PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE, TEMPLE NEWSAM.

{Drawn bij J. Fulleylove, R.I.)

design and workmanship—a rare quality in English

embroidery.

Of the pictures in this great treasure-house it is

not possible to speak with anything like adequate

detail within the limits of this article. The most

precious is indubitably a matchless Titian, which

hangs in the great gallery. It is a three-quarter

figure of a man, standing, with the hands lightly

held in front of him. A portrait it is, but of whom
no knowledge exists. The figure is one of rare

distinction, and the delicate modelling of the head

accentuates its dignity and refinement. The look of

aloofness in the eyes is tinged with melancholy, and

yet with a sort of exaltation, and this incomparable

canvas reveals in Titian that power of pathos which

is not exceeded even in his 'Assumption." Thepic-

ture has never been out of Temple Newsam since it

arrived there, and it has never been photographed or

engraved. It is cherished with religious care under

a locked glass screen, which is thrown back for the

pleasure of pious visitors. The gallery in which it

bangs is the centre and pride of the bouse—a noble

room of perfect proportions, and of this gallery

this great work of art is at once the centre and the

pride. It bangs withal in good company. On the

opposite wall is a faultless example of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, who caught the ethereal beauty of Lady

William Gordon, and reproduced it without that

touch of affectation which marks some of his por-

traits. It is a great picture, simple, sincere, lovely.

Lady William Gordon transmitted her inherited

beauty to her equally lovely daughter, who sat,

in childhood, as the model for Reynolds's famous

picture of the four angel faces. A fine, strong por-

trait of Lord Fairfax is near by, and a beautiful

Claude—" A Shepherd Boy." A Borgognone—naif

and real- a familiar Rembrandt, an excellent Hon-

dekoeter, a brilliant Albert I Mirer, and finally a

delicate portrait of .Mrs. Meynell-Ingram herself by

Mr. W. B. Richmond, A.R.A.

The same room holds one of the only three

authentic copies of the Portland Vase, another gift

of George IV.'s, the other two being at Windsor and

at Welbeck Abbey. A Chinese sacrificial cup in

bronze, declared by experts to be at least three

thousand years old, to which has been added more

recently, say within three hundred years, a beautiful

cover and pedestal, stands in one of the windows.

It was brought from Singapore in 1848 as a gift to

the house. At hand stands a Chinese dragon on a

joss lmuse table. A drinking-cup of the Templars

in another bay has been the puzzle of arehseologLsts.

It is called a mazer, because it is cut out of the root

of the maple. Its fine mounting, and the inscrip-

tion encircling it, which has never yet been satisfac-

torily deciphered, indicate that it was used on high
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LA'DY WILLIAM GORDON.

(From the Painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds, P.R.A.)

occasions. Why it bears the crest of

the Lees, of Quarrendon, is part of

the mystery.

The second Royal Chamher in

Temple Newsam derives its name

from the occupation of the Prince

of Wales when he visited Leeds in

May, 1868, to open the Fine Arts

Exhibition held in the new infirmary.

It is a fine room, with a beautiful

outlook, and has its full share of

the treasures— pictures, china, or

embroideries— which abound in this

interesting old house. To catalogue

such treasures would need a small

volume, but no glance, however

cursory, should omit to note three

priceless Dresden jars in the led

drawing-room, dating from a hun-

dred years ago. They are in per-

fect preservation, in spite of the

delicacy and height of the relief.

Earth, air, and fire are the ideas

which have suggested them. Their

size, perfection of workmanship, and

rarity commend them strongly to

connoisseurs, though as to their

intrinsic loveliness art-lovers may

reserve a fund of criticism.

This sketch of Temple Newsam,

of which Mr. John Fulleylove's

drawings afford an excellent idea.

not only of the architecture of the

place, but of the sentiment about

it. must not close without reference

to the beautiful chapel which Mrs.

Meynell-Ingram has built within re-

cent years. It opens out of the great

gallery, and is in happy keeping

with the rest of the house. The rich

and subdued colouring, the glow and

glory of the altar, with its Italian

centre-piece of the " Marriage of St.

Catherine," testify to the taste and

devotion of giver and architect alike.

I'oirn.Ai r ( unknown;.

(From tin: Painting by Titian.)
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death of Mr. John Pettie, R.A., robs the was elected an Associate in 1866 and a full member
ademy of one of its most genial and must in 1873. Mr. Pettie was an artist of considerable
members. Born in the village of East range, full of humour and dramatic expression, his

sense of comedy being fully balanced by his tragic

power. He was moreover an excellent draughtsman
and very happy as a portraitist. In painting he was
rather hard—a defect more noticeable in recent

years than earlier; yet often he was an excellent

colourist, full of vigour and energy. He was one of

the must rapid painters of the day, and the writer
has seen him begin an important figure-composition
ten days before sending-in day and complete i!

without apparent haste of any sort. Similarly, his

life-sized portrait of Mr. Charles Wyndham was
begun and finished within a fortnight. He con-

tributed to the Royal Academy without a break :

and its exhibitions will feel his absence, just as

the many who loved him will miss his genial g I-
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The death of Sir

Andrew Walker,

Bart., must find a

record here, as he

was one of liaise to

whom art iii the

provinces has been

must deeply indebted.

Chief among his

many acts of muni-

ficence was the erec-

tion of the Walker

Art Gallery in Liver-

pool, which he en-

tirely paid for out

of his enormous

wealth. For this, on

its presentation to

the city, he received

his baronetcy.

We reproducehere

two numbers of the

most recent acquisi-

tions of the National

Gallery: the one

"The Holy Women
at the Sepulchre"

(1381), by Fran-

cesco Mantegna, be-

queathed by Lady

Taunton : and the

other, " Young Lady

at a Spinet" (1383),

by Jan Vermeer of

Delft.

This brilliant ex-

ample of a little-

known painter is a

welcome addition to

the collection. The

works n|' Vermeer (or

Vander Meer) are

highly esteemed, ami

the master is, per-

haps, at his best when

painting interim's of

this kind, which com-

bine some of the best

qualities of Peter

de Hooch and Metsu.

THE LATE SIR ANDREW BARCLAY WALKE]

{From >!,,• Painting by IF. 'I Orchardson, J! A., in the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.)
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STUDY BY SIR FREDERIC LEIGHTOX, P.B.A., FOE THE PICTURE " RIZPAH," IX THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

THE

IN the formation of

their opinion of the

Eoyal Academy exhibi-

tion as a whole, the

general public arc too

apt t" lose sight, or

rather, perhaps, to take

no heed of the circum-

stances under which

the works contributed

have been produced.

They neither regard the

conditions which have

moulded the general

result— which have

raised the level of merit

or depressed the stand-

ard of excellence—nor

weigh the effect as a

true reflexion of those

conditions. It is, of

course, perfectly reason-

able to ciime and to

look, and upon the

result of the examina-

tion, to pronounce in

favour of a " good " or

a ' bad Academy." But

that is hardly sufficient

fur the student of art.

and art-progress. He
prefers to go further;

823

EOYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.—I.

by the editoi;.

STUDY BY SIR FREDERIC LEIGHTOX, P.R.A., FOR " RIZPAII.

and, looking into the

philosophy of the thing,

to decide how far the

artistic elation or de-

pression of the moment
is attributable to tem-

porary causes, and how
far perhaps to remov-

able ones.

Judging from the

very considerable num-
ber of canvases of the

first rank—according to

the Academic standard

—which I have been

enabled to examine by

this time of writing, 1

am struck with surprise

that the prevailing com-

mercial depression lias

exercised so little in-

fluence for evil on the

pictures of (he year.

For there can he no

doubt that artistic

failure invariably re-

sults from lack el' en-

couragement — a law

which has been de-

monstrated seines of

times -and if it he

true, as I believe it is,
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that the prevailing blight has not settled to any

great extent upon the work of the artists, it is

simply that its effect is slow, and that, unless

things change greatly for the better, next year will

certainly reveal a deplorable reaction. For lack of

PREDEBIC LEIGHTOBT, P.E.A..

PICTURE " KIZPAH."

the artists ; for the rich man forbears to add to his

collection, or to commission portraits, long before

he gives up his shooting or puts down his horses.

Thus the artist is always the first to be crushed by

the wheel of fortune. Then, again, the further con-

sequence of commercial failures usually takes the

shape of sales at Christie's, where the sums realised

are diverted in a great measure from the pockets of

pa hit cis and sculptors. The great buyers, in fact, all

disappear, and the smaller ones who buy up their

collections in the sale-room ignore the artist. He,

cm his part, redoubles his efforts and his industry,

with the chief result of over-producing, to his

own further confusion. And so, until a revival of

general prosperity, matters go on from bad to worse.

encouragement—in plain words, the lack of pur-

chase and commissions—not only impoverishes the

artist; the neglect crushes his spirit. It is only

the genius of invincible courage ami dogged deter-

mination who can withstand the dejection that

lies in an empty purse, in a pinched household in

the threat of the creditor. For how- can the artist

do his work when his hand is controlled by a heavy

heart and weighted by an anxious mind '. Many

circumstances have combined to bring about the

present serious state of things. In the first instance

STUDY BY SIB FBEDEBIC LEIGHTON. P.U.A.,

riCTUEE " BIZPAH."

Meanwhile the painter suffers from another

misfortune. This—a most serious one for him—

the financial crises, of which the Baring troubles consists in the prevailing and growing fashion on

were but a surface demonstration, struck hard at the part of collectors of buying pictures, not by
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living men, but by

deceased artists ; and

the dealers are every-

where encouraging

the practice. " We
know where we are

with dead reputa-

tions," they say,

when challenged and

charged that they are

gambling in the dead

instead of helping the

living. Thus it is

that collectors of the

type of Mr. Sheep-

shanks are daily

becoming rarer and

rarer ; and the fact

is clearly established

that with the excep-

tion of a very few

purchasers, several of

whom belong to Aus-

tralia, our painters,

even of the higher

ranks, are in presence,

of a state of things of

And as regards these

they never think that

STCIIV 11V Sill FRLDIXIC LEICIl P.R.A., FOR THE PICTURE "EIZPAII.

the blackest augury to them,

collectors of Old Masters, do

their collecting does no one

any living good but the middleman— apart from

their own individual pleasure ? Do they never re-

flect how many of the world's masterpieces would

have been unpaiuted

had patrons in the

contemporary pasl

confined themselves

also tn the purchase

of still older masters '.

And do they never

think In iw gni nl a turn

theywould serve were

they but to devote a

percentage of their

outlay to the acqui-

sition of modern

works of merit (

Doubtless this in

a measure sounds

sordid enough. In-

deed, it is sordid :

but of that kind of

sordidness to which

ii is absurd to pose

as superior, and to

which it is impossible

in close our eyes. It

is the seamy side of

the shield of Pros-

perity—a side which
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must be taken careful note of if we are fco estimate

the level of the Academy at its true worth. And
that is why I began hy suggesting that the general

merit of the present Academy exhibition is emphati-

cally higher than by our knowledge of facts and the

principles of deduct ion we had any right to expect.

The chief exhibitors, we may take it, are rarely

influenced by any of these considerations. They are

the few—a mere handful—who arc untouched by
seismic conditions of finance, or by commercial up-

heavals of the day. First among them, in his rightful

place, stands Sir Frederic Leighton. His work in this

exhibition maintains almost exactly the same level

as in previous years, with wonderful equality of

effort and result. The playful grace of "Hit! "the
naked boy who stands between his brother's knees,

delighted that his arrow has hit the mark : the

beauty and elegance of "In the Frigiilarium," the

lithesome girl whose form, plainly visible beneath

her red drapery, stands erect before the bath against

the background of a golden apse; the pretty pathos
of "The Farewell "—the not quite hopeless girl who
turns from the sea, which bears away her lover, into

her snow-white dwelling: the dignity of female love-

liness in the two heads, " Corinna " and " Atalanta
"

—all these are in the President's happiest manner,
and representative almost of his best work. His
largest, and most, earnest work is " Rizpah," wherein

the devoted Jewish mother is shown defending the

corpses of her crucified sons from the birds and
beasts of prey during the long burning summer that

she watched. The work is a learned one; it is

almost passionate in the effort displayed. Horror is

the note the painter desires to strike as much by the

scheme of colour and arrangement as by the more
obvious subject. So far the painter is unmistakable,

and the picture takes high

rank among his creations : as

a design it is altogether ad-

mirable, and, of course, in

point of draughtsmanship it

is exquisite, but as a whole it

is not, 1 think, entirely a suc-

cess if measured by his own
highest standard. The stages

by which such a picture is

built up by the President

in his well-known method—
which has before now been

fully described in these pages

—are of the greatest interesl

to the artist : and for that

reason, through the courtesy

of Sir Frederic Leighton, the

chalk studies made Eor the

picture are here reproduced.

STUDY BY SIR FREDERIC LEIGHTON, P.K.A , FOR THE
PICTURE " RIZPAH."

[The oril ioism of

The full illustration

Magazine of art

the exhibition will be continued next month,
of it is to be found in the Supplement of The
entitled "Royal Academy Pictures, 1893."]
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(Reduced from the Etching by F. Seymom- Hadcn, P.R.P.-E.-)

BRITISH ETCHING.
by Frederick wedmore.

II.—SEYMOUR HA DEN—ALPROUSE LEGROS—STRANG-HOLROYD.

SEVERAL years before Mr. Whistler etched at all

—in 1843 anil 1844 indeed—a now veteran

artist, President dc set propre Acadimie, who has

been famous surgeon as well as famous etcher,

—founder of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers,

energetic advocate, by speech and writing, of the art

he loves—drew delicately upon six tiny plates what
were meant to be the beginnings of views in niid-

Italy. As rare as anything in Mr. Whistler's long

ceil/ore— though, as their author knows, in themselves

less desirable—are the impressions of those little

plates which few have seen, but which 1 beheld,

perhaps ten years ago, strengthened here and there

with pencil-work, yet even then only feebly holding

their own, among the abundant treasures of an upper

chamber in Hertford Street—the almost unknown
initial chapter, they, in the sturdy and now celebrated

volume of Seymour Haden's etched work. The
days when they were executed were about the days

nf the Etching Club, a body which in its turn was

followed by the Junior Etching Club. These clubs

left us mi legacy we care to inherit: their produc-

tions were fidgety, prim, at best, desperately pretty

and ridiculously elaborated, so that there was prac-

tically nothing in them of visible and expressive

line. A little—just a little—of that visible line

there was—there actually was—even in an unen-

lightened period—in those few trifling plates of

Seymour Haden's mi which his first work was

accomplished. He wrought nothing for many
years afterwards; then, in L858, when Whistler

—

by this time his brother-in-law—was already busy,

Mr. Haden, urged thereto by the knowledge of good

work executed in France at that moment, and by

a fitting reverence for the master etchings of Rem-
brandt, took up smiie cuppers seriously— set down
upon them, in this and the few following years,

with an appreciation not less certain and immediate
than Mr. Whistler's, of those laws to which etch-

ings should conform, his powerful and personal im-

pressions of English landscape, of the trout, stream,

and the stately river, of forest trees, a sunset over

the Thames, of the yews and cedars (if an English

country-house (" Mytton Hall"), of the reflections,

in siime quiet water, of the homely buildings of

a little whitewashed tnwn iii Wales ("Kidwelly
Town ").

A few years later, when the achievements of

Mr. Haden had grown numerous, the intelligent

French critic, Monsieur Philippe Burty, praised

and chronicled them in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts.

There were fifty or sixty etchings by that time.

This was in 18G4. And in 1865 ami 1866, about

thirty of them—including the minor hut still at-

tractive plates used as "head" or " tail-pieces "

—

were published in Paris, with a French text which

consisted in part of an excellent analytical and

didactic letter, written in the foreign tongue, by the

artist to Monsieur Unity. 1864 and L865 were

years of great productiveness, and among educated

lovers nf ait, at home and in France, popularity,

hitherto denied to the etcher— tor Whistler was

little appreciated ami Meryon wasstarving— courted

Mr. Haden with its blandishments, or threatened

him with its dangers. In 1870, the large and im-

pressive plate of "The Breaking up of the 'Aga-

memnon ' "—" large " I say; not, "huge," I'm- "the

huge plate is an offence "—put the coping-stone
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upon that edifice of his celebrity to which the

writings of Mr. Hamerton (in a now standard

volume, published in 1868) had contributed an

important storey. .Mr. Hamerton, at that period,

there can be little question, did not fully appreciate

Mr. Whistler. He already wrote of him—need I

COMMUNION.

(Reduced from the Etching l-n Alphonse Legros.)

say ?—with intelligence and interest, but his en-

thusiasm was reserved, so far as the moderns are

concerned, fur Meryon and fur Haden.

Save for an exceptional activity in the year 1877

—the year of the Dorsetshire dry-points ami of

the Spanish etchings—the productiveness of Mr.

Haden, since 1800, had begun to slacken. In 1^70

it stopped. The 185 etchings chronicled by Sir

William Drake in "A Descriptive Catalogue of

the Etched Work of Francis Seymour Haden" had

all been executed: and .soon after—either during

Mr. Haden's visit to America or during a visit of

Mr. Keppel's to these shores—the veteran artist

said to the New York print-dealer :
" I shall etch

no more." I imagine Mr. Keppel's countenance of

surprise and regret, and Mr. Haden's observation

of it. lint the incident was not over. The artist

brought out his etching-needle ; looked at it
;
placed

it gravely in Mr. Keppel's hands. It was presented

to him as a sign that that which had been spoken

would surely be fulfilled, and the etcher would etch

no more. Like Madame Arnould-Plessis,

like Macready, too, but like how few of

his fellows in any department of public,

effort, this artist withdrew himself from

productiveness before ewer the quality of

his production had visibly failed.

Perhaps I shall do well, in one or

two last paragraphs about him, to name,

for convenience sake, a few of Seymour

Haden's most excellent and most charac-

teristic works—prints in which his vivid

impression of the object or the scene

before him lias been most vividly or, it

may be, subtly conveyed—prints, perhaps,

which have his most distinguishing quali-

ties of directness and vigour. The etchings

of Seymour Haden are deliberately arrested

at the stage of the frank sketch ; but it

is the sketch conceived nobly and executed

with impulse. It is not the sketch upon

the thumb-nail, it is not the memorandum

that may be made upon the shirteuff at

dinner-time, in the interval between the

soup and the fish.

The tendency of his work, as time

went on, was, as is usual, towards greater

breadth; but, unless we are to compare

only such a print as "Out of Study-

Window," say (done in 1859), with only

the most admirable dry-point, "Windmill

Hill" (done in 1877), there is no greatly-

marked contrast, no surprise: there is

but a. steady and slow and apparently

inevitable development. This I in part

attribute to the fact that when Mr. Haden

took up etching seriously in 1858, he was already

a middle-aged man. He had lived for years in the

frequent intercourse with noble and accomplished

Art : his view of Nature, and of the way of rendering

her, or letting her inspire you, was large, and likely

to be large, almost from the beginning. Yet, as time

went on, there came no doubt an increasing love

of the sense of spaciousness, of breadth, and of

potent effect. The work was apt to become more

dramatic and more moving. The hand asked the

opportunity for the fuller exercise of its freedom.

"Sawley Abbey," etched in 1873, is an instance

of this, and I am glad to mention it, not alone

for its merits, but because, like a certain number

of its fellows among the later work, it is etched
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on zinc—a risky substance, which succeeds admir-

ably when it succeeds, and when it fails, as Mr.

Haden tells me, fails very much. " Windmill Hill,"

"Nine-Barrow Down," "Wareham Bridge," and "The

Little Boathouse," and, again, that "Grim Spain"

which illustrates my "Four Masters of Etching,"

are the prints which I should must choose to possess

trained chiefly at Paris—painter, of course, as well

as etcher—Alphonse Legros came to London when
he was quite a young man. He has been amongst
us since L863. It was in Paris, about 1857, that

lie did his first etchings, and his surprising origin-

ality was declared from the beginning. Tin- trivial,

the accidental even, had no attractions fur him.

THE BOOK-STALL.

(From the Etching by William Strang.)

amongst those of Mr. Haden's later time; whilst,

going back to the period of 1864 and 1865, "Sunset

on the Thames" is at the same time popular and

strong, ami " Penton Hook" remarkable for its

draughtsmanship of tree-trunk ami stump. Yet
earlier—in 1860 and 1859—"Combe Bolton" is

unsurpassed for sweetness and spontaneity, " Mytton
Hall" for its full share of that element of style

which is never wholly absent from Mr. Haden's

work, and " The Water Meadow," an extraordinarily

happy transcript of a sudden rainstorm in the low-

lands, where poplars flourish and grass grows rank.

(See p. 224.)

More than one of the great etchers who must

in fairness be treated with the British school are

of foreign origin. Born at Dijon in 1837, and

Even the quiet humour which one recognises in his

character has no place in his work. Simple,

serious, austere, highly refined, yet with curious

tolerance of physical ugliness, and curious indif-

ference to. at, all events, the beauty of women,

Monsieur Legros lias conveyed to us, in bis own

leisurely and economical fashion, any time these

thirty years, his vision of a world not outs, or

rather, very often, his vision of the deeper realities

which underlie whatever may attract us mi the

surface.

He has been concerned—and best of all con-

cerned in etching— with many departments of Art.

Like Mr. (J. K. Watts, he lias been fascinated, here

and again, by masculine intellect and charactei :

masculine kindness, goodness, genius, energy. Of
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Mr. Watts himself—and fortunately in the medium

of etching—he has made the happiest of all possible

portraits, finding in the theme a gravity of manly

beauty, a charm of approaching age, to which he

has always been intensely sympathetic Gambetta,

impressive. Poetic and pathetic is it besides, some-

times in the last degree " Les < lhantres Espagnols,"

for example, is the creation of a great artist; it is a

must penetrating and pathetic study of physical and

mental decay, representing eight priestly singing men

THE WATEB MEADOW.

(Reduced from the Etching by F. Seymour linden, I'.lt.P.-E.)

too, and Sir Frederic Leighton, and the late I Jardinal

Manning—who, if he appealed to him at all, musl

have appealed to him on the side of austerity alone

—have been the subjects of his portraiture. To

each portrait he has given, though in very different

measures, according as the subject wanted it, a

nobility and dignity supplied by his own art and

temperament, and by a sense of style nourished

upon the study of the Renaissance and of Rem-
brandt; and, on the other hand, upon each selected

model whom he has treated in those other etch-

ings which are not confessedly portraiture, he

has bestowed the grave veracity, the verisimilitude

of the portrait.

Hardly any of Legros's work is dated, and, as

time has gone on, the changes in his method have

not been very marked, though it is hardly to the

earliest etching that we must go for his most trained

draughtsmanship and most accomplished technique.

On tl tlier hand, the early work lias about it a

sometimes savage earnestness, a rapid and immediate

expressiveness, a weirdness also, which are immensely

lifting up what hoarse and feeble voices they may
be possessed of in the hushed choir, by the uncertain

light of torches, in the night's most mysterious hour.

Several of the most fascinating of these some-

what early etchings and dry-points record the life

of the priesthood. In its visible dignity, its true but

limited camaraderie, in its monotony and quietude,

in its magnificence of service and symbol, the life

of the priest and of those who serve in a great

church has impressed Legros profoundly, and he

lias etched these men—one now reading a lesson,

one waiting now with folded hands, one meditative,

one observant, ami now one offering up the Host,

ami now another bending over the violoncello with

slow movement of the hand that holds the how.

Dignity and ignorance, pomp and power, weariness,

senility, decay, and almost squalor—nothing has

escaped him. In literature only a Balzac could have

done equal justice to that which attracts, and to that

which must needs repel.

Realist, hut always poet, in his treatment of

these themes—and in the treatment of such a
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dramatic plate us " L'Incendie," such a nobly

imaginative plate as " La Mort el le Bucherou"-

Legros, when he betakes himself 1" landscape, is

realist no longer—or, rather, his realism here is

shown only in his contentment with the homely

scene, the most- everyday material. Generally,

one's impression of his landscape is that it is built

to some extent upon the memories of his youth;

that, since then, a little observation has gone a long

way—that he has eared to dream rather than to

notice. Here and there one may lie reminded of

the uplands around Dijon, or of the chalk hills of

the Boulognais with its wide fields and haystacks,

its gaunt outhouses— a. land which rumours of

"high farming" have never reached. As the rail-

way train swept under the hillside, Monsieur Legrosj

one thinks, may have profited by a glance from the

windows. And out of the glance, and out of the

memory, and out of the very real sympathy with

humble and monotonous days, there has grown a

homely poem. With Mr. Whistler, on the rare

occasions on which he has treated it in his mature

art (in " Dam W 1," especially ), landscape becomes

decoration. With Mr. Haden landscape is a matter

Before I leave this always deeply interesting and
original, even when incomplete, artist, I will add

that in the "Catalogue Raisonne' del'(Euvre grav& et

lithographie d'Alphonse Legros," compiled by Mes-

sieurs Thibaudeau and Poulet Malassis in 1877,

there are chronicled 168 pieces, but that, writing to

mi' ten years later, M. Thibaudeau was able fco loll

me of nearly ninety additions to the list. Nor has

Legros to this day ceased to etch.

Professor, during something like a score of years,

at the Slade School in London, Legros has had a

dominating influence upon many amiable followers

who will hardly hereafter he heard of, and upon two

or three clever people with a future in art. Among
these latter, the most conspicuous are William

Strang and Charles Holroyd. Strang is the senior

;

he has thus far, naturally, been much the most

prolific He is also the most technically accom-

plished, and, more than any younger etcher of the

day— almost as much, perhaps, indeed as Legros

himself—he has shown himself possessed of the vital

gifl of imagination. Like Legros, he has looked

immensely at Old Masters—at the Italian Primi-

tives and at Rembrandt—and has seen nature in

THE COPPICE (SCARBOROUGH).

(Red d from the Etching by Charles Holroyd.)

that must he energetically observed. Swift, skilful

memoranda, not the less scientific because they may
he dramatic also, are taken of it. With Legros, the

landscape must, submit to change, to simplification,

to abstraction, generalisation even, in the processes

of his mind : and the picture which his hand fashions

—the hand with reverie behind it— is one which

travel will help no one to encounter and experience,

help no one to realise. Yet it has its own value.

great measure through then eyes, ami this as much

when humanity as when landscape has been the

object, of his gaze. In Strang's case. too. to these

accepted and avowed < >ld Masters, there has come to

be added another old master— Alphonse Legros.

Strang is a Scotsman. That devotion to weird-

ness and to the uncanny, which is in the full Celtic

temperament, is shown amazingly in his selection of

subject : he is, perhaps, most of all contented with
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himself when he sets himself to illustrate a ballad

of the supernatural, written in a dialect into the

lasl recesses of which I—who love best the English

tongue— lack, I confess, the energy to penetrate.

His imagination, however, is far from being exer-

cised alone on these themes of the supernatural.

It is occupied, not seldom, with as great a power,

upon modern incidents — the meditations of a

jury, the expositions of a preacher, the rescue of

the drowned from some dark river, the ill-bred

hysteria of the Salvation Army. In portraiture,

while it is yet visible, and even valuable, it is con-

trolled sometimes by sense of Style— the nearest

approach which Mr. Strang surfers himself to make
to the wide domain of beauty. His indifference to

charm of form, to charm of expression, to that which

is agreeable and comely, to that which the natural

man would voluntarily look upon, is yet more

marked—a hundred times more marked—than Mr.

Legros's. Grace, elegance, personal distinction, the

freshness of youth, the winsomeness of girlhood, the

acceptability of the English upper classes- these

things are far from him: he wots not of them, or

but rarely. He likes poor folk, enjoys the well-

worn clothes, the story of the poor folk's work and

poor folk's trouble: but, like Ostade and Brouwer,

he likes the cottager best, when lie is stunted, and

is most interested in him when he is gnarled.

For all the absence—an absence frequent, not

continuous—of local colour, the scenes Mr. Strang

depicts arrest you. You remember them because he

has himself remembered that which was most im-

portant in the making of them. Essentials have

not escaped him. The " realism " he has attained has

been at, least something much deeper than that

which prides itself on the correct portrayal of the

obvious. In great, themes and little themes he has

been alike vivid. There maybe something that is

squalid and something that is ignoble in " The Last,

Supper" as he can conceive it: but. at all events,

a genuine human emotion is not banished from

the scene. And here and there, in brief suggestive

studies of contemporary existence, an imaginative

light is Hashed upon the page, a touch of romance

suggested, as where, in the curious little etching of a

Bohemian wayfarer— a someone who has lost caste

probably, whose pence and whose friends are few

—

lighting his pipe at a flaring gas-jet over some
street stall on a Saturday night, you feel that for a

moment there has sprung into your vision a fellow-

creature with a history, whose mysteriousness you

will not solve. Out of the darkness be has emerged
for an instant, and into it he returns again.

This very remarkable artist, has already executed

not less than two hundred and thirty etchings.

A residence of two or three years in Italy

—

where he enjoyed the Slade School Travelling

Studentship—has vied with Mr. Legros himself in

influencing that more than promising young worker,

Mr. Charles Holroyd. A sense of dignity and Style,

and, with this, some direct personal inspiration, lift

Mr. Holroyd's work entirely above the level of the

commonplace and the ordinary. In sense of line,

indeed, he now and then makes approach to the

classic. Several of the best of his not yet very

numerous etchings deal worthily— truly and yet

imaginatively—with the lives of ecclesiastics among
the cypresses and olive woods and pine-trees of

Monte Olivieto, and in the gaunt and spacious

chambers of the remote and hillside monastery.

The homeliness of subject in Mr. Holroyd's " Farm

behind Scarborough" does not forbid tin' display

of certain of his virtues. But I might as well,

perhaps, have chosen for purposes of illustration a

"study of line," suggested to Mr. Holroyd by the

noble ami free beauty of the Borghese Gardens. If

consciously and inevitably abandons much, but it,

retains the thing for which it has existed— dignified

and expressive rhythm of line. And this justifies

it, and permits it, to omit much, and only to ex-

quisitely hint at the thing it does not actually

convey.

Carols of tbc J!>car: fll>a\>.

Hail, May, whose bark puts forth full-sailed

For cummer; May, whom Chaucer hailed

With all his happy might of heart,

.hid gave thy rosebright daisy-tips

Strange fragrance from his amorous lips

-That still thine own breath seems to part
And sweeten, till each word they say-

Is even a flower of flowering May.
(See Illustration on opposite pags.)
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BOLTON ABBEY.

(From OiA Painting by Bernard Evans, 11. 1.)

MR. W. Y. BAKER'S COLLECTION AT STREATHAM HILL.

I.—THE ENGLISH PICTURES.

Bv ALFRED T. STORY.

IT would be hard to find a larger or better selected

general collection of modern pictures, the accu-

mulation of one man, than that of Mr. W. V. Baker,

nf Streatham Hill. It. consists of upwards of three

hundred paintings, all of which have been purchased

by Mr. Baker himself within the last sixteen or

eighteen years, lie had no nucleus of a collection to

commencewith.no inherited treasures upon which his

taste was nourished, because, like many others of our

City merchants and manufacturers, he began life in

tin- humblest way. rising gradually from the ranks,

and being, in short, what is popularly known as a

self-made man. He takes pride in telling how he

began his career in connection with the firm of which

he is now the head at the small salary of six shillings

a week. His home was at Clapham, whence he had

to walk to his place of business in the City, and lie

there every morning at seven o'clock : then, when he

finished work at seven in the evening, he had again to

walk the four miles home. This he did winter ami

summer for many years, gradually rising in position

until he became a partner ami finally the head of

the firm. He never had much time for holidays,

or for recreation of any kind: hut he always took

intense delight in flowers and in pictures of every

description, and when his means allowed him to do

so he began to indulge his taste in these respects.

The house is crowded with objects of art and

beauty. From ground to roof-tree there is scarcely

a nook or corner that is without its gem. China,

glass, richly carved and inlaid cabinets, and bric-d-

h-ac of every description, attest the taste of the col-

lector. Space, however, forbids any but the slightest

reference to aught save the pictures, which are in

such profusion as literally to cover the walls from

skirting-board to ceiling.

It not infrequently happens that a collector has

little real taste for art, and that the best things in

his collection have been purchased on the advice of

artist friends or connoisseurs. This is shown by the

circumstance that so few collections, when they come

into the market, exhibit what we may style artistic
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conviction, to say nothing of real knowledge. Such,

however, cannot be said of Mr. Baker's collection.

In almost every instance he has 1 ght on his own
judgment, and, as was once said by a well-known
dealer on seeing the collection,

he has made but few mis-

takes. In making his selec-

tion he has been actuated by

mi love of display or desire for

notoriety. Few know of his

collection beyond the circle of

his friends. It was made for

his personal delight; in his own
phrase, he bought it "to live

with," and the certainty of find-

ing a perennial pleasure in a

picture is his final test of its

value to him.

Of native English artists,

there is in Mr. Baker's collection

a small group for whom the

owner has so strong an admira-

tion that he is not content to

see merely one or two of their

works upon his walls, hut must
have t Ikiii adorned by many.
Mr. Keelev Halswelle may lie

taken as the type and repre-

sentative of these, am! of this

talented artist's work lie has

fourteen or fifteen specimens, a

number of them being of the

Thames series, including the

well-known " Eel-Bucks on the

Thames," a " Windsor < 'astle
"

from the river, in which, at Mr.

Baker's suggestion, the artist

painted a couple of swans; and

an " Abingdon," in which a tine

distance is obtained by a cleverly-

managed sky effect.

Another special favourite is Mr. Birket Foster,

and Mr. Baker counts it an honour to possess

thirteen specimens of that artist's work. They
are nearly all of his best period, and two in par-

ticular, "The Stile" and "A Visit to the Farm,"
are of exceptional excellence and beauty. Along
with him may be mentioned several good examples

of the work of Sherrin, the fruit painter, who was a

pupil of William Henry Hunt, and is accounted by

some to come very close to his master.

Of William Henry Hunt's own work the collec-

tion boasts two examples, one being "A Hastings

Fisherman," an early work, ami probably executed

when he visited the famous old town along with his

fellow-student and companion, John Linnell ; and the

other the tolerably well-known drawing, "The Ship-
boy's Valentine." of John Linnell, and another
early friend and companion of Hunt, William
Mulready, R.A., there are a specimen each. Thai of

THE WELCOME LETTER.

(From the Painting by George Hardy.)

the former is a landscape with figures, and marks

the transition from the artist's middle to his later

period. It is a good sample of his less grandiloquent

expression of nature. The example of Mulready is

a small water-colour study of two desolate-looking

children on the wet, sodden street at evening time,

entitled " Strayed," very simply and truthfully drawn.

Mr. B. W. Leader is well represented by seven

canvases, all in his best manner. One of them in

particular, entitled " Meadows, Whittington," is Cox-

like in style ami remarkably good of its kind.

Another, "A Swiss View," painted outdoors, has a tine

opei i -air effect, and great breadth of treat men t. It is

said that the artist, and his wife were walking out

inie Sunday when they chanced upon this view and lie
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al once proposed to paint it. Mrs. Leader objected

that it was Sunday. " The better the day the better

the deed," he replied, and at once set to work.

Another equally popular artist is Mr. Bernard Evans,

of whose careful and thoughtful work Mr. Baker has

thirteen specimens, including the "Eichmond from

another water-colour entitled "On the Thames."

There are likewise several good examples by Mr.

C'liarles Wyllie.

Another man for whose work Mr. Baker has great

admiration, and of which he has several specimens,

is Mr. Burton Barber, the animal painter. This

LANDSCAPE.

(From the Painting by John Li it)

the West Hill," of which an engraving was given in

The Magazine of Art for August, 1892; and a

very fine " Bolton Abbey." (See p. 228.)

Even move numerous still are the specimens

from the brush of that prolific producer, Mr. T. B.

Hardy, one of the best of which is a view of the

Tower, with a hay-barge coming up stream. There

is also a very effective drawing of the Pool, with

St. Saviour's Church, Southwark, in the distance.

But Mr. Hardy contrasts strongly with Mr. W. L.

Wyllie in his treatment of a similar theme in

"On the Thames—Going Up with the Tide," a

good example of tins artist's work and of bis clever

management of colour effects. Of four others by

Hie same hand, perhaps the best is "The Training

Ship Exmouth" a water-colour which was borrowed

from the owner to semi to the last French Exhibi-

tion, where it was greatly admired. Mr. Baker's

other works by this artist are "On the Mexlway,"

"Shrimpers Landing to Windward" (in oil), ami

artist's pictures, however, have been so popularised

by engravings that they need no description. The

collection includes "The New Whip,"" Rival Attrac-

tions," and " Songs Without Words." A man who

can paint an animal well is provided with a ready

passport to Mr. Baker's affections, and every here

and there on his walls we come across favourite

subjects like Mr. S. K. Waller's "Cupboard Love,"

like "Dead Came," by W. Duffield; "A Sussex

Team," by Britain Willis: or a cavalcade by Mr.

E. Crofts, A.E.A.

It is difficult to do justice to Mr. Baker's catho-

licity of taste. He is no lover of one school or style

of painting to the exclusion of all others. All

departments find examples upon his walls. As be

likes to see Nature represented in all her varied

aspects, so lie desires to have man depicted in all

his manifold moods and circumstances. Hence

the almost endless variety to lie found among his

pictures, from such domestic pieces as " Stirring
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the Christmas Pudding," by Henry Woods, A.RA.,

to the battle pieces of Sir John Gilbert and

others;from the tender sentiment of the "Mother
and Child/' by George Smith, out of the Mayo
collection, sold some years ago, to the broad

humour of such themes as " Wait till he comes

outside," by Mr. J. Watson Nicol. Both Watson
and Erskine Nicol are great favourites, and the

collection numbers several of their works, includ-

ing the "Forty Winks" and "In Reduced Circum-

stances," by the former, and " A Knotty Point,"

by the latter.

The battle piece by Sir John Gilbert, above re-

ferred to, is a large water-colour drawing, somewhat

sketchy, perhaps, but full of vigour, and inspired.

with the very rush and hurtle of combat. It is a

fine specimen of the veteran Academician's consum-

mate handling of a "live" subject: but Mr. Baker

possesses a nobler example of Sir John's work in his

"Richard II. Resigning the Crown to Bolingbroke,"

veritable masterpiece by Mr. II. W. B. Davis, ELA.

entitled "In Loss-shire" (1882), a beautiful cited

of evening sunlight, with wild-looking cattle and

horned sheep among hare and rnisty hills. This

picture—of which an engraving is given on p.
-'>'.',

—was painted for Mr. Charles Neck, of Regent's

Lark, with whom the artist was on very intimate

terms of friendship; and as they were near neigh-

bours, Davis used to walk over on a Sunday morn-

ing lor a chat, and while they talked he would

take, out his brush and work upon the picture.

This accounts for its high finish. It is a greal

favourite with the artist, who regards it as one of

his best works.

Amongst other gems of the collection reference

should be mad.' to "The Signal," by Mr. L. W.
Macbeth, A.R.A., depicting a young lady in a

white dress, very effectively painted, dropping rose-

leaves into a stream: the well-known "Sacred

Mistletoe" of Mr. 0. H. Boughtou, A.RA.; "Erin,

THE SACKED MISTLETOE.

(From the Painliw/ b,j G. II. Boughton, A.RA.)

one of his earlier paintings (1852), very broad and

simple in treatment, good— though not too pro-

nounced—in colouring, and of great dignity in the

delineation of facial expression. It is undoubtedly

one of the finest pictures in the collection. (See p.

232.) Along with it, however, must be ranked a

Farewell," by Mr. T. Lad, R.A.; "The Happy

Days of Charles I.," by Mr. L. Goodall, ELA. (a

small replica, of the larger picture with the same

title); "The Literary Lover," by Mr. Blair Leighton:

and the perhaps equally well-known " Love Will

Find the Way" of Mr. J. B. Burgess, h'.A. Mr.
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Baker also possesses the original picture by the

latter artist, "Stolen by Gipsies," which was en-

graved by the Art Union.

NTor should a fine early work by Mr. Alma-Tadema

be overlooked. It is called "A Roman Family," and

BICHABU II

(!;

SIGNING TIIK CROWN TO BOLINGBK

e Painting by Sir John Gilbert, ll.A.)

represents a massively-built man seated by a woman
and child in a Patrician interior. The picture would

be almost perfect but for the too strongly empha-
sised bull-like neck of the man. It was painted in

1867 for Sir John render for £1,050. "The Sirens

Hi the Sea," by the late W. E. Frost, R.A., is a small

replica of the picture in the possession of the Queen.

"Vespers," by the late Edwin Long, R.A., is note-

worthy for the intense feeling of devotion which
the artist has thrown into a girl's face, who is

seated by an old woman bending over her beads.

Though weak in the outline of the head, it displays

much better work than Long did in his later years.

A perfect gem in its way also is "A Loyal Bird,"

by Mr. Andrew C. Gow, R.A.—a picture which, at

the time it was exhibited, was said to be worthy of

the name of Meissonier being affixed to it, albeit to

perhaps prejudiced eyes it seems freer and less con-

ventional than the Frenchman's

work. It will certainly bear

comparison with it.

Passing over g 1 examples

of the work of Mr. Vicat Cole,

R.A., the late Frank Holl, R.A.,

Mr. Marcus Stone, R.A., M r.

John Brett, A.R.A.,E. M.Ward,
K.A., .Fames Hardy (of whom
there are five works), J. W.
Oakes, A.R.A., J. Stark, J. J',.

l'yne, and others, I must men-

linn more particularly " The

Welcome Letter," by George

Hardy, a luminous bit of work

with a very pleasing sentiment.

(Seep. 229.)

Among Royal Institute men

Mr. daiucs Orrock is repre-

sented by a very fine landscape
—" Bolton Castle, Yorks;" Mr.

E. M. Wimperis by a capital

drawing of " Harlech ( lastle :

"

Mr. Charles Green by "The

Town ( 'ricr:" and Mr. Hamilton

Macallum by a characteristic

example representing boats re-

turning to port amid sparkling

water and air quivering with

motion.

But Mr. Baker's collection is

sn rich that it is impossible to

mention all the contents. It

would not do, however, to close

this article without referring 1"

works by several of these who
are now regarded in the light

of Old Masters of the Euglish

School. Amongst these 1 must name two Henry

1 lawsons, "Ancient ( treece," and a marine piece, very

strongly composed, and with a very beautifully

managed light in the sky, as well as two or three very

fine J. E. Xicinanns—one entitled "Shields Harbour;"

another, called "Sunshine and Showers;" and a third,

"The Vale of Ludlow," esteemed by Mr. B. Evans to

lie the best he ever painted. There is also a line ('op-

ley Fielding of "Loch Lomond;" a " Bay of Ischia,"

by Miiller; a small Constable; a delightful bit of

luminous landscape, entitled "The Bridge," by Cres-

wii'k : a greatly admired " Kelso Abbey," by W. Ben-

nett ; and a good sample of the work of Paul Sand by.
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SLAB SCULPTURED WITH OFFERINGS AND VICTIMS.

THE ART OF KHUENATEN.
Bv PROFESSOR FLINDERS PETRIE.

IT is now about a generation ago that the world was

astonished by the unearthing of the primitive

school of Egyptian art, as shown in the statues

and sculptures of the early dynasties. So familiar

were the later styles of conventionalism and de-

cadence that our notion of the art of Egypt was

entirely based upon them : and the earlier and far

truer and more vivid work of the pyramid period

seemed to stand outside of the rigid style which

we had labelled as Egyptian, and had vilely

pirated in vulgar imita-

tions. This is now an old

story, and we recognise

the historic continuity of

the brilliant early work

of the pyramid times, the

decadence of the schools

in the Kamesside period,

and the renascence in a

weaker form which led

into the Greek times.

But yet another sur-

prise awaited us, in a

period so brief and so

unfortunate in its close,

that very few traces of it

have remained. We now
find, from the excavations

which 1 carried on at Tel-

cl-Amarna last spring,

that about 1400 B.C., just

before the decadence of the Eamesside age set in,

an entirely new spirit of naturalism held sway
a naturalism which was quite dissociated from the

curlier style from which Egyptian art had sprung,

but which rather seems akin to the inspirations

of prehistoric Greek art. Of course the technical

methods of Egyptian art were still followed, and
were an invaluable basis and framework for the

new ideas: the fineness of outline and vigour of

the regular Egyptian school taxes, indeed, any

modern copyist, and in

most cases our imitation-;

would have been scorned

by any Egyptian master.

On this tine school was
suddenly grafted, and very

unwillingly received in

many cases, the idea of

the freest imitation of

nature, and a humanistic

and romantic style which

lias in sonic parts never

been paralleled until

modern times. This can-

nol be regarded as a

normal development of

the preceding work, not

only because of its fresh-

ness of impulse, bul be-

cause it was immediately

PORTION OP PAINTING OK rAVEMENT PROM TEL-EL-AMARNA. crushed and destroyed as
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an interloper, after the death of its patron

new style is exactly associated with the ent

The

irely

JAR WITH A SKETCH OF A HIPPOPOTAMUS.

new departure in religion and ethics which

introduced by King Khuenaten, which was 1

propagated after his brief twelve years of api

ship, and which

was eradicated with

the must intense

hatred shortly after

his death.

To turn to actual

examples. The
main instance of

the painting which

is preserved is a

large hall, about

sixty feet long and

twenty-two wide,

the floor of winch

was covered with

painted stucco;

mosl of this remains

almost as fresh as

when it was first

coloured, though it

was only beneath a

foot or two of soil

whin I found it.

Anol her flour some-

what smaller, ami

in more weathered

ever

istle-

condition, adjoins it. The plan of the great hall is

with a pathway across the width, strewn with cap-

tives: iai either half of the room, right and left, is

painted a central tank of water, lotus plants, and fish

surrounded by the columns which support the roof;

between the columns are groups of plants and animals:

beyond the columns is a long line of similar plants and

animals: and around the whole edge of the mom is a

border of bouquets and dishes. There is no trace of

geometrical pattern in the whole design, which thus

stands apparently five of Mesopotamian influence.

We are familiar with the noble hulls of Egyptian

artists, and their majestic outlines; hut such are

always stationary, or in such slow motion that their

forms could he deliberately drawn. Here, on the

contrary, the artist trusted freely to his truth of

memory, and ventured on animated drawings of

instantaneous action. In the case of the young hull

bounding in the air, the spirit is excellent, and it

is based dn a tine mental picture: but the details

have failed in minor respects. The head and legs

are imaginary, and there has been no firm idea of

what the exact form should be. But in a rather

less ambitions figure of a young calf galloping along,

where the difficulties were not so great, the result

is most happy; indeed, within the method of such

work, with strong outlines, it is hard to see how it,

could be bettered.

In other examples we find, also, remarkable free-

dom. I )n a jar is a rough sketch of a hippopotamus

PAINTING OF A YOUNG BULL.
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among papyri; and though very hastily done, yet the

bearing legs are correctly shown as diagonals, the
oppositely diagonal feet being raised. Another jar

has been covered with several

rough sketches, and among
these a horse's head is truly

remarkable. If it were a char-

coal drawing on paper it might

be readily set down as six-

teenth century work, so modern
is it in the feeling and style.

It should be noticed how suc-

cessful the artists of Khuena-
ten were in dealing with the

horse, which was generally a

stumbling-block to Egyptians.

On turning to work in the

round, there is a great differ-

ence noticeable in the style

from that of other ages in

Egypt. A large number of

statues of the Kin- and
Queen decorated the Great Temple of the Sun : and
of these (he fragments of at least seventeen figures

have been recovered. The spirit of the design of

the trunks is original: that (if the Queen, fur in-

stance, is treated as if in a very tight, thin covering,

JAB WITH SKETCH OP HORSE

curves which excited the admiration of one of the
must exacting authorities on Greek art. In lesser

and slighter work a beautiful feeling is yet shown,

as in the small head from a

funeral statuette of the King
;

this is carved in Mack- granite,

and in such a material detail

is impossible on a small scale :

but a. curious sweetness has

been reached in the slightly-

defined features. In animal

work the old Egyptian style

was already so g 1 that there

is nut sii much advance per-

ceptible; the small bull's head

in bronze. I'm- a weight, is a

noble little piece of such work.

Both in architecture and in

minor decoration an extensive

use was made of glazed pottery.

The wall Surfaces Were inlaid

with patterns formed with

squares, rhombs, circles, &c, of glazes : and the palm-
leal' pattern capitals of the great columns, over six

feet across, were covered with inlaying of green, red,

and blue, the ribs of stone between the colours being

gilded : thus the whole capital appeared as a gigantic

[LAZED LOTUSES FOB IXLAVI

showing the form fully, but without too minute de- claisonnee jewellery. The columns, imitating bundles
tails. A fragment of the nose and lips of the Queen of reeds, were built up of green glazed tiles in one of

is brilliant in work, ami with a vital delicacy of the halls with a painted floor ; and probably on these
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columns were the delicate pale blue and green lotus

flowers and buds which arc here shown (p. 237).

BHOXZE WEIGHT.

On the walls of the palace were large inscriptions,

in many parts made of coloured glazed hieroglyphs,

inlaid in the stone. In other parts they are of

carved stone inlaid, granite, obsidian, quartzite, or

alabaster. Glazed tiles were also let into the walls,

painted with natural plants—the thistle, daisy, fig,

and others; a dado of such tiles, over 200 feet long,

lined one side of the great hall. Figures of birds,

fish, &c., painted in natural colours, were also inlaid

in scenes on the walls.

Apart from the extreme interest of finding a

stage of art at a far earlier period than has been

yet known, there is a practical lesson to be con-

sidered in the new ideals which were then brought

forward. Any original school of art lias something

for us to learn, some different insight into nature;

and as we have gained so largely from Japan in

recent years, we may also gain something from the

naturalism of Khuenaten. We notice that the

favourite flowers lor sculpture or glazed work were

far from being the largest or most showy. This

reserve is prudent, for if the most brilliant flowers

were attempted the colours would lie too obtrusive,

and yet fall short of nature ; whereas by dwelling on

the purple thistle, the plain ox-eyed daisy, the fig,

and such low-toned plants, the colouring could vie

with nature without being distracting. We may
notice how much happier small and simple (lowers

appear in our decorations than the oppressive fes-

toons of cabbage roses which were in fashion. Then

we might take an idea of covering bare spaces on

monuments by the- sculpture of a climbing plant

—ivy or convolvulus—trailing over them, as on

the great tablet in the Temple of the Sun. A little

incised trail of ivy up the sides of a gaunt pedestal

of a statue, and along under its mouldings, would be

a tender relief to the bareness. Another hint is in

the dado of geometrical lines, with a band of small

figures in a connected story along the top of it,

at the eye level when seated. In the use of glaze

we might take some lessons. The tilling in of geo-

metrical patterns in stone with coloured inlays has

no modern parallel, the mosaics of Italy depending on

juxtaposition of glaze, whereas this is a sort of back-

ground of glaze on which the stone lines stand out.

In the application of moulded and figured glazes

there is also a wide field. We might have some good

designs from the

inlaying in stone

of birds, flowers,

and leaves, each

painted on separate

pieces of glaze.

And the use of

moulded relief glaze

ornaments, both

architecturally and

in minor objects,

might well succeed

in careful bands.

We must remember

that the Egyptian

glazes arc generally

rather dry, and not

too lustrous ; thus

the common fault

in modern glaze

decoration— a wet,

glittering, reflect-

ing surface— was

avoided. Glaze was

even applied largely

to personal orna-

ment; and beside

thecountlessvariety

of beads and pen-

dants, larger pieces

—such as flowers,

rosettes, stars, and

other forms—were

stitched on to the

white linen dresses.

Perhaps we may see

glazed decorations

come into use. If

we are to make any

past it must not be

HEAD AND BODY OF USHABTI

FIGURE OF KHUENATEN.

use of the example of the

by a slavish imitation, but

rather by studying the methods and the spirit of

past successes.
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(Diotni by W. Hasemann.)

WILHELM HASEMANN'S HOME IN THE BLACK FOREST.

Bv MARY E. BOWLES.

[

BE< i you to go with

me through a por-

tion of the Black Forest,

which I knew first thirty

iiihl years ago,

and where, as we

walked through

that charming

region, we met

mi other travel-

lers, except a few

pedestrians like

o u r s elves. >S o

primitive was it

that when one

midday we had

arrived at Kirn-

bach, a small

village of scat-

tered houses, and

wished much for

a drink of milk,

it was for a long time impossible to arouse an

inhabitant. Steeped in sunshine and profoundest

quiet, the little village was as still as if in an

enchanted sleep; and though we were not princes,

at whose appearance all would wake and rise to

do our bidding, still, when we had knocked loudly

many times at a cottage door in vain, and finally

pushed it open, three women who sat at a table

eating, rose hurriedly, and coining forward, fell on

their knees asking in beseeching tones, " What

GIRL OF THE SCHWARZWALD.

(Drawn by W. Hasemann.)

would my lord please to want/" In our best

German, which was evidently a strange tongue to

them, we explained that we only wanted some

milk to drink, and a place to rest awhile, and both

were most hospitably granted. The deserted ap-

pearance of the village was soon accounted for by

the fact that most of its people—men, women, and

children—were at work in the fields, and as it was

i ntime, the others had gone to carry their dinners

out to them.

Then, how impossible it seemed that a railroad

should ever cut its way through those hills, or run

along their sides. If the thought had suggested

itself, it would have been with the certainly of all

that beauty being destroyed, and its peace disturbed

by such an intruder. And yet in these days it is

an accomplished fact, and while this railway is a

wonderful feat of engineering skill in boring through

mountains and bridging ravines, and in many places

doubling and twisting on itself on those steep hill-

sides, it can in nowise lie said to have spoilt their

beauty, or destroyed the peace of the villages which

lie generally far beneath it—so far that the sound

of bell and whistle is only a reminder of the hour,

and the puff' of white smoke glancing along through

the dark pines the mere ghost of a steam engine.

In no place that we visited in the old days,

and now again in the present, is this elicit more

noticeable than in the lovely valley where the

Gutach and Kinsig rivers join, running through a

remarkably fruitful and gracefully rolling country.

Through it, in German expression of distance,
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" zwei stunden vveifc"—two hours' length—are dis-

tributed little groups of houses and large farms,

which, according to Schwarzwald custom, bear

names of their own, but are all included in

crosses the Gutach valley, and thus lose sight of

one of the mast attractive spots in this lovely

region. Nevertheless, Gutach village has existed

ever since 1275, when it was known as a parish,

mmm
*c«. -

THE CHURCH, GUTACH.

(Drawn by II'. Hasemann.)

that of "Gutach." Fertile fields, fruit gardens,

and orchards, diversified with shady nooks, cover

the sides of the hills: real old Black Forest houses

peep out among them, and are dotted through

the valley down to its bright rippling river.

Looking southward, the ruined castle of Horn-

berg stands high up as a crowning point to this

picture. It is a little world of happy sunshine,

and yet it is not mentioned by "Baedeker," so

escaping the notice of many travellers, who only

know, perhaps, that somewhere their iron road

with a church and pastor of its own; this,

together with its warm and protected situation,

had attracted many settlers even at that early

date.

Here also in the old "Lion" Inn—the "Lowen"

—Auerbach wrote .me of his most charming tales

" bale"—finding there some of the leading characters,

and depicting scenes and localities which were just

under his eyes. Following the beautiful winding

road a little way up the valley from tin' inn, and

turning into a footpath on our right, we have before
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us, at the foot of a hill, thickly overgrown with
pines, the home ami studio of Wilhelm Haseinann,
whose surroundings, as it were a frame for it, 1

have endeavoured to lay before you. With sym-
pathetic taste he has built his house in exact

resemblance to a Black Forest peasant's cottage,

in all its rustic sim-

plicity and beauty of

colour, the soft dark

brown of an old pine

ciiue, with its low

uiany-paned windows,

the long upper balcony

with the high carved

balustrade, the over-

hanging roof, protective

alike from storms in

winter and heat in sum-
mer, ami standing " all

in a garden fair." But
ill tlir studio itself a

surprise awaits us : for

though a studio, par
excellence, in height ami

space and its northern

light, it is most skil-

fully combined with the

features distinctive of

the interior of the peas-

ant's cottage. The large

window looks to the

north, and commands an

extensive view down the

valley, beautiful alike at

all seasons ; but, if you
stand with your back

to this, there are first

presented to you the

immediate surroundings

of the artist, in the lofty

space given to the studio

proper. Then, cunningly contrived, a. portion of

ceiling much lower than this, supported by beams
and rafters, all add to its effect the very heart of

the peasant's room, the "Gottes Winkel," as he

calls it
—"Cod's Corner." Two sides of it are open

to the room, and two are surrounded by the lat-

ticed window with its little openings and small

panes of glass. Under this runs a bench, and before

thai stands the large table for the family meals

;

and in the corner itself are small bracket shelves,

holding first the family Bible, and, above all, the

crucifix. Flowers always adorn these corner win-
dows, and here much of the household work is

'lone. In summer it is the family resting-place,

which in winter is transferred to the other centre,

S'2G

the great tiled stove, of some subdued colour, stand-
ing a. little in the background on one side. This
also has its wide bench running round three sides
of it, and is the comfortable and warm chim-
ney corner, where all gather in the long winter
evenings—the men with their pipes, and the women

HEKU HASEMANN'S STUDIO.

(.Drawn by W. Hasemann.)

with their spinning wheels—to listen to the village

gossip, and also to what the German heart holds so

dear, the old tales and poems of the Fatherland.

Opposite the stove is the steep and narrow staircase

leading to the rooms above, and protected by a high

balustrade like that of the balcony. All is adorned

by studies of pictures, some already painted and

others to come, while here ami there hang some of

the pretty ornamented caps of the peasant women,
and bright hits of their costumes; while a few

good old pieces of carved furniture, black with age,

complete the whole, in perfect harinoin with the

artist's tastes and surroundings.

1 laseiiiann. however, has passed through main

years of toil, and even an actual struggle foj
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existence, before acquiring this congenial home.

Born of humble and pc**parents in Mtf&Uberg, on (Jna

Elbe, he left this home at 0ie early age of seventeen

All diiring his childhood the? had refused the boy's

Miin-i wish to stuilv drawing, as an expense to
gfeaJI in be thought of; but finally, to Ins greal jojj

gave t 1mm l- GtWBsent, and all the assistance in their

power, to his eftfefog bhe School of Art in Berlin.

There he graduated with high honours, taking every

prize in the differeftKS classes, until his studies were

interrupted by the kecking out of war in 1870.

Fired by the universal enthusiasm, most of the

jHipils in the academy toot

part iii the campaign, but

Ha-emann's delicate con-

Miiuiinn- sot allowing him

in „! \ ., ,,- a soldier, he

enlisted hM fr&e Ambulance

%
! rp6, and kbtfstt'ed i" 6he

Mais and on lliehattli--

!l"s
l' und Metzforsoiwe!

fields an.
^

• „n llis healtj,

months, wn.
,vn under

-
1 1 1 i i <

• broke do. ]>,,_

SLiteh severe -train. i v

tdrning borae ami slow.
v

recovering, foi a. fosg &KB6

he could only devote his

remaining strength to his

actual support, and also I"

that of his parents, then

entirely dependent on their

son. To accomplish this

end, he exercised his arl

and availing himself of

stones, even painted pictures for match and for

fancy notepaper boxes, and occasionally portraits,

when opportunity offered, duly after three years

hi' hard work ami great privation was he able to

save a small sum in order to study at Weimar,

under Gussow. Here, after a short time he painted

his first picture, "Escaped," representing a sparrow

escaping from under a sieve, watched by his dis-

comfited captor, a small boy. This canvas, on

being exhibited in Berlin, at once found a pur-

chaser. Thus encouraged, he painted several pic-

tures of child-life, which also sold rapidly, mean-

while journeying into Thuringia in the summer-

time for studies in landscape painting. In 1877

he painted a " Kirniess," his first large painting

of figures, afterwards purchased by the Diisseldorf

Gallerj as first prize in their annual picture lottery.

Later on, in Berlin, Hasemann derived great benefit

from his intercourse and acquaintance with Menzel,

one of the greatest among living German artists,

whose criticisms and interest were most valuable to

Jnm, Asking Menze] if it were necessary for him to

[Drawn by It. .

in every possible way,

the smallest stepping-

go to Italy, he replied, " I can only say I have never

been there, myself; but I do advise your "nine to

Munich.'' Accordingly, Hasemann devoted the

winter of 1870-80 to study there. Afterwards,

living in Karlsruhe in the winter and the Black

Forest in summer, he produced rapidly some of his

best-known pictures, a few of which have found their

way to America, among them "The Maiden of the

Muhlbach, Valley," published in Munich and New
York by Ha.nfstaengel. Another even mor.e attrac-

tive, "Das Bild void Schatz " ("The Sweetheart's

Likeness"), was bought at the exhibition in Munich
by Moritz Seckel, Esq.,

of New York. Hasemann
has since then painted a

. ^jt pendant to it. In "Das Bild

Mini Schatz" the girlish

figure shows to great advan-

tage one of the prettiest

'costumes of the Schwa rz-

wald—the dark silk cap,

trimmed with gold lace,

with its wing-like sides of

transparent gauze, soften-

ing yet not obscuring her
'-

sweet face, as she looks with

a happy smile at tin' por-

trait in her hand, her gaily-

coloured kerchief loosely

tied over the white tucker,

and its full sleeves, confined

below by the lace bodice,

now devoting the best years of his

' e beautiful country of the Black
life t.i painting i». ^ureSqUe j pie, whose rare
Forest and its still pie

, liferent districts
and distinctive costumes ot • ,., .„„, forgotten)
will no doubt, ere long.be laid asiu.

Thev are
except for his faithful record of them,

well set off by the people themselves, for the woinv..

often show very fine, even delicately-featured faces,

and the men, in broad-brimmed hats and long black

coats lined with scarlet, are distinguished from must

of their class by being perfectly clean shaven—no

grey beards or bristling moustaches disguising their

features—a reminder of tl Id Roman i\\ f face

The ease and unstudied attitudes of Hascmann's

figures are a great charm in his pictures, and every-

day actions seem new under the perfect naturalness

of llis conceptions. Especially noticeable is this in

his pictures of child-life, of which "A Punch and

Judy Exhibition" is a good example. Here the

faces and figures of the child audience seem living

and speaking in their absorbed interest. In his in-

teriors there arc space and reality: nothing seems

artificially arranged. And in his landscape paintings

if the Black Forest scenery, with all its charming

Haeem-o
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variety of forests and meadows, he shows a wonderful
talenl for depicting Nature as she really is, not seeking
l" add (o her charms, but developing them with a
lively appreciation for the effects of light and shade.

Oi E Hasemann's latest pictures, purchased
by the town of Karlsruhe, is

considered one of his happiest

(•Hints in figure painting, re-

presenting a pilgrimage to an

old church in Triberg. A
crowd of pilgrims are before

the church door—men and

women, old and young, charac-

teristic in type and costume

—

the afternoon sunlight, softened

by foliage, streaming over all

with such effect thai one seems

to be in the midst of it.

The circumstance which
led Hasemann to make his

permanent home in the Black

Forest was his consent to illus-

trate Auerbach's work, " Lorle,"

to which I 'have already re-

ferred. Living at that time in

Karlsruhe, Hasemann spent

much time in Gutach, making
studies for the pictures on the

ground and among the people

where the story was written;

and lie became so much at-

tached to Gutach, its people

and surroundings, that he de-

termined then and there to

make it his home, eventually

building his house there in

1882.* He thus became virtu-

ally the artist of the Schwarz-

wald, being the only one living

among the peasants. Since he

located himself in Gutach the

village has grown up anew

around hint, an effect largely

due to his influence ; for natu-

rally Hasemann's residence

there has drawn not only a

colony of brother artists in the summer season, but

many visitors as well, though, as yet, comparatively

few English or Americans have visited either this

beautiful part of the J Slack Forest or this unique

studio. The Gutach people look upon him with

an affectionate reverence and respect; for they

' This he was enable I to do by the assistance of his friend

E. Stieglitz, Esq., of New York, who lias in his possession an

album of post-cards, bearing many a drawing by Hasemann in

lieu of writing.

consider the building of his studio in the likeness
of one of their houses as a tender compliment to

themselves, and they are intensely gratified to he

admitted to it when once a year he holds a
festival, apparently for their especial benefit. The

(/•,

DEVOTION.

Painting by W. Hasemann.)

Old

it

studio, for the nonce, becomes a ball-n

then you might congratulate yourself were

good fortune to he present and see the (lain ing,

for which these Gutach peasants arc really famous.

Outside, ill the garden, stand the kegs of beer, to

which all help themselves liberally, and all goes

merrily until twelve o'clock, when each guesl takes

the host by the hand and bids farewell according

to the pretty custom among those people, by say-

ing " Gotl vergelts " (" May God reward you").
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH ART,
AND MR. TATE'S COLLECTION.

[II.- ITS ULTIMATE MANAGEMENT.

Hv M. H. SPIEI.MAXX.

IN my last article I dealt with four-and-tWenty of title applied to a sturdy ugly bull-dog cur, which, to-

the principal pictures in Mr. Tate's collection— gether with his wife, who is chained to him, is being

pictures that with hardly an exception will in all offered for sale. The picture was exhibited in 1857. It

UNCLE TOM AMI HIS WIFE FOB SALE.

Laniseer, li.A. By Permission of Messrs Gravel I Engraving is publislied.)

probability become a portion of the gift in due time

in form the nucleus of our British gallery. I now

proceed, as briefly as possible, to the further consider-

ation of the must, important of the rest, giving first

attention to the work of deceased painters of the

first rank—Etty, John Phillips, John Linnell, Land-

seer, Midler, and Fred Walker. Of the pictures

by John Syer, Keeley Iialswelle, Richard Ansdell,

and Edwin Long, spare fails me to speak : and, in-

deed, they present few characteristics that call for

particular mention.

An excellent example of Landseer's most brilliant

work is bis "Uncle Tom and His Wife"—a fanciful

bas been said by a previous writer that "the tearful

look of the wife at the doe- of her heart is a master-

piece;" but it should perhaps have I n added a

masterpiece rather of humanised expression in animals

than simply of animal-painting. "The Bather" of

Etty has the reputation of standing out, with one

or two others, from all the long series of bathers he

painted limine his long life of studentship, being

equally line in its modelling and its flesh-painting.

Midler's " Venice" and John Phillips's " Promenade

"

arc ii..t less admirable examples of fine colour and

characteristic handling; but for general interest they

can neither compare with Fred Walker's "Philip in
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Church." For it must be remembered that this work

was, in a way, as much an epoch-making picture as

the "Haywain," or as " Ophelia," or as the most "re-

volutionary" canvas of David, or of Bastien-Lepage,

or Monet. It was not that this extraordinarily

successful attempt to realise one of the sweetest

passages of Thackeray's art worked powerfully upon

the interest of the public; it was that its genius

was recognised by artists—mute apart from its

"literary" merit—as a superb production on its own

account, and enslaved the minds and directed the

aims lit' the brilliant young men by whom Walker

was surrounded and all lmt worshipped—Pinwell,

Houghton, Herkomer, and others, who, mure or less

faithful to the Walker tradition, have since the

painting of the picture cast their full weight into

moulding and directing the course of English art.

Linnell is represented by his impressive "Contem-

plation," " Landscape, with Anglers," and more par-

ticularly by "The Noon-day Rest"—a favourite and

repeated subject with him, and with g 1 cause, for

he painted it con amove, with a strong palette, and

with all that vigorous love of English landscape

which places his best pictures, tor many qualities,

within measuring distance of the finest productions

in his own line that any age has produced.

Modem American art— to judge by nationality

if not by artistic characteristics— is represented

by Mr. F. I>. Millet, Mr. Walter Gay (with his

"Armourer's Shop"), and by Mr. Boughton, Ad;. A.

Whether Mr. Gay is eligible lor admission to the

British gallery is matter for the decision of the

trustees; hut Mr. Boughton is as much an English-

man, being a member of the Royal Academy, as

Benjamin West, Washington Allston the elder,

Leslie, or John Singleton Copley, the father of the

great Lord Chatham. The works by which Mr.

Boughton is represented in Mr. Tate's collection are

happily among his very best—the first, his admirable

" New Englanders going to Church," the humour

and excellent painting of which we all had the op-

portunity of admiring when it recently made its

appearance at Christie's; and "Weeding the Pave-

ment," one of Mr. Boughton's most delightful pic-

tures ..f Dutch life, whether regarded as a. work

of observation and suggestion, Men senti, or as an

example of technical work. "The Love Letter" of

Mr. F. D. Millet, has all the delicacy of execu-

tion, colour, and comedy of which he is a master;

but whether he, too, has the necessary quality

of nationality for the special purpose of the British

Luxembourg, in spite of his being represented in the

Chantrey Bequest collection, and on the roll of the

Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, will

also have to be decided by the future committee.

Mr. Alfred Hunt, the Vice-President of the Royal

Water-Colour Society, is an artist to his finger-tips,

who can paint "feeling" with as much certainty

as another can paint paint, whose appreciation of

the finest gradation of colour is often as fine as

Mr. Whistler's, and who can give us English mists

as truthfully and poetically as Mr. H. G. Hine

can give us gossamer. It is therefore a matter

of importance and satisfaction that his " Windsor

Castle" is included in the collection, for it is, I

believe, the most elaborate work, as it is one of the

most successful, that has ever come from his brush.

A picture to be named along with this, although so

very different in aim and subject, and in most other

qualities besides, is Mr. E. J. Gregory's "Marooned."

This picture—the wonderful little water-colour of

which created so great a sensation when it was

exhibited on the Royal Institute walls some years

ag —has, indeed, little in common with the dignified

and rather mysterious " Windsor" of Mi'. Hunt ;
hut

where the latter has the exquisite poetry of feeling,

Mr. Gregory's work has, if one can say so, the poetry

of brilliant execution. The handling and technique

of the picture are exquisite. We feel hot and lazy

too as we look upon the girl who, secure from the

blazing sunshine, reclines sleepily in her stranded

canoe behind the scarlet sunshade which easts its

ruddy glow about it. The drawing has all tin'

perfection of Meissonier's, hut with more sustained

lightness of touch than was common to that master.

Mr. Henry Moore is represented by one of his

vigorous sea pieees -"Tin' Launch of the Lifeboat'

—a masterly wmk, hut not that characteristic note

Ueue which created so great a sensation at the

Paris Exhibition, ami which, more than any other

aspect of his work, placed the artist in the front

rank, and almost at the head, of painters of the

sea of any time or country. A charming piece of

lovely decoration
—" Blossoms " by nana— is a good

example of Mr. Albert Moore's dainty and scholarly

work; a picture fitly representing a phase and

school of English art in one of its most remark-

able developments, one of the leading influences of

the day.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary for me to do

more than run through the names of the rest of

Mr. Tate's pictures which are at the disposal of

the future trustees, for many of the pictures are

well known, at least by reputation, to the reader,

and some of them have been exhibited within quite

recent years. By Mr. Thomas Faed there are the

popular' "And ye shall Walk in Silk Attire," "The

Highland Mother," and "Faults on Both Sides" (see

p. L'fS): by Mr. Erskine Nicol, "Wayside Prayer,"

"The Emigrants," and "Paddy's Love Letter;"

by Mr. W. P. Frith, "The Race tor Wealth," in

five numbers ; by Mr. Leader, " The Valley of the
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by Lnly Butler,

by Mr. Albert

by Mr. Stanhope

Llugwy," one of his best pictures; by Mr. Vicat

Cole, "A Surrey Landscape;" by Mr. Gow, "The
Flight of James II. after the Battle of the Boyne"
and "Incident in the Life of Chopin;" by Mr.

Stacy Marks, "Mind and Muscle;" by Mr. H. W.
B. I (avis, " Mother and Sun :

'

" The Remnant of an Army :

Goodwin, " Sindbad the Sailor:'

Forbes, "The Health of

the Bride ; " by Mr.

Dendy Sadler, "Thurs-

day " and " A ( Hind

Story ;" by Mr. S. E.

Waller, "Success " and
" Sweethearts and
Wives;" by Mr. J. R
Reid, "A ( lounty ( Irickel

Match;" by Mr. T. B.

Kennington, "The Or-

phans : " by Mr. J.

Haynes-Williams, " The

Dying Artist" (or " Ars

Longa,Vita Brevis "); by

.Air. E. Douglas, "Mother
and Daughter : " and by

Air. Henry Woods, "
(
'li-

pid's Spell." Besides

those pictures already

mentioned by the follow-

ing artists, there are also

by Mr. Briton Riviere,

"Companions in Mis-

fortune :" by Lands;. cr,

the well-known "Abbots-

ford" (here reproduced);

by Keeley Halswelle, "Sunny Hours" and "Pang
bourn;" by R. Ansdell we have "A Setter and

I art 11 due l:\ E;dwin Long V Nubian Girl

,

: and

finally, by Mr, E. Caldwell, two comic pictures of

puppy life, entitled "For the Safety of the Public"

and " The Orphan.

pleased to have upon his walls, and fewer still

which could be said to disgrace such a gathering oi

representative examples of creditable work us is

produced in this country year by year. But this.

I apprehend, is not the purpose of such a gallery

as Air. Tate is founding. Its function is to show
to Englishmen and to the foreigner, and to prove
to posterity, the greatest excellence to which oar

(F,

ABBOTSFOED.

the Painting by Sir Edwin Landseer, I:. A. By Permission

by whom an Engraving is published.)

art lias attained. If it is not to disgrace us and

to misrepresent British genius, the highest level

must be consistently maintained, and the best

must never be allowed to compound with the

second best, nor to coquet with clever mediocrity.

In this way—and in this only—will Air. Tate's

Such is the complete list of Mr. Tate's pictures foundation serve its real purpose, and English

r—fourscore of them—of which fifty-seven were art find in him a benefactor. But had he, on

first scheduled, and twenty-three were added later the contrary, persisted in his original intention of

on. It is beyond question that the collection con- keeping his collection together, on the principle of

tains a number of masterpieces which may fitly " take them or leave them," hi

form the nucleus of a gallery of British art—of have missed his aim for good, ai

British art of past time as well as of the present, enlightened patriot, but a panderer to

But that it equally includes a number— I may and vices of the British school. It

frankly say a majority—of canvases which do not reason that he must see, with equanimity and

deserve a place in such a palace of art as Air. Tate approval, the ruthless weeding out of many of his

and all of us hope soon to see is equally patent to pictures, which, interesting in themselves, cannol

anyone with eyes to see, or with taste or know- possibly be admitted to the gallery at Millbauk

ledge to judge. Let this not be misunderstood, if the indispensable standard is to be sel up and

There are few, very few, pictures which a, private maintained. What are the pictures which are to

collector of catholic taste might not, perhaps, be be subjected to this process of vigorous elimination

WOUKI entin

I been not the

the faults

s lor this
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it is hardly necessary here to point out. They pro-

claim themselves readily enough, for the most part :

and, for the rest, the selection may safely be left to

the critical judgment ox Sir Frederick Burton and

{From tin Painting by T Faed, R.A. By Permission oj Messrs.

bywhom "n Engravi?iy is published.)

his fellow-trustees, who are, presumably, to form

the administrative council of the new institution.

This brings me to the consideration of how the

governing body is to be constituted. At present, as

I have already pointed out.it is arranged that the

Millbank Gallery is to be regarded as an annexe of

tin' National Gallery, just as the Natural History

Museum is a department of the British Museum.
Tins arrangement is of good omen, for the firm, solid

administration of the National Gallery is one of the

things Englishmen are proudest of; and, moreover,

il affords a sort of guarantee that some at least of

the English treasures in Trafalgar Square will be

removed to Millbank in order to justify the new

collection in its name. Moreover, the weight of the

National Gallery might be of use in prevailing on

the President and Council of the Royal Academy to

coutribute also the best of the Chantrey collection,

ami perhaps also to induce the

South Kensington authorities

to add, if not a few represen-

tative works from the Sheep-

shanks collection, at least the

best of the more isolated works

in their charge. (If the real-

isation ut' the last-named pro-

posal 1 t'nr niie am in it very

sanguine, partly because of the

chronic and hardly blamable

indisposition of South Ken-

sington to give up anything

they once secure, partly on

account of the spirit of rivalry

which so unfortunately exists

between our chief art institu-

tions, but mainly on account

of the public affront put

upon South Kensington by

Mr. Tate's stipulations of a

year or two ago.

But while there is little

doubt that Sir Frederick Bur-

ton's influence will lie able to

consolidate as far as may be

desirable all this diversity of

"British interests," it is not mi

certain that the present consti-

tution of the National Gallery

—with all its foreign and

especially its Early Italian

predilections— is the best that

might be for the advancement
of the British < tallery. It is

manifest that if the new cil-

lery is to lie " established oil

lines similar to those of the

a certain amount of new hi I

should be added to tin- National Gallery board—men
who are at once connoisseurs ami lovers of English

art. As the new gallery is to lie an annexe of the

old, it is only fair that a supplemental board should

In- appointed to administrate for its especial needs,

so that it is not too much to ask for four or six

additional members, with the qualifications already

suggested, whose business it would be to adjudicate

with rigorous care on all proposed additions to the

nailery. ( )n these persons the success, almost, the

existence, of the gallery would depend—whether it

will be a true monument to British art in all its

branches, or a national scandal and disgrace.

Luxembourg, Paris,
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OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

THE death of Mr. W. Laurence Banks, RCA., of up of the railway systems in Wales, he being al on i

whom we presenl a portrait, at the advanced time chairman of no less than thirteen companies,

age of seventy-one, took place on January 23rd. Mr, It was during this period that he began to devote

Banks was himself to art ami

one df the archaeology, and it

l'ti re in os t was to his energy

founders of that many of the

the Royal ancient buildings

Cambrian in and around

Academy, ' Conway have been

and from its preserved and re-

est a blish- stored.among these

meiit in being Plas Mawr,

L853 until the home of the

the day of Royal Cambrian

his death Academy,

he occupied By permission

the com- of the J lean ami

hined posts Chapter of Bristol

of honorary < lathedral a bust

THE LATE W. LAURENCE BANKS, R.C.A.

(From a Photograph Mi G. 11'. Webster, Chest r.)

W. J. MULLER.

(Bust t»i Sathan Branwhite in Bristol

Cathedral.)

secretary of the late W. J.

and trea- Mtillerhas recently

surer. In been placed in posi-

early life he was engaged in the legal profession, but tion in the south transept- of the cathedral. Pre-

afterwards became greatly interested in the opening sented by Mrs. Rosa Midler—sister-in-law of the

THE JUDGMENT HAY.

(From il„- Rood Screen of Werihaston Church. From n Photograph i>:i Russell «.»' Sons.)
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exhibits at the World's Fair which opens this month day, chief among them being Mr. Walter Crane,

at Chicago : the embroidered chair—a copy of a Mr. Lewis Day, and Mr. Heywood Sumner. The

seventh century English work—and the Louis XVI.

screen will represent, together with a large number

EMBROIDERED CHAIR.

(Worked at the Royal School oj Art Needlework for thr

Chicago Exhibition.)

of smaller works, the Royal School of Art Needle-

work. Messrs. Jeffrey and Co. have sent a repre-

sentation of a large room, elaborately decorated,

(Designed by I.. /•'. Day for Messrs. Jeffrey and Co.'s

Chicago Exhibit.)

THE "PICCOLOMIXI DESIGN.

(Designed by L. F. Du/i for Messrs. Jeffrey and Co.'s

Chicago Exhibit.)

pilaster by the first-named, of which we reproduce

a portion, is a prominent feature in the exhibit :

the three figures are intended to represent Music,

Painting, and Poetry. Messrs. Jeffrey's stand will

worthily sustain the reputation of British designers

and handicraftsmen in this branch of decoration.

Messrs. Doulton and Co. will be represented by a

large number of vases, &C, in their well-known ware,

EMBROIDERED SCREEN".

ed at the Hm:al School of Art Needleworl for the

Chicago Exhibition.)

both inside and out, with specimens of wall hangings of which those we reproduce on the preceding page

designed by the leading decorative artists of the will serve as specimens of the excellence attained.
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.— II.

By THE EDITOR.

IT must be frankly admitted that the impression in be blamed if, in spite of the presence of many
brought away by a careful examination of the able works and numerous examples of admirable

Academy is not altogether satisfactory. It is only effort, the exhibition is set down in general terms,

IJIZPAH.

| by Sir Frederic Lciyhton, Hart., P.R.A.)

a fair Academy ; it is, numerically speaking, a

portrait Academy ; and it is strikingly an ill-hung

Academy—a circumstance which does great injustice

to many canvases of real importance.

As I forecasted last month, the effect of the

commercial anti-cyclone of the past year is only

too plainly visible. Artists, for the most part, are

resting in enforced stagnation, and they are hardly

828

by the mure severe ami exacting, as "an Academy

of pot-boilers." It is not that the general level

is lower than usual: there are perhaps fewer bad

pictures than ever, and, indeed, the average of

technical skill is steadily, if slowly, rising. But,

notwithstanding the merit: of many a picture,

and the emphatic excellence of a lew, the absence

of any marked consistency of effort (except on the
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part of a handful of the exhibitors) suggests an

even greater poverty in the aggregate than really

is proper to the show.

The section of the exhibition that remains most

gratefully and fixedly in the mind is probably to be

found in the sculpture galleries; and beyond ques-

tion the central achievement—the "eye" of the

whole Royal Academy—is the work of Monsieur

Gerome. This is his amazing statue of " Bellona,"

a work which took all Paris by storm a year or two

ago, when it was exhibited at the Salon. This

extraordinary work is worthy of the man's -cuius

who wrought it— a. thing as startling in its tragic

power as it is admirable (I had well-nigh -aid

perfect ) in execution. That it is strictly a sculpture

at all, I dn not assert; it is rather a goldsmith's

figure enlarged to life size, without loss of that

exquisiteness which belongs to the article de vcrtu,

per se. Repose dues not belong In it. nor that dig-

nity el' simplicity that marks the highest develop-

ment of Greek sculpture. Indeed, the Laocoon dues

not excel, nor even vie with it in the expression of

pain and the wildness of passion, but the suggestion

of the grotesque is decidedly against it. See her,

this Fury of War, screaming out her cry of horror,

stretching tip-toe on the world, her arms, with

shield and sword, thrown up and back, her face,

like the Medusa's, wrinkled with hateful passion as

her mouth wide-opened "shrieks forth its fearsome

sound," and her lustrous green eyes sparkle with

the very frenzy of mad fury. Beside her, her

hooded cobra stands erect and ready In strike;

from about her limbs her flowing draperies swell

and flutter in the whirlwind: mi her breast her

gem engraved with the head of the war-fury lies

embedded. The flesh is of ivory, coloured like life,

tin' draperies are of bronze, the eyes of gems

—

the whole too realistic, too sudden, too violent, too

gorgeous, to stand in the realm of sculpture. But

it is tragedy without melodrama; a work that

strikes no false note beyond what is obvious.

Audacious in its conception beyond the range of

any Englishman, it is carried out with a certainty

ami verve, displaying a purity of taste and sense

of beauty thai belong to a man of superb imagina-

tion, impatient of restraint, but well cqgnisant

of his own power and mastery. We in England

have, happily, no home-experience of bella, horrida

liil/n, like the French, who so deeply felt and were

so powerfully moved by the convincing spirit of

" Bellona ;" but for all that, the statue will probably

draw the town, and afar worse Academy would he

made remarkable by the inclusion of such a work.

Of the other chief sculptural exhibits I will nol at

present speak; for they are to form the subject, as

hitherto, of ;i separate article.

Just as the honours of sculpture in the Academy

are divided (in the absence of Mr. Alfred Gilbert)

in various degrees by Monsieur Gerome, Mr. Henry

Fehr, Mr. George Frampton, Mr. Drury, Mr. Onslow

Ford, Mr. Goscombe John, Mr. Adrian Jones, and

Mr. Brock, so is the chief distinction of the year in

painting obtained and shared by a select few.

" Fine art," says Mr. Buskin in a passage that

is chosen this year as the motto of the Academy

catalogue, " is that in which the hand, the head, and

the heart of man go together"—and not only go

together, but go well in perfect, and harmonious

unison. Judged by this standard, the completely

successful works in tin/ exhibition are, indeed, not

many. But, in point of fait, this definition of Mr.

buskin's—which was appropriated with so much

curious reiteration by the late Mr. John Carter Hall

that if became a very by-word whenever his name

was mentioned—cannot be quite fairly applied to

any annual exhibition held under the circumstances

of the day.

"I hope you will find much to say about the

exhibition (/o»/," one of the most distinguished and

most thoughtful of our Academicians wrote to me

the other day. " There is a great amount of ability,

but I hardly know whether there is much more;

and whether much more can fairly lie looked for

under our modern unfavouring conditions is a

question that may he asked—and not answered."'

But we must remember that if we are so fortunate

as to secure but one true masterpiece at each

annual exhibition, we should be revelling in the

wealth of a hundred chefs-d'muvre in the course of

the century; ami this, I take it, has been the good

fortune of few countries save Italy during the

hundred years of her supreme artistic achievement.

If the visitor to the annual exhibition enter the

Academy in a similar spirit to that in which he

prepares to enjoy the immortal canvases in the

National Gallery, he will assuredly

—

pace Sir John

Millais—be put sadly out of joint with the times,

and find little comfort in any class of art there

represented. But if, instead of looking for, and

confidently expecting, a score or two of masterpieces,

he searches for half-a-dozen works of high achieve-

ment, which may perchance be regarded in the light

of a latter-day cJief-d'ceuvre, he will then be more in

tune with the effort of the day, and find sufficient to

rejoice in and to justify in the poor defamed Muse

the meagreness of whose angel-visits to England

we so loudly and constantly deplore. But let him

not think that by demanding fine art he will get

it, or has any right to expect it. The "law of

supply and demand," in its application to genius,

is as vain and false as most other parrol -cries, ami

no amount of calling upon Art to stand and deliver
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will make her yield up her secret or capitulate of recent years at purely classic composition. So
her charms. Since Shakspere died we have been Claude-like is this line picture thai ii might almost
"demanding" another like unto him; but through- be drawn from the Liber Veritatis itself ; but to the
out the two hundred and fifty years that have extent that, while it claims to be Hampshire, it

followed no "supply" has been forthcoming. Nor suggests the Campagna, it fails. But that, in the
was Shakspere himself ll ntcome of any popular main, is only a. question of title. It is a picture
or particular movement or demand, nor was his of great breadth, line in colour, dignified in line,

THE GOLDEN VALLEY.

{From the Painting hy Alfred East, R.I.)

merit understood for half a century after he

died. No; we must watch and wait with patience

fur the coming of the goddess, and, instead of

shouting " Mtyisseur ! Rfyisseur f" with the rabble,

be well on the alert to welcome her when she

consents to appear.

In walking round the Academy there is much,

very much, to approve, even though our enthusiasm

be so seldom awakened. Yet, on the other hand, it

is pleasant and of real import to observe that so

many of the successes of the year are by young

men or those who have not yet reached artistic

middle-life.

With the exception of (he departments of the

nude and of marine-painting, that of landscape is

the most disappointingly meagre in work of the

highest order. The most impressive— not, because

it is the most vast— is perhaps the " Hampshire" of

Mr. David. Murray ; for it is the most ambitious

and, on the whole, the most successful attempt

admirable in execution—especially of the finely-

graduated sky and the distance: and that it will

remain an important " item " in the sum of English

achievement in the present day can hardly be

doubted. Another work of primary interest is Mr.

Corbet's "Evening," an Italian landscape, touching

a still higher watermark than his sunset picture

that attracted so much attention at the New
Gallery two or three years ago. It is less Costa-

like than usual, vigorous and full of a certain

mastery, and instinct with sentiment. With these

pictures I would bracket the "Golden Valley" of

.Mr. Alfred Eist and the "Summer Mists" of Mr.

Peter Graham. The full richness ami opulence of

tin' former sutler terribly in the cold and un-

sympathetic light of the Academy; but it is a

work of great power, this line Herefordshire scene,

with its sheep ami its sunlight., its well-drawn sky

and splendid "line "—the sweep of the whole being

as well studied and as successful as the scheme of
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colour. Mr. Graham's picture strikes no new note,

but he has done little better than this picture, in

which bright sky and mist, mountain, cattle, and

sunlight are executed

and composed with

even more than the

usual brilliancy dis-

tinctive of the painter.

Mr. North, Mr. Ha-

garty, and .Air. Mac-

Whirter all assist the

section of landscape,

and the Pre-Raphaelite

spirit thai prompts

Mr. Davis's heart and

brushwould make that

painter's work more

remarkable but for

tli«' strict limitations

of his colour - sense

and, as here shown,

his imperfect realisa-

tion of breadth and

feeling for atmosphere.

I have spoken of

the nude. Of this

there arc extremely

few examples—so few,

indeed, that it seems

as if the highest form

of figure-painting

were absolutely dying

out in the land. Mr.

Strang's " Girls Bath-

ing " and Mr. Greiften-

hagen's " Eve," ex-

tremely interesting as

they are in their

mediaeval way, and as

decorative exercises in

colour, can neither he

considered as serious

efforts in the direction

of flesh-painting. Mr.

George Joy's "Truth," too, beautifully drawn and

modelled, and charming in its grace, is sculpturesque

in its aim rather than an attempt to realise the

naked form and colour. Mr. Arthur Hacker's, indeed,

are almost the only real efforts in this direction. His

"Sleep of the Gods" is very skilful, and a highly-

decorative canvas as well. The lines arc happily

disposed, the forms lying prone are drawn with

great facility: the modelling is good, though the

self-restraint of the artist gives them a certain

appearance of somewhat superficial treatment. The

attitudes, it must he owned, are a little reminiscent

(JY,

ENDYMION

Painting ly G.

A

of those affected by Sir Frederic Leighton, as well

as by the artist's friend, Mr. Solomon. " Circe," Mr.

Hacker's other picture, is more satisfactory as a piece

of flesh-painting, as

well as being better

and more novel, too,

in the treatment of

a difficult and hack-

neyed subject.

Sea-painting brings

forward a new painter

—Mr. T. Somerscales,

whose " Corvette
Shortening SaiF'shows

a c o n s u in m ate
draughtsmanship of

the sea, though he can

paint the forms of the

waves better than

their wetness. .Air.

Henry Moore, on whom
Mr. Somerscales has

obviously modelled his

art, contributes three

magnificent examples

of his finest work— all

of them in his favour-

ite note bleue, but one,

"Hove-to for a Pilot,"

is almost too blue

for nature, one would

have thought, hut for

the artist's invariable

sincerity. As perfect

specimens of his most

masterly manner,these

pictures are superb,

and as studies of sea

and sky they probably

equal anything the

English school can

show. In " Pearly

Summer" Mr. P.rett re-

turns to the triumphs

Britannia's Realm," the ehiefest merit lying

not in the breadth of his highly worked-up sea,

but in the extraordinary amount of light with

which he has tilled the picture. Iii this quality

it almost rivals Mr. F. Bramley's large "After Fifty

Years,'' in which the figures in the foreground

(which make up the subject of an old Cornish

fisherman's golden wedding celebrations) stand

against a sea and sky absolutely dazzling with the

light of day. Mr. Hook's good work in his single

contribution, "Good Liquor—Duty Free," cannot

be passed over, but it is in no essential way

Watu, n.A.)



BELLONA.

the Statue by J, L. Giioine.)
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distinctive from those other fine studies of which he

has produced so many in recent years.

Portraiture, as 1 have said, is in one respect a

main feature of the exhibition. The must admirable

of all is certainly Mr. Sargent's superb portrait of

Lady Agnew, a work so subtle and refined, so ex-

quisite in colour, so dignified in repose and grace,

so individual in its manner, so masterful in tech-

nique, that it will be held by many to be the finest

canvas ever put forth by Mr. Sargent and one of the

best portraits of the day. In some of these qualities

Mr. Luke Fildes runs him close in his beautiful

"Portrait of a Lady"—which might have been called

a " Souvenir of Gainsborough." Its daintiness is

very reminiscent of that master, and the simple

skill with which the beautiful head is rendered is

consummate. Professor Herkomer gives his best

work in three of his seven portraits, Colonel Bar-

nardiston, Sir Algernon "West, and the Duke of

Devonshire. Mr. Orchardson's only work by which

he is adequately represented is the splendid

portrait of Lord Eookwood. Mr. Solomon makes

a great forward stride with his life-like paintings

of Mr. and Mrs. William Armitage, and Mr. Lavery

uives some of his best work in his pearly-grey

".Mrs. Cowan and Daughter." Sir George Eteid,

1'. U.S.A., displays his full force in his scholarly

"Lord Thrayner in his Robes"—a sober, serious

work—in a manner, if one may say so, halt French,

half Dutch, yet wholly Scottish.

The late Mr. John Pettie's last three portraits

are here. The best, though not the most showy, is

tin' "Mr. Greenfield," which might at first sight

be mistaken—though only for a moment—for

an Orchardson. The further chief works in this

department are the beautiful female portrait by

Mr. Stanhope Forbes ( Xo. 10), the Kit-Kat of

Mr. John Hare by Sir John Millais, the sumptuous

so-called " Queen of Love," by Mr. Kennington, and

the canvases of Mr. Shannon. Mr. Cope, and Mr.

George S. Watson—whose " May," with its excellent

study of white draperies, is one of the most agree-

able features of Gallery No. 1 1.

Midway between portraiture and compositions

stand the single-figure subjects. Of these several

arc of peculiar interest. Mr. Watts's " Endymion

"

is in.it. I think, for harmonious hue, to be compared

to bis former rendering of the same subject; but as

a poetic conception it is charming, in the figure of

the man excellent in drawing, but most notable,

above all, for the beauty of the colour and " quality."

Sir John Millais' "Pensive" is a much better pic-

ture than the critics seem to have imagined—firm in

drawing, graceful in its own way, and a clever study

in a scheme of purple -violet. Quite as vigorous, or

stronger, are Mr. Harcourt's picture (Xo. 321) of a

girl standing by a window in a strong light, and Mr.

Crawford's "Nell"—a maiden in shadow in a sun-

flecked orchard. Mr. Clausen has this year shown

a disposition to desert Bastien-Lepage for Monet
;

his "Evening Song" is worthy of himself and of

the masters on whom he has modelled his art. It

is interesting to watch the development of this

clever painter.

But however admirable all the sections of the

Academy might lie on which I have touched, the

exhibition as a whole could still lie judged by the

mass of the public on the standard established by

the "historic art," the anecdote, and genre. Xor is

this surprising; for it is in these works more than

in others that the painter displays his power of

composition and feeling for line, his mastery of ex-

pression, and his sense of poetry. It is true that

the public allows subject and story to weigh too

heavily in the scale—that is inevitable and, what

is more, it is ineradicable: but it is the section

that proves that the. painter is an artist and the

artist, a. poet, and as such will always retain

the chief place iii the hearts of the picture-lover.

Several artists have made strong bids for success;

but it is not the most heroic attempts that always

achieve the greatest success. The place of honour

of the whole Academy has been awarded to Mr.

Frank Dicksee's " Funeral of a Viking," and not

without good academical reason. The picture is the

offspring of Academy teaching, scholarly and learned

in drawing and arrangement, elevated in conception,

good in composition, and far more virile and solid

than any painting Mr. Dicksee has painted for some

years. The whole arrangement of this old Viking,

whose bier is his ship, and which, set on fire by his

people as night falls in, is pushed off from slime to

sail away into the night of death, is fine, and is in

the best sense impressive : but by the very academic

inspiration of which I spoke it does not altogether

escape from the taint of the artificial, or, at least, the

stagey. But it must be admitted that Mr. Dicksee's

work—chiefly through the key in which it is painted

—suffers sadly from the light of the Academy. In

the same way, Mr. Alma-Tadema's two masterpieces

are sacrificed to light, bad hanging, and to that fear-

some " Academy pitch " which ruins so many of the

best pictures. Never has Mr. Tadema painted more

tenderly than in his "Comparisons" and "In My
Studio." The restraint, the exquisite half-light, the

sentiment of air and repose in these two beautiful

works make the pictures in his better known style

look almost vulgar. We look here for no marvels of

marble-painting or miraculous rendering of texture
;

their true poetry proves that he who painted them

is a great deal more than a mere master of his craft.

[7'u be concluded.]
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III. FRANK SHORT—WATS0N-MACBETH-HERK0MER-0LIVER BALL

AMONGST the original etchers remaining to be

J\. discussed I place Frank Short at the top of the

tree. Some people will say that Short's true place

would be with copyists or interpreters rather; but

that is only because they do not know his original

work—the very limited issue of his

exquisite plates having withheld

from them a publicity won already

indeed by many of his brilliant

interpretations of the pictures or

the drawings of long-accepted artists.

No one has done as much as Frank

Short for the modern revival of

mezzotint. It is more perhaps by

mezzotint than by any other medium
that he has effected his delightful

translations of Turner, of Constable,

of Dewint, and of Mr. Watts. But
if not one of these thing's existed

—if he had never wrought those ex-

quisite interpretations, for example,

of a sketch by Constable, belonging

to Mr. Henry Vaughan, and of a

Dewint drawing, "A Eoad in

Yorkshire" (both of them ottered to

the connoisseur by the appreciative

services of a publisher of most ex-

ceptional taste in matters of etching

—I mean Mr. Dunthorne)—if nothing of this work

whatever had been done by Mr. Short, then would

he still have cause to be remembered and valued

by reason of the beauty and the technical virtues

of his original prints.

Frank Short's original prints are, indeed, of all

the greater merit because, just as Mr. Whistler him-

self, he has disregarded in them, from beginning to

end, the taste of the public. This delicate army of

exquisite etching—very little of it merely tentative;

most of it of complete accomplishment, if of limited

aim—has been called into being, as Mozart said of

his Don Giovanni, " for himself and two friends."

The " two friends" must be taken—one need hardly

protest

—

cum grano salts; they represent the rare

connoisseur, the infrequent person who enjoys and

understands.

Two classes of subjects have hitherto to a great

extent engrossed Mr. Frank Short in his original

work, and to these there must just now be added a

third ; for, this last autumn, following in the wake of

his friend Mr. C. J. Watson, he has visited the laud

AND OTHERS.

of Rembrandt, and has don,, charmingly suggestive
and vivacious sketches of quaint town and long-
stretched shore.

But the two classes of subject with which one
has been rather wont to identify him are subjects of

EVENING, BOSHAM.

(Reduced from the Etching by Frank Short.)

the English coast and of the English manufacturing

districts: and, in a certain sense, even these two

subjects are one, and this one theme maybe described

—not too imaginatively, 1 think, if we look into the

heart of the matter—as the complete acceptance of

all that is considered unpicturesque in modern life:

in the manufacturing districts the factory chimneys,

the stunted, smoke-dried trees, the heavy skies, the

dreary level water, along which barges make their

monotonous way (see the wonderful dry-point,

"Wintry Blast on the Stourbridge Canal "), and, on

the English coast, the massive stone pier, the harbour

muddy at low tide, the tug, the sheds, the ware-

houses, or it may be perhaps the wooden fences that

protect, and preserve the fore-shore— tin' beautj of

the whole, which is unquestionable, being obtained

by a most subtle arrangement of line, a perfect

sense of proportion, a perfect delicacy of handling.

Coarser people of more ordinary vision, addressing

themselves, as by a. parti pris, to these themes, have

treated them with brutality. But, on these themes,

it is tin' distinction of the treatment of Mr. Short
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that in rendering them with fidelity and patience

—

even with love—he yet somehow, in the brief

phrase of Mr. Browning

—

"Puts colour, poetising."

Yes, a certain measure of poetry must certainly

capacity of draughtsmanship, much sense of design,

and a very exceptional control over the technical

resources of the etcher's art.

The work of Mr. C. J. Watson is nearly always

absolutely sturdy and sterling. It lias tended, too,

(Reduced fn

GWEXDDYDD.

th< Drypoint by Professor Httbert II"

be claimed not only for the " Evening, Bosham " and

the "Sleeping till the Flood," but for the "Stour-

bridge Canal," mentioned already, and for the one of

"Eye's Long Pier." This is called indeed, poetically

enough in its suggestiveness, "Low Tide and the

Evening Star"—and for the curiously clever little

plate, " Wrought Nails," a scene of the Black

Country, which shows the sheds of the workers, and

little trees untended and decaying, and a bit of waste

land, ragged and dreary, with nothing of Nature left,

but only the evidence of men's grimy labours, of their

hard, monotonous life. And, though up to the

present, or until very lately, the field of Mr. Short's

own observation of the world may seem to have been

limited, it is plain to any qualified student of his

prints that he lias gained the effects he wanted by

a line sketcher's economy of means, by a thorough

to become delicate : and when one compares it with

Mi-. Short's, very likely the only thing which puts it

at an obvious disadvantage is that (though one can

hardly explain the matter) it has an air of being

less personal. That, I admit, is no small affair.

.Induing from the work alone—and no one would

desire to make the comparison except from the work

only—one would say, "Here is a strong ami capable

hand, stirred by a nature much less sensitive than

that which reveals itself in the etched lyrics of

Frank Short." Mr. Short records facts—not great

and doleful dreams, like Mr. Strang or Mr. Legros

—but he records facts ] tically. Yet more ab-

solutely matter-of-fact is Mr. Watson, who (I am
speaking of him, of course, apart from his gift

of colour) so far portrays things realistically that

the personal, the individual, is comparatively absent,
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and his art can hardly be described in the phrase

which does define Art generally— Nature beheld

"a travels dun temperament."

But Mr. Watson, who has long been interesting,

has of late years become within certain limits a

quite first-rate craftsman, albeit still a little wanting
in vivacity. It may be that his

individuality—the individuality he

has—has to be sought for in the

soundness of his technique, and in

the ripe judgment which he shows
in treating subjects which are true

etcher's subjects. Practising his art

during early manhood in Norwich,

and being himself with his sturdy

realism, as it were, a last echo of

that "Norwich school" in which only

Cotman was essentially and primarily

poet, though he could be realistic, too,

Mr. Watson came, a few years since,

to London, and there he has de-

veloped his powers a, stage further,

there is no doubt : producing, in the

first instance—since his residence in

town, with its wider associations and

its greater activities — plates ad-

mirable for directness and certainty,

such as "The Mill Bridge, Bosham,"

and then the "Chartres," its gabled

Hid dilapidated houses, rather; the

back of Chartres— Chartres on the

wrong side — and then the "St.

Etienne du Mont," its west front—
that is, the front of one of the

most curious and characteristic of

the churches of Paris.

Some greater delicacy and flexi-

bility of method than were before

possessed, or than were even desir-

able, perhaps, for the subjects to

which Mr, Watson then addressed

evident in the "Chartres;" but they are yet more
marked in the "St. Etienne" etching, which no true

lover, no properly equipped student, of the achieve-

ments of the great original aquafortists will be

able to examine without some thought of tin.'

wonderful plate of Meryon which bears the same

facts must have been deliberate, and ii accomplished
its end. It would be ridiculous to suggest thai a

draughtsman of architecture so patient ami thorough
as Mervon could not have set forth each detail as

well as the general character, bad that been bis aim.
He had other aims, and this detail accordingly had

S-.

(Aeduced from th,

CHAETEES.

Etching i>>t Charles

himself, are to be subordinated; for him there was the College

de Montaigu and the corner of the Pantheon, and
the weird shadows anil the passing women, and the

dark mystery of the Paris street. In a word, there

was his genius and bis message— fancy or fantasy.

For Mr. Watson there was "laud, the solid and safe,"

as Mr. Browning moralises; the solid earth, or what
title. Of the relative correctness of the two pre- the architect had put there — nothing else. And
sentations—not, in my opinion, an all-important, what the architect bad put there Mr. Watson
though still an interesting matter—] will say no-

thing, or at least very little; but ideally it was
Watson who had looked the hardest at the actual

facade of which it was his one business to <
-

vey the impression. Still the immense solidity of

M'ryon's etching gives it a realism all its own, along

with all its poetry. The very simplification of the

noticed—portrayed it with strength—portrayed it.

to,), with perhaps unwonted flexibility.

In simpler subjects than the " St. Etienne du
Mont" .Mr. Watson shows as well, or better, than

there, a quality very characteristic of the truest ,,f

modem etchers—of Mr. Whistler ami Mr. Shorf

particularly— I mean, in what is more or less
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architectural draughtsmanship, after all, an enjoy-

ment of the evidences of construction. Very likely

it may be said that that is a quality belonging to him

as .1 good draughtsman, whether at the moment

eteliini;' happens to hi.', nv happens not to be, the

medium of his work, i think not. There is some-

thing in the etched line that reveals especially the

presence of this enjoyment, that calls for the certain

display of it.

Mv. Oliver Hall, a comparatively little-known

bin distinctly interesting etcher (who paints, he

tells me, a good deal in water-colour), has next to

be spoken of; and if his work has one character-

istic move than another—though grace and freedom

are his characteristics too—the one that is most his

own is the continual evidence his plates afford of

this enjoyment in growth and build, in the traces

of the way by which the object before him became

the object that it is. Mr. Hall's objecl is more

likely to be a tree than a church. He labours

amongst sylvan and amongst pastoral scenes : and

in method, as well as often in theme, he suggests

Seymour Haden. Mr. Hall has not yet done very

many plates : they number about thirty. He is not

faultless, and he is not thus far very varied. Bui he

are wont to be, of whom alone I have spoken. But

to the large public Macbeth and Herkomer and Axel

Haig appeal without need of introduction—Macbeth

and Haig appeal especially by treatment, and Her-

komer mainly by subject. Herkomer's theme is

generally a dramatic one, and into it he introduces

such obvious interest of line and of expression as

may he found in a woman with the picturesqueness

of age, a man comely and vigorous, a girl with

Anne Page's " eyes of youth." Mr. Herkomer has a

story to tell us—sometimes the story of a life as it

is told in portraiture, and he tells it with no absence

of ability. Bui attractive as he well may be, clever

as he iii'isl surely is, he rarely reaches exquisiteness

;

nor is there reason to think that the plate, the

needle, and the aquafortis constitute in any special

way his proper medium. Still he is a spirited, and

can likewise he a graceful sketcher.

Macbeth's inventive work in etching does not

want originality; but il is not the originality of an

etcher in method or vision of the world, but rather

the originality of his own painted picturea These, or

the effects of them, elaborate and interesting, he re-

produces in the print. He deserves to have move said

of him. thovigh this is not the moment for saying it.

ROAD-SIDE TREES.

(Reduced .from the Etching by Oliver HaU.)

is in the right track", and has shown no disposition

whatever to Leave it. lie is a vigorous, frank, free

sketcher, sketching sometimes "effects," as veil as

forms thai vanish less quickly ; and, in the realm of

effects, I he very spirited etching, "A Windy Day," is

perhaps the best of that which he has done.

So much said, and yet nothing said of men a dozen

limes move popular than the siiiLde-niindeil etchers

Mv. Axel Haig, the third of these popular and

accepted artists, has no painted pictures by whose

method he may be inspired; but his aide etchings

of architectural subjects are nearly all of them,

nevertheless, finished up to the corners. So much

is actually set forth, with such elaborate and skilled

pains -all the work being perfectly evident, no labour

of omission having been undertaken, and little labour
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nl' choice—that the imagination of the spectator has

hardly a chance of exercising itself; his intelligence

is well-nigh a superfluity.

Tissot, too, who may he reckoned in one sense of

the English school, aims at the same effect in etching

that he would have aimed at in a picture.

Mr. Roussel and Mr. Walter Sickert, Dr. Ever-

shed and Mr. Percy Thomas, Mr. [nigo Thomas, Mr.

Cameron, Mr. May, Colonel Gull', and Mr. Hesel-

tine—two or three of these men being brilliant

amateurs, and not professional artists—are, at least,

in the ranks of the true etchers. They eultivate

freedom, flexibility, and—in its proper measure

—

swiftness. Theirs, at least, arc impressions, power-

ful or dainty.

Mr. Roussel and Mr. Walter Sickert, ami Mr.

Menpes, too, have learnt, 1 suppose, much from the

later practice of Whistle]-, with whom .Mr. Percy

Thomas, a graceful draughtsman of ancient buildings

and the incidents of the river, was used, I think, to

he associated. Iuigo Thomas is a young architect,

whom I most favourably remember by reas f the

reticence and delicacy and the discreel grace with

which— avoiding wholly the architect's probable fault

of displaying only his own professional precision and
learning—he indicated, to my joy, a year or two

ago, the leading features of this or that church at.

Poictiers. Mr. May has looked steadily at Nature

and at Seymour lladen, and more than one of his

etchings take one pleasantly away into an English

field, in halcyon weather, under the boughs of an
oak tree. Of much of these men's work it would be

no disagreeable and no unprofitable task to write

in greater detail. 1 must, indeed, crave excuse for

the slightness and the inevitable brevity of thai

which has keen said. So much there was to say,

so many to speak of— so large a part has England

borne in the Revival of Etching.

THE NATIONAL
AND MR.

GALLERY OF BRITISH ART,
TATE'S COLLECTION.

IV.-THE GALLEKY.

liv M. H. SPIEL MA NX.

HE ground at Millbank is being

rapidly cleared of the debris of

the old prison, and soon upon the

site there will he raised the build-

ing which Mr. Tate is presenting to

the nation. To a brief description

and criticism of the proposed struc-

ture, architecturally and artistically considered, I pro-

pose to devote this last article on the British Gallery.

In my first paper I concluded my reference to its

plan and details by saying—"The exterior of the

building is highly decorative, being a picturesque

collection of Roman ami Grecian features; but

whether it is quite worthy of so important a

monument, as it is destined to become, is another

matter, and one which should perhaps receive

further consideration. The ground plan, however,

seems admirable, although it may possibly be open to

improvement." I was unaware at the time of writ-

ing that "further consideration" was even then being

given to the plans, and that something much more

imposing and much more worthy was being evolved

out of the original designs. The architect, Mr.

Sidney R. Smith, F.R.I.B.A., of York Buildings, was
already busy with important modifications, so that

the building, as revised, demands a fresh descrip-

tion, which I here give, based in its practical details

upon information received from him.

The gallery, which will stand back from the

roadway and will probably be reached by an orna-

mental "drive," is approached by a grand flight of

steps, having figures at the starting, symbolical of

Painting and Sculpture. Passing under the portico,

with its six columns and pediment over—with a

sculptured group of Britannia at the apex—the

visitor finds himself in a large vestibule; on either

side are the wide circular staircases, which lead to

the upper gallery of the Central Sculpture Hall.

as well as to the Council or Grand Saloon, and

the other offices situated on the first floor. The

entrance vestibule has ranges of columns supporting

the ceiling, which is vaulted, large arches being

thrown across from side to side. This semicircular

groining is often seen in Italian palaces. The

columns themselves will possibly be of polished

granite. beading direi t from the vestibule by three
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doorways is the Central Sculpture Hall, lighted

by an arcaded dome with a glass and iron roof,

and surmounted by a bronze winged figure. This

The sectional drawing on the opposite page shows

the Central Sculpture Hall as arranged, with sculp-

tured figures, and so forth ; but these, of course, cannot

THE .NATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH AKT.

(Designed by Sidney 11. Smith, F.R.1 /;..!.)

Sculpture Hall lias a large gallery running round

—all top-lighted—and leads in the central portion

from the 1 octagon into the pehdentives which

support the inner circidar lantern. The diameter

of the dome is thirty-seven feet in the clear.

The picture galleries—all of which are top-

lighted—are carried on central axes right and

left of the Central Hall, as shown by the plan,

with a general width of thirty-three feet, while at

the back is a saloon for etchings and engravings.

The main feature of this saloon is a large central

hay, which will he embellished with a. figure, a

group, or possibly a fountain, and the eye will at

mil'' be carried from the entrance-doors right

through the vista of the vestibule and Central

Sculpture Hall to this feature. Anyone standing

in the hall can from the centre see to both ends of

the galleries. The matter of circulation through-

out the building has been carefully arranged, so

I hat no one, having once passed through a gallery,

need do so again on his return.

he put in at present. At either end of the building

are two pavilions, treated internally as octagons, and

provided externally with domes. The further ex-

tension of the building, it should he observed, has

been carefully considered; and when this has been

carried out, two other domed pavilions will he placed

at the other corners of the building, making four

in all. In the basement are the students' rooms,

picture-cleaning rooms, staff kitchen, and sitting-

rooms. Then- an- also arrangements for the heating

apparatus, stores, ami other offices.

The lineal wall measurement of the building at

presen' (without calculating the future extension) is

1,500 fret, i,r thereabouts. This is nearly the same

as at the Royal Academy, and equal to the new
portion of the National Gallery, and nearly a third

larger than the Piccadilly galleries of the Institute

of Painters in Water-Colours and the New Gallery

in Regent Street added together.

The exterior nf the building will he Italian in

style, and will he faced with Portland stone. The
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figures, it should be noted, which are seen in the

elevation in the attic story above the pediment,

will not be erected at present; but assurances are

given that when the time conns for putting (hem in

hand, care will be taken that they will be executed

by competent sculptors, and will be truly artistic in

character.

The lighting of the galleries will be thoroughly

good. There will be no inner skylights, as they are

almost always a failure, on account of the light being

obscured and the great difficulty of keeping them
clean and free from dust. If testimony were required

as to the mistake of inner skylights, comparison

building—the graceful renaissance of Italy's famous
rinquecento period, with Grecian motives—must not

be forgotten in the final decision as to mural colour.

The ventilation of the galleries will be by the
admission of fresh air through screens, to prevent

the entrance of dust, It may, perhaps, be useful

to suggest the further washing of the air by sprays

of water, which has been so efficacious in one or

two instances, and which is even simple enough
to be applied to private houses. The extraction of

the foul air will be by means of conduits and flues

carried in the walls, and the warmiug will be by
hot water on the low pressure system. It is to be

need only he made between the older portion of the" hoped that the pipes will not be carried round the
National Gallery and that more

recently designed by Mr. Taylor,

of the Office of "Works, while

the Piccadilly, the New, ami

the Grafton Galleries further

establish the superiority of the

outside skylight.

The floors of the picture

galleries will be of polished oak,

but coloured marginal

borders will, contrary

to constant practice, lie

carefully eschewed, for

they are reflected by

the glass with which it

is necessary in London ti >

cover our pictures, with

the result of seriously

interfering with a view

of the pic-

tures. For

the same

reason the

oak floors

shouldhave

aflatpolish,

if it is not,

indeed, bet-

ter to cover

them alto-

gether with

a dark grey " "— '

"""

felt.

When coloured decoration is introduced, it will

be Pompeian in character, with "good warm reds

and citron tones" for the background for the pic-

tures : but it may perhaps be thought wise to

consider the faded claret tones, which serve such

excellent purpose in some of the rooms in the

National Gallery. It is of course necessary to give

first consideration to the general requirements of the

pictures on exhibition, but the general style of the

Section

sides of the rooms near the walls—the experience

of baked pictures has been sufficiently startling and

emphatic in other galleries to prevent so -rave an

error being made. Nor must water trays for the

tempering of the dry heat of hot-water pipes be

forgotten.

In conclusion, it may be said that the exten-

sion has been intelligently arranged for, that the

character and design of the building will sutler no

deterioration by the additions that will

one day have to be made; and, finally,

that such additions, when they are made,

will have the effect of doubling the ac-

commodation at present provided for.

So much for the prac-

tical details of the building

regarded simply as a pic-

ture-gallery. It must now
ie judged from the artistic

standpoint

as a work

of architec-

ture. On
this point

I do not

propose to

detain the

reader long,

more espe-

cially as

there is nol

much room

for ad\ else

criticism unless it be of a carping nature.

The pile of buildings, as it stands at present

in the drawings that accompany this article, maj
not be a work of genius; but it is certainly a

work of talent, in which utilitarian requirements

have been very skilfully handled and artistically

realised. The arrangement of the plans leaves little

or nothing to be desired. There is considerable

dignity about the whole conception, and excellent
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taste prevails almost throughout. The elevation is

imposing without being fussy, and the projection

of the central portion is very happy—giving a

variety, a play of light and shade, and an appre-

ciation of mass, which are only too rare in London,

where of late years a strange flatness ami mo-

notony of fagade has unaccountably been in favour.

difficulty of keeping so great an expense free from

dirt is another standing objection.

Merely hinting at a possible lop-sided appear-

ance through the great dome not being central over

tlie chief mass of the structure—giving it perhaps

a "jockey-cap" air — we may congratulate the

architect on so good a feature as the "Newgate"

Ground Floor plan

Two or three points, however, are open to criti-

cism. In the first place, the wisdom of a greal

glass dome—and in a minor degree of tin 1 two

minor ones—may seriously he questioned. The

drawback of a glistening, glinting, more or less

dirty cupola of huge size, hut of excessive frailty

of material, covering a building so dignified and

solid, is surely obvious, and can hardly fail to

appear incongruous ami a little unfortunate; while

the crowning drum and flying bronze figure will

probably, in appearance, be threatening to sink

through so light and brittle a pedestal. Hut seeing

lh.it the side windows pierced through the main

drum just above the inner false dome would

hardly yield light enough for the proper illumina-

tion of the hall below, Mr. Smith has doubtless

felt himself forced into the adoption of glass. The

gallery, between the side pavilions and the central

mass. But it is difficult not to help feeling that

its simple dignity ami forceful value are to some

degree weakened and wasted by the string-coursing

that is carried round on a level with the base of

the columns. In the same way, the breaking of the

plain face of the wall on each side of the portico,

iu continuation of the balcony course, is another

disturbing element of weakness. Mr. Sidney Smith

has doubtless aimed at breadth by these continua-

tion-lines—a device that is too often adopted nowa-

days, with the general effect of sacrificing boldness

and dignity, instead of securing the harmony and

unity sought.

The sectional elevation on page 265 reveals

the richness of the architect's design, its pictur-

es. pteiiess and its very considerable architectural
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importance. But one artistic blot here strikes the

eye. This is in the first floor—that on a level with

the Grand Saloon. The entablature here is on

too large a scale, thus necessitating heavy capitals

and a size and width of pilasters altogether too

great for their height. The result is a stumpiness

which is only too common to see in this country

in the work executed in the latter half of the

century. I do not think that lam her; expressing

merely an opinion, and nothing more. Experience

view an error of taste has here been allowed to

creep ill.

Yet these details are, comparatively speaking,

of small account relatively to the importance of

the whole design, and militate hut slightly against

the sum of ils merits. The modification of them
would in the expert opinion of many remove any
cause for criticism and render a remarkable work-

free from certain blemishes with which it appears

threatened. But, even as it stands, the casket which

•• • • ••

First Floor Plan

shows that the proportions set down by the nations

who created their peculiar orders of architecture

must be maintained ; and that it is impossible to

depart much from them, or violate the canons

which have been established, without coming to

grief. And in the present instance I submit

—

assuming, of course, that the drawing gives a

correct impression—that from the artistic point of

Mr. Tate is presenting to the nation will be worthy
of the gems it is destined to contain, and, in

strong contrast with the East ami AYest Galleries

at Kensington, which Mr. Tate so stoutly declined,

will form a most important and welcome addition

to the best examples of monumental architecture

of which within late years the metropolis has

become possessed.

:
i

'~ ' ' ""
7
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THOMAS FAED, E.A.

By MABION HEPWORTH DIXON.

IT lias become a commonplace of criticism to It was life with Us hopes, its passions, its despairs,

charge Scotch painters with a lack of style. Eye its struggles, its fine prepossessions, its infinite

for colour, breadth of handling, a certain vigorous humours, focussed and transmitted to canvas. And
originality our Northern brethren arc allowed : but this at a moment when realism was nut, when art

we have been told, and

yel again retold, that

these qualities rest for

the most part on too

slender a tradition of

school. Now " school,"

in the sense referred to,

may be taken to mean

little but a superb tradi-

tion—a tradition which

the innovator has had, in

many instances, to all

but set aside. To make
my meaning plainer, I

sin add say that art is

i if two smts. Art—ami

it signifies little whether

we regard the subject

fn mi the point of view

of matter or method, of

theme or mere technique

—is largely creative, or,

mi the other hand, mainly

mimetic. It is individual,

or it is imitative. There

are painters, in a word,

who observe and paint

what they see, and others

win i present what they

are instructed to see, or

what they conceive the

masters painted before

them. The first speak

with the personal, the

articulate note; the second with often the mere

parrot voice of artistic convention.

That, the output of Thomas Faed belongs to

the funnel' category is a matter which hardly

needs demonstration. Born into the world, or

rather appearing in the artistic world, at a moment
when Frost's satin-slippered heroines and high-

falutin' sentimentalities were in vogue, the young

y

was both conventional

and sentimental, when
it was " literary," polite,

and wholly non-alcoholic.

Thomas Faed was

born on June 8th, 182G,

at C4atehouse of Fleet, in

I he Stewartry of Kirk-

cudbright, in as lonely a

spot, that is tu say, as

ci mid lie found in the

lowlands of Scotland.

It consisted of little

more than a handful of

cottages abutting on old

(.'ally House, an edifice

kept discreetly in coun-

tenance by a habitation

called Burley .Mill. The

mill was tenanted by a

millwright named Faed,

and here, significantly

removed from the usual

art impetuses of civilisa-

tion, the liny Thomas

first saw the light. It

has been said of the

painter, as afore-

time it was said

of Wilkie, that

he could paint

before he could

spell. The elder

Faed, in truth,

was an inventor, a dreamer—as inventors, it seems,

must needs be—as well as a builder of mills, a

fact likely enough answerable fur what was un-

trammelled in his youngster's early training. Yet

it was nut fur nothing that the future Academician

was born a Scut. That something sturdy, that

something indomitable, which is a birthright of

the race, was in no small measure his. His very

fif

PTwtoijraph by EUiotl and Fry.)

//??*>f7 /^^^

Scotchman 1 nought an air of reality into the sphere dreams, unlike those of the ambitious millwright,

of British i/ntre painting which was as stimulating

as the airs of his native stewartry. Something

direct and virile was seen to belong to the work,

There was observation in it, and observation, mure-

over, joined to a large and generous understanding.

were destined to make his fortunes. For what if

he fell in love with his comely nurse-wench at the

somewhat premature age of eight, what if he had

the puniest opinion of his schoolmaster and the

poor race of dominies in general—another school
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and a larger one, was significantly his from the

beginning. An acute observer, not a trait, nut a

beauty of the exquisite scenery of the stewartry

was lost on the growing buy. He began his art

studies by laboriously copying sundry copies of old

engravings—the much-admired production of a Faed
uncle which at that time hung in the Burley Mill

parlour—but he quickly turned to other and saner

means of artistic self-training. Eve and hand were

Erskine Nicol and W. Q. Orchardson. It wasa peiiod

brimful of health, and life, and stirring activity,

of much talking and walking, of ] try reading

and poetry writing, of all such charming indis-

cretions as are abetted by youthful prepossessions

and the stimulation of toward surroundings. I

have spoken of artistic indiscretions, and among
them may possibly lie numbered Mr. Faed's first

exhibits. They were in the laboured style then
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is;," and in three years time was exhibiting his Chancellor (a Scotchman, to be sure)

celebrated "Mitherless Bairn " in Trafalgar Square, canvas the subject of a panegyric at

This picture, which first set the London world

a-talking, was, like many another of tin- artist's

—

like his masterpiece, "Worn Out," "They had been

Boys Together," "The First Break in the Family,"

•• His Only Pair," and " Faith Faitherand Mither"—

made the

the annual

,,..liquet: the Press, headed by the Times, was mi-

wontedly enthusiastic: and the public generally

prepared for the epoch-making work called " Worn

Out," which followed it at no distant date.

With anything like a detailed description of this

FROM DAWX TILL SUSSEX.

(From n, r Painting by Thomas Feted, fl .1
)

part and parcel of his actual experiences of homely

Scotch life. For strange as it may seem to our

eye jaded with ultra-naturalism, Thomas Faed was

an uncompromising realist, and had only our motto,

one watchword—which was also that of the great

dramatist, Moliere—"Observe." "I never see a

picture or read a poem that impresses me deeply,

that I do not notice everywhere the presence of

the real," the artist has said, and has added the

significant phrase: "So-called imagination is nothing

more or le~> than a superior capacity for observa-

tion." This is plain speaking, and the author of

"Worn Out" is a man with whom practice and

precept are one. "The Mitherless Bairn" struck

a note which appealed to the learned and the un-

learned. "From Dawn till Sunset" was dubbed

ou all hands the picture of the year. A Lord

work we have now nothing to do. The outlines of

the picture are known to all. With the homely

Highland interior, with the wondering grey of dawn

touching the fragile, querulous form of the sleep-

ing child, and the rugged figure of the exhausted

father by the bedside, we have most of us become

acquainted. So have we no less with the other

details and accessories of the pathetic Scotch scene,

with tin' shabby coal of the rough nurse which

serves to warm the sufferer, with the discarded

picture-book, the howl of f 1, ami withal with the

pregnant silence of the uncanny hour in which a

mouse alone holds festival. " Worn ( hit." in a word,

is probably as well known as any picture of the

century. For not alone its subject, its technique,

its very atmosphere has found imitators on all

hands, but the very essence of its wholesome pathos,
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its air of poignant reality, has passed into, and

become a part of, the artistic expression of our time.

It would be outside my purpose to mention names,

and at best the cry of plagiarism is a sorry one,

but the debt that English and Scutch alike owe

to Thomas Faed would be difficult to gauge in its

eye-, but one inadequate enough, if we consider

the painter's usual rate of trafficking.

This talk of traffic reminds me of an incident

which occurred when Mr. Faed was engaged on

the water-colour illustrated on page L!7A He
had nearly finished his study of the old Scotch-

EVANGELINE.

{From the Painting \m Thomas Faed, R.A.)

entirety. The bare record of the fraudulent imi-

tations of the artist's work would go to iill a

chapter. In sooth, so many imitations of the

painter's famous " Mitherless Bairn " exist, that

the original was like to be discountenanced only

the other day at Christie's. It fetched, in con-

sequence of the untoward rumour that the initial

canvas had crossed to America, something under a

thousand pounds. A goodly sum, perhaps, in many

woman, when her daughter arrived at the cabin,

and honoured the painter with a lengthened in-

spection of bis work. She said nothing, however,

but moved in deep meditation to the door, and then

again to the artist's easel. "Ech, sir," the woman

broke out at length, " that's awesome like my
mither! 1 wad like to buy it frae'e." " Capital," said

the painter, and asked her how much she would

give. Much fumbling of pockets followed, and then:
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" I'll gie a shilling, and a wheen apples 'am keeping

for Candlemas." Mr. Faed explained that the sum

was not quite an adequate one, as the sketch was

worth some three hundred pounds. "Blethers:''

sense of mystery which belongs to all felicitous ap-

preciation of atmosphere— just that strangeness

which the radiance of out of doors brings to the

dimness, the obscurity of the interior. More curious

" HIS ONLY PAIR.

(From the First Sketch Jor the Picture, by Thomas Faed, R.A.)

cried the now fairly irate Highlander, "the hale

bigging (house), garden, and a' wadna bring half

the sum '.

"

This water-colour, let me hasten to say, is one of

the finest to which the painter has put his hand. In

it is seen an amazing verve, and breadth of handling,

and more surprising, more alluring than any mere

subtlety of technique, a witchery of lighting, a some-

thing pearly and jewel-like in its harmonies. The

composition, it will be seen, is the simplest, and for

this reason, if not for this reason alone, is strong,

harmonious, and satisfying. In fine, the sketch has

the vigour of an Israels, the tenderness of a Frere.

It is, moreover, only one of a brilliant series of early

studies to be found in the painter's studio at the

present day. A study of these studies is imperative,

if we would come to any right understanding of the

artist's initial methods. A glance at the roughest and

hastiest of them proclaims their author a manipu-

lator of the higher order. The handling is dexterous,

the drawing learned, while the lighting has just that

Still, in a century in which, unhappily, pigments do

not wear; in an age when a ten-year old "master-

piece " is too often found to have sunk and de-

teriorated—these sketches of half a century ago

appear like the veritable creations of yesterday.

Not a crack is to be found in them. Not the sign

of a faded tone. They are as brilliant as a Terburg;

as fresh, in short, as the work of any painter we

admire for superlative purity of palette. A dis-

criminating eye, an assured, a restrained hand, may

have gone to bring about so desired a result. The

use of nothing but the simplest colours, the painter

avers, is the secret of their potency.

In the matter of theme the painter has, as we all

know, been true to his early loves. For though

thirty-one years a member of the Royal Academy,

and a strenuous worker therein, Mr. Faed's yearly

wanderings in the home-country have kept him in

lively touch with native things. Something of

patriotism may have gone to induce so invariable

a habit ; but a love of rod and gun, of moorland air,
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and a bracing Scotch story has before now carried

folk to the country north of the Tweed. Fur the

rest, the artist is a capital raconteur. He has a

hundred original anecdotes to tell, and to tell in the

raciesl idiom. The vigour of Thomas Faed's person-

ality, in sooth, is expressed in all he loves
;

in every-

thing to which he has set his hand. It is as

powerful to-day, maybe, as at the moment the young

man turned his face to London; for the charm, the

vigour of a personality does not wilt and wither as

do, alack! the cunning of eye and hand. This is so

true that a critic of Mr. Andrew Lang's penetra-

tion would have us occupy ourselves firstly— it is

true—with an artist's output, but later, and after

the passage of years, with the individuality, the

personality which produced it.

But the task is fraught with difficulty. The

nor the fiercest sorrow embitter, of such an one as

I would now give an outline in the poor medium
of written word' kittle enough; tor natures so rare

of endowment demand the superlative in written

language, and of the superlative in writing we one

and all tire. With the qualities which call for such

language it is a wholly different matter. Sturdy
independence, unflinching loyalty, ami exquisite

tenderness of heart are not so often allied in a

single human being that we can readily let the tale

of such valiant qualities fade.

"To have passed through the portals of sorrow,''

says the Chinese maxim, "is to become a man:"
and those that, in enduring, have risen above the

pains and pangs of misadventure, must needs lie

such as light others on their doubtful way. To be

reminded of such natures is in itself a stimulus.

GRANNY M'LAUGIIAN.

(/•'«./« the Water-Colour Drawing by Thomas Fried, R.A.)

lives of many men, otherwise distinguished, are not It reminds us that though life may give us rue as

so invariably fair anil seemly that we would pry well as roses, its crowns of thorns- most pregnant

into their every circumstance. To praise others, symbol!—as well as flowers of Araby, there is much

again, seems woefully like emphasising the obvious, in the wearing of them. There is heroism, and the

What can be said of the kindly, the stalwart, the forgetting of self, which is in itself a mark of those

generous, of such an one as success cannot spoil must handsomely, most generously endowed.
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(Drawn by A. Robida. From "La Touraii

RECENT ILLUSTRATED VOLUMES.

LA TOURAINE.

AWRITER who can illustrate his own writings,

or an artist who can write about his own

drawings in a way to

satisfy both the literary

and artistic critic, is a

rara avis. Such exists,

however, in the person of

M. Robida, from whose

latest \ olume on that por-

tion of La Vieille France*

known as " Touraine " we

have the pleasure to give

some illustrations.

Stinting from Blois,

M. Robida takes his reader

duw n ;dnng the windings

of the Loire, and shows

them, as only a very able

artist can do, the marvel-

lous picturesqueness of an

old bit of country, pic-

turesqueness that men like

our Prout and Stantield

revelled in, and that is a

perpetual delight, although

for the moment the fashion

of it in art has passed. It

is the picturesqueness of

the work of the nledirev

clock-tower, the bastion,

dominating the town, as

* "La Vieille France " I- ste

el Lithographies par

A. Robida. ( Paris : a la Librairie

illustree.)

THE KEEP, CHENONCEAUX.

(Drawn by A. Robida From " La Tom

ill age, of the chateau, the

the town-gates, the palace

the Count or Baron once

dominated the townsmen.

They are gruesome

places, many of these old

chateaux with their ter-

rible legends of love and

jealousy, of conspiracies

and revolutionary meet-

ings, of poor wretches

incarcerated in dungeons

down below the level of

the rivers that lave the

chateau walls. There were

prisoners thrown into

dungeons and left, whilst

baron succeeded baron

until no our remembered

who they were or knew

for what cause they were

incarcerated. But they

have their sunny side

also, and there is many

a story of happy lover,

woven in with their his-

tory, and into the text of

the 1 k, to make it most

delightful reading.

The illustrations, as

will he -een by those

in our pages, are most

artistically rendered and
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> fV
SABLE.

(Drawn bij A. fiobida. From "La Touraine.")

most admirably reproduced by lithography in a most —whose imaginative work in other directions is so

unusual method of book illustration, but the designs well known. The full-pase illustrations are litho-

are all put on the stone by the author and artist graphed in tint. It is a pleasant! k to dream over.

SAUMUU.

(Drawn by A. Unbida. From "La Touraine.")
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THE HUETS*
In writing this elaborate monograph on the

Huet family for the series known as " Les Grands

Artistes,'' M. Gabillot has done good service to

the history of art.

Though we cannot

admit, as the author

avers, that these

artists are little more

than names to the

outside circle of con-

noisseurs, we entirely

agree that the extent

of their talent remains

unrealised, while the

quality of that talent

is certainly, on the

whole, underrated.

For this the father

Jean Baptiste, the

cleverest of the whole

family, had hut him-

self to blame ; for

though he possessed a gift and taste for animal

painting and drawing quite out of the common

order, he preferred to paint "pleasing pictures" in

the " gallant," as well as in the more personal, manner

of Boucher, with all the weakness and prettiness

demanded by the debased taste of the day. "Huet

begins," says the author, "with Boucher, continues

with Vien and David, and ends with Prudhon." It

STUDY OF A SHEEP.

(F,om •' Les Hue'ts.")

was, however, through his love of animals that he

showed the best that was in him, and although the

zoologists might sometimes quarrel with Iris studies,

it is through them that he will maintain his artistic

position. Although the book deals nominally with

the whole family, it is chiefly to the father and his

work, artistic and political, that its space is dedicated.

Its profusion of illustrations are almost entirely con-

tined to him—to his pastorals, his decorations, his

studies and etchings of animals; hut a few words are

allowed to his sons Nicolas Robert, naturalist and

water-colour painter; Francois Villiers, miniaturist

STUDY OP A SHEEP.

(From " Let Hue**.")

* "Les Huet, Jean Baptiste et ses Trois Fits;

Gabillot. (Paris: L. Allison et Cie.")

par

iiinl etcher : and dean Baptiste, an engraver with his

left hand—his right having been lost in battle. A
copious bibliography completes the volume.

"EGYPTIAN SLAVE."
By Nathaniel Sichel.

ALTHOUGH comparatively unknown in England,

J_\_ Nathaniel Sichel, the painter of the picture

which forms the frontispiece to this Part of The

Magazine of Art, has commanded a certain section

of the popular taste in Germany by his representa-

tions of ( Iriental "types of beauty." An " Egyptian

Slave " may fie taken as a fair example of the large

number of works he has painted of this character

—

which, indeed, he was practically the first of German

artists to introduce to the notice of his countrymen.

Herr Sichel resides in Berlin, and is now about

forty-five years of age. Many of his pictures have

been published as plates, and have been received

with great public favour.
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THE MEISSOMEB EXHIBITION.

By CLAUDE PHILLIPS.

THE very excellently-arranged and, under the cir- his finest finished pictures, including a good many

cum<*tances surprisingly -complete exhibition which have since found their way across the

of the deceased master's works, at Messrs. Tooth's Atlantic and into the collections of American

millionaires. The second

was the great display of

paintings, sketches, pre-

parations, water-colours,

drawings, and models

arranged in the same

Parisian gallery, and

which has just closed its

doors in order that a good

pari of its varied contents

might be transferred to

London. Lack of space

has prevented the in-

clusion of all, or any-

thing like all, the myriad

sketches and designs in

oils and water-colours

which had been left

behind by the master at.

his death, and just now

in l'aris, where they were

shown by the side of the

finished works to which

they had reference, gave

so extraordinarily in-

structive an insight into

his method. ( )n the other

hand, London may esteem

itself lucky in 1 icing able

to show three or four

celebrated perfoi mances

which the promoters of

the Parisian exhibition

were nnable to obtain.

Thus her .Majesty the

Queen has contributed

" La Eixe," that typical

achievement of Meis-

sonier's earlier maturity;

whileBaron Schroderlends

" Les Joueurs d'Echecs,"

• l.e Portrait du Sergent,"

and "Le Peintre d'En-

the pikesman. scignes," works all of

them very familiar to the

aallery in the Haymarket, is his third apotheosis, admirers of the master, and popularised by various

The first was the memorable exhibition, in 1S.S4, forms of reproduction. It is to be regretted, how-

at M. Georges Petit's gallery in the Rue de Seze, of ever, that the masterpiece of the series illustrating
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the Napoleonic epic—the larger " 181-t" (Retreat of a fabulous price, has made it the centre of an unsur-
Napoleon before the Allies)—is not here; nor are passed group of the master's smaller gmn piei

ROAD FROM LA SALICE TO ANTIBES.

we consoled for its absence by the presence of the eluding "Le'Liseur Blanc" and " Le Liseur Nbir," has

smaller " 1814," long counted by Mr. Ruskin among contented himself with letting Paris see his treasures,

A BATTERY OF AUT1 1, \.V.\l\. I > 7 .
1

.

his possessions. M. Chauchard, tin' Parisian collector, but stops short of hazarding their journey across the

who, having acquired the more important version at Channel. Still, at Messrs. Tooth's, each successive
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phase of Meissonier's practice is so sufficiently ex-

hibited that it is quite possible to conic to a more

definitive conclusion on the subject of his art as

a whole than has hitherto been obtainable by the

untraveiled Londi mer.

Here, as lately in

Paiis, the sketches,

the preparations, the

patiently-elaborated

figures, destined after-

wards to take their

places in a complicated

ensemble, are the real

novelty and the real

attraction to those

already well acquainted

with the show pieces.

It had been pretty well

known that the master

gave way to no impulse

or inspiration of the

moment, and left no-

thing to chance : that

the artistic vision, the

realisation of the pain-

ter's ami the dramatist's

conception, as a, whole,

was less to him than

its impeceal lie perfec-

tion of workmanship in

every part —a perfection

shown alike in the

appropriate facial ex-

pression of every figure,

in the details of every

costume, the movement

of every horse, the con-

formation of every rut,

in the high road. But

here we actually see

him building up the

edifice hit by bit ;

previously elaborating

as a separate entity

every cuirassier in the

splendid charge of the

regiment past the sa-

luting point, which is th

(Friedland) ; design in

distinguished member of Napoleon's stall' in the

melancholy retreat of the "1814." Ami not even

abating his industry here, but studying with equal

enthusiasm—if this be, indeed, the right word for

anything so deliberate every point in the middle.

and far distance, every passage in the framework

of landscape. It must not be understood that I

nam incident of " 1807
"

i portrait-study each

wish to convey by this summary indication of the

master's method the suggestion that his execution,

wonderful as is its elaboration, has in any way that

futile and overwrought, finish which sacrifices real

breadth and mastery of

execution to the super-

ficial tour de force. On
the contrary, if Meisson-

ier rarely shows himself

capable of that artistic

subordination and sacri-

fice of the unessential

which has marked some

of the greatest art of

these days— that of

Jean - Francois Millet,

of Corot, of I'uvis de

Chavannes— he never

condescends to mere

tricks of execution, hut

remains ever in the

successive phases of his

career the master of the

brush, the painter whose

unique success is his

achievement of a virile

breadth of style, com-

bined with a marvel-

lous, yet hardly ever a

misapplii d, finish. Still

it, is quite possible to

look on with wonder at

the unabated energy, the

strenuous effortinvolved

in an artistic system of

this land, and yet to

1 f opinion that the

art thus evolved must

necessarily, and does

necessarily, hick the

elements of greatness,

as distinguished from

supreme ingenuity and

executive skill. We do

not find that Meissonier

coucei\ es his subjects as

an organic whole, to the

true and convincing expression of which, us such a

whole, all else must hi- subordinated. Or, if he did

so conceive, the essence of the conception, its dramatic

unity, its spontaneity and human pathos often eva-

porated (luring the processes through which it passed.

Take, for instance, the " 1800" (Jena) in this gallery,

or the more famous " 1814," which has not found its

way thither. Each figure is studied with a care and

intelligence beyond praise, and charged, too, with

nia: fob
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THE PRODIGAL SON. STUDY OF AX OFFICES FOB "1

a rare amount of dramatic, as distinguished from

human, intensity ; but the various elements of the

ureal subjects presented do not cohere with an iu-

evitableness such as to communicate to the whole

the enveloping atmosphere of human passion, of

essential truth. "We see in the "Jena'' the carefully

and admirably devised groups of the Imperial staff,

the calm figure of the Emperor himself, so dramatic

in its enforced repose, the regiments charging in the

distance, the well-studied framework of landscape.

But we get nothing of the epic vastness, of the

indefinable, yet not the less real, dramatic atmos-

phere which should enwrap the whole: nothing of

the power which a Raffet, for instance, would, by

some genial intuition, manage to infuse into his most

summary lithographs dealing with similar subjects.

In the "1807," this great charge of cuirassiers, of

which a word has already been said, is, perhaps,

3HAMMONKEI AND Ills ESCORT.
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taken by itself, Meissonier's finest achievement.

Without sacrificing one jot of the accuracy of fact

which is his artistic conscience, he for once gives

way to a passion-

ate enthusiasm.

We seem to hear

the very rush

past of the horses,

the war-cry of

theyonng braves,

as, sweeping past,

they acclaim

their master.

But he could not

bring himself to

sacrifice to pic-

torial truth and

unity his cun-

ningly elabora-

ted group in the

middle distance

— his Napoleon

halting motion-

less and bare-

headed amid his

generals — the

favoured soldier

i if fortune, who
knows the gods

propitious. The

cleverness ami

command over

facial expression

shown in this

passage stand in

need of no praise; yet the elaboration it froid,va

which the artist has here been unable to resist

indulging, alters the character of the picture, abates

SKETCH I'OR "SAMSON

" La Eixe," this interrupted duel of two strong-

limbed, sinewy soldiers of fortune, is a splendidly

vigorous example of dramatic skill and verve,

to praise and

describe which

anew seems
hardly necessary.

The master had

not yet, when he

painted it,arrived

at the stage of

deliberate harsh-

ness of colour

and that crystal-

line transparency

of atmosphere

which approach-

es so dangerously

near to airless-

ness. Even here,

however, his cha-

racteristic hot-

ness of tint and

general tone will

make themselves

felt, notwith-

standing the

evident seeking

after richness

and fusion in the

colour- harmony.

Hi' is here more

nearly akin to

Metsu, who sin-

ned often in the

same fashion, than to the subtler executant, Terborch,

whose intuitive sense of colour was infallibly to

he relied upon. From both these great Dutchmen,

AN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

its spontaneity— as it were, freezes it up, and who must, the one and the other, count among

with it the enthusiasm begotten in the beholder, the chief artistic ancestors of Meissonier, he differs
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absolutely in one essential particular. Theirs is this than they appear in some other works. Yet
a true and sympathetic, though an objective and the whole, perhaps because it is thus painfully and

intemporary life evenly elaborated, fails to convince as a dramaticundemonstrative, rendering of

in certain everyday aspects : his is the drama
and the ^ewe-painting of the stage, though it is

the very finest of its kind, put before us, as it is,

with a force, a skill, and an unerring good taste

worthy of that temple of finished dramatic art

—

ensemble, and leaves the spectator—as often before

Meissonier's best work— cold. The same criticism

might apply even more strongly to the popular
" Peintre d'Enseignes," so laborious in its development

of a humorous situation as to lose that apparenl

THE BRIDGE, POISSY.

the <'uiiiedie Francaise. "La Rixe" might indeed

be a scene from a romantic drama of Hugo, or a

novel of Dumas pire; y\ it is a picture complete

in itself, and in mi way such an illustration as

must rely for half its power to move on a, pre-

vious knowledge of the subject interpreted. Baron

Schroder's " Portrait du Sergent," representing, as

few admirers of Meissonier will need to be told,

the limning by a humble member of the artistic

cotifrbrerie, of a magnificent sergeant, who, in all

tin- immaculate smartness of his white-and-blue

eighteenth-century uniform, puses, proudly conscious

iif his personal attractions, surrounded by a. group

of soldiers, divided between dubitative criticism of

the artist and unqualified pride in the model. No-

where has the master expended a mure untiring

skill, nr achieved a greater success in elaborating

military types in their finest .shades than here

;

and the general harsh clearness of aspect, the insist-

ence on every outline and every detail, are less dis-

pleasing tn the aesthetic sense in a subject such as

S32

spontaneity which is the highest attribute of a

work of this class. Here the signboard exhibited

with such satisfaction by the well-pleased artist to

the disconcerted patron and amateur is the curious

" Bacchus," studied ever so carefully by Meissonier,

and the peculiarly audacious foreshortening of which

furnished such an attrape fur the critics.

The water-colour "Dragon de l'Armee d'Espagne"

is a perfect representation of one of those grognards

of the First Empire, whom Charlet, and, after him,

Raffet, so loved in depict. Meissonier is at his

best, in these numerous single studies of Louis

XIII. cavaliers and fantassins, of vedettes, solitary

horsemen, firm and proud in their saddles, of aggres-

sive militaires. Here, in the preliminary stage, he

often realises just that ease and ddsinvolture, just

that spontaneity, so often longed fur in vain in his

complete performances. It is as if all the ardour,

the audacity, of the master had expended itself in

this fashion, and in the transfer from the study tu

the picture had congealed or evaporated.
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TUB LATE VICAT COLE, K.A.

(From a Photograph by Byrne, Richmond.)

The bas-relief of the late Alfred Stevens, of which

a reproduction is here given, has been presented by

M. Alphonse Legros to the town of Blandford, not

ALFItED STEVEN'S

(From ih, Bas-relief by Frant Wood I

donor's respect and admiration of the deceased art

genius. The tablet was executed by Mr. Frank \Y

and will be erected in the T
Mr. J. M. Gray, the

Curator of the Scottish

National Portrait Gallery,

who is engaged upon a

wink dealing with James

and William Tassie, has I

been collecting a series

of importanl personages 1

modelled by them. These, '

now arranged in the

gallery, number nearly

a hundred examples.

Among the rest is a

remarkably tine head of

Sir Henry Raehurn, re-

garding which a curious

discoA ery has been made.

vitreous enamel paste used

Hall Bl:

ist s

...id

ord.
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"POSTHUMOUS POEMS OF SHELLEY. "THE AKT OF BOOKBINDING."

(Bindings by Mr. Zaehnsdorf to be Exhibited at Chicago.)

KEATh " ENIIY.MION.

handling led Mr. Gray to surmise that it was th

work of Eaeburn

himself, who is

known to have

modelled occa-

sionally; and, on

inquiry, it wa.s

found that the

tradition in the

Raeburn family

has always been

that this is Sir

Henry's work.

We reproduce a

reduced version

of this very

spirited head,

the only existing

experiment in

plastic art by
the greatest of

Scol tish portrait-

painters, and one

of the curiously

few portraits

portraying Eae-

burn—the well-

known engraved

oil picture with

the hand laid on

the chin, and a

marble bust by

Samuel Joseph,

being the only

(there

'AST Of THE DOORWAY OF AIX CATHEDKAL.

{Recently acquired by South Kensington Museum.)

Mr. ( tray appeals to collectors to

aid him in com-

pleting his list

of works by the

Tassies, and
would be grate-

ful if any owners

of medallions,

&c, by them

would communi-

cate with him.

He would thru

send them the

list of the Tas-

sies' medallions

already drawn

up, in oi'der that

they may aid

him by adding

particulars of

any items in

iheir collections

that are omitted.

Reference was

made in The
Magazine of

Art for Novem-

ber last to the

disco> ery of Mr.

G. !•'. Watts's

long-losl picture

of " The Sen-

tinels," in the

City of York An
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Gallery. We have pleasure in giving a reprodue- its dignified and severe grace. The modelling of

tion of it on p. 286, which, however, is not very sue- the .statue has been marked by some dramatic

cessful on account of the difficulty experienced in incidents which have tested the courage and de-

termination ofphotographing

the picture. M.

Zaehnsdorf has

executed some

excellent work

for Chicago, of

which the three

reproductions on

p. 287 will serve

as examples. To

the acquisition

by the South

Kensington Mu-
seum of the casts

of the cathedral

dm lis of Aix,

reference was

made in the

" ( Ihronicle of

Art" last month.

The Notting-

hamCorporation
Art Museum ha\

(JSi/ R P. Bo,

lately acquired by purchase a

very beautiful example of the work of It. P. Boning-

ton. It is a view of the Piazza of St. Mark, Venice,

the Church of St. Mark and the Campanile, being

signed and dated 1826.

The same authorities

have also purchased Mr.

La Thangue's important

work, "A Mission to

Seamen," which was

exhibited in the Royal

Academy of 1891.

The statue of Sir

John Macdonald, illus-

trated on this page, is

the work of Mr. ( l-eorge

E. Wade, and was un-

veiled at Hamilton,

( lanada, in March last.

The large model for

the statue is at presenl

en exhibition at the

Royal Academy.

The colossal statue

to Father Mathew
recently unveiled in

1 >ublin is the work of

a young girl, Miss Mary

Redmond, whose model

was chosen by the < !en-

teiiai\ Committee for

the girl-artist.

Her first full-

sized model was,

in a cruel and

dastardly man-

ner, shattered

to pieces while

awaiting in the

studio the ap-

proval Of the

Committee be-

fore being east

in plaster. Nor

did Miss Red-

mond herself

escape personal

risk. Such was

her spirit, how-

ever. that within

a month the

figure had again

taken proportions, and is now safely in marble, and

on its pedestal in Upper O'Connell Street. Miss

Redmond received her early training in the Dublin

Art Academy, and continued her studies in Rome.

MARK, VENICE.

red by the ff< ttinghem

FATHER MATHEW.

(By Mary liedmi
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IN THE GRIP OF THE SEA-WOLF.

(From the Painting by Matthew Hale.)

THE NEW GALLERY.
I!v I'liEIlKKK'K WKDMOIiE.

THOUGH the New Gallery does not boast this

year what it may perhaps consider its special

raison d'etre—the exhibition, in dominating or over-

whelming quantity, of the mournful allegories of

Mr. Burne-Jones, and of the somewhat frail and

infirm types of humanity that are pleasing to

his spirit— it has a new, and perhaps a better,

raison d'etre in the improved character of the show

as a whole.

The one Academician who has been most con-

stant to the New Gallery— Mr. Alma-Tadema—
is still constant to it. He sends a portrait which

does not perhaps altogether arrest upon its canvas

the facile grace of Mrs. Charles Wyllie, but which

is yet agreeable; and he semis in "Unconscious

Rivals" a masterly, though small—shall we say a

masterlj because small '—example of Ins technique.

Nothing is more successful in juxtaposition of colour

or in flood of light. Mr. J. W. Waterhouse—still

an Associate of the Academy, but certain before

long, 1 should suppose, to be a lull member—has

in the New Gallery a single charming picture,

"A Naiad"—with which the only fault thai can

833

be found is that the type is not absolutely original.

Nevertheless, in the absence of that complete vitality

which should belong to mortals, Air. Waterhouse's

"Naiad" is seen to have been dramatically con-

ceived, and the picture is endowed with greal yel

reticent and tender charm of colour, and with the

attractions of dexterous and not too obtrusive brush-

work. Mr. North, the new Associate, has a char-

acteristic picture quite calculated to add to his not

inextensive popularity—"Sweet Water Meadows
of the West." Mr. Alfred East—who musl be an

Associate before long—lias one of his mure placid

of rural compositions, " Labour and Rest." So

placid is it that the labour itself is rest : at all

events, it is restful to look at. Mr. David Murray
has a large and interesting and perfectly English

landscape, to which he gives the name of "Hamp
shire Hatches." The spirit of the flat lands

grass-grown and water-studded — that lie about

the Avon, between Ringwood, say. and Christ-

church, was thoroughly understood and rendered.

The picture would be altogether admirable if the

sky were more luminous and spacious; the skies
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of Mr. Murray are a little apt to be open to the

reproach which Hamlet levelled at his own flesh

—the reproach of being "too, too solid."

Mr. H. W. P.. Davis is more detailed than usual

'in his picture of a stretch

of country—hardly French

this time—seen in gayish

colour and pleasant light,

and white with daisies and

1 ilue with vii ilets. " Sussex

Hayfields," by Mr. Au-

monier, is a bright and

tender treatment of such

a scene as the genius of

I)e Wint was accustomed

to endow with sobriety

when he endowed it with

charm. Mr. KdwardStott's
" ( 'hanging Pastures " is

01 f several canvases

—

amongst which are Mr.

Padgett's, Mr. Priestman's,

and Mr. Arthur Tonason's

—exhibiting a poetic in-

tention, and seeking to

realise it in work some-

what unconventional it

may lie in theme or it

may be in effect.

Figure-pieces generally,

and especially portraiture,

have always played a large

part in the exhibitions of

the New Gallery—quite as

much, indeed, when the

show has been bad, as this

year when it is creditable.

We will speak of the

portraits to begin with,

and first among them of

those two of Mr. Sargent's

in i he North boom, which,

taken in connection with

Academy, evince perhaps

i single work at

greater range of in-

terest, though hardly a greater manual skill, than

he has hitherto displayed. The portrait of Mrs.

George Lewis, even more than that of Lady Agnew
(the wife of the head of the Dumfriesshire house of

that name), is of a kind that may commend itself

even to the unimaginative picture-seer, to the person

who is incapable of meeting the modem artist half

way. Yet it is attractive in technique, and at once

agreeable and unflinching in its record of the model,

li does nut "jump to the eyes," however, like that

oilier portrait of Mr. Sargent's—the ".Mrs. Hugh

Hammersly"—a lady so vivacious that, though she

is seated, she can lie seated only momentarily on

the sofa which now holds her, and dressed in a.

robe of fullest rose-coloured velvet, with silver lace

and diamond stars. Mr. Sargent, though he has en-

joyed painting the model,

has enjoyed the accessories

quite as much, and he has

enjoyed perhaps most of

all (since, I take it, he is

but human) the delightful

feat of distancing his con-

temporaries in sheer bril-

liance, in sheer audacity,

and in sheer rhir. And
his accomplishment of that

feat 1 suppose there are

few to contest.

Mr. J. J. Shannon is,

to some extent, a painter

of varied character, more

especially a painter of

varied beauty, and most

of all, perhaps, skilled in

the agreeable presentation

of modern attire; his

people, too, always know

how to wear the raiment

so admirably made for

them. Mr. Shannon has

at the New Gallery a

sufficiently sterling por-

trait of Miss Kennedy,

painted for Newnham
( 'ollege, to the satisfaction,

doubtless, of the sub-

scribers, but somehow in

itself less interesting and

less memorable than the

portrait of Miss ('lough

of a previous year. Mr

Shannon's second picture

this season—amongst

those, I mean, at the Xew Gallery— is a full-

length portrait of Mrs. l'rideaux Brune, standing

in a Court dress of pale violet and French grey, and

carrying her train as one not bearing it for the first

time. The figure, though graceful and elegant as

usual, has more weight than Mr. Shannon is accus-

tomed to give. This is, indeed, wholly an advantage,

as Mr. Shannon's figures have at times been blamed

for being a little papery and unsubstantial. Mr.

Jacomb-Hood's portraits are generally artistically

conceived, sometimes even originally; but though

the artistry is apparent in the contribution which

he calls "A Study," the originality is in a measure

absent; since, while he conveys the features and

WATER-CARRIERS, SAN REMO.

(Fixiii tin- Painting Ij;i W. /. Hennessey )

the
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the colouring of Miss Norreys, the actress—the

bright red hair, and the white flesh—he does this,

to some extent, in the manner of Henner; indeed,

it may be doubted whether the choice of Miss

Nbrreys as the model was not prompted by memories

ol' Henner's triumphs. Not that I think seriously

that the picture is any the less acceptable tor that.

It is welcome, indeed, ami it is good.

Among those pictures in which landscape and

figure play almost equal parts, nothing is brighter,

nothing mure spirited or more vigorous, than Air.

Matthew Hale's "In the Grip of the Sea-Wolf "-

the portrayal of an abduction resented energetically

by the woman who is the subject of it. as some

Viking of old, having landed from his ship on a

Strange shore, now returns to it, wading through

the waters, bearing between his lips a sword, which

figure is neglected, or rather is altogether absent.

Mr. Tuke takes care to ensure the interest of

many planes in his so limited landscape, and a

subtle atmosphere, and an arrangemenl of colour

—

bright green ami lemon—at all events as agreeable

as that which may he discerned in his larger canvas.

Mr. John Collier, in his "Tramp," with its land-

scape background—a figure interesting and pic-

turesque upon the roadside— uses to good effec( the

blonde and ample model who has served him for

the realisation "l the splendours of the Lucrezia

Borgia in his dramatic picture at tin- Royal

Academy.

There is somehov* less evidence at the New
Gallery than there is at Burlington House of that

inclination, which our younger painters have in

part derived from France, to treat the mystic and

! _T-.^

A SPINNEY.

(From the Painting I;, Frank Walton, HI i

lias been a menace, and in his arms the struggling to treat the religious. Yet. the New Gallery holds

blonde, whose friends (a picturesque hut powerless one very conspicuous instance of that revived dis-

group) station themselves upon the beach as the position for religious painting. It is Mr. Frauk

alarmed spectators of the scene that is enacted. Brangwyn, the painter often of wind-swept decks

Landscape and the figure are about equally mixed and sometimes of the opulent colours of the North

in what must lie the most popular, but is not African ami Mediterranean seas, who gives us the

altogether the most accomplished, of Mr. Tuke's dignified ami impressive treatment of a sacred

Atlreek Lemon-< hitborer
:

" whereas subject, which he calls "Gold, Frankincense, andtwo pictures,

in the Hid picture
—"A Corfu Garden"- the Myrrh." Tl oleinnitv of the thins
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reticence, are what mast of all distinguish it from

certain of the attempts of the younger Frenchmen

in the same field; and if in positive merits it can-

nut claim fur a moment to be placed on the line of

of line and in the character selected. It is full,

however, of the old suggestions of the Venetian

palette, and of the incomparable grace and ease

which belong to Mr. Watts as a matter of right,

THE NEW SONG.

(From the Painting by Mis Stanhope FoTbc* )

the achievements of the last great painter who

possessed an inborn genius for religious painting

—

I mean Hippolyte Flandrin— it has only negative

faults. It goes fai beyond the point of promise

—

leaches the point of performance; nor should Mr.

Brangwyn permit himself to be discouraged in the

undertaking of serious work. The present picture

should, indeed, form no isolated excursion into a

realm with which, of course, Mr. Brangwyn has

as yet to be familiar.

Almost equally ambitious, though less interest-

ing perhaps in its ambition, is the " Boreas and

Oreithyia" of Mr. Mitchell; remarkable and praise-

worthy is it for its treatment of a robust and. not-

withstanding the title, a somewhat modern nudity.

.Mr. (I. V. Watts's little figure, " Jill "—a portrait,

of course—is as simple as it may lie in composition

and belong to him most of all when he is joyfully

inspired by a refined and radiant childhood.

The sculpture at the New Gallery is this year, as

it was last year, a little disappointing, when one

considers how charming is the hall in which the

sculpture is displayed, and how great, seemingly, the

inducement to show it there. But though there is

too much that does not rise above mediocrity—at all

events, that does not rise above the tasteful efforts

of the not particularly gifted—there are two or

three important pieces. One of them is the " Scythe

Man," of that always interesting artist, Mr. Roscoe

Mullins, which, though at first sight it may appear

dangerously near in its likeness to one or two

justly popular rural labouring figures in sculp-

ture ami painting—something of Mr. Thornycroft's,

something of Frederick Walker's—has really the
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spontaneity which marks Mr. Mullins's winks, and

the closeness of observation, and the taste poetic

ami refined. By the same sculptor there is a repre-

sentation of the late Duke of Marlborough, whose

abilities, not to speak of his qualities, the public

was inclined to underrate. Mr. Stirling Lee's work
is generally poetic ; and then- is some degree of

interest in seeing the sketch design fur an altar-

piece, executed in St, John's. Cardiff, by a young

as Hamlet; this time the great actor of the Lyceum
wears in a statuette the garments of Mathias, and

the spirit of that character indeed " shines through

him." It is not perhaps remarkable or unusual, but

it is at least interesting In find that an artist like

Mr. Ford—concerned for the most pari with severe

and ideal labours— seen at his greatest perhaps in

such work as the Shelley Monument— is not only

very far from incapable, hut is, indeed, singularly

A MAID OP ATHENS.

{From the Painting by W. /;. Richmond, A.RA
I

sculptor of great gifts whom Cardiff has given to

us, and whom Wales is rightly minded to appreciate

—Mr. Goscombe John. The medallions by Miss

Erne Stillman are engaging efforts, not wanting

in taste, though wanting, of course, in fulness of

accomplishment when placed, in one's mind's eve,

by the similar work which has of late come to be

exhibited in the Gallery of the Luxembourg. .Mr.

Henry Irving has more than once been shown to

be a favourite model of Mr. Onslow ford. Mr.

Ford has represented him with almost stately dignity

vivid and observant, when, in hours as it were of

relaxation, he abandons the sublime and betakes

himself to the homely regions of familiar portraiture.

It may seem strange to speak of a statuette of Mr.

[rving as Mathias—not of Mr. [rving in />n>/n-i<i

persond—as " portraiture," but the phrase is at least

a compliment—a tribute to the actor's complete

realisation of the pari that he plays. We all know

Mathias. Xn one in the world oi Life is more

living than this particular creation of the world oi

Art.'
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.—Conclusion.

By THE EDITOR.

that the journey has produced the most artistic work

that we have yet from the artist's brush. The Hon.

John Collier's " A Class of Wine with Caesar Borgia
"

is a very clever work, but unequal in the realisation.

Its chief success lies,

IN my last article I stopped short while dealing

with the most prominent among the subject-

pictures; and at that point 1 resume the considera-

tion of an exhibition which, whatever its failings,

seems to have lost

nothing of its hold

,,n the loyalty and

the interest of the

public, if one may
judge by the crowds

that daily pack the

rooms and, in the

early weeks of the

show, render a visit

to the Academy a

matter of some tri-

bulation and physical

exhaustion.

Historical paint-

ing, in its strictly

limited sense, is re-

presented by no great

work — nor, indeed,

of any strenuous ef-

fort. That the prac-

tice of it, in its most

academic aspect, is

not lost in England

is proved by Mr. • !al-

deron's " Elizabeth

Woodville Parting

from her Son, the

Duke of York." The

picture is well-com-

posed and carried out

in a manner that

claims our respect,

though it does not

arouse our enthusi-

asm. In drawing it

is excellent, and in

quiet dignity, as well

as in some of the types, it is suggestive of the modern

Flemish school. Technical excellence of a higher

sort has been aimed at by Mr. Seymour Lucas in

" L588 : News of the Spanish Armada." Here, in

this picture of the wretchedness of crushed ambition,

we have some admirable colour, and the problem of

reflected lights, of atmosphere and its mystery, of

character, and reticence in the expression of it. It

'Thereto the silent voiee replied,
' Look up thro' night : the world is wide.'

(From the Painting by Gerald E. Moira.)

of course, in the sub-

ject : but there is

more subtlety of

expression in the

Pope's face than most,

painters have com-

mand of. The Mac-

hiavellian prelate is

indeed an admirable

character-study, bet-

ter than the figure

of Lucretia, and alto-

gether superior to

that of the hapless

victim who is weak

just where strength

was most required.

It is a pleasure to

welcome Mr. Gow
hack to the class of

work by which he

gained his reputa-

tion, and which was

hardly increased by

the larger works by

which in recent years

he has att railed

greater popularity

but hardly greater

artistic appreciation.

In his three pictures

he returns to can-

vases of small size,

so well adapted to

his pearly colour, his

exquisite draughts-

manship, and to that

delicacy and precision of touch and quality of atmos-

phere which can best be compared with the most

graceful work of Meissonier.

The painting of religious history or religious

sentiment is every year less and less in favour.

Why this should be so it is not quite easy to see.

It is hardly enough to explain that commerce has

taken the place of the Church as the patron of the

was for this picture that Mr. Lucas went to Burgos arts, and that painting is now used for the pleasure

and nearly lost his life; it is a satisfaction to see of man which was once practised for the greater
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glory of God. That the fact is so can hardly be
denied; but that does not satisfactorily account for
there being so few who care for art in this re-

ligious England of ours. It is not surprising that the
most successful work
should be one free

from the trammels
of history. I refer

to "The Vision at

the Martyr's Well,"

byMr.G.H.Boughton

— a picture remark-

able no less for the

charming silvery

qualities of colour

than for its sincerity,

whether from point

of view of technique

or of feeling. Mrs.

Adrian Stokes's

"Angels Entertaining

the Holy Child" has

all the vigour charac-

teristic of her, and

is flavoured with an

artistic touch well

in harmony with the

fancy of the concep-

tion and the primary

treatment of colour

and pose. To the

"Eizpah" of Sir

Frederic Leighton I

duly referred in my
Hist article.

Among works of

imagination Mr.
Walls's little "Endy-
mion " takes high

rank. It is by no

means so graceful

as the earlier version

of the subject which he has given

quality and colour he has rarely surpassed this

little canvas. Mr. Waterhouse is altogether ad-

mirable in his " Belle Dame sans Merci," though

the expression of the lady is not sufficiently

dignified for the subject. But the exquisiteness

of sentiment and the delicate harmony of colour,

well within the range which the artist has latterly

set down for himself, place the work high in the

front rank of the pictures of the year. Both in

this picture and in the " Hamadryad " Mr. Wafer-

house shows closer sympathy than ever with .Mr.

Burne-Jones in point of feeling, while retaining

the greens, blues, and lakes of his own middle

(Fn

period. Mr. Briton Riviere's "King's Libation" is

of unusual dignity, even for the painter. It is

true that the lions hardly explain themselves; bul

the Assyrian king, pouring out the sacrificial libation

upon the dead spoils

of the chase, while

bis attendants stand

behind him, is ima-

gined with vigour

and executed with

virility. lint the

result is that —as in

the case of the -,, ,n

marble original at

the British Museum,
which doubtless in-

spired the picture

—

it is not, primarily

the animal-painting

which commands
attention, hut the

spiril of the incident

portrayed.

Turning to the

pictures of later life,

we find the charm-

ingly reticent and

beautifully - painted

"Music" of Mr. Or-

chardson. It is long

since the artist has

shown us so ] 1\

drawn a figure as this

ten-heads-high lady

sitting at a harpsi-

chord of original con-

struction. But the

colour is so delight-

ful, the painting so

masterly, although so

thin, that we would

welcome the picture

even though it lacked the extraordinary distinction

which characterises it. It is a pleasure to tind

young students like Mr. John Bacon and Mr. Moira

so close to the front rank. The pictures of the

former are both remarkable for their painting. The
"Interval" so strangely named— is, in spite of its

great skill, less likely to please than "The An-
nouncement." This large work, representing the

return of a widowed daughter to her old peasant

mother, is drawn with great vigour and with an

ease which betokens a coming mastery. The com-

position is good and Healed with high dramatic

power, ami the whole is admirable in colour. Tin'

picture is, indeed, in sympathy with the early works

MRS. SCHMALZ.

th<- Painting by Herbert Schmab.)

but for
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of Holl and Luke Fildes ; and there is little doubt

but that Mr. Bacon's earnestness and skill may go

as far as they if he direct his skill as wisely. Mr. S.

.1. Solomon, who has left the Classics for a while has

tackled one of the most difficult of all problems

—

contending and reflected lights at a modern dinner

instructive knowledge and taste. To Mr. Stanhope

Forbes's " Lighthouse" I have already referred. In

powerful contrast, with its delicate open-air tones, is

the powerful challenging colouring of Mr. Brangwyn's

gorgeous " Slave-market"—an opulent piece of paint-

ing, which is the best example of Mr. Brangwyn's

THE LIGHTHOUSE.

the Painting Ijij fitanlfjie Fnebt:*, A.R.A.)

party. That the heads are successful portraits of

persons in society is little to the critic : but it is a

good deal that a work of so much danger, and so full

of pitfalls to the artist, should have been as cleverly

brought to completion. The picture would be better

for a little more work. The light hardly appears to

be of the right colour, and the painting seems some-

what dry ; but it is the handling of the subject

which lias earned the victory— its reticence and

work since he abandoned his sad seas and grey skies.

Finally, I need only mention M. Nicolet's clever

"
( >rphans of Amsterdam." This picture of a sewing-

class improves greatly on acquaintance, and is good

in its simple scheme of colours, earnest and sincere

beyond most of the works in the exhibition.

The Black-and-White room offers little for

remark : and the sculpture will form the subject of

another article.
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J. W. NORTH, A.E.A., E.W.S.

By PROFESSOR HUBERT

, PAINTER AND POET.—I.*

BERKOMER, R.A., .MA.

ONE of the most truly original painters of om
times is Mr. J. W. North. Of this originality

he himself is not aware, and was once greatly

astonished to read in a criticism

on his wort that he had a

strongly marked maimer.

But all originality must ap-

proach perilously near mannerism.

The danger is chiefly in its pro-

claiming the identity of the

painter too readily. You spot a

man's work at a glance, but do

you prize it the less for thai \

1 well remember the excitement

in the days of Walker when we
enthusiasts rushed into the Old

Water-Colour Gallery, ami after

a hasty glance around the room

darted upon the work whose

aspect we recognised at a dis-

tance. Is it to be supposed that

Henry Irving would attract the

vast audiences if he were not so

strongly marked in his manner ?

It is his originality that makes
him peculiar, for his convention-

ality is based upon nature.

Much of the convention of

the arts of former ages was based

upon a true sense of nature, and

the desire seemed to be upper-

most to make them agreeable to

the artistic eye. The different

periods would no doubt demand a different kind of

agreeableness, but that brutal realism which has only

come into fashion since the advent of photography,

is doing its best to east out all former artistic

conventions. Many of these pictures that I am
alluding to, when photographed, seem to suggest

direct photography from nature, rather than re-

production. This is no merit, far from it; it is the

curse of impersonality in art. Let this question of

personality be thoroughly underst 1 The only

work of art that possesses the virtue of interpre-

tation of nature emanates from a strongly marked

personality. So it is with Mr. North. His work

looks strangely out of place in any modern gallery

where the dominant note is always the momentary

fashion of the period. Mr. North strikes a note

that is out of harmony with the noise of modern

* A Lecture delivered in Oxford, 1892.
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asliimi in art. Strangely enough it has always
ii out uf fashion, therefore it is true to say that

head of his times twenty yearsle was as nit

tin' Water-Colo

.1. W. NORTH, A.E.A.

Drawing by Prof. Berlcomer, A'.. I. Engraved by W. Bite h Gardner.)

ago as he is to-day. The note he strikes is crushed

by sentimentalism, and by a type of art brought

into this country by English artists who have

attempted to graft a foreign manner on to their

English natures, a type euphonically called Anglo-

French. It is nol difficull to drown so sweet a

note as Mr. North's in the din of a modern picture

gallery. But wait,— wail until the noise of me-

chanical, commercial art- has subsided, and Mr.

North's ait will stand forth like a revelation, like

a gospel ef tenderness, of truth, and even of love.

Thousands may not believe in the tenderness, or in

the truth, and may fail to see the love of nature

that iie inspires through bis work: but the man

in the thousand may see il all. and be will be

the gainer. Was not Turner accused el' painting

colours that nobody else saw in nature? And

was it not an old lady (who has since become
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famous) who said to Turner that she never saw

such colours in nature as he painted ' which pro-

voked the characteristic answer from Turner, "No;

don't you wish you could, ma'am?"

Many a person might look in vain in nature to

find all that Mr. North paints, paradoxical as this

may sound. Mr. North is a seer, privileged by his

natural gifts to open out a secret view of nature,

and this is the mission of the poet—the very name

of which indicates a .

" maker," or a "creator." He

creates a manner of expression, of interpretation,

hence he is removed by special powers from the

mechanical or commonplace artist who may be

merely clever. But this "seer" has waited twenty

years, and still finds the public rush by him,—rush

towards the meretricious work,—rush still, with

only here and there a tender mind, who, dropping

behind, finds the treasure ; who sees with him, and

understands his note. But Mr. North works, and

he waits, and the day will most assuredly come

when the public will find out whom they have

passed by, and this will only, alas! repeat history.

I pray it may come in his lifetime, and if in the

appreciation the public overshoot the mark, as

they are wont to do, the sin of over-appreciation

will certainly be the lesser sin of the two.

But the waiting! It needs a strong artistic

nature to resist a popular demand, especially when

it means to the artist the bread of life. Never had

Mr. North hit upon the popular taste, and it needs

hut a casual glance around an exhibition to see

the number of "time-serving" artists who could

attract the public eye long before Mr. North's

transcendental art would do so. I used the term

"time-serving." The pity is that the struggle for

bare existence puts this kind of thing into a par-

donable light. It is not the repetition of method

that is the sin, it is the repetition of subject into

which the struggling painter has been coerced by

the public that causes the weaker artist to become

" time-serving," and to repeat wdiat has once proved

to lie a successful subject.

Repetition of style or of method of work is seen

over and over again in North's work, but there

never was a moment in his career when he gave

the public the slightest thought whilst selecting

his subjects. According to his inner poetic impulse

(in German, "Drang") has he chosen his subjects,

and selected from nature. This has often resulted

in work that was as incomprehensible to the public

generally as some of Tennyson's inimitable word-

painting of nature has often proved to be. Again,

—

many and many a time have I watched the public

passing by Mr. North's work,—passing it as not

worth looking at. This is not to be excused, even

if we own that some new adjustment of " the

mental seeing" is required, even as it is with

Turner's or with Watts's work. I have watched

the supposed lovers of water-colour art passing Mr.

North's work in the Royal Society of Painters in

Water-Colours, and settling down to a conventional

drawing with loudly expressed approbation. Persons

are, curiously enough, prepared to give an opinion

upon a conventional work if it happens to have

been accepted as the right form in art for a gen-

eration or so, and they are even prepared to stand

by what they imagine to be their convictions. But

there are others, ay and thousands, who are fearful

of giving expression to their natural or common

sense understanding, and so, either express nothing,

or else merely express the customary thing upon a

customary form of art, so as not to appear peculiar.

I am prepared to acknowledge that there never was

so much licence given to art, in regard to styles,

as in our present times. Perplexing they must be

to all but conservative minds, for there is the

" insolence " which is supposed to mark originality,

and there is the nncon\ eiilionality which is sup-

posed to mark a new departure. A perplexed mind

moves away from all that troubles it, hence the

uninitiated turn with relief and joy to a matter-

of-fact picture of a matter-of-fact subject, That is

plain sailing—all is (dearly told, and the interest of

tin' general public is arrested at once. But follow

this same public in the National Gallery into the

Turner room, and watch their facial expressions!

How their faces lengthen, how their mouths drop

and their eyes grow weary, and how soon they sub-

side into a chair, only to dive into their pockets for

a biscuit, feeling that that room was the place for a

quiet "snack," for nobody need trouble about the

incomprehensible pictures that cover the walls.

Although Mr. North's work brings fresh sur-

prises each year to those who look for his work,

he /in* ik'I changed ihc type of his work since /»' /»;'/"«

his nil career. In Walker one can distinctly trace

the transitional phases of one manner to another,

and not a little curious are his first water-colour

drawings, done whilst he was in the employment of

the engraver who demanded drawings in the style

of Sir John Gilbert—the father of all illustration

in this country. The cold colouring of that early

period—which did not leave him until he came into

closer contact with Mr. North, is as singular, when

one compares it to his ultimate work, as the earlj

colourless indigo drawings of Turner are to his

later golden period.

As I said, Walker became the good colourist

when he came into close contact with Mr. North;

of Turner one can say that he became the great

colourist by the natural evolution of his unap-

proachable genius. Mr. North never deviated from
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his earliest sense of colour, therefore we have in

him a remarkable, if not unique example of a

painter who had formed his style before he was
ripe, and in ripening only added strength to the

original direction. Let us dwell a moment on this

noteworthy fact. We have first to confront the

question of repetition, and we come at once to

acknowledge the fact that limitation of range or

of mental vision will not explain Mr. North's

tenacity of purpose. Rather say that inordinate

modesty, or want of confidence in himself, would
reduce his field of experiment. Turner's abnormal
capacity fur work has perhaps never been equalled,

therefore must not mislead us when judging others.

Great Heavens! he actually sketched scenes in.

rough outline as he passed them in a coach. Ten
thousand drawings were, I believe, mounted by
Mr. Ruskin alone after Turner's death, and yet it

is generally underst 1 that nobody ever saw him
at work.

It must be admitted that Mr. North is a slow
worker, and produces little in the year. But the

phase of nature that he sees is not only rare tit

form, but rare in effect. As he is most fastidious

in the selection of the things he introduces into

bis composition, and would rather wait until he sees

the thing he really wants in nature,—wait a year

or two rather than alter his determination as to

what he had in his mind, I am within the mark
when I say his work is rare in form: and as he

invariably paints effects that belong to transient

moments of the day, I speak correctly when I say

his effects belong to rare moments in nature. By
weighing these facts we can form some idea of the

reasons that cause him to produce little in the year.

And when we take into consideration his tempera-

ment, which can only do one thing at a time

—

but must complete one work before a fresh work

can lie started, we have much explained. Let us,

however, rejoice rather than deplore this limitation

in this age of over-production, for we have from

him only the best work he can do. It is never-

theless a torture to him to produce a work— torture

when he commences it, torture when half-way

through, and torture when finished. His fastidi-

ousness and modesty would always prevent him

from estimating his efforts at- their true value, and

his purity of aim would only add distress to the

(to him) unsatisfactory result. His torture is not

even over when the work is completed, for he has

the still greater pain to suffer when he is compelled

to confront the work in an exhibition. I say we

should rejoice that his idiosyncrasy is not- of that

order to lead him into art vagaries or over-pro-

duction, but of a calibre that holds the highest aim

steadfastly ahead, which neither want of time, of

money, nor any other want or necessity, can obliterate

or decoy.

We can scarcely quote a single artist, of a l li
i I

the present century, who has not produced some
commonplace art at the commencement of his

career. Hut Mr. North is the exception. Even in

his early wood-drawings we see the coming artist.

Take as aii example his drawings to the poems b\

lean [ngelow (186V) and Picture Posies (1874).
All future tendencies are already determined in

these drawings, not here and there only, as we see

in many other men whose greatness we catch a

glimpse of in occasional spurts of genius amidst the

commonplace efforts. No, they are there, through-

out, fixed, and soberly continuous. And in those

very wood-drawings, despite their visible reserve of

manlier, we find the utmost cleverness of handling,

a cleverness that would stand out now as much as

it did twenty years ago. And this is saying much,
for we are surrounded now by an extraordinary

number of clever young wood-draughtsmen. But
cleverness has, in all the arts, become such a common
attribute that we are no longer surprised at it.

Take music alone; why, when Liszt was young it

was considered a great feat to play from an or-

chestral score on the piano. Difficult as this will

ever be, it is done by almost every successful pupil

of any musical academy throughout Europe at the

present time.

The early batch of wood-draughtsmen— say of

twenty years ago, to which I belonged, could have

been of little use for such rapid work as we now
see done in the Daily Graphic. But then we had

higher aims. Not more than one in ten of these

draughtsmen of to-day care to become painters, and

it will run pretty hard with the tenth man to

succeed in painting with that habit of haste upon

him. He begets this fatal cleverness (Dr. Hans

Richter calls it "unheimliche Fertigkeit"— in

musicians, "uncanny dexterity") that kills all the

more sensitive fibre of the mind, and deadens the

critical faculties, thus for ever eliminating the

chances of self-reproach ami of introspect ion.

But every age has its fashion of cleverness. If

some of the young spirits of to-day had lived twenty

years ago with their present art. they could only

have been considered worthy of a lunatic asylum.

Hut eccentric work in my early days came only from

lunatics. Now it comes from cool, calculative, cir-

cumspect minds, who do the outrageous thing in

a calm, businesslike way. There is so much repose

in such methods. We have it in literature quite as

much as in art. In art, of course, it supplies us

with a good deal of unconscious humour. Bui to

be serious again, art is a terribly serious thing, and

not to be dealt with lightly, a lesson which the
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youngest generation has yet to learn, and from mine

can this jin de si&cle personage learn it better than

from the consistent and eminently sane genius of

Mr. North.

To those who are primarily attracted by big

planning and robust composition Mr. North's work

will often prove disappointing. One must look to

painters like < lecil Lawson for such qualities. His

work is so large and daring that it takes hold of

the spectator with a grip that shakes him to the

soul. But Mr. North's art possesses a vein of poetry

thai would often be missed at a casual glance. It

is his attention to "little things" that lias, in one

way, given his work a singular charm of sensitive

beauty, even by a loss, at times, of strength. Cecil

Lawson's powerful cast of mind coerced nature into

its own form of thinking, whereas .Mr. North's

humility,—which is at once his strength and his

weakness,—would bring about a different relation-

ship with nature. But 1 verily believe that Mr.

North will he discovered and re-discovered from

time to time. It would be hardly safe to say this

of many painters now living.

His work may he less interesting to the public

at large from the absence of tin 1 human element.

Still the hand of man is invariably visible in his

selection of subject. Hut it is Ids 'prediction offact

rather than the realisation of fact that, makes me
unhesitatingly declare Mr. North's art to be one of

the future.

His art is neither captious nor forced, nor his

labour ever inadvertently applied. The " indefinite

beauty of nature" (Ids own phrase) has never been

so well rendered except by Turner. There is a

"measure" ton in his work, that takes the place

of order, hut not sufficiently so as to make it in-

telligible to the mind that needs a plan to a picture

or a glossary to a hook. But who so well can give

the perfume of nature, or the gentle divinity that

underlies nature ? Then' is just mysticism enough

to proclaim him prophet, and there is just selection

enough to proclaim him a realist of our times. His

work bears quotation, and will get into our artistic

vocabulary. Although he never startles you, he

also never starves the imagination of the spectator,

as so many clever artists do. There is a curious

sense of leisure about his work, that in this manu-

facturing age is highly conducive to thought and

reflection. Hence the lasting joy of his work

—

through the true depth of his interpretation of

nature. Ami this interpretation brings with it

certain attributes that raise the reality into poetic

fancy. Hardly ever is there enough animation in

Ids manner to make us sit up. lie is not a John

the Baptist—he is a gentle seer who would sit and

worship nature silently, unseen,— being afraid of

hearing his own voice. Thus it is that his work

receives strength towards the end. There is never

a subduing or a cutting down—all is augmentation,

tilling up, and strengthening. Strength obtained

through the channels of delicacy never resembles the

strength that a first blow gives, which crushes quite

as often as it prepares boldness of style.

In Mr. North's work the strength, though

sparingly given, is never misplaced, and it never

denudes. His work ascends as it progi'esses, and I

think of all the painters of our day one can say that

he has worked to no model. To use Emerson's

words: "By experiment, by original studies, by

secret obedience, he has made a place for himself in

the world."

His works are the best of companions, for they

embody tranquillity—arrived at through his method

of handling masses, and by the secret attention to

detail. Although his work is full of fascinating

(technical) manipulation, he is nevertheless too little

of the mechanic by nature to give a materialistic

value to the aspect of his art. Indeed, the peculiar

kind of ingenuity of his water-colour manipulation,

ami treatment of colour in that medium, are such as

would never have conic to a well-trained painter,

or to a strong draughtsman. All nature is to him

first a bouquet of colour which finally diverges ami

converges into distinct forms. He is apt to under-

draw in his anxiety to retain the bloom of nature's

colour, just as many of us who pique ourselves on

good drawing are apt to lose colour by over-dramng.

Definition destroys mystery, ami without mystery

there can be no charm of colour. Extreme sen-

sibility may be counted as genius— it is only a

matter of degree; and if it be not over-strong in

one direction, the many claims from the tempera-

ment will most certainly lower it to mediocrity.

Mr. North's colour-sensibility overpowers all his

other qualities, and as a great colourist he stands

side by side with Turner. It is this sensibility to

colour that makes him linger over insignificant

passages for the sake of colour-quality, and makes

him disinclined to engage himself on the more

pmsaie necessities of mere drawing. Again, by an

overpowering mental continuity in his character.it

is difficult—nay impossible—for his mind to turn

into new channels until the immediate work on

hand has been practically completed. From the

same cause lie finds it difficult to turn from colour

to drawing, having first started on colour thoughts.

In most works of art of a spontaneous kind do we

find some touch of petulance, or of indifference,

—

somewhere : it may be in a corner, or it may he in

half the picture—hut whatever torture Mr. North

endures in the process of a production, these de-

composing blots are never to be found in his work.
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SKETCHING FEOM NATURE: A WORD OF ADVICE TO THE INERT.

By J. E. HODGSON, It.A.

practice of sketching

from nature, as we

know it, isofmodern

growth. There was

no such thing in

the early ages of

art, either in Italy,

Flanders, Holland,

or Spain : men in those days

loved art rather than nature,

and though she was the source

from whence they derived their

progress and, to a certain ex-

tent, their inspiration, she was studiously kept in

the background.

The art of painting may be defined as the com-

munication of ideas by means of forms as symbols.

In early ages the idea was paramount, and a slight

amount of verisimilitude was considered enough for

the symbol, as in Giotto's work, where a dark

pyramid suspended on the top of a pole, with a few

forms of leaves traced in light upon it, did all the

duty which was expected of a tree.

Truth of representation was not thought of as

an end, but only as a means; but in due time sym-

bolism ran its course and came to an end; there was

no inexhaustible store of ideas to draw upon, and

art had to become objective, or to risk repeating

itself, as indeed it has done over and over again in

the course of its history, and as it will go on doing

as long as it is classified according to the nature of

tin- ideas represented.

Ideas are few, and take a long time to work out.

The masterpieces of the Italian Renaissance, the

ceiling of the Sistine, and the Stanze of the Vati-

can merely gave expression to ideas which had

been created centuries before in Athens ami in

Judsea. Michelangelo and Raphael invented a new

form and a new manner of expression, but after

three centuries and a half that form and that man-

ner are still typical, and have not been superseded.

If we confine ourselves to the sublimities of

human thought, the field of art is extremely limited,

and every masterpiece tends to restrict it still more :

tin' (dements of the sublime do not increase and

multiply with the world's growth; the epic tends

to disappear, and has to be sought for in legends

rendered hazy by distance, or in myths which are

generally acknowledged to have no other foundation

than fancy : and even in an art so purely decorative

as architecture there seems little field for expansion.

In a tremendous crisis of the world's history, when

the nations were mixed up, and opposite extremes

were brought into contact, a new principle was

evolved, the vertical was substituted for the hori-

zontal, and a new scheme of ornamentation was in-

vented.

Greek, Roman, and Gothic architecture still

share the field between them, and all non-classified

forms are merely modifications or combinations of

these. Under these distressing circumstances, though

the field is still open and we sit waiting for the

great regenerator and innovator, whose advent may
not I"- due for another century, what is the mass of

art-loving and art-producing people to do ? It is

tedious to go on repeating old forms and symbols:

the desire for novelty, though in one sense detri-

mental to art, is in another a source of its interest.

Nothing dulls appetite like prescience, and nothing

is so stimulating as surprise, and therefore it has

come about that nature, which is never the same in

two places, which is always new and always sur-

prising, has absorbed the attention of artists, to the

exclusion of purely theoretical ideas. The natural-

ness of a representation has become the test of its

value, which it can only be when the representation

has no other aim than to be natural.

The practice of sketching from nature has grown

up out of an ever-increasing love of inanimate

nature, which, as I imagine, is stronger now than

ever it was before. Of all the great artists of the

past, Albrecht I hirer alone possessed it in equal

degree. In Ins hours of serious work his mind

penetrated into remote regions of mysterious philo-

sophical inquiry, or he probed the secrets of the

human heart, and revealed a depth of pathos never

suspected before. But in his hours of relaxation it

was his joy to draw natural objects; a plant, a feather,

or a dead bird, it mattered not what, absorbed his

whole mind, and became under his hand an object of

undying admiration. He must have known by sight

every tree and plant that grew, every bird that sung

around the moat of well-walled Nuremberg; he

must have known and loved them too, and we are

still his debtors for that lesson in affection. What
we now call country life and rural felicity existed

not in his day. We now crowd into towns for

business ami tor social comforts—men did the same

in bis day for safety. Country life at that time

meant a peculiar liability, to perish in a morass, in-

to be strangled by the wayside: and the fate of

Masaccio, who rode forth from the gates of Florence
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and never was heard of more, was probably not an

uncommon one in the fifteenth century. In our

(lavs the country flows into town ami the town ebbs

back into the country without ceasing; in our minds

the former has become typical of hard work, weari-

ness, and boredom, the latter of rest, recreation, and

amusement: and of all methods of recreation and

amusement none has ever been invented, and pro-

bably none ever will he invented, better than sketch-

ing from nature. It tills the whole mind, it leads us

into silent, unfrequented ways, and it calls to life

those faculties of meditation, those soul-questionings

whose voice is inaudible in the noisy clamour of the

world.

With what a tremor of joyful anticipation do

we sort our materials and pack our kit before we
start on a sketching trip ; how sad is the home-

ward journey, and, alas ! how disappointing are the

results for the most part. Nature is ever there, ever

beautiful, and ever confiding, but she. is too lofty

and too deep for us; she battles us, and we cannot

seize her meaning; again and again we try, we are

never tired of it unto our life's end, and then we
humbly and reverently lay down our pencils and

con less that we are nothing worth—but wc have

been happy in the effort, supremely happy; what

can we ask for more ?

There are two ways of sketching from nature,

ami two spirits are called into play : one way leads

to knowledge, the other to vanity ; one spirit is that

of truth, the other of ostentation.

The sketches of an earnest artist are merely

records of facts—very often of one fact only chosen

from the many : it may be merely a fact of effect,

and the sketch is little else than a collection of dabs

ami washes of light and dark without precise form

or outline, or it may he a fact of detail, in which

case, in the midst of unintelligible rubbings and

smears, there will be visible one tree-trunk, with its

lichens, the fissures on its bark, and the contortions

of its roots ; or else there may be only a group of

plantains, with their broad-ridged leaves and their

rusty seed spikes. In every case he has tried to

render truthfully the fact before him, to find out all

about something which he wished to know about.

The artist who is not in earnest, who is impelled

by vanity, is careless of the facts before him ; his

aim is to produce a telling picture, even at the cost

of sacrificing truth, and tins is for the most part

the way of amateurs, who have not yet learnt the

art of making a picture telling.

Ye young ladies of Great Britain, charming ye

are beyond those of any other land. It is sweet to

see you, with the. glow of health on your cheeks,

seated on your campstools and plying the brush with

your dainty fingers. Romeo wished to he a glove,

and the sulkiest of old professors mighl occasionally

wisli to lie a camel-hair pencil. Hut tor all thai you

arc, many of you—the most of you a- it seems to

me—absurdly and perversely wrong in the matter of

sketching from nature.

In the first place, amateurs in general will strive

for the impossible, and attempt lighl heartedly a

task winch the most accomplished artist would not.

venture on.

On one occasion I passed through Glenc in a

coach; we stopped to change horses in one of its

wildest and most romantic gorges. < >u either side of

us towered the steep quartz hills, their dark weather-

worn cliffs rent, shattered, and fissured by storm and

torrent, with huge mounds of loose fragments piled

against their flanks like buttresses; at times a

rugged storm cloud would surge headlong over their

summits, filling every hollow and cranny with white

seething mist, then it would lift again and a gleam

of sunshine would light up the rugged tops and

reveal the intricacy of its glittering crags. It was

a sight to gaze at as if spellbound; to reproduce it

or anything like it on paper or canvas never would

have occurred to an artist as anything but a very

serious undertaking. There were four or five young

lady passengers, however, who thought differently

;

they unpacked their campstools and sat down mi

the roadside to sketch the scene while the Imrs,^ were

being changed! Shade of Turner and of all great

mountain draughtsmen, could anything be more

absurdly disproportionate ?

< hi another occasion I was on hoard a steamer

which plies from Oban to Crinan, and I saw a young

lady deliberately sketching the coast which passed

before her like a moving diorama: her drawing

flowed like a river from page to page of her sketch-

book, and only came to an end when then' was no

more paper left, which happened probably before we

had gone two miles.

These obviously are instances of useless and

abortive sketching, when it would be far more enjoy-

able, and an economy of paper, to watch and observe.

It is a negation of the infinity of nature, of the

endless resources of her beauty : it is in some sort

an insult to her majesty to do such a thing, and it

can profit no one but the man who provides sketch-

books.

There are many and divers forms of unprofitable

sketching, too many to enumerate in one paper; but

one, the most flagrant and also the most common,

calls for protest; and to make this intelligible I

must, travel by what Corporal Trim calls a "circum-

bendibus."

There are two distinct sources of the pleasure

which we derive from art: one is the evidence of

the combining organising power of the imagination,
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the other that of truth of imitation. These two

may be combined in a great work of art; we may

perceive, on the one hand, that there is unity and

organic construction; that the picture before us is

planned and schemed towards a given end ;
that it

has a. beginning, a middle, and an end : that it is a

combination of imperfect parts which produce a

perfect whole. This delights us, because it is clear

evidence of the imaginative faculty which alone

can do such things. On the other hand, it may

appeal to our reflection ami our senses by accurately

representing the details and the aspect of nature;

and this also delights us, because the instinct of

imitation seems to be rooted in human nature. But

we must remember that when we sit down to sketch

a scene in nature we have nothing whatever to do

with the first of these sources of pleasure ; there is

nil combination, no organic construction open to us;

all the facts, the outlines, and the masses are there

before us, independent of our imagination; the

narrow segment of nature which we have selected

may lie imperfect as a whole, it probably is so,

because, though the unity and the organic con-

struction of nature are evident enough, they embrace

the whole visible universe, the entire kosmos, and

the bit we select for illustration is only one of the

imperfect parts which go to make up a. perfect

whole. It is, therefore, not in the province of

sketching from nature to build up perfect works of

art, which shall be what perfect works of art are,

imitations of universal order and design, seeing that

sketches are confessedly only transcripts of small

fragments of nature. We must take our stand,

therefore, on accurate imitation of details and aspect,

as the soul source of pleasure open to us.

But this source of pleasure is a very wide one,

and in the beautiful art of sketching from nature

the imagination finds its proper field in seizing and

rendering the character of the scene, whatever that

prevailing character may be, peaceful or chequered,

inviting or inhospitable; and every scene in nature

has its individual character. She is subject to no

inexorable conventional laws which compel all

mountain ridges to assume the same outline, all trees

to expand equally, and every brook to develop cas-

cades. Sin' is full of freaks and fancies; in one

place she calls in the east wind to bend all the

trees awry and to make bare patches under hedge-

rows, where the sheep are fain to go for shelter ; in

another, she bids things grow, trees to expand their

long stretch of boughs, and the hawthorn and

bramble to wage unequal war with the clematis and

the honeysuckle.

In these things is to be found the inner soul and

meaning of nature ; and beautiful and admirable

from every point of view it is when the artist

brings home to us that meaning, when he gives us

some insight into the stupendous forces of de-

struction and resistance of which the world, as we

see it, is the result. But what are we to say of those

self-complaisant people who are not satisfied with

that result, who think it not good enough, who

must alter and amend, who must repair the ravages

of the east wind and bend the trees straight, who

must perforce curb the overgrown luxuriance of the

sheltered boughs, and clip the honeysuckle and the

clematis till they have brought back the scene into

the orderly and colourless decorum of the school-

room ?

Ami this is what eight amateur sketchers out of

every ten attempt to do. The fixed idea witli such

folk is not to represent a scene, but to produce a

" pretty picture." They are for calling in imagina-

tion, the organising and combining faculty, which,

for want of more solid pabulum, has been nourished

upon epithets and the word-paintings of popular

authors; they are for substituting their weak

imaginings for those revelations, whose awful im-

port we but dimly discern, which nature vouch-

safes to those who wait upon her humbly and

reverently.

Before my mind's eye there rises up an actual

scene. It has been familiar to me for years past

;

it lies outside a house in the Highlands which has

been my .second home. In the distance is seen

a range of hills; they are barren and rocky enough,

but of no great height. Nearer are plantations

ami some fine elm and ash trees : nearer still is

a stream, hardly worthy of the name of a river,

which empties itself into the sea nearly opposite

the spot where two herring-boats are drawn up.

There are a few willows along its banks, and higher

up, where, the tide does not reach, its bed is a wilder-

ness of water-worn boulders.

Again before my mind's eye I conjure up a

picture of this scene as it would be represented by

an average talented amateur. Everything has been

enlarged and distorted, the mountains have risen to

the altitude of the Alps or Pyrenees, and the stream

has been expanded into something like the dimen-

sions of the Thames at London Bridge, and by way

of giving "figure interest" to the picture two men

have been introduced drawing a net to shore. This

is considered the way to make a "pretty picture."

Whether that end has been attained I leave the

reader to judge; hut what is evident is that the

sketch has lost all topographical interest, it is

powerless to call up pleasant memories or to bring

back vividly to the mind the happy hours we spent

in a place we love, endeared to us as it is by

associations.

This picture I suppose to be executed in what we
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call the careful style. The talented artist has learnt,

perhaps under the tutelage of an equally talented

drawing master, how trees are to be dune, how
mountains and foregrounds are to be dune; and
he or she proceeds accordingly, whenever trees,

mountains, and foreground are being sketched, to

do them in that way.

But there is besides what is known as the "hold

style," which may be described as a sort of return to

elemental chaos, when the earth was without form or

void, and indigo was upon the face of the deep. In

this style we have the same exaggeration of the

height and breadth of objects, without definite forms

other than those accidentally produced by rapid

dashes of a full brush. But in this style the scene

is usually glorified by the introduction of gorgeous

colouring; there is a lavish expenditure of cadmium,
rose madder, and cobalt blue. Mountains particu-

larly have a tendency to assume fashionable colours,

and 1 have seen beautiful tints of violet in such

drawings which no doubt would be exquisitely be-

coming in a bonnet, but which, from some cross-

grained peculiarity of my mind, I have been

unwilling to accept as representing anything in

nature.

Now, gentle reader and gentle sketcher, if I

fortunately am addressing such an one, what I have

written above may sound ill-natured, and unneces-

sarily sarcastic, but, in the interests, I will not say

nt' art only, but of your own satisfaction and enjoy-

ment, were it not far better to stick to facts ' It is

as certain that as night follows day, that intellectual

progress in any direction can only be attained by
the rigorous pursuit of truth. There is no other

mad to knowledge, and everything we substitute out

of our own minds or fancies which is not inspired bv

knowledge is an untruth, and therefore hateful and

pernicious to our souls. At this season of the year,

when so many happy people have released them-

selves from social thraldom, and are tasting the

sweet companionship of nature, when the sketch-

1 k and the pencil are in daily requisition, it docs

no] seem out of place to publish a word of warning

and advice, and to urge upon all the labourers in the

field, however humble they may be, to maintain the

dignity and integrity of art.

How shall the world gain by vapid conventional

imaginings, and the presentment of things which

never were ami never will be '. Hut the humblest

record of a natural fact., so it, be earnestly and con-

scientiously done, is of value, of unspeakable value

to the person who produces it, in the way of dis-

cipline and training to the mind, and of value to the

world at la rue, because it tells of things which are

beyond and above the human mind. And, moreover,
it is a singular fact, experto crede, that though an
object in nature, when seen with its surround

may appear ungainly and uninteresting, yel thai

object, when reproduced faithfully and isolated on

the pages of a sketch-book, will be found to have

acquired beauty and interest; it has passed through

a mind, and has been in some way glorified by the

love and sympathy it had evoked in that mind.

But I will not lose myself in metaphysical ex-

planations, and 1 will only state most confidently

as a fact, that, everything makes a good sketch,

so that it be truthfully rendered, or, as Browning

puts it

—

" One may do whate'er one likes

In art ; the only thing is. to make sure

'that one 'lues like n which take- pains to knew."

The amateur artist, or the beginner, must uol

allow himself to lie led away by the example of

great artists. Turner, it is a well-known fact, did

not copy accurately the scene before him: but he

had taken pains to know, and when he altered it

was in obedience to the higher laws of art which he

thoroughly understood. He had a tare faculty of

abstraction, which enabled him at the same time that

be was imitating objects before him to exercise the

organising and combining faculties, to give play to

his imagination, and to bring the whole into har-

mony with the requirements of art.

Such an achievement is obviously impossible to

the inexperienced. What Turner supplied or took

away was in obedience to the dictates of a know-

ledge of external nature, the most profound ever

possessed by man. For an ignorant artist toattempt

it would be to substitute falsehood for truth, to

lose character ami interest and to gain nothing in

return.

far away, over hills and dales, the sunbeams are

chasing the shadows of the rolling clouds ; on heath

and common, on moor and fen, where the birds are

flitting and the thistle down is drifting, where the

leaves are rustling and whitening in the breeze, and

the brooks are plashing and murmuring as they flow,

busy mortals are sitting on their campstools, pencil

in hand, with peace in their hearts, and all their

cares forgotten. A blessed occupation truly is this

sketching from nature, and a profitable one, also,

it mighl be. With a little more earnestness, a little

more self-forgetfulness, how valuable might be the

results of all these efforts— efforts which now are

wasted, and wasted, as 1 have repeated perhaps ad
mnis,, mi, because people are not satisfied with

representing t hings as i hey see them.
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(From the Lithograph and Painting by James Ward, R.A )

TWO FAMOUS CHARGERS : COPENHAGEN AND MARENGO.
A Note by M. I

IT was the ambition of my grandfather the late

James Ward, R.A.—to paint portraits of the

horses which carried Wellington and Napoleon at

the Battle of Waterloo, and some time after the

fight the first Duke of Wellington desired my
grandfather to paint a picture of Copenhagen, then

in honourable retirement at Strathfieldsaye. The

illustration of the animal at the head of this notice

is from a lithograph—also by my grandfather—from

the original painting. Copenhagen was thorough-

bred—grandson of the famous horse Eclipse—and

belonged to the late Field-Marshal Grosvenor, who
brought him from the city of Copenhagen. He
was sold by the field-marshal to the Marquis of

Londonderry, and purchased by Colonel Charles

Wood for the Duke of Wellington for four hun-

dred guineas. The Duke became attached to the

horse, rode him at the Battle of Vittoria and in

some of his campaigns, and finally at Waterloo,

when it is related that, after being on his back

for eighteen hours, he patted him on dismounting,

when the game little animal—he was only about

HIPPS JACKSON.

fifteen hands high—lashed out as if fresh and

sportive. He was a handsome chestnut colour, and

died at a good old age at Strathfieldsaye in 1825.

My grandfather used to relate that whilst he

was painting his picture many visitors were in the

habit of going to see the famous animal, and, on

leaving, would beg of the groom a souvenir of

their visit. In response to this, the man—accord-

ing to whether lie received a shilling, half-crown,

or larger sum—would present them with a few

hairs, or even a lock, from Copenhagen's mane or

tail. Seeing the Duke one morning, my grand-

father said: "May I mention something to your

( rrace (" "What is it, Mr. Ward ' " said the Duke.

My grandfather then related the facts, adding : "If

this goes on much longer, Copenhagen will have no

mane or tail left." " Say you so, Mr. Ward,"

answered the Duke; "1 will soon see to that."

The Duke then visited the animal, and had him

enclosed in a kind of cage, thus preventing the

bestowal of further "souvenirs."

As to Napoleon's splendid barb charger, Marengo,
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the In 'ist', there is every reason to suppose, was

brought by Napoleon, or one of his generals, from

Egypt, and it was ridden by him in several of his

battles, and finally at Waterloo. Without mention-

ing the names of Living persons, I may remark thai

1 have before me letters very recently received

in which it is said: "General Angerstein (i.e.,

Lieutenant - General John Julius William Anger-

stein, who died 23rd April, 1866) bought Marengo

of Lord Petre, a relation of Captain Howard, who

employed Mr. James Ward, the famous animal

painter, to make a drawing of him. There is no

doubt either as to Marengo's colour, which was

white. I have repeatedly seen the horse, and knew

his history from the time I was a boy." So much

for direct personal evidence from one who is living.

Lieutenant-General Angerstein, having bought the

horse in this country of Lord Petre, about the year

1821, used the animal for stud purposes, and bred

from it for years at New Barnes, near Ely. Among

his progeny were Gimcrack—foaled in 18.17—and

Carallia, foaled in 1831. Prom this it would appear

that Marengo was alive in L830, and his skeleton

in the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall

Yard, is that of an animal of considerable age.

Napoleon Bonaparte was born in L769, and died

in 1821. My grandfather, .lames Waul, was horn

in 177(1, and died in L859. Being, therefore, con-

temporary, the artist would be likely to be well in-

formed on matters of his own time. It is, I think,

only reasonable that Captain Howard, when he

became the possessor of so famous a horse as

Marengo, took good care to be assured it was the

animal owned and ridden by Napoleon. The whole

subject was table talk in my own family, and there

are those other than myself, living, who can give

testimony sufficient to convince any mind open to

conviction as to the colour of Marengo, whether the

horse was in the Battle of Waterloo, and who

executed the picture at the Royal United Service

Museum—which are all points that have been

publicly questioned in the press.

,.^ (3^--~ /-'/,; &£>,-,.<' /s.^/^ , /..^_
MARENGO.

{From the Lithograph and Painting b<i James Ward. R.A 1
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"HENDRICKIE STOFFELS," BY REMBRANDT.
By JOHN FOEBES WHITE.

een well said by Dr.

that the influence of

a woman is to be traced

in the art of Rembrandt at

every stage of his career.

First came his mother and

sister, ever ready to sit

to him, and they were

allowed by Ins fair young

wife, Saskia van Ulenburg,

radiant in smiles as she

appears in many portraits, and figuring in her

jewels as "Samson's Wife," or "Queen Artemisia,"

or "Cleopatra." After her death in 1642 there

appeared on the scene Hendrickie Stoffels, or

Jaghers—doubtless the peasant-girl of Ransdorp,

whom Houbraken calls the wife of Rembrandt.

She entered his service as a girl, perhaps as nurse

to the little Titus Saskia's only surviving child.

Is she the girl whom Rembrandt painted several

times about 1645, as, in the Dulwich picture, leaning

at a window, at another time wearing the dress

of the orphanage from which she came ? Be this

as it may, Hendrickie first appears personally in

1649, giving evidence in a law-court in regard to

Rembrandt's domestic affairs. In 1654 she had a

daughter, whom Rembrandt named Cornelia, after

his mother, and Hendrickie now occupies a promi-

nent position in the household. She appears in many

pictures, as in the splendid portrait of the Salon

Carre, in the " Venus and Amor," with her child in

her arms, and as " Bathsheba," all of the Louvre,

and also in many other pictures. The painting re-

produced on the opposite page represents her as rais-

ing herself from her pillow, pushing hack a curtain

with her strong peasant-hand, and looking with

eager expectancy. The- picture is instinct with life,

for the woman seems to breathe, and the impression

of the moment is given with great vividness. The

workmanship is firm and solid, finished yet free

in handling, while the modelling is masterly in its

breadth and simplicity. The work bears the date

165 —the last figure having disappeared. Smith,

in his "Catalogue RaisonneV' gives the date as

1650, and Vosmaer accepts this; but the choice

of colours and the painting are more akin to

Rembrandt's style about 1654. Hendrickie, if not

beautiful, has a comely Dutch face, open and

kindly. She was uneducated, for she signs im-

portant law-papers by a cross. But she played a

noble part in the time of trouble which was now

pressing on Rembrandt. After the disastrous sales

of his effects in 1657 and 1658, when he was hunted

after by his creditors, she and Titus appeared before

the magistrates to get an arrangement made by

which they alone should undertake the management

of the household, selling the pictures and etchings

which Rembrandt might produce, really as an infant

in their hands, to be supplied by them with money

for his needs. But even this well-meant scheme

did not secure for the old painter freedom from

care, for he continued to be harassed by pressing

creditors. Yet in those days of gloom he did his

noblest work, "The Syndics," and "The Bride" of

Amsterdam, the "Claudius Chilis" of Stockholm,

ami "The Family-piece" of Brunswick, rising

superior to all the strokes of adverse fortune.

In 1601 Hendrickie made her will, bequeathing

her means to her daughter Cornelia, whom failing

to Titus, with life-rent to Rembrandt. She was

faithful to the end, which came a few years before

Rembrandt's death in 1669. There is no proof

that a marriage ever took place, though, in giving

evidence before a court of law in 1662, she calls

herself the legitimate wife of Rembrandt. If the

marriage ever took place it must have been late in

hie, after Saskia's fortune hail melted away, for by

Saskia's will Rembrandt was to have the usufruct of

her money only till his second marriage or death.

This picture was one of the gems of the "Old

Masters" exhibition in Burlington House in 1883,

belonging then to the St. John Mildmay collection,

from which it passed into the possession of Mr.

Wertheimer, of Bond Street. After his death it

was secured for the National Gallery of Scotland,

at the price of £5,500, by William McEwan, Esq.,

M.P., to whose munificence Scotland is thus indebted

Cor one nf its greatest treasures.
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KNEELING" GRATINGS, VIA S. ALESSIO, VERONA.

{Drawn b;l H. E. Tidmarsh.)

T is some comfort to get to a

subject where one may be un-

bound by rules and unnoticed

by critics, and yet not be

removed from all culture and

beauty. Architecture, in all

its theory and practice, otters

a more enticing Held for com-

bat than any of the arts. Each

one knows what is best, and whether it is good

taste for the design of the building to be in an/is,

or amphiprostyle, or pseudodiptercd, and whether the

intercolumniation should be pyenostyle, eustyle, or

arcestyle; while further debate, and even enmity,

may be called out over the detail of doors and

windows, capital and pilaster, and only those who

have a special repertory of assertion and argument

in hand care, in the presence of those who know

anything of such matters, to venture an opinion, for

fear of having to cry mercy for their hardihood in

uttering such crude remarks.

Amongst the few parts of a building which are

free from such partisanship the Balcony stands con-

spicuous. This is greatly owing to the fact that

the ancients did not use this feature, and so no

classic models are left for us to study and to cham-

pion ; but to some extent it is due to its being an

outgrowth of our modern life and tastes, ami, like

such subjects as the fireplace, subject to varying

treatment with the varying hour. It. is strange

that this feature has not been more used. Who
that has felt the pleasure of stepping from the room

into the cool air, and for a brief space enjoying all

the charm of the outer world, and then at will re-

treating to the shaded room again, lias not come to

look upon it as a real necessity to a perfect life ?

And so familiar are we now with some form of

balcony on cottage wall or palace front that it is

almost incredible that such a thing was unused by

our forefathers, liefer to any set of drawings of

Gothic buildings, such as Pugin's "specimens," and

there is but one late attempt at a balcony, while

amongst a hundred and fifty illustrations of upright

windows in Parker's Glossary there is but one small

turret-light which shows a balcony. Sumptuous

bays and dainty oriels are everywhere, but our

climate and our manners never felt the need of

extra-mural airing places. Old castles had little

wooden galleries hanging from their walls, through

the. floors of which the defenders poured molten

lead and pitch upon the enemy beneath, but these

were not balconies as we understand them. The

whole genius of military architecture was opposed

to such an outgrowth. Moreover, the climate of

more northern lands would not encourage such ex-

ternal features, even when the manners were soft

enough for the builder to study comfort and beauty.

The seclusion of the ancients in domestic matters

never allowed their houses to break out in little

landings from which to view the street life or lake

the air, ami so balconies were unknown to Greek

and Roman. The still greater privacy of Oriental

manners prohibited an\ outlook on the street but

closely latticed oriel or window, and so the thing
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itself, as well as the name, becomes the almost

exclusive property of soft sunny Italy.

It is said thai the cramped position of Venetian

houses compelled the inhabitants to find some other

G^gggi
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BALCONY ON THE CLOCK TOWER, MANTUA.

(Drain) by II. /•-'. Tidinai ih )

way of taking the air than in their narrow Lines

and waterways, and thus the balcony was invented

there. This seems likely, for certainly in Venice

and the parts of Northern Italy at one time under

unbroken by any trifles of the sort ; but here, north-

wards, nearly ever)- street is rich in them.

The must prominent and most famous of the

balconies were those erected outside the town hall

looking on the public square.

From this point of vantage,

called the Ringhiera, the podesta

addressed the people; and the

citizens, assembled " in parla-

mento" in the square, granted

their assent to acts of govern-

ment, and listened to the

sentences proclaimed therefrom.

The Broletto in most of the

northern cities still retains its

handsome and historic Ring-

hiera, always in front of a fine

window. They may be found at

Milan. Bergamo, < !omo, Brescia,

Piacenza, and elsewhere. But

these, interesting and important

as they doubtless are, do not

lend themselves to the treat-

ment of the artist, like many
on humbler buildings. The

spectator is engrossed \\ ith the

beauty of the whole building

and its surroundings ; his mind

is surcharged with thoughts of

the historic past with all its

beauty and cruelty, and the

less praised details fail to claim

i the back street or humbler

square the ease is different. Here any bit of beauty

calls for notice, and often one would gladly stop and

sketch were not the natives so persistent with their

warm attentions. This is strikingly the ease with

such subjects as the little iron balcony I drew near

the Campo Santo at Brescia. (See p. 314.) It over-

langs a dirty little ditch or stream, and the old

who keeps a tiny garden in the window had

hung a hit of matting up to form a screen. As I

drew, darkness came on, and the old dame came

to pull up her awning; hut the onlookers warned

her not to show her unkempt head, and she, retreat-

ing into the gathering gloom of the little room, let

me finish my sketch. The warm glow of sunset on

I he mat against the cold green shutters, and the

iron rails niello-patterned on the sombre vegetation,

was a picture only found in such a land. Very old

balconies do not exist, for, as Mr. Ruskin remarks,

the balcony, being by its construction and constant

ittention.

its influence, we find the most abundance and the use peculiarly liable to decay and to become in-

finest specimens. The severely chaste palaces of secure, it is certain at some time to be replaced or

Florence are without any such excrescences; the else removed for the safety of life and limb. So

costly residences of the human nobles are likewise with few exceptions most of them date from the
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fifteenth or even sixteenth century.
One dues not feel this to be a serious

defect. There is something about the
very thing that, be it what it may,
it always looks well. Like a framed
pencil drawing, let it be by the fist of

any schoolboy, or the vain elaboration

,
* *f

NEAR THE POST OFFICE, VENICE, FROM THE BRIDGE VIA MERCEINA.

(Drawn bit II. E. Tidmamh.)
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of some boudoir miss, it always looks good deco-

ration. The ponderous production on the clock

tower iii the Piazza delle Erbe at Mantua is a ease

in point. (See p. .".Iii.) Late and heavy in style,

underneath a "baroque" figure of the Virgin, and

encroached on by the roof of a little wine shop.it

is yet very pretty in its picturesque setting; but

how I managed to get a drawing of it I can hardly

tell. Mr. Street complains of being mobbed in

Mantua as he tried to sketch, and I shared his fate

and almost gave it up as useless.

Another instance of this is a charming speci-

men of a wrought-iron balcony, late in date, in an

old house near the Cathedral at Cremona. The

doorway under it now forms the entrance to a

smith's shop, and all sorts of iron, tool ami orna-

ment, dangle from the roof and grill. All day long,

under this inverted forest of metal, goes on the

or smiling maiden hursts the window and comes to

bloom upon the fragile, slab, showing, through the

interlacings, all their beauty and wealth of costume.

NEAR THE CATHEDRAL, CREMONA.

(Drawn by II. K Tidmarah.)

chink of the hammer, and the sun steals round,

casting delicious shadows on the broken plaster

wall, and cool evening comes; but no courtly dame

IN BKESCIA, SEAR CAMFO SANTO.

(Drowm by n E. Tidmarsh.)

Iii the neighbouring square the tawdrily bedecked

mammas and daughters are promenading round and

round amongst all the other Cremonese, to the

sounds of the excellent municipal band. A slattern

woman may undo the creaky window and water the

few plants that add their beauty to the rusty rails.

Only this! There is some depression in the thought

that everything has had its day. What it was it no

longer is. Its old purposes have changed, and it is

now allowed to decay, or else to lie used by other

men, and differently kept because differently loved.

Where Petrarch loved and wrote the coppersmith

banes his wares: the floors which only knew the

tread of dukes and titled dames are rotten with

decay or melancholy as some little-used museum;

the shades and cloisters where religious sentiment

and disappointment found a refuge have changed

to all the coarseness of the barracks: ami the

balconies where Boccaccio's ladies hung and heard

the sonnets of their cavaliers are possessed by some

thriftless lodger who only knows the toil and grime

of hard existence, and never enters into the soul

of the existence which produced the beauties of

the past.

It is reasonable that the city of Romeo and

Juliel should he chief in the land of balconies, and

this, Mr. Ruskin declares il to lie as far as regards
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the strict effect of the balcony. Here there are

some excellent specimens and several of the pierced-

slab type. Beautiful as rare is the corner balcony

in the Via Scala. Made of marble, delicately carved,

and a cinquecento window frame behind,

it at once proclaims itself to be a treasure

saved from Time's all-destroying hand,

though now a leather-cutter rents the

house. In such parts of the town as are

still left by the engineer with his im-

provements, one may find many a shadow-

producing hit. There are few devices

fur breaking the perpendicular of the

street more useful than the " kneeling

gratings" on some old and dirty houses

in the Via S. Alessio, which, though they

are not balconies in the strictest sense of

the word, yel serve as such as far as

taking air and seeing up and down the

street demand ; fur they are of the size

a man may sit in.

For artistic effect as shade-producers

the balconies of Venice stand pre-emi-

nent, and must people will think that for

number and beauty she is here also the

unrivalled queen. The deep cavernous

doorway of the palace is nearly always

corniced by the window balcony of the

next storey, casting its shadow on the

splendid mass of dark beneath. Then

above these windows protrudes another

wide stone slab, lending mystery to their

fine dark openings by its welcome shade.

And so the next storey ; till the roof-

eaves fling their shadow on the topmost

window openings. This is seen in the

little study of a palazzo in a side canal

which contains all the best features of

the larger palaces (p. 316). A sail down

the Grand ('anal where the Byzantine and

Gothic palaces hang out such wealth of

balconies is far too much for one poor

mortal to grasp in a short hour. To stand in front

of them, or even to study a drawing of one. produces

some such feeling as is felt on being in the midst of

too great wealth of flowers. The excessive grace and

beauty of the window tracery with the tender balus-

trades below, the colour and mosaic, and the ever-

rippling water, seem too much for our dull-toned

northern minds to grasp as really work-a-day things.

The commonplace and no-art balconies which one

finds in close congregation everywhere—as those

overhanging a canal just by the post office shown

in the large drawing on p. 313—are a great reaction

from the order of the older and more orthodox sorts;

but beautiful and useful in their profuseness, and an

illustration of how little one troubles about rules of

art when judging the effect of street balconies. The
oldest balconies are all of marble, .ind generally con-

sist of slender columns supporting a top rail at the

IN THE VIA SCALA, VERONA.

(Drawn by II. E. Tirtmarsh.)

corners of which sit two little dogs, the whole sup-

ported by lion-headed brackets. They largely date

from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The

same style appears in all the neighbouring towns,

which were at one time under the domination of

Venice, and it is therefore found in Padua, Vicenza.

and Verona, just as one finds the lion on the column.

In later years iron has been largely used, and the

little drawing of the bent iron balcony, near the

Salute, shows how beautiful such simple means

may be in result, the almost trumpery materials

yielding a very satisfactory production.

All this is greatly aided by the wealth of

flowering green universally present, but notably so
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in the poorer houses. Often, as the "Stones of

Venice" puts it, " the falling branches of the

(lowers stream like fountains through the pierced

traceries of the marble," and everywhere, in good

taste and in bad, in stone and in iron, in naked-

ness and clothed with verdure, these North Italian

balconies meet and please the eye.

On a return from Italy, if one should cl se the

unite through Germany, the almost sudden and

complete disappearance of the balcony is quite a

distress to the student of such matters. In Ins-

briick, Nuremberg, and on the Rhine, old examples

are practically non-existent, as is natural in Gothic

Marseilles route or through the wooden architecture

of Switzerland. In all these countries, as well as our

OX THE GBAND CANAL, VENICE.

(From a Sketch by II. K. Tidmansh.)

countries; but if one elects to travel through Fiance

the transition is a. little less rapid, either by the

'"'Vv'VV''

m

AT PONTE III MEZZO, VENICE.

(Drawn by II. E. Tidmansh.)

own, there are now any number of specimens "in

the classical taste" of modern times, ponderous and

heavy in cement and stone, trivial and cheap in

cast iron, and, quite recently, beautiful and useful

in moulded brick and terra-cotta. There seems to

be a prospect that, despite the limitations of situa-

tion, without the inspiration of a wealthy past, and

under a doubtful climate, the people of this country

will yet add greatly to the beauty of their streets,

facades, and the comfort of their lives by the further

study and greater use of the balcony.
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" DITTISHAM ON
( Iriginal Etching

FROM its source among the rugged "tors" of

Dartmoor to its union with the sea at Dart-

mouth the river Dart flows through scenery that

is almost unsurpassed in England for beauty.

Rushing from the moorlands a tumbling torrent,

it is not navigable until about five miles from

its mouth, where at Totnes it becomes influenced

by the tides. It is this part which is the more

widely known, and there is small reason for wonder

that it has become almost hackneyed by the-

artist in search of the picturesque, for every few

yards of its sinuous course reveals fresh vistas of

beauty. The hills on either bank are clad with

woods, which grow down to the water's edge, and

seem to stretch away to the .sky itself, while here

and there the red-tiled roofs of little villages and

their grey-towered churches peep out from among

the trees and lend a charming variety to the scene.

THE DAKT."

i:v David Law.

Mr. Law has chosen one of the mosl beautiful

of the views as the subject for his etching, which

forms the frontispiece to this part. Dittisham

—

the "village of plums" as it is locally known— is

a quaint out-of-the-world hamlet, well worthy of

more than the passing glimpse obtained from the

decks of the fussy little steamers plying from Dart-

mouth tii Totnes. Its one stive!—of which the

cottages shown in the etching are hut the out-

posts as it were—winds up the steep hillside, and

from the church crowning its height may be - en

one of the finest possible views of this part of

the Dart Valley.

Of the etching Little need be said— it, is in Mr.

Law's happiest vein, although the connoisseur may
complain that it oversteps the boundary of legiti-

mate etching, and frankly adopts in parts the

methods of line-engraving.

THE PHILOGRAPHIC METHOD OF DRAWING.
By JOHN FORBES-ROBERTSON.

far as dexterity in

drawing embraces the

science of perspective, it

is surprising to all who

take a learned interest

ill the matter how few

there are of those

making painting a pro-

fession—and their name

is h gion—who have an

assured knowledge of the

elements of their art.

Perhaps I am not exaggerating when 1 say

that not more than five per cent, of our recognised

figure-painters can apply their knowledge of the

science of vision to wdiat they project mi the canvas.

Of the men of the last generation I can at this

moment remember only one—the late John Cross,

author of "The Clemency of Richard Coeur de

Lion," in the House of Lords: but when turning

to another branch of painting, some of the most

famous men will he found wanting in this applied

knowledge.

Turner, who is generally regarded as the chief

exponent of English landscape art, and was in bis

day the Royal Academy " Professor of Perspective,"

not only avoided literal translation of what he saw,

but set at nought the restraints of optics, and, like

many another master before and since, was a law

unto himself.

In respect of this lack of loyalty to nature, it is

too often the wanton vagaries, and not the reverential

virtues of genius, that are admired and imitated: but

it must always be remembered that only in propor-

tion to the permanent satisfaction which a picture

gives to the mind's eye, as well as to the seductive

pleasure with which ii Hashes on the outward organ,

can it he said to approach perfection.

This for many generations has been seen and

felt by art-loving men. Some of them have devised

or suggested mechanical contrivances for the correct

rendering of linear perspective ; but the perspective

or foreshortening of irregular bodies has not hitherto

received adequate attention.

Ill our own time the necessity of some such

appliance occurred to the mind of John Luskin, as

it has, no doubt, struck many minds ever since the

domestic use of window-glass. This he shows by

the following remarks in his "Elements of Draw-

ing,"—" The best way the student can learn it

(perspective) by himself, is by taking a pane of

-lass, fixed in a frame, so that, it can be set uprighl

before the eye, at the distance at which the proposed

sketch is intended to he seen," &c. But he forgets

to mention the first propounder of the idea, the in-

comparable and many-sided Leonardo da Vinci :
nor.
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indeed, dues he name any of the members of that

supremely authoritative and exalted trinity, com-

posed cif Leonardo da Vinci, Albrechl Diirer, and

Michelangelo, all of whom thought much, and wrote

much, on the sub-

ject. Personally

Leonardo pos-

sessed all the

elegances and ac-

complishments of

an " Admirable

Crichton," and

intellectually he

was the very

"Aristotle of plas-

tic science," add-

ing thereto a

defl ness of hand,

an encyclopaedic

quality of mind,

an insight into

the laws of na-

ture, and a pro-

phetic vision of

all the possibili-

ties of human
ingenuity, which

enabled him to

anticipate by

centuries many of our so-called inventions. None,

therefore, so likely as he to have devised a me-

chanical contrivance for the better mastery of

drawing; and the moment we begin to appreciate

the boundless character of his mental resources, that

moment we cease to be astonished that he did so.

The opening words of his "Trattato della Pit-

tura" establish the knowledge of perspective as the

basis of all art, remarks endorsed at a later period by

Michelangelo when he says, " The science of line is

the groundwork of painting and of all the fine arts,

and he who can raise himself to the level of mastery

possesses a great treasure."

In Chapter xxxii. Leonardo says, "Habbi un

vetro come un mezzo foglio di carta reale," &c,

being, roughly translated, (ret a pane of glass the

size of half a. sheet of " royal " paper. Set it up be-

tween your eve and what you want to draw, stand

from it at arm's length, and, by means of some in-

strument, fix your head firmly. Shut one eye, and

with brush or pencil mark on the glass what you

see through it, take off a tracing, put this on good

paper, and paint it if yon wish.

These two passages of Leonardo's would alone

suffice to prove that the illustrious masters of the

Renaissance claimed tor the conception and criterion

of their works other bases than sentiment and custom.

ALBERT DURERS DRAWING INSTRUMENT

(From an Engraving by Diirer )

Leaving aside for the moment all that Leonardo

said in his method on optics, on the anatomy, the "pon-

deration" (equilibrium of bodies), and the dynamics

of the human form, on the construction of drapery,

and on material

processes, I only

take up these two

points, which
seem to be the

keynote and the

axis of the whole.

It would lie a

mistake to think

that by " perspec-

tive " mere linear

perspective is

alluded to : Leo-

nardo's word has

a wider sense

—

it embraces ami

names at once

all the human
faculty of obser-

vation, and this

faculty of obser-

vation his purpose

is to strengthen

ami render more

a' curate.

But although this idea has been varied, modified,

and expounded by many adaptors, it has never, so far

as I am aware, been brought to such practical issues

as in the scries of philographic instruments invented

and patented by M. Hippolyte Bourcey, a French

artist who. like our own Madox Brown and the late

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, rather eschews than courts

public recognition, and his gifted English pupil,

Aimee < teborne Moore.

The eminent French painter, -lean Cousin, and

the illustrious Albrecht Diirer put forward methods

for producing the foreshortening of organic forms by

means of plans and elevations, hut they only obtained

geometrical (or descriptive) projections.

There is, however, a well-known drawing repre-

senting an apparatus (see illustration signed by the

latter) evidently intended to realise the suggestions

of Leonardo already alluded to. Da Vinci alone

pointed out the true road: our inventors have

followed closely in his steps. They have tried to

develop more fully his summary indications, and

to realise practically in several forms the appa-

ratus of which he only suggests the first principles.

The reader will please to imagine a, series of

simple mechanical contrivances, of which the first

will enable him to reproduce accurately the contours

of any object or group, living or inanimate, or the
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perspective of any interior, from that of a mud-cabin

to a cathedral, and of which the last of the series is

.simply a testing or correcting auxiliary. Between

these are other graduated Instruments, which guide,

stimulate, and complete the education of the eye and

of the plastic intelligence. The method is like all

fruitful conceptions, at the same time single and

double, and its simplicity lies in the self-correcting

principle. An average intelligence gifted with ordi-

nary sight can with these instruments avoid the

usual optical illusions, and can produce on a plane

surface the projection of any contours seen in space.

In putting this scheme into practice the fol-

lowing dual observation lias been built upon—(l)Wer

dn a thing all the more easily that we have already

dime it—force of habit
; (2) all other things being

equal, we criticise a work with more truth when we

are not ourselves its author. Hence in the series of

instruments two distinct functions come into play

—the imitation of forms which allows us to obviate

or to rectify the errors of the uneducated eye, whilst

it stimulates us to strain after accuracy in the

reproduction of

form. Then the

inverse function,

complementary to

the preceding, and

far more original,

which consists in

making the pupil

produce almost

unconsciously an

a p p r o x i m a t e

drawing, which he

must correct and

will correct all

the more readily

for the fact that

he comes to it

with the freshness

of sight and firm-

ness of judgment

he might bring

to bear on the

work of any of

his fellow -pupils.

(See illustration.)

Such is in a few lines the summary of the intel-

lectual edifice which has cost its authors several

years of endeavour, and which appears to me to be

the faithful exegesis of the great Florentine master's

profound thought. Strange to say, whereas the many

plagiarists of his idea have, through ingratitude or

ignorance, omitted to mention the real source of their

pretended discovery, our continuators of Leonardo

claim to proceed directly from him, and in just

homage have placed his august physiognomj

protecting segis above all their demonstrations.

Our illustration shows the working of what is

called the "auxiliary philograph," or the pantograph

from nature. Here we see a "portable philograph"

screwed on to a small tripod-stand. The proper

frame of this "portable" philograph is covered U
a sheet of millboard figuring the larger drawing-

board of the full-sized apparatus, thus : an opening

cut in the millboard and covered with transparent

gelatine is placed immediately opposite the movable

bar and "diaphragm," or eye-piece, we look through.

On to the full space to the right of this opening is

pinned a sheet of drawing-paper. A small elastic

pantograph is fixed to the left of the opening; a

triangular-formed indicator, having a needle-point,

moves along the elastic string, to the far end of

which is attached a short lead pencil. By adjusting

tlie sliding bar on which the hand is seen resting the

held of vision is varied at will.

By carefully moving the pencil the draughtsman

causes the indicator, at winch alone he must look, to

follow on the

transparent sur-

face every contour

of the model. The

unnoticed outline

traced thus on the

paper while the

eye is fixed on the

indicator, will lie

similar to what is

seen through the

gelatine, and larger

in inverse propor-

tion to the distance

between the fixed

poiul and the in-

dicator.

In conclusion,

let no one think

that the use of

these instruments

interferes for a

moment with the

individuality or

the artistic in-

vention of tin' operator, much less with the sentiment

of the picture. The philographic system is purely

educational, whether used for the instruction of

young pupils or by the artist for purposes of self-

correction. It is simpl\ a carrying oul to something

like exact realisation the thoughts of those greal

masters to whom painting was a science as well as

an art, ami whose devotion thereto constituted them

the crowning glory of the Renaissance.

THE NEW PHILOfiltAPH.
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SIR JOHN GILBERT'S GIFT TO THE CITY OF LONDON.

WE referred in the " Chronicle of Art " last

month (p. xxix) to the munificent gift made

by Sir John Gilbert, B.A., of sixteen of his works to

The remainder will appear in our next issue. The

pictures, eleven of which are water-colours and five

oil-paintings, have all been hung in one room at

THE BATTLE OF THE STANDARD, NORTHALLERTON. (II'aler-Colour.)

the City of London Art Gallery. We have now the Guildhall Gallery, where they form a most

pleasure in publishing reproductions of six of them, welcome addition to the permanent collection.

DON QUIXOTES NIECE AND HOUSEKEEPER. (1801. OO-Palnting.) EX rex JIEUS. (lSs'j. Oil-Painting.)
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OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

IN connection with the

( Chicago Exhihition

we reproduce herewith

the cover i if the < Vital pgue

of the British Section and

three examples of work

from the large exhibit of

furniture by Messrs. Col-

linson and Lock. The

elections at the Royal

Academy arc referred to

in the < Ihronicle of Art, p.

xxxiii. We have to record

the death on MaylSofSir
by Lewi* f. Day.) xhomas Alfred Jones, the

President of the Royal Hibernian Academy. After

a course of study at the Schools of the Royal Dublin

Society and Hibernian Academy, he adopted art as

his profession in 1849, and in 1870 he was elected to

the office lie held until his death.

At the sale of the Magniac collection the

authorities of the Birmingham Museum thought

ii a fitting opportunity to enrich the decorative

and industrial sections by the purchase of some

specimens of gold and silversmiths' work, with the

result that the objects we are about to notice were

acquired for their permanent collection, which is

undoubtedly the finest in the

provinces. < >ne of the most re-

markable objects acquired is a

coffer luck' and key, in chiselled

a projecting canopy decorated with open-worl

tracery surmounts a group of the Crucifixion, be

nealh which

is a small

statuette of

a sainted pil-

grim, proba-

blySt.James.

Of gold-

smiths' and

silversmiths'

wur r.

twobeaut il'ul

spec i me n s

were pur-

chased. One
is a hexa-

gonal spire-

shaped pyx

or reliquary

in silver-gilt,

l-'l em ish,

about 1480,

m easur i ng

l."{ inches

high. The other example is a reliquary in rock

crystal, with exqrusite mountings of silver-gilt; it is

German ( rothic, about 1400, and is

12£ inches high : the cup measures

4 inches in diameter. We are

THE DATE Slit T. A. JONES, 1MMI.A.

{From a Photograph > Lafayette, Dublin.)

(/••«„

Hl.M.I WOODS, R.A.

a Photograph by Van dm Weyde.)

.T. MACWHIBTEK, E. \.

a Photograph by Raymondc Lynde. (ft

II I..\ l:Y MOORE, B A.

a Photograph by Ralph II'. Robiimm.)

iron,

Goth

work

date about 1480. This line specimen of Lold on very good authority that a certain well-

metal-work was, in all probability, a special known art-collector in Paris, now deceased, offered

if a master locksmith. In the centre division Mr. Magniac some years ago a sum of money for this



PINE CUP AND COVES. METAL-GILT SIIKINI WHITE GRKS DE FLANPl.H JAR.
TERRE DE PIPE A COCOANUT KILT META1 G [I

CA.NF.TTi:. CUP AND COVER. PINNACLE.

RELIQUARY IX SILVER-

GILT (1480;

< < >

I

' ]•' i ; I : LOCK and key in <
i i i si;i.i.i:

i

> iron.

METAL-WORK, ETC., FROM THE MAGNIAC COLLECTION.

[Acquired '"' the Birmingham Art Gallery.)

\ 1.1 i ii 'i' AM in ROCK
I RYSTAL il 100;.
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reliquary which was in ex-

cess of the amount paid by

Mr. Whitworth Wallisfor

all the specimens recently

purchased. With these

objects may be mentioned

three fine silver cups, one a

pine " cup and cover in

silver (Darmstadt : end

of the sixteenth century).

Two other specimens

were probably made at

Augsburg. Another inter-

esting object is a metal-

gilt shrine, with circular

column in tin' centre,

the capital decorated with

foliage on a square stand.

Unfortunately, the little

figun—or it may have

1 n a crucifix—which

surmounted the centre is missing. A small gilt-metal to the Birmingham

Gothic pinnacle is a fragment from the celehrated bent great service

INLAID TABLE.

(Exhibited at Chicago by Messrs. Cotliiison and Lock.)

tomb of Charles the

Bold, at I 'ijiin, which was

broken off during the

French Revolution, and

bought from one of the

mob by an old antiquary

of that city, who sold it

in 1853. There are three

specimens of so-called

(Ires de Flaudre ware,

also a very tine tall white

terre de pipe canette,

which is an excellent

example of "Id German

pottery. The body is in-

scribed " IIOFFART EIN

BOSAKT A.NNO 1591 DE

UNKVISEN VEED EN GOT

BESCHENEN EWIG."

The objects constitute

a very valuable addition

permanent collection, and should

to the art-workmen of that city.

CARVED CABINET. INLAID CABINET.

[Exhibited «t Ctiicano by Messrs. CoUinson and Loci i
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ST. JEAN CHBYSOSTOME.

(FYoni the Painting by J. -P. Laur

THE SALONS:—THE CHAMPS EEYsKKS.— I.

By CLAUDE

COMMON consent is not always a safe guid

go by, especially in estimating the value and

interest of an exhibition, and the fact that public

opinion has pronounced this one of the < >M Salon

—as it may be shortly called—one of the dullest

on record, need not necessarily be taken as final.

Still, with the greatest possible desire to take a

contrary view, it would have been difficult on this

occasion not to agree to a certain extent with public

opinion, so dreary was the impression left by the

never-ending series of galleries, so lacking appeared

to be all raison cTStrt for the great majority of works

i forward. It is not that the hosts of

painters, veterans, and beginners, professi

jeu and of modernite, stumbled or showed them-

selves insufficiently equipped to work from their

own special standpoint : for it is rare indeed t"

find the Frenchman of to-day technically incapable,

838

and it is. as a rule, only the pi ntiff of some
esoteric artistic faith who ventures to show him-

self disdainful or oblivious of technicalities. It is

rather that the canvases which lined the walls of

the Palais de l'lndustrie were for tin' most part

artistic exercises, square yards of official decoration.

landscapes, the very vastness of which often caused

the informing sentiment to evaporate, or clever

efforts by artists to be someone else, and that some-

. aurally a painter for the moment in

vogue. Nevertheless the oppression and ennui pro-

duced by the old Salon as a whole should not render

- - unjust as to forget that it contained some
dozen works of the first rank, and a good many
more which were—judged from their own point of

view remarkable achievements. This should, per-

haps, suffice; and we take, perhaps, an unuecessarily

pessimistic view of die situation in judging the
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display as we have clone, seeing that the very vast-

ness of the two competing shows, the lesser of them

more comprehensive than our own Royal Academy,

must cause the oases in the desert of commonplace

In appear few and far between, and dilute the

stream of artistic merit and originality until it

scarce colours the ocean of mediocrity.

Of the sculpture, together with that contained in

the New Salon of the < Ihamp de Mars, it is prop >sed

tn treat in a separate article, and I must restrict

myself for the moment to pointing out that even

here—in the branch which has up to the present

been the stronghold of the elder and more moderate

faction— the same dreariness and lack of an ade-

quate informing motive are apparent. The reason

for the mediocrity of the display is, however, in a

greal measure to lie found in the circumstance that

many of the foremost sculptors, who have nominally

remained faithful to the Old Salon, do not conde-

scend to exhibit in competition with the younger

men, being either overwhelmed with commissions, or

el . it may be, unwilling to jeopardise the position

already acquired in the hierarchy of French art. The

radical rottenness of the system under which the

crowning distinction of the me'daitte cVhonneur is

conferred, has not often been more convincingly

shown than in the according of the coveted prize,

as it were inevitably, to M. Roybet's vast machine

" Charles le Temeraire a Nesles." This practised

master of sumptuous genre suddenly breaks out into

romanticism on the most gigantic scale, and endea-

vours to depict that horrid scene in which Charles

the Bold, in the very cathedral, the very sanctuary

of the sacked city, presides on horseback, and in

complete armour, at the indiscriminate massacre of

men, women, and children. What is really tine

here is the rendering of the cathedral interior

itself, in all the splendour of its thirteenth-century

Gothic, at once solid and aspiring; ami everywhere,

too, are instances of brush-power of the executant

revelling in le morceau, in a fashion akin to, but

not copied from, that of M. Munkacsy. But here

praise must, end: for of the dramatic instinct, as

shown, for instance, in Delacroix's " Massacre de

Scio" or "Dante et Virgile," or even in the per-

formances of such romantics of to-day as M. Jean-

1'aul Laurens or M. Rochegrosse, there is not a trace.

Dramatic gesture, dramatic action, are quite absurdly

caricatured or missed. Much better, although it is,

after all, more a pastiche than a thing taken from

nature, is the same artist's " Propos Galants," a genre

scene, also on an excessive scale, showing in a style

which is midway between that of Jordaens and

Frans Hals, a flirtation between a joyeuse commere of

opulent and mature charms and an ugly customer in

an exotic costume which may be that of Hungary

or Poland.

A vast expanse of dreariness too, conspicuously

lacking in dramatic cohesion and interest, is M.

Munkacsy 's colossal historical decoration " Arpad,"

destined for the new palace of the Hungarian Par-

liament, and showing the national hero receiving

homage from the representatives of the conquered

peoples who have arrived to make submission. Of

the decorative qualities of the whole it is not safe to

judge until the immense acreage of canvas has been

seen in the place for which it is destined, remem-

bering that the ceiling for the Imperial Museum of

Vienna which, when exhibited at the Palais de

I'lndustre, failed to convince the connoisseurs of

decorative art pure and simple, when placed in the

great staircase of that fantastically splendid palace

of art, at once asserted itself in the fashion intended

by the artist,

The finest things in the Old Salon were really

what those implacable doctrinaires of the new schools

would call vieitx jeu, but only the foolish and the

hopelessly prejudiced would condemn them <i priori

on this ground. Two masterpieces of their kind

are the two canvases of M. Jules Lefebvre :
the
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" Portrait du General Bruyere," and especially the
" Portrait de Mine Veuve Emile Raspail." They
may lie—they arc -after the fashion of this painter,

over-hard in outline and uninviting in colour, but,

for all that they have in them the elements of

great art -a certain Florentine strength and reso-

luteness without any affectation of archaism. M.
Lefebvre triumphs in this simple portrait of a

widowed lady of middle age, whose personal ap-

pearance reveals no effort in the direction of

personal attractiveness. The simple, unpictorial

elements with which the artist has had to deal

are combined with a masterly skill, an artful

artlessness, leaving to the subject all its sim-

plicity, and with it that reticent pathos which
is of its essence. Exceedingly tine, too, is

M. Cormon's "Portrait du Pere Didon," a

performance which, in our estimation, places

him higher than do any of those vast pre-

historic machines by which he has chiefly

won his reputation. The eloquent preacher

stands upright and white-robed in his neutral-

tinted monachal study, furnished only with

heavy tomes and a print of the Sixtine

Madonna. The magnetic expression of one

who both commands and supplicates, the dra-

matic but not melodramatic gesture which

appropriately accompanies the penetrating

glance, most completely, yet without unneces-

sary demonstration, express the subject; and

higher praise than this, seeing what the subject

is, it would be difficult to accord. M. Henner's

finest production this year is a. " Portrait de

Mile. M. S.," in which the modelling lias that

strength without hardness, that pastosity pecu-

liar to the master, and the silhouette of the

black-robed young lady is marked out with

a rare and subtle elegance. The lighting is,

if you will, false or wholly arbitrary, the

flesh-tints of that deathly pallor which this

artist affects; but, for all these drawbacks, we

feel that a master has been at work here, and

an unconscious, an unquestioning feeling of

satisfaction quells criticism. M. Henuer has

east his nets over us once more. His" Dormeuse"

is a sister to that endless series of nymphes and

/mi in rs i-uin/iirs, in which Prudholi's successor and

emulator has for so many years revelled. M. dean-

Paul Laurens, though he has. in deference to the

taste of the hour lightened and brightened the

tints of his palette, retains his old Hugoesque vio-

lence and exaggeration and his old dramatic vigour

in " St. Jean Chrysostome," a canvas which de-

picted the aged preacher defying and anathematising

from the pulpit the Empress Eudocia, much as

John Knox scourged with his tongue the elegant

corruption of Mary Queen of Scots and her French
surroundings. I have never before been able to

admire the pseudo-mysticism, the striving after

pretentious allegor} <.\ that prominenl vibrish

M. Henri Martin, but must own myself captivated

against mv will by his "Troubadours." The pro-
<<

;

' / '' is not less mechanical than heretofore, the

affectation of the diaphanous and the mystical not

less pronounced
;
but somehow the subject is one

which admits of being happily and delicately ex-

pressed by these peculiar means. A small company

of 1 ded and red-robed personages, who are rather

poets of the Petrarcan type than Provencal trou-

badours proper, are seen conversing in the sun-

traversed shadows afforded by a spacious forest of

aspiring pines, while above in the still air, among

the 1 branches, are poised three white robed, dia-

phanous beings, of the type dear to M. Plivis

de Chavannes- the Muses or inspiring genii of

till' poets below-. Thele is a complct euess aboul

the whole, a happy agreement between the subject
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and its mode of expression, which it is hard to

resist.

AsueeAsde euriosiU,\mt not much more, is the

" Lady Helen Vincent—Panneau decoratif," in which,

by a fantasy only to be explained as a play on tin-

lady's name, M. Benjamin-Constant has depleted a

fair English beauty, as little as possible of the classic

type, as a Greek goddess enthroned, holding, like

Pallas Athene, a Victory on the palm of her hand.

The beholder is at first dazzled by the tempered

THE MAEQUIS OF DUFFERIN AXI> AV.<

(From the Painting by Benjamin-Constant.)

splendour of the golden light which suffuses the

form of the sitter, her splendid throne and brilliant

draperies; but soon a certain fliinsiness of modelling

ami execution, a. certain cheapness and lack of style,

will make themselves disagreeably felt, and explain

why the work must he placed on a much lower level

than that which il assume- to occupy. Much better

i the same artist's presentment of the Marquis ol

Dufferin in his robes of scarlet and ermine, wearing

the Orders of the Thistle and the Star of India—a

faithful likeness, a brilliant portrait d'apparat, yet

open, like the "Lady Helen Vincent," to the charge

of meretriciousness. The colour is gay and spark-

ling without depth or real richness, and the tour

de force in the rendering of the goldsmith's work

ami jewellery too evident. M. Bouguereau's large

"Offrande a lAmour" tells us nothing as to the

style of this consummate but tiresome mannerist

that we did not know before, and is, moreover, a re-

hash of familiar materials.

It is difficult to resist the misgiving, which grows

and grows, the more one con-

templates M. Bonnat's powerful,

striking work, that the extreme

admiration which we have all,

at one moment or another, felt

for it is a I'l'ilii' ill jeunesse.

Strength of characterisation,

modelling of undeniable power

—

though stronger in seeming than

in reality—are not to be denied

to him ; hut the supreme quality

of \ itality, the Promethean spark,

is absent, and the master's sur-

faces in the faces and hands of

his portraits sadly lack elasticity,

too much, indeed, suggest finely

modelled clay. The striking

" Portrait de Mme. B ' (the

artist's mother) is relentlessly

faithful in depicting the decay

of advanced old age, and yet

tender as such a portrait can

rarely fail to he; still it is far

from deserving the extravagant

laudation with which it has been

received, oi' the adjective stupe-

fiant applied to it by one critic.

A conception, grand in its sim-

plicity, is the " Portrait of the

Hon. Mrs. Reginald Talbot," cer-

tainly one of M. Bonnat's most

satisfactory achievements in a

branch in which he does not often

shine, though this again is open

to the criticisms already formu-

lated against his work generally. A certain amount

of attention and even admiration has been secured

by M. Marcel I'.aschet's large portrait group, "M.

Francisque Sarcey chez sa Idle .Mme. A. Brisson;"

and, indeed, when the work is translated into black

and white it reveals, in addition to its uncompro-

mising strength of characterisation, a certain elegance

of arrangement; hut the execution of the piece is

so unpleasant, its colour and general aspect so un-

redeeinedly ugly, that it is not easy in the preseuce

of the pictuie itself to sustain one's admiration.
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ONE day, when Mr. Link')' Sambourne made a

successful appearance at a fancy-dress ball

as Admiral Van Tronip, Mr. W. S. Gilbert quaintly

observed : "One Dutch

of Sambourne makes

the whole world grin !"

The jest was wider

in the application of

ils sentiment than

he who made it had

any thought of. The

humours of the artist,

his quaintness of

fancy wit and touch,

are appreciated wher-

ever art is understood,

and by whomsoever

looks for something

more, even in a pro-

fessedly humorous de-

sign, than that which

is at first and imme-

diately obvious. Mr.

Sambourne, in fact,

stands alone among

comic draughtsmen in

demanding a second

examination of his

work. A rapid glance

rarely reveals to the

beholder all that is

contained and con-

veyed in a single

drawing ; and further

examination never fails

to awaken interest,

apart from whatever inner meaning may mean-

while be discovered, in the artistic methods of the

artist, This power Mr. Sambourne shares with

Mr. I'.urne-.Jones in painting, and Mr. Ricketts in

serious pen-and-ink work—the power of compel-

ling the spectator's intellectual attention, while

responding to his esthetic demands, to his love

of fancy and of laughter.

When, early in 1867, Mark Lemon fell into

admiration of a little drawing that was thrust into

his hand, and declared that the young draughtsman

who wrought it had a great future before him, he

proved himself possessed of a faculty of critical

insight, <>r of an easy-going artistic conscience.

OUR G-KAPHIC HUMORISTS.

I.I X LEY SAM BOURNE.

By M. H. SPIELMANN.

uncommon enough even among editoi

who saw

throughout the first tw<

pkom

(Drawn by Linley Sambourne

Few, indeed,

.Air. Linli'v Sainlioin ne's early work, even

or three years of his practice,

would have imagined

that behind those

woodcuts, clever

though they were, lay

power ami even genius,

or that the man him-

self would soon come

to be regarded by his

'rj-- fellow- artists as one

j£ of the greatest masters

of pure line of his

^ time. It was for him

\ a lucky accident that

it was not to another

1 ban Mark Lemon that

the sketch was shown,

or Punch, and the

world too, perhaps.

would have been de-

prived of a life's work

at once masterful and

original.

For Mr. Sambourne

was behlg educated as

an engineer at the

works of Messrs. Penn

ami Sons of Greenwich

when the change came

that drifted him from

the draughtsman's
office to the more con-

liiian ami Co.) genial atmosphere of

the studio. Nor is he

alone among our living artists of distinction who

have thus exchanged the engineer's desk for the

artist's easel—Mr. J. M. Swan, Mr. Frank Short.

Mr. E. .1. Gregory, A.E.A., Mr. E. F Brewtnall,

ami Mr. Holland Tringhain, and 1 know not- how

many more besides, have all of them made this

happy pilgrimage from science to art. It was his

office-companion in misfortune, Mr. Alfred Eteed, who
secured his friend's release from the thraldom of

"the iron-bound profession " against which he chafed,

by seizing the sketch to which I have already

alluded and showing it to his father, German Heed.

That gentleman submitted it to his friend, Mark

Lemon, who had, about (hat lime, been writing an

Tin: w.vri'M: r.Aisir.s.

By Permission of Mes.
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"entertainment" for the company at the "Gallery of

Illustrations," ami the result was an editorial sum-

mons to the sketcher, and an engagement which has

lasted till the present day. It was thus that, at

the age of twenty-two, Mr. Samhourne found him-

self a regular contributor to Punch, though he had

still some years to wait before the coveted position

of a place at "the table " was awarded him.

Of artistic education Mr. Sambourne has had

practically none. In the engineer's office he had

learned how to use his pen, and he had learned,

moreover, to put it to purposes which still survive in

his draughtsmanship to-day. But beyond these six

years of practice, and a life-school attendance ex-

tending over not more than a fortnight, he has had

no more art-teaching than Behnes, or Caravaggio,

or Raeburn, or Pordenone, or I)e la Fage, or Mr.

Watts, or Mr. Hugh Thomson, or any of the serried

rank of artists of mark, of past and of recent

times, whose only teachers have been their own

eyes and their own intelligence. In his earliest

work with the pencil there was a curious deli-

cacy in his use of the point: he could stipple

up a shadow as accurately as a past-student of

the Smith Kensington Schools. Of these early

scraps—sketches anterior to those whose humour

and skill had so effectually arrested the attention

of Mark Lemon— 1 am enabled to set a few exam-

ples before the reader. Their main interest lies

in the fact that they date from 1866—a year

before the /'////(//-Heed episode— that they are drawn

with pencil with the greatest care, and that they

include the earliest political cartoons (Bright en-

dangering his wings in the Reform flame, and

Disraeli bringing up a reform measure) ever exe-

cuted by the artist. For some time the young

draughtsman went bravely on with the initial

letters lie was doing tor Punch. These were de-

vised by himself, carefully finished in pencil upon

paper, and were submitted to the editor for ap-

proval. Those which were accepted were then re-

drawn upon wood: the rest found their way into

an album, as a collective protest against editorial

whims ami mis-selection. Suddenly Mr. Sambourne

was called upon for more important work than that

with which he had hitherto been entrusted. This

was the half-page head-piece, together with the tail-

piece to the preface of Volume 53; hut the com-

mission was not so much intended as a compliment

to him as a way out of a difficulty created by the

sudden absence from town of Charles Keene. After

that he was promoted to the small "Socials" and

half-page "Socials." But neither his taste nor his

talent was fitted to this work. Some of it he

did well enough, founding himself now upon I eh,

now upon Keene. But his character and originality

were too powerful to follow any man. He began

to form a style of his own; and that style did not

lend itself to the representation of modern life.

"With strange rapidity an extraordinary develop-

ment in his art took place. His profound study

of the work of Albert I Hirer, of Burgmaier, and

their German contemporaries, together with a

cordially appreciative sympathy for the humorous

artistic fancy and method of Charles H Bennett

—who had died in April 1867, the very month

in which Sambourne first drew for Punch, and was

for a short time succeeded by M. Ernest Griset

— suddenly produced an artist of powerful indi-

viduality, the source of whose inspiration is entirely

dominated by his own characteristic vigour of hand

and intellect, whose originality is unchallenged,

and who, in spite of his German study, remains

thoroughly English in his art—more English, indeed,

than his great senior on Punch, Sir John Tenniel

himself.

From the point of view of the collector of

drawings, Mr. Sambourne may he said hardly to have

existed before 1881), for up to the end of 1888 the

artist on that most conservative of journals had to

draw his cartoons, political and topical, on the wood-

block itself. The exigencies of time on a weekly

paper, and the rejection of the modern method of

photographing on to the block, by means of the

electric light, these particular drawings by Mr. Sam-

hourne and Sir John Tenniel (whereby the original

drawings would have been preserved) had the effect

of keeping those artists " off the market" altogether :

I'm, of course, the wood-drawing, made upon the

wood itself, was cut to pieces by the engravers. In

the [.ages of I'u mil alone, therefore, are to be found

the masterpieces of those two hands which have

written their names so high on the artist-scroll of

England's fame.

It is for this reason that there are no examples

extant of those wonderful initial letters to the

"Essence of Parliament" of Shirley Brooks— those

intricate drawings which, covering nearly a whole

page, were such miracles of invention, of fancy, and

of allusion, swarming with figures, teeming with

idea ami subtle symbolism. But these things did

not come at once. It was not until the " comic cut
"

idea was entirely put aside and his imagination was

allowed full play that Mr. Sambourne fully devel-

oped his powers. And then it was that he revealed

that, though a humorist (and a brilliant one, too) by

necessity, he is a classic by feeling : though an im-

pressionist by circumstances, he is a Pre-Eaphaelite

in love of accurate detail. His hand, since 1880,

has been, for the most part, restrained by the orders

of his Editor and by the vote of that couneil-of-

peace that sits weekly round the famous table of
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"Mr. Punch." But examine his earlier work—ex-

amine, indeed, the few examples of the same sort such

as were to be seen in his recent exhibition—the

Fisheries Diploma, the " Water Babies," and certain

other drawings—and you will perceive with what

loving care the whole is composed, every idea labori-

ously worked nut and fitted in, and tin' whole built

up with an ingenuity, a fancy, and a precision of

thought and touch that fur a. time baffle the eye of

the beholder who may seek at once to follow the

thought of the artist and to track the hand of the

craftsman. Of late his technique has become sim-

plified, his imagination restrained, he works more to

order than before, while he has gained in breadth

what he has sacrificed in elaboration, in ingenuity,

and in tone—obtained by the various hiks he used.

Moreover, his manner has been greatly changed by

the adoption of " process " reproduction in place of

wood-engraving—a substitution which, for the sake

of its effect on Mr. Sambourne's printed work, I can-

not but deplore: for less than any man on the paper,

save Sir John Tenniel, can Mr. Sambourne afford to

throw away that beautiful quality which Mr. Swain

almost invariably retained in his engraving, and

which, a principal characteristic in his later work,

must to a great extent disappear under the new con-

ditions. Moreover, by "drawing for process" he has

had to abandon his free-and-easy manner in the use

of inks of varying force, and altogether the use of

the pencil. The original delicacy of his style has

been greatly modified ; gradation of tone in shadow

is almost none. Always precise and accurate, Mr.

Sambourne is now more precise than ever in his

shading and in those portions in which mystery is

of so much value. For the sake of managerial

economy of time, the artist has further had to

sacrifice to some extent the fine blacks that used

to give so much richness to drawings. Even the

absence of the accidents and shortcomings of the

burin is to be mourned in reproductions which,

while undoubtedly retaining with truth the original

lines, are to a great degree coldly mechanical and

matter-of-factly unsympathetic.

And, indeed, the new conditions are different

enough from what prevailed when Mr. Sambourne

first joined Punch, although it is but six-and-twenty

years ago since that event occurred. But it must

not be forgotten that Punch— Mr. Sambourne's

raison d'Stre—has changed too. When the journal

was founded, art was in no way considered, or very

little. Wit, satire, and pictures were the staple

commodity. Art was not wanted. Indeed, when

Sir John Gilbert contributed a few sketches to the

early volumes, Douglas Jerrold objected that "we

don't want Rubens on Punch." At the time when

Sambourne's genius unfolded itself, artistic merit

counted for a great deal more, but, in spite of the

great excellence to which Sir John Tenniel and Mr.

George du Maurier had already attained, the serious

work of Punch as tl xemplarof the lines! pen-and-

ink work that England has produced— as seen in

the wmk of the artists already mentioned, as well

as Charles Ceene superlatively and John Leech in

a minor degree—was not yet recognised by either

paper or public.

Now, however, it is different. We can examine

the sum of Linley Sambourne's work, and criticise it

at our leisure as tine art that must count for a. great

deal in the sum of English achievement in black-

and-white. The artist's personality, as it should, im-

presses us first, powerfully, irresistibly; hut we cannot

help feeling that of late years we detect the per-

sonality of Mr. Burnand as well. While under

Marl? Lemon, Mr. Sambourne, as an artist, was still

unformed. Under Shirley Brooks was awakened

that wonderful inventive faculty that was originally'

peculiar, in itsown special aspect, to Bennett; under

the regime of masterly inactivity—the happy policy

of laissez-faire—of Tom Taylor, the talent had burst

forth into luxuriance, not to say exuberance ; and

under Mr. F. C. Burnand, we see it schooled and

restrained within severer limits—yet, in spite of out-

side control of which it is to a certain extent im-

patient, it is instinct with reserve force, strong,

pointed, and epigrammatic.

And, withal, there has been no laming of the

artistic power ; the guiding hand has been too skilful

to harm. We still admire that strength and virility

that harmonise so well with the vigorous technique.

The boldness, not to say audacity, of the pure line

fits as splendidly as ever the dignity of conception

—

that dignity which is never entirely absent from the

lightest, the most trivial sketch of the artist. I

called Mr. Sambourne just, now a classicist. But, he

it observed, he is not a cold classicist. His figures,

especially his symbolical female figures, of which he

is so fine a draughtsman, may he as statuesque as a

Grecian sculpture, hut they are always flesh and

blood, anil just realistic enough to suggest a latent

protest in the breast of Mis. Grundy—to suggest a

protest, nothing more. Then, his wit and his humour!

his pure and dainty fancy (as seen in his drawings

for Andersen's Fairy Tales, which Messrs. Mae-

millan are to publish, to say nothing of his scores

of charming creations); and his mace, his political

acumen, and his perfectly inexhaustible invention !

Look at his nursery and fairy tales as adapted

and applied to modern instances, and see how

originally and delightfully his playfulness asserts

itself even in the treatmenl of the most sordid and

matter-of-fact subjects. Examine his technique and

his bold grace of line, and then you will be able to
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understand their fascination for so great an artist as

Mr. G. F. "Watts, who once remarked to me that he

would willingly exchange "such ability as he might

MR. BRIGHT AND REFORM.

(From an early unpublished Pencil Drawing by Linley Sambourne, 1886.)

possess in painting " for the power to draw a line

like Linley Sambourne—an accomplishment which

he had always striven for hut never attained.

If I were asked what is the main feature of

Sambourne's work, I should reply—Ins seizure of

essentials. It, is true that at one time he carried this

into a manner which became a mannerism, all the

more obvious for the obtrusion of the mechanical

hardness which his engineering drawing had en-

grafted on to his fingers. So relentlessly did he

follow in this direction that lie came to giving vis a

vigorous map of a face—the topography of feature

and expression—rather than the face itself, suggest-

ing thai not a pen, but a graver or a gouge had been

his implement. It is curious to observe that it was

this very quality that has lost Mr. Sambourne the

artistic esteem of Professor Luskin. The vigour and

manliness of the work could not otherwise than

challenge the admiration of the Sage ; but his sym-

pathy could not go out to a man whose severe, and

almost monotonous, deliberateness of manner offended

bis sense of flexibility and pliancy, and in his lecture

on the " Art of England " lie omitted all reference to

Linley Sambourne when he had the artistic side of

Punch under consideration. Mr. Sambourne soon

perceived that the exaggeration into which he was

falling from his suppression of detail and the em-

phasising of main lines was still further accen-

tuated by the necessary introduction of caricature.

With considerable force of character he grappled

with himself, sacrificed a, mannerism be had come

to love, and straightway sought greater breadth

by importing greater similarity in the main ami

secondary lines. And we now perceive in him the

decorative artist, whose mechanical quality is not

the hast charm of his work, while he remains the

brilliant executant who has stood absolutely alone

for the past twenty years—not only on Punch, but

among the pen-artists of the world. Amusing, too,

he almost invariably is, truthful in his rendering

of likeness (success being ensured by bis method

of the vivisection of facial expression), racy ami

incisive in treatment, almost unique among draughts-

men in his power of (lassie dignity, powerfully

pathetic at times, rising with strange facility to

great occasions. Actuality is his mission; upon

the event of the hour his picture must he

formed. His subject for the week is to be found

only in the latest- editi E the last newspaper

issued : the printer awaits the block in a given

number of hours. There can be no question of a

failure, no freedom, as with the painter, to make

a fresh start. There can lie even no dallying with

the subject, however elaborate, or bald, or unpromis-

ing it may be. A decision must be come to, and

that rapidly; ami once formed it cannot be altered.

And there the artist sits, his watch hung up before

"MR. PUNCH" BEFORE THE CURTAIN.

(From an early unpublished Pencil Drawing by Linley Sambourne, 1S0C.)

him, "one eve on the dial and the other on the

paper," knowing that at the appointed hour the

drawing must lie ready for the messenger.

Thus the majority of the hair thousand designs

which Mr. Sambourne has wrought for Punch since

his first introduction to that genial philosopher have
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been greatly hurried—hurried in thought as well as

in execution. Many have been executed in a single

day; the great majority within two days; a very
few, indeed, have taken more.

But through stress of circumstances Mr. Sam-
bourne has taken to heart the French saw

—

hdtez

vous lentement: lie has learnt how to make haste

slowly. ffealways thinks out his subject deliberately

ami decisively
; everything is carefully studied. His

composition is absolutely planned, elaborated, ami
Sxed in his mind before lie puts pen to paper; ami
the memoranda written, at first, around the edge
of the paper are his sole aids as to the subjects

and allusions to he introduced into (he page. His
pencil outlines, not only of picture, hut of the

expressions on the faces, are then made ami not

subsequently altered, lest the balance of the com-
position lie disturbed; and then the lines are inked

in. When that is done the "colour" is added by
the shading lines, which are tilled in, often ar-

bitrarily enough; and it is worthy of notice that

in work hurried for the engraver the colour is

introduced by simple, lines, and cross-hatching is

as far as possible avoided, it is in this work that

scamping, if any, may be traced; the fundamental

lines are always right, and it. is only the shading

which sutlers if the artist is pressed for time. It

is sometimes the lack of precious moments which

4-

ME. DISRAELI AND REFORM.

{From an early unpublished Pencil Drawing by Linley Saml me, 1866.)

has modified Mr. Sambourne's technique, and which,
now and again, has brought wash, Chinese-white,
and knife-work on to drawings which might other-

wise have remained entirely free from these clever

nicks and artifices.

PENCIL SKETCH.

{Brawn by Unity Sambourne.)

For the rest, Mr. Sambourne's method of work is

well known. Keen though he is of observation, his

memory for detail is not to be compared to thai of

Sir John Tenniel ; and, actuated by that desire for

accuracy which is so desirable in a journal specially

devoted to topical

allusion, he avails

himself extensively

of the use of pho-

tography as docu-

ments d'authenticite.

Every celebrity of

the day, and in

some decree of the

past ; members of

Parliament ; repre-

sentatives of the

< Ihurch, the Bench,

the Liar, of Science,

Law, Art, Litera-

ture, and the Stage;

animals and birds

in the Zoo and out

of it ; figures, nude

and draped; cos-

tumes of all anes and all countries; sailors, soldiers,

and the. uniforms of every army and navy in Europe;

land and sea and sky ; botany, boating, nuns, hospital

nurses, musical instruments—all are photographed,

mostly by himself, and all are arranged in order, in

self-defence against the demand for accuracy and

the exigencies of haste. lint when time offers Mr.

Sambourne goes to greater trouble still. Docs he

want a special uniform? he begs the War Office to

lend him one or two of its men. Docs he want to

represent Mr. Gladstone, say as Wellington (as lie

did Nov. 1', 1889)? he procures the loan of the

duke's own raiment.

Mr. Sambourne's unlimited and candid use of

photography is almost unequalled among artists;

but that he makes a proper use of it is obvious from

the fact that his drawings never betray that "sense

of photography " which one often feels in looking at

the work of certain painters. True, he may some-

times fail in his proportions; but that shows only

the disadvantage rather than the benefit to be derived

from the sun-picture by him who uses it. In the

same way will Sambourne press figures from well-

known pictures into his service, quite apart from

thai clever adaptation of famous canvases to the

subject ill hand, for which lie has SO great a special

talent. At the back of his house is a paved court-

yard wherein Ins servant poses as every character

under the sun while he is photographed by his

master, who then runs inside to develop the plate

and dash at his drawing. Or Mr. Sambourne will
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photograph himself, or the model; or he will get

his friends to sit.

When he was about to make the drawing of Lord

Randolph Churchill as a sprite at sea mi an egg-shell,

he quickly made his little son strip and pose while

he took a snap-shot at him. His genius for realism

is great. When he was illustrating Kingsley's

" Water Babies," and required to see how such a crea-

ture would look in a bottle of water lor Darwin and

Huxley to examine, he bought a small doll, weighted

and sank it in a water-bottle, and so drew it with an

amount of truth which would have been impossible

had he merely trusted to imagination. I remember

when he was engaged on his "Mahogany Tree" for

the Jubilee number of Punch—one of the most

popular drawings he ever made, showing the united

staff toasting the paper—he had such a table duly

laid for dinner in the courtyard with one person

sitting at it to show the proportion, ami photo-

graphed it from a window of the house at the

necessary elevation. But for his love of realism

he never could have done these things. But for

his love of naturalism he never could have given

us those wonderful studies of nature, such as his

truthful drawing of water, ami so forth; and but

for this "Mr. Punch" would certainly never have

printed one or two of his Norwegian sketches in

which there was not, nor was there intended to

he, the slightest humour or fun—nothing hut a

calm and reposeful love of nature, the deep, sad

impression of the artist as he watches the northern

sun ilip in sleepy majesty behind the western waves.

Type and symbolism are his forte. Political

allusion, humorously distorted, and satirical home-

thrusts are as breath in his nostrils. One of his

cartoons is often an artistic impeachment of grave

import, not withstanding the cap and bells. As

with Rabelais, so with the cartoonist—lie can use

the pen to greater ends under cover of the motley,

and encase hitter truths with tin' gold of a pointed

jest. The morals he points are often as "big" as

the work that conveys them: as cleanly cut and

silhouetted as the most incisive of the drawings.

That is Linley Sambourne's work. "To carry it

out successfully," as he himself has written in these

columns, " you must he ready at a moment's notice

to draw any conceivable thing tinder the sun, or in

fancy far beyond it, any period, costume, or com-

bination, ancient or modern, and deliver it over,

g 1 or had, for public criticism in a few hours,

and with a hard-and-fast limit of time."

Such is the man who has hut recently made

his first appearance before the public without the

printing-press as .Master of the Ceremonies. His art

is no longer under the stigma of being ignored by the

State, although the Royal Academy still declines to

recognise the artist in black-and-white. Though he

is. perhaps, the only man in the country who could

rival the legendary feat of " Giotto's 0"— for he

will draw you a perfect circle with his pen—he is yet

officially held to he the inferior of the line-engraver.

He has been made by Punch, and to a degree he

is Punch ; but his is the rare gift that his sense of

fun, his sense of dignity, and his sense of art are

equal. He will brook nothing more serious in his

sallies than chaff and banter; for venom such as

that with which Gillray drew is out of tone and out

of harmony with the times. Yet his gentle art has

made him enemies—has stung with the force of

truth—as when hut the other day the German Em-

peror for the moment confessed to smarting under

the baton-stroke of Punch, and excluded him from

the Palace, just as Xapoleoii, Thiers, ami MteMihon

had in their time rejected him in sheer petulance

from the borders of France. But Mr. Sambourne's

eminence does not dwell on his smartness as a poli-

tician, not, primarily, on his keenness as a satirist

or a humorist: it is as an artist that he claims

recognition in a form which has not yet been fully

accorded to him—a recognition which no one pos-

sessed of artistic feeling or interested in black-and-

white, the most living and most potent artistic

agency of our times, could for a moment think

to withhold.

FROM

(Drawn by Linley Samboitrn

THE WATER BABIES.

% Permission of Messrs. Macmittan and Co.)
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A

All;. W. Y. BAKER'S COLLECTION AT STREATHAM HILL.

II.—THE FOREIGN PICTURES.

By ALFRED T. STORY.

s stated in the first article dealing with this opposite sides of a wall. It is alike beautiful in

collection (see The Magazine of Art for May, composition and in the simplicity of its treatment.

8), the pictures consist chiefly of works by More ambitious in scope as well as in size is the

THE S ING OF THE SEA.

i/V. m the Painting by Carl Chmo.)

painters of the modern English school, a large pro- same artist's "Siesta on the Lido." (Sec frontis-

portion of them being by living men. But there piece.) There is the same simple treatment and

are some strikingly good pictures from Continental harmonious colouring in this canvas as in "The

studios, which have the effect of giving contrast Proposal," characteristics which are repeated in the

and variety to the whole. Three of the most notice- third specimen of the artist's work, "The Time of

able of these hear the name of Eugene de Blaas. Roses."

The principal and, at the same time, the most charm- Two compositions by Thomas Cederstrom are

ing one is the artist's well-known "The Proposal," equally worthy of notice. One—"Checkmated '-

representing a couple of Venetian lovers, on the represents lour monks round a chess-tahle. The
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varied expressions on the fares of the four are ad-

mirable. This picture was greatly admired by the

late Charles Reade, who borrowed it from the owner
in order thai a lady friend might make a copy of

it—a feat which she accomplished, as the novelist

confessed, but ill.

The other canvas, by the same artist, depicts a

Sea," by t 'arl ( (usso, president of the Berlin Academy
of Arts. (See p. 336.) Equally to be admired and

praised is a small canvas by L Chieliva, representing

a flock dt' sheep before the gate of a house, with a

woman ami child looking mi. The treatment of

the light is very original, the effect being one that

is nut easily forgotten. The close juxtaposition of

CHECKMATE.

{From the Painting b;i T. Cederttrmn.)

very different scene. Here we have a monk, "sur-

rounded," as the proverbial Irish policeman would

say, by two swashbuckler knaves, who, secure of

their plunder, are tormenting ami terrifying their

poor victim by pouring into his ear one of their un-

edifying songs. While the one sings, the other claps

the well-fed brother on the hack, ami challenges his

approval, his broadly-laughing face strongly con-

trasting with the expression of mingled anxiety ami

horror on that of the monk. The subtle humour

portrayed in these two pictures is no less admirable,

"in the Atelier," by E. Allan-Schmidt, is an ex-

ceedingly line piece of genre painting, and a picture,

entitled "Shocking," by .Ian van Beers, is brimming

with cleverness, albeit not altogether pleasing, on

account, perhaps, of its suggested cynicism. A mure

gracious picture " to live with " is " The Song of the

some of these foreign pictures with calm English

landscapes or peaceful interiors is sometimes very

startling. Nor are the methods or the boldness

of the "outland" artists less striking. Take the

" Departure for the Honeymoon," by L. Marchetti,

for instance. The full-page reproduction does justice

to its general treatment and composition: but, of

course, utterly fails to give any idea of the wealth of

its colour. It- is wonderfully painted, ami. though

a. blaze of crimson, is gratefully novel and refresh-

ing. The spirit, too, with which the conception is

carried out should he a revelation to some of our

more timid English artists. Another pleasing and

pleasantly-surprising work is "L'Attente," by V.

1'almeroli. It is hardly carried, perhaps, as far

as it might be, hut is very tender and beautiful in

lone, while its harmonies of colour are of (he subtlest.
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It would hardly be Mr. Baker's collection—so
fund is he of children— if there were no Edouard
Frere among its numbers. This delightful painter

of genn subjects serins to be going a little out of

fashion—partly, perhaps, by

reason of his very popular-

ity ; but true Invers of art,

and especially of nature in

art, can never become in-

different to such pictures

as " The Little Gardeners,"

with its almost naive sin-

cerity of treatment, and a

childlike truthfulness of ex-

pression that well-nigh sug-

gests its having been painted

by a child, certainly by one

with a child -like heart.

Not even " Le Petit Saltim-

banque" nor "La Poule aux

ffiufs d'Or " is inure charm-

ing in its grace and simplic-

ity than Mr. Baker's example

of this favourite artist.

In a different style are

the " Pursued," by the Bel-

gian, W. Weltin, a. very

powerful piece of work, in

which the face of the woman
—one of the pursued—
haunts one, so terrible is

the pathos of its terror; a

battle-piece, "An Incident

in the Franco-GermanWar,"

by Christian Sell, full of the

movement and, one might

almost say, the din and flash

of war ; and I may add, the

effective "Town Drummer,"

by Maurice Leloir, the

clever son of a clever father,

both of whom are almost

overshadowed by a still cleverer son and Mother.

In this, as in so many others of these foreign works,

one is hard set to know which to regard the most

—

the daring of the conception, or its splendidly suc-

cessful treatment. Equally pleasing in another way

—that is, by contrast, both in method and subject

—

is the "Old Councillor," by C. Seiler, a reproduction

of which is also given on the opposite page.

In addition to his " In the Atelier," E. Allan-

Schmidt is represented by two other genre pictures,

of which "The Armourer " is as highly-finished and

almost as pleasing as the one already mentioned.

There is also an "Armourer," by II. Ernst, as different

in spmt and intention as it is possible toccncsiv; the

8 4 '.I

one being carried out with the minuteness of detail,

and more than the excess of finish, of Meissonier,

while the other is broader and more emphatic in treat-

ment. In this case we an- presented with a .Moorish

interior and with characteristic Moorish figures.

Amongst other works by foreign artists, all distin-

guished by varied excellences, mention should not

be omitted of a small landscape " Bavarian Farm

Lands," by Carl Heffner, the sky-painting of which

is v. i\ effective oi a hgure-subjset entitled A
Consultation" (three Moorish figures al a door),

by L Deutch ; or of a couple of outdoor scenes,

strangely suggestive of early daguerreotj pes, striking,

but not altogether pleasing, by Gilbert Munger.

These, together with interesting examples of Tito

Conti, Lewis Brandies, and E. Tiekell form, it must

be confessed, a. very representative and characteristic

collection of the rank and file of foreign artists.
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SWEET WATER-MEADOWS OP CHE WEST.

O'n.u, tin- Painting by J. II'. North, A.R.A , in Ou New Gallery.)

J. W. NORTH, A.R.A., R.W.S., PAINTER AND POET.—II.

A
By PROFESSOR HUBERT

XI) now let me speak of the so-called " Walker

School" in England, for I shall presently show

b liai it owes t.i Mr. North.

This School was made patent by the genius of

Frederick Walker, who died in 1875 at an early age.

Hi' had many enthusiastic followers, but of these

few are left now, such is the powi r of the fashion-

wave to beat back all g 1 impulses, and even to

press others upon us, whether we will have them

or not.

"The "Walker craze is over!" Thus spoke a

picture-dealer not long since. It is already con-

sidered an antiquated style, in no way up to date.

And he died only sixteen years ago ! A spurt was

given tn his memory when Mr. Robert Macbeth

began to etch his work. That again is passed now.

lie is nol forgotten, however,—he is not known!

Although he was the pet of a large circle of artists

in his day, yet only sixteen years after his death

yon will only find one in every five of the artists

of our day that knows his work, and only one in

every twenty who really loves it.

After his death all his Works Were collected and

UERKOMER, R.A., M.A.

exhibited together in a gallery in Bond Street. It

was about the first time, I fancy, that such collec-

tions were brought together in this country. The

impression that that exhibition left uj those

who weie interested in his work will he indelible.

Never had we seen such a series of works from

one hand, and never, probably, was such a fasci-

nation exercised over painters and public. Either

we were made of different stuff then, or the works

were more worthy of unstinted admiration, for no

other collection of works has elicited a fraction of

the enthusiasm that the complete Walker collection

exercised on us. In Walker we have the creator

of the English Renaissance, for it was he who saw

the possibility of combining the grace of the antique

with the realism of our everyday life in England.

His navvies are Greek gods, and yet not a bit the

less true to nature. True poet that he was, he felt

all nature should lie represented as a poem. The

dirty nails of a peasant, such as I have seen painted

by a modern realist, were invisible to him. Nor

did he leave out the faces of the peasants, in order

to produce grandeur, as the French Millet did. He
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started with some definite poetic notion, and nature

came to his aid as the handmaid of the
[

t, without

assuming the shape of instantaneous photography-

Nature is overwhelming; she has too much or too

little in each spot—in each square inch— for us to

attempt to reproduce. The poet sees an idea that

is imbedded in the mother earth; the "un-poet"

fills his eyes and nails with the clogging earth and

gets no further. If such a thing as realism were

possible (realism in actuality), one ought to be able

to paint the ground with real dirt. Thus it is that

the true poet is far truer to nature than the .surface-

photographer or surface-painter. In Walker we re-

ceived an aspect of nature, too, that: was eminently

lovable, the simplest, subject being carried beyond

the border-line of the commonplace. Man was

beautiful to him, and nature was beautiful and

lovable. He saw nothing else,— all else was shut

out from his artistic sight. Nervous and sensitive

to the degree of morbidness, he perhaps would never

have completed any picture if dire necessity had

not compelled him to work for money. Long some-

times would he sit, and watch the model, snapping

his finger-nails together in nervous anxiety, before

he was sure of what he intended to do. Then he

worked rapidly. Only to a few trusted friends did

he show his unfinished work. Not even the car-

penter who packed his pictures (when he was in the

country) ever managed to see them, so nervous was

Walker of imperfect criticism. On these occasions

Walker would invariably get the carpenter to leave

the box in the passage, or in tin.' studio, and order

him away whilst he placed the picture back out-

wards into the box, leaving nothing for the carpenter

to do mi his return but to screw down tin.' lid. He
used to keep a man to take his work to the spot

where his subject lay. lint it was not infrequenl

that his mood for work did not come upon him

—

even after tootling on the flute—until the man had

got tired of waiting, and left; and then with the

sudden fit of work upon him. Walker would take up

his six-foot canvas on his head, and carefully tilt it

on one or the other side to prevent the passers-by

from seeing the work.

Most strongly was Walker drawn to Mr. North,

and these two men worked together many a year.

This not only revealed the striking fact thai

Walker was strongly impressed with North's work,

and even strongly influenced by it (so much so, that

he changed his quality and character of colour under

that influence), but that Mr. North remainedfixed in

liis turn revealed type of art. We have in this fact

the strongest testimony of Mr. North's originality

;

and however much further Walker carried his ail

through his greater power of drawing and com-

position, Mr. North nevertheless stands as the

originator of the germ of that school to which we
naturally give the name of the " Walker School.

Nor is there one jot of honour taken from Walkei

by this inference. Walker's identity was strong

and unmistakable when it was once ripe, but wi

have seen him pass from the Qrilbertian type to

that of William Hunt, and finally to that of Mr.

North—always, however, with a visible touch of

his gradually developing identity. But in Mr.

North we have no transitional states to show that

he passed under the influence of any master. I

cannot hold up this fact too prominently, for it

entirely establishes Mr. North's position as an

original type of painter. Before 1 studied his

art very closely, I found it often difficult to ex-

plain certain traits that appeared to me, linn, as

imperfections or weaknesses. Now that 1 have

watched, not only his work, hut the man, more

closely, I can plainly see that all those phases have

a meaning, ami are inseparable from so original an

idiosyncrasy.

Having thus far followed Mr. North from a

psychological point of view, we must turn to the

closer study of his methods of work, which differ

from the methods of all the painters L know. They

are highly ingenious, but arc most unacademic, and

not what one would call professional. There is no

Haunting of dexterity before your eyes to dazzle

and surprise, and the very method in which he

begins his work would warn oil' the modern spirit

who wishes to declare his cleverness at the very

first stroke. I am now speaking of his water-

colour painting, for he is to me essentially a water-

coloui'ist.

Now, there have been, and are, endless types of

water-colour painting. We have the " blottesque
"

of David Cox: the " blob-esque " of William Hunt:

and finally the " scrub-esque " of the foreign schools

in the water-colour medium. Much of the latter

is a species of "carpet-pattern-making," and can

hardly he credited with the nunc of art. Yet I

have seen such foreign water-colour drawings of

large dimensions sent over (all unmounted) by the

dozens, having been bought by the gross. 1 have

watched a dealer turn over a pile of thirty deep,

tossing them about as if they were colossal cards.

In these the trees and other forms (all. by the way,

in coarse imitation of Corot) were melted into the

generally-depressing-cabbage-green-tones of the rest

of the picture. Sometimes the subject treated was

tolerable, and gave the drawing a certain air of

breadth. Scrubbing is supposed to give breadth.

The colour, as I said, was of a cabbagy-green, with

green-grey skies, and dull green-grey cattle. A dull

lifeless, bloodless world, invented by half-starving

young artists, who could only get a decent sum of
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money together by producing quantities. Alas for

art ! The very dexterity arrived at by these poor

slaves was a curse

tn them. These

drawings would be

framed, separately,

by the dealer, in

gorgeous frames

and si ild at good

prices to English

people who only

believed in foreign

art, and who went

to bed regularly

and got n ] > in the

morning with the

idea that there was

noEnglish school of

painting. I fancy

the green cabbages

have killed many

of these sufferers,

because the craze

for that kind of art

is considerably less

that it was fifteen

dieating the

visible, and w
"blob" c

heu that k

RAINY EVENING (FEED WALKED AND J. W.

I/-' a Sketch by Fred Walker, A.R.A.)

NORTH).

The "blob-esque"

colour painting wher

I call that ty

touches, more

water- art, often,

liv the fo

tin

it of

it makes

an elep

I colour laid on, are left

ind of touch is seen through-

out the work in

an almost equal

degree of finish.

William Hunt,
that artist of must

exquisite feeling

—

feeling and simple

sentiment, in con-

tradistinction to

poetical instincts

—brought this

kind of manner to

very great perfec-

tion, both in his

little figure and in

his fruit subjects.

Without allud-

ing tn David < !ox,

the " blottesque
"

is frequently the

sloppy, untidy, un-

wholesome manner

of work that as-

sumes to be bold.

Noisy, slipshod

feel the work is dimeyou

lant

— tkevr r«--tvj-fL hoyne
Cu^iCjkr*

BETUBN OF Till BHJSHEI

(Ft

))I GATHEREKS (•!. W. NORTH AND FRED WALKER).

im „ Sketch b<i Fred Waller, .4./,'..4.)
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We now come to Mr. North's type of work, for

which I cannot find an adequate word. Suffice if

that his manner requires a perpetual watch over

details, and for the accomplishment of this, he has

originated one of the most curious methods probably

ever thought of by a water-colourist. It is not to

wash in or wash out the groundwork; it is not

to lay it in roughly, or

in a blocking-out fashion

first : nor is it to make

a complete outline of the

subject before starting.

Mentally, he first sees

his subject ; then with a

definite idea of what he

is going to do, he may
just put iii a few char-

coal lines, indicating the

composition, or he may
make a few lines in raw

sienna or raw umber, so

as lint tii have a hlaiik

white sheet to start upon.

But the first significant

touches are laid in with

a si ill-haired brush, using

warm colour very thickly,

as thickly as it conies

out of the water-colour

tubes, but only dragged

or rubbed on in a semi-

dry condition. The con-

sistency of this is of the

greatest, importance. If

not dry enough it causes

a patchiness : if too dry

the colour does not come study in blac

out of the brush. Blotting <''« ' if. n<

paper is indispensable for

regulating the consistency of the colour at this stage.

Iii this way he "rubs in" his work, sometimes ap-

proaching the colour cil' the objects, hut invariably

leaning to the yellows ami warm undertones. This

gives the drawing alums! an appearance of having

been done with chalks of different colours.

In adopting this method I found I could con-

tinually suggest design and composition without

the necessity of representing any object definitely.

Further, the innumerable dels of colour mi the paper

prevented any thinness of quality in the wet layers

nl' colour that followed. Walker, being ambi-

dextrous, used to work with a knife in one hand

and a brush in the other. With the knife he per-

petually softened the times laid mi by (he brush

—

thai is—he employed this method when he gave up

using body-colour. But I consider, as a matter of

principle, Mr. North's method far more advan-

tageous, for it renders all the colour in its purity,

being fully amplified by the myriads of little dot-

colours, whereas Walker's method was apt to undo

much in order to produce softness. I do nol saj

thai this is a good method for faces ami figures, but

for intricate nature where there are no ends and no

edges, and no definite

forms to stop the tones,

it is invaluable. And
what painter does not

know to his despair the

absence of " edges " in

nature .'
1 low all his

touches seem to stop tin-

way, and clog all edge-

mystcry! Yet without

such mystery we cannot

get the true perspective

of nature. Photography

in this respect has taught

a disastrous lesson to the

younger generation, for in

throwing aside the over-

sharp negatives where

there is no suggestion of

pictorial art, they have

naturally resorted to the

more artistic or. as they

Would he i ailed by the

professional photograph-

er, worse negatives, in

which all planes ami

tones are flat, one againsl

the other. That phase

has distinctly got into

K AND WHITE. the sight of the newer

„ii,, a.b.a.) school of painters, ami to

my thinking, disastrously

.so. Even in such a genius as Bastien -Lepage,

we sec the distinct influence of this kind of

ilat-tmie photography—an influence that may have

been nursed without really much companionship

with photography. However, the rapidity and con-

venience of the process, the labour-saving and

memory-saving apparatus, is not likely to have

come info our midst without its good or tuneful

influence. 1 believe that photography has come

most safely to those who have laboured in their

youth at instantaneous sketching versus instantaneous

•photography. How differently we fought with diffi-

culties, ami how quick ami retentive became our

memory ! But we cannot, banish photography

any more from the studio than we could hanish

machinery, steam, and electricity from our world.

Let us only see that it does not destrov alt.
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To continue this digression a moment longer.

To an imaginative mind, so called imperfect photo-

graphs often suggest a poetic aspect of nature, and

arc eminently useful as " suggestors :
" some of those



J. AY. NORTH, A.R.A., R.W.S., PAINTEB AND POET. :i4 7

Should brilliant green Leaves be required, the places

for the leaves must be carefully cleaned by water,

blotting-paper, and finally by the knife until the

surface is pure white. It a lower-toned green is

required, the process I shall now describe can be

carried out over the dotted surface of colour with-

out the necessity of erasure. It is the process of

making greens by means of a systematic sioper-

imposition of colour and never by a mixing of colour.

We thus secure the purest effect. But the surprise

to me was the brilliancy obtainable by the very

liquid condition of the colours. In the produc-

tion of a green, Mr. North uses first, for instance,

aureolin, with a very large quantity of water in the

brush, and with but little colour,—that is, he places

on the paper, according to the forms, a big blob of

water with some aureolin in it, always keeping the

paper surface horizontal, or else that blob of slightly

coloured water will run out of its place. Now whilst

this watery blob of yellow (which positively stands

up on the paper) is still fully wet, .Mr. North adds

the blue into it (which should always be the genuine

ultramarine) in an equally liquid state, touching

the blob of

yellow so as

to allow the

blue to run

into it,—as it

will. The hori-

zontal position

of the paper

must be re-

tained until *

the colour is

quit e il r y.

When dry you

will see what

delicious ac-

cidental tones

you have ob-

tained, and

how the whole

brilliancy of both colours seems to have risen to

the surface. Sometimes one can add more yellow,

but always whilst it is still wet. Where there is

much fine drawing—such as in leaves against the

sky— it will be necessary to place them at once

with a mixed green. In order to reduce colour or

to scrape out certain branches, it is well to soften

the colour already on the paper by breathing on it,

then gradation can be obtained by scraping with a

knife, as well as the finest lines of twins.

It must be clearly understood that this method

menus the entire absence of body-colour. I always

advocated the use of body-colour until I experi-

mented in Mr. North's manner, and found how very

greatly assist him

MB. NORTH :

much more brilliancy one could obtain without it.

Put 1 always declared that the white, when used,

should not show. This was my theory, which I tried

to work out but invariably failed to do. With a

little white, one can cover a surface more readily,

but one deadens the colour thereby, as the tendency

of the white is to make all tones grey and cold.

The object of a colourist is to get the glow of

nature's colour. And when Mr. North used body-

colour years ago, be could only work against this

cooling effect of the white, by infinite labour and

trouble. There is no question about this Chinese-

white being durable, or of its being a legitimate

addition to water-colour painting. You can go

further and say it enables you to gel some tours

that are impossible to get without it. It is simply

a matter of feeling in tin- colourist. Put the painter

who has to satisfy a strong love of colour, will

find Chinese-white a continual deadener of the

glowing tones he endeavours to produce, whereas

the painter who e.jy,> s his principal attention to

drawing and not to colour, will find Chinese-white

obtaining clever drawing

without much
trouble. But

having worked

in both the

methods, I de-

clare wholly in

- favour of tin'

a b s c n ce o f

( 'hinese- white

for w a t e r

-

colour paint-

ing.

I trust you

have now ga-

thered, among
other things,

that one of

the feat uri s

that a work of

art should possess is assuredly lovableness. And as

the mere material has so much to do with the

character of a weak, the medium of water-colour

stands at the head of all others for the production

of this peculiar quality that we term "lovable."

Unless a work possessed this all-endearing quality

one could not live with it.

From the earliest Egyptian tempera paintings,

to the Missals of the Middle Ages, and again t<>

our own times, water-colour painting has gone

through many chances and many phases until it

reached its consummation in a single work by

Frederick Walker called the " Fishmonger's Shop."

But by its side must stand Mr. North's truly

,. - v-r *V
HOUSE AT ALGIERS, DESIGNED BY HIMSELF,

(Drawn by G. C. Haiti.)
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remarkable picture of " The Pear Tree," exhibited

in 1892 at the Eoyal Society of Painters in Water-

Colours.

Let me now hope, in conclusion, that I have

will pay thousands for the work for which Mr.

North now only gets hundreds, I am morally

certain. But it really lies with you, the public, to

bring about this change within a reasonable time,

*****

FROM "JEAN INGELOW3 POEMS.

(rai-aml-Ink Dravnng by J. W. North, A.R.A.

opened out some new truths to you, and have so as to "Her, before too late, some reward to tins

succeeded iii placing before your serious notice a truly original and incorruptible painter, whose life

painter whose name is yet destined to become a has been one sacred devotion to the art that he

household word. That the Agnew of the future considered the highest in bis power to produce.



THE WESTMAN'S ISLANDS.

{Drawn, by IF. L. Telbiii.)

ICELAND.

By T. G. PATERSON.

I
('I'M..VXD must always exercise a certain fascina-

tion on the imagination, as the refuge where

the sterner spirits of the old Norse world found

shelter across the stormy seas and amidst scenes as

rugged and unconquerahle as their own breasts from
" the overbearing of King Harald." Such is the

simple but graphic phrase ("fyrir ofriki Haralds

Konungs") in which the old Sagaman, who wrote

the " Laudnamabok" (the Domesday Book of Iceland),

chronicles the chief cause which impelled so many of

tlie more indomitable spirits of all ranks to end-

grate from Norway and seek another world beyond

the seas. Beaten as they were in fair stand-up

fight by Harald Harfager, they were not conquered,

because like the Englishmen, in whose veins so

much of the old Norse blood flows, they did not

know when they were beaten. There they could

preserve untouched the freedom for which, like

the Pilgrim Fathers of another age, they had

sacrificed so much. And truly, in all its physical

features, it was a very different land from their

own pine-clad Norway. Iceland may be said to be

a land of frost, and flood, and fire ; of giant glaciers,

icy jokulls, ami lava-covered deserts; of volcanoes,

sulphur mountains, and thermal springs. Its scenery

abounds with mountain torrents, waterfalls, ice-

scooped valleys, bold headlands, long winding fjords:

you pass over scores of miles of country where the

only alternation is from a lava-strewn plain to a

morass, and from a morass to a long stretch of black

volcanic sand. Mountains with the sharp serrated

outline of the Sierra Morena beyond the nearer

horizon, and beyond them a stretch of elevated ice-

clad plateau. Such scenery as this is necessarily

bold and savage in character. The Danes have

a proverb, "God made the rest of the world, but

the Devil made Iceland." Volcanic scenery is ever

841

penetrated by a spirit of weird desolation. Professor

Bryce says, in a recent admirable article, that

"Iceland looks as if it had been made by itself—

by chance—by the ungoverned action of natural

causes, without any purpose to produce beauty."

And indeed, were it not for the wonderful atmos-

pheric effects, much of the Icelandic landscape

would possess but little beauty. The sunsets are

often very beautiful, and the ruddy reflections

from lakes lacked by purple mountains arc very

striking and picturesque. Moreover, on the snow-

clad ranges the sky lends a colouring to the land,

ami an infinite variety of beautiful tints appears

to illuminate the landscape.

When it rains unceasingly, when the wind blows

a gale, and when the tops of the lowest mountains

are obscured by thick leaden clouds which seem to

press upon the earth, veiling it, as if " the twilight of

the gods " and their last great battle with Fenris

and Loki were indeed impending, then truly Iceland

is dreary and unpicturesque in the extreme.

But the people who inhabit this desolate region

of frost, and fire, and flood, who have suffered

oppression in all its worst forms— misgovernments,

war, pestilence, famine, earthquakes—have for a

thousand years maintained a noble spirit of inde-

pendence. They have preserved almost unaltered a

language which is the parent of several languages

of Northern Europe, and a. literature which has but

few counterparts— a. literature of Eddas and Sagas.

of mythological poems and semi-mythological prose

histories. It has been well said that " there is

nothing besides the Bible and the poem of Homer

itself which can compare in all its elements of great-

ness with the Edda." William Morris says of the

Volsunga Saga, "This is the great story of the North,

which should be to our race what the Tale of Troy
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was to the Greek." It must, moreover, be remem- mail steamer, these islands tower up in perpendicular

bered (hat this literature was developed at a period precipices, especially on the sea-front to the Western

REYKJAVIK Ii.VY.

{Drawn by II'. /.. Telbin.)

when many of the surrounding nations were

only without a literature of their own, but had

even commenced to form one.

Naturally the character and literature of

Icelanders have been

materially influenced

by the stem wild

scenery of their birth-

land, winch is yet not

without a majesty and

beauty of its own, as

will be seen from the

land- and sea-scapes

si i admirably delineat-

ed by the pencil of

Mr. Telbin.

The Faroe Isles,

lying about midway
liet ween our own
Northern Archipela-

goes of Orkney and

Shetland and the

singular fragment of

Scandinavian Europe

which supplies the

main subjects (<<r Mr.

Telbin's sketches, form

a fitting portal for our

entrance to the Land

of the Vikings. Rising

so abruptly from the

sea that in many
instances you could

throw a biscuit ashore

from the deck of the

not

not

the

Atlantic, tn an immense height— in the case of

Myling.in North-west Faroe, to the height 'if no less

than 2,700 feet, forming one of the noblesl sea-cliffs

in the world. No more characteristic piece of Faroese

scenery could have

been chosen than the

bold lucky headland in

North Faroe, which

forms the subject of

the illustration on

the opposite page. It

stands out like a giant

sentinel keeping watch

and ward over the

North Atlantic, whose

rollers are unchecked

in their course by

any intermediate land

right up to the Palseo-

crystic Ice. The twin
"

I hangr " at its feet

(in which we recog-

nise the same name
a.s the well - known
" Drongs" oh' Hills-

wick Ness iii St.

Magnus Bay, Shet-

land), though com-

paratively dwarfed by

their surroundings, are

yet over 200 feet high,

very similar to our i >wn

Isle of Wight Needles

on a larger scale. The

grey mists which hang



ICELAND. .",:,1

innumerable myriads of sea-birds, which in the

hi ling season positively darken the air when
startled from their Iiests by the discharge of a gim

from the passing steamer. They

owe their name to the Irish serfs

CLIFFS ON THE

(.Drawn by W

around the summits of the mountains shed an air

of mysterious grandeur about them.

Our first sight of Ireland brings us into a

clearer, more vivid atmosphere. The Onefa and
Vatna Jokulls, which can be seen at a distance of

125 miles off at sea,

rest like crisp, white

clouds upon the hori-

zon when the first

" land fall " is made.

A nearer approach

brings them out in

a. magnificent range

of snow-clad peaks,

standing out in their

maiden purity against

a steely - blue sky

This northern abode of

snow, while, of course,

a mere pigmy com-

pared with even the

Alps, still more with

the " Cailas " of the

Hindu Khoosh and

Himalayas, its highest

peak being under 7,000

feet, has yet the immense advantage of rising directly of one of the first Norwegian settlers in Iceland, wdio,

from the sea-level, and thus presents a more imposing after slaying their lord in a servile insurrection,

aspect than many inland mountain ranges of even took refuge in these islands from the vengeance of

double the altitude. Nothing can be more picturesque his family and friends. The latter, however, solved

than the view of this snow-clad range on such a day this little Irish question after the primitive manner

as shown in our engraving, when "the thousand of those days by "wiping them out" as effectually

playful smiles of ocean's waves " are diversified by as Cromwell himself could have done.

the spouting of a large "school" of whales in the These wild rocks, while without the majestic

near distance. and mysterious grandeur of the Faroes, have a

The Westmannaeyar or Westman's (Irishman's) weird fascination of their own, surrounded as they

are by the boiling tideways

and "maelstroms" of the sub-

arctic sea.

Bounding Eeykjanes, the

south-west extremity of the

island, a few hours' steam brings

us into Reykjavik Bay. Reyk-

javik, with a population of about

4,500 inhabitants, is a very un-

pretentious little capital, most of

its humble edifices being of the

modest type shown in the fore-

ground of the drawing, while

the houses of the mercantile

ami official classes are of that familiar t" us in a

Norwegian seaport town. Looking out across the

hay, one observes the island of Videy on the right,

with the French man-of-war, which our neigh-

bours across the Channel regularly send up for the

protection of their very important cod fishery in

the foot of the Main Fall are shrtvn thit

PLAN OF THE GULLFOSS.

Islands, which are the next striking objects on the

westward voyage along the south coast, towards

Reykjavik, are a small group of rugged, volcanic

rocks rising abruptly from the Deucaledonian .Main.

Their jagged black outlines stand out, boldly against

the sky, and these cliffs are the nesting-place of
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these waters, anchored off the point, and behind that

on the horizon the long sweep of the northern shores

of the Faxa Fiord, culminating in the magnificent bi-

cuspid peat of the Suaefell Jdkull. Nothing can be

more lovely than the view of this noble mountain,

especially when seen at sunrise and sunset, with the

roseate rays of the orient and Occident sun playing

like a maiden's blush upon its pure snow-clad muss,

symmetrica] as Etna or Fusiyama. Rising toa height

of about 5,000 feet, it is visible on a clear day

from the south coast (over the intervening point

df Reykjanes) at a distance of nearly seventy miles,

white swirl and rush of the water down the rapids

and the deep central chasm.

Two days' ride— in all seventy-live miles—over

country across which you would not dare to take

an English horse, as lie would be dead-lamed at the

end of the first hour's march, brings us to the far-

famed Geysers. Properly speaking there is but one

Geyser (gusher)— that which we generally desig-

nate the Greal Geyser. The other jets-d'eavx have

nil proper names of their own, such as Strokr (the

Churn), &c.

The Great Geyser has the form of a Hat trun-

BBIDGE ACROSS THE BRUAItA.

(Drawn by W. L. Talbin.)

and it forms by far the most interesting object in

the view from Reykjavik Bay.

From the capital on the Geyser-Gullfoss tour,

the second day's ride brings us to the Bruara, This

large river, running in a basalt bed, forms a series of

rapids for some hundred yards, while right in the

middle of the river-bed is found a deep volcanic

crevasse. Having forded the shallow part of the

rapids, the hardy little Iceland ponies readily

cross a narrow bridge of wet planks which spans

the crevasse. To the north a wild tract of coun-

try stretches up in purple moorland heidi towards

the snow-clad ranges of the Lang and ok Jokulls

in the extreme background. The vivid metallic

green, purple, and yellow of the vegetation along

the river hanks forms a pleasing contrast to the

cated cone, reared upon the slope of a hill over-

looking an extensive tract of bog-land intersected

by a river. On the hillside the height of this

mound is some twenty feet, composed of siliceous

sinter deposited by the water. The enclosed basin

in its normal state, i.e., between eruptions, resembles

simply a pool of boiling-water of circular form,

some fifty-six paces in circumference and 6£ feet,

deep in the middle. The interior is as smooth as

asphalte, and singularly regular in shape. A cir-

cular pipe descends vertically from the centre of the

basin, and it is through this pipe that the water is

supplied, keeping the basin full to the lip (which has

a Fretted appearance resembling coral), over which

a small steaming rill continually trickles. Through

this pipe also the jet of water, when the Geyser is in
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a state of eruption, is projected to a height which

has been variously estimated at from 100 to 150

feet. The action continues for several minutes,

though seldom exceeding six or eight. The inter-

vals elapsing be-

tween the erup-

tions vary from

hours to (lavs ;

the eruptions

being most fre-

quent, as well as

grandest, after

heavy rains.

Unlike the

Great Geyser,

Strokr is a

geyser which

can he irritated

into violent

aetioii by throw-

ing in a quantity

of sods, which

block up the

narrow pipe and

thus cause the

steam to accu-

mulate beneath them. The orifice is nine feet in

diameter, but it- narrows to eleven inches about

twenty feet below the surface, thus making it quite

easy to "take a rise" out of Strokr.

Last, ami perhaps grandest ami most glorious of

all the subjects of our illustrations, is that mag-

nificent waterfall, the Gullfoss (Golden Waterfall),

the Niagara of Iceland, and certainly one of the

noblest waterfalls in Europe (if Iceland is to be held

to brio lie' to the Old World rather than to the \e\\
|.

The Hvita.—one of the largest rivers in the island-

after running for seme distance through a tremendous

volcanic gorge of black scoriaceous lava, where the

pent-up stream is scourged and lashed into foam, as

Tin-; c.i-.\si-a:

[Drawn inj

it- is driven along overt-he horrent reefs and ridges

of its rocky bed, at length escapes into a wider

channel, and shortly thereafter plunges in a mad tor-

rent over what may be called the First Cataract-

—

broken and di-

vided into some

half-dozen falls

by separating

rocky ridges. A
further course of

some 300 yards

of boiling rapid.-,

brings the

stream to the

verge of a tre-

mendous canon,

into which it

plunges majes-

tically, with a

roar which can

be heard at the

distance of some

miles on a calm

day. Thissi cond

— the Great—
( 'ataract, like its

American prototype, is divided midway by a small

island, ami the abyss into which it plunges crosses

the main direction of the river-bed almost at right

angles, resembling very much in its character the

Mosioatunya or Victoria Falls of the Zambesi.

Seen on a dull, gloomy day, when the Great Fall

ami its surroundings have no glinting sunshine

to relieve their stern, wild grandeur, ami when

the drifting cloud-rack is illumined only by the

lurid glare of a thunder-storm, as shown in our

larger sketch, it does not require much stretch of

fancy to imagine it a landscape from the scenery

of the Inferno, or from the realms of Hela, the

Proserpine of the Northern Mythology.

ami STBOKH

!'. /.. Telbiii.)

DISTANT VIEW OF ICELAND—WHALES SrOUTING.

{Diauu b,j \V. I.. Tdhin.)



SIR JOHN GILBERT'S GIFT TO THE CITY OE LONDON.—II.

WE here reproduce the remainder of the pic-

tures comprised in Sir John Gilbert's gift to

the An Gallery connected with the Guildhall. The,

work. The five oil paintings have all been ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy, and the water-

colours, with the exception of "Edward [II. at the

THE ENCHANTED FOEEST. (Water-Colour.)

collection makes an imposing appearance, consisting Siege of Calais," have all been seen at the exhibi-

as it does of sixteen examples of the artist's best tion of the Royal Water-Colour Society.

THE rltlXCE AND PRINCESS OP WALES PASSING ST. JAMES S PALACE ON THEIIi WAY TO THE QUEENS DBAWING-BOOM,
(Water-Colour )
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Till: MORNING OK THE BATTLE OF AGINCOUKT. (OU-PailMng.)

CHE KNIGITT ERRANT. (ll'titcr-Colour.) A BISHOP. (!!', r-Coi
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>IU LANCELOT DU LAKE. (nil-p,

OUE ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

muul I

referred last month in the "Chronicle of

Art" (p. xxxvi) to the fact that M. Ferdi-

toybel had gained the viddaille cChonrwwr at

the Salon. His

pictures were
"( 'hailes leTeme-

raire a Nesles
"

and " Propos ( ra-

lant.s." We also

recorded the

election of M.

Benj a 111 in -Con-

stant to the In-

stitut de France,

whowas thus eon-

soled in a measure

for his defeal al

the Salon by M.

Roybet.

BHDINAND ROYBET. SrYrlal addi-

PhotograpJi by Pierre Petit, Paris.) tionS have re-

cently been made to the Biiti>h section at the Na-

tional ( rallery. Reproductions of thi'ee of the pictures

are here presented.

" Beatrice Knighting

Esmond," by A. L.

Egg, ll.A. (No. 1,385),

was purchased from

the fund bequeathed

1 iy the late Mr. Francis

( llarke ; and " A View

in Hampshire "
( No.

1,384), by Nasmyth,

was bequeathed by

Colonel Alexander B.

Read. AVitli respect

tn the third, " Salvator

Mundi" (No. 1,382),

it is impossible to be-

lieve that this feeble

rendering of so great

and fine a subject

mm
BENJAMIN-CONSTANT.

(From a Photograph by Euy. Pirov
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should have come from the powerful brush of J. two makes the doubi of the former picture being
Jackson, E.A., to whom it is attributed ; indeed, the genuine very strong indeed. This unsatisfactory
son i.f the artist repudiates it altogether as the work canvas was presented by the Rev. John Gibson.

1-

5« \ \
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Durbar Hall at Eajkote in remembrance of visits which is to accompany these other two portraits.

paid by the Duke and Duchess of Connaught in The small terra-cotta group of "Greek Wrestlers,"

1887, and the Duke of Clarence when he made reproduced on this page, is the work of the late -1

VIEW IN HAMPSHIRE.

(From the Painting by P. Nasmyth. Recently acquired by the National Qallery i

the tour of India. Both artists, Messrs. Alf. U.

Soord andC. L. Burns, are pupils of Professor Eubert

Eerkomer, R.A., by whom they were recommended

to the Prince of Wales. Mr. Macbeth Eaeburn has

executed a copy of Angeli's portrait of the Queen,

Gott, a sculptor who worked some years ago in

home. The group, which is only 1 foot 10| inches

in height, expresses the best characteristics of Greek

art. It was presented to the Nottingham Art

Gallery by Mr. Henry J. l'i'ungst, F.S.A., of London.

THE GREEK WRESTLERS,

{From the Group by ./. Gott, Recently presented to tie

Nottingham Art Gallery.)

(From the Painti

acqui.

SALVATOR MUNDI.

,, attributed to J. Jackson, I; A

,1 by the National Gallery.)
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PORTRAITS OF CARDINAL MANNING.

I
1

The

has been said that Cardinal Manning sat for

his photograph in the service of his religion,

jibe had a certain aptitude, since the fare of the

WILFRID MBYNELL.

the Vatican, the imagination of the world wouH
be differently affected, and there might not be so

mam - cordial greetings interchanged between Wind-

sor and Rome. Here in London, after Wiseman

—

the springs of his carriage once broke under his

bulk—came Manning, scant of flesh. This was a

great advantage he had over his predecessor, and

over many of his contemporaries. He not only was

an ascetic, but he also looked one.

The picturesque face lias passed away; but no

one can assert that while it was here it was

neglected by painters of all kinds, by draughtsmen,

sculptors, makers of medallions, photographers, To

have a decorative face and boundless good-nature

is, in these days, to be an industrious sitter. Ap-

plications for sitting's came to Archbishop's House

from all sorts and conditions of artists of the brush

and of the sun : and what favour did Cardinal

Manning ever refuse' "A man never feels so

foolish as when the photographer tells him of the

CA11D1NAL MANNING (1S12).

(/'- i « Miniature.)

Archbishop was a sort of epitome of his faith.

It was a map of a. spiritual journey ami a

journey to Home. The world in general is dis-

appointed with its heroes' looks. Sir Frederic

Leighton as President of the Royal Academy,

and Manning as Archbishop—the generation

is fortunate to have seen two faces exception-

ally and exactly fitting the positions. What
is responsible for the ideals which the world

forms one cannot off-hand say. Sincere por-

trait-painting, one might think, should already

have righted the world's expectations. But all

other branches of the art have set themselves

to create an ideal which the flesh does not

ratify. No Old Master has dared to give an

ascetic a mountainous figure; yet " the Angel

of the Schools," St. Thomas Aquinas, had a.

girth as great as that of the Tiehbome Claim-

ant— so Lord Coleridge took care to remind

us when Dr. Kenealy said that all stout men
were stupid. Pope Pius IX. and Pope Leo XIII.

were akin in the frugality of their fare: but if the

portly Pius, rather than the lean Leo, now occupied

813

CARDINAL MANX

(From a Drawiny by <<-

uncovering of the camera,"

himself so willing and so

was not always an Oules:

ING (1S44).
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Barraud among photograph-

ers thai made himself heard.

Men with nothing hut a

doubtful fortune to com-

mend them sought a sitting

as a kindness which was

somehow to gel them out

of a difficulty—and these

were irresistible. Consider-

ing the number of portraits

of the Cardinal that ap-

peared in popular periodi-

cals, one dues not sec how
the cheap photographer of

the suburbs made much
capital by his negative;

nor can one suppose the

prevalent impression that

the owner of Norfolk House

would be a willing pur-

chaser of every ( lardinalitial

canvas was always justified.

To make a list of these

lesser performances would

lie tn occupy space which

is not here at command.
The rather of Cardinal Manning

those merchant princes who in all tun

have been the must important clients

was one of sea-shore listening

3 and places sage from the sea

of the artist, ears than the story

There is a portrait of him

by Eomney, and there is a

bust by < lhantrey. The bust

recalls the British Museum
bust of ( laesar, which might

pass, by the way, as a pre-

sentment of one of the

Cardinal's nephews — the

late Rev. W. H. Anderdon.

Mr. Fronde has dwelt on

the resemblance between

Caesar and Cardinal New-
man. The likeness was far

more apparent between

Csesar and that other great

opponent of Csesarism

—

Manning. The first portrait

for which the inveterate

sitter of future years con-

sciously sat shows him as

a child of seven, looking

younger. The portrait is a

fancy one, but the eyes and

the forehead of the future

Cardinal are easily recog-

nised. The child is on the

a shell ; and certainly no mes-

iiild be more marvellous in his

if his own future destiny. The

CAEDINAL MANNING (W:').

(From '!„ Bust by Siffiwr ««./;;<'.)

CARDINAL MANNING (IssT).

(F,um the Bust On Ilavard Thorn.
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sketch of the "delightful child" had a place on the

walls of the library in the paternal house at Tot-

teridge till burglars one night bore it away. It was

next seen iii a dealer's shop in London, and was re-

purchased, afterwards passing into the possession of

his Eminence's sister-in-law, Mrs. Charles .Manning.

CARDINAL MANNING AND MR. H. EBBVB.

(From a Sketch by /:. Doyle, in tl„- British Museum i

Cardinal Manning died while the Victorian Ex-

hibition was in mid-career. Had it been opened

a few weeks later there would have been a memor-

able addition to the collection of crayon portraits

by Mr. George Richmond, R.A.— the portrait of

Henry Edward Manning, Rector of Lavington,

Archdeacon of Chichester, and Select Preacher

before the University of Oxford. The Archdeacon

was a very young archdeacon : but his baldness

made him venerable in appearance, as he already

was in official title. His brother-in-law, Henry

Wilberforce, used to make it a playful grievance

that, though really a little older, he was always

supposed to be younger than the Venerable Henry

Edward Manning, and that he was often asked

to lie quiet because the Archdeacon was speaking.

Despite this premature baring of the already deep

brow, the Manning of those days, no less than the

Manning of later life, easily just itied Mr. Gladstone's

description of him as one of the three handsomest

of his contemporaries.

The impressions of another Prime Minister are

at hand. Lord Beaconsfield was a closer observer

in the pen-and-ink portraits he drew in his novels

than most, people suppose. In '• Endymion" the

Archbishop of Tyre— Nigel Penruddock

—

after his

secession from Anglicanism goes to home, as

Manning did. < >n his return to England "Nigel

was changed. Instead of that anxious ami moody
look which formerly marred the refined beauty of

his countenance, his glance was calm and yet, radiant

He was thinner— it might almost, he said emaciated

—which seemed to add height to his tall figure.'

Curiously enough, Thomas Mozley, an acute ob-

server, who knew- Manning first as an Oxford fresh-

man, records that "he seemed taller" in tin' days

of the Vatican Council. The "moodiness '

is cer-

tainly somewhat apparent in the Richmond portrait

ll had not ipiite vanished from the photographs

taken dining the first years of Manning's Catholic
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life in Bayswater. But there is no trace of it Bishop Bramstone, saying he wanted a wife, adding

to be found in the features of the Archbishop, a the usual modest conditions—she must be young,

title which he bore from the summer of 1865. rich, and pretty. "Oh, you are mistaken," said the

Round the walls of tin- dining-room at Arch- Bishop; " my name is Bramstone, not Brimstoni— 1

CARDINAL MANNING (1888).

(Fn.u, tl„- Paint;,,,! b,i W. W. Oldest, /.'..I.

bishop's House are ranged a company of eccle-

siastics—the Vicars Apostolic of the London district,

as the predecessors of Cardinal Wiseman ami Car-

dinal Manning were called. Cardinal Manning as

he sat at his frugal meals faced the portrait of Bishop

Bramstone. There was more than ordinary in com-

mon between the two men: for both had been horn

Protestants, and had been devoted husbands, before

they wore the Roman purple. The Cardinal had a

matrimonial story to tell of this predecessor of his.

One day a male member of the flock approached

do not make matches." The latest addition to the

collection is the portrait of Manning, painted more

than twenty years ago. It shows him three-

quarter face, inflexible of purpose, but without the

mitigating tenderness and the illuminating spiritu-

ality of expression which " mailed him from all

others in his later years.

Legros, in his etching, and "Watts, in his oil-

painting, well illustrated two of the Cardinal's

characteristics— simplicity and austerity. These

qualities give an interest ami a distinction to works
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which as portraits are otherwise less than successes.

The clear surfaces in the face rendered by Legros

are a vacant representation of the furrowed lace

of the Cardinal; and altogether it is the French

abbe of high breeding and of a placidly Catholic

existence? from the cradle that is shown to us, and

no) an English leader of religious thought at a time

when religious thought was in the throes of a revo-

lution. In Watts's portrait there are the same con-

spicuous absences. One of the leading critics said

of it: "'Cardinal Manning,' in his red cape and

underlined the last words. "Shew this to Mr.

Walts," he wrote to me, "and say, 'See whal comes

of being true to life!'" But his playful quarrel

with the portrait did not end with this. Standing

before the photogravure of it, he complained of one

aspect of it as a libel. "It has made me a little

tipsy about the nose, because I am a teetotaller!"

Mr. Long's portrait is less good as a likeness, and

it is destitute of the artistic character belonging to

the portraits of Watts and Legros. While sitting

to Mr. Long, the Cardinal one day arrived unex-

CAED1NAL MANNING (1892)

(/•'/•dm the Dry-Point by Mortimer Menpes.)

biretta, his strangely emaciated features loaded with pectedly, and, by some accident, went into the studio

thought, is intensely powerful and pathetic, but by where the painter was at work on an uudraped

no means one of the most agreeable of Mr. Watts's model. All the Archbishop's sympathies were with

portraits." The Cardinal cut out the passage and Mr. Horsley on this point, and before his stern eye
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the "shilling-an-hour victim" fled in dismay. "Poor

thing," he said to the painter ;

" is she one of my

CAKDINAL MANNING (1891).

(From the Sketch by ronsonby Staples.)

flock '." With the name of Mr. Ouless closes

the list of Academicians id whom his Emin-

ence sat. The same painter had Cardinal

Newman as a sitter two or three years before.

) ionsidering the success which Sir John Millais

achieved with his Newman, our cannot but

regret that he did not produce a companion

Manning. Once 1 ventured to suggesl that

he should not miss so great an opportunity.

" But L have no time," was his reply.

Among the latest of the portraits for which

Cardinal Manning gave sittings were those

of Mr. Ponsonhy Staples and Mr. Mortimer

Menpes. Mr. Staples's was a sketch in oils,

made for the purposes of a large picture of

the last puhlic reception given by the Cardinal

—a picture which is to lie added to the col-

lection at Archbishop's House. Mr. Menpes

(hose and happily chose, the etching-needle

to portray the lined face of his sitter. Of all

the portraits of the Cardinal this is, 1 think,

the most satisfactory. It has reproduced the

gravity of the sitter without burlesquing it

into duluess; it preserves his austerity with-

out sacrificing his gentleness, and it gives him

his spareness and the caverns of his coun-

tenance without the hard and forbidding angu-

larity into which others have been betrayed.

This plate is unique, too, as bearing the signature of

the Cardinal, made by him with the etching-needle

upon the copper—an inscription which, of course,

comes out reversed upon the printed impressions.

( me thing must he said in excuse of the painters

and others who somehow missed to get the real

Manning, and that is the difficulty he had in he-

having as sitters should. All his experience did

not teach him to sit still. His activities were

intense, and he could not keep his mouth at res!.

If he was not talking he was smiling, silently ex-

pressing by his lips more than most men can by

open speech. And this difficulty of composure

was all the greater to him when he was face to

face with artists, men differing from those with

whom his duties commonly led him into contact

—

mm whoso frankness of mind and speech he much

admired, and whom he found full of intelligence

.if ;i direct and simple kind, winch particularly

appealed to him. Artists, therefore, who asked

Manning not to talk or move while they drew his

mouth got, as a result, a mouth which somehow

was not to he known as his at all.

CARDINAL MANNING.

ait by William Waterhouse, in the Possession of Mi: Elliott.

Photographed l"i Messrs. Elliott and Fin-)
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JULES CHERET.

By ROBERT

IT is M. Jules Cheret's idea that the most beau-

tiful thing in the world is a bouquet of flowers,

and it is his desire and ambition that each piece of

JULES CI1EBET.

(Drawn 4;/ J. Bcsuard. Engraved l>;i Romaijnol.)

win!", pastel it poster, sinned with his name, should

produce the same effect of joy and life and colour as

dues the sight of a nosegay. To this ideal the artist

claims to have remained faithful from the first, since

the time when, an exile in London, he designed pic-

torial show-cards for a Regent Street perfumer and

illustrated covers for a Strand publisher, till to-day,

when he is giving the finishing touches tu his orie-

II. SHERARD.

thousand-three-hundredth affiche or pictorial hill. It

has been said of Jules ( 'beret that as time has gone

cm, and principally in order to distinguish his work

from that of the bundled and one

imitators of his style, he has modi-

fied his process, both in respect of

draughtsmanship and of colouring,

and that a very great difference, not

to say improvement, is to be noticed

between bis latest work and that

with which attention was first drawn

In him some two-and-twenty years

ago. This statement can lie denied,

and is denied by nunc more warmly

than by the artist himself. He

claims tu have followed without a

single deviation the line which, when

be first began In paint for the streets

of Paris, be struck mil fur himself:

and this, indeed, lie considers one of

the triumphs of bis artistic career

—

tu have found bis mad at so early

a period, and tu have followed it to

the end without wavering. His object

was tu produce "joyful, living, nose-

gay" work— tu tpaote bis own words

—to brighten up the grey mono-

chrome of the Paris streets, and tu

prove that a piece of work can be a

work uf art, even if only printed on

paper and destined tu be pasted in

the street.

The striking originality uf M.

Cheret's work, both in the matter

uf colour and uf design, results, no

doubt, from the fad that be is the

pupil, that is tu say, the unconscious

imitator, uf nobody. His pictures

are bis own absolute creations. If

influence uf any suit may be traced

in bis work, it is at the best but a

souvenir uf Watteau and uf Frago-

nard seen with the must modern uf

eyes, and this influence M. Cheret

is the first tu admit, though be prefers tu describe

himself as working at the suggestion—in the patho-

logical sense uf the word— uf Correggio, Franz

Hals, and, abuse all. uf Tiepolo, engravings uf whose

works cover the walls a\ bis atelier. And though,

nu doubt, tracs uf the influence uf Franz Hals

may be found in some uf the male figures uf Ids

mure emblematic designs, just as tu some degree
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also the ethereal poses of the Parisian artist's females of his figures are, it is pointed out, in most cases

may have been inspired by the soaring divinities of unnatural. It is contested that no men or women
the Venetian painter, there is certainly no living ever run or danced or leaped as Cheret's men and

(Fr,

PANTOMIME.

the Panel by Jules Che

artist whose artistic atavism is less easy to define

than Jules Cheret's. To begin with, his chief origin-

ality consists in a way of depicting movement which

academically is wrong, and which his critics are

never tired of reproaching him with. The altitudes

s-w

women run and dance and leap. Certainly, after the

strict rules of draughtsmanship, the designs are in-

correct, and no one is inure ready to admit this than

the artist himself. He will, however, defend him-

self by saying that what he above all desires is to
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produce the effect of life and movement, that the

means are justified by the end, and that in criticising

the representation of a movement it must be remem-

bered that when a person runs, or dances, or leaps,

the Japanese mousme is distinct and different from

the Georgian or Circassian, a combination of grace

and elegance and femininity artificially produced

ami enhanced by the arts and manufactures "1 the

coiffeur, the mantle-maker, and the perfumer. To

-nine extent typical of this must modern of human

products are Mme. Rejane, Mme. Sizos, Mine. Sarah

Bernhardt, and the little milliner-girls of the Rue

de la l'aix ; but in no one person is the Cheret

type, which is a synthesis of a dozen types, to he

found. That this is so will be all the more apparent

when it is remembered that M. Jules Cheret never

uses a model for his designs, that his women are the

pure creations of his brain, that his hand is guided

by memory and imagination alone, and that it is one

of his principles that exaggeration of type is indis-

pensable if a striking effect is to be produced.

In the matter of colour, in which M. Cheret's

originality is not less pronounced than in his design,

it is economy rather than taste that influenced him

in his choice. A separate stone having to be en-

graved for each colour used for printing his afwhes,

he was obliged, taking into consideration the purses

of his clients, to limit the number of his colours, as

also the quantities to he used in each afficJie. Rarely

has economy in the matter of artistic production

been productive of such excellent effect. It has

(From a Poster in Colours by Chiret.)

each single movement of the many that com-

bine to produce this effect of running, dancing,

or leaping cannot be detected, and that it is

the artist's right to choose which of the many

single movements may best represent the en-

tire combination. In other words, Cheret's

designs may be compared to instantaneous

photographs of moving 1 icings, idealised and

intensified to the point at which they shall

best produce the effect of life and movement,

the. effect invariably aimed at by the painter.

Idealisation and intensification—not to use the

won! exaggeration—are, indeed, the principal

factors in M. Cheret's artistic process, and

just as there never were such postures as he

depicts, so never either were such men and

women seen as his. And this, perhaps, is the

chief charm of the painter who has come in an

age of the crudest realism. His women are

• me and all idealisations of that particular daughter

of Eve whose generic name is la Parisienne, a woman

as distinct and different from the rest of her sex as

Colours by CMret.)

been <nven to M. Cheret to draw from the three

primordial colours of red, blue, and yellow—" the

three shrillest trumpet notes," as he calls them—
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effects which other artists disposing of all their

palettes may well envy. Strangely enough, the artist

is alone to regret the restraint which a necessary

economy imposes, and it is to his pastels, rather than

to his affiches, that he points as the realisation of his

ideas on colour,in the application of which he descrihes

himself as being strongly influenced by the Japanese

in their enthusiasm for bright tones. J!ut in his

colour, as in his designs, the object of his artistic

work—that is to say, to produce an effect of joy and

life as in a nosegay of Mowers, is never lost sight of.

M. Cheret is not only a painter, he is also a poet

and a philosopher. It will lie a revelation to many
to hear thai, this joyous and exuberant artist, whose

delight in life and movement and gladness is re-

vealed on every wall in Paris, is one of the warmest

admirers of that most melancholy of philosophers,

the German pessimist, Schopenhauer. It is difficult

to understand his assertion that lie has been more
influenced by his study of the mournful reflections

of the calamitous philosopher of Frankfurt than by

iM" i
(.From a Politer in Colours by CMret.)

any other books which he has read, unless, indeed, it

was by contrast and contradiction, the resolve coining

to him to show in Schopenhauer's despite, that life

is beautiful after all, that women and wine and song

were rightly exalted by German philosophers of a.

more genial temper, and that if black there must

be in this world, it should only, as in his posters,

be used to throw into stronger relief the joyous

brilliancies of the red and the blue and the yellow.

However this may he, the philosopher in many of

M. (.'beret's posters peeps out behind the painter.

It is possible that in his heart of heart some ele-

ment of satire influences him when he depicts his

Parisiennes and, above all, their male companions;
but if satire there be, it is so delicately applied that

it is most generally overlooked. It is in other ways

that the philosophy of M. Cheret manifests itself.

Look, for instance, at the famous poster which he

designed for the advertisement of M. Emile Zola's

novel " La Terre." It is in its way as remarkable a

work of art as Millet's "Homme a la Hone" or any

other of the Barbizon poetisations of the solid in-

dignity of toil. This poster represented a weather-

beaten peasant sitting by the wayside, and iu

the background was a melancholy landscape, with

labouring horses dragging a heavy plough. This

iijfii-hc produced an immense impression in Paris,

and, no doubt, contributed in a large measure to

the success of a book of which M. Zola has but

little reason to be proud. All the pitiful story of

the French peasant was in this figure and in this

scene, and their creation at once raised the artist to

the highest ranks. It is not, however, M. Chen I 's

fortune to be at liberty to choose subjects so entirely

suited to his genius as was this. By the very nature

of bis enterprise he is obliged to apply his talents to

such subjects as his customers propose to him. One
day it is a patent rice-powder, another day a mowing-

machine, on a third a popular amusement resort, on a
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fourth a kind of petroleum or a speciality in straw

hats that lie is obliged to illustrate. Yet never did

any Pegasus in any plough make a braver appear-

ance. It is his to beautify and to idealise whatever

he touches. What tableautin, for instance, could be

more charming than the poster, a reproduction of

which is given on p. 371, advertising the Foudre

Diaphane—one of the Cheret ajfiches which is most

eagerly sought after by the collectors. Side by

representation of the scene in the Opera foyer.

But out of the thirteen hundred affiches winch he

side with th

ing Grevin's

may be

waxwor

LA CF.RNIERE AFFICHE DE CHF-RCT

in Colours b>l Cheret.)

ranked his poster advertis-

show and depicting the.

SE VEND PARTOUT
</••/ /'(W/Cf Coloun by CUret.)

has produced—from the first, which was an adver-

tisement of Valentino's dancing-rooms down to the

one which he is finishing to-day, and which has

this peculiarity, that for once the ballerina whom it

is destined to advertise is shown in pink instead of

the familiar vermilion— it would be difficult, so little

has the artist's execution and formula varied, to pick

out ami select work as more remarkable than all the

rest. Still, what may he considered Cheret's very

best work are four panels, which were specially de-

signed to meet the wishes of those who so greatly

admired his work that they used to cover their

walls with posters bought from the bill-stickers or

from agents who came by them by nightly larceny.

These four panels are entitled respectively " Music,"

" Dancing," "Comedy," ami "Pantomime," the third

and fourth of which are illustrated on pp. 369 and

373. These panels, as are the others, were specially

designed for decorative purposes, and are printed in

eight colours on thick paper. The dress of the figure

which idealises Comedy is in satin, of crushed-cherry

colour. The naked breast is lighted up with moon-

beams. The hair is of that Venetian red which
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Mme. Sarah Bernhardt made fashionable, and with other masks which in her caprice she has discarded,
which, perhaps as a consequence of this, Cheret has Behind her appears the serious countenance of M. de

COMEDY.

(From the Panel by Jules Chdret.)

endowed his typical Parisienne. In her hand, too Pourceaugnac, the grinning face of Scapin, escorted
heavy for her taper fingers, she holds a Pierrot by the comic apothecaries of the tradition of Moliere.
mask, towards which she smiles; falling from her are In the panel entitled" Pantomime" we are shown
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a coquettish columbine playing with her fan while

Pierrot whispers words of love in her ear ami har-

lequin menaces with his bat. It was, doubtless, after

looking at these panels thai Huysmans wrote of

Cheret's work: " II y a mille fois plus de talent dans

la plus mince des affiches de Cheret que dans la

plupart des tableaux d'un Salmi."

Xiiw though Cheret has shown that when he is

free to choose his subjects, and can give his artistic

instinct lull course, he can produce, a.s in his pastels

and in these four panels, specially designed and

executed for the lovers of his art, most excellent

work, it is still not at all to In- regretted that cir-

cumstances make it necessary fur him to devote his

time almost exclusively to the special work with

which his name is connected. "We might possibly be

able to spare Cheret the pastellist, or Cheret the

decorator, but one does no', sec what Paris would lie

without Cheret Vaffichier. The very difficulties which

the imposition of an often repellent subject lay

upon the artist seem only to inspire him to greater

triumphs. And doubtless also the contrast between

the subject and its execution has much to do with

the very sincere pleasure that the contemplation of

these posters evokes. What, for instance, could he

a more charming poetisation of that most prosaic of

commodities, a patent toilet soap, than the picture, a

reproduction of which is shown on p. 372, which re-

presents the daintiest of damsels just, about to use

this particular article? The advertisement is there

in every detail, from the name of the manufacture in

largest of letters down to a representation not only

of the soap itself, but of the box in which it is sold,

none other being genuine. Yet so deftly are these

commercial items introduced into the picture that

they in no way interfere with the artistic enjoy-

ment that one feels in contemplating it, This is

the idealisation of that art which the magnates of

the Beaux-Arts so lone- refused to recognise, and

which is known in France by the generic nana' of

" les arts industricls."

M. Cheret proposes to hold an exhibition of as

many of his posters as he is able to bring together,

in London next year. The exhibition will unfortu-

nately be incomplete, the artist having neglected bo

keep copies of all bis works. Such as it will be,

however, this exhibition cannot fail to lie one of the

most interesting to which the art-loving public has

been invited for many years past. Interesting, not

only by reason of the genius that inspired ami

executed these works of art, but by the intense

modernity of their raison d'etre. Here is work for

the delight of the people, which sprang into ex-

istence—not at the bidding nor under the patronage

of the great— but as an envoy from trade to the

passers in the street. Here is the artist turned

trouvere, and singing in the streets. It is one more

proof of the democratic spirit which is the life-breath

of trade, and a guaranti f the benefits which that

democratic spirit must confer on the masses.

THE BLIND GIRL."

Bi Sib •!. E. Mir

rpHIS beautiful picture— which, as we have before

X stated, was presented to the Municipal Gallery

of Birmingham by Mr. Alderman Kenrick, as a per-

manent record of the great success attending the

Exhibition of Works of the English Pre-Raphaelites

in 1891— ought by rights to have found its home in

Liver] 1. For with the most important public act

of the Liverpool Academy is it connected.

The work was first exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 1856, when Sir John Millais had been

three years an Associate and Pre-Ttaphaelitism was

still unpopular. The colour in "The Blind (nil"

was curtly adjudged by the Art Journal as being

"most unnatural," and the same authority de-

nounced the school as a "heresy," while "the

manner of execution, so called, is so easy of attain-

ment." Two years later it was exhibited at Liver-

pool, ami was awarded the prize, though the public

feeling favoured Abraham Solomon's "Waiting for

the Verdict." Mr. Alfred Hunt, one of the judges,

appealed to Mr. Luskin, who wrote congratulating

lais, Bart., R.A.

him on the decision, and prophesied that when the

Academy found—"as find they will—every year

Pre-Baphaelite pictures gradually advance in in-

fluence and value, you will be acknowledged to

have borne a witness all the more noble and g 1

because it seemed to end in discomfiture"—adding

that, generally speaking, one Pre-Baphaelite picture

was worth any three others on the Loyal Academy

walls. So the Liverpool Academy was justified,

and rejoiced in its action.

"The Blind Girl" was sold in the John Miller

sale in 185S for the sum of three hundred guineas;

and at the Graham sale in April, 1886, for £871 10s.,

Mr. Agnew being the purchaser.

The scene of the picture is at Winchilsea. It will

perhaps be remembered by the reader that the double

rainbow- was first painted by Sir John in the reverse

order of coloration, and corrected later, as be himself

admitted at a recent Academy banquet. It is the

fine colour, the brilliant execution, the triumph of

atmosphere, that make the picture great, M. H. S.
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THE BINGHAM MILDMAY SALE.

ONE of the most important artistic events of the

season has been the dispersal at Christie's

of the collection of paintings belonging te Mr. H.

paid

nearlj

them

VIEW OF A LOCK.

[From the Painting by ilinderhout Bobbema.)

Bingham Mildmay, one of the partners in the firm

of Baring. Consist-

ing of some ninety

works in all, princi-

pally by old masters,

the collection con-

tained some of the

finest paintings that

have appeared in the

auction rooms for

some years ; fourteen

of them were sold

at Christie's eleven

years ago in the

Hamilton sale, and

twenty others formed

part of the collec-

tion of the Baron

Yerstolk van Soelen,

which was brought

to the hammer in

1846. As an ex-

ample i if the curious

fluctuations of prices

afforded by this sale,

it may be stated that

while Mr. Mildmay

-a fi

inly £4,543 for the last-mentioned pictures,

four times that amount was realised upon
in this occasion.

chief among these works was a
"View on the Shore, Scheveningen,"
by Jacob Ruysdael (see p. 376),
which was coveted by the authori-
ties of the National Gallery, and
purchased by them, after a spirited

competition, for 2,200 guineas. The
picture when sold in 1872 fetched

but £68 as one of a pair ; and in

1881, at the Marquis de Marigny's
sale, the price rose to £216, so that
the nation has had to pay dearly for

this delay. It may be questioned,

indeed, whether the purchase was a

commendable one, when the fact is

considered that the Gallery already

possessed thirteen works by Ruysdael.

Another of the pictures from the

Dutch statesman's collect inn, which
we also reproduce, was Hobbema's
"View of a Lock," representing the

Haarlem Sluice, Amsterdam, with
the adjacent quays and buildings

ne example of the master. Having realised

BAL CHAMPETEE.

the Painting by Antoim Watteau.)
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THE ARTIST'S WIFE.

(From the Painting by Hogm

The other pictures which were in the Verstolk

collection were—the companion to the Puvysdael

purchased fur tin- National Gallery, seemed by

Mr. Agnew for 700 guineas ;

" A View on the

Dutch Coast," by Ludolph Backhuysen, sold for

£383—an increase of £70 on the price paid ba-

it in 1840; "A View of a Mountainous Country,"

by Nicholas Berchem (£420), failing to realise

by £140 the sum paid for it in 1836 : "A Herds-

man Pulling on bis Stocking," byKarel du Jardin

(£105); "A Calm Sea," by .1. van de Capelle

(£997); "The Bag-piper," by Adrian van ile Velde

(
£."!':.) ; "A Marine Piece," by W. van de Velde

— for which £787 was paid in 1875—went for

£640 ; a spirited painting, by dan Wynants, of

" Highwaymen Attacking Travellers " (£450)

;

"A Hawking Party," by Philip Wouverman, sold

for but a third of the price attained in 1844,

which was £051 ; and a "Battle Scene," by the

same artist (£308).

The gem of Mr. Mildmay's collection was

undoubtedly Watteau's " Pal Cbampetiv," and for

this the highest price in the sale was reached,

the competition to possess it being very keen. In

spite of numerous cleanings the colours are quite

brilliant, and the glow of the light as fresh as

when painted, and it is no matter for surprise

£425 at the Nieu-

wenhuys sale in 1833,

it was purchased for

£2,311 at this sale.

The work of Pieter

de Hooch was repre-

sented by two charac-

teristic examples, the

tiner of which when

sold in 1800 realised

but £37, while at its

last appearance on

the auctioneer's easel

the price was run

up to 2,800 guineas.

The other picture

by this ail ist repre-

sented an " Interior

of an Apartment," in

which the principal

figure was that of a

lady sitting at a

spinet. Whereas the

Baron Verstolk paid

£190 for this work

in 1841 , the price for

which Mr. Colnaghi

obtained it w is £7

VIEAV ON THE SHORE, E

the Painti,*, by J. Rvysdael. Purchased for the Nati ,1 Gallery.)
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LEONORA DI TOLEDO, WIFE OF COSIMO DE MEDICI.

{From the Painting by Angela Bromino, Engraved by J. M. Johnstone.)
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that Mr. Sedelmeyer had to pay 3,300 guineas

for the work, as compared with £199 10s. paid for

it in 1800. An illustration of this picture appears

on p. 375. Another work of the first rank was
that of "A Young Lady," described as a portrait of

"The Artist's Wife," by Rembrandt. When sold

in 1890 with the Redleaf collection, £1,690 was

paid for it, and it realised on this occasion the

sum of £2,667. "A Boy Angling," by Jan
Wynants, described by Dr. Waagen as "one
of the most beautiful works of the master,"

was sold for 1,280 guineas, a much lower

figure than it reached in 1875 at the Bredel

sale—£1,890.

Among other pictures which had a de-

clining tendency in price was a brilliant

work by Jan and Andrew Both, entitled

"Abraham with Hagar and Ishmael." This

painting had fetched £3,094 in 1828, was

sold again in 1875 for £4,725, hut on this

occasion it went for £1,145. The interest-

ing portrait of Leonora di Toledo, wife of

Cosimo de Medici, painted by Angelo Bron-

zino, of which we publish a wood engraving

on p. 377, is a replica of one in the Uffizi

Gallery, and was sold with the Hamilton

collection in 1882 for £1,837, whereas it

was bought this year for £819—less than

half that amount.

Another instance of declining value oc-

curred when the portrait of Queen Katharine

Parr, by Holhein, was put up. This picture

also came from Hamilton Palace, when it

fetched £800, but a fourth of that sum was

sufficient to buy it at this sale. Again, a

portrait of James I., by (
'. Janssens, also from

the Hamilton collection, went for £157, com-

pared with £700 paid for it at the earlier

sale. "A Portrait of a Gentleman," by

Moroni, from the same collection, which

brought in £178 then, was sold for twenty-

five guineas, and one of "William, Second Duke
of Hamilton," by D. My tens, bought for £735
from the Blenheim collect ion in 1886, realised but

£288. A characteristic painting by Isaac van

Ostade, "The Cabaret," has shown a declining

value at each of the. recent sides in which it has

figured, for while in 1880 it sold for £2,000,

in 1889 for £1,575, it was bought this time for

£1,522.

"A Saint," by Perugino, bought at the Hamilton

sale for £504, was sold for a little under the half of

that sum, and a " Portrait of a Venetian Admiral,"

by Tintoretto, from the same collection, for which

£1,155 was paid, went for £903. A "Portrait of

Titian," by Figorio, which realised £120 in 1882, was
obtained for £36. The picture reproduced on this

page, "A Girl Making Lace," a tine example of

Nicholas Maas, must also be included in this list,

for it went tor £1,680—£100 less than the price

paid for it in 1875.

The only other pictures which call for individual

A GITIL MAKING LACE.

(From (lie Painting by NicholaH Haas.)

mention are Hogarth's portrait of his wife, which

sold for £1,213— a large increase on the sum paid

for it in 1874, viz., £378. A good example of

Guercino—"Christ and the Woman of Samaria,"

which sold for £325 10s. in 1840, and double that

amount on this occasion; "A View in Venice," by

Guardi, which realised £125 in 1866, and increased

its value to £661 10s. at tins sale: and a. " Portrait

of the Marquis of Rockingham," by Sir Joshua

Reynolds, which fetched i'OO-'l, compared with

£577 10s., the price paid for it in 1888.

The total amount realised at the sale was

£44,021.
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THE ROMANCE OF ART.

ALLEGRI'S "NIGHT" AND "DAY."

By LEADER SCOTT.

RESDEN and Parma divide

the honours of possessing

Correggio's two master-

pieces. The celebrated " St.

Jen inic," popularly known

as " II Giorno " ("The Day "),

is at Parma, and Dresden,

among six other works of

the same master, prizes

"The Epiphany," or " La Notte" ("The Night "), as

i In' gem of them all. The two works are typical

of the artist in differenl ways—the one of his ex-

quisite expression through the medium of harmony

ami colour, the other of his sentiment through the

medium of chiaroscuro. Both pictures have passed

through so many vicissitudes that their story is

quite a romance.

"The Day" was painted at the happiest tin I

the artist's life, when in the early days of a happy

marriage all was touched by the rosy light of love.

Antonio's only sister had died in 1520, leaving him

verj lonely, but he had now filled the void at his

heart and health, for a young wife named Girolama

Merlini, scarcely mure than fifteen years "Id, reigned

there. Before her marriage she appears to have been

a dreamy, melancholy child with morbid ideas. Be-

lieving herself marked out for early death, she had

made her will, leaving all her property (for she

was a landed heiress tu the extent of 251 ducats)

to her uncles. However, life, uol death, awaited

her. She met the young artist, with whose name

all Parma was then ringing, and wlm might any

day have been seen in his perilous eminence in

the cathedral dome. After that happy meeting,

.-he. as Pungileone expresses it, "loosened the myr-

tle leaves from her tresses and wove them with

l-oses." From that moment she "no longer lived

for herself, and, praying for the help of God, she

knelt with Antonio at the foot of thealtar,and made
solemn vows of inviolable faith, on which the priest

gave them his benediction." The marriage was a

complete union; Antonio never grew tired of her,

and never left her except in case.-, of urgenl neces-

sity. Her forefathers had been armigeri (cavaliers

hearing arm-) fur many "'em-rations to the Manpiises

of Mantua, which honourable office gave her the

title of "Signora"—an unusual one in those days.

Shi- was said to In- very beautiful, and if, as Pungi-

leone says, the Madonna dressed as a zingara with

the sleeping babe, now at Parma, is a portrait of her,

she was lovely in the deepest sense of the word, for

that picture .shows a most graceful figure and an ex-

pressive faci' full of sentiment.

At this happy time, when his fame was daily

rising, the young artist received in 1523 a com-

mission from a rich lady of Parma named Donna

Briseide Colla, widow of Orazio Bergonzi, to paint an

altarpiece for her family chapel in the church of St.

Antonio. She promised him a payment of 400 lire

imperiali, and some authors assert that she kept him

inherown house during the six months he was work-

ing at it : but this is not proved, nor is it probable,

as he possessed a house of his own in the town, and

his bride had money. Wherever he worked it must

have been with a light heart: and in the brilliant

light and colour, the rich sunny atmosphere, and

divine joy in the faces of his picture we lead the

outpouring of his mosl happy feelings. At this time

of his life he used to sign his name in all kinds of

playful ways, sometimes Allegri or Lieto (gay), some-

times Latinising it as Lietus (.joyful).

The picture represents the Madonna holding on

her knee the babe, whose feet Mary Magdalen is

humbly kissing. Behind her stand two angels and

St. Jerome with his lion. Though an anachronism,

this last figure has given the name to the picture:

like his symbolical lion, St. Jerome is the emblem of

strength subdued by faith. He lias a strong, manly

figure, reduced by fasting, and holds a closed mil. mi

which is written "Glory to God!" Behind the

kneeling Magdalen, with her glowing golden locks,

stands an angel, with a divinely joyful face, holding

an alabaster vase. Even the very landscape smiles.

Mdigs says the colouring of St. Jerome i> so

sofl (cosh morhida sua pastositti) that the flesh is

more like that of a Venus. Baldinucci writes, com-

paring this picture with one of Raphael's: "< orreg-

gio surprises you less at first, but the surprise goes

mi increasing till, when you have seen it the tenth

time, it seems unsurpassable, and under this picture

Horace's line ought to he written, 'Hcee decies repetita

placet/it.'

"

Donna Briseide was so delighted with it that.

besides the stipulated 400 lire, she sent the artist a

* The presence of St Jerome is one of those anachronisms

of which artists are so frequently guilty. However, saints are

el' every age. ami they are more frequently used as allego-

rical than real characters. After all. the poets are even more

inconsistent, for Virgil put Dido in Africa with Eneas, and

Milton represents his infernal spirits with arquebussc- and

cannons.
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useful present of some sacks of corn, and two cars of

flour from her poilr,;\ with a " pig so well fattened

that it could scarcely walk." She musl have kept

the picture in her own house to enjoy it for a few

years, for it was not till 1528 that she collocated

it in her chapel in the church of St. Antonio; pro-

bably her increasing illness caused her to place it in

safety, for she died in the same year, and was buried

in the chapel. Fur more than two hundred years

the picture remained there, and then its adventures

began. Early in the eighteenth century Don John

V. of Portugal saw it, and secretly contracted with

Count Anguiscola, then abate of the church, to pur-

chase it for 14,000 ungheri (400,000 francs), with

1,000 for himself, per colui che avesse saputo maneg-

giare bene il contratto (he who knew so well how to

manage the contract ).

It is a slight excuse for the dbate's duplicity that

he wanted the money to finish restoring the church.

However, the Duke Filippo, hearing of the negotia-

tions, forbid the sale of such a national treasure, and,

tn keep it- more safely, had it removed to the cathe-

dral, where it remained till 1756. The canons being

warned by the troubles of the abate, took extra care

of their precious charge, so much so that when a

French artist asked permission to make a copy of

it, lie met with an obstinate refusal. After using

all his arguments in vain on the venerable canons,

the Frenchman appealed to the Duke himself,

who summarily removed the bone of contention by

sending a file of armed soldiers to carry away the

picture from the cathedral, and escort it to his villa

at Colorno, where it was placed in a high and well-

guarded chamber. The year following he made an

end of litigation by purchasing the painting from

the abate, for the sum of 1,500 zecclvini (sequins),

besides paying 250 sequins for another picture to

replace it oyer the altar. The artist Battoni had

the commission for this.

The Duke presented " 11 Giorno" to the nation,

and it was placed in the Parma Academy; but

even here it was not allowed to remain in peace.

Napoleon came to Italy, and perpetrated his famous

sacking of all its best artistic treasures. Again

a tile of soldiers carried away Correggio's picture,

but this time they bore the French colours, and
" II Giorno" went over the frontier to Paris, in spite

of Duke Filippo's munificent offer of a million

of francs for its ransom. Although the military

finances were not flourishing, the art-critics, MM.
Monge and Berthollet, who accompanied the army

as Napoleon's artistic agents, refused to accept the

sum.

"St. Jerome" then went- to France, ami formed

one of the trophies of Italy in Paris, till in 1815

Canova's diplomacy, while in power as Inspector-

General of the Belle Arti, obtained the decree for

the restitution of the artistic treasures which Napo-

leon had taken from Rome, and he included this

among them. Italy will be eternally grateful to

Canova for this act, in which England wenl hand in

hand with her by placing one hundred thousand

francs at the sculptor's disposal to assist towards I he

expenses of sending the art-treasures home. Canova

went to Paris himself to superintend the arrange-

ments, and thence crossed over to London, where

he was much feted. His grateful Country created

him Marquis of Ischia, and gave him a pension of

three thousand scudi. Great was the joy of the Par-

mese when the widow- I Iriseide's picture returned to

them again. They placed it with due honour in a

kind of tribune espei tally arranged for it, and there

it remains to this day in company with several of

Correggio's other works, such as the " Madonna della

Scodella," the "Ecce Homo," and the "Martyrdom of

St. Placido."

There is at Mantua a smaller sketch in oils

of this picture, thought to have been the original

bozzetto by Correggio. It is signed, with the date

December, 1524, and was once in the possession of

the Duchess Amalia, who prized it so much that she

refused to sell it to two Englishmen, though they

brought her letters from her nephew the Emperor.

She replied that to "please him she would give it

for three thousand t/t>/>]iir, but she would not let it

go out of Italy for six thousand, as she was sure any

Italian would give more to keep it in the country."

In 1702 it belonged to Sigma Francesco Maria

Trezzi, of Parma. Whilst here, Felice ( 'anipi, an artist

who had made Correggio his especial study, came

to see it, and, overcome by his feelings, he burst into

a torrent of enthusiasm. "Signor Trezzi," he cried,

"you surely have a guardian angel who loves you, or

it would have been impossible to secure such a trea-

sure. 1 have studied the large picture thoroughly,

but this sketch is even more surprising, for it proves

how great Correggio really was. The being- painted

on a bit of oiled paper is only a proof of its origin-

ality, for that was ( lorreggio's usual custom in making

first sketches; then again, look how full of colour it is

—just the peculiarity of his large works. Here you

have the harmony of his composition, and his quality

of tints, especially in the shadows, which the finest

ai'tists after him have not, been able to imitate: all

these are irrefragible proofs of its originality."

To this testimony we may add the internal evi-

dence of the many variat ions between the picture and

this sketch which would never have been made by a

copyist. In the large picture St. Jerome has a very

long beard, and his scarf is purplish; in this sketch bis

beard is short, and the scarf ultramarine, with yellow

in the folds. The angel's hair has quite a different
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glow in the picture ; and you can distinguish all five

fingers of the babe, whose head is turned towards

the saint, while in the sketch, some of the little

fingers of the hand, which here points to the angel,

are hidden.

There is a good copy of " II Giorno " in Florence,

which was made by Barroccio, one of his earliest

imitators.

Correggio's other masterpiece, "The Nativity"

known as"La Notte"("The Night"), now in Dresden,

is entirely different to this in tone and feeling. On

( Ictober 14, 1522, Correggio made an agreement with

a g intleman from Reggio, named Alberto Pratonero,

tn paint an altarpiece for his family chapel in the

church of San Prospero at Reggio, the price agreed

on being 208 lire, or 47.1 gold ducats. Whether the

picture were painted at that time or not, it was not

placed in the church till 1530. Possibly the order

dragged on while Correggio's mind was full of other

things— first, bis picture for Donna Briseide, who,

being a personal friend, probably kept him up to the

mark by constant \isits to inspect progress; thru

there was his work in the cupola of the Duomo,

with a week now and then in the mythological

bower of "Diana and the Loves among the Roses,"

which he was painting for the luxury-loving Abbess

ot' San Paolo. Besides these', the family joys and cares

caused by a wife and little daughters; and endless

lawsuits—for his cousins disputed his inheritance

from his uncle Aromani, and his wife's relations gol

up a lawsuit about her marriage-portion. There was,

moreover, much fighting in Italy, and a visitation

of the plague at that time. These were certainly

enough distractions for an artist's temperament, which

only flourishes when worldly cares do not intrude:

but more probably the chief cause of the delay was

thai he had set himself a high ideal in this picture.

He was working out a new effect of light, and was

unable to satisfy himself. The picture represents

the Nativity, but Correggio has evidently taken his

inspiration not from the Gospel narrative, but from

the account in an apocryphal book called "Evangelo

dell' Infanzia del Salvatore," which relates that when

Joseph came back with assistance to his wife, he

found the cave filled with a divine radiance from the

1
'.a lie, which was already born. The effect as repre-

sented by the painter is very beautiful; the sole

light emanates from the body of the divine Child,

and falls on the wrapt faces of the adoring shepherds.

One of the most beautiful figures is a young girl,

who shades her eyes with her hand from this mys-

terious effulgence. Pungileone, describing the croup,

says :
" All the figures might have been drawn by an

angel hand, and they seem to start out from the

canvas, wanting only the power of .speech." Above

the shed is a choir of angels, of which the equally

enthusiastic Vasari asserts " they seem to have been

rained down from heaven." This effect of light is

not forced or artificial, as with the later Dutch

painters, Schalken and Honthorst, nor a mixed effect,

as in one of Raphael's paintings, where four lights

(two emanating from angels, one from a torch, and

another from the moon) are mingled. Correggio's

light is delicate and spiritual, and seems to pervade

everything, rather than to form shadows, while its

unity is very full of religious meaning. The picture

was at length finished, and in 1530 placed in the

basilica, of San Prospero at Reggio, with the follow-

ing inscription: "Albertus et Gabriel Pratonerii,

luce de Hieronymi parentis opti. Mi sententia lie

re volerunt. An. MDXXX."

Here it remained till 1646, when a rich church-

man, ascribed in the Latin inscription as the

" Illustrissimo Francus Perucius " (Mosl Illustrious

Francis Peruzzi 0, purchased it, and cave it to

his parish church at Modena. It was afterwards

acquired by the Duke of .Modena, one of the D'Este

Family, and remained in the ducal gallery till 1746,

when evil times tell on the petty principalities,

which were distracted by the War of Succession

and other disturbances. Tin' Farncse dukes were

already extinct at Parma and Piacenza, which were

now ruled by Charles VI., and probably Francesco

D'Este foresaw the fall of his dynasty at Modena,

which, in fact, speedily look place when his successor,

Ercole III., was deposed. In the face of coming

misfortune Francesco felt justified in realising his

art-treasures, and disposed of a hundred ot his best

pictures to the Elector Augustus III. of Saxony,

who only paid 12,000 thalers for the lot: so "The

Night" was packed up with six others of Correg-

gio's works, including "St. George," "St. Sebastian,"

"The Reclining Magdalen," and one of the only two

portraits he was known to have painted—that of

his friend and family physician, Dr. Lordbardi.

The Count Appoli Vezzani of Parma has what is

thought to be the original sketch for this picture,

hut, as the outlines are hard and the handling wants

light and grace, the question is doubtful. Counsellor

D. Venanzio de Pagave had a sketch, now lost,

which was believed to be original. Another sketch

was in the Ambrosiana Library at Milan. The

existence of so many of these sketches proves

how much the artist pondered the subject before

painting.

" The Night " has been copied many times.

Giuseppe Logari, a Venetian artist, was sent to the

court of .Modena to copy it for the King of Por-

tugal, and another copy is said to have been made

by Annibale Carracci. The Queen of Poland, wife

of Augustus II., had a fine copy made in miniature

by Signora Teresa Concordi.
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DECORATIVE SCULPTURE AT CHICAGO.

Orit pages will be found to contain reproduc-

tions of such specimens of the statuary which

decorate the World's Fair, Chicago, as have seemed
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THE SPIRIT OF FIRE CONTROLLED. THE REPUBLIC.

{By Daniel French.)

A i:< in I'Ectuim-:.

GROUF ON THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

(Designed by Martin,/.)
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light encircles the brow. It is the creation of Mr.

Daniel French, and was erected by Mr. 1!. (
'. B.

Atwood, the chief designer of the exhibition.

The roof of the Administration Building is de-

corated with groups, re-

presenting " Patriotism,"

" Tradition," " Liberty,"

" Joy," " Commerce,"
" Art," " Industry," and

"Abundance," all being

of heroic proportions

— the work of Mr.

Carl Bitters. Mr. Lor-

ado Taft is responsible

for the decoration of

the Horticultural Build-

ing ; Mr. John Boyle

for that of the Trans-

portationBuilding,while

the Machinery Building-

owes its sculptural

adornment to Mr. Waa-
gen. The sculpture for

the Woman's Building

consists principally of

figures typifying the

feminine virtues and

graces, and is designed

by Miss Rideout— a

fact very eloquent of

the position woman is

taking in Transatlantic

art when we remember
that the statue to Her
Majesty.recently erected

in Kensington Gardens,

by the Marchioness of

Lome, is the first monu-
ment London owes to

the talents of a woman.
The two groups (one

of "Agriculture," a

figure—the flying folds

of which suggest rather unpleasantly the essential

rigidity of the material—standing between a yoke
of powerfully-horned oxen ; the other, " The Four
Races," reproduced on p. 383, supporting within

HEAD OP THE STATUE OP THE REPUBLIC.

(Designed by Daniel French.)

their over-stiff arms a skeleton globe of hoops zoned

by the signs of .the Zodiac) convey an admirable
idea of the decoration of the Agricultural Build-

ings, which has rested with Mr. Martiny.

To the group called

the " < ilorification of

Discovery" we would

call special attention.

.It is graceful in com-

position, ami, though

distinctly decadent, sin-

gularly graphic. The
action of the inspired

figure who sees the

breakers foaming ahead,

or the land of her

unwavering faith, is

excellent; and so is

the alert and eager

action of the man and

woman at the prow.

ready to spring from

the galley and claim the

new territory. Here
we find effect vigon ntsly

and deftly given to an

original and very poetic

fancy. This and the

sedate figure of "Archi-

tecture " and the group

called " The Spirit of

Fire Controlled " form

admirable illustrations

of the quality of the

work exhibited, which

fully meets the pur-

pose for which it was

commissioned—that of

adorning an exhibition

intended to eclipse not

only anything of the

sort ever dreamed of in

America, but ever at-

tempted in any part of the world: and harmonious
in feeling, as it all is, witli the architecture it en-

riches, it produces a profound impression, even mi

those whose taste is fastidious.

846
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THE SALONS.— II.

By CLAUDE

THE SALON OF THE CHAMPS ELYSEES.
(Concluswn.)

ACONSIDEBABLE popular success has been

achieved by M. Joseph Bail's overlarge but

genuinely humorous piece of gervre, " La besogne

THE TROUBADOURS.

(From the Painting In Benri Martin, in the Old Salon.)

faite." A young assistant-cook, clad, not in the

orthodox white, but in a jacket of flaming scarlet,

sits amidst bis splendidly burnished brass pans and

the paraphernalia of a complicated task accomplished,

and leaning back with the prenaturally knowing air

of the most hardened Parisian clubman, enjoys his

otiwm rum ,/i
;/,

litntr in the shape of a cigarette and

the Figaro. The executi< m is both broad and incisn e,

and belongs to the school of M. Vollon and M. Fouace;

but M. Bail is no intuitive colourist, and the scarlet

of his young cook's jacket is self-assertive in the

PHILLIPS.

picture even to shrieking point. An excessively

clever performance, such as only the artistic children

of France have the skill and the patience to ac-

complish, is the " Salle des Conferences an Senat "

—

a long perspective of this glittering saloon, over-

laden with ornament of the Louis XIV. type,

such as causes the group of aged and far from

imposing senators, scattered here and there

over its whole length, to look shamefaced

and conscious of their lack of value from

a purely decorative point of view. Some-

where between the style of Emile Levy and

M. Bouguereau is the "Pauvre Paria" of

M. Fritel, the artist whose " Les Conquer-

ants" was one of the sensations of last year's

Salon. On the knees of the Christ of l'itz,

who sits enthroned, august, hut full of man-

suetude, lies prone and naked the miserable

Paria, seeking from his woes the ultimate

refuge. The draughtsmanship is through-

out of characteristically French excellence,

the dramatic grip of the pathetic subject

an intensely strong one ; on the other hand

the self-consciousness, the undue striving

after the stage-dramatic in effect, the push-

ing to the extreme point of a Hugoesque

antithesis and a Hugoesque humanitarianism,

repel three out of any four of those whom

the work may detain against their will and

blind them to its genuine merits. M. Buland

betrays at once in his "Flagrant Debt" and
' La riehesse de la France— ceux qui ne se

mettent pas en greve" his study and imita-

tion of Diirer and the Flemings, and his

consequent tendency to overwrought detail

in the working out of the well-marked

popular types of to-day which he selects

for interpretation.

The landscapes of M. Adrien Demont

always exhale a certain tenderness, always

have a significance of their own, such as in the

transcriptions of nature is no longer the artistic,

fashion in France. He belongs in this respect, though

not in technical style, to the group which contains

M, Harpignies, M. Pointeliu, and a few other attardis

of the great school which has now died a natural

death. I should like his poetic, vaporous land-

scape, "La I.egende," better were it not for the

white-robed diaphanous figure—a concession to the

taste of the moment—which moves towards us in

the foreground, unconvincing and bound by no
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bond of inevitableness to the picture. In his "Don
Ouiehotte " the figures of the rueful knight and his

rotund squire are far nioi-e happily married to the

landscape, which is by comparison broadly brushed,

and altogether of a different character. M. Nozal's

mannerism of touch and abuse of impasto stand less

in his way than usual in those broadly and nobly

conceived studies, " Lever de lune au crepuscule

"

and " Le tard dans les sables pies Saint-Pair "

—

pathetic scenes of solitude and desolation these, such

as hardly any English landscape-painter would ven-

ture to present. M. Camilla Dufouv may be said to

have invented the grey southern, as distinguished

from the grey northern landscape—the warm pal-

pitating, yet veiled atmosphere, with scintillating

points of light. In his "L'entree du Port d'Antibes
"

and "Pont dAin " he shows no falling off; but, as

is invariably the case in France, he has raised up all

round him skilful imitators, some of whom, at least,

equal their prototype so far as the imitation can

equal the original. Ann nig these M. Joubert comes

first, with his " Le Colysee (sic) vu du Palatin," a

view of the Colosseum and its environment, more
artistic and less nakedly topographical than any that

has been produced since Corot in his early days made

himself the interpreter of Roman city scenery. Very
striking is M. Calderini's " Tristesse dAutomne "—
merely a stone terrace in a very civilised park, made
splendid with barocco vases and monumental seats,

but so drenched with autumnal rains, so marred by

the falling foliage, so disquieting in its complete

abandonment, that it conveys more completely the

sense of desolation and sorrow for the waning year

than would a scene of the most romantic and melan-

choly grandeur-. The Alsatian painter, M. Zuber,

notwithstanding a certain heavy insistence of touch,

manages to convey admirably in his " Floraisons

dAvril " the bursting forth in all its delicate and

ephemeral beauty of a southern spring ; the same

effect of tender-hued flowering almond trees well-

married to the delicate blue of the sky being given

by M. Yarz in his "Mars en Provence—amandiers

en neurs."

The landscapes of M. Desbrosses are perhaps

not altogether defensible from the technical stand-

point—so crude is the freshness of the green in " Le

Plateau du moineau (Vosges)," so disconcerting the

naming mass of saffron yellow in the sunset sky of

" Le chene de l'etang de Blancpain
;

" but there is

all tlie same in these vast pages of nature a spacious-

ness, a charm of solitude, not dissociated from sug-

gestions of humanity, such as render us unwilling to

dissect overmuch works which have given us a sen-

sation of something nobly and deeply felt. Land-

scapes of varying merit are also contributed by many
well-known paysagistes, such as MM. Francais,

Harpignies, Pointelin, Lansyer, Japy, Busson, Delpy;

by M. Pierre Ballue, Mile. Lina Bill, M. Brozik,

M. Duvent, M. Flahaut, M. Le Eoux, M. Jean-

Baptiste Olive, M. Sain, and M Monchablon—

I

select only a few out of the mass.

British artists make at the Salon of the Champs
Elysees for 189.3 an unusually good show with a

group of works so familiar on this side of the

Channel that it cannot be necessary to do more
than enumerate those which have attracted our

attention. Thus Mr. Alma-Tadema exhibits his

"Portrait of M. Paderewski" and the "Poses of

Heliogabalus
;

" Professor Herkomer, the large land-

scape with figures, " Our Village
;

" Mr. Lorimer

his clever " Ordination of Elders in the Scotch

Kirk ;

" Mr. Frank Brangwyn his " Pirates ;

" Mr.
( 'alter a male portrait. It will be seen, moreover,

in the succeeding article that the British element

is even stronger and, above all, more attractive, at

the Champ de Mars than in the parent exhibition.

SALOM OF THE CHAMP DE MARS.

In the preceding article I have vindicated the

right of those French artists who still maintained

erect the standard of the old schools to keep the

high place which they had conquered for them-

selves by sheer excellence in working out their

ideal from their own standpoint. I must now,

in the face of the parrot-cry still raised by the

diminishing number against the phalanx of the

Progressists, record once more that they continue

ti> march steadily and, on the whole, victoriously

across the debatable land, and that, whatever

their own position may ultimately prove to be,

they will, for good or for evil, have renewed the

technical processes of art from end to end, and

imported into it once for all many things which

were never there before. To those flies on the

wheel of the coach who still weary themselves in

efforts to arrest the advancing machine, much as

they ludicrously opposed themselves a few years ago

to the conquering advance of the Wagnerian music-

drama, one can only reply once more, " E pur si

muove"—the thing must go on; otherwise, as ex-

perience has taught us in so many famous instances.

what was once the vivifying heat of artistic in-

vention will become the ice of mechanically-repeated,

meaningless formula. It, is for this reason, above

all others, that the Salon of the Champ de Mars,

notwithstanding its many extravagances, lias for the

observant an interest apart from, if not above, that

of any other modern exhibition of the year.

M. Puvis de Chavannes, not for the first time, in

his o-reat canvas, " Hommage de Victor Hugo a la

Yille de Paris—Camaieu," mars a design more
august, more serene in its majesty, than any other
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artist of the day could conceive, by the wilfully

defective and even childish drawing of many por-

tions of the design. For I decline to believe that

the master who has produced such superb studies of

the nude cannot do better than he has here done,

and must continue to attribute his weaknesses to

that desire to attain to a Giottesque simplification

is a new variation of the master's favourite colour-

harmony—no longer peach-bloom this time, but

plum-bloom relieved against a vibrating background

of light grey. Among the portraits of men the most

attractive is that of M. Arsene Houssaye, en robe

de ehambre. There is no Whistler this year, no

Sargent, no C'azin ; but, in spite of this temporary

THE IROXERS.

(From the Painting by A. EdelfdL)

of the human form which is the only affectation of

an otherwise noble master.

Nothing new remains to be said of M. Carolus-

1 turan, except that, much as in preceding years, he

forces even the must reluctant, even those who

an- most repelled by the cold objectivity, the lack

of intuitive sympathy which mars his astonishing

executive talent, to stand before his canvases;

so irresistibly dors their mere pictorial strength

assert itself. He is, however, even less interesting

than usual, unless il be in the " Portrait de Mme.

Carolus-Duran," dressed entirely in a deep violet-

purple, a picture into which he has infused, and

naturally enough, a certain pathos conspicuously

lacking in his other productions. In the " Tor-

trait de Mme. le Baronne de T " the attraction

defection of some of the most important members of

the still youthful SocUU Nationale, the display as a

whole maintains its interest.

A piquant novelty to the Parisians, hungering

just now for some sort of not too robust ideality, for

some form of modern, semi-decorative mysticism,

has been the d but at the Champ de Mars of Mr.

Bume-Jones, who has been represented by three

canvases, which it is not necessary at this stage to

describe to the frequenters of English galleries:

"The Depths of the Sea," the " Perseus " (the huge

and definitive version of the small work which

appeared at the New Gallery), and the beautiful

" Portrait of Philip Comyns Carr." Mr. Burne-

Jones's style responds curiously to the tone of

French art and literature in this transitional
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peril »1 of reaction from an excessive realism, and he

embodies very perfectly the languors, the mysterious,

or would-be mysterious, symbolisms to which, strive

as they may, the French—leaving Gustave Moreau,

as an exception, out of the question—are unable to

accommodate the lucidity of their genius. Look, for

instance, how dangerously near to the ridiculous a

gifted and charming artist like M. Aman-Jean may
approach with " Venise, la Reine des Mers," or some

of his portraits, in which Parisian ladies vainly strive

tn assume that expression of Wdtschmerz which is

over here just now a little out of fashion.

M. Pagnan-Bouveret has now definitively matured

his style on the basis of that of Bastien-Lepage,

putting aside the relatively broad manner in which

he indulged some years ago. A certain hardness

and dryness of technique, a certain lack of spon-

taneity his admirers cannot help deploring; yet, in

the presence of works such as he has shown this

year, in which a heart-searching yet a decently

veiled pathos informs the subjects chosen from

broadly human and in no wise exceptional phases

of everyday life, it is difficult to be critical, or to

set limits to one's admiration. In " I)ans la Foret
"

it is the time of noon and the season of autumn in

a forest; in a clearing a party of wood-cutters have

gathered, sitting or lying at rest in an almost cir-

cular group to listen in rapt attention to a young

itinerant fiddler, who stands, unconscious of pose

in their midst, as lie plays with absolute conviction

some old-world familiar tune. There is nothing

ambitious or aggressively pathetic in these rough

peasant-labourers, and yet the painter makes the

beholder in contemplating them dive deep into the

mysteries of life—deeper far than any Pre-Raphael-

ite allegory could take him. It is, indeed, in art as

elsewhere, from the expression of the problem of

life, not from that of the final but inconsiderable

accident of death, that is to be extracted the higher,

nobler pathos; and this is why, with all its sin-

cerity, its technical beauty and appropriateness, the

life-work of such a master as Israels must and will

eventually take lower rank than it ought other-

wise to have done.

Still more beautiful is M. Dagnan-Bouveret's

portrait group, showing Mme. Bouveret with her boy

seated lovingly on her knee. Given the artist's

peculiar mode of execution, the arrangement of the

figures is perfect, its unity of line and above all

of sentiment beyond praise : rarely has the over-

mastering passion of maternity been more simply

exhibited, or in more touching fashion. It is the

inward look in the eyes of M. Dagnan's personages

that is so strangely moving, but it must be owned

that in "Dans la Prairie"—the study of a solitary

woman standing, with a cow, in the foreground

of a limitless green plain—he a little abuses this

sort of pathos, and detracts from the simplicity of

his subject.

The veteran M. Israels is represented by "Mau-
vais Temps"—an aged woman, guiding with painful

labour a little cart over some ploughed fields

under a threatening sky.

Herr Fritz von Uhde takes as his theme this

year, not one of those religious subjects approached

from the absolutely modern standpoint with which

he has identified himself, but simply two rustic

children in a landscape—treating, however, this sim-

ple piece of genre in the same reverent, tremulously

human spirit which is his force in religious art. His

method is derived from France, but he has the in-

estimable advantage of remaining national all the

same. A certain pastiness and lack of certainty in

the execution, in a subject such as this, place the

Saxon painter, it must be owned, at a considerable

disadvantage, as compared with some of his French

contemporaries. On the contrary, his rival among

the German artists of to-day in realism and modern-

ity of treatment, Herr Max Liebermann, of Berlin,

ens by an excess of impasto, and a decided coarse-

ness of handling adding nothing to the powerful

full-length " Portrait de M. (en Costume de

Scnateur de Hambourg)," and still less setting off

the cleverly-illuminated " Orphelins d'Amsterdam,"

which has been seen before, and, curiously enough

—seeing that it is a picture by a Berlinese artist,

appreciated, notwithstanding his nationality, in

Paris—belongs to the Museum of Strasburg.

Last year M. Carriere's " Maternite" " conquered

many suffrages in virtue of its masterly composition,

and the piquancy of the effect of brownish vapour

enwrapping bis personages, and adding to his subject

something of that pseudo-mysticism of which, as the

note of the moment in France, I have already said a

word. Now he sends a series of portrait-groups and

portraits which, so far as this same brownish vapour

will allow the spectator to divine, are character-

istic as well as cleverly drawn and modelled. But,

whatever excuse there might be for M. ( 'arriere's

depressing fog as suggestive of the troubles and

clouds of maternity, there is none for its intro-

duction quand mime in all these diverse portraits.

The method adds nothing to the subject, and is,

therefore, without legitimate excuse; the true of

the brilliant, well-equipped artist, striving to gain

the public at whatever cost, is but too apparent.

Put will what is so gained be held, or will not

Fortune's and the public's favours prove ephemeral '

M. Picard, who should be well-known now to

English amateurs from the interesting display of his

work last winter at the Grafton Gallery, is another

admirably well-endowed artist who appears to be
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unable to settle down as yet to a definite style

which should be absolutely his own. At present,

lie continues to amuse himself with curious studies

of one and the same imperfect female model; coloured

and lighted a la Bernard, only with an added
piquancy and charm. His other contributions are

Whistlerian sea-pieces, and portraits of a rare re-

finement and distinction, such

as that of the " Prineesse G.,"

in winch the peculiar colour-

harmony serves, not only the

primary object of giving origin-

ality and beauty to the paint-

ing, but also, in some not easily

definable way, helps to express

the personality of the model.

The Swede, M. Zorn, whose

frank, masterly impressionism

has nut yet in London received

all tin' attention that it de-

serves, represents a phase of

modernity widely divergent

from that of M. Picard. His
" 1 >imanche Matin—Dalecarlie,

Suede," was at the Grafton

Gallery, where, as .here, it ap-

peared open to the reproach that,

being mainly an impression, it

did not instantaneously and con-

vincingly impress. Admirable,

on the other hand, is " Ma
Grand'mere," and, most striking

of all, " Ma Femme." This last

is the living, breathing portrait

of a young lady in a flaming

scarlet gown spotted with white,

standing at a half-open door near

a large portfolio of drawings.

The portrait has about it some-

thing characteristically and even

aggressively bourgeois—this is,

indeed, the key-note of M. Zorn's

art—but it is irresistible, for all

that : so intense is the vitality

of the rendering, so full of vibration the atmosphere

in which, thanks to his peculiar technical method,

he has enwrapped his figure. The notable Finland

artist, M. Edelfelt, floods his pictures as usual with

a pale, northern sunlight, and, with a method de-

veloped almost entirely under French influences,

retains an artistic personality vigorously and de-

lightfully national. His most interesting productions

this year are two singularly moving and impressive

studies of extreme old age, " Finnoises Chantant
des ('bants Magiques," ami " Lamentations." With-

out in any way striving to get away from the

homeliness of his types, he has brought out in

these withered, trembling witches of a bundled
years an element of almost sibylline grandeur.

With M, Gustave Courtois— the same artist

whose masterly "Portrait of a Lady" at the

Grafton Gallery has excited so much interest—we
return to more academic methods. The " Portrait

ME FOREST.

the Painting by Dagnau-Bourerit. Photographed by Braun.)

de Mme. Spitzer," showing the widow of the famous

collector surrounded by some of the artistic trea-

sures but lately dispersed, is artistically complete,

if pietorially uninteresting. "Inquietude Humaine"
is a large study of two entirely nude figures in a

landscape—not Adam and Eve, as might well be

imagined, but symbolisms with which M. Courtois

has sought to keep abreast of the fashion of the

moment. The picture, notwithstanding its am-

bitious aspirations, remains hardly more than a

carefully-drawn, rather lifeless academic. An ex-

quisite study of a nude male figure in a landscape,
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curiously entitled " Uh Soir sur le Bord du Lac

Majeur," has a style, a rhythmic balance of pro-

portion, which takes it out of the category of mere

academical exercises. M. Ary Eenan, who, not-

withstanding intermittent excursions as a painter

into the domains of M. Puvis de Chavannes and M.

THE LAMENTATIONS OP ORPHEUS.

(,From the Painting by -iry Renan.)

Gustave Moreau, has hitherto been chiefly known as

an ingenious writer on the art of others, takes this

year a much higher position than heretofore. His

" Sapho " and " Les Plaintes d'( Irphee " show him still

the disciple of the masters just named, and in them

the literary artist predominating over the painter.

All the same there is about both performances a

genuine lyrical charm, a distinction and pathos the

attraction of which it is impossible to withstand.

No artist in the group of moderns is a mure enthu-

siastic nature-worshipper, a more genuine chercheur,

than the American painter, Mr. Alexander Harrison,

whose reputation has hitherto been greater with the

instructed than in the outer circle of the general

public. His position in art has never before been so

convincingly asserted as on the present occasion. He
continues his curious studies of the undraped human

form in various lights, but shines chiefly in three

singularly original and beautiful sea-pieces
—"La

Lune" (purchased by the Luxembourg), " La Nuit,"

and the daring rose-and-turquoise sunset scene,

" Ciel Rose." More daring still,

and not less happy in its per-

petuation of a mysterious, fleet-

ing moment in nature is " La

Solitude." The sun has just

gone down, sending a few part-

ing golden shafts through the

dense wall of sombre foliage

walling in and shadowing into

blackness a solitary pond; in

the midst, uprising from a boat,

stands, strangely pale and white

against the dark, the naked form

of a youth about to take his

plunge into the uninviting

depths of the still water.

M. Helleu, the eccentric and

gifted artist best known over

here for his pastels and his

brilliant dry-points, sends a

vast study, " Notre-Dame de

Paris," in which lie strives,

with greater success than last

year, to depict the interior of

a Gothic fane flooded with

rainbow-hued light, transmitted

through a thousand jewel-like

panes of stained class. These

rare and hitherto unattempted

effects of illumination are hit

off with the greatest subtlety:

but what M. Helleu has not yet

been able to combine with this

impressionistic brilliancy is cor-

rectness and solidity of form, so

that even now his problem remains but imperfectly

solved, since he has chosen to leave half-accomplished

that side of it which interests him least.

It is distressing to be compelled by lack of space

to neglect altogether in these notes on the Champ

de Mars not only many artists of high distinction,

but whole groups of works, such as the landscapes

and the avowedly decorative performances. Thus I

can say little or nothing about such kindred artists

as M. Duez and M. Gervex—now moderates where

they mice belonged to the advanced guard—save to

call attention to the " Silhouette de Parisienne " of

the former, and the "Paquita (Balzac)" of the latter.

M. Gervex's daring study is a lovely harmony in

flesh-colour, pale-green, and cool grey ;
showing the
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hardly veiled form of a beautiful woman in Empire

dress lying on a couch. Of this it might well be

said that it is purissimce impuritatis. I pass

over, too, the curious portraits of M. Blanche, of

Mr. E. W. Alexander, of M. Gandara : the fresh

and piquant, if harshly-outlined, decorative study,

" Diane," of M. Boutet de Monvel; the pretentious

failure, " I.a Mort et le Bucheron " (bought by the

French State), of M. Lhernritte, who would do well

to leave to others the dramatic and symbolical side

the splendidly broad and thoroughly legitimate

performances of the Flemish artist, M. Courtens,

the lillcst of which is the iiol.lo avenue of tiee-

in autumn vesture, called "Soleil de Septembre."

More willingly does one pass by, clever as they

are in their mistaken fashion, the half - Spanish,

half-Japanese eccentricities of the Franco-American

painter, Mr. Dannat, and the no less clever Parisian

character - sketches of M. Raffaelli, which last

would gain vastly by being executed a- pastels or

TWILIGHT AT VILLEFRANCHE.

{Fmu, ihr Painting by ./. .1. Muenier.)

of art; the huge official canvas, "Le Centenaire,"

of M. Roll. It is much harder to leave with

only a passing word of praise M. Muenier's superb
" Yillefranehe an Crepuseule," which embraces in

one consistent whole the beauties of the decora-

tive and the pathetic schools. And then we have,

as usual, the blazing 1'iovencal landscapes of M.

Montenard ; the powerful, if a little monotonous,

"Marines" of the noted Dutch painter, M. Mesdag

;

84 7

fusains instead of in oils. Deserving of the closest

and most sympathetic study, on the other hand,

is the CUrioUS series of studies of the Seine iii

winter by the Norwegian artist, M. Thaulow ; and

exquisite in their grey, demure fashion arc the

landscape-studies of M. Rend Billotte, the poet-

painter in ordinary of the Parisian banlieue, of

which, from an artistic point of view, he is the

discoverer.
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OUK ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

I

X the beauty of its design the Shaftesbury me-

morial fountain at Piccadilly Circus presents

a striking contrast to the dull ugliness of the

generality of our street sculpture, ami Mr. Gilbert

THE SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN

{By Alfred Gilbert, R.A.)

is in be congratulated upon the accomplishment of

a work which, while beautifying one of our hitherto

desolate open spaces, should do much towards the

elevation of public taste in the direction of decora

tive sculpture, and secure freedom for the metropolis

from any further additions of the old order of

monumental monstrosities. The sculptor has intro-

duced the method of combining two materials in his

work, for while tin; body of the fountain is of bronze,

the graceful figure which crowns it is of aluminium,
as also are the drinking-cups. We reproduce a

photograph giving a general idea of the design,

which next month will he supplemented by some
of the details.

Another addition, notable though less important

as an artistic creation, has also been recently made
to our public sculpture by the unveiling in Hyde

Park by the Queen of a statue of herself— the work

of Il.K.H. Princess Louise. It must he confessed

that the artist seems rather to have aimed at the

production of a figure typical of the dignity of the

sovereign than at anything approaching portraiture.

It is distinctly a work of beauty, and shows the

Queen as she was at the time when she ascended

the throne.

M. Roybet's success at the Salon was referred to

in our "Note-Book" last month, and his work was

critically examined in the article dealing with tin'

exhibition in the same number. We reproduce on

p. 395 his picture "Charles the Hold at Nesles,"

which, together with " Propos Galants"—engraved

on p. 389—secured for him the gold medal.

The Dutch section at the National Gallery has

(fi
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bed 1been further eliric
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A pair of vases of exquisite design, one of which manufactured in the north of Japan expressly for

is illustrated on this page, which have recently the Tokio Exhibition of 1880. One pair was pur-

passed into the possession of Sir William Robinson, chased there for the Emperor of Japan for £180,

K.C.M.G., Governor of Hong-Kong, has a curious and the other by a .Japanese noble. Owing to a

reverse of fortune the latter

dignitary had to part with his

treasures, and the vases passed

into the hands of a firm of hankers.

After a great amount of bargain-

ing they became the property of

Mr. Stevens, of Hong-Kong, a

well - known collector, who re-

tained them until last year,

when he, too, had to disperse

his collection, and Sir William

^r-
CHAIILES THE BOLD AT NESLES.

(From the Paintttig by /•'. Roybct, in the Salon of the Champs Elysiea.)

DAM vseiONIO VASE.

(In the Possession oj Sir Jr. Robi

K.C.M.G.)

interest for connoisseurs, for but two pairs of this Robinson became the fortunate purchaser of these

design and workmanship are in existence. The beautiful specimens of Japanese art.

vases, which are 1 foot 11 inches in height and It is with pleasure we reproduce in these pages

1 foot !• inches in circumference in the widest part, the bindings executed by Messrs. Riviere and Sun

are of bronze, inlaid with gold and silver, and were fur the firsl (small square octavo, 1816) (?) edition of
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" The Merry Wives of Windsor," firstly because they

are superb examples of the bookbinder's craft, but

chiefly because

they carry out

so successfully

the principle of

retaining due

relationship
between the

design of the

binding and the

character of the

I k it embel-

lishes. Mr. W.
G. Thomas ex-

plains that as

the tulip,

"Whose leaves with

their ruby glow

Aidsthe heart thai

lies burning and

black below,"
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SCULPTURE OF THE YEAR.

ROYAL ACADEMY, SALONS OF THE CHAMPS ELYSEES AND CHAMP DE MARS.

13y CLAUDE PHILLIPS.

IF we are to judge the position of modern sculpture Greeks in their movable draperies many-coloured

by the three great exhibitions of the year—the and silvered bronze. To tell the truth, the con-

Royal Academy, the Salmi of the Champs Elysees, ception of the consummate French artist is not

and the Salon of the Champ de

Mars—we must infer that there is

a moment of pause and exhaustion

in the art, not less on the side of

the independents, who, both on

this side and the other, refuse to

lie trammelled by the weight of

tradition, than mi that of those con-

servatives who still more or less

closely adhere to the accumulated

precepts of the schools. It would

not, however, be quite as fair as it

might seem to draw the natural in-

ference in the present case, seeing

that among the absentees from the

exhibitions are many of the leaders

of modern sculpture. Among French

artists who have not exhibited at all

are M. Paul Dubois, M. Gerome,

M. Dalou, M. Chaplain (the medal-

list ). and some others, while M. Rodin

is only represented by a medallion

bust. Over here we have greatly

missed two very remarkable artists,

whose works, as a rule, gave colour

to the summer shows— Mr. Alfred

Gilbert, R.A., and Mr. Hairy Bates.

The " Bellona " of M. Gerome,

which has been the sensation, the

amusement of the Royal Academy,

while, at the same time, powerfully

asserting its pretensions to serious

consideration from a higher point

of view, appeared at the Champs

Elysees last year, and was then

shortly described in The Maga-
zine of Art. It is not merely,

as some who have stood with open mouth before,

the French artist's War Goddess seem to think, a,

costly and strangely-wrought plaything elaborated

on a large scale, to serve as a nine-days' wonder,

but a serious effort to revive the chryselephan-

tine mode employed by the Greeks in such world-

famous statues as the Olympian Zeus and Pallas

Athene of Pheidias, and the. Argive Hera of Poly-

kleitos. Only M. Gerome has perforce substituted

for the beaten and wrought gold employed by the

848

APPLAUSE.

(By ;;. Onslow Ford, A. It.

A

at the Uoyal Acadm

big enough or simple enough, and is

not worked out on a sufficiently

colossal scale to bear, without being

smothered under it, the wealth of

splendid, ingenious detail with which

it is overlaid. Solemn, hieratic,

gigantic must be the image which

should emerge victorious from such

unrestrainedly polychromatic treat-

ment. [A reproduction of the statue

appeared on p. 257 of The Maga-

zine of Art for June.]

The Anglo-Florentine Renais-

sance in sculpture continues to

develop itself, although with rather

less vitality than heretofore. It may

be noted that, being founded on a

fearless realism, corrected and ren-

dered decorative by reference to

the Florentine Renaissance of the

Quattrocento, it follows in spirit

in the traces of that Renaissance

itself, the realism of which was re-

fined and coloured by a constant

reference to the classic art which

the humanists hail done so much to

restore to the world with the classic

literature. Mr. Onslow Ford sent to

the Academy, beside the admirable

bust of the American painter, Mr.

J. McLure Hamilton, the bronze

statuette, "Applause," one of those

quaint pieces of half-sculptural, half-

decorative art, in which he revels.

On a bronze pedestal, incised with

Egyptian designs somewhat freely

treated, and Hanked with statuettes

in the same style, crouches, in the attitude so familiar

in Egyptian sculpture, the lithe figure of a nude

girl, clapping her hands in rhythmic, ceremonial

applause, which probably accompanies some unseen

hieratic dance. The subject is a new and an ex-

cellent one; but the dainty little work, partly on

account of the sinallncss of its dimensions, and partly

because the modelling is not throughout of equal

strength and subtlety, leaves the impression rather

of an exquisite toy than of a serious work of art.
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A Neo-Florentine of the Gilbert school is Mr.

George Frampton, whose decorative bust, with the

attractive title " Mysteriarch "—it is a disquieting,

androgynous figure, with cuirass and helmet like

that of a Verrocchio bust, or like one of Mr. Gilbert's

own figures—makes so imposing an effect on its low

MATERNITY.

(By L. 0. Kiity. Exhibited at the Chaaij's Elystes Salmi.)

plinth in the Florentine mode, that its weakness of

modelling in certain essential parts only by degrees

makes itself felt. An open Donatello worship, hut

one not extending much beyond the surface of

things, is shown, not for the first time, by the same

artist, in the bas-relief, "The Vision." Where so

many have failed to tread worthily in the footsteps

of the mighty Florentine, it is no discredit to Mr.

Frampton that he. has here, achieved bul a partial

success. He further exhibited the translation from

plaster into bronze of his large group, "The Chil-

dren of the Wolf."

In Mr. Hamo Thornycroft's "Summer" it is

needless to say that there is much to remind the be-

holder of the earnest, and skilful artist who is One

of the leaders of the English school; but surely the

type of the nude female figure, rather spare and in-

clined to muscularitj , is but ill-chosen to express the

nonchalance, the voluptuous ease which we inevit-

ably connect with the personification of summer:

Mr. Alfred Drury's "Circe" shows the baleful

goddess in complete nudity, erect on a kind of tripod,

round which riot not the usual hogs, typical of un-

restrained sensuality, but the more decorative if,

in this instance, much less significant wild boar.

If we regard the work as mainly one of decoration,

we mav admire the elegance of the arrangement, and

especially the pedestal, which would still further

gain should it be carried out in bronze. Mr. W.

Goscombe John, if he lias not quite in his statue,

-A Girl Binding her Hair," fulfilled the promise

,,f his last, year's "Morpheus," nevertheless gives

evidence of great ability, and of a subtle skill in

modelling the mule human form. The motive of

the statue, alluring as it sounds, is, however, not

altogether well chosen: or rather the difficulty is,

perhaps, that the realistic conception of the subject

as a whole but ill agrees with its idealistic treat-

ment in the working out. Mr. Thomas Brock's

bronze bust, " Sir Frederic Leighton, Bart., P.K.A.,"

deposited as his Diploma work, shows that thorough-

ness of execution at the service of a not very per-

sonal conception, to which this able artist has accus-

tomed us.

Among other noticeable things to lie seen at the

Academy were Mr. Adrian Jones's group, " Maternal

(an-:" Mrs. Emma Guild's powerful bust, "Henry

Thode, Esq.," so vastly superior to her "<!. F.

Watts, Esq., 1I.A.:" Mr. E. Roscoe Mullins's "Memo-

rial Tablet to the late L. C. Wooldridge, M.D.," in

which a tine design is but heavily and imperfectly

carried out: and Prince Paul Troubetzkoy's amusing

but not serious piece of modelling, the little maquette

for a monument to Dante.

The vast assemblage of sculpture in the garden

of the Champs Elystes, while it excited hardly less

THE WRESTLERS.

illy F. 31. Charpentier. Exhibited »' ""' Champs Elytt(e» Salon.)

admiration than on former occasions tor tl asy

mastery shown by the average French sculptor over

the technical difficulties of his art, must be pro-

nounced nevertheless the least interesting that has

been seen there for many years. There is no fall-

ing-off in accomplishment ; but in the vast majority

of instances the thing done is a mere academic

exercise, and need never have been done at all.

/
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willing

c evidently arrived at a moment of hesita- tion, since the conception of this heavily and even
mental exhaustion, and e i anions the imperfectly designed group of naked wrestlers had
thodox French sculptors: the hand is still

md aide, but the brain can imagine nothi

in it nothing either new or significant. Another
of the best things here, M. Vital Cornu's marble
group of the Death of Archimedes, railed "Archi-
mede, Martyr de la Science," was also seen in the
same place in an earlier stage in L890. M. Laba-
tut, who in a previous year obtained the medaille
d'honneur for a colossal nudity, " Le Travail,"

showed the same mastery of detail, the same ten-

dency to over-elaboration in the modelling of flesh,

in his "Caton d'Ubique." Amusing ami delightful
in its way, though scarcely belonging to a high
mder of sculpture, was the " Chiens Danois" of M.
Andre d'Houdain, a group of dogs finely modelled
in grey marble, lying at ease on a massive grej
granite seat of a lighter ton,.. Y,. t another old

friend (Salon of 1892) was M. Myslbek's bronze
"Crucifix," a powerful work, the passionate realism

of which recalled that of the late Gothic art of the
fifteenth century. As M. Chaplain, the greatest of

living medallists, did not exhibit, the palm in this

branch of the plastic art was easily home off by his

BASTIEN-LEPAG I:

(H.h Auguste Rodin Exhibited at the Champ de Man Salon.)

but repetitions and variations of old familiar suc-

cesses. Thus M. Falguiere's " Poesie He'roi'que," an

admirably poised and consummately modelled figure,

full of physical life ami energy, has been seen more
than once before, in different attitudes, as "Diane,"

a. subject to which its half Renaissance, half Pari-

sian grace much more properly belongs. Under
its present title it says nothing to us, having in its

essence as little of heroic poesy as the age to which
it belongs. M. llamas, another master of the first

lank, who, without being an eclectic, has shown
himself singularly various, brought forward perhaps
the most earnest and convinced work of the occasion

—a marble statue, " La Nature Mysterieuse et Voilee

se Decouvre Devant la Science," executed for the

Faculty of Medicine of Bordeaux. M. Felix-Maurice

Cliarpentier's group, " Les Lutteurs," which had been

seen in plaster at the Salon of 1890, obtained on its follower and friendly rival, M. Roty, whose " Mater-
reappearance, much improved in marble, the mddaille nite," a medallion intended to commemorate the birth

d'honneur, which we may assume to have been eon- of a child, took its place as one of the most beautiful

ferred entirely for rare excellence of technical execu- and spontaneous inventions of a modern artist, and

THE FIRST COMMUNION.

(By /.'. de St.-Mar inir. Exhibited m the Champ ,!•

Photographed by Brmm.)
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was, moreover, executed with consummate skill in

that must difficult of methods, very low relief.

Though the exhibition of sculpture at the Champ
de Mais contained nothing monumental or of first-

rate importance as regards dimensions, it could not

fail to interest, by the piquant audacity of its contents,

even those who were most contrary to the principle,

or lack of principle, here freely and even aggressively

displayed. M. Dalou, as 1 have already pointed

out, was altogether absent. M. Rodin showed only

M. Rene de Saint-Marceaux. His " Premiere Com-
munion "—the marble statue of a young girl kneel-

ing in prayer, clad in the simple white veil and robes

of the first communion— is a triumphant tour de

force as regards the rendering in massive white

marble of the voluminous draperies, to winch, with-

out any tricks it I'ltalienne, the sculptor has managed

to impart a wonderful lightness of aspect. The

main conception suffers, however, from an indefinable

but very sensible lack of true pathos and sincerity.

Exhibited at the Champ de Mam Salon)

the life-size medallion-portrait, " Bastieu-Lepage,"

superb for passionate truth and character, but

carried out in an unconventional fashion better

suited to the bust completely in the round than to

that which, though nearly detached from its back-

ground, still partakes of the nature of the relief.

Now definitively under the influence of M. Rodin,

although still to a certain extent maintaining the

Berninesque extravagance of his seventeenth-cen-

tury style, is that skilful executant, M. Injalbert,

who, besides two terra-cotta reliefs, showing the

usual frenetical enlaceinents of nymphs and satyrs

—more hold these in their disregard of the con-

ventional decencies than, from an artistic point

of view, successful—sent an " Eve," which in pose

appeared a suppler and less extreme version of a

well-known study of M. Rodin's. Quite another

order of things is represented by that masterly

pj'oticien, but not very striking artistic personality,

Lack of sincerity is again the drawback in the

same artist's "Jeanne d'Arc an Sacre," a more than

life-size, full-length statue, very cleverly imitating

the idealistic (lot hie style of the thirteenth century,

and which, in the Cathedral of Rhcims, for which it

is intended, will no doubt look much better than it

did amid the palms and flowers of the Champ de Mars.

The powerful Belgian sculptor, M. Meunier, now

known in England through the exhibition of his

admirable small bronzes at the Grafton Gallery,

sent to this Salon a series of works of the same

type, in which the element of style imparted a

kind of ideality sui generis to conceptions of un-

compromising realism. Among these were the

plaster bust, " Femme du Peuple," the pathetic

and quite sculptural " Yieux Cheval de Mine,"

and a noble bas-relief, "Mineurs a la Sortie du

Tuits." Another very able Belgian, M. Van der

Stappen, whom we have known chiefly as a master



SIR FREDERIC LEIGHTON, BART., P.R.A., D.C.I,., &c,

(By T. Brock, R.A. Exhibited at the Royal Academy.)
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of the higher decorative sculpture, in the Gra?co-

Eoman and Eenaissance styles, showed himself an

eclectic in the striking piece of generalised realism,

"Les Batisseurs de Yille—Eepos," a remarkable per-

formance, in the manner of M. Meunier, but lacking

even in his occasional excursions into the realms of

mysticism—indeed, especially in these—a Parisian

of to-day. Easy and original in pn.se, if a little

lacking in accent, was the " Buste de Mile. Salle

de I'Opera:" Bodinesqne in excess the marble

BUILDERS AT REST.

(By C. Van dot Stappen. Exhibited at the Champ de Mars Salon.)

his passion and power to convince. M. Dampt
showed himself a follower of M. Rodin, with a

difference, in "Le Baiser de FAieule," but was all

himself in his charming busts of " Mile. X." and

"Le Peintre Aman-Jean"—two thoroughly Parisian

performances, with an agreeable annua, neverthe-

less, of early Florence about them.

Last, but by no means least, may be mentioned

M. Bartholomew one of the most interesting— I had

nearly said amusing— of the modern group; and

statuette " Jeune Fille pleurant." Ill respect of

the charming relief "Le Secret," the main feature

uf which is a group of female figures, in the habit

ami much in the attitude of the Three Graces, one

feds inclined to paraphrase Diderot's famous mot

mi the Graces of Falconnet; so difficult is it to

imagine where in this particularly frank study " le

secret" can lie. Best of all in the group of this

artist's works are. perhaps, three " Etudes de mouve-

ments," earned out in bronze of a ruddy gulden hue.

THE SPINSTER."

rpiIK extraordinary

-L late Edwin Long

Painted BY Edwix Lose

popularity enjoyed by the

II A., which al tended him

throughout his life— although, curiously enough,

he did not, till near the end. admit it—is not to

be judged by those who only remember his wooden,

Ql-coloured figures of the last few years, when his

powers seemed so suddenly to leave him. It was

his literary ability, his dramatic power, which first

held the public—such pictures as " The Babylonian

Marriage Market," which gave people plenty to

talk about : not its art, but its subject : as when
Buskin declared that it ought to he bought by

the Anthropological Society. Then his religious

compositions suited so well the middle-class, non-

artistic ideas of the day : and people liked his

subjects, quite forgetful that, as a rule, the pictures

were only coloured illustrations on a large scale, in

11. A. Etched r.v J. Dobie.

which the dramatic motive excused, or entirely con-

cealed, the stillness of drawing or conventionality

of brush-work. Exceptions to these criticisms are

to be found in his well-known Spanish pictures, in

which few of these faults are at all visible—on the

contrary, they are full of life, and there are great

vigour and freedom in their handling.

His single-figure studies, too, were— and in

certain circles still are— highly popular; for Air.

Long had a very pretty talent for appealing to his

public and tickling its imagination with attractive

titles. Many of these works were, we believe,

painted for Messrs. Agnew. "The Spinster" was

exhibited at the Academy, and was highly popular.

The plate has been etched by Mr. Dobie, in the

manner which he has practically invented for

himself.
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SGRAFFITO ORNAMENT, SCIENCE SCHOOLS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

{Designed by the late /•'. W. lluudy.)

AN AET TEACHER: THE LATE F. W. MOODY.

By OWEN' GIBBONS.

SGRAFFITO PANEL, SCIENCE

SCHOOLS, S. KENSINGTON.

(Designed by the late F. W. Mot dy I

WHEN the history of the new and powerful

movement in decorative art of the last

twenty years eoines to be written, the name of

Francis Wollaston Moody should not be forgotten

as the originator of ideas

which have in some mea-

sure influenced the deco-

rative art of his time.

His teaching was so inti-

mately connected with the

growth of the Science

and Art Department that

tu understand the man
and his work we must

follow broadly the growth

of the Government Art

scheme.

The object of the

Government in the for-

mation of the depart-

ment was td advance the

teaching of art generally, hut with a special en-

deavour tn develop the knowledge of ornamental art,

winch should eventually influence the taste of the

public, and at the same time produce artists in de-

sign. This was tn he done by schools established

throughout the country with a nucleus of objects

of art for study, in the form of a museum and

library at South Kensington, from which also

selections could he lent on loan to the various

schools. Moody, as a boy, had shown great love

for art : and his father, who was a tine type of

the old-style Church of England clergyman, en-

couraged him in his studies in every way. After

having passed his college life, he spent a year

under the instruction of Mr. C. W. Cope, E.A.,

and afterwards entered the newly-founded Art

Training Schools at South Kensington. Having

made his mark there, and shown his special

capability for decorative art. lie was introduced

by Mr. E. Redgrave, R.A., to Mr. Godfrey Sykes,

who was at that time over the decorative depart-

ment of the museum. He had been a thorough

student of Ruskin's works, and had been deeply

impressed with the strength and freedom of Gothic

ornament; but the influence of such men as Alfred

Stevens, Godfrey Sykes, and others of the same

school, determined him in his choice of the Italian

as the stvlc to he essentially his own, although his

SGRAFFITO ORNAMENT, SCIENCE

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

(/'. *;
:
mcd by the late F. W. Moody.)

love for the freshness and variety of Gothic re-

mained. A visit he made to Italy to make notes

ami studies for his copy of Raphael's "School of

Athens" confirmed him in his style.

About the year 1805 he commenced his design

for the " Keramic Staircase " in the museum. This

was an idea of Mr.—afterwards Sir Henry—Cole,
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KGB., who always took a great interest, in Mr.

Moody, seeing, as he did, the original genius of

the man.

Somewhat later Moody propounded his theory

of instruction to the department, and a few ad-

vanced stui lei its were.

placed with him to

assist him in his work.

Having shown the

success of his method,

he was then appointed

to teach in a. separate

studio. The prevail-

ing idea of Moody's

instruction was based

on the old method of

apprenticeships, and

was intended to give

the students a prac-

tical acquaintance
with real decorative

work, in which they

should take some

share, and where they

could see him work,

and help in anything

artistic that was going

forward in decoration

in the museum.

At the same time

lectures were given in the theatre at intervals, and

classes held in advanced subjects—such as modelling

and painting, and drawing from the life. Use was

also made of the museum for peripatetic lessons, in

which it was not unusual for many of the daily

visitors to join.

The growth of the museum, under the able

directorship of Sir H. Cole, was always a source

of pleasure to Moody. As court after court was

added, his admiration for the grand collection of

fine ornament which was brought together increased,

and he used to say that the South Kensington

Museum collection was the only one formed with

the purpose of teaching ornament.

An advance was then made by the department in

establishing local museums, commencing with that

at Bethnal Green. The mosaic panels introduced

into the brickwork were from Mr. Moody's designs,

drawn by his students, ami executed in mosaic in

the adjacent studio under his direction.

About the year 1871 the Science Schools were

heing built, and Sir H. Cole, with his usual vigour,

determined to introduce a new means of decoration.

Mr. Moody was commissioned to prepare designs for

sgraffito, in which he had made some previous ex-

periments, taking Vasari's work at Pisa as his model.
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SGRAFFITO ORNAMENT, SCIENCE
SCHOOLS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

(Designed by the late F. W. Moody.)

This was the brightest time in the art-life of

Mr. Moody. His exuberant fancy could have full

play, not only in a wide field of design in sgraffito,

but in all varieties of mosaic, stained glass, and

decorative painting, the actual work being carried

out under his immediate superintendence. Follow-

ing this came the Music School, near the Albert

Hall, and much other work in various parts of

London. It. was at this time that he wrote his

book, " Lectures and Lessons on Art,'' which has

been so great a help to many of our art students.

There are few who have read his book but will

remember his strikingly original remarks and

MOSAIC PANEL, " DELLA ROBBIA, S

KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

{Designed by the late F. II'. Moody.)

incisive criticisms. Only those who had the good

fortune to know the man, and to enjoy his genial

conversation and ready wit, can fully appreciate

the force of his criticisms and sayings.

Although he was not to lie classed as a great

painter or modeller, yet his varied knowledge, good
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judgment, and comprehensive mind, with his felicity

of expression, eminently fitted him for teaching in

the higher branches of artistic education. He
taught that the study of nature was a means

only to an end. A direct copy of nature, with no

STAINED CLASS WINDOW, SOUTH KENSINGTON

[Designed l>>i the late /-'. W. Moody.)

other object, he admired as a proof of the photo-

graphic accuracy of the painter's eye alone : in-

tellectually, he gave it no value. He used to say :

"Keep in mind Emerson's saying, ' Art is nature

passed through the alembic of man.'"

Moody was a thorough believer that " the

proper study of mankind is man." Fur this reason

he placed architecture, which is entirely human, as

the foundation for all art. as he said, " Archi-

tecture gives the keynote; decoration, furniture,

and everything in the house should be in harmony

with it."

Architecture of the various styles and construc-

tion, so far as it related to design, lie taught with

success, his opinion being that "however strong

in construction a building

may be, it it does not look

Strong, additions must lie

made in some way to make

it look so. A good piece

of architecture will not

leave a single uneasy im-

pression on the mind."

And further, that in high-

class work it is necessary

to use, " in construction,

excess of material with

skill : in ornament, redun-

dancy with taste."

The lectures lie gave

on stained glass were very

useful to the students, as

much of this class of work

was executed in the studio;

so that all had an oppor-

tunity of seeing the actual

work done, if they did not

take part in it. On one

occasion he made the fol-

lowing remark :
" A g 1

rule in designing for stained

glass is, if the windows are

small and the room dark,

put richly-coloured glass.

If, however, the windows

are large and the room

light, design light and

delicately-coloured glass."

To Mr. Moody mosaic

was a specially delightful

study : its thoroughly ar-

chitectural character

seemed always to give him

museum. pleasure. The experiments

at St. Paul's Cathedral in

mosaic were most interest-

ing to him, and when Mr. Burgis planned his scheme

of decoration for the cathedral, Moody was asso-

ciated with him in his work.

In one of his lectures on this subject he created

much amusement by saying :
" Mosaic should be

firmly fixed. If a single tessera should fall from the

dome of St. Paul's, it would go through a man's

skull "—(looking round on his students with a

smile) —"well, perhaps not through all skulls."

Mr. Moody's endeavour with his students was
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to give teaching which would embrace a thorough

knowledge of the principles underlying ornamental

and figure composition. His lectures were full of

wit and knowledge, and the illustrations he drew
on the blackboard were truly marvellous. It was
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often said that the work he produced in this way
was well worth preserving. What he aimed at was
tn make himself clearly understood by each student:

no expedient was lost sight of. If he referred to

modelling, he at once took clay, and moulded it into

the shape he was explaining; in drawing and paint-

ing he would use the same practical method of

imparting his knowledge.

He had no sympathy with the mediocrity in

teaching which obtained at that time in many
schools, ami which produced perennial scholars

who never advanced beyond the merest rudiments.

Moody's aim was real work, and to

teach how high-class work in orna-

ment could be accomplished.

In his own style of the later

renaissance he designed with facility

and power: but he was by no means

bigoted, and had a love for all true art.

" Composition of line " was one of

his strong points. He often directed

attention to instances of it in the

works of our English artists—Flax-

man, Blake, and Stothard—men he

had a great admiration for, as

well as in the works of the Old

Masters. He, at one time, expressed

himself to this effect :
" The most

beautiful composition of line is that desic

in which one outline runs out from

behind another, blending with if, and

producing new forms. This is seen to the greatest

perfection in the human figure. In landscape the

same arrangement of line is seen in hills and

mountains."

The lessons given on decoration were excellent.

He based his ornament on his material, and enun-
ciated the principle that -in designing each material

should be considered, and its characteristic qualities

brought out to the full: wrought-iron, light and
graceful; east-iron, massive and strong; terra-cotta,

plastie and free: silver, light and

elegani
;
and -old, precious and rich

in ornament. The true artist works
up to the full extent of the special

qualities of his material."

"You must, however," he said,

" govern your material. Do not be

governed by it :" and then added

:

" In ornament, the qualities of tan-

gention, radiation, and even distri-

bution must always be present—not

necessarily emphasised, however. A
flavour is often better than the full

taste : we do not dine oil' pepper," and
went on to remark that in adapt-

ing natural forms to ornament, there was much
more required than at first sight appeared; and

having drawn the acanthus ornament by the side

of the natural plant to show his meaning, he said :

" The acanthus ornament is rather the outcome of

laws governing ornament than a copy from any
natural plant."

With regard to colour, he said: "To paint

in greys and low tones is safe, no doubt : bul a

colourist worthy the name will use colour." In

decoration his opinion was that "beauty is the

first thing to be aimed at; truth is not always to

FOR MOSAIC TANEL FOR BETHN'AL GREEN MUSEUM,
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be considered, for a gilded picture-frame is not

solid -old."

Moody's advice to students who were studying

from old examples is worth repeating: "Traditional

art—such as the later Roman and Byzantine

—
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should be carefully studied. Here the knowledge

of the way the best artists set out their work can

be seen, for the tricks of art are remembered long

after the skill and taste of the artist is lost. In

;i Byzantine capital the holes for the eyes of the

acanthus leaves are drilled as for a fine Grecian

work, hut no skilled artist was there l" finish it.

In much of the later Roman work we see the drill-

ing in the corners of the mouths and eyes to the

right depth, but the workman could go no further

than this rule."

In criticising students' work he was careful, as

far as possible, nol t<> give pain: but at the same

time he would so clearly word his observations that

mi doubt could exist as to Ins meaning. Conceit he

had a great dislike for. He once said to one of Ins

students of this stamp. " It is possible for you to be

as good a colourist as Titian, as grand a sculptor as

Michelangelo, and to have the grace of Raphael;

hut I do not think you will." And followed it up

by tins further remark: "The old artists were nol

afraid of working on scaffolding out in the street.

The modern artist wears a velvet coat and is candid

not to soil his hands."

Method in study he looked upon as necessary to

success. "Work in some method; a had method is

better thai) no method at all," he said. Not that

each student was expected to do exactly according

to a set rule in the studio: for of all things, Moody

was anxious that each should cultivate his special

gift ami educate himself for some particular branch.

He believed in noting rather the peculiar powers

a student had, than in continually pointing out

the failures, as many critics do: and lie remarked :

""When genius shows itself then comes the critic,

and his business seems to me to be like that of a

mower, to cut down all the luxuriant and beautiful

and leave only an even lawn of mediocrity."

Moody was a believer in using all the newest

information and
knowledge ; at the

same i ime he would

call attention to the

great things which

been accomplished in the past

under difficulties of which we

know nothing. He said : " An
Italian artist would have journeyed

hundred miles to see 'Fan's Anatomy:'

we each have a copy and do nothing with it."

Drawing from the antique was joined in

his teaching with drawing from the life and

with tin' study of anatomy, the aim of the

study being to give power in drawing the
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human figure. He would point out the drawing of

Raphael and other Old Masters from the antique

as the right style to work in. He did not believe

in highly-finished shadings by students who could

not draw. "Don't do much stippling; it's like

whittling a stick, it only kills time. Why, after

three or four months' work the drawing could not

be sold for a shilling," he on one occasion said.

Expression, character, and motion Moody be-

lieved to be the greatest difficulties in art, and lie

endeavoured in every way to inculcate habits of

observation and investigation into these seeming

secrets of nature's art. Darwin's book on explo-

sion he advised all his pupils to study.

Having, as it were, walked through the studio

and seen the way in which Moody taught and

worked, it maybe as well to add that the method

of teaching employed was so novel that it attracted

ureal attention amongst those who were interested

in teaching art at that time. M. Galland, I he

celebrated Parisian painter and designer, and Pro-

fessor of Decorative Art in the " feole des Beaux-

Arts," paid several visits to the studio, as did many

eminent men from Germany, Holland, and other

countries. The effect of this beaching has been

considerable: perhaps more in stimulating a true

enthusiasm for study than in forming a set style.

His pupils can be found in almost all branches of

decorative and artistic work, in manufactures as

well as amongst the artists of merit who have

made their names on the walls of the Academy

or in our water-colour galleries.

Personally, Moody was of the most buoyant tem-

perament, full of life and animation— a. true friend

and adviser, a thinker and worker, with a pungent

ready wit and good judgment. Although appa-

rently of robust constitution, yet through an un-

fortunate law-suit his health was broken up, and

then came a stroke of paralysis which clouded his

mind and eventually

ended his life.

It can be said

that he had an in-

tense love of art. a

thorough conviction of the

truth of his principles, and that

ic carried out, as far as lay in his

power, the original art scheme of the

Government for teaching decorative art

of a high class. Had his method of instruc-

tion been developed in other centres there

would have been no such call as there is now

for technical art teaching, as his system rested

equally on the knowledge of art and work.

i; SCHOOLS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

hit,' F. II'. Moody.)
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JULES BRETON: PAINTEE OF PEASANTS.

I'.v GARNET SMITH.

contemporary

Breton holds

as poet and

AMONG the countless number of

-LA. painters of peasants M. .Ink';

conspicuous and uncontested rank

idealist. Year by year

the realists, the de-

votees of pifin air,

increase ami multiply;

but at each returning

Salon the critics salute

Breton with a chorus

of admiring eulogy,

tempered only by the

i iccasional and singular

complaint that his cre-

ations are too poetical.

Such mild inevitable

forms of reaction are

natural enough, and
call for no remark

for surely the realists

are always with us,

ami these same critics

would lie the first to

raise the cry that

poetry is dead, and

imagination the rarest

gift of our present-day

painters. M. Jules

Breton's paintings are

stanzas in a harmoni-

ous hymn to the sun,

or "Chants du Cre-

puscule," poems of the

mysterious twilight

hour when toil in the

harvest-field is at an

end, and man and

nature rest.

To be a painter of

peasants nowadays is almost to lie a pamphleteer.

Each painter of peasants has a personal vision of

country life, and this personal vision provokes

literature. Critics fasten labels on him; and sooner

or later, by way of approval or protest, he is

compelled to enunciate his theory of peasant life,

ami explain, however unnecessarily, his tempera-

ment. But though we may believe that art is not

literature, and that the literary criticism of pic-

tures is a mistake, painting appeals not only to

the eye, but also to the intellect, and thus literary

criticism is inevitable. Now M. Jules Breton has

a distinct position among painters of peasants. He

is an idealist, hut an idealist who depends mosl

thoroughly on reality. His early pictures, indeed,

were elegant genre; but, as he has grown older,

he has endeavoured,

and endeavoured with

success, to attain " the

grand style." Again,

t first, the elegancy

—

prettiness if you will

—of his peasant girls

almost just i lied Mil-

let's remark about the

" Bappel des ( tlan-

euses," in the Luxem-
bourg Collection, that

" Breton always paints

village girls who will

not long remain vil-

lage girls," meaning

that their prettiness

doomed them to quit

the country, and pro-

bably for dubious

careers. But take as

examples of his com-

pleted manner " Le

Fin du Travail " or

" Le Gouter; "
it can-

not be said these

robust, wearied girls

and women are not

true creatures of the

soil. Certainly they

have not dreamed,

and will not dream,

of another lot. " The

peasant-girl only

dreams by accident

—

when love eoines, or

it falls. M. Breton has learnt to surprise

her at the hour of sunset, just as Millet has done

during the hour of twilight. As a poet he perhaps

poetises too much." So writes a French critic ; and

it is needless to say that the usual French critic,

dominated by the prevailing doctrine of so-called

realism, objects, above all, to poetry in painting.

But in what are the girls of "Le Gouter" too

poetic? They are even such as Millet would haw
painted them, flung on the ground in ungainly

poses. More usually his peasant-women are timed,

as the critic rightly says, to the influence of the

sunset, the effects of which the painter has studied

m\

JUI.ES BRETON'.

(Drawn by Himsrtf.)

when ni
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so seriously and .so successfully. But the critic is

surely not justified in his complaint of excessive

poetry. Why should a painter zealously avoid all

chance of depicting beauty? Roses as well as

thistles grow in the country; and the peasant is

sculpturesque if the painter does not close his eyes

of set purpose. In the glow of M. Breton's sunsets

any figure, however trivial, would be transfigured;

and if he goes a step further, and selects figures that

are noble, because of large limb and manifest bodily

sanity, who can object? Strange enough, in truth,

that a lo\ e of beauty should be objected to as a fault

!

Sometimes, indeed, M. Breton, as if to challenge his

critics, gives us figures that are not poetic, as, for

instance, in " Le Matin" or " L'Arc-en-Ciel," though

he seldom goes to the length of his " Le Gouter."

Perhaps it may be said that there is majesty in the

gesture of the girl seated on the donkey, who has

turned her head over her massive shoulders to behold

the wild sky in the " L'Arc-en-Ciel," but the lad and

girl on the banks of the rivulet in the glow of " Le

Matin " are in no way idealised. But if M. Breton

consents occasionally to neglect beauty in the figures,

he cannot consent to leave his landscape dull and

prosaic. That would be too much to ask from him.

M. Breton has not left it to his pictures alone to

show us how sincerely he regards country life in a

poetic manner. He has written a volume of verse

and an autobiography. These translations, so to

speak, of his works in painting cannot be neglected

by the critic, and some account of them is, if any-

thing, more necessary than to dwell on special idylls

in the long list of pictures in which the interest of

the always poetical landscape and the more or less

poetical peasants is balanced in varying degrees. At

intervals of convalescence after illness during youth

and manhood, caused by too absorbing application

to his art, M. Jules Breton had clad in verse his love,

of the fields and peasant-life, and the ever-generous

Theophile Gautier and the subtle Eugene Fromentin

had encouraged him, towards 1870, to seek to add

the laurel of the poet to the glory he had already won

as painter. In this fresh form of expression he had

found a source of new joys, and, as he says, "an

outlet for certain aspirations which were beginning

to give his painting a character somewhat too lite-

rary." Colour is much, but the cry of the heart calls

for the sweet-sounding tender verse which can add

movement to vision, and tell of the myriad murmurs

of nature which are beyond the sphere of painting.

His collection of " Les Champs et la Mer," poem-

pictures of his native Courrieres and the const of

Brittany, was followed in 1880 by the long pastoral

poem, "Jeanne," of that Wbrdsworthian stamp which

is so rare in French poetry, in spite of the precept

and example of Sainte-Beuve. In "Jeanne" a

Wordsworthian minuteness of observation is united

to a tenderness not to lie expected from Words-

worth's austerity, a tenderness which lovingly dwells

on the progress of a love idyll. And, much in the

same way as Wordsworth infused, for sake of con-

trast, a strain of exotic feeling into his " Ruth," M.

Jules Breton is led by his constant craving after the

ideal, and possibly by an admiring study of the

grandiose exotism of Leconte de Lisle, to make his

heroine no peasant-girl of his beloved Artois, but

a foundling transferred thither from the Orient

—a type of the primitive natural instincts, and

thus opposed to the tcmlcr Angele, child of a race

purified by long ages of a mystic faith. The pro-

longed tension of his faculties in the composition

of this poem brought on symptoms of so serious a

nature that his medical advisers were compelled to

counsel complete rest from poetry ; and in publish-

ing the definite edition of his poems in 18.86, he

announced that, by way of revenge, he was medi-

tating a prose account of his childhood, of his life

as an artist. He fulfilled his promise, and dowered

us witli gracious, sunny pages full of charm.

What need to deflower the book, to detach, like

petals, passages full of the sights and sounds of his

child-life in his father's garden, recollections of hours

spent in the loft with the ( 'allot-like engravings of the

old hooks which once belonged to his grandfather—

a

soldier of the Revolution, who had been destined for

the priesthood—pictures of the midsummer dances of

the village maidens in the twilight, of the ducasse—
the Scotch counterpart of which Wilkie has made

known to us in his "Lent Day"—of Palm Sunday, and

the ecclesiastical procession through the fields to bless

the crops? Why remove from their setting the de-

scriptions of the peasant-lads at their first Commu-
nion, or of the alto singer in the choir, which show so

well that M. Jules Breton can see, when it is his

will, with the eye of a Teniers, or mar by selection

the later chapter that describes so intensely Douar-

nenez and the coast of Brittany I It is enough to

say that M. Jules Breton is a charming painter and

writes a painter's prose. He acquitted himself well,

moreover, of the difficult task of recording the Eden

davs of childhood without reading into his recol-

lections the philosophy of manhood: he has not for-

gotten that a child is a creature of sensation and

not of thought. This painter of the sun cries again

and again, " What sunny days are like those of ehild-

li 1 ' " ami, as an idealist, as a Platonist consciously

or unconsciously, as a painter who believes that art-

is selection, he gives us recollections that breathe

an exquisite tenderness, and depicts his household

witli delicate touches worthy of Maurice and Eugenie

de Guerin, showing once more how true to the pole-

stars of charity, duty, and gentle resignation are the
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hearts of that French people whom we too often his retain to his village, and united him to the

judge after the tinsel and morbid cleverness of poets peasants he had loved in his childhood, and with

and novelists who blaspheme and rebel against whose obscure joys and sorrows he fell in harmony
nature, and so gain fame. now that he was their brother in poverty. After

Nor is it hard to sec why M.Jules Breton should the first poignancy of disaster his love of nature re-

dwell so complacently on his recollections of child- doubled, and his path was marked for him. Hence-
1 d. Not only does he find in his childhood the forth he was to be the painter of peaceful immen-

THE END OF THE JOURNEY.

(From the Painting by Jules Breton. Photographed by Braun.)

germs of his irresistible vocation, not only was the

child "the father of the man," but the supreme

lesson of his artistic life which he wishes to teach

(admiral ile but not always applicable lesson) is that

the best and fairest spectacle in the world is ever the

one which a painter sees when first his eyes open to

the sun in earliest childhood. He at first wandered

amiss under the guidance of his masters at Ghent and

Paris, and admired much against which he had later

to revolt, as in nothing akin or useful to the expres-

sion of his own individuality. His various errors,

or rather tentatives, in art, his alternate hopes and

despondencies, his" Lehrjahre," brought him back to

the sympathetic portrayal of the life of his native

Pas-de-Calais. With Horace he learnt to repeat,

" Quod petis hie est. Est Ulubris;" with Goethe and

Carlyle to re-echo, "America is here or nowhere."

The death of his father, and the misfortune — or

fortune—of a change from case to poverty, caused

sities, and of the simple beauty hidden to the eyes of

most men. Dazzled by the splendour of the masters

he had studied in art-galleries, it was lone 1 before he

knew that he had but to open his eyes to find beauty

around him, but henceforth he vowed his lifeandart

to the land of his childhood. In later years the same
lesson had to be learnt by him once more. He grew
wearied of the oft-repeated spectacle, he felt no longer

in its presence his wonted emotion and enthusiasm;

all seemed trivial and common. Fits of melan-

choly and idleness supervened, and longings arose in

him—mirages of sun-smitten climes, visions of the

Midi and Italy. Put the gratification of his desires

taught him once more that nature's sublime laws are

manifested everywhere, that the use of travel was to

lead him to a fuller comprehension of the tenderness,

peace, and simple majesty of the country from which

he had yearned to My. " What remained in my head

of those lively emotions provoked by the sight of
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southern nature ? Nothing from which I could de-

rive advantage for my painting; but enough, how-

ever, to make me admire afresh, and still more

than heretofore, the simple rural beauty which sur-

rounded me."

When a painter expresses his theory of art, he

reveals his temperament, and writes the apologia of

his own personal view of nature. That M. Jules

Breton, the painter of pearly distances, of blond

tremulous atmosphere, of the serene ecstasy of twi-

light, the creator of " Le Matin," "Le Soir dans

of unity, harmony, and composition in painting;

and. above all, he asks young painters to learn to

" know themselves," to reverence the masters, to

imitate them only in their indefatigable study of

nature, to jealously guard their individuality. No
painter, he affirms with truth, can attain the highest

rank unless he stamps his works with the impress

of his own personality, unless he earnestly sees for

himself, and fearlessly follows the bent of his own

individuality, careless of schools and doctrines. Nor

will he allow them to become the passive mirrors of

Till: JIAllVISTEES.

by Jules Breton. Photographed bit Braun.)

les Hameaux de Finistere," " La Bretonne," " La

Glaneuse," "La Fin du Travail," "Les Communi-

antes," and others, is a lover of the beautiful, a

believer that the beautiful is the supreme aim of

art, was to be discovered from each of his canvases;

yet the pages in which he collected together his

notes on aesthetics and the incidental exposition

of his creed are full of interest. There is nothing

new in his creed: hut. then, why should there

be? What In- says is wise, and worthy of con-

sideration by young artists who sacrifice to the

contemporary fetiches of realism and impressionism.

In these days of desperate eagerness to arrest the

attention of a sated public at any cost there is

little cause for fear that any supposed discovery

in aesthetics will suffer neglect; but the arrogance

of youth should learn that violet shadows and

plein air are neither new nor remarkable, and

that the calm sphere of beauty is not necessarily

the sphere of mere academical convention. Speci-

ally does M. Jules Breton insist on the necessity

nature. A wood-cutter naively asked Theodore

Rousseau why he was making an oak when the tree

was there, already made: and M. Jules Breton, in

his
j

in un the subject, holds that the rebuke,

though ill-addressed to Rousseau, was entirely right

and applicable to landscape-painters who are con-

tent to be mere passive imitators of nature. But

it must not be supposed that M. Jules Breton's

strong sense of the importance of individuality

blinds him to the merits of others, and his cha-

racterisations of the leaders of the landscape move-

ment of 1848, of his fellow-pupils in Drolling's

atelier, especially Merson, Baudry, Henner, and

Feyen-Perrin, acquaintance with whom redeemed

him from his early loneliness in the Paris of the

revolution of February, and of his artist friends

of a later date, beside their intrinsic interest, serve

to define his own standpoint. For instance, we

learn that he finds his own precursor in Leopold

Robert, a painter of peasants now almost forgotten,

but once acclaimed by Heine, Lamartine, and Alfred
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de Musset, doubtless ready to seize the opportunity
for lyrical enthusiasm offered by his Italian subjects.

Leopold Robert's execution was not equal to his con-
ception, and his letters reveal that despairing state

of mind, that poignant tragic disenchantment of a

poet or artist who is sadly conscious of the chasm
between what he would do and what he can. Yet
he had shown the way to the poetical treatment
of the peasant, and had painted something of his

soul and suffering on his imperfect canvases.

To exalt M. Jules Breton is not necessarily to

of these painted peasants of his with faces destitute

of physiognomy, clad, or, rather, buried in roughly-

hewn garments? His method is too often merely
thick and muddy, although in time he learned to

render atmosphere and became a master of Low-

toned harmonies. Thdophile Gautier, who had
begun by praising him, drew back before the dreary

sombreness of much of his later work. Eugene
Fromentin, in speaking of the Dutch masters,

declared th.it, as a man, Millet might put them
all to the blush, but asks anxiously, Has he left

THE COMMUNICANTS.

(From the Painting by Jules Breton. Photographed by Braun.)

depreciate other painters who have treated the

same subjects from other points of view. For ex-

ample, an appreciation of the mingled strength and

delicate feminine ideal grace of M. Jules Breton

does not prevent an admiration of the robust virility

of Leon Lhermitte, who sees the noble heroic side

of toil in his own manner. But though a younger

painter— M. Emile Adan— charmingly continues

the poetic tradition, the contemporary tendency is

towards an unideal treatment of peasant life; sin-

cere observation and a thorough mastery of tech-

nique is considered sufficient. The prevailing

theory is that the true is the beautiful, and not,

with Plato and M. Jules Breton, that the beautiful

is the splendour of truth. And too often a deliberate

selection of nothing but the ugly elements of truth

seems to be made. With Millet the case is different.

He also was a poet, if not a lover of the beautiful

to the same degree as M. Jules Breton. His view

of peasant life is earnest and profound : but what

any beautiful pictures — is he their equal as a

painter? And there are already signs that in the

future he will be remembered by his drawings

rather than by his paintings. Yet Millet is

a master, by dint of his feeling for composition,

and his deep religious sadness. It was right

that he also should paint his view (J life. "Have
you seen joy in nature?" he would ask of these

who complained of his perpetual sadness. "As for

me, I have never seen it; at most 1 have seen.

for a few hours, calm and peace." In short, under

each of his works one might inscribe the primal

curse. "A troublous charm, even in ugliness,"

says M. Jules Breton, who nears truth again in

a criticism of the "Peasants' Meal in the Fields,"

exhibited in the Salon of 1853. "This painting,

baked, so to speak, in the sun, austere and dun,

rendered mysteriously the stupefying beat which

burns the furrows in the dog-days: a dull glow

wherein move panting, stifling, sweating beings with
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strongly-marked callosities, thick lips, eyes in vague

holes, silhouettes of figures simplified as in Egyptian

art, clad in baggy garments swollen at elbow and

knee; beings of a blind and sullen solemnity. His

enemies saw therein the glorification of stupidity.

Singular canvas, indeed, at the first sight. The

tawny colour of the wheat seemed to spread in the

red air that grew thicker and thicker towards the

horizon, enveloping all with its monotint waves

The name of Bastien-Lepage inevitably recurs

in this connection, though he was lost to us before

he had wholly expressed himself or won his way to

a definite practice of his theories. Bastien-Lepage

was no poet, had little or no perception of beauty,

was almost incapable of invention, lacked or dis-

dained composition. From Manet and the early

impressionists he caught tricks of method, derived

in turn from the Japanese. Little would he gained,

beneath the lividness of the leaden sky. Was it

sublime— or hideous' The public was perplexed

what to think, waiting, as usual, for the word of

order of the authorised critics. Certainly it was

far from being charmed, and yet it did not aban-

don itself to that merriment from which it has

not refrained in the case of more recent scandals;

it bowed before an expression of a power: it felt

itself in the presence of a profound creation, of a

strange dream of a character almost prehistoric."

And he proceeds to point out how Millet gradually

added the element lacking at first—a depth of atmo-

sphere, how emotional and sympathy-exciting are

his pictures of the hapless resigned children of the

soil, loved by him and exalted by his inspiration

to the highest legions of art. But, Ik- concludes,

"stay vour hand, all would-be imitators !

"

A by C. Maynard. I

however, by repeating or endorsing the common

charges against him of want of atmosphere and of

excessive simplification ; it were of greater moment

to ask if the hopeless stupidity on the faces of

his peasants was the lesson he wished to teach,

or merely a clever idiosyncrasy of method. But,

without reserve, we may re-echo, after M. Jules

Breton, that, as a portrait-painter, France, in losing

him, lost its Holbein. As to the stupidity of the

peasant, stupidity springing from his narrow lot

and bounded range of thought, M. .Ink- Breton has

told us how their stupidity, ignorance, and childish

jealousy had afflicted his father and uncle, their

would-be benefactors; hut he sees in the peasant

more than this, and knows, like George Eliot,

that sympathy is the lust method of study and

criticism.
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THE LIFE OF PROFESSOR RUSKIN.

liy M. H. SPIELMANN.

ri^III'i times have strangely changed since "Modern
JL Painters" burst upon the world, and gave to

art-criticism in its highest sense, and to aesthetic

philosophy in its widest, a turn unprecedently sug-

gestive and inspiring. But the popular taste lias

changed too, educated by Ruskin, modified by later

writers, and tempered, for better or worse, by more

recent theories. And, after the lapse of years,

men who criticise the critic have forgotten—if ever

they knew—in what manner Raskin's theories were

evolved, on what reasoning and motives they were

based, the circumstances of their development or

change, and, in some cases, the causes of their aban-

donment. It became thus highly desirable, if the

story of his life and work was to be told at all

—

and that it should be told was, of course, inevit-

able—that the task should be accomplished ere

unrecorded facts were forgotten, and before friends

who could help had passed away. And, above all,

it was essential that the biographer, to lie com-

petent, must be in close sympathy with his sub-

ject, personally familiar with his life, his work,

and his philosophy. Such a one is Mr. Colling-

wood, who, like " the Master," is a graduate of

Oxford, a scholar, and an artist, with a strong

leaning towards philosophic thought, and an in-

telligent appreciation of "philosophic doubt."

The advantages of a long residence with Ruskin

are constantly displayed throughout the pages of this

very serious biography. It is a book in which the

reader must not look for a light anecdotic story of a

life that is full of material— for all its passionate

intensity—for occasional humorous treatment. It is

an earnest and highly intelligent survey of a career,

in its artistic, literary, and philosophic bearings

—

its moral and economic views and its philanthropic

schemes being the subject of microscopic analysis

and clear and able exposition. That there are some

errors of fact and judgment in a compilation of so

complex a character was inevitable. One is bound

to traverse Mr. Collingwood's statement that until

Ruskin discovered them, and proved their excellence

to the world, Botticelli and Tintoretto were "great

unknowns." The assertion that Ruskin paid for the

publication of Rossetti's poems is based upon a mis-

conception, and the date attributed is incorrect. But

these and a few similar mis-statements of minor

importance will certainly be corrected in a second

* '-The Life and Work of John Kuskin." By W. G.

Collingwood, VI. A. With Portrait and other Illustrations, in

Two Volumes. (Methuen and Co. 1893.)

edition. What is somewhat more serious is the

(very natural) exaggeration with which buskin's in-

fluence and importance at the earlier period of bis

crusade are regarded—a tendency towards hero-

worship and apologetic defence surely not necessary

in connection with so great and impulsive a person-

ality. For the rest it may frankly be said thai no

one else could have done the work so well us Mr.

Collingwood; who had, indeed, already proved in

his "Art Teaching of John Ruskin" that he not

only knows "the Master's" synthetic philosophy to

the very bottom, but that his grasp of it is amply

sufficient to enable him to systematise the artistic,

economic, scientific, and ethical teaching of Ruskin,

and reduce it to a consistent- and intelligible whole.

It is pleasant as we glance through these pages

to recognise all the familiar landmarks in Buskin's

life, and to note the very diverse and interesting

reasons of their importance. How in the sketching

of an ivy-grown tree-stem Buskin found the first

basis of all his art-teaching is already well known;

but Mr. Collingw 1 dwells rightly on the circum-

stance as testifying to that "sincerity in all things"

which was the key-note, so to speak, of all Buskin's

teaching. Then we have the gradual change from

the simple love of pure landscape art to morality

—

his transition from architecture to "Turner and the

Ancients," and then to Christian art, to ante-Dutch

and Blemish. We see how his mind passes under

the sway of Locke and Aristotle, and of Plato, and

then we find how much of his study and his newly-

tixed convictions are reflected in his "Seven Lamps

[or laws] of Architecture." We are present at the

writing of the "Stones of Venice:" we arc invited

to watch him as he illustrates his work with draw-

ing and etching of his own ; and we note the genuine

modesty of the preacher as he begins to dominate

the public with the force of his individuality, and

take Ins proper stand in the intellectual world. For

it soon became evident that his enormous industry.

his innate modesty, and vigour ami activity had

produced a, man sui generis, one whose influence was

quickly felt and recognised by his compeers, whether

they accepted his views or not.

Lew of the incidents of Buskin's life are passed

over without full explanation or elaborate comment

—how he threw his weight into the agitation for

the better administration of the National Gallery;

how he was attracted by our English Pre-Raphaelism

— though, be it noted, he did not in any sense help

to start it—and ultimately succeeded in obtaining
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the proper recognition and representation at Tra-

falgar Square of the true Pre-Eaphaelites ; how

his views of art in its bearings upon life broadened

and deepened with experience; how, now become

to be regarded by many as the dictator of taste,

THE SCALA MONUMENT, VEEONA.

{Drawn by Professor Ruslan )

lie made his way through his Edinburgh lectures

and tlie practical efforts at the Workmen's College,

through his metaphysical studies and philosophic

intercourse with the best minds of the day, towards

that code of morals which made up the sum of

his teaching—a teaching which he never faltered in

impressing with all the inspired fervour of a prophet

of did. We are shown how up to the age of forty

In- was the art-critic
—

" he concluded the whole cycle

of work by which he is popularly known as a writer

mi art. Since then art has sometimes been his text,

rarely his theme." His books mi ait lead, we are told,

to his final opinions; they do not express them—the

reason why they were allowed to run out of print until

the writer was in these later years overborne by his

friends and the public, and persuaded into consent

to the appearance of new editions. After he had

passed forty years of age ethics rather than art oc-

cupied his mind
;

his religious beliefs became even

broader, and his creed, in consequence,

had to be subjected to reconstruction.

He had already flung hack the constant

reproach that was, and still is, in spite

of all, being fastened upon him :
" / do

not say in tin least that in order to he

a good painter you must le a good

mini ; hut I do say that in order to be

a good natural painter there must be

stmng elements of good in the mind,

however warped by other parts of the

character." Then seeing the futility

of his acts of philanthropy—in which

the whole of his vast patrimony has

now been expended—he began thence-

forward to think of the salvation of

Society, and became the preacher, the

teacher, and the "Master." The weight

was heavy for one of his conscientious-

ness and intensity of thought, allied to

his weakness of physique; and a life

of suffering and, towards the end, of

shattering illness has been the price he

has paid for a life of strenuous effort,

of violent contention, industry, and

philanthropic struggle.

To Ruskin'swork as a man of science

—as a geologist, a naturalist, an econo-

mist, and other branches of knowledge

and thought—no reference need here be

made, nor need any estimate 1 le attempted

of the results of his life's labours. The

biography here under review must be

read by those who would know these

things, and would become properly ac-

quainted, as in self-duty bound, with

one of the master-minds of the century.

They will find the subject handled witli striking

ability, though it is confined within somewhat narrow

limits; for the story of the friendships and "adven-

tures" of Ruskin would have occupied oVer-long in

the telling. This would require other volumes

—

such as the " Pra-terita " of Mr. Ruskin himself, and

the anecdotic memoirs now in course of preparation

by Mr. Arthur Severn. Nevertheless the readers of

t he 1 k will make a far more thorough acquaintance

with the man and his work than could otherwise be

derived from an unassisted study of his hooks, and

they will know how to make allowance for a certain

enthusiastic tone, unavoidable, no doubt, in a bio-

graphy indited during the lifetime of its subject.
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MICHELANGELO.
By CHARLES WHIBLEY.

FROM the outset of his career the late J. A.

Symonds devoted his scholarship and energy

to one period. Excursions he has made into other

ridds ; hut the Italian Renaissance, as it was the

first, si i it was the last ahsorhing interest of his life.

An elaborate study, in seven volumes, of his chosen

theme gave him his place as a critic ; and the crown

of his life is "The Life of Michelangelo Buonar-

roti,"* in some respects the sanest and soundest of

his works. To define Mr. Symonds's place in litera-

ture is nut easy. His poetry is but accomplished

verse ; his prose is too often in the Corinthian

manner, and lavishly adorned with purple patches.

But nf his critical sagacity and of his faculty for

research there is no question, and his " Michel-

angelo" is likely to remain for many years to come
an unimpeached authority. It is written with a

direct simplicity scarce expected of its author; it

is well informed, admirably arranged, and withal

free from partiality and eccentricity of judgment;
so that, being neither pedantic nor sentimental, it

is infinitely superior to Hermann Grimm's pompous
work, while it possesses the further advantages of

a comely appearance and adequate illustration.

There is nothing more capricious than the world's

knowledge of its greatest men. Of one so scant a

record is preserved that biography becomes guess-

work'. Of another's career no incident is concealed,

and the difficulty of presenting a complete picture is

enormously increased by the mass of surviving mate-

rial. The biographer of Michelangelo has little need

to exercise his imagination. There are no gaps to lie

filled, and very few questions of fact to be discussed.

An enormous mass of letters and documents re-

mains to perplex the biographer. Of the letters a

g lly collection has got into print, and is easily

accessible; hut the critic's task is rendered ten

times more arduous by the innumerable contracts,

poems, and memoranda which are preserved in the

Casa Buonarroti at Florence. Then there are the

contemporary biographies of Yasari and Condivi,

whose discrepancies must needs be reconciled or ex-

plained. The result is that while Donatello's works

are the best record of his life, we have a certain

knowledge of Michelangelo's character and adven-

tures; indeed, he still lives, a wayward and interest-

ing personage, quite apart from his art. During his

own lifetime he enjoyed what is called in modern

slang a " boom." For his contemporaries he was

Michelangelo the "divine," the "stupendous." No-

* " The Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti." By John

Aldington Symonds. Second Edition. (London : J. C. Nimmo.)

thing that he diil or said was deemed unworthy of

remembrance, and doubtless many deeds of prowess
and not a few witticisms were wrongfully attributed

to him by ingenious flatterers. Nor may it he sup-

posed that this respectful curiosity was due to the

supremacy of the artist. Michelangelo might have

done his work in comfortable obscurity had he not

been a man of abounding temperament. But from

the time that he first frequented the garden of the

Medici to his death in Rome he exacted and gene-

rally won respect, and it is scarce strange that while

his own generation regarded him with awe, he should

have appeared to posterity something more than

human.

The last word of admiration for Michelangelo

was written long ago. Vasari and Cellini went far

beyond the limits of judgment, in their eulogy of

the man and of the artist. Nor have the modern

( rermans lagged behind. What should ~Slv. Symonds
add to the chorus of praise.' He has indeed chosen

the better part of prudence, and criticises his hem
with discreet moderation. Hi- is quite alive to the

unpleasant colour of the "Last Judgment," and he

dispels more than one myth of Michelangelo's inspired

fury. It has been a legend for three centuries that

Michelangelo saw a statue in every block of marble;

that he attacked the stone with an impetuous dis-

regard of model or design. His works, we have been

told, were " struck off at a blow," and the sculptor

has appealed to the popular imagination as what is

called at the music-halls a "lightning artiste." But

Mr. Symonds, quoting Cellini's treatise upon sculp-

ture, has proved that Michelangelo's method, if less

romantic, was far more workmanlike. At the outset

it was his practice to work from a small model ; but,

" discovering latterly that the small models fell far

short of what his excellent genius demanded, he

adopted the habit of making most careful models

exactly of the same size as the marble statue was

to be." Could deliberation be carried further ! Nor

is this all. When he was satisfied with his full-

sized model he would take charcoal and "sketch in

on the marble the principal aspect, and then begin to

work by removing the surface-stone upon that side,

just as if he intended to fashion a figure in half-re-

lief; and thus he went on gradually uncovering the

rounded form." This is not the method of chance

or fury, and Air. Symonds was wise to insist that

Michelangelo, like all artists, obtained by certain

means the effect at which he deliberately aimed.

To read again the tragedy of Michelangelo's

life is to he amazed once more at his energy and
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endurance. He was a sculptor by inclination and by

temperament : yet while his vast designs of sculp-

tured decoration were executed only in fragments,

his frescoes—masterpieces of an art not his own

—

were finished at the bidding of a pope. In painting

forits own sake he book little enough pleasure. The
medium was contrary to his genius, and his famous

frescoes are but so many sculptures in the flat. The
invention, the draughtsmanship, the adaptation of

design to space, are indeed remarkable : but you feel

in every group the hand of the sculptor, and seldom

recognise the touch or artifice of one born to express

himself in paint. But in whatever medium he

worked, strength rather than beauty was his aim.

lie had a constant love of contorted forms and em-

phasised anatomy. He is in complete contrast with
Donatello and Raphael, his two rivals in the renas-

cence of the arts. That his was a more powerful
temperament may be taken for granted: that they
were the greater artists is beyond doubt. He was,

in fact, as Mr. Symonds says, a

Romantic, not a Classic. Ever in-

tent upon the expression of char-

acter, he attempted to put such

ideas into marble or upon canvas

as cannot be conveyed in either of

these materials. So that, while his

own genius made him succeed

splendidly, in spite of his ungov-

erned ideals, he was the worst pos-

sible model for others. Though he

never had a regular school, which

Mr. Symonds suggests his temper

made impossible, lie had pupils not

a few, and he became an example

to unnumbered painters who de-

stroyed whatever faculty might

have been theirs in the attempt to

mimic the inimitable.

Mr. Symonds opined that Michel-

angelo was, in the Carlyleau phrase,

the hero as artist. Indeed, < larlyle

was only deterred by his indiffer-

ence to the arts from writing the

sculptor's life. And it' ill-luck is

evei heroic, surely there is a hem-
ism in the hapless fate which turned

the commission of the Julian tomb
into what I londivi calls a " tragedj

which condemned Michelangelo to

waste years in fruitless quarrying

and road-making, which drove him

perforce to painting, when all the

while his genius was set upon

sculpture. Indeed, the one really

heroic episode in the artist's life is

his long and bitter encounter with

Julius II.: and it was this struggle

which appealed to the imagination

of Thomas Carlyle. The Tope and

the sculptor were well matched. If

Julius did not always preserve the dignity of the

patron, Michelangelo seldom assumed the obedience

of the servant. "He is terrible," said the Pope;

"one cannot get on with him." When the Pope

demanded the sculptor's presence at Rome, Michel-

angelo lanied for a while at Florence, and then

got mi nearer the Sacred City than Bologna. Here
the two tyrants encountered; and exclaimed Julius

in anger, " It was your duty to come to seek us, and

von have awaited till we came to see you." When
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the Pope interrupted the progress of the Sistine

frescoes liy inopportune visits, Michelangelo always

received him with a wanton savagery, and on one

occasion (so says rumour) attacked him lustily with

a plank. But you may catch

t-s an admirable notion of the

Pope's own character in the

following anecdote: When the

sculptor was designing a statue

of Julius, to be east presently

in bronze, he asked if he would

like to hold a book. " What
hook?" exclaimed the Pope;
" a sword ? 1 know nothing

about letters, not I
!"

The character of the sculp-

tor was, to be sure, a tangle of

contradictions, which Mr. Sy-

monds has been at the utmost

pains to unravel. Indeed, the

pages which are devoted to a re-

futation of the common charges

of madness and hysteria are by

no means the least valuable part

of an excellent book. There is

a certain kind of psychologist

who holds that every man of

genius is the prey of neurotic

disease
; and if it be granted

that to be normally stupid is

the only means of sanity, then

Lombroso and Parlogreco have

some measure of justice on their

side. Now Signor Lombroso and

bis school are wont to denounce

as madmen all save the perfect

Philistine. Michelangelo was

the victim of neurotic disorder,

say these critics : ami,

inasmuch as the ordi-

nary provincial is not

generally a sculptor of

genius, they would ad-

duce the " Moses " and

the " I )avid " as evidence

of their assertion. He

was uniformly frigid towards women, argues the

failmonger, and lie entertained for Tommaso Cava-

lieri a warmer sentiment than is usual amongst

men. Therefore he must perforce have been a

monomaniac. Again, he was in the habit of help-

ing the deserving poor, and he would give his alius

with such secrecy as to remain beyond the reach

of gratitude—proof irrefragable, says Parlogreco, of

congenital insanity. Moreover, while he was by

nature courageous and even overbearing, he was at.

851

WAX STUDY FOE ARM OF
" DAVID."

(C;/ Miclielangelo.)

motion : he was

limes a prey to superstition and sudden timidity.

With no belter warning than a nightly vision he

would take to instant flight— as during the siege of

Florence— sacrificing thereby the precious obliga-

tions of honour and courage. Though be ever

showed himself the most charitable of benefactors

and the staunchest of friends; though he treated

his nephew ami his servant with the utmost con-

sideration; though Cellini, Yasari, and many others

could not speak of him without

still subject to outbursts of

passion, and quarrelled at

times with the most inti-

mate of his friends. And

then, despite the simplicity

of his life, he harboured a

pride of birth which was

wholly unjustified. Him-

self learned in all the learn-

ing of his age, be enjoyed

the society of vulgar buf-

foons. In fact, he possessed

no quality to which an

astonishing defect did not

at once give the lie
;
there-

fore, says the New Psycho-

logy, he was neurotic, hys-

terical, mad. The charge

is not new. It was brought

against him during his

own lifetime. It has been

repeated during the last,

decade. But as Michel-

angelo repulsed it with

scorn, so also does Mr. Sy-

monds insist upon its injus-

tice. The man of genius is

not amenable to the stricter

laws of suburban life. As

he confers a greater benefit

than his fellows upon the

world, so he may lie for-

given if he be sometimes

irritable, and not seldom

melancholy or suspicious.

Of Michelangelo we

prefer, with Mr. Sy-

monds, to quote Ariosto

:

" Nature made him and

then broke the mould."

Meanwhile, in taking leave

of this temperate and schol-

arly piece of biography we

commend Mr. Symonds's analysis of Michelangelo's

character to Mr. Nesbit and the other amateurs of

an eccentric and dogmatic psychology.

WAX STUDY FOE LEG OF
" DAVID."

(By Mu-hiUr untlo.)
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NOTRE-DAME AND MEDIEVAL SYMBOLISM.

IX L839 Victor Hugo exclaimed in hia " Notre-

Dame," "Le temps est aveugle, l'homme est

stupide," ami verily, if ever a church proved the

truth of this remark, it is the cathedral of Paris.

There is not a square foot of the building which lias

imt 1 ii scraped, patched, or re-carved. Perhaps it

was inevitable, considering tin- state of tin- church

after the renovations "I' Louis XIV. and XV., the

desecrations of the Revolutionists, ami the horrible

restorations of the First Empire and succeeding

governments. But still one cannot lmt lament that

the church is wanting in what is the greatest charm

of its sister of Westminster, the unrepairedness and

dirt of ages. Notre-Dame lias been excellently

restored by Viollet-le-Duc and his associates, all

that they did has been well and intelligently done

;

lmt still, line wishes that the original sculptures

were there instead of copies, or adaptations from

tlie cathedrals of Amiens ami Reims.

Tlir most destructive period in the old church's

history was that between 1699 and 1753, when
Li mis XIV. piously hut unfortunately carried out

the "vow" of his father. This caused the demoli-

[A 11EALE.

tion of the carved fourteenth century stalls, thejubi

(chancel screen), the cloisters, the high altar with its

numerous chdsses ami reliquaries, its bronze columns,

and gold and silver statuettes, the tombs and the

stained glass. In 1771 the statues above the great

west door, and the dividing pier with its figure of

Christ, were cut away by Soufflot, the architect of

the Pantheon, to make the entrance wider fur grand

processions.

The history of Notre-Dame is in a great measure

the history of France. During the wars the standards

taken from the enemy were suspended there; and

after victories the old church rang with the glorious

chant of the '!'• Deum. In L185 Heraclius, patri-

arch of Jerusalem, who had gone to Paris to preach

the Third Crusade, officiated at its high altar. Here,

too, in the early part of the thirteenth century,

St. Dominic preached from a book given him by

the Blessed Virgin, who appeared to him after an

hour's silent meditation, radiant with beauty, and

dazzling as the sunlight; whether the congregation

saw the vision or not, history dues nut relate. On
the 27th of November, 1431, the child Henry VI. of
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England was crowned King of France in the choir

of the cathedral. But the pomp of this ceremony
was soon eclipsed by a greater, the singing of the

Te Donn to celebrate the retaking of Paris by

the troops of Charles VII., in Easter week, 14-'!(i.

In the thirteenth cen-

tury the Feast of the

Assumption was celebra-

ted with great splendour;

the win ile church was

hung with rich tapestries,

and the pavement covered

with sweet-smelling flowers

and herbs ; but two cen-

turies later, grass from the

fields of Gentilly seems to

have sufficed to do honour
tn our Lady on her fete-

day. The same custom

prevailed there as at the

Ste. Chapelle ami other

churches; that of letting

fly pigeons, and throwing

flowers and torches of

flaming flax from the win-

dows, in celebration of the

descent of the Holy Spirit

upon the day of Pentecost.

It must be remembered

that the great churches

of the Middle Ages were

mi ire the work of the

people than of the nobility.

The armorial bearings up-

on old stained glass are

mostly those of the differ-

ent guilds, the members of

which, either as individuals

or in their corporate capa-

city, enriched our churches

in money and in kind ;

and thus the cathedrals

became, not simply places

fur divine worship and

prayer, but museums, and

the centres of intellectual life. Their sculptures

took the place of our books, and their contents were

inducements to church-goings. Indeed in man)'

cases the church was as much profaned in early as

in later days, when the nave (as at St. Paul's) was

used as a stock exchange and place of business.

"What we now find in museums our ancestors found

in the churches: and the teaching which we now
obtain from bunks, they gained from the sculptures.

Hence the, to us, strange jumble of religious and

profane subjects on the glass and in the carving.

The whole west front of Nbtre-Dame is a mass

of symbolism. Thefourgreal buttresses beai effigies

of St, Denis, St. Etienne, and two crowned women.
These represent a very common conceit in the

Middle Ages, viz., the Church ami the Synagogue:

TRE-DAME.

the one proud and triumphant, the other humbled

and defeated : the one with her head raised and

her eyes fixed upon Christ, the other with her face

lieiit down and her eyes blindfolded; the one with

a diadem on her forehead holding up a cross and

chalice, the other letting her crown, the tabic- of

the law, and her standard fall broken to pieces.

Above these figures is a row of the Kings of Judah,

the ancestors of the P.lessed Virgin, and downing

all, in the centre, is our Lady as Queen of Heaven

with attendant angels, while on each side stand
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Adam and Eve. The three portals hear the names

of the Judgment, St. Mary, and St. Anne.

The Porte du Jugement (see p. 42:'>) represents

thr complete scheme of the Last Judgment. The

central pier consists of a pedestal decorated with

figures, symbolising the liberal arts, upon which

stands a statue of our Blessed Lord giving the bene-

diction. The stylobate on each side is decorated

with six medallions of the Virtues and Vices. The

twelve Virtues are represented as women holding the

attributes; the twelve Vices, as little scenes illus-

trating them in action. Guillaume Durand tells us

that the virtues were represented as women, because

they were man's nursing mothers. Hernias, in his

"Shepherd," gives the list of virtues thus: Faith,

Temperance, Patience, Magnanimity, Simplicity, In-

nocence, Peace, charity, Penance, Chastity, Truth,

and Prudence : while St. Thomas says the " Legende

d'Or" taught the Indians that they were Faith,

Baptism, < lharity, the Flight of Avarice, Temperance,

Penitence, Perseverance, Hospitality, the accomplish-

ment of the will of God, the giving up of what God

forbids, charity towards friends and enemies, and

vigilance in all things. Sometimes the Virtues were

represented as fighting the Vices; and sometimes

the latter are personified by Sardanapalus for folly,

Nero for iniquity, Judas for despair, Mahomet for

impiety. The system adopted at Notre-Dame is

simpler: and although it is impossible to give a

detailed account of all these sculptures, yet one or

two examples may serve to eonvej to the render

some idea of the plan carried out so fully by the

mediaeval artists. Let us take the two first bas-

reliefs on the left of the statue of our Lord. The

upper one is ( !ourage, a woman seated, with a helmet,

on her head : in her right hand a huge naked sword;

in her left a shield on which a lion is represented.

Underneath is Cowardice—a man running for his

life, and looking behind him with an expression in-

dicating the greatest fear. His sword has fallen

out of its sheath in his hurry to escape. Behind

him runs a hare, and above, upon the branch of a

tree, sits an owl, which adds to the coward's terror.

This was one of the least mutilated of the series, the

symbols having remained intact.

On each side of the Virtues and Vices are four

figures, Abraham, Job, Nimroud, and an unknown,

which also symbolise the Virtues and Vices thus:

Abraham, submission to God's will; Job, resigna-

tion and confidence in the Divine mercy: Nimroud,

blind pride and impiety. Above the Virtues and

Vices are the Twelve Apostles, resting upon brackets

ornamented with figures and animals, which often

aid us in deciding the personage represented above

when no other means are available. It must be

borne in mind that no work of the mediaeval artists

was mere hazard ; the entire doorway was designed

as a whole to carry out a certain idea. Thus we

find the mere position of the Apostles was in-

tended to carry on and intensify the teaching of

the rows of Virtues and Vices below them. What
could be more significant than the placing of St.

Peter over Faith, and St. Paul over Courage?

On each side of the doorway are the Wise and

Foolish Virgins; the former, with their lamps burn-

ing, on the right of the Saviour, the latter, with

extinguished lamps, mi his left. Above them are

the doors of Paradise—open for the Wise, closed for

the poor Foolish ones. The tympanum is divided

into three tiers. The lower one is the Resurrection

of the dead, each side of the design being Hanked

by an angel Mowing a trumpet. Above this is the

Weighing of Souls: the Archangel St. Michael stands

in the centre holding the scales. In one is a little

personage with Ids hands clasped in prayer ; in the

other is another figure which has already thrown off

its earthly form for that of Hell. A hideous demon

stands by to receive this poor lost soul, while a little

devil underneath the scale is treacherously pulling it

down with a hook. On the right is the procession

of the elect, showing various expressions of ecstatic

joy—two friends, or a husband and wife, have joined

hands after a long parting. On the left side are the

damned being pulled along by a cord which is held

by a demon in front, while another monster pushes

the last soul by the shoulders. The first of the

damned is a woman, emblematic of Eve having been

the first to sin; but her followers are of both sexes,

a motley group including bishops and monks, kings

and princes, clergy and laity.

Above is the Supreme Judge sitting with His feet

upon the world. He wears the cruciform nimbus,

and has both His hands raised to show the stigmata.

fin each side is an angel hearing the instruments of

the passion; and it is worthy of remark that whereas

the cross on which He hung is held by the angel's

lure hands, the nails which pierced His sacred body

are enveloped in a. (doth. Behind the angels are

His Blessed Mother and the beloved Disciple, kneeling

and interceding for the souls below. Both are young

according to the tradition of the Western Church

(only in the East is St. John ever represented as

aged). The. head of the doorway has six rows of

figures, the lower ones on each side belonging to the

Judgment subject of the tympanum. Thus, in the

first row on the right, are two crowned figures, and

above is an angel receiving the elect. In the next

row is Abraham holding three little people on a cloth,

symbolising his receiving souls into his bosom. In

the third and fourth rows are two Patriarchs beat-

ing palms, probably Isaac and Jacob. In the fifth

and sixth rows are groups of the elect, crowned.
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Turning to the left side we find : First, a cauldron

full of hideous demons surrounded by flames, one

monster with a fork pushing in a
\

r damned soul.

Second, Death in the form of a miserably thin woman
riding the pale horse of the Apocalypse; hereyesare

bandaged, and in her hand she holds a lance; behind

her rides Hell—a naked man in the act of falling off

his horse. Third, a mM6e of demons, serpents, and

damned. Fourth, one of the horsemen in the Vision

of St. John, probably War or Famine. Fifth, a demon
sitting upon and torturing one of the lost souls.

Sixth, demons of most horrible forms, and toads,

tearing the flesh of the damned. A great many of

the devils have the heads and bodies of apes. Above
these subjects, in the first rows, are forty-four angels;

then follows a row of Prophets, fourteen in number
— Moses, Aaron, Daniel, &c. These are succeeded by

sixteen Doctors of the Church holding books. M.

Didron remarks that Paris being a great seat of

learning, the architect of Notre-Dame lias given .the

Doctors precedence of the Martyrs. The fifth row

contains eighteen of the latter holding palms in their

hands, the three nearest the point of the arch being

the three deacons—St. Stephen, proto-martyr, SS.

Lawrence and Vincent. In the sixth row are the

Virgin-Martyrs bearing tapers.

The upper part of the tympanum still bears

traces of colour and gilding, and no doubt the whole

was originally a mass of polychrome. Indeed, we
find in M. Didron's "Annales Archeologiques " an

account of these sculptures by an Armenian bishop

named Martyr, who made a voyage to France between

L489 and 1496, in which he not only alludes to their

being coloured, but descrihes them exactly as they now
appear.

The decoration of the Porte de la Vi&rge is in the

same character as that of the Porte du Jugement,

the subjects being taken from the history of the

Blessed Virgin. On the central pier is the Patroness

of the Church holding her Divine Child, and as the

second, Eve, bruising the serpent's head. As in all

early representations, the ungainly beast is a species

of dragon, with two short fore-legs and a long tail

twisting round the historic tree. The tympanum is

tilled with the Assumption and the Glorification of

the Blessed Virgin, as related in the " Legende d'Or."

In the door-head are Prophets, Kings, holy men,

and angels. They all bear scrolls, and no doubt in

the days of the Armenian bishop their names were

inscribed upon them. Below, on the stylohate,

are statues of St. John Baptist, St. Stephen, Ste.

Genevieve, St. Germain dAuxerre, and St. Denis

bearing his head in his hands, attended by angels,

whether for protection or for support it is difficult to

say. Some of the bas-reliefs give the history of the

Fall of the Angelic Host, some' a Calendar repre-

senting the Earth, the Sea, the twelve Signs of the

Zodiac, and the occupations of each succeeding

month. This subject is constantly found in me-
diaeval sculpture, bul rarely so fully developed as at

Notre-Dame. The Signs of the Zodiac here follow

the Ecclesiastical year, which commenced with the

month of January.

The Porte Sainte-Anne is the oldest of the three

portals. < In the central pier stands St. Marcel, ninth

bishop of Paris, who died in 436. The Saint is clad

in episcopal vestments, and has his right foot u] a

two-legged monster with a serpent's tail, which issues

from a winding sheet enveloping the body of a

woman. The legend is quaint. " A woman of noble

family, but who had much sinned, passed away, and

was laid in her tomb with great pomp and ceremony.

But behold what took place. A horrible serpent

devoured her body, took up his abode in the tomb,

and lived upon her remains. The inhabitants of

the place fled horrified from their homes. But the

blessed Marcel underst 1 that it was he who should

triumph over this monster; so, when the serpent,

coming oul of a foresl was returning to his dwell-

ing-place, St. Marcel presented himself before him,

praying; and the monster from that moment seemed

to ask pardon by bending bis head and wagging his

tail, and he followed the Saint for the space of three

mill's in the sight of all the people. . . . Then
spake Marcel authoritatively unto him, ' From this

day forth, go and inhabit the desert, or plunge thyself

into the sea!' And since those days no trace of

him has been seen."

The tympanum includes subjects from the lives of

the Virgin and St. Anne. On one side is the kneel-

ing figure of an aged king, crowned, and vested in

mantle and tunic, unrolling a charter of donations.

As the date is about 1137-80, it probably represents

Louis VII., the friend of Suger, abbot of St. Denis,

the hero of the Second Crusade, and the father of

Philippe Auguste. < >n the right is a bishop in a

similar position—no doubt, the founder of the church,

Maurice >\r Sully : and it is notable that, while the

king is made to kneel, the churchman, his subject,

stands. In the tympanum of the little Porte-Rouge,

are two more kneeling royal personages, probably

St. Louis and Queen Marguerite de Provence. The
legend connected with the beautiful wrought, iron-

work of the great west, doors is one of many show-

ing the lively faith in the devil which our ancestors

possessed. <>n one of the scrolls is the figure of a

man with the tail of a fish- the legendary portrail

of the blacksmith, Biscornette; who being charged

to forge the hinges in a given time, and finding him-

self behindhand with his work, determined to call

in the aid of his Satanic Majesty. This personage

arrived, put on the leathern apron, and worked so
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vigorously that at dawn the doors were finished.

Biscornette thanked his assistant, who politely pre-

sented the blacksmith with his horns in recognition

of the event. Popular opinion in the Middle Ages

the church is said to he the statue of the Virgin

which stands upon a pillar at the entrance of the

choir; but it is more than probable thai it is not the

original. On the other hand, the alto-reliefs which

THE PORTE ROUGE, NOTRE-DAME.

always held that the devil could have had no hand

in forging the central doors, through which the

Blessed Sacrament passed, and that a curse was

attached to the Porte Sainte-Anne, as it was never

opened. But these degenerate times have at least

proved that the curse was a myth, however much

truth there may have been in the other tradition;

for bhe door opens easily enough, and if it were kept

closed in former times, ii was for no fault of Biscor-

nette's. Of course bhe blacksmith's name was born

out of the legend. The oldest piece of sculpture in

encircle the choir are known to 1 f the fourteenth

century, as on one of them is an inscription giving

the name of the master mason, Jean Ravy.who com-

menced them, and also that of Jean le Bouteiller,

who finished them in 1351, the former being repre-

sented on the last panel in an attitude of prayer.

History is silent as to the name of the first archi-

teci of Notre-Dame; hut on the southern facade is

a Latin inscription recording the finishing of that

pari of the church in 1257, and giving the name of

the artist, Jean de L'helles.
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PEBSIAN CARPET.

(Recently acquired bit the Smith Kensington Huseum.)

OUR ILLUSTRATED NOTE-BOOK.

BY the generous assistance of a few private in-

dividuals the authorities at South Kensington

who had not sufficient available funds for the

purpose—have been

enabled to purchase

for the Museum the

magnificent Persian

carpet of which a re-

production forms the

heading to this page.

Measuring 34 feet

6 inches in length by

17 feet 6 inches in

breadth, the carpet,

besides being of ex-

quisite design and

workmanship, is of

nunc than usual in-

terest, from the fact

that it contains the

date of its manufac-

ture, thus affording

help in estimating

the age of similar examples. Although dating from

A.r>. 1535, the colours are, for the most part, perfect,

the faded portions serving but as contrasts to the

brilliancy of the remainder.

The carpet was formerly in the Mosque of Ar-

debil, Persia, and when it is staled that it contains

THE LATE AUGUSTE BABTHELEMY
GLAIZE.

{From a Photograph by Mulnier, Paris.)

33,000,000 hand-tied knots—that is, 300 to every

square inch—the quality of the texture of the

fabric can be imagined. As regards the colouring

and design, the central portion has a background of

dark blue, thickly worked with floral devices in red

and vellow, while the

middle is occupied by a

medallion composed of

a light blue-and-red

pattern on a pale yel-

low ground. Surround-

ing this arc sixteen

cartouches of various

colours, those in line

with the main axes of

the carpet being green,

while the intermediate

ones are winked in

yellow with red bor-

ders, and vice versd.

Each of the corners is

filled by a repetition of a quarter of the central

device, while the border—three feet in width-

consists of three parts, the central hand being

made up of alternate circular and oblong cartouches

on a dark ground. The outer hand is of light red,

with green ornament, and that on the inner side

of Light yellow with red ornament. At the top

of the carpet is a panel, with an inscription in

THE LATE laiWIN MOOBE.

i / a Photograph &;/ Mr. A. K

Burleigh.)
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of which the following transblack letterin

lation :

—

-
I have no refuge in the world other than thy Threshold.

My head has no protection oilier than thy l'orchway.

The work of the slave of the Holy Place.

Maksoud of Kashan,

in the year 012 " (A.D. 1535).

By the death of M. Glaize, France has been cle-

PART OF THE SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN.

(B;/ Alfred Gilbert, R.A.)

prived of one of her oldest artists. He was born at

Montpellier on December 15th, 1807, and studied

under Achille and Eugene Deveria. His work was

exhibited at the Salon for the first time in 1836.

In 1842 he gained a first-class medal, and in

1844, 1848, and 1855 second-class awards, in the

latter year also being decorated with the Legion of

Honour. He held a great reputation as e painter

of mural pictures, ami was a successful pastellist

and an expert lithographer. He is represented in

the Luxembourg by " Quicksands," painted in 1863.

Many of Ins principal works were based upon

Scriptural incidents, among them being "Christ

and the Woman Taken in Adultery" (
1 S75) ; a

triptych, "Salome—The Death of John the Baptist

— Hcrodias" (is;.",): "Christ Insulted;" "Susannah"

(pastel); but he also executed works of historical

subjects and some portraits. Among the most

important of his general works are: "Allocution

do l'Empereur a la Distribution des Aigles, 1852;"

"Fans! and Marguerite;" "The Blind Man and

the Paralytic" (Fables of Florian) (1877); and

"Dante Writing His Poem." For some years past

he had ceased to exhibit, but he had numerous

pupils, and leaves a son, Pierre Paul Leon Glaize,

who is an artist of no mean repute.

We have also to record the death of Mr. Edwin

Moore, of York, who, although not widely known,

was an artist of considerable talent. He was held

in high esteem in the city in which lie lived for

his powers as an art-teacher, having occupied for

fifty-seven years the post of drawing-master at

the Friends' Schools in York. The deceased artist

was the head of a family which exhibited extra-

ordinary artistic talents, including as it does Mr.

Henry Moore, P. A., and Mr. Albert Moore. The

father, the late William Moore, of York, was an

artist of ability, and no less than five of his sons

have followed him in his profession, the whole of

them on one occasion exhibiting simultaneously at

the Royal Academy. Edwin Moore was horn in

1813, and when he turned his attention to ail.

SUMMIT OF THE SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN.

{By Alfred Gilbert, R.A.)

landscape and architectural drawings formed his

principal work. In spite of the great claim upon

hi- time caused by his duties as a teacher, he yet

executed many paintings, including a series of the

abbeys and monasteries of Yorkshire, and another

of Border and Scotch castles.
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In accordance with the promise given in the The sale of the Holford collection of etchings has

Note-Book " in last month's Magazine of Art, already been fully dealt with in the Chronicle of Art.

CHE1ST HEALING THE SICK.

(From the Etching by Rembrandt, lately in the Holford Collection.)

UEMLUANIIT LEANING (IN A SAUIIE.

(From the Etching by Rembrandt, lately in ih. Tlolford

Collection )

reproductions are here given of the Shaftesbury We reproduce on this page three of the prints

Memorial Fountain, showing some of the details for which some of the highest prices were paid,

r% \
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£1,750; "Eembrandt Leaning on a Sabre" reached

the extraordinary price of £2,000, and the "Ephrairn

Bonus," £1,950.

An interesting addition lias been made to the

THE cast sum:.

{Eii George Mason. Recently acquired by the National

British section of the National Gallery by the pur-

chase from the fund bequeathed by the late Francis

Clarke of "The Cast Shoe," by George Mason (No.

1,388). The picture, which is placed on a screen

in the second room of the British Sel 1, is a

delightful little work, and quite representative of

the painter of "The Harvest-Moon."

From tin' same fund was also purchased the pic-

ture, reproduced on p. 429, "Chilston Lane, near

Torquay," by G IS. Willcock

(Xo. 1,389).

Among tin' presents be-

stowed upon H.B.H. the 1 hike

of York, which have recently

been on exhibition at the Im-

perial Institute, was a piano

of chaste design and work-

manship, manufactured by

Messrs. Brinsmead ami Suns.

The instrument is designed

to imitate a highly-decorated

harpsichord, the case being of

mottled mahogany, inlaid with

ivory and marquetry. It is

noticeable that- the designer

has, as in the case of the piano

designed by Mr.T. G .Jackson,

A.R.A., reproduced in The

Magazine of Akt some few

months a^o. evaded the ditli-

culties connected with the ordinary form of piano

legs by substituting a light and not ungraceful frame-

work, which, while affording the necessary support to

the body of the instrument, lends an elegance which

is altogether lacking in the average grand piano.

GRAND PIANO.

(Manufactured by Messrs. Brinsmead and Sons for 11. 11. II the Huh oj York.)
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ENGLISH AliT AT CHICAGO.

Judging from the published list of English pictures

which have already been secured for the Chicago Ex-
position, the display will, as we feared, be but a poor one
in the aggregate. It may present a very fair average

"Academy;" but when other nations are preparing to

exhibit their full strength, it is perfect folly on our part to

be satisfied with showing a merely " fair collection." We
have for years been waiting for the opportunity to over-

come the ill-informed prejudice of America in regard to

British art, which in the estimation of the States Las

generally stood on a level with that of British wine and
British cigars. If we are not prepared to seize the

opportunity now it has arrived, we had better stand aloof

altogether rather than present our cousins with a sound
basis for their present opinions.

SHARKS AM) AMATEURS.
When the "Artists' Alliance" was first floated, we took

occasion to warn our readers against it, in spite of certain

good names published upon its list of '"Honorary Mem-
bers"—simply on the face of its provisions and aims.

Later on, when Morgan consolidated his bogus "socie-

ties'' anil issued the unique number of its organ, The

Pantheon, we repeated our criticisms, which we were glad

to see reprinted in quarters where, apparently, the valiant

exposure by Truth had not penetrated. If ambitious

amateurs and incompetent professionals are desirous of

showing and, if possible, of selling their work, why do they

not— instead of feeding sharks who are only too ready to

batten upon them—why do they not form an "Amateurs'
Artist Society, " on co-operative principles, and worked by
a paid official ! Then they and the public would know
exactly what to expect.

DANGER FROS1 FIRE AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY

AND BRITISH MUSEUM.

The newspapers have been aroused to something like

interest by the statement of the District Surveyor for

Bloomsbury that a fire recently broke out within a few

yards of the British Museum, in a row of houses which

ought, for the preservation of the Museum, to be razed, and
the ground used as a belt of safety. Vet, people have

remained entire.]} apathetic in spits of our repeated de-

claration that the National Gallery is in hourly danger
from the barracks behind, which is not "within a few

yards," but which absolutely adjoins, and in which tire has

ere now broken out. The trustees and the Government
assume a heavy responsibility in allowing this state of

things to continue. Were they to reflect that probably as

many line works of art have been lost to the world by tire ;:s

now remain in it, ami that this loss has often been caused

by criminal negligence, they would probably not be content

to inn the quite probable risk of being one morning called

upon to account to the nation tor the total destruction of

the national collection in Trafalgar Square. The trusties

of the National Gallery are in urgent mod of more room.
Why do they not at once formulate a demand t.. the
Government for the threatening barracks on which to
extend the gallery '.

EXHIBITIONS.

The autumn exhibition at the New Gallery must be
pronounced a disappointment, without qualification. Its

raison d'etre is commercial and not artistic The pro
prietors found the gallery lying empty and unproductive
"ii their hands, and were, at the same time, couscious thai
they enjoyed an extensive connection amongst artists which
would enable them to fill it in one way or another, lint

even given such conditions the best has not been done.
This collection of pictures, old and new, of designs and
sketches, lacks unity of intention ; and such works a we
meet now, not fur the first time, have been so recently
exhibited that we find them wanting in novelty and
powerless to awaken memories. An exhibition strictly of
sketches and studies of such artists as most affect the New
Gallery would have been more interesting; or had the
managers chosen to go farther afield, a West of-Scotland,
or other school, display might have proved as attrac-

tive as instructive. The place of honour i- accorded
to Mr. Alma-Tadema's "Hadrian in England," exhibited
at the Academy in 1884, and one of the most prominent
pictures at the Manchester Jubilee Exhibition, since which
date it appears to us to have been freshened. It is one of

Mr. Tadema's biggest canvases, and its deep-toned scheme
of colour belongs rather to the artist's earlier period than
to that of his latter-day delight in classic forms and ex-

quisite, but intensely modern, tints. An opportunity is

given us of studying once more Mr. Watts's portrait of

the Hon. Mrs. Percy Wyndhani, and of admiring its sedate

ness of colour and Venetian amplitude of line. Mr. \Y. II.

Davis is represented by two line landscapes, "An April
Evening" especially being suffused with a sweet ami in-

effable serenity. Mr. George Clai sen's " I, a I miners after

Dinner'' was painted as long ago as 1884; but it i- i

of the best and truest things he has ever accomplished.
Still fresher in our memories is Mr. Feed II all's "Cinder-
ella "— Cinderella of the German folk-lore- with wonderful
sea-birds in plumage just a little too insistently accurate.

In the court is placed the recumbent marble figure of the

poet Shelley, by < >nslow Ford, A.U.A.. which we saw at the

last Academy in the east as it will appear in tin mplete

memorial Considered apart from the somewhat unreposc

ful accessories of the vest of the design, this beautiful work
gains greatly in significance ami charm. It assumes, in the

finished form, a new subtlety and grace which it is very

difficult to find words to express, and we are thus better

able to understand the sculptor's reluctance to trouble his

design by the introduction of the slightest drapery. The
marble is very crudely placed on a high, oblong case,

covered with green baize and located unpleasantly near

the fountain. A little St. Christina, done in gesso, and
coloured by Mr. Kit vMPTON, deserves notice for its vaj Ui I'.

mystic quality ; and the "sketches" in clay of Mr. Rosi 02
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Mullins show much spontaneity and vigour. Mr. Burne-

Jones sends a design one ninth the intended size, for

the decoration in mosaic of the space over the chancel

arch of the church of St. Paul at Rome. It is of great

beauty of line and colour, the curves of the arch being

happily repeated. In the centre the golden-brown and

pitying figure of a beardless Christ stands with extended

anus against the interweaving arabesques of the many-

branched Tree of Life. On either side are adoring figures,

and the Path to Heaven, charged with many a wayside

symbol, winds back behind the sacred tree. The colours

are those soft and solemnised blues, greens, and purples, of

which Mr. Bume-Jones holds the secret. Two slight draw-

ings from M. Fernand Khnopff, the Belgian symbolist,

excite much admiration, on account of the delicacy and

purity of outline and originality of colour. One is the

face of a woman, with eyes which read the mysteries of the

world of spirits, almost colourless itself, but aureoled with

marvellous tawny-orange hair; and the other, a woman

with anus of a prodigious length pushing a pallid flower

towards a bust, the note of colour being a tablet of start-

ling lapis-lazuli let into the cold marble-like composition.

They also pique much curiosity as to their inner meaning.

However, we have the painter's word that if he satisfies

us on the aesthetic side he is content to be otherwise

undecipherable. Mr. Edward Stott's " Bathers "—lads

bathing at evening in an inland pool- has been exhibited

before, but under conditions which did scant justice to its

dexterous handling and the luminous atmosphere which

seems to literally suffuse and fill the whole space enclosed

by the frame. The treatment of the figures of the nude

lads against the strong light is exceedingly clever. The

same artist's beautiful little picture, "Starlight," must

not be passed unnoticed. A very delightful little canvas,

tender and full of poetic feeling, is Mr. Know: (
'. WlLLS's

harmony in brown, "Among Thick Falling Dews"—

a

study of cattle and atmosphere. Miss Hilda Montalba's

"Moonlight in Provence" is as remarkable for its extreme

simplicity of conception as for its poetic charm. A very

beautiful head, called "M. le Cure," is shown by Mr.

William Wontner, a young artist educated at the Royal

Academy Schools. Mr. Mark Fisher sends some fine

landscapes with cattle; Lord Carlisle, small Yorkshire

"views;" Mr. Mouat Loudan, a portrait; Mr. John

Charlton, an equine melodrama; Mr. Poynter, a

Diadumene first sketch ; Mr. Melton Fisher, a coloured

illustration of Venetian carnival manners ; Mr. Thorn-

Wait,., a hayfield ; and Mr. Percy Bigland, a picture full

of dramatic intensity, which reveals a new and powerful

side to his artistic character.

Mr. Whitworth Wallis has succeeded in borrowing for

the City of Birmingham Art Gallery an exceedingly fine

collection of works by living English animal painters.

The exhibition, which opened on October 3rd, contains

many famous works, and will undoubtedly prove highly

attractive. The thanks of the townspeople are due to

the many owners who have so generously allowed Mr.

Wallis to make selections from their collections. These

include the Prince of Wales, Earl Spencer, the Earl

of Rosebery, Lord Armstrong, Hon. C. N. Lawrence,

Sir Thomas Lucas, Sir William Hozier, Lady de Gex,

and Messrs. Cuthbert Quilter, M.P., John Aird, M.P.,

N. G. Clayton, M.I 1

.. Colonel Hargreaves, Colonel North,

Colonel Harding, Messrs. William Lomax, H. J. Turner,

Henry Tate, Schumacher, Jesse Haworth, Reiss, Hugh
Reid, John Dickinson. James Dunnachie, O. L. Evans,

Mrs. Cross, the Corporations of Liverpool and Nottingham,

and many others. Mr. George McCulloch, of Melbourne,

has most liberally lent ten works from the fine collection

of modern paintings he is forming. It is impossible to do

more than mention by name a few of the principal artists

and pictures. The collection is fully representative of

modern English animal painting, but no hard-and-fast rule

has been drawn, and works have been included by artists

who would not strictly be called animal painters. In each

one, however, animal life, in some form or another, is the lead-

ing feature. Mr. Briton Riviere, R.A., and Mr. H. W. B.

Davis, R.A., are largely represented by many of their best

known pictures. There are fourteen by the former, including

the beautiful " Circe and the Swine," " His only Friend,"

"Rizpah," "The Last of the Garrison," "Cave Cam in,"

"Union is Strength," "The Herd of Swine," "Of a Fool

and his Folly there is no End," and others
; the latter can

be studied in nine important canvases, including "Now
Came Still Evening On," " Gleamy Day, Picardy," "The

Picardy Dunes," "Ploughing in Normandy," " Mother and

Sou," "The Way to the Sanctuary," "Lost Sheep," <fcc.

Mr. John M. Swan, besides his two large and well-

known works, "Maternity" and "A Fallen Monarch,'

lends a series of pastel studies of wild animals of the

highest interest, and some vigorously-modelled bronzes.

Among the battle-pieces should be mentioned " Maiwand

Saving the Guns," and "The Midnight Charge at

Kassassin," by Mr. Caton Woodville ;
" Floreat Etona !

"

and " Patient Heroes," by Lady Bctlei; ; and " Bad News

from the Front,'' "Balaclava," and "Ulundi," by Mr.

John Charlton. Mr. S. E. Waller is represented by

"One aiid-Twenty" and "The Empty Saddle." The

Prince of Wales lends "Tiger Shooting in the Terai," by

Mr. II. Johnson, an incident of His Loyal Highness's visit

to India. Among other artists well represented should be

mentii 1 Messrs. F. Goodall, R.A., A. C. Gow, R.A.,

Ernest Crofts, A.R.A., Adrian Stokes, J, T. Nettle-

ship, J. S. Noble, Denovan Adam, Walter Hint,

1!. Meyeriieim, A. W. Strutt, Burton Barber,

Aumonier, R. Beavis, Basil Bradley, Sidney Cooper,

R.A., J. C. Dollman, E. Douglas, Emms, Peteb Graham,

R.A.. Fred Hall, Heywi Hardy, Tom Lloyd, Logs

hail, P. E. Stretton, W. II. Trood, and Mrs. Adrian

Stokes.

The sixty-sixth autumn exhibition of the Royal Birm-

ingham Society of Artists, which opened earlj in September,

is a fairly representative one as regards the leading artists

of the day. Mr. ORCHARDSON, R.A., the president, is un-

represented, but Mr. Alm '-Tadema, R.A., sends three well-

known works of the finest quality—"A Roman Amateur,"

" I'lieidias and the Elgin Marbles," and "A Kiss." "Sic

Transit," by Mr. G. K. Watts, R.A., hangs near one of the

latest Chantrev purchases -Mr. F. D. Millet's " Between

Two Fires.' Opposite to it is Mr. Logsdail's enormous
" Ninth of November." Mr. Henry Moore. All. A., sends

a fine seascape, " Westwards." Among other important

works are "Roman Campagna," by Mr. Adrian Stokes:
" The Shadow of Evening," by H. W. B. Davis. R.A. ;

" Sun-

light and Shadow," by Mr. Walter Lang ley ;
"John

Pettie, R.A.," by Mr. A. S. Cope; "The Farm Fad," by

Mr. David Murray, A.R.A. : "The Mill Stream," by Mr.

F.G.Cotman; " Gleaners," by Mr. Edward Stott ;
"The

Glory of the Dying Day," by Mr. Denovan Adam ; and

"Summer on the Cliffs," by Mr. John Brett, A.R.A. Mr.

Alfred East is well represented by his poetic "Dawn."

The Newlyn school has sent no work of importance, with

the exception of Mr. Chevallier Tayler's " First Com-

muniou," though Messrs. GoTCH, BoURDlLLON, and Edwin
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Harris are among the exhibitors. Professor Herkomer
fills up almost the whole of one of the smaller walls with his

portrait group of a board of directors. Most of the por-

traiture is disappointing. Messrs. .Ion uiian Pratt, S. H.

Baker, E. R. Taylor. C. T. Burt, and C. W. Radclyffe
are prominent exhibitors among the veteran local artists,

while among the younger men, Messrs. Oliver Baker,

F. W. Davis, E. S. Harper, Mercer, Head, ({ere, and
Gabriel Mitchell send excellent work. Mention should

be made of a vigorous piece of sculpture, "A Clever Pass,"

a group of three young football players, by .Mr. ( Ireswtck,

the modelling master at the Birmingham School of Art.

It is full of life and " go."

An important exhibition of modern paintings was

opened in the Museum and Art Gallery of the Borough

of Nottingham in September. Mr. Watts, li.A., eon-

tributes his fine portrait of Mr. Walter Crane which at-

tracted so much attention in the New Gallery Exhibition.

The Council of the Royal Academy lends tin' Chantre.y

Bequest picture, ''St. Elizabeth of Hungary's Great Act of

Renunciation," by Mr. Calderon, li.A. Sir .1. E. Millais
is represented by his "Widow's Mite," hut by the Cor-

poration of Birmingham; Mr. La Thangue has sent his

"Mission to Seamen ;" and Mr. Bourdillon is represented

by "The Only Survivor." Mr. F. W. W. Topham contri-

butes a large picture entitled 'Judas." There is also a

very powerful landscape by Mr. David Farquharson of a

Scotch Mountain River scene. Other important works by

Messrs. Alfred East, H. Clarence Whaite, J. Henry
Henshall, Wyke Bayliss, F. Brangwyn, Walter Lang-

ley, F. Hamilton Jackson, Lance Calkin, W. S. Jay,

Robert Meyerheim, Mrs. Anderson, &c, are in the col-

lection.

" Fen and Marshlands" is the title given to a collection

of studies and pictures exhibited by Mr. Dering Ccrtois

at the Maddox Street Galleries, Bond Street. The artist is

somewhat aggressively impressionistic, and is fond of dis-

playing his decisive brush work with undue boisterous-

ness on very small canvases. In choosing his subject his

primary object is to secure a field for the demonstration of

his own technical dexterity. His " Johnson Ward, Lincoln

Hospital," is a case in point, the long straight line of beds

affording an excellent exercise in the various values of his

whites, but the angular attitudes of discomfort of the male

patients refusing to be made amenable to his art. In a

large picture, "Lincolnshire Gleaners," the veracity of his

realism finds fine and fit expression.

Mr. Egertoh Castle has long been recognised as the

very apostle of the art of fence in England- as the man

to whom, even before the late Sir Richard Burton, Cap-

tain Hutton, Baron de Cosson, and Mr. Walter Pollock, the

revival of the study and practice of the art is due. The

revised edition of his "Schools and Masters of Fence"

(George Bell and Sons) is, therefore, cordially to be wel-

comed, not only for the altogether admirable completeness

of the conspectus, but for the exhaustive character of its

greatly extended bibliography of the literature of swords-

manship. The book, which treats of fence down to the

end of the eighteenth century, is at once scholarly and

popular in manner, is profusely illustrated with cuts drawn

from standard instruction books of all periods, and par-

ticularly with a series of collotypes representing a great

number of the finest specimens of arms in the celebrated

collection of Baron de Cosson.

The poetic qualities of Mr. Lewis Morris's " Vision of
Saints " an' too well known to render it necessarj lor us to

saj anything on the literary achievement, lint in the new
r,l 1 1 inn ,/, In.,-, issued by Cassell and Co. the illustratio

such as greatly to enhance the pleasure to be d< rived from
the forms into which .Mr. Morris has cast what lie

"the beautiful Christian legends and records." These
illustrations, admirably reproduced in typogravure that

process which has of late been brought to so high a pitch

of perfection have been wisely chosen from contemporary
portraits as far as possible, and from the less-known

paintings of tin great masters. From St. Christopher to

Elizabeth Fry and Father Damien portraiture attends

upon the poems ; the most interesting plate-, from the

point of view of rarity, being those of SS. Alexis, Marina.

Adrian, Dorothea, Elizabeth, and Giorgione's St. Francis.

The new volume of the "Bibliotheque Litteraire de la

Famille," published at the Librarie de l'Art, Paris, under

the able direction of Monsieur Lhomme, deals with " Les

Femmes Ecrivains," critical notices accompanying selec

tious from their works. The work has been carried out

with great taste and discretion, and affords, as well as

such a book can, an admirable view of the share taken

by the gentle sex in the literature of France up to, ami

including, the contributions of Anne de Souza. The book

is a delightful one, and, being copiously illustrated with

reproductions cf portraits of leading literal-, lights r one

likely to lie of real service.

NOTABILIA.

Heer Louis Tytgadt has been appointed Director of

the Academy of Painting of Ghent in succession to the late

Heer Canneel.

It is said that some paintings by Giotto liave recently

been discovered in Verona in the "Palazzo" occupied by

the prefect lire.

Bartholin's great fountain has been opened at Lyons.

This is the superb work which in these columns we urged

in vain should be bought for England for erection on

the finest site in London—Hyde Park Comer. It was

lor sale for a mere song after the Paris Exhibition.

It is humiliating to find that even the experts of the

Louvre have had to own themselves bested bj the forgery-

maker. The Chronique des Arts announces that an action

is to be brought by the State against a skilful art forgei

who succeeded in planting upon the Museum a statuette "l

a male nude, apparently a fine Venetian bronze, for £1,600.

It had already been refused by the British Museum.

It is announced that the famous Tretiakov gallon of

pictures by Russian artists, including many by the imagiua

tive painter, M. VeRESTCHAGIN, artist and war corres)

dent, have been bequeathed by their late owner to the

City of Moscow, together with a sum of money sufficient

for their maintenance and for the extension of thegallerj

The resignation of Professor LEGROS from the Slale

Professorship of Art, which will take pf.ee at Canst in as,

is a serious loss to University College. Whatever may

have been the result of the friction which is hclie\ ed to be

the cause of it, the influence of Professor Legros tor,- I

was necessarily great, although, so far as we are aware, \li

Strang is the only artist who openly declares himself ill

feeling and manner the disciple of Mr. Legros.

The mosaics on the I Lira staircase at the Louvre, which

have been at length uncovered, have been received with a

storm of di approval. Tasteless, cru le, and even violent in
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colour, without elegance or style in the figures, designs

suitable only for a cafe-concert, of heartbreaking medio-

crity—such is the criticism of so temperate a connoisseur

as M. Louis Gonse, who demands a speedy and complete

removal of the whole.

Russia- that fruitful ground of so-called artistic dis-

coveries—is the scene of a reputed find of a duplicate set

of cartoons by Raphael for the Sistine tapestries. Whether

or not these are the works that were exhibited near

Trafalgar Square a couple of years ago and failed to con-

vince the English public, is not expressly stated, but we are

told that "the owner is inclined to part with them for

£30,000 "—inclusive of course of the speculative story of

how they came to be executed and then spirited away to

Russia by the unconscionable Count Jagoujenski.

Between thirty and forty years ago one of Mr. YVatts's

finest earlier works disappeared from sight, and, in spite of

newspaper appeals, no trace could be found of it. This

was "The Sentinels"—a couple of young Saxons, accom-

panied by a hound, on watch-duty at the edge of a cliff.

A few weeks since the present writer found the picture in

the collection which the late Mr. Burton quite recently

bequeathed to the City of York. An effort will probably

be made before long to secure the loan of the picture for

a London exhibition.

The first exhibition of pictures and works of art at St.

Helens, Lancashire, held under the direction of the

corporation, was recently brought to a successful termi-

nation. During the three months in which the exhi-

bition was open, 18,231 visitors paid for admission. The

exhibits were of a very varied nature, including examples

of work by Guido Reni, Salomon* van Ruisdael, Sir

Joshua Reynolds, Professor Herkomer, R.A. ; terra-

cottas by George Tinworth, paintings by local artists,

and photographs by professional and amateur workers.

The statement that £300 are still wanting to defray the

cost of removing the Wellington Memorial to its proper

place in the nave of St. Paul's is little to the credit of our

artistic or military patriotism. It is to be hoped that this

sum will be soon subscribed. But, as we remarked before,

Stevens was shockingly ill-treated both by the Govern-

ment and the authorities of St. Paul's; nor was lie pro-

perly recognised by the Royal Academy itself. Would it

not therefore be a graceful act as well as a proper mm ml,

honorable were the Government, the Cathedral, and the

Royal Academy to subscribe a hundred pounds a-piece 1

Last month the second of the three Polytechnics in-

tended for South London was opened by Lord RosEBERY

in the Borough Road. The building was formerly used as

the Training College of the British and Foreign School

Society and the school connected therewith, and has been

admirably adapted to its new requirements by Mr. Row-
land Plumbe, F.R.I.B A. Technical education forms the

principal feature in the scheme, and we are glad to

learn that Art Classes, more especially for instruction in

design applicable to the handicrafts taught, are to receive

a large share of attention. Four or five c modious and
well-lighted rooms have been set apart for the use of

students preparing for the South Kensington examina-

tions, and in the direction of applied art there are classes

for instruction in wood carving, metal work, photography,

(for which a special studio with adjacent dark rooms has

been built), lithography, building construction and drawing,

and on the women's side, art needlework. The institution

has an endowment of £3,500, which the governing body

are anxious to increase to £5,000 per annum.

OBITUARY.

We have to record the death of Mr. Josiah Gilbert,

better known perhaps as an author on subjects of art

than as an artist. Born in 1814, he entered the schools

of the Royal Academy, and adopted the profession of

portrait-painting with considerable success. Returning

to the home of his forefathers in 1843 and settling in

Ongar, he wrote in 1858 "Art, Its Scope and Purpose;"

in 1869, "Cadore, or Titian's Country;" in 1871, "Art

and Religion;" and in 1885, "Landscape in Art before

Claude and Salvator," and was principal author with Mr.

Churchill of "The Dolomite Mountains.'' He was a

charming illustrator of his own pages, and a member of

the Alpine Club.

The Trocadero has lost its learned Director of the

Museum of Comparative Sculpture, M. Geoffroy-De-

iii u me. Born in 1810, and a pupil at the Beaux-Arts

in 1831, he completed his artistic education under David

D Angers. His chisel was employed on the Arc de

Triomphe, and he cordially seconded the efforts of Viollet-

le-Duc in the intelligent restoration of many ancient

monuments, notably at the cathedrals of Laon and of

Notre-Dame of Paris. Among his best-known works are

his " Mask of Beranger," his bust of Barye, and his medal-

lion of Corot. He was an officer of the Legion of Honour.

Herr Karl E. Biermann, one of the oldest landscape-

painters of Prussia—having been born in 1802—was a

member and professor of the Academy at Berlin. He is

known best by his pictures of Swiss and Upper Italian

scenery, a selection of which he exhibited at the Paris

Exhibition in 1867, and of which a number have been

engraved.

The Academy of Berlin has lost another of its members

in the person of the sculptor, Herr Albert Wolff, who
has been connected with its professional staff since 1866.

He is well known by quite a number of public statues

erected by him in the principal cities of the Empire.

A great master of industrial art has died in his eightieth

year— M. EUGENE GoKON, the eminent caster by the

waste-wax process. He learned the process from his father,

Honore Gonon, and practised this, by far the most artistic

ami admirable method of casting statuettes and statues,

with a success so distinguished that he was in the enjoy-

ment of a State pension. He cast Gerfime's "Gladiator"

and Dalou's " Mirabeau "—the latter a work which occu-

pied him for the last seven years of his life. It has been

said that the secret has been lost with him, but it is not

true : Mr. Alfred Gilbert is a most expert executant of

the process—nor is he the only one in England.

We have also to record the deaths of Mr. William
11ii\v\i:ii ScHEOEDEE, of Pretoria, best known as a poli-

tical caricaturist, and who bears the distinction of being

one of the first native-born artists of South Africa; of

Signor Barsaghi, the sculptor of Milan; of Mr. George
Sheffield, member of the Manchester Academy of Arts

—

a draughtsman of considerable power ; of Corot's pupil,

M. Stanislas Lepine, whose landscapes at the Salon

since 1859, when he had just attained his majority, have

always been of great merit and won their painter the gold

medal at the Paris Exhibition of 1889, together with an

officership of the Academy ; of M. Edmond de Jolv, the

eminent architect of the Chamber of Deputies—a work for

which he was created an officer of the Legion of Honour;
and of the Dutch landseapist, Jan Wii.lem van Borselen.

To the death of Mr. Thomas Woolnei;, R.A., we shall

refer fully next month.
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SILVER-POINT.

Mr. C. P. Sainton, whose charming studies of ballet-

land executed in silver-point have been exhibited at the

Burlington Gallery, has communicated to us the following

mites on the art which he, following Mr. Burne-Jones and
Mr. Legros, has cultivated so assiduously and successfully :

"Silver-point is one of the oldest mediums employed for

drawing, examples being found in the British Museum,
the Louvre, and in the galleries in Florence, amongst
the masters being Raphael, II Francia, Perugino, Bot-

ticelli, Ghirlandajo, Albert Durer, Leonardo i>\

Vinci, and Holbein. The silver-point used- for this work
is a piece of pure silver sharpened to a point, which can be

adjusted to an ordinary pencil-case or to a holder, enabling

you to make a firm line, as with an etching-needle. The
line produced by a silver-point is even throughout ; unlike

that produced by an ordinary lead pencil, it cannot by pres-

sure be made thicker and governed as the draughtsman de-

sires. Silver-point is in fart a process similar to dry-point,

the difference being that it is done on paper with a chalk-

prepared surface, a surface so prepared that the silver marks

on it in delicate shades of grey, the expression of line

being given entirely by pressure of hand, any alteration

being impossible, as the surface of the paper forbids any

erasure. If, for example, a wet hand should touch the

paper, the line drawn by the silver-point becomes broken

and loses its charm, and, should any erasure be attempted,

the chalk surface is removed and the silver-point will no

longer mark. In the British Museum there is a study

by Botticelli, and in this drawing one will observe the

lines are quite thick, as if drawn with a pencil, which

proves that the artist must some time have used a blunt

silver-point, which, if dexterously used, will give a soft and

delicate shadow, lint the exquisite charm of silver-point

is generally due to the lines being drawn thin and clear, at

equal distances, the shadow being expressed by the pres-

sure of the hand exactly where it is required. Mr. Philip G.

Hamerton says, 'There is no more lovely drawing in the

world than that of some thoroughly accomplished master,

when he is confined to pale tones, because he then gets

relief and projection by delicate skill and not by main

force.' I have always found the most difficult thing in

silver-point is to get the half tints and gradations from the

light to the dark : any over-pressure, however light, being

unalterable, and only disguised by all the drawing being

worked up to the tone of this accident. This medium
lends itself more to idealism than realism, and is peculiarly

adaptable to rendering the faces and forms of women and

children, as here is found a beauty of line not proper to

subjects more severe. People sometimes hud silver-point

lacking in strength ; but this one might suppose arises from

ignorance of the subject, as strength in drawing is .hie

firstly to outline, secondly to light and shade, the latter

being only contrast of one depth of shadow to another.

Why not, therefore, adopt a medium which answers this

purpose, and in its delicate tints can only be a charm to an

educated eye? After a student has learned the first rudi-

ments of drawing there can be no medium more useful to

his advancement in drawing than the silver-point, as he

will find himself obliged to think of every line he is going

to make, and see the form of his drawing in front of bill]

before he touches the paper; but as he conti - his work
tin' beautiful lines that silver-point produces will elate him

and cause his work to be a pleasure rather than a study."

OUR ARTISTS CAMPO SANTO.

It has become an article of faith with Englishmen, or

at least with those of them who care for art ami for the

glory shed upon the nation by its artists, thatjust a- Wesl

minster gives shelter to the remains of our literary heroes,

St. rani's should honour the greatest of our artists. I'm tu

Reynolds to Boehm many of the greatest or rn< si di

tinguished in the world of art have been laid to resl in

St. Paul's crypt ; and it therefore comes as a .shock that,

according to the Dean's reply to the family of the late

Mr. Woolner, no more interments are to he made in the

Cathedral. The reason given is that the foundations ol

the building are becoming unsafe, and that further per-

foration in the concrete bed is henceforth to be avoided !

We may set aside the suggestion that this liat is but a

polite manner of declining to accord an honour -one what

ill-advisedly sought, as it appears to us
;

for it is obvious

that at no future time can the Dean come back upon his

words in the case either of artist or soldier. But if St.

Paul's be indeed in so dangerous a condition, some fresh

recognised place must be sought if we are to continue to

honour the dead. In this difficulty, Mr. ( !. F. Watts's pro

posal might be taken into serious consideration, to erect a

Campo Santo in Hyde Park, in which a simple memorial

might be erected to all those who have deserved well of

their country, whatever their position in life, and whatever

the nature of their services.

IN RE THE LATE EDWIN LONG, It. A.

In the action brought by the executor of the late Mr.

Long, R.A., against Mr. Norman Lampson, of Old Bond

Street, to recover a thousand guineas, the price of a picture

of the defendant's wife and daughter painted by Mr. Long

for the defendant, no sum appears to have been agreed

upon between the artist and the purchaser, and it was

therefore left to the jury to assess the value of Mr. Long's

work, which they did at the price claimed. It is not

probable that actions of this character can he of Frequent

occurrence, as neither artist nor purchaser of a com-

missioned work is, as a rule, so unbusinesslike or compla-

cent as to leave its price undetermined. Under similar

conditions, however, the artist would doubtless he prepared

readily to ace, pi the judgment of a jury whose decision

would he affected to such an extent bj an inflated cue

mercial reputation. The result disquieting enou

itself -will come as a .-1 k to most judges ol ait.

RECENT EXHIBITIONS.

Mr. C. .1. Lauder, R.W.S., has been exhibiting at the

Burlington Gallery a .-eras ol water-colour drawings of

Venice as seen in the winter. Essentially architectural in

feeling, the greatest merit of these little pictures i- to be

found in their accuracy of drawing ; but the texture the
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artist gives to the stones and marbles lacks reality. Mr.

Lauder is said to have endured no little hardship in carry-

ing out his determination to paint the Queen of the

Adriatic out-of-doors and in the cold weather ; and, as a

result of his valorous choice of season, the blue note which

dominates most Venetian studies is conspicuously absent.

Before going to Italy, Mr. Lauder made many drawings of

our London streets as they appeared to him in the bright-

ness of a sunny July afternoon. It is a little disappointing

to find that he differentiates so little between the London

atmosphere observed under such conditions and that of

hibernal Venice.

.Mi-. T. J. Larkin is to be congratulated on the taste

ami nice judgment lie has shown in bringing together at his

Japanese Gallery, Bond Street, a select collection of little pic-

tures of the Dutch and Flemish masters of the seventeenth

century. It is the outcome of a recent industrious tour in the

Netherlands, made by the proprietor of the gallery with a

view to quickening his power of discriminating between the

original and the insidious copy by the fresh and intimate

study of authoritative examples. The most important

picture is a landscape by .Tax Looten, r>7 inches by 73

inches—an open roadway with figures, two or three trees

rising in dignified relief in the foreground, and beyond a

wide stretching plain sleeping in golden tranquillity, beau-

tiful by reason of the glorious serenity of the far-reaching

distance, the balance of its elements, and the harmony of its

rich brown-greens, with the soft blues and greys of the

domed sky. It is a picture of ever-deepening charm, the com-

panion composition to a similar work at Cassel, and one of

the artist's finest efforts. A small full-length portrait of a

burgomaster in black, by Terburg, is a tine example of that

artist's sedate strength and accurate appreciation of values.

"The Jolly Sailor," a sketch attributed to Franz Hals,

some deliciously calm seas by Van de Velde, some un-

usually spirited Wouvermans, and an ice-scene by Van
GoyEN, remarkable for its perfect tonality, are amongst

the most interesting of these pictures. A word of praise

-I lil be spared to the catalogue, with its crisp and neat

biographical notes.

That Mr. McLean, of the Haymarket, has been mindful

of the taste of those who have visited him in the past, his

small autumn collection sufficiently demonstrates. But it

boasts nn other distinctive feature. Old friends send new
pictures on familiar subjects. A delightful Seiler, " Ama-
teurs," is offered to those who mourn Meissonier and love

the microscopic. The Conrad Kiesel, "At the Masked
Ball," is of a richer prettiness than usual. Mr. Burton
Barber's " I Love Little Pussy " is not a successful variant

of the inevitable theme. M. Dieterle's " Brittany Pas-

tures" is a delightful study of cattle beneath a blossom-

ing tree. M. Mi'XKAcsv's "Fair Embroidress" works in

that wonderful window light of which he seems to possess

the secret. Very breezy, strong, and healthy an' tun sea-

scapes by Mr. H. Musgrave. " Memories," by Mr. J. W.
Godwakd, is a semi classical figure, pensively posed, with

daintily harmonised draperies. The most admirable canvas

in the room is Mr. John M. Swan's beautiful study of a

lioness " In the Desert."

For the first time in the history of the "one-man," as

they are called, exhibitions at the Fine Art Society's rooms

in Bond Street the works shown have not been those of a

living artist. The drawings of the late Charles Robert-

son, who died just a year ago, having been only six months
promoted to full membership of the Royal Snciii\ of

Painters in Water-Colours, have been on view. It is to be

regretted that Mr. Robertson took to water-colours so late

in his career. As an aquarellist and as an etcher—he was
Vice-President of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers

—

he found his proper vocation. His drawings vary greatly

in merit and style. Those now shown, dealing with home
scenery, reveal the influence of Mr. Birket Foster and

the late Fred Walker. Mr. Foster has indeed in some
drawings put in the figures, whilst certain studies of the

Dart might almost be mistaken for his work. Working in

tin' Fast, Mr. Robertson permitted himself more originality.

His "Standard Bearer," an Arab standing outside a mosque
at the door of which sit one or two of his comrades, is an

example of his work at its best.

A very interesting competition exhibition has been held

by the various students' sketching clubs of London at the

rooms nl the Royal Society of British Artists, Messrs. Hamo
Thornycroft, B.A., F A. W vterlow, A. R. A..and Arthur
Backer acting as judges. The merits of the exhibits were

very varied, some of them being merely nursery daubs, ami

others sketches of distinct promise. The 1 loyal Academy
students carried oft' the chief honours in figure, landscape,

and design. Streatliley was successful in the animal con-

test, and Lambeth for sculpture. Messrs. Byam Shaw,
Harold Speed, and II. Poole, and Misses Waylem and

Human, took the first prizes.

By an exhibition held in the Dudley Gallery, Piccadilly,

Mr. Hollyer has again demonstrated the fine artistic

qualities of his platinotype photographs. These photo-

graphs include reproductions from ancient and modern
masters, besides works by members of the New English

Art Club. The latter, by their nature, arc not quite so

satisfactory in result
;
but the exhibition as a whole is a

triumph for Mr. Hollyer.

Mr. William Sandby, to whom we owe the " History

of tin- Royal Academy of Aits," has done well in bringing

together, before it was too late to do so effectually, the

main lads in the lives of his ancestors, " Thomas mi, I /'mi/

Sandby, Royal Academicians" (Seeley and Co.). Their

work in Windsor Great Park — where Virginia Water

and the contingent landscape-gardening, besides other

features of importance, are due to Thomas Sandby, then

Deputy Ranger— is set forth; their pioneer labours as

water-colour painters, their early achievements as carica-

turists, their services in the establishment of the Royal

Academy, and their place and work in the world of art, are

all placed simply and agreeably before the reader. The

claim is rightly laid for the share taken by the two brothers

in the foundation of a true landscape school for England,

studied lovingly from nature ; and Paul Sandby 's intro-

duction of the once popular and pleasing art of aquatint, as

well as the technical work of both artists, are fully gone into.

The book is enlivened with many stories and anecdotes,

and illustrated with capital portraits and examples of the

artists' works, and is a solid contribution to the literature

of artistic biography.

The great national catalogue of French art treasures,

entitled " Inventaire Ge'ne'ral des Richesses d'Art di la

France" (Plon, Nourrit, et Cie., Paris), proceeds apace.

We have often had occasion to refer to this monumental

and admirable publication, which has now been advanced

to " Province—Monuments Civils—Tome V.," and to call

attention to the excellence and simple clearness of the

scheme so comprehensively imagined and so carefully and

exhaustively carried out. The work, when complete, will

be not only a full catalogue of every art object in the
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national possession, useful to the art student and the

historian, but a national safeguard of mure effective use

than all the police and detective force in the country. The
volume under notice deals principally with the contents

of the Sevres Gallery and factory, and with the museums of

Besanij-on, Lyons, and Tours, and the use of it is greatly

increased by the excellent indices and cross-references. It

is humiliating to see from this book how little is known in

those districts of France of the English school, which is

represented by a couple or so of pictures which we should

be almost happy to disclaim.

In his "Illustrated History of Furniture'' (Truslove and
Shirley) Mr. Frederick Litchfield claims only to have
set a "panorama" before his readers of the styles and
evolution of furniture, without inquiring too deeply into

the subject. It must be admitted that Mr. Litchfield

might have laid claim to something more, for while his

book presents in truth a very excellent and not overladen

panorama by means of his illustrations, his text is a com-
pilation not unworthy of the extent and importance of this

subject. Nor is it wholly a compilation. It is evident

that Mr. Litchfield is not only a connoisseur, but a man
of undoubted taste ; and his original observations are of

considerable value, particularly in the latter portion of

the book. Within its scope, this is without doubt the best

book on the history of furniture before the public, while

in the matter of illustrations the author has carefully

selected his blocks from an infinity of sources.

Taken altogether the thoroughfare which leads from

the statue of Charles 1. to that of Queen Anne is the

most interesting in London. Its picturesqueness, its past

history, and the rush of its present-day life, combine to

make it unique. It is, as Mr. Justin McCarthy calls it,

the "backbone of London." Mr. Joseph Pennell and

Mr. McCarthy have been for an excursion together along

this thoroughfare, from Trafalgar Square to the top of

Ludgate Hill, and the result is a most delightful little book,

"Front Charing Cross to St. Paul's" (Seeley and Co.),

illustrated by the former and with notes by the latter. Mr.

Pennell has, of course, done his part admirably. With

architecture he is always at home, though his treatment

of his figures at times leaves something to be desired.

Another book on London which will probably compete

with the last mentioned in its suitability for a Christmas

present is Mr. Loftie's "Inns of Court and Chancery,"

illustrated by Mr. Herbert Pi.mlton (Seeley and Co.).

Mr. Loftie's text is more learned than Mr. McCarthy's,

and consequently not so gossipy, but some readers will

doubtless prefer it on that account, The illustrations by

Mr. Railton—well, they are by Mr. Railton with all his

charm and all his mannerism. Probably Mr. Railton finds

the writing which he invariably puts in the corners of his

drawings valuable aids to their composition. Without

doubt it fills up empty corners, but is it good art always to

have empty corners which need filling in this way ? Mr.

Railton is so good a draughtsman that he need not rely

upon an artifice of this kind to give his drawings interest.

The success of " Henrietta Ronner, Painter of Cat-

Lift and Cat-Character" (Cassell and Co.), by Mr. M. H.

SPIELMANN, has necessitated another and a cheaper edition.

Since the publication of the album, ayear ago, the name and

work of Madame Ronner have become much more familiar

in this country and more generally appreciated. In this

finely-produced volume all the original photogravure plates

are reproduced in typogravure, in consequence of which

this beautiful representation of the cal world is now
i

as an inexpensive Christmas hook.

The observations of a painter of experience and repute

are usually of interest. A hook Ins before us containing

the results of the experience of Minis. .1. ('. \ hi
I

well-known French painter, who Is also lecturer on tin-

Science of Painting to the ficole des Beaux-Arts at Paris.

"The Science of Painting" (Percy Young) is a translation

revised by the author of his course of public lectures.

The book is full of interest to the artist, some of it i< even

amusing, especially those portions which make fun of the

scientific savant. The volume is practical throughout. It

has one drawback : it is about as bad a translation as could

well be made, the French idioms being retained almost

everywhere verbally translated.

"The Art of Sketching" (Cassell ami Co.) is not well

named. Its title is misleading, and should have 1 • <-ti the

"Art of Making and Using Sketches," for the most in-

structive part of this little book to artists is that which

treats of how to use sketches after they are made. The
1 k is a translation by Mrs. Clara 1'>ki.l from the French

of G. Fraipont, a Parisian artist who has had gnat ex

perience in drawing for illustration, and the work is full

of suggestions to the would-be illustrator as to how to get

good material and how to use it to the best advantage.

The book is well illustrated by M. Fraipont's own sketches.

It is Miss Maroaret Stokes's intention in her " Six

Months in tin' Apennines " (London : Hell and Son) to find

a clue to the origins of Irish art, and to search for relics

and memorials of her own countrymen in those cities of

Italy where Irish missionaries long ago founded monasteries

or established schools. The book is planned and executed

in a spirit of enthusiastic patriotism, and it is packed with

recondite learning and ingenious arguments. The travels

of St. Finnian, St. Columban, and the rest, are accurately

traced, and their influence upon Italian culture and religion

estimated with wisdom and moderation. The field of Miss

Stokes's research is small enough when we consider the

broad continent of artistic history, but the investigation

was well worth the making, and we trust that she will

extend her view, as she proposes, to France, Germany, and

the Netherlands.

The " Dallostype Facsimile Shakespeare" (D. C. Dallas,

Garratt and Co.) is an excellent reduced facsimile repro-

duction of the first folio (of 1623). To see how good it is,

the reader need only compare it with the reprint issued

in 1864 by Mr. Booth, which it slightly exceeds in size.

From Mr. Gullick comes a manual on "Oil Painting on

Glass," including mirrors, &c. (Winsorand New ton la decora

tive form of art with which Mr. Gullick's name is more or

less identified. As that gentleman has probably carried

farther the processes he describes and advocates than nn\

one else in recent times, he is evidently the authority to

be consulted by those who wish to pursue this branch of

applied decorative art.

Among the stirring Christmas books for boys issued by

Messrs. Blackie and Son are "Beric tht Briton, << Story of

tin Roman Invasion" and" Condemned as a Nihilist," both

by Mr. (I. A. Hknty. the king of story tellers for lads :
the

former illustrated by Mr. Parkinson, ami the latter bj

Mr. Wax Paget. The spirit ami manly tone of Mr.

Henty's work are too well known to call for criticism.

" The Thirsty Sword, a Story of <h< ¥orst Invasion of

Scotland," by Mr. Robert Leighton, has the merit of

dealing skilfully with an historical episode, while it is
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soaked in gore. Mr. A. Pearse illustrates it. "A Very Odd

Girl,"by Miss Armstrong, is illustrated by Mr. S. T. Dadd.

Mr. Aaron Watson's striking romance for boys, en-

titled "For Lust of Gold" (Walter Scott), is at once

imaginative and exciting. It is a well-told story of Sir

Walter Raleigh and the search for the Eldorado, and is

accompanied by admirable drawings by Miss Gertrude

Hammond.

From America (The Osgood Art School, New York)

comes a handbook on pottery painting with a ponderous

title, "How To Apjdy Malt, Bronze, Lacroix, Dresden

Colours, and Gold to Chum:' One must be at least an

amateur to understand the title, but for one who has risen

to that dignity there is plenty of useful information in the

book. Unfortunately, nothing is said as to where it can be

bought in England.

NOTABILIA.

The superb Spitzer collection is to be sold in Paris in

April next, all efforts to dispose of it as a whole having

failed.

After a long and heated debate the Liverpool City

Council have ratified the purchase, for the Permanent

Collection, of Mr. Hornel's "Summer;" but not before

Mr. Rathbone threatened to resign in the event of an

adverse vote. The advanced school of Glasgow is not yet

well understood on the Mersey.

Doubt has unaccountably been thrown by a recent dis-

cussion upon the colour of Napoleon's barb charger

" Marengo," which he rode on the field of Waterloo. But

on this point the artists may well be listened to. By all

painters, from David to Meissonier (who worked always

from reliable historical material), " Marengo " has always

been painted white—including the portrait from life by

James Ward, R.A. ; while the contemporary lithographs

by Raffet, Charlet, and others should surely silence

the doubters.

OBITUARY.

" 'Phis is our friend Woolner, whom you wished to know,"

said a brother-like voice to the writer in a certain studio

more than five-and-forty years since. Dante G. Rossetti

was the speaker who thus stood as a sort of godfather to

a friendship which lasted until, on the 7th of last month,

death suddenly broke it with the thread of a nobly em-

ployed and honourable life, and sent Woolner across tie-

inevitable bourne to learn that secret which the speaker

himself similarly discovered about ten years before. In

1847, when this introduction was given, Woolner gained

great access of honour among his fellow-students by

in. ans of an original statuette of elfin "Fuck" standing

on a mushroom, and, with an outstretched toe, nudging

to wariness a drowsy frog upon whom a snake was steal-

thily creeping. This gem of fresh design and vigorous

sculpture was at the British Institution in that year and

confirmed the praises friends had lavished during its

somewhat tardy progress towards completion. The real

Woolner dates from this brilliant achievement, but his

artistic debut had been made long before, that is, long-

as the interval of time appeared to youths such as we

were, and his relatively considerable seniority made it less

wonderful to us that he had contributed to the Academy
in 1843, and, in 1*44, sent to the then world-attracting

exhibition in Westminster Hall an admirable "Death of

Boadicea." The fact is, we ought to have wondered at

the genius and energy of one who, being just eighteen

years old, did so marvellously well. We knew that he

was born in 1825 (Dec. 15) at Hadleigh, in Suffolk, in

comparatively humble circumstances, and we soon learned

that about 18.38 he came to London, where, his art-pro-

mise being already great, no less a sculptor than William

Behnes took him into his studio without a premium, and

thoroughly instructed him in the technique of the art,

Woolner could not have had a better master, and he

served him faithfully for two years. In 1842 the pupil

became a student in the Royal Academy, and there-

carried on the practice Behnes advised. Towards the end

of 1848 the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was founded, ami

Woolner joined that ridiculously misunderstood society.

When its so-called "organ" (!) The Coin appeared in

January, 1850. he, who had always been a poet, had the

first place with the original version of " My Beautiful

Lady," of which three improved editions have since

appeared with much Mat. Although his genius, cour-

age, and skill ensured him many friends of distinction,

Woolner's fortunes were yet to lie made. ami. ere many

years had past, he determined to try gold-digging in Aus-

tralia. This was in 1854. Success in making bronze medal-

lions of thriving colonists (fine and masculine works they

are) helped him better than "digging." In 1857 he re-

turned to England, where, during his absence, his reputa-

tion had been enhanced by "Love," the Matin- of a damsel

in a day-dream which was at the Academy in 185.5. It

was -non evident the tide had turned in his favour, and

a long series of tine, thoroughly accomplished, and poetic

statues, busts, and bas reliefs came from his energetic hands,

till last year, when he was finally represented by a bust

of Sir Robert Kawliuson. As with Mr. Watts, so with

Woolner, it became a sort of mint-mark for reputations of

the higher sort that poets, men of science and learning,

statesmen, and poet- should sit to him for their portraits.

Imperishable marble took life, so to say, in his hands,

and it was to him the great tasks were confided of pre-

serving for future generations the veritable aspects, as

his noble mood and sympathetic art recognised them.

of Wordsworth, Rajah Brooke, Tennyson (four times),

Browning (twice), Macaulay, Dr. Win-well. Lord Lawrence.

Palmerston, Mr. Gladstone (twice), Landseer, Newman,

Professors Darwin, Sedgwick, and Huxley, Cobden,

Kingsh-y. Dickens. Sir William (lull. Lord F. Cavendish,

Carlyle, Sir B. Frere, Mr. Coventry Patmore, Sir T.

Fairbairn, Sir W. Hooker, Sir S. Kilties, and others of

renown. I must add to these the stately and vigorous

"Captain Cook" which is at Sydney, and one of tin- finest

instances of modern art. Her Majesty, Chief Justice

Whiteside, the noble " Moses " on the apex of the gable of

the Manchester Assize Court-, and instinct with prophetic

ardour and force. The finest and aptest testimony of the

nation's honour for the late Laureate would be placing

near his grave at Westminster Woolner's clief-d" ceuvri in

portraiture, the "Tennyson" of 187:3. Of Woolner's

imaginative works 1 write on another page. Suffice it

here to say that he was elected an A.R.A. in 1871, and,

in place of Foley, an R.A. in 1875. In 1877 he became

Professor of Sculpture in the Academy; this post, with-

out having lectured to the students, he resigned in 1879.

Courage in speaking his convictions, which were not con-

ventions, and a royal contempt for trivialities, procured

for Woolner many friends and numerous enemies. A
more generous and faithful friend could not be, and the

long-lasting affection of a host of distinguished men has

testified to his honour. He was buried at St. Mary's,

Hendon, on the 13th ultimo.
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MR. TATES TRIUMPH.

Sir William Harcourt, as we ventured to predict, has
hastened to rush in where Mr. Goschen feared to tread.

Mr. Tate has modified the conditions he set down before,

and rendered it possible that his collection should become
the nucleus of a truly representative collection of English
Art. We know that he agrees to the condition of selection

and rejection, so that a third, or thereabouts, of the total

number of the works lie offers can be accepted with the
knowledge that they are entirely and beyond cavil worthy
of the elevated purpose for which they are intended. But
the Millbank site, which was first proposed by a military

officer, is hardly a happy (me. Of course, if the collection

is good enough, it will attract ; but such a gallery should
not be as S. Paolo fuori le Mure, but intra muros, if it is to

be of the greatest public use. Sir John Millais supported
the Millbank scheme ; but he was possibly not aware that
its present inaccessibility could never be remedied by an
underground railway, as the main sewer prevents it ; nor
by tramways, which Parliament, it is said, will never allow

to be constructed in Westminster. We observe that Mill-

bank is officially spoken of as " Westminster/' as it sounds
nicer. It recalls to mind the words of H. J. Byron, who
was seeking to console a " reduced " couple for being
constrained to give up their Mayfair mansion and retire to

Camden Town :
" Well, never mind, you know," he said,

with his quaint knowledge of poor human nature; "you
can call it Regent's Park on your notepaper !"

THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH ART.

The best news in connection with the announcement
that the Government has granted the Millbank site for

the English Luxembourg, is not so much the fact that the

nation is to inherit the cream of Mr. Tate's collection, as

that Millbank is to be shared with the War Office. By this

arrangement, the barracks at the rear of the National
Gallery will be removed, and at last the imminent danger
from fire, with which it has so long been threatened, will

be avoided. The stipulation that the gallery shall be under
the management of the National Gallery authorities is an
admirable one ; but we must admit that in the circum-

stances we should prefer to see the extension of the Board
of Trustees by two or three members whose knowledge
of Art and whose enlightened and expert sympathy with

British Art will procure a better representation of it than
has hitherto been apparent at Trafalgar Square.

BONAPARTE S LEGION OF HONOUR.

We have been favoured by Mr. Ford Madox Brown
with the following communication :

—"Not long ago, when
I was at Manchester, a friend of mine there was appointed

one of the jurors in a matter of art— not my art—in one

of the great international exhibitions abroad. Their duties

performed, the other jurors, seven or eight in number,
were all presented with the cross of the Legion of Honour.

My friend alone did not receive one, the reason stated
being that the English Ambassador ha. I reque ted that
the honour might not be conferred on any British sub-
ject, seeing that it would be against our laws. It was
even declared that an Englishman, having on one i

accepted, without previous State permission, such a foreign
decoration, was arraigned before the judges ami fined E200
tor disobeying the laws. I do not myself understand the
case, but this I know, that Englishmen, when spoken to
concerning the Legion of Honour, entertain very singular
notions on the subject. They will assert, for instance.

that every foreigner you meet abroad, with few exceptionsi
wears the ribbon of the Order, that those who are with-
out it consider themselves the favoured exception., that
anyone who likes can have it for the asking, ami so forth.

On the other hand, people abroad have singular ideas
regarding us. One that I have repeatedly heard, in various
countries, is that all Englishmen are without exception
mad; and another recently expressed opinion, in Paris

at least, is that all well-dressed Britons are either pick-

pockets or lords. Having myself been born abroad, where
I spent many years of my childhood, I received many
favourable impressions when very young. Among artists

abroad, one never hears of anyone of merit, be he painter
or sculptor, who does not form part of the Legion of Honour,
chiefly among the higher grades. In the Memoirs of Marie
Bashkirtseff one reads of the jubilation that took place

at the schools when M. Jullien, the master, was awarded
his decoration. The friends of an artist hold high revel

when he passes from one stage of the Legion to a higher
one. I remember in Manchester when Guilmant, the re-

nowned French soloist, was ,,i\mg his recital thers hi::

breast resplendent with orders and crosses, his friend, and
in no wise his inferior, Mr. Kendrick Pyne, the organist

of Manchester, was present, and I need scarcely say that

no sign of his country's favour adorned his British breast.

In country towns it is a festival abroad when this sort

of men visit them. In English country towns musical

festivals indeed take place, but not in honour of the

musicians. It would not come naturally from them—
better, perhaps, as it is. Crosses and pensions would
naturally seek out those who might have power to assisl

in election times, and so become simply a perquisite of

the Salisbury-Gladstone Cabinets. Art would only suffer

from them. Let us leave our politicians and ambassadors
to their little games. But 1 cannot forbear, even thus

late, congratulating .Mr. Whistler, affectionately denominated
by the late D. G. Rossetti 'Jimmy Whistler,' on the high
honour done him by the French Government, to which,

in virtue of his birthright as an American citizen, our

Government cannot say nay."

RECENT EXHIBITIONS.

The Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Water Colours

has (luring its sixteen years of existence done valuable work
north of flic Tweed. Water colour painting is essentially an

English ail ; but the annual exhibitions and the general
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influence of the northern society have done much to pro-

mote among local painters its study and practice, and have

greatly increased in Scotland the public interest in the

works that are the outcome of this extended skill and

knowledge. The fifteenth exhibition of the society, now

open in the galleries of the Glasgow Institute of the Fine

Arts, is one of high average merit, and the improvement

shown by two or three of the members is very satisfactory.

At the same time there is alack of drawings of outstanding

brilliancy. We have greater variety of subject and treat-

ment this year than usual, as several of the members have

evidently gone for suggestions and models to more intensely

sunnier climes than that of Scotland. Two of the hono-

rary members contribute drawings — Mr. Alma-Tadema
and Sir John Gilbert. " Calling the Worshippers," by the

former, is a characteristically-treated figure of a Human
girl, with the touch of blue sky, the marble, the scattered

flower-petals, the leopard-skin, that Mr. Tadenia knows so

well how to paint. Sir John Gilbert's examples are a vigo-

rous "Standard-Bearer" and "A Bishop." "Barges at

Mouth of the Thames." by the President, Mr. Flam is

Powell, R.W.S., is marked by good composition and a

feeling of air and motion. Mr. A. K. Brown is repre-

sented by several drawings, pure in colour and tender in

feeling. The largest of these, and one of the best in the

room, is "A Grey Afternoon." Among the members who
have found inspiration in Spain, and whose work has been

decidedly benefited by their stay abroad, are -Mr. J. (1.

LiAING and Mr. ALEXANDER MaCBEIDE. Mr. HAMILTON
Crawford's cathedral scenes are well-drawn. The Indian

views by Mi'. 1!. W. Allan are full of sunlight, ami Mr.

Garden Smith's Avignon and Tarascon subjects show a

must distinct advance on the part of this artist. Among
flower-pieces Mr. James Paterson's "Lilium Aaratum,"

Mr. T. Millie Dow's "Roses," Mr. Grosvenor Thomas"-,

" Poppies," and one or two drawings by Miss Blather-

wick merit special commendation for their genuine artistic

qualities. Mr. W. V. MacGeegor, Mr. Tom Mai Kuan,

Mr. Di ni w Mackellar, Mr. Tom Hlnt, Mr. William

Young, Mr. E. S. Calvert, Mr. A. D. Reid, Mr. Hamilton
Maxwell, Mr. Joseph Henderson, Dr. Blatherwick,

and a few others, are contributors whose work is worthy of

particular notice. In several of the exhibits there is a

painful and depressing suggestion of all that is common-

place, and an absence of distinction of no good augury for

the future of some of the members.

Photography is simultaneously developing in a marvel-

lous manner in two opposite directions—on the side of pic-

torial art. and on the side of scientific utility. This double

expansion, we have been told, is likely to have its effect

upon the Photographic Society of Great Britain, which con-

tains makers oi pictures who think only of tone, quality,

colour, and artistic attributes, and students of stellar and

microscopic photography, ami others who would deal with

the properties of the actinic ray as a severe branch of ap-

plied mathematics. The results of these divided interests

made themselves manifest in the exhibition of photographs

held in the rooms of the Old Water-Colbur Society; but

at the Camera Club the artistic reigned supreme, the

committee having invited the producers of the best photo-

graphic pictures for the year at home and abroad to exhibit

their works, and thus to prove that the camera has bi i omi

in the hands of the artist an instrument as obedient to

command as the brush, and as capable of being made to re-

veal the artist's feeling towards Nature, and of reproducing

her as she appears seen through his temperament. The

days of "views" are long since gone by. The camera-

artist aims higher than mere topographical record, ami

does most certainly succeed in giving us beautiful land-

scapes, full of feeling and the suggestion of colour.

Very great interest has been taken in a small group of

studies, portraits, and sketches by Prince PlERRE TROU-
eetzkoy, exhibited at Messrs. Dowdeswells'. The artist,

who is Russian on his father's, and American on his

mother's side, has spent his life in Italy, and came to

England to settle only last year, when a portrait-study

from his hand created a great stir at the New English

Art Club. His work is a most emphatic testimony to

the temperamental in art. His painting is free, bold, and

direct, full of strong sunshine, and vibrating with the

]: \ of Ills. He la a frank impressionist if one ma\ use

a much-abused term. A portrait of Lord Dorner is a

straight forward and honest presentment of an easy-going,

contented, English gentleman, dressed in red-brown rough

tweeds, seated hatless in the open, and caressing a weird

collie. In a portrait of Miss Jeanne van der Nest we

are again struck by the fidelity and strength, and the total

absence of affectation. A pleasant sketch of the sea from

Boulogne is spoiled by the clumsy drawing of a barge's

sails, which are almost insultingly impossible. " White

and Sunlight." an exercise in blue and white, is a study

ni bed clothes drying on the Neapolitan shore, with

a strip of harmonious blue sea beyond them. " Roses

"

is an idealised portrait. The delicious line of the bust,

the luminous quality of the sunny air. and the pink echo

of the rose's blush on the face of the girl, who bends to

enjoy its perfume, evade words.

At Mr. Stephen <! ten's gallery in Tall Mall has

been exhibited the "Story of the Year Hound an Old

Country House," painted in small oils by Messrs. W. G.

Norton and H. G. Moon. The owner of Gravetye Manor,

Sussex, writes the introduction to the catalogue, which gives

a vein of poetry to the little collection. A lover of nature's

o\\ n legislation, :omiug into his little estate, he made no

attempt to garden tin- landscape, but left it to the landscape

to provide the garden. Then he invited, "two artists to

stay and watch the changing beautj of tin- year on one

spot of English ground." The result may perhaps be de-

scribed as " Scenes from the Life of an English ( leiitleman-

Farmer, treated d /" Barbizon ;" for though the soil is

Sussex of to-day, the style is that of Fontaincbleau of L830.

"Summer Evening. Mill Place Farm." by Mr. Moon, with its

Miniig. undifferentiated green and its crimson-flushed sky,

might deceive the unlearned in Daubigny ; and many a less

Corotesque landscape hangs in triumph on English and

Scotch walls than half a dozen of its neighbouring studies.

"Mowing," by Mr. Norton, is as charming as it is small.

In "Haytime: Sheep Down— Afternoon." lie <_i\es us that

sense of distance in which most of these pictures are de-

signedly wanting. In a word, the exhibition is a pretty

idea put pleasantly into execution.

The little group of water-colour drawings, recently

exhibited by Mr. \Y. W. May at the sign of Rembrandt's

Head, Vigo Street, under the title of "Scenes on the Coast

of Norway." may be best described as the pleasant record

of a pleasant trip. Mr. May is happy in such tasks. Not

long ago he went to Madeira and brought hack a series

of sunny sketches and studies which roused most agreeable

memories in the minds of all those who saw them and

had also wintered at Funchal. His Norwegian drawings

are of like appeal : unaffected ami pretty, crisply rendering

the clear bright northern summer; easily understood and

sure of their own clientele.
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REVIEWS.

The continued popularity of the novels of Sir Walter

Scott Is sufficiently proved, if proof were needed, by the

issue at intervals of new editions with fresh attractions.

The public has but recently been startled by the fiat of

men who should be safe guides in these matters, that Scott

and Dickens alike had lost their hold upon English readers,

in great measure owing to the advance of time and fashion

and the evolution of taste. But as the publication of the

sales of Dickens's works has swept aside, in the case, of

the one, the contention of the critic, so the vitality of

the other is practically testified by the ever-increasing en-

terprise of publishers. Messrs. Adam and Charles Black

are now producing, in inexpensive monthly volumes, an en-

tirely new issue of the "Waverley Novels" under the title

of "The Dryburgh Edition," each of which is illustrated

by a different artist, for the most part young and popular

draughtsmen of the day. " Waverley " and " Guy Manner-
iwj " are at the present moment before us, with nine en-

gravings by Cooper from drawings by Mr. Charles Green,
and as many by Mr. Gordon Browne—drawings admi-

rably conceived, perfectly drawn, and characteristically full

of life and character. The special type ami paper of this

new edition are alike excellent ; but the chief feature of the

issue is the absolute accuracy of the text—the establish-

ment of a standard edition, which has been, not "reprinted,'
1

but set up from Scott's own interleaved and corrected copy.

Introductions, notes, glossaries, and index are comprised

in the volume. We confess we should like to see the

scheme include Scott's historical works—the "History of

Scotland," the "Life of Napoleon," and the "Life of

Dryden."

The new "Border Edition" of the " Waverley Novels,"

published by Mr. John ('. Ximmo, is at once a more sump-

tuous and more expensive affair. Each novel extends over-

two volumes, and is adorned with etchings, for the most

part after well-known paintings bearing upon the subject.

This scheme has the advantage that the best thought and

the best hands may be considered to have been brought

to bear upon the illustration of the story. Thus in

"Waverley," the first volume of the series, we have

Baeburn'.s portrait of Scott, and Leitch's " Tully-Veolan,"

etched by Mr. Batley, HerDMAN's "Waverley and Rose

Bradwardine," etched by Mr. Damman, "Prince Charles

Edward in Exile," etched by Mr. Macbeth - Raeburn,
and "Waverley 's Last Visit to Flora Maclvor," etched by

Mr. C. 0. Murray, Mr. Pettie's well-known " Bonnie

Prince Charlie," etched by Mr. Macbeth-Baeburn, and

"Disbanded," etched by Mr. F. Huth, and so forth.

Altogether, a dozen etchings, printed by Mr. F. Goulding,

accompany the volumes. The manifest drawback of such

a method of illustration is the sacrifice of consistency

in the characteristics of the main figures, and in the general

unity of sentiment which is usually looked for in book-

illustration. On the other hand, in the ease of a classic

such as this, the necessity for harmonious realisation is

hardly required. In any case, size, type, paper, and

printing, to say nothing of the excessively liberal and

charming introduction of the etched illustrations, make
this, perhaps, the most desirable edition of Scott ever

issued on this side of the Border. Another great and

substantial advantage is Mr. Andrew Lang's editorship,

under which it is produced. His own notes are valuable

and not obtrusive, while his special introduction, besides

being delightfully written, is interesting as dealing with

contemporary criticisms by eminent hands, penned when

the writers were still in doubi as to the authorship. Mr.

Lang's access to the Scott manuscripts at Abbotsford, and
the further assistance lent him by Mrs. Maxwell-Scotl (to

whom the edition is dedicated) and others, imparl a

unique interest to his work.

A book unusually full of artistic charm and imagination

has been put forth by Mr. .1. I'i llwood, R.B.A., and
title of "Fairlight Glen" (Waterloo and Sons). The
author l 1;l s collected we would rather say invented

we have never met them before -a number of Legends con

nected with the " romantic beautj spot near I tastings," and

woven them into a mediaeval fairy tale, now bright, now
weird, always ingenious, and often striking in its poetical

conception. We will not say that the text maintains an

equally high point, but it is interesting, and possesses such

characteristics of grace and originality that make it stand

out, in its strong individuality, from any other book of tin-

year. But its real charm is to be found in its illustrations,

the chief of which are reproduced in a long series in

collotype plates. The running of the water, in the form oi

musical notes, along a stream, their liquid gliding and

"transport," give the artist the opportunity of designing a

number of drawings as fanciful as they are charming and

dainty, anil as ingenious as they are quaint and sometimi

poetically thoughtful. Even the minor embellishments-

initials and tail-pieces — show a pretty taste for imagery and

symbolism.

In his " Life of William Cowpt r," Mr. Thom \s Wright,
the Principal of Olney Cowper School, has given us a

biography, final and complete. More exhaustive than the

excellent work of Southey, it is free from any of the

blemishes which rendered Hayley's and Grimshawe's

"lives" of little or no value. The main feature of Mr.

Wright's biography—the result of extensm original re-

search—seems to be the establishment of the fact that

to a terrible dream which the poet dreamt in 1 773, bringing

home to him the despairing conclusion that he was damned,

was due much of the misery of his tainted life. The book

is a model of conciseness, crammed with fact, and well-

written, but in a minor key which harmonises with the

prevailing sadness of Cowper's life. The book coni a in-

many portraits ; and it is interesting to observe that both

the printers and the publisher, Mr. T. Fisher 1'invin. are

descendants of the fjnwins of Castle Hedinghain, who

played so great a part in Cowper's life.

In "Historic //<>».*..< of th United Kingdom," (Cassell

and Co.) an effort has been made to give in an entertain

ing and picturesque form the history of many of the chief

mansions of the kingdom. A work such as this appeals

equally to the antiquary and to the lover of history, of

architecture, landscape, ami art. Four and twenty of the

chief "abbeys," "castles," "towers," " halls," and " places
"

are dealt with by popular writers and profuselj illustrated

in admirable wood-engraving and "process" by our lead-

ing artists of landscape and picturesque landscape. The

result is an interesting, a beautiful, and eminently read-

able book.

In his "Studies in Modern Hfusic" (Leekj and Co.)

Mr. Huniw, the author, has brought together four

admirable essays on music ami musical criticism, on

Berlioz, Schumann, and Wagner. The result is practical!} a

complete review of the musical development oi the century,

comprising as it does the French romantic movement, the

kindred movement in Germany, and the reform of opera

under the magic hand of Wagner.
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Of the making of small instruction-books on the practice

of art there is no end. From Messrs. Bowney we have re-

ceiveil a work in three parts, entitled "Practical Manual of

Painting in Oil," by Monsieur Ernest Hakeux, the first

dealing with still-life, interiors, &c, the second with land-

scape and marine, and the third with figures and animals.

The advice generally seems to be good—better than the

author's own illustrations. But we should hesitate to en-

dorse the recommendations, borrowed from the Japanese, to

study and "build up" animals by means of geometrical

figures.

The photographs of the rank and file of camera-

workers would probably be improved by a study and

understanding of the subjects treated of in "Studies in

Photography;' by John Andrews, B.A. (Hazell, Watson

and Viney, Limited). Mr. Andrews has reasonable ideas,

and indicates well enough the path which should be taken

by the photographer who desires to produce the most artis-

tic results possible. At the same time the author hardly

seems quite at home in his subject, either in teaching

it by word or by example. The illustrations are not just

to photographic possibilities. It might have been better

to have relied on others for the examples. But although

the teaching is not vigorous or original nor the pictures

good, the lessons repeated in the book are much needed

by a great many photographers, some of whom will doubt-

less be beneficially influenced by a perusal of the work.

"Photographic Reproduction Processes," by P. C. Ducho-

chois (Hampton Judd and Co.), is a handy and practical

treatise giving concise directions for working the many

and varied processes for obtaining photographic impres-

sions in which silver salts are not employed. Only a very

few even among practical photographers have more than

a faint idea of the great number of interesting print-

ing processes which have been worked out and invented

in addition to the well-known platinotype, carbon, and

the ferro-prussiate methods. Details for working these

less-understood processes are buried away in the old

journals, and M. Duchochois has brought them together,

with some suggestions derived from practical experience.

The methods include those employed for the reproduction

of architectural designs, and for industrial and artistic

purposes, such as photographs on fabrics, wood, and canvas.

ciation. People who want " the picture, the whole picture,

and nothing but the picture," will choose the mechanical

reproduction, which is certainly most admirably made ; but

the etching will be the choice of those who prefer that

a reproduction should be rather a suggestion in the

spirit of the artist than a fae-simile of the work of art.

Mr. Tadema has supervised both reproductions.

NEW ENGRAVINGS.

"A Silent Greeting" was the title of one of Mr.

Tadema's pictures exhibited last year at the New Gallery.

In the lap of a girl who had fallen asleep over her work a

lover is depositing a bunch of flowers. The picture, which

is the property of Mr. Tate, has been etched by Mr. Lowen-

stam, and is published by Air. Stephen T Gooden, of 57,

Pall Mall. The head of the sleeping girl hardly seems

satisfactory as a translation of Mr. Tadema's drawing ; but

the reputation of the etcher is enough to guarantee a

generally successful result.

As affording a means of comparison between repro-

duction by etching and photogravure, another picture by

Mr. Tadema ("An Earthly Paradise") has opportunely

just been reproduced by the Berlin Photographic Company,
and should be seen side by side with Mr. Lowenstam's

etching. The results are so different, however, that it is

not possible to say that one is better than the other : but

the comparison is most interesting between the translation

of the artist-etcher and the mechanical reproduction of the

camera. Difference of taste will cause a difference, in appre-

NOTABILIA.

Another version of Mr. YVatts's portrait of Tennyson,

which appeared in our last number, is in the possession of

Miss Bowman.

A monument to the memory of M. Fkyen-Perrin, by

M. (IriLiiEET and M. Farge, has been erected at the

Mont mart re Cemetery.

Messrs. Frank Brangwyn, J. A. Lomax, and Alex-

ander Mann have been elected members of the Institute

of Painters in Oil-Colours.

In a paper on " Picture Gallery Decoration,'' Mr. John

1 >. Crace rightly points out by examples that, contrary to

the general opinion, a good coloured, and not a low-toned,

lark-round is the best for the effective display of pic-

tures.

Mr. D. C. Thomson, the well-known manager of Messrs.

Bi mssod, Valadon and Co., the art-dealers, has succeeded Mr.

Marcus B. Huish as Editor of the Art Journal. Its late

assistant-editor, Mr. Lewis B. Hind, is about to found a

new magazine under the title of The Studio.

An insolently-worded, but perfectly just, appeal has

been addressed to the Archbishop of Malines by the fan-

tastic president of the "Bosy (f) Cross'' Society of Paris.

demanding the opening of the cathedrals under his charge,

and the gratuitous exhibition of the masterpieces by

Rubens, Memling, Ac, which, he says, will make far more

converts and repentant sinners than all the prelate's

sermons put together.

The report of the Art for Schools Association for 1891

chronicles a quiet year in its history. Its progress has

been sustained, though it is still greatly in need of further

support. Continuous increase of work means continuous

in« lease of expenses, and until a long-standing debt of

about £200 is chared off', the Association sets forth that

it is obliged to keep its efforts far short of its original aims.

It has lately sustained a severe loss by the resignation

of Miss Mary Christie, the honorary secretary, who has

been the life and soul of the Association since its original

foundation.

OB1TIAUV.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr. J. Wild,

of the Soane Museum, a refined and accomplished master

of the Arabian style of design and architecture ; of Mr.

A. R. Yexables, at the age of eighty-six ; of Mr. Paul

Peel, the Canadian artist, who was born in London,

Ontario, and after an art education at the Pennsylvania

Academy, at the Royal Academy, and under Gerome,

gained an "honourable mention" at Paris, in 1889, for his

•' Life is Bitter," and a gold medal the following year, for

"After the Bath;'' of the distinguished art-writer, Mr.

Alfred Michiels, whose "History of Flemish Painting,"

in ten volumes, " Vandyck and his Pupils," and other

well-known works have formed the subject of bitter con-

troversy : of Mr. William H. Hopkins, the painter of

animals and sport, as well as of equestrian portraits, who

began exhibiting at the Academy in L853.
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LONDON V. CHICAGO.

The Guildhall Exhibition has proved so satisfactory in

all respects that the Corporation has most unfortunately

decided to hold another this year. It is earnestly to be
hoped that no such proposal will be persisted in. All

the best pictures that may be available are most urgently

required for the Chisago Exhibition to whi-h is it is.

collectors are hesitating to lend their treasures, and any-
thing like a rival show in London would discount to no
inconsiderable extent the result of our Chicago display.

As we have already pointed out, our first and only real

chance of the century of showing- America the excellence

of British Art, and of breaking down the prejudice which
is so deeply rooted in our kinsmen's minds, is now here;
so that any such ill-considered rivalry would be a piece

of suicidal folly, offering owners a valid excuse for holding
aloof. Moreover, this mania for loan exhibitions is being
a good ileal overdone

; it is, of course, extremely pleasant
and useful to have a continuity of such displays, lint the

result is that collectors' patience is rapidly becoming
exhausted, and the time is near at hand when they will

positively dec-line to deprive themselves longer of their

treasures. In illustration, we may quote one notable case

in which a good-natured owner of a famous picture, which
he bought for a very large sum from the Academy some
seven years ago, has so generously responded to all appeals,

that he has never yet had his picture home on his walls at

all ! So that now, when he is asked to lend it for another
twelve months or so to America, he not unnaturally de-

clines; and the English display will be the poorer for it.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY SCHOOLS.

The congratulations addressed to the students by Sir

Frederic Leighton on their work for the competitions

were doubtless well founded. For the Creswick prize, Mr.

Wiens had painted a very student-like "Trout Stream,"

but distinctly suggestive of Millais' " Murthly Moss," and
in the opinion of several members of the Academy not so

able a work as that which hung beside it. Mr. Laurence
Koe was successful in two life and one draped figure com-
petitions, and gained also, with Mr. Physick, the Landseer

scholarships for sculpture. Mr. Isaac Snowman won the

silver medal for the painting of a head from life ; Mr.

David McGill the two first prizes for sculpture; and

Mr. Reginald Arthur and Mr. George P. Watson the

Landseer scholarships in painting. In several subjects

for which prizes were offered there was no competition ;

and, curiously enough, in the department of landscape

there is no teaching, although prizes are offered. It is sup-

posed that landscape-painting cannot be taught ; and just

because such training is not attempted, say the irreverent,

England has been pre-eminent in the art. One or two of

the members have proposed the establishment of such a

class, but the Council has not yet seen its way to adopt

the suggestion.

ALFRED GILBERT, It. A.

The election, on the 8th of I tecember, of, as full Acade-

mician, Mr. Alfred Gilbert gives cause for universal feli-

d BI2

citation, and Mr. Gilbert, the Academy, and the public maj
all be Ugratulated 011 the event. The election I,.,, ,

presented as unanimous, but this is not preciselj th<

for outstanding promises made bj voters to friends lia.lt.,

be redeemed. It »as, however, practically;, foregone con
elusion that Mr. Gilbert would be elected', lie started off

with 24 scratches, while Mr. Henry \I -.• received I. Mr
MacWhirter 4, and Mr. Prinsep 4. These loin nam
consequently chalked on the black-board ; ami a- Mr. Prinsep
then considerably headed those who were running neck ami
neck with him, the ballot lay between him and Mr. Gilbert.

The final contest then took place, when W voted lor Mr.

Gilbert, and 8 for Mr. Val Prinsep
;

and the members
distinguished themselves by effecting the most popular
promotion that has been made for many years past.

MR. FAEDS RETIREMENT.

With great regret and deep sympathy we record the

loss of painting sight by which Mr. Thomas Faed, R.A.,

has been inflicted. As no hope of recovery has been held

out, Mr. Faed has with infinite consideration for oth

at once resigned his membership, in order that he may mal e

room for the selection of an Associate to till his place, and,

in consequence, for the election of an outsider to an Associate
ship. How favourably does this action compare with the
selfishness of certain others for whom membership can mean
no more than " retired Academicianship," as they in, longer

exhibit! To be more precise, and to come to names, can

Mr. ARMITAGE, for example, be aware that be is deliberately

excluding such an artist as, say, Mr. Henry Moore, simply
because lie does not care to give up a privilege of which
he makes no use, and which means nothing to him, but

very much to Mr. Moore and others who are excluded from
membership, and still more to those now aging outsiders

who would naturally be elected to till the position left

empty by the promoted Associates ' This is a broad hint.

and we hope it will be taken.

PROFESSOB FRED BROWN.

The election of Mr. Fred Brown to the Slade Professor

ship in succession to Monsieur Legros is an event of great

portent in the English school of painting. It is, ol course,

regrettable that the Council of Hniversit) College applied

as it is said they did to the Royal Academy tor it^ a,l\ n

on the relative merits of the two candidates, Mr. i'eames,

li.A.. ami Mr. Brown, and then having received a recom
mendation in favour of the former, markedly i- vd it, and

quietly elected the latter. The course we as impoli

it was rude, lint it is very well that, with two academic

schools in London, such as are to be found at Burlington

House and at South Kensington, another on the more

"advanced" lines of the thought of the day should be

established, in order that those who desire a more un

conventional training should not be driven t., France to

studj , and if Professor Brown succeeds in this In- will

have deserved well of his country's Art. and have fully

iuStified his election.
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EXHIBITIONS.

Mr. Mendoza remains true to his colours, which are of

the simplest, black and white. Other galleries and other

dealers have given up this once most popular branch of

art : but the St. James's Gallery is open for the tenth

year in succession with a series of drawings in pen-and-

ink, pencil, Indian ink, sepia, and charcoal. Some of the

drawings exhibited are the originals of illustrations which

have appeared in the three big pictorial papers. Their in-

clusion in a collection of works of art of a more enduring

aim is sometimes to lie regretted in those cases when they

are drawn in such a manner as to make realism, and

what is called actuality, their chief merit, and subtler and

more winning qualities are sacrificed to this end. Some

of them, however, are of more artistic value, ami show

beauty of line, grace of composition, and quality. They

merely require "weeding.'' Mr. G. L. Seymour is largely

represented in Indian ink, his subjects being generally

West-End streets in the sunshine and the season, full

of sparkle and motion, though the rigid detail of the

architecture suggests the camera. Extremely graceful and

much more delicate is his "Facade of Rouen Cathedral,''

in pencil. Mr. Edward W. Waites' minute landscapes

might almost be monochromatic versions of Mr. Birket

Foster's drawings. There are style and life about Miss

Marian Logsdail's Venetian scenes, though this lady's

method of ploughing in all her blacks of the same value in

order to get a bright effect of sunshine is open to question.

Two ladies have been exhibiting at the Burlington

Gallery, Bond Street, Miss M. B. Hill Burton and Miss

E. Hart Dyke. Miss Burton is an amateur of spirit

and distinction. Her Scotch and Irish sketches anil her

characteristic peasant studies are of decided promise. " An
Irish Interior, Connemara," a family cowering in a mud
hut over a lire, is good in colour, grouping, and spirit,

and deftly handled, but the features of the faces would

have repaid a little more care. Miss Hart Dyke has stayed

at many country houses, and has patiently reproduced their

interiors ; but it would have been wiser to have appealed

to the sentimental interests of friends visiting in her own

circle than to the public.

Mr. Arthur Severn—the well-known member of the

Royal Institute, and formerly of the Dudley Gallery-

has somewhat tardily joined the ranks of the painters who

claim a right to a "one man exhibition." Some others

who have given themselves this joy before have deserved

it less than Mr. Severn. For there is that about his

works which places them rather at a disadvantage in

miscellaneous exhibitions. In miscellaneous exhibitions

the peculiarities of Mr. Severn's method are very visible,

while certain qualities of refined and individual observa-

tion are apt, perhaps, to be hidden. Mr. Arthur Severn

is—and has been for years— an especial student of sky

effects, and of illumination, natural and artificial. For

him not only sunrise and sunset, fog and misty dawn,

but moonlight also, and the dark night illumined only

by the lights of the town. As an experimentalist he is

interesting, and, in any case, he is a painter who, whether

France be his subject or river-side London—whether

Amiens be attracting him or Lambeth—thinks and sees for

himself. A career spent in such studious observation and

record as his cannot fairly be pronounced ineffective.

We regret that we must hold over our notice of the

collection of Mr. Burne-Jones's works at the New Gallery

until next month.

A service to students has been done by the re-publica-

tion, with amplifications and additions, of Mr. Philip

( !. II amertox's "Drawing and Engraving" (Adam and

Charles Black)— a work which, in its balder state, was

first issued, and in a sense buried, in the mighty volumes

of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. The volume is a -mall

one, for the author has sought to place all the essentials,

and the essentials only, of the history and technique of

the arts before the reader with the greatest concision, and

in the most laconic manner possible. It is impossible not

to admire the tact and skill with which Mr. Hamerton has

executed his task, of the taste and all but unfailing know-

ledge with which he has selected the etchings and other

plates that illustrate his arguments and determine his

points. He has brought his subject-essay entirely up to

date, not only in the arts with which he primarily deals,

but also in the descriptions of modem processes for re-

production and m his contenti ;ns m artisti: principles

and arguments, which have quite lately been before the

world. In such a book as this it is quite easy to find

fault, and to challenge the writer on points which some-

times rest greatly on opinion. For all the writer's command
of his subject and moderation in expression we cannot, for

example, pass over his definition of drypoint, in his chapter

on mezzotint, as " really nothing but mezzotint in line,"

for the suggestion is that the artist has to remove with

the point the burr from a rocked surface. Certainly no

one would suppose that a polished plate was the material

worked on. In point of tact, dry-point conies nearer in

the doing to line-engraving than to mezzotint. Nor can

wo admit the correctness of what he gives as the order

of "importance'' of the four kinds of engraving: had he

said their " dignity " he might have been nearer the mark.

Mr. Hamerton states that iu Diirer's work "all are on the

same plane ;" but the example he gives of "Christ before

Pilate " surely contradicts this assertion. He rightly takes

Mr. Seymour Haden to task for having translated /-. intr<

gravi urs into " painter etchers'' when forming his Society,

but has overlooked the fact that the distinguished President

has already publicly declared his regret for what he owns

to be an error of judgment. To Mr. Hamerton's remarks

(Mi the decadence of line engraving in modern times, we

should like to add that the decay of the art has declined

along with the decline of dignity of the general com-

portment and manners; and that, moreover, the times

move so fast that the public will no longer wait for a

couple of years for the reproduction of a popular picture,

when the quicker method of etching will give it them in

months, or photogravure in weeks. We must entirely

disagree with the author's remark on the printing of

etchings, iu which he minimises the undue assistance

given by the printer. He says of Mr. Goulding, un-

questionably the most admirable printer in England, that

by him "shades are not added to the artist's work." But

that is precisely what Mr. Colliding sometimes does; and

we could point to work for the result of which as much

credit perhaps was due to the printer as to the eminent

etcher. We could mention other misconceptions of the

author -such as that ( lousens' work was genuine mezzotint

instead of being a bastard method, or the idea that nowa-

days "tint process " blocks are produced by photographing

through gauze, or that the adoption of the process in artistic

publications is solely from motives of economy, instead of

by reason of their greater capacity of rendering "effects

— we might mention these and more, but that vvc might
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convey the impression that the usefulness of the book
under review is seriously injured by what we cannot but
consider minor blemishes. It is, in fact, a handbook that
deserves, as it will assuredly command, a wide approval.

New volumes of the admirable series of "Artistes
( 'Mires" (L. Allison et Cie.—Librairie de l'Art) are appear
rag apace. On former occasions we have had to criticise

certain shortcomings in department of the illustration of
these scholarly critical biographies. We are glad now to
observe a vast improvement ; not only are the illustrations

far more profuse, but they are infinitely better reproduced
and printed than was the case in many of the earlier

volumes. This is specially noticeable in the book devoted
by M. Dargenty to"Antoine Watteau,"a more satisfactory

tribute to the master, from the point of view of biography
and criticism, than any with which we are acquainted. In
his monograph on that sombre, at times almost morose,
painter of gaiety and fites galantes, M. Dargenty has pro-
duced a very readable volume, written in an* unusually
spirited and sprightly manner ; and, with much truth, he
points out how the basis of Watteau's art is, in truth, land-

scape, in which the figures, with all their grace and beauty,
are manifestly but secondary in the painter's estimation.

The biography is well up to date, including as it (hies full

descriptions of the two pictures and eighty-two drawings
sold last year at the dispersal of Miss James's collection.

In treating of "Abraham /loss,," M. Valabregue had the

advantage of dealing with an artist not well known to

the French public, and still less familiar to the English.

Nevertheless, Bosse was an engraver and etcher of great

originality, who in his plates has reflected with much spirit

the life of the times of Louis XVI., and whose work is

now so greatly esteemed by all connoisseurs of Bosse's art,

both for the sake of its execution and its vigorous person-

ality. Bosse's historical feud with the Boyal Academy of

France, and his consequent exclusion therefrom, are fully

and exhaustively dealt with. France has had its Barrys,

its Wrights of Derby, and its Sir Robert Stranges, too.

Following up his studies on Rembrandt, Terburg, Hobbema,
and the Ruysdaels, M. Emile Michel has contributed a

further volume on the "Breughel" family—which includes

Peter the Elder, Peter the Second (known as "of Hell''),

John, Peter the Third, John the Second, and Ambroise.

This complicated family history and the extremely diverse

work represented by its artistic labours are, of course, most
ably treated by M. Michel ; but we would protest against

the author's curious statement that no example of any of

the Breughels is to be seen at our National Gallery. He
has been strangely misinformed.

"Theory and Analysis of Ornament "hy Francois Louis
Schauermann (Sampson Low, Marston and Co., London),

is a book which is intended as a handbook of instruction

in ornament for students in Polytechnic classes and the

like. M. Schauermann starts with a recondite and rather

unintelligible treatise on .esthetics, based on M. Cournot,

fortified with references to Aristotle. Part II. deals with

fundamental notions, such as "concrete" and "abstract"

in relation to number, "curvity" (Heavens, what a word !),

"declination," which, "even if complicated, embodies some
of the following affections," viz., the "angulations," the

"bucklings," the "branches," and the "tactions," illus-

trated by diagrams as remarkable as the names themselves.

Then follow chapters on " plane surfaces," their dimensions

and their "fundamental forms," their '' harmonical lines,"

and various tadpoles and polygonal figures generated from
'

these, also rhomboids and "assembled polygons," and all

the other heathenish jargon oi the geometrical draughts
man

: and so we sink deeper and deep i 11 itaphysical
mire till we arrive at "dispositions," no) the disposition
of the designer, as one vainly lioped, bul "agglomerated
dispositions," and "orbicular dispositions," and "pennate
dispositions," and as many other dispositions as this

ingenious author has invented for the niystifical

his faint but pursuing reader. At the end an- i

eight plates of ornament, on the whole the v.n
of their kind that the writer could possibly have selected.

They aii', without exception, execrable. The author refers

in his preface to the Science and Art Department, prob
ably with unconscious humour, for this book is lie- n
ductio n,l alsurdum of the policy of the Science and An
Department. It is an attempt to reduce to mechanical
principles ornament, which is nothing if not spontaneous,
nothing if not inspired and developed by the circumstance
of the moment, It is lamentable to think that some
poor wretch who might have some natural inventi such
as would exhibit itself in notching a stick or in

rude imitation of the flower that took his fancy, is to have
his mind obfuscated with such an unintelligible classifies

tion as this (see page 23)

—

" Okdee and Foem.

Order purely intelligible. Phenomenal Order. Logic.

Mathematical Sciem

( Materials of Institution.

I Signs of Convention.

Algorithm}'.

Architectural.

Signs of Institution.

Language.

The

Draught.
I
Drawing

on which politicians are
1 technical instruction

'

so eager may no doubt do wonders for the commercial

prosperity of England, but it is an open secret among
artists that it is inflicting a deadly injury on the art of

this country, and if anyone wants to see how it is .lone.

he will be very clearly enlightened by the perusal of

Mr. Schauermann's " Theory and Analysis of ( trnainent."

A fifth edition of Mr. James Paton's excellent "
< 'ata

logue, Descriptive mid Historical, <</' the Pictures and
Sculpture in t/n Corporation Galleries "/Art, Glasgow,"

has been issued by Mr. Robert Anderson. This catalogue,

by the Superintendent of the galleries, is one of the best

of its kind, carefully collated ami well edited, and accom
panied by collotype illustrations. Mr. Paton has lias,,

I

his work greatly upon Waagen's "Art Treasures," and upon
Sir J. C. Robinson's Report. At the same time there are

a few alterations of ascription and other changes which

are hardly intelligible without the explanations we had a

right to expect from the author, for example, is there

not something more than meets the eye in respect to the

l'alinas, or < Jiorgiones, and the extraordinary attribution of

one of them to Bonifajzio Veronese, which has always bei n

considered a Palma ? This, in fact, looks like a blunder.

Surely when so many alterations are made in a catalogue

such as this—which is more or less, and very properly,

argumentative—reasons for changes should be vouch-

safed. Have not Mr. Claude Phillips and Heir Mode in-

terested themselves?

Of late years Japanese art and literature have all but

monopolised the attention of those students who ha\e

looked to the extreme Orient lor their subject matter.

Perhaps a little for that reason we welcome with the more

cordiality the " Chinesi Stories " (William Blackwood and

Sons), in which Mr. Robert K. Dot ens has para-

phrased, ii not actually translated, some of the popular

literature and folk stories of the Celestials. It is a book
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which deserves and will receive considerable attention,

as much on account of its freshness as of its literary

interest. A principal feature of the book are the illustra-

tions by Mr. PARKINSON, in which that artist has imitated

with exceeding cleverness the manner of the native artist

(if China. An excellent example is to be found in "The

Flowery Ones," on p. f44, but the character throughout

is good. The only objection is that the skill of the English

hand falsely suggests at first sight that the whole book is

merely a clever parody.

A new edition- the seventy-sixth- of tlie "Descriptive

,i,i'/ Historical Catalogue of the Foreign Schools in t/ie

National Gallery ' has been published, and includes the

n cut bequest oJ LadyTaunton of the Francesca Mantegna

(1381), entitled "The Holy Women at the Sepulchre."

NOTABILIA.

The late Colonel Lichtenstein's line collection of arms

and armour has been bequeathed to the Musee d'Artillerie

of Paris, and will shortly be exhibited.

The coterii of young Scottish painters who have hither-

to been known under the title of the "Glasgow School"

have adopted the designation, and have formed themselves

into a regularly constituted Society under that name.

Mr. John Bketx, A.R.A., is adopting the Continental

met Imd (so long introduced in a modified form by Mr. < r. I''.

Watts) of throwing open his studio to visitors. Hence-

forward, therefore, visitors will be admitted at 38, Harley

Street on Wednesdays, from twelve to lour, on production

of their visiting-cards.

Mr. Hugh Woolner writes to us to say that, contrary

to the newspaper report, no member of his family approached

the Dean of St. Paul's with a view to the burial of the late

Mr. Woolner, P. A., within its precincts. The injudicious

proposal came quite unsought from a couple of the sculp-

tor's admirers.

The cause of Sunday Opening proceeds apace. A few

months ago the Bishop of London proclaimed his adhesion

to the principle, and now the Home Secretary has com-

mitted himself ami the South Kensington Museum to the

scheme. He admits that he is still " sitting on the gate,"

but there is no doubt in which direction his sympathies

te,„|.

As Miss Alexander—"Francesca" of the "Roadside

Songs of Tuscanj " has practically laid aside her exqui-

site pen, owing to failure of eyesight, Mr. Ruskin is

anxious carefully to index every one of her drawings ; and

by his desire we invite all our readers who know of the

whereabouts of such drawings, or their possessors, to lie

kind enough to communicate any such facts to Mr. Ruskin's

secretary, at Brantwood, < loniston.

His Highness the Maharaja Gaikwar of Baroda has

happily been struck with English art while he has been in

this country. Sir JAMES Linton has painted the portraits of

the two young princes ; and Mr. J. Fulleylove, R.I., and

Mr. J. Oreock, II. I., have been commissioned to paint

scenes in "the Dukeries," < 'lumber (the Duke of Newcastle's

house), Thoresby (Lord Mannering's), and Welbeck Abbey
(the Duke of Portland's).

Great objection has been raised to the Millbank site

offered to and accepted by Mr. Tate for the National I lal-

iiry of 1 titish Art on the ground of its being practically i

swamp, and the neighbourhood notoriously damp. Damp-
ness is, of course, the mortal enemy of water-colour draw-

ings, and greatly, too, of other objects of fine art. But as

the decision is now beyond recall, the architect must see

to it as best he can, so that till manner of wet may be

excluded from the foundations.

We regret to have to record the resignation by Mr.

Lot/is Fagan of his position of Assistant Keeper of the

Department of Prints and Drawings at the British Museum.
km- tive-and-twenty years Mr. Fagan has filled the post,

loyally and zealously; and he will be greatly missed by

the visitors to the Print ltoom, where he invariably afforded

all the assistance in his power to those who were in want

of it. It is unfortunately the condition of Mr. Pagan's

health which has deprived the public of the services of

one of its most experienced and courteous servants.

Mr. (I. P. Watts has completed a new version of his

beautiful " Love and Life," and has without question pro-

duced one of the most beautiful canvases he litis ever exe-

cuted. The design is well known, but the exquisite colour,

so tender and subtle in harmony, has never been surpassed

by the artist, nor sweet and spiritual expression more

triumphantly realised. This masterpiece is to represent Mr.

Watts in Chicago, and when the exhibition is closed he

will present it to the American nation as his contribution

to a permanent gallery.

Mr. Punch moves slowly, for, technically speaking, his

conservatism is pre-eminent among papers. He has at

length, however, on December loth, 1892, p. 273, introduced

a block mechanically engraved on zinc by "process"

—

till the illustrations having hitherto been wood-engravings.

The motive is not the saving of time, for a wood-block, if

nol i io elaborate, can be cut quite as quickly, or quicker

;

nor is the reason the undoubted economy to be effected. It

is in reality artistic considerations which have overborne

the human fallibility of the graver by automatic accuracy

of tin' camera.

We congratulate the County Council on its polite re-

jection of the offer made by an American sculptor of a

statue of Charles Dickens and Little Nell. The Council

tactfully based its refusal on Dickens's objection to any

statue being erected to himself. Put that, of course, was

only policy, for Dickens's horror of a statue was not more

pronounced than Thackeray's dislike of anything like a

biography being published of him
;

yet biographies of

Thackeray are not wanting. No; the County Council has

evidently more artistic taste and judgment than it cares to

admit.

The astounding announcement has been made — and

made, too, on authoritative information—that a certain pre-

late of this country has actually been removing fine fifteenth-

century stained-glass from the easements of his dwelling,

and after having it replaced by modern, and perhaps more

convenient, glass, has positively given the old to the glazier

in part payment of his account '. We need hardly say that

the real value of the glass was ridiculously in excess of

what it was ignorantly supposed, and that it has since

changed hands at an enormous increase of price. But the

point is this : is an archbishop or a bishop a trustee of the

residence in which he lives and its contents, which he en-

joy,,, or is he its absolute possessor, to dispose of its trea-

sures as he chooses ? The question and the answer are

surely of sufficient importance to warrant the matter being

looked more closely into.

( )ur usual obituary notices are held over until the next

part through lick of space.
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A "SOCIETY OF SCULPTORS."

We are enabled to announce that a movement is on
foot which has for its object the establishing of a " Society
of Sculptors." Such an institution, it should be observed,
would be quite independent of the Royal Academy, and
wholly free from any pecuniary objects or direct self-

interest on the part of the members. The purpose of

the new society—which is still in the embryonic stage—is
solely in the interests of the art of sculpture, its dignity
and its excellence. The main ideas, we are informed,
upon which the original proposals were founded, were,

firstly, to include within its fold every sculptor whom the

mass of his fellow-workers consider a worthy craftsman
— men, moreover, who can never hope to find themselves
among the half-dozen members fur whom the Academy by
its constitution can find room

;
and, further, to exclude

those who may be considered by the rest of the profession

as undeserving of the status the Society would propose
to confer. As the number of members would be unlimited,

no such jealousies and heart-burnings could occur, such as

are constantly charged against the Academy, for there

would be no "Outsiders" except those who were de-

liberately adjudged undeserving by the rest of their

profession. An important result would be to do away
with the "Ghost ;" for if this skilful spirit be good enough
as an artist to act the Ghost, he will be elected as a member
and be given his chance, his name being brought properly

before the public—while the Ghost-Raiser will be routed

by his rejection by general consent. It is said that certain

members of the Academy itself will join the new (non-

exhibiting) Society.

EXHIBITIONS.

The collection of the works of Mr. Edward Burne-
Jones, A.R.A., at the New Gallery stands alone in the

history of art exhibitions. No such completely exhaustive,

comprehensive, and instructive displayof the fruit of the art

and life of one man has been held in England. The artist

is represented at every period of his life. We can follow

the development of his art under many maturing influences

—the classic and literary traditions of Oxford, and the

painter's love for Rossetti, and later for Rossetti's masters,

the early Florentines. We see it slightly affected, now
by Mr. Albeit Moore, and now by Sir Frederic Leighton

—since a great artist is ever sensitive to what is best in

his contemporaries—until at last it reaches its full fruition

in the magnificence of its unique individuality. At every

stage we may study it, from the hastily-outlined memo-
randum and the elaborate sketch of part or whole up
to the finished picture in oil, water-colour, or tempera.

Ninety-two studies, sketches, and designs in pencil, crayon,

Indian ink, sepia, pen-and-ink, water-colour, and metals

on dark-toned paper till the south room. Sixtj five

finished works, including almost everything of first im-

portance except the "Briar Hose" and "Perseus" serb

the "Visit of the Magi," are to be found in the gallery.

Early and extremely Rossettian pictures such as "Merlin

and Ximiie ; " the superb, but much later, " Laus Veneris,"

which outglows anything Rossetti ever did in the volup-

tuous sumptuousness of its colour; the mystic "Days of

Creation;'' "Dies Domini," a vision of angels and the
irresistible winds of lieaven

;
the great " \\ hi -

I ol Foi
tune ;" "Sibylla Delphica," with its Maun
'• A Sibyl," with its marvellous sheen of purple and \ ii >li I

the " Depths of the Sea," of 1886, the one picture this

A.R.A. ever exhibited at the Academy, when it bore thi

Virgilian legend, " llal.es tota quod mente petisti, infelia

-the mermaid. -n. unwitting of her disappointment,
triumphantly bearing to her submarine home the burden
of the corpse of the lover who could n..i breathe in her
world, bubbles rising U p from the dead sailor, bul
from the live water-creature; "Phyllis and Demophoon,"
the large 1870 water-colour study of the nude which
caused its painter's temporary retirement from the h'.U S
three delightful portraits, one of a child of spiritual
loveliness; the commanding "King Cophetua and tin-

Beggar Maid;" the rich lined "The Mill," "The II.

and 'Tri Chant d'Amour ;
l'he Beguiling of Merlin,"

painted with the artist's latter greyer delicacj and dis-

tinction
; the "Wood Nymph," in her umbrageous bower;

the Pygmalion set, and the six beauteous panels "Spring,"
"Summer," "Autumn," "Winter," " Day,'' and "Night "

all are here. In the vestibule are examples ol gess i work.
Only on the side of his stained window work does Mr. Bume-
Jones necessarily remain unrepresented. To the realist

this artist, makes no appeal. He has created a world apart :

a world of hi:; own imagining, of romance, and of i.

abiding, tranquil beauty; a world peopled, not by men
and women, but by heroes, saints, the holy dead, the

divine anil semi-divine, the legendary spirit- of the past.

This world has a scheme of colour, textures, a law of

proportion, and a code of non-natural laws of its own.

Its persons and things are but the poetic counterparts
of the men, women, and realities of the material world.

They are painted with a technique, with mediums, pigment,
and metals especially adapted to their interpretation. In

the south room may be verified the deliberation of the

artist's purpose. The sketches and the studies are of

humanity and mundane things. These same objects trans-

posed to the finished pictures lose all actuality, and exist

as in a dream. This is the key to Mr. Burne-Jones' art :

it moves on a plane parallel to earth, and therefore nowhere
in contact with it. Critical questionings, of course, present

themselves. The Bume-Jones temperament is too rare

for general sympathy. Most of us resent the sad and

wistful monotony, the sexlessness of thee unfleshly, ovet

tall, dusky-golden men and women. The idea presents

itself that the author of their being could not laugh with

Rabelais. The clour, so imperially full ami glowing in

the earlier work-,, grows grave ami grey, if of a rare dis-

tinction, in the later pictures. Sir Joshua Reynolds Lids

us know that there are no such things as silks, satins,

and velvets in art onlj draperies. Mi Burne-Jones bas

but one texture, a certain felt-like quality, with which he

paints even the semi diaphanous lawn which shrouds the

"Sleeping Beauty." His folds are often artificially archaic

and stiff, wilful imitations of the limitations of the

primitifs, or purely arbitrary, as, tor instance, in a little

panel called "A Grej Graias." Main of the compositions
seem to lack unit} ol design. The upper and lower halves

of "The Golden Stairs " certainly want a common centre.
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At times a very delightful sense of landscape is shown,

as in "
( liven Summer " and the " Merciful Knight

;

" but

in others there is a painful want of gradation in touch, and

the law of values is openly defied. It is impossible, for

example, simultaneously to enjoy and focus the figures

and the spotty landscape in the Duchess of Marlborough's

" Garden of Pan," if, indeed, the landscape can be focussed

at all ; but more irritating to the eye than any of these

things is a curious method of painting flesh—limbs and faces

—so abruptly against the draperies that it almost looks like

pieces of inlaid tinted ivory. This is particularly noticeable,

in that beautiful picture "The Mirror of Venus." and the

large water-colour "Caritas." Decorative all this work

is in the highest and in a double sense—that is to

say, absolutely and relatively. Absolutely, in that within

its frame, its own natural frontier, every picture is

beautiful in form, line, and arrangement, harmonious in

refinement yet opulence of colour, a thing of beauty,

complete in itself ; relatively, in that it lends itself to the

decoration of a room or hall, suggests a scheme of colour

and design, and spontaneously strikes the key-note

thereof. The longer the visitor stays with these works,

the deeper grows his feeling of reverence, his conviction

that he is standing in the presence of a master of all

time.

Proof more convincing that they err who say that in

art "subject does not matter " could not have been vouch-

safed us than the group of water-colour drawings of

"Gardens, Grave and Gay," by Mr. George S. Elgood,

R.I., lately exhibited in the rooms of the Fine Art Society,

Bond Street. More than half their charm lay in then-

choice of subject— the lordly pleasaunces of England, the

Jacobean and Hanoverian gardens of Melbourne, Losely,

Condover, and Levens, with their solemn cedars, prim

yew-hedges, quaintly-clipped boxes, and fountains zoned

by turf of live emerald, placed side by side with the

terraced walks of the Riviera and Italy, of Nice, Mentone,

Genoa, and Verona, where the geranium blazes to the sun,

and the dusty-green cactus Haunts its crimson tassels.

Mr. Elgood's art seems to us to stand midway between

that of Mr. Fulleylove and Mrs. Allingham. An architect

by early training, he has the sympathy for Nature drilled

by man into stately order-, and something, too, of the clear

untroubled technique in obtaining effects of the former,

whilst he shares to a great extent the latter's love for

fresh and piquant masses of old-world flowers. Mi-. Elgood

is most at home, he tells us, when painting the tall spires

of the hollyhock, maroon, sulphur, or flesh-hued, against

the sombre yew, or long regiments of sunflowers in sage-

green timies with yellow facings, smart snapdragons,

clustering roses, and sweet-williams, camped out behind

the box border along broad gravelled paths. And where

his affection leads him, he finds his best successes.

For a president of the Royal Anglo-Australian Society

of Artists the idea of illustrating a " P. & O. Voyage " is

a peculiarly happy one. It has occurred to Mr. Avkkst

[ngram. His pictures and sketches in oil and water—a

sort of pictorial log-book—have been tilling one of the

rooms at Messrs. Dowdeswell's gallery in Bond Street.

Little has escaped the industrious painter, and all the

daily incidents of passenger life on board an ocean steamer-

are duly chronicled ; but the general result is somewhat

that of a panorama. Here and there some beautiful

atmospheric effect is deftly presented, the rich note of

some (piaint costume pleasantly recorded, or a clever study

made of moonlight and the yellow glow of lanterns.

"Paintings and Water-Colour Drawings by Various

Artists" is a comprehensive classification ; and the various

works recently exhibited by the Fine Art Society had little

in common except size. They were all small. Probably

Mr. .1. M. Swan's " Lioness and Cubs," a little picture full

of that great artist's best qualities, was the gem of the

collection. " The Skipping-rope," a pk in-air study of pina-

fored rustic little ones at play in the sunny meadows, by

Mrs. Stanhope Forbes, was joyous and admirable in

action. Two minutely-finished peasant pictures, "The

Potato Harvest" and "Crossing the Downs," by M. P.

Sadee, possessed a special eloquence and charm.

Messrs. McLean, of the Haymarket, have lately been ex-

hibiting a very comprehensive, though very small and care-

fully selected little collection of water-colours. An oppor-

tunity for seeing drawings so justly famous as David

Cox's "Peace and War — Soldiers entering Lancaster

Castle," or De Wjnt's "Lincoln Cathedral, from Bray-

ford," is always welcome. The former's "Flying the

Kite,' a stretch of heathery common, a couple of urchins

suggested, fleecy white clouds "left," and an intensely blue

sky. is surely one of the breeziest and most joyous little

drawings ever swiftly committed to immortality. A good

FoRTUNY; "Soldiers in Hyde Park," by E. Detaille,

showing, if nothing else, minute observation of London

types ;

" Pascarella," a head very rich in colour, by Mr.

Edwin Bale; three excellent specimens of W. Hint ;
a

very line Piioit ; a strong example of the late Mr. T.

Collier's spacious landscape; and drawings by Messrs.

Herkomer, Birket Foster,Gow, and others, were included.

Thanks to the gallantry and courtesy of the Royal

Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, to which special

attention was drawn when II.li.H. the Duchess of Albany

declared the exhibition open, the Loyal Female School of

Alt has been enabled to hold a two weeks' display of its

work at the fine galleries in Piccadilly. The School is this

year celebrating its jubilee, and turns out excellent work

standing very high amongst the art schools of the kingdom,

and having been under the superintendence of Miss Louisa

Gann sine its foundation. The exhibition consisted of

three distinct sections, covering examples of the works oi

present students, prize-takers, and others
;
examples of the

work of past students, amongst whom we find Mrs. Nor-

land (Miss Henrietta llae), Mrs. Rhoda Holmes-Nicholls,

Mrs. Allingham, Miss Blanche Jenkin, Miss Marian

Earl, and others who are now popular artists ; and, lastly,

a gift-collection of small paintings and drawings by artists

living and dead, including MoRLAND, E. W. C >K, A.K.A.,

Mr. Weguelen, Mr. W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A., Mr. Carl

Haag, and many of the past students, to be sold for the

benefit of the building fund of the school. The works of

the winners of the various very rich competitions -the

Gilchrist, £50, tenable for two years ; Mercers, £30 ;
Queen's

Scholarship, £60; ami others—come up to a high standard

in the various educational branches of ait design. The

landscape from nature class shows considerable promise,

water-colour drawings by Miss Lucy Gee, Miss Edith

Gittens, and Miss Amy Paget Kemp striking us as good

and thoughtful students' work. Far more important, how-

ever, are the more industrial departments of the school,

especially the chromo-lithographic studies, which, estab-

lished for the last ten years under Miss Etushtons, turns out

excellent work. Mrs. Holmes-Nicholls (Miss Rhoda (
'.

Holmes) Queen's Scholar in 1877, and now Vice President

of tin' New York Water-Colour Society—is largely repre-

sented. "A Daughter of Eve," a large oil in her earlier
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style, was surrounded by several water-colour drawings

—

"A Fisherman's Daughter" and one or two "impressions"

of Venice and flowers, showing the most delicate artistic

appreciation. "A White Morning, Venice," by Mrs.

Wright (Miss Catherine M. W 1, National Gold Medal-

list in 1879) suggested James Holland. Miss Emmeline
Weave's strong, if gloomy, portrait of Mile. Anna Bolinska

in black attracted greal attention at the Royal Academy a

few years ago; whilst Miss Marian Earl sent "What is

That?" and ''Bulldog Champion" to remind us of her

claims as one of the best canine portraitists.

The exhibition of works by living English animal-

painters, which Sir. Whitworth Wallis got together in

the Birmingham Corporation Art Galleries, closed last

month. During the time—just over three months -that

the collection was open it was visited by no fewer than

282,852 persons, being more than half the population of

the city itself. Of the excellent penny illustrated catalogue

25,000 have been disposed of. and the Sunday afternoon

attendance amounts to 28,870, giving an average atten-

dance of 2,220 in three hours for each Sunday. Already
as many as six millions of people will have visited the

Birmingham Corporation Art Galleries in seven years.

This is the result of fine loan exhibitions, cheap catalogues,

and well-arranged permanent collections.

The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Ait Gallery, which was

established in 1870, and has recently undergone reconstruc-

tion and reorganisation, was opened on November 11th

by a grand function, presided over by the Mayor. The
gallery is well lighted and arranged, and is one of the

chief architectural features of the city. The directorship

has been placed in the hands of Mr. T. Dickinson, who
has conducted the principal ait exhibitions, and been

prominently identified with the promotion of art in New-
castle-upon-Tyne for many yens past. The autumn
exhibition just closed was of high merit, and one of the

most important exhibitions of works by contemporary

artists ever got together in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The
collection contained many notable examples by leading

English and Scottish artists, the works of the West of

Scotland artists, who have been hitherto but rarely seen

in Newcastle, causing much surprise.

The " Border Edition " of the Waverley Novels now
being issued by Mr. John Nimmo has more than main-

tained its promise in the publication of " Guy Mannering
"

and " The Antiquary." Both novels are illustrated by ten

etchings— five in each volume, the chief artists represented

being Messrs. C. O. Murray, Robert Macbeth, A.R.A., J.

MacWhirter, A.R.A., Cluck Stanton, R.S.A., Gourlay
Steell, R.S.A., F. S. Walker, Robert Herdman, U.S.A.,

Sam Bough, R.S.A., and A. H. Tourrier, amongst others
;

while among the etchers are Messrs. Macbeth Raebtirn,

USA., De Billy, and Ansted. The principle of illustra-

tion in the new edition is not so much that of special draw-

ings and modern instances, but rather the selection of known
works and popular pictures. The result, necessarily, is not

equally successful iu all cases ; but it may safely be asserted

that never before has an edition, so well printed with beautiful

type on good paper, and illustrated in a manner so nearly

approaching the orthodox luxe conditions, been put forth at

so low a price. Another, and from the literary point of

view, the principal, feature consists of Mr. ANDREW Rami's

introductory essay an 1 notes, historical and analytical, and
with their resurrected criticisms of the day. The new
edition cannot fail to be popular.

"We live in an age of inquiry," says Mr. Barb I'm in.
the author of a pamphlet entitled " Comparative Archi-
tecture." The statement admits of no dispute; but why,
with all the sciences which now exist to disturb out

|

of mind, should Mr. fence add another to the list .' Ih

not satisfied with the popular method of architectural study,

and would, in fact, make architecture a branch of anthropo-
logy. His chapters, were he to compose a treatise, " would
be headed, not with names of countries, but witl me ol

influences as materials, construction, climate, geology, ivc''

Of course there is no reason why the industrious pedant
should not make a church or a temple the excuse for anj

number of moral or intellectual disquisitions ; but there is

this objection to Mr. Ferree's scheme- that architecture Is

not a science at all, and that, however deeply you study
geology and anthropology, you have still to reckon with the

genius of the architect. The builder of the Parthenon was

[ctinus, not the Greek nation. Sir Christopher Wren was
the creator of St. Raul's, and, for all the adulation of name-
less masons, there is not a Gothic cathedral that was not

planned and controlled by a single brain. It is the fashion

just now- to reduce all things to a few first principles, ami
we are quite prepared to be asked to study " Comparative
Boot-laces"oi the " Science of Base-ball." lint win ... per

sonal and beautiful an art as architecture should be thus

degraded we know not, and Mr. Ferree's pamphlet does not

inform us.

Miss Iv. A. Raleigh has made an excellent translation

of Dr. PetisCUS' "doth of Olympos" (London; Fisher

Unwin), anda better introduction to the study of mythology

could scarce be found ; tor the author pursues an old

fashioned method, and is concerned with none of the in-

genious theories wherewith modern scholars have loaded

what should be the gayest of studies. In his pages you w ill

find no reference to the science of folk-lore, which is now

so fashionable; and you may read of the gods of Greece

without troubling your head about Bushmen or Solomon

Islanders. The book is, in fact, the more valuable, because

it gives you an opportunity of renewing your interest in the

Gods of Greece merely for their own sakes. It is als le

quately illustrated, and equipped with most serviceable

lists of authorities, while the index is precisely what it

should be.

Who were the Etruscans none knows, ami he were a rash

scholar who would dogmatise concerning the Etruscan

tongue. Rut scholarship in the ancient sense is not Mr.

Leland's pursuit, ami if his "Etruscan Roman lx<iinn,i<

in Popular Tradition" (London : Fisher Unwin) solves no

vexed question, it is a most attractive and entertaining

work. He has collected from the inhabitants of the moun-

tain district known as La Romagna Toscana an immense

amount of curious lore, which none knows better than him-

self how to illustrate and explain. Magic and witchcraft

play a great part in his scheme of research, and it is needless

to say that he handles the subject with infinite knowledge

and appreciation. In fact, despite the author's learning, the

booh is as readable as a collection of fairy tales, and the few

illustrations are well chosen and efficiently reproduced.

The new magazine for ladies, La Gran / />•'/><
I Mai on

Quantin, Paris; and Simpkin, Marshall and Co., London),

demands notice in this column by reason of its extremely

artistic character. The cover alone is a beautiful piece of

decoration in tone and colour, by Monsieur Grasset, which
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is worth framing, while the whole production of the 1 k

is excellent. When it is said that the fashions by Worth,

Virot, and other divinities of feminine worship are included

amongst a mass of good literature by good writers, surely

enough lias been said in recommendation of the publica-

tion.

Mrs. Van Rensselaer, collaborating with Mr. Joseph

Pennell, has produced a very readable book on some of

our "English Cathedrals" (Fisher Unwin). Twelve only

are dealt with, but amongst them are Canterbury, Durham,

Salisbury, Winchester, York, and London. Mr. Pennell'..

pen drawings are as good as usual, which is equal to

saying they could not be better. The results obtained

from his tint drawings are not always so satisfactory
;

the impressions are often too black and the pictures lack

atmosphere. This is so in the case of the Canterbury

(p. 24), Durham (p. 79), and some others. Apart from

this blackness, which is observable more or less through

the book, the printing and the paper are admirable ; but

with such very smooth, highly-surfaced paper very skilful

treatment is necessary to avoid some excess of blackness,

for it shows every particle of ink, and is not helpful in

producing effects of atmosphere.

Rarely have poet and artist gone so harmoniously hand-

in-hand as Mr. Austin Dobson and Mr. Hugh Thomson

in the former's "Ballad of Beau Brocade, and otlu r Poi ms

Kegan Paul, Trench. Triibner and Co.). The book

consists of those poems in Mr. Dobson's "Old World

Idylls 'and "At the Sign of the Lyre" which deal with

seventeenth-century subjects, and would therefore enlist

Mr. Thomson's especial sympathy. Never has the artist's

fancy been more charmingly employed, nor with such

dainty and graceful results. Nor does the grace of his

pencil in any way interfere with his humour or his power

of expression and character. And, moreover, the artist

has been better treated by the process-engraver and the

printer than he has been heretofore, so that the book

marks a distinct advance in his art and a further step

towards maturity and rare excellence.

Messrs. Gilbert, Whitehead and Company, who have

succeeded to the colour-printing business of Keep aud

Company, deserve great credit for the manner in which they

have produced the play of "Othello" (Simpkin, Marshall

and Co.). It is illustrated by the well-known painter

Ludovic Marchetti. The printers have preserved won-

derfully the touchy character of the original water-colour

drawings, as well as the sparkling brilliancy of the colours

so characteristic of Italian water-colour painters. The

head- and tail-pieces are engraved on wood, and arc mostly

admirable pieces of work. Every leaf is mounted on a

guard, and altogether as a specimen of book-makiim the

result is most satisfactory : but it is a little doubtful whe-

ther the realisation of the Moor will find much approval

with English people.

Spanish about the picture but its method : the subject,

as will be remembered by those who .saw it in the Royal

Academy, or since in the Diploma Gallery, is a beautiful

English child, and those who are fortunate enough to get

this plate will possess a work that is quite as much a

souvenir of Millais as of the great Spaniard.

NOTABILIA.

The Budget of the old Salon, as presented by M. Bois-

seau, for the year ending September, 1892, disclosed a

property amounting to £40,000.

The new coinage, by Mr. T. Brook, B.A., and Mr. E. -I.

Poyntee, 11. A., is highly successful. We reserve descrip-

tion for a month, when we shall illustrate the new pieces,

aud treat of them of greater length than is in this part

possible.

Professor Hebkomee's change of manner a change toa

much more loving and finished style of landscape art and

general treatment— is to be recorded. This is due to his

intercourse with Mr. .!. W. North, B.W.S.. with whom he

has been for some time painting in Somersetshire.

The new stamps issued by the United States Post Office

ale very pleasing in point of colour, and equally of subject

—when a strong lens is taken to them. But, aesthetically

speaking, the fatal fault is that pictorial, instead of the

purely decorative principle, has been adopted in then-

design.

As the authorities of the National Gallery of Scotland

appear practically to have sealed up the gallery against the

acquisition of new pictures, Mr. Oeeock has transferred

from it to the Glasgow Municipal Gallery his presentation

of fifteen water-colour drawings. These works, all excel-

lent and characteristic of their kind, include two GEOEGE

Baeeets, two Vaeleys, four David Coxes, four Peteb de

Wints, a William Hunt, a Geoege Cattebmole, and a

BoNINGTON. But might lie not have kept them back for

the National Gallery of British Art ?

NEW ENGRAVINGS.

The Art Union of London offers its subscribers a choice

of plates this year. "Late for the Ferry" is a large

etching, made from his own picture, by Mr. Robert

Macbeth, A.R.A. It is given to every subscriber of on.

guinea, in addition to his chance of a prize. Each sub-

scriber of two guineas can have an India paper proof

of a fine mezzotint engraving by Mr. ( !. McCuLLOCH of a

" Souvenir of Velasquez," painted by John Millais, RA.
Though called a "Souvenirof Velasquez," there is nothing

OBITUARY.

We regret to have to record, since our last obituary, the

death, at the age of forty-seven, of M. RoBEET ROHMANN,

the Russian landscape-painter, Knight of the Legion of

Honour; of Herr Ernest Klimt, at the early age of

twentj nine, whose admirable ceiling paintings decorate

the beautiful Burg-Theater of Vienna: of M. Eugene

Baudoin, the eminent landscapist, whose pictures of the

Hautes- Pyrenees and of the Languedoc (such as "La

Recolte des Amandes " and " Les Vendanges ") gained him

a "mention" in 1889, and his etchings another in 1884 ;
of

M. Moeeau-Vauthieb, the sculptor, at the age of sixty-

one, who, the pupil of M. Toussain, rapidly attracted atten-

tion, especially in 1869, with his "Petit Buveur "— a group

that is now in the Luxembourg. His art covered as great

a range as that of Mr. Alfred Gilbert, and gained him a

considerable number of medals and " rewards," as well as,

in 1*77, the Knighthood of the Legion of Honour. We
also have to regret the death of Monsieur Paul i.e. Pat,

the distinguished etcher, with whose work the leaders of

The Magazine of Art are acquainted. In the translation

of Meissonier he was most applauded, but he was successful

in his reproductions of the works of many modern masters.

But the sum of his labours is not numericallj great. He

was born in 1849, and may be considered the pupil of M.

( laucherel.
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MR. BURNE-JONES, KX-A.K.A.

The resignation by .Air. Burne-Jones of his Associate-

ship of the Royal Academy was not unforeseen, but was
yet inevitable. As it is advisable that the circumstances

under which the step was taken should be made clearly

known, for fear of misapprehension or misrepresentation,

we place the following statement before our readers. In

L885 the Royal Academy went out of its way to elect into

its body an artist who had never sought that honour and
who had not even carried out the required condition—the

invariable preliminary step of "putting his name down"
as indicative of his desire for election. He had never

exhibited at Burlington House ; but the Academy, to its

credit, took the initiative and made Mr. Burne-Jones an

Associate. The graceful compliment was gratefully ac-

cepted, ami as an acknowledgment the artist sent his

"Depths of the Sea" tu the Academy, where it was ex-

hibited in a place of honour in Room IV. But nothing

has since been done ; no sign has been made that the

Academy proposed to consummate its act—as it did in

tic case of Mr. Watts in 1867—by electing Mr. Burne-

Jones a lull member. For eight years matters have been

allowed to remain in precisely the same condition, until Mr.

Burne-Jones was brought to feel, every time more and more
acutely as each fresh election was held, that he was being

forced into a constant competition which he never sought,

and which his principles and his sentiments have always

condemned. At length he felt his position to be so false

that he felt it would be a relief, alike for himself and for

the Academy, were he to resign, and so escape from the

impass( in which the Academy had for so long detained

him. In explanation ami justification of Mr. Burne-

Jones's action it must be stated that he "has adopted his

course enttreh uninfluenced 1\ mj fellings of disappoint-

ment or vexation. But it must not be forgotten that the

invitation of the Academy placed the artist on a footing

whollj different to that of others who not only accept the

conditions of election, but even clamour for the privile.ee.

He had been invited as a guest and was then kept waiting

in the hall among those fellow-artists whose views did

not coincide with his own upon the subject ; and, more-

over, he had seen others, elected after him, asked forward

into the council-chamber from which lie was excluded. So
he came to consider that what was at first a compliment
had long since developed into an affront ; until, with
feelings of the utmost good- fellowship, he thought it

better to resign a position he had not sought, and so make
a vacancy for one of more congenial views. In a very

temperate letter addressed to the Council, intimating his

withdrawal, Mr. Burne-Jones gave expression to this feel-

nig, reiterating his frisndlmess towards the body, individu-

ally and collectively, and he has declared his intention,

when occasion serves, to exhibit from time to time among
his former colleagues. It is obvious that from this

regrettable incident the Academy is the chief sufferer

—

a fact keenly felt by its more distinguished members.

The Academy's business is to bring together the artistic

talent of the country, and the triviality of excluding one

of the greatest artists of the day, one of the most original

geniuses of this country, for the reason thai he has not

exhibited with them in accordance with the rules will

assuredly fie harshly judged by posterity. The folly—
to use no severer term of having ignored David Cox,
George Barret, John Martin, John Linnell, Miiller, and
so many others of our great men, has been 80 universalis

recognised and condemned, as much inside the Acadi ui> as

out, that it might have been thought impossible that so

grotesque and serious a blunder could have been repeated.

Still, such is the fact, and if Mr. Burne-Jones has chosen
not to die a simple Associate like Alfred Stevens, Fred
Walker, George Mason, and other leading glories of the

British School—when nonentities have been honoured with

the possession of the magic letters "
II.

A." as their only

claim to immortality—he cannot be blamed for hi- de-

cision. Mr. Burne-Jones no longer belongs to the Academy;
but, let it be clearly understood, not from pi<ple, but simply

as a matter of savoir-vivre and of principle.

THE RIVAL MEISSONIER EXHIBITIONS.

Owing to the feud between the widow of the late M.

MEISSONIEK anil her step-son, the important exhibition of

his works which was opened on the 6th of March at the

Kue de Seze will be followed by another—that of Mine.

Meissonier—during the month of April. What this will

be it is difficult to foretell, for the former contains more
than eleven hundred separate things from the greal

painter's hand. It was feared that Mine. Meissonier

desired to include all the "studio sweepings" in the ex-

hibition, to which the son naturally objected; but even

if it dees it will also comprise Msissonur'c bronze-, ca

by M. Bingen, under the direction of M. Paul Dubois;
Mercie's sketch for the Meissonier statue, destined for

the Louvre Garden ; M. Chaplain's large medallion of

the painter's sepulchre at Poissy, and other interesting

items. In addition, the widow will lend the works, left

to her by her husband, which, after her death, are to go

to the national museums.

EXHIBITIONS.

As far as contemporary work is concerned, this year's

Exhibition of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers is one

of the best that has been held, and the arrangement of each

important artist's work in a group of his own tends to

facility of reference and study. Mr. Wiu.iwi STRANG
is represented as usual by a bevy of various inventions,

ranging from the portraiture of Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse
(hardly an invention, indeed, but an appropriate record)

to ( iiorgioue like compositions, such as the " Al Fresco," or,

again, to work of religious unction, like the "
( lonventicle."

The unction is more impressive than the pleasure ; yet the

"Al fresco" has style. If, last year, Mr. Strang's de

velopment was more marked than Mr. FRANK Shout's,

the progress of Mr. short is this season well accentuated.

Many of his subjects, like those of the promising young

Scotchman, Mr. Cameron, are from Holland, a country

which, by its long sky-lines, its immense level pastures.

and its quaint towns and towers, offers itself above all

others to the etcher. Among the minor Dutch subjects

which Mr. Short Ins treated, " The Dijk Bell" is singu

larly characteristic; only a person of sentiment and a

lover of curious lines would have selected such a theme,
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which is for the connoisseur, and not for the public. For

the public undoubtedly is " Maxwell Bank, Gathering the

Flock ; " yet it is engaging at no sacrifice of sterling merit.

A lady who is little known—Miss Minna Bolingbroke—

sends a remarkable dry-point called "The Loom." She

has had the courage to treat the modern subject which, but

a few years ago, would have been voted wanting in dignity

and wanting in pictnresqueness. Mr. C. •'. W \tson is. as

usual, chiefly occupied with architectural themes, but

"Ponte de Cavallo, Venezia," is architecture and some-

thing besides, and though not directly suggestive of Mr.

Whistler, inns him hard from the point of view of deli-

cacy. Mr. Herbert Marshall is freer than usual, his

"Trafalgar Square," a composition in which the hand of

the craftsman stops the moment the mental impression is

produced, being in the true spirit of et chins. 1 »r. Arthur

Evershed is a very good amateur, and he—like Mr. Hesel-

tine, in "Lymington River"—is seen to advantage this

year. As certain of the younger etchers are inspired by

Whistler, or it may be Meryon, so some follow the example

of Seymour Haden. Among them is Mr. I. mm; -at least,

it will seem so if we look only at "An Bord du Canal,

Charenton." Colonel Oof f, who had so popular a Hamp-

shire subject last year, gives us a suggestive evening vision

of the Metropole, Brighton. The immense massive house

rises to the right of the composition, while to the left are

the barred spaces and the quivering light of a famous

Brighton sunset. In pastoral subjects, few men are more

accomplished than Mr. Holmes Mav. This year he has a

whole group of them, drawn chiefly from the comity of

Surrey. Mr. David Law is agreeable and popular, but,

pretty as he always contrives to be, his finish is, we fear,

too obvious, his labour too apparent. Later on in the

show, we conic upon a group of etchings by Mr. C'h miles

Holrotd, a young artist the distinction of whose manner

and the sincerity of whose work commend him to the

best judges. He continues his "Monte Oliveto" series,

and they are a group of great dignity, " The Can" being,

in conception and treatment, worthy of Legros, to whom
Mr. Holroyd (albeit with an individuality of his own)

owes so much. "The Lady's Guest House'' is, perhaps,

the most engaging of Mr. Holroyd's works: the spirit of

the Past, of Italy, and of the mountains is in it. The

subject could only have been so seen or so invented by a

man of refinement. In at least one of his etchings, Mr.

Axel Haig shows that he can sketch as well as elaborate,

but his " Durham Cathedral," forcible and finished, is a

good example of his better-known and more popular style.

We have referred incidentally to Mr. Cameron already.

If he is more interesting this year than last, that is because

he gets nearer to the exhibition of his own individuality.

Mr. ('.(). Murray and Mr. Robert Bryden expose works

of various but undoubted merit. Mrs. Hamilton's "Affec-

tion" is pretty and slight, and the things which in all the

exhibition are most thoroughly opposed to her method are, of

course, the book-plates of Mr. Sherbokn. of which we will

not blame the elaboration, since, as line engraving in the

high German fashion, to be elaborate is their first business.

The book-plate of Sir William Anson is the finest of Mr.

Sherbom's three— the broadest in effect, notwithstanding

its complexity of structure, and in its treatment of conven-

tionalised foliage recalling best of all the great work of

Albert Durer in his " Coat of Arms with the Cock." Going

back again to free .sketchers. and sketchers of landscape, no

one certainly among the younger artists is more notable

than Mr. Oliver Hall. His " Windy Day. Angerton

Moss," is a work in which pure line is admirably used to

convey an effect of weather and motion. " Kirkstone Pass
"

is a more restful and not less desirable composition. Our

last words are kept for a desperately clever Frenchman-
Monsieur Helleu—with whom, as it were, the work of

Art, according to the famous dictum, is " finished from the

beginning.'' Apparently he aims always at the effects of

slightness and rapidity, but the impression he produces is

lasting. "Jeune Fille Couchee " has excellent freedom of

pose ; an etching of M. Tissot talking all at once to three

ladies has at least vivacity and boldness ; but it L in the

" Profil de Jeune Fille "—a model of the utmost refinement

treated with the utmost charm—that M. Helleu reaches his

highest level. Some people compare him with Tissot.

Perhaps Tissot used to be as clever. He was certainly

never more dexterous, and never half as refined.

The special students of the earlier Italian ait, and

many who must take an interest in a painter who directly

influenced such a leader as Michelangelo, have been

enjoying, at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, an exhibition

of the art of Signorelli. Of course, no show of Luca

Signorelli's pictures that could be held in England could

by any possibility be complete : Siena and Orvieto hold

too considerable a portion of his product to allow us to

think that we know him absolutely when we know him

only in London. Still, the Burlington Club has, as has

been admitted, done all that was practicable in the ful-

filment of its self-imposed labour. Loans from Sir Francis

Cook, Sir Stirling Maxwell, Sir Charles Robinson, Mr.

Ludwig Mond, Mr. Benson, Mr. Street, and the National

( lallery of Ireland, have permitted us to examine no small

quantity of the energetic design.-, of this robust master.

Prom the Library at Windsor the Queen has lent one

drawing. Sir Stirling .Maxwell's "Pieta" has passionate

expression, and withal a certain large grace. "The Feasl

in the House of Simon" the picture from Ireland was

long ago reported upon by Crowe and Cavalcaselle as

of Signorelli's fine tone, spirited in manner, and in g 1

preservation. It will be well to remember in connection

with this exhibition that one work of Signorelli's, " The

Triumph of Chastity," is in our own National Gallery,

though, according to Sir Frederic Burton, it has been

somewhat feebly worked upon by another hand since it

left the callable and almost austere master.

A leader of the Newlyn School, a realist, and an open

air painter, Mr. Walter Lanolf.v. II. I., whose water

colours, grouped under the title of " Fisher-Life," have

been on view at the Pine Art Society's rooms in Bond

Street, differs from his fellows in his training. He never

studied in a French atelier; and his art is purely English,

and developed from within himself. He gives us the

fisher-folk of the Land's End district with unidealised

strength and fidelity. The comeliness of his buxom

maidens and the patient dignity of his old men owe

nothing to imagination, everything to accurate observation.

His people sit on the shore and wait— wait for the bidding

of the sea. His light is silvery grey, all-pervading ;
and

the moist sea-air holds it in solution. As a master of the

actual technique of water-colours he has few living rivals.

The quality of some of his work is matchless—so simple,

direct, and serene. He is a little too conscientious in the

matter of values. Some of his figures set in landscape

come out of the frames. Sometimes a distant object is

painted too forcibly, not for truth to the atmospheric

effects of the "west countree," but for balance in composi-

tion.

Miss Barton had the advantage of the larger field
;
Mr.
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Haiti'; had the more consistently picturesque surroundings.
That would appear to be the natural relation of London
with Dordrecht in regard to pictorial value But the
exhibition at the Japanese Gallery-would not bear out this

theory altogether. The London mist, when it has not yet

deepened into an opaque fog, but only veils London
architecture into a semblance of the picturesque ; the strife

for supremacy between gaslight and the last of the day-
light : the Parks; and lie' Embankment—all offer a selec-

tion tn please the most rapacious seeker of subject. Let us
exemplify the group of "Sweepers at Luncheon" in the

Green Park, and "The Last Lamp, Thames Embankment,"
with its curving line of lamps: what subjects could be
wider apart in their nature? Then the "Victoria Em-
bankment" on a clear day, 'The Row in the Morning:"
how different in their daylight colour from the "South
Kensington Station" at dusk, or Ludgate Hill with the
slip of evening sky between the dark, tail houses. And the
Alhambra, brilliant with Mazing light, how much it

suggests. It is doubtful if Miss Barton has exhausted the

possibilities of subject in London. Those she has treated
are handled broadly, and with a free use of body-colour,

which at times results in atmospheric effect that appears to

legitimise its use. Mr. Haite's pictures are in oil, and in

every case broad in manner. Among them, a view of

"Zwindrecht Ferry," a sketch of the beach at Schevening,
a subtle contrasting of blue sky and bluer garments of a
group of market women, and a free rendering of a quiet

spot, are good examples of unaffected weak.

REVIEWS.

Any work by Mr. W. C. Brownell, the author of that

thoughtful and trenchant piece of criticism " French
Traits," was certain to command attention. His " French
Art" ("French Art : ( llassic and Contemporary Painting and
Sculpture," by W. C. Brownell. David Nutt in the Strand :

1892) is a treatise comparatively short, yet full of matter,

containing preparatory chapters m "Classic Painting" and
"I 'lassie Sculpture" in France, and sections dealing suc-

cessively with "Romantic Painting," " Realistic Painting,"

"Academic Sculpture.' and "The New Movement in

Sculpture." Our enjoyment in reading Mr. Brownell is a

little marred by his leaning towards paradox, his manifest

striving to unsay, as little respectfully as may be, what
illustrious predecessors have said on any given subject

;

these, with a certain candid, rather than arrogant assump-

tion of infallibility, being the drawbacks to which we must
submit even in the subtlest and most trenchant American
criticism. This is, however, of small importance in com-

parison with the felicitous and original generalisations

which the author brings forward in his definition of the

French artistic personality as a whole. Few will be found

to differ with him in his estimate of French art as a

national even more than a personal expression, as dis-

tinguished by clearness, compactness, measure and balance,

by form, rather than by colour—in the sense in which
colour is an innate gift—by a splendid rhetoric rather than

by imaginativeness and poetry in the sense in which the

Anglo-Saxon understands these qualities. We cannot

agree with him altogether in his pronouncement that

French painting "really began in connoisseurship ;" that it

was "eclectic at the outset." True, first the Fontainebleau

school of already decadent Italian painting, then the neo-

Catholic Bolognese school and the kindred styles of the

seventeenth century stifled and overwhelmed true French

art and true French instincts for more than two centuries
;

but those instiiicis were nevertheless there, an. I fchej forced
their way to the surface from time to time. The develop
tnents of painting and sculpture cannot well be dissociated
in a question of nation;, I tendency such as this. The
French sculpture ..f the fourteenth and the Flemish
Burgundian sculpture of the fifteenth centurj are. no
doubt, higher and more unmistakable developments oi

realism than the as yet too little understood French
painting of the corresponding periods. Nevertheless, we
recognise in the work of the great painter aid miniaturist,

Jehan Fouquet; in a less degree in that oi the Perreals,

the Bourdichons, and their kind ; in a greater degree in

the refined and charming realism of the Clouet group a

more truly French art than that of Jean Cousin, Jean
Goujon, and Germain Pilon, win. succeeded them, and
temporarily obliterated the native in favour of the alreadj

artificial ami conventionalised Italian style. This view

would explain the appearance in the midst of the artificial-

ities of the eighteenth century of so exquisitely true ami
sympathetic a realist as Chardin, whom Mr. Brownell finds

so much of an exception
; and would account, to,,, for the

searching truth tempered by vivacity of Maurice Quentin de
la Tour, and of that most wonderful of portraitists in sculp-

ture, lloudon. The author is at his best in dealing with the

so-called Barbizon group, and almost lyrical as is his out-

burst with regard to Corot, no true student of that in-

comparable master—the worthy successor, because he is

not, in the lower sense, the imitator, but rather the de

scendant of Claude—will be inclined to find fault with it.

Xo less happy is he in placing on their respective plane-,

lean-Francois Millet, Theodore Rousseau, Troyon, Diaz,

and Daubigny. Where we must again join issue with the

writer is in his statement of the p, .ycholo,;iral standp; mt
of Bastien-Lepage, admirably- as he explains and appreciates

the technical side of his art. It is true that, as dis

tinguished from the powerfully coloured subjective art of

Millet, the poet-painter, that of Bastien-Lepage is avowedly
objective, and seeks to present humanity and nature as

much as possible uncoloured by the personal view of its

interpreter. None the less is it impossible to agree with

the statement that "he does not view his material with

any apparent sympathy:'' that "if his pictures ever

succeed in moving us, it is impersonally in virtue of the

camera-like scrutiny he brings to bear on his subject."

Modestly as the personality of the artist may seek to hide

itself, it informs all that he does with a vibrant sympathy,

with an indefinable pathos, in the highest degree suggestive

of that "religion of humanity" to which we owe what i-

greatest and most distinctive in modern literature and art.

We have left ourselves but scant space to discuss

the section which deals with sculpture, and must be

content with stating that it is hardly less remarkable

ha- suggestive and original criticism thai, thai on paint

ing. In "Academic Sculpture," the writer justlj and

temperately appreciates the merits of such men a- MM.
Paul Dubois, Metric, Saint Marceaux. Falguicrc, llamas,

and Delaplanche, calling attention at the same time

to a certain lack of vigorous initiative, of i,ue indi-

viduality iii their work. The last section, cut ii led "The
New Movement in Sculpture," is entirely devoted to

a discussion ,,f the protagonists of that movement,

M. Augustc Rodin and M.Jules Dalou. All the author's

most enthusiastic admiration is lavished on the former

great innovator; and not without reason, seeing how irrc

sistible is the power of his rugged passionate an. Still.

we cannot but feel that Mr. Brownell is praising his hero

too much through thick and thin, as much, indeed, for his
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wilful and unnecessary eccentricities as for his commanding

merits. After all, sculpture must, in its very nature, lie

above all things monumentally decorative—even before it

is expressive and true: though both qualities are equally

essential to the greatest art. It is by wilfully ignoring the

first of these requirements thai M. Rodin has produced

in his long-expected "Bourgeois de Calais," an agglomera-

tion of superb Donatello-like figures rather than a true

monumental group ; that he has expended without com-

pletely satisfying himself or his real friends, the best of

In., genius on the great Inferno (sites, whuh are igam

rather an agglomeration of magnificent episodes than a

homogeneous architectonic whole. The superbly decorative

though pictorial rather than sculptural art of M. Dalou is

essentially on a lower plane than that of his companion, yet

i' succeeds better, and will continue, not without reason,

to obtain more universal acceptance, because, though the

boldest of innovators, lie frankly accepts those vital laws

which M. Rodin so boldly and paradoxically sets at nought.

In his
" Renunciations" Elkin Mathews). Mr. FRED-

ERICK Wedmojre lia- proved that he is an artist both in

words and in story-telling. The motives of these three

short stories serve but as a peg for the telling : the plot

and tin- denouement are bul secondary to the technical

excellence of the literature, which is ;it once dainty and

polished. Mr. Wedmore display- a refined style and a

thoroughly artistic method.

The revival of the fashions of the " Empire period " and

tlie "1830 style" in women's dress has been treated very

originally by Messrs. Liberty in an illustrated pamphlet

issued by them under tin- title of
" Evolution in Costume."

Herein are reproduced drawings of the old fashion-plates,

and beside them are the "modifications" suggested and

adopted by them. The result is in nearly every case ad-

mirable and graceful, good in design and artistic in effect

M. Mai kick Griveau is a most ingenious meta-

physician, and Ms " Elementsdu Beau" (Paris : Alcan)isthe

noblest monument of misdirected energy we have en-

countered for many years. The problem of aesthetics, says

the author, has been approached from many points of view.

Metaphysics, psychology, sociology, natural history, have all

been called upon to explain a set of phenomena wherewith

they can have no concern whatever. M. Griveau proceeds

upon a novel plan- he approaches the difficult} by the new

route of language. As a triumph of human subtlety,his

work claims our admiration. It is almost incredible that

one poor brain could arrive at such portentous n suits bj so

flimsy a method ; for it must be confessed that from 1 e-

ginning to end the book is nothing more than word-

jugglery. The real problem of the beautiful i- never once

attacked, and M. Griveau might have written his treatise

round any other quality. M. Sully-Prudhomme, in an ap-

preciative preface, says: "You offer to your readers not a

nosegay, but a more profitable, if less seductive gift—an

and complete catalogue of the laws of vegetation."

But where art is concerned the gardener is more amusing

than the botanist ; ami. fortunately, we can turn away from

tlii— mistaken attempt at a synthesis to the concrete examples

of beauty which are treasured in our public galleries ; for

in truth, one exquisite work is worth all the theories which

misplaced industry has devised for its explanation.

NOTABILIA.

The annual dinner of the Artists' General Benevolent

Institution will lie held at the Hotel Metropole on the 6th

of May. Any donations or applications for dinner-tickets,

for this admirable charity will be gladly received and

dealt with by the Editor of this Magazine.

ilr. Ford Matjox Brown, Mr. Wilson Steer, and

Mr. Horxel, are this year the invited guests of " Les

XX." in their Brussels exhibition.

We are informed that the decorations of the Guildhall,

which we lately reproduced, were not entirely carried out

by Mr. Powell. The designs were made by that artist,

but they were carried into execution for the most put by

Mr. Peitit.

Mr. George Donaldson, who as Vice-President of

the "Jury des Recompenses" at the Paris International

Exhibition and in other ways "has rendered service to

ait in Fiance," has been created a Knight of the Legi

Honour.

Mr. Alfred Gilbert, Ii.A . ha- presented to the Royal

Institute of Painters in Water-Colours a presidential

chain and badge of the greatest beauty of design and

workmanship, and has been elected an honorary member
in graceful acknowledgment

We learn from the Kunstchronik that, in consequence

of the Marquis of Lothian having sold a "Madonna" by

Durer, to Li-. Bode for four thousand pounds, the whole

English Press is in a high state of dudgeon; for the picture

ought to have gone to the National Gallery.

The Hanging Committee of the Royal Academy ex-

hibition is this year composed of Mr. -T.
(

'. Hook, Mr. E. .T.

Poynter, and 'Mr. II. W. 1!. I) wis (Painting); Mr. T.

Brock (Sculpture): and Mr. A. Waterhouse (Architec-

ture).

" Impressionists "—" Independants " -" Incoherents
"

—

tic-, societies of the French artistic novelty-hunters, are

not enough, it seems, to satisfj the cravings of the Parisian

painter, whose desire to attract attention to himself at any

price is stronger than hi- sincerity. So he has -tailed a

new society, for which he has found an excellent name

—

"Les Inquiets." "The Society of Unrest" is g 1 a- a

title, and thoroughly explicit

The fourth centenary of the death of Han- Memling
i- to be celebrated with great pomp next year in Bruges,

with historical processions, and a special loan exhibition

of In- works. It is well that such a celebration should be

held : but i- it not a little amusing to find so much anxiety

to re-attach the glory of Memling to Flanders after it has

been practically proved and accepted by all impartial

persons that he really belongs to Germanj '.

Professor Hubert Herkomer, R.A., and Miss Rose
Barton, the Irish water-colourist, were duly elected at the

last meeting of the Royal Water-! lolour Society. Profi ssor

Herkomer has recently so modified his manner under the

influence of Mr. J. W. North. R.W.S. in who-,- company
he has been painting of late—that his more rapid method
has given place to one suggestive at once of Mr. North's

work, of Fred Walker's, and William Hunt's. His con-

tribution to the next exhibition of the society will exemplify

this change in an agreeable manner.

Monsieur Benjamin-Constant will probably -end to

the next Academy exhibition his newly-finished portrait

of Lord Dufferin. This work is of startling realism, a

portrait that for vigour and life-likeness might have I
i en

executed by Holl. The ambassador is represented in his

Peer's robes and chains of knighthood. The same painter

will also contribute a remarkable portrait of Lady Edgai

Vincent as a "Goddess of Beauty." seated on her throne

facing the spectator, with a golden apse behind her. It is

very tenderly painted for so vigorous an artist as M.

Benjamin-Constant, and will certainly attract attention.
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VANDALISM IX THE CHURCH.

In reference to the ecclesiastical vandalism to which we

recently called attention, we have received several communi-

cations. Mr. W. YVo.mai ott writestous as follows: "With
respect to the last paragraph of notes on 'Art in January,

1

viz., the vandalism of a certain English prelate in removing

valuable old stained glass from the casements of his

palace, I am sure all lovers of .such items (if archaeological

interest will join in condemnation of this spoliation of

Church property, and to thank you fur drawing public

attention to such an ecclesiastical scandal. What a howl

of execration would go up in the House of Commons, and

what a baiting the First Commissioner of Works would

get, if, in his official capacity, he had committed such an

act, and. moreover, concluded the transaction by parting

with valued property (which can never be replaced) in

part payment of the glazier's bill for 'best polished plate'

nr • superior crown ' ! It is well known among archaeologists,

and. indeed, among Churchmen generally now, who the

dignitary is, and to what residence your remarks refer.

The question you lay before the public to consider is

an exceedingly important one such as must not be

shunned, in the interests ol our ecclesiastical treasures.

By the law of the land and by custom, an archbishop or

bishop is bound to repair any 'waste' he commits, and
In safeguard the buildings he occupies as beneficiary.

Bishop Wood, of Lichfield and Coventry, was actually

suspended (in 1687 a.d.) from his see, for a somewhat
similar (though more aggravated) action, and the revenues

of his bishopric were sequestered, and the dilapidations

made good and paid for, by the firm and businesslike

treatment of his Archbishop—Bancroft. The reparation

of buildings lies in the administration of the Estates Com-
mittee of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and the pro-

cedure is laid down in 23 and 24 Vict., c. 124. The holder

of any beneficiary interest in ecclesiastical property is bound
tn uphold whatever a previous dignitary has held before

him, particularly that class of fixtures known as ' neces-

saries'—as distinguished from needless luxuries or orna

ment, termed by a Provincial Constitution of L263 A.D.

'inipen.se voluptuosae.' There are civil penalties mi in-

cumbents for neglecting to repair dilapidations, and the

commission of such vandalism as is referred to in the

paragraph in your ' Notes ' has been over and over again

laid down as 'wilful waste' and dilapidation, for which

there is, therefore— and happily so—a legal remedy. I

think, sir, the ease against the offending prelate is, there-

fore, a very strong one. He is not for one moment an

absolute Freeholder, and cannot in anyway dispose of the

treasures and heirlooms attached to his benefice.''

But it remains to be established under what conditions

the property in question was vested in the prelate.

MB. SCHEUERMANN'S (!) BOOK ON ORNAMENT

Mr. Hugh Stajjnos writes:
—"The notice in your

January number of 'The Theory and Analysis of Orna-

ment," which was published last November, is entirely

just in its condemnation of the text as jargon and the

plates as execrable : but your critic ha- not mentioned

the worst feature of the book. In order to understand

that I quote the preface :
' This book has been compiled

. . . the author having been asked . . . why he

did imt write a bunk more in advance of tin- teaching

nf the present time. Tic study of ornament has made
such rapid progress during the last twelve years that

those bonks which were previously quite efficient have

become obsolete . . . and the author ha- endeavoured
tu produce a book of practical use to teachers in their

preparation for the tuition and examination of schools.

— Francois Louis Schauermann.' The .Mr. Schauermann
who thus writes as the author of the book—which is in

advance of the present time—is evidently v. ell acquainted
with the 'Theorie de POrnement,' by J. Bourgoin, pub-

lished by Levy of Paris in 1873 ; and has not considered

it too 'obsolete' to be copied throughout. His text

from beginning to end is merely a mutilated and bung-
ling translation from Bourgoin's somewhat prosy work;
and his figures (1 to 263) are simply bad tracings

from those (1 to 2*4) in the original. It may be asked

why has he gone to the trouble of making tracing- when
the originals were accessible for reproduction I and why
has he omitted all mention of the true author.' On these

points he owes some explanation to the publishers (who,

I feel sure, are in ignorance of the facts), as also to tin-

public''

ACQUISITIONS AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

Some additions have been recently made to the collec-

tion of plaster casts in the Architectural Court of the South

Kensington Museum. Not far from the entrance is a copy

nl the large portal of the western entrance of the Cathedra]

ut St. Sauveur, at Aix, in Provence. M. de Caumont, in

the Bulletin Monumental (2nd Series, vol. i.. p. L18), givi -

the history of this part of the cathedral:
—"The Arch-

bishop, Olivier de Pennait, who had just completed the

nave, commenced it in 1477 in the presence of King Rene.

Tin' architects, Lemi Alveringue and Pierre Soqueti, were

entrusted with the work. The former executed the lower

part nf the facade as far a- the apostles, whilst the latter

did the rest. The great door of the central nave is magnifi-

cently carved ; it was executed in lo04, and is stated to be

made of walnut wood. Each of the two halves is divided

into two unequal parts. The lower portion contains two

persons, thought to be two prophets ; the upper portion has

six female figure-, probably the Sibyls, arranged in two rows.

The compartments are decorated with arabesques, and are

separated by garlands of flowers and fruit, upheld by angels.

The foliage which surrounds the niches of the statues is

executed with great delicacy." On the opposite side of the

same screen is another cast, taken from a chapel screen

in Evreux Cathedral, which is carved in openwork with

figures and Gothic tracery. The upper pilasters are deco

rated with Renaissance designs. The original from which

tin- cast has been taken was executed in the early pail

of the sixteenth century, as it is quite evident from an

examination of the ornament that it was made at a period

when the Gothic style in Prance was gradually giving place

to the Renaissance. On the other side ol the same Court

may be seen a copy of the octagonal font in the .-mall

chapel of St. John the Baptist in the Cathedral at Siena.

Tin- original was executed by Jacopo 1 '11 .1. \ Queecia
(b. 1374, d. 1438), the sculptor of the panels in the great

doorway of San Petronio at Bologna. Panels sculptured in
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relief ornament the sides, and it is interesting to note how

the artist has passed from sacred story to profane. The

following subjects are represented: "The Call of Adam.

"The Birth of Eve.'' " Eve and the Serpent,'' "The Tempta-

tion in the ( !arden," "
< fod calling Adam," " The Expulsion,"

"Samson and the Lion," and "Hercules and the Centaur.''

EXHIBITIONS.

The current exhibition of the Royal Institute of

Painters in Water-Colours is a distinctly strong one. The

landscape men are in great force. Mr. Bernard Evans's

"Valley of the Wharfe" is a very notable example of that

fine painter's best and worst qualities; but the colour, de-

spite its opulence, is a little monotonous and beavj .
and the

whale-like hacks of the moorlands make the composition

ponderous. Mr. James Okrock exhibits three admirable

landscapes, better work than he has shown for several years
;

strong, broad, and direct. Mr. E. M. Wimperis is prolific,

and his bold effective work shows signs of greater care

than usual. Mr. Alfred East, in all thai be does,

makes us feel that Nature has been observed through a

poetic medium; and this subtle charm is not wanting in

his "Streatley Bridge Sunset." Mr. Yeend King sends

several dainty studies of the whitewashed walls and red

tiles of remoter English villages, showing in the quality of

his work, whenever the subject is a little architectural, the

value of his studies at Cluny some years ago. "Thirl-

wall Castle," by the veteran Vice-President, is an eloquent

proof of great gifts retained long beyond the allotted span

of years. Mr. Harry Mink's "Durham,' cathedral and

citadel rising in their massive Norman bulk above the city

into the clear evening light, is the best of his many con-

tributions. The "Villa of Lorenzo de' Medici," by Mr.

Edwin Bale, is charming in the effective simplicity of

its composition—a long road, sweeping in an easy curve

across the foreground, and the distance is shown bathed

in tranquil light ;
one of the most poetic works in the

whole exhibition. Mr. Fulleylove sends many drawings

of Vtmsi var\ in., in size but alike m firmness md dehcaiy

of drawing and transparency of technique. No better work

is shown than that of the two Edinburgh members, Mr. K.

B. Nesbit and Mr. AtTSTEH Brown; indeed, we should

be prepared to select the former's "Harrowing,'' a noble

study of Hat open countrj and sky, as the finest drawing in

the galleries, so broad and strong is it, so simple and true,

and so wholly unaffected. The letter's "New Bedding," a

study of calves, is rich and warm in colour and Dutch in

feeling ; but his " Vagabonds," a gipsy encampment, reaches

a lie ire poetic level. The President, Sir JaMES LlNTON, is

represented by two delicately finished portraits, one of the

wife of Mr. J. T. Wimperis, the architect, and the other

of Miss M. Perrin : but the head and shoulders of a girl

whose hair is bound with bluish green, and whose deli-

riously painted neck is circled by a string of deep coral

above a dress of brilliant buttercup yellow, give him play For

a rarer and richer harmony of colour, while it is altogether

a more spontaneous effort. Mr, Walter Langley has ex-

pended his strength elsewhere; but his "An Interesting

Chapter" worthily maintains his reputation. Mr. E. J.

Gregory, A.R.A., shows five drawings, one called " Peveril

Point," a jewel-like study of the sunny sea in a clear atmos-

phere, shimmering with emerald, sapphire, and amethyst,

bright, crisp, and sparkling in the sun. " In the Dumps,"

a little maiden seated disconsolate on the stairs, is exquisite

in pose and expression, and wonderful in its handling of

the draperies. In "The Helmsman " he succeeds in a

plein air effect. Mr J. C. Dollman continues to extract

remunerative humour from highwaymen. Mr. Robert

Fowler illustrates Keats with the single and nearly life-

sized figure of a maiden asleep amongst the poppies, an

example of patient fidelity to a favourite medium. Mr.

Frank Dadd has never succeeded in investing his faces

with more character and humour than in his " In the Hands

of the Philistines," nor has he ever shown more finished or

dainty workmanship. Mr. Edgar Bundy's old lady sitting

me litat ively in a picture gallery which he calls " Memories
"

is by far the best drawing we have seen from this rising

artist, lower in its key of colour than usual, but much
warmer in tone. Mr. St. George Hare draws the head and

bust of a woman in a very difficult position with a success

no doubt gratifying to himself. A tribute of admiration

must be paid to the beautifully illuminated and admirably

balanced Georgian group, "Sir Roger de Coverley," by Mr.

Charles Green, a marvel of smooth manipulation which

occupies one of the two places of honour.

It would be impossible to inspect the contents of the

new galleries in Grafton Street with anj serious interest,

and not to feel that the exhibition is one of importance.

It is not easy to remember any collection in recent years

so typical. A gathering of painters whose sympathies are

varied in the extreme, an exposition of technical methods

most comprehensive by reason of their diversity, and a

collection of pictures with a very large proportion of them

above the general exhibition standard—these three cha-

racteristics would lend importance at any time. In por-

traiture alone the catalogue is remarkable, an unusual

feature of London exhibitions. The list is headed by Mr.

Whistler's portrait of Lady Meux, an example of painting

which would take rank with the best Mr. Whistler has done

of recent years, yet which lacks as a picture the decora

tive tendency so usually associated with this painter's work
Mr. .1. -I. Shannons half-length portrait of Lieutenant

Davey, hanging close by, has been painted with a view-

to decoration, if not of the Whistlerian school, and it is

successful in a high degree. And then comes Mr. Guthrie,

gaining great glory for the Glasgow band with his full-

length portrait of the purple robed Archbishop of Glasgow;

a good piece of honest work. M. Clemenceau addressing a

circle of electors is painted by M. Raitaku.i in a strange

and almost grotesque convention, suggesting a drawing by

Steinle in its almost bizarre effect of black and white,

although there is coloin on tile canvas. Then as to the por-

trait of "Madame It. •!.," by M. Besnard, described by the

painter as "Jaunt <t Id, n." ( >n this example of M. Besnard's

work much could be written. It is far more than a mere

colour scheme of blue and orange carried through pale

tones of mauve and purple in a silken gown, and pale

yellow light playing on a face. The poise of the figure

would have saved the picture in the presence even of bad

colour. The note of the decadence is sounded here as only

a great innovator dare sound it : that decadence, a word

we hardly understand in England. There is a dash of its

significance in Mr. Blanche's picture of "Sisters." who

stand together in the upright canvas in the Long Gallery.

Very different in character is Mr. Melville's portrait of a

young girl seated at a white piano, arrayed in a Mack gown

figured over with violet pattern in contrast with brilliant

green and red wall decoration. Here is pure design, a

daring instance, and a successful venture. The study in

white, by Mr. Dannat, tells of direct portrayal, and the

treatment is one that would raise a portrait to the level of

a picture. In landscape the collection is rich, for nearly all

the minor examples are of a good standard. There ia a
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certain proportion of the landscape treated decoratively,

and two instances, both belonging to the Glasgow school,

may be selected in the Galloway scene by Mr. Henry and
Mr. Hornel's "Summer." And, again, this same school

scores a success l>.\ reason of the excellence of Mr Har-
rington Manx's "Youth of Paris." Mr. Brangwyn,
hitherto a realist, has not been able in his " Buccaneers"

to lose all feeling for incident in the arrangement of

reds and browns, dark-blue sea, and vivid landscape, and

therefore is the work a little undecided on the point of

"decoration or story.'' His panel "Eve" is purely decora-

tive and good. But there is also good landscape painted in

the romantic mood: Mr. Peppercorn sends, among other

examples, a splendid record of a deep pool, and tall sur-

rounding trees, between the shadows of which on the

surface of the water glints all the light that can escape

from amongst the masses of driving grey cloud. In Mr.

Patterson's "Maxwilton Braes," over which the heavily

drooping clouds are dragging their shadows, there is a

tine rendering of a difficult effect, well worth recording.

SEGANTINl's "Punishment of Luxury," though imaginative

in subject, contains much obvious and well-expressed re-

miniscence of the painter's favourite Alpine region. This

is the work surely which was formerly known as " Nirvana.''

To return to a general description of the exhibition, what

could better attest to the variety of mood, sentiment, and

technique included in it than the fact that in the same
rooms are to be found Degas' " L'Absinthe," and Felicien

Rops' " Une Attrapade," in which wonderful composition

assists in telling a horrible story, almost side by side with

specimens from the studio of Fernand Khnofff, such as

the " Witch of Endor," and studies of kitten life by Madame
Henriette Ronner. Near to a Madonna by Theophile

Lybaert, breathing the spirit of German Pre-Raphaelitism

of tic time of Steinle and Overbeck, hangs FRITZ VON

Uhde's "Lord, Abide with Us," with its postulant German
peasants in a modern village street. Fantin Latour's

" Siegfried and the Daughters of the Rhine," Mr. Watts's

"Daphne" and "Thetis," crowd close to "The Passing

Train," by Mrs. Marianne Stokes, and the foliage of old

trees in Kensington ({aniens treated as "Green Brocade"

by Theodore Roussel.

In their arrangements for their sixty seventh animal

exhibition, the Royal Scottish Academy have introduced

several sweeping changes, which have tended greatly to

improve the general appearance of the galleries. Of these,

the chief has been the adoption of a much higher standard

of excellence in the works accepted, and the restriction of

the numbers which each artist may exhibit— in the case

of members of the Academy, from seven to five, and in

the case of outsiders, from rive to four. The result has

been that little more than a half of the pictures seen on

former years are now hung, and then the 517 that have

been admitted are all properly placed, so that they can

be perfectly and easily studied. Another feature of the

exhibition is the prominence—not by any means an undue

prominence— with which the French-trained, impressionistic

painters of Glasgow figure upon the walls ; a sign— along

with that of the recent admission to Academic honours of

certain of the most capable of these painters—of the in-

creasing acceptance of their aims and methods in the art-

world of the North. One of the moat popularly attractive

of the works shown is .Mr. G. < ). Reid's rendering of the

baptism at Windsor of the Prince and Princess of liatten-

berg's infant, a work in which this clever rjenn -painter has

successfully grappled with the difficulties of such a cere-

monial subject. Sir NoEL PATON, for several years unrepre-

sented here, sends two small but effective and imaginative

religious scene.-, "Vade Satana" and "Ezekiel's Valley of

Dry Bones." Mr. Allan Stewart, oftheyoungi i

of the North, scores a very distinct success by his "174(;,"

depicting the departure of Charles Edward from Scotland

alter the disasters of "the 4."i
:

" Mr. llloli CAMERON
sends several of his refined and sweetly coloured ceni

of coast and sea ; and in various works, especially in his

large landscape subject entitled "Shrimpers," Mr. EtOB) l I

Me( fREGOR attains thai gentle, low -toned harmony of colour

and lighting which is the constant aim of his art. Verj

different are the artistic aims of Mr. M'T \<a, \i: r. He was

an "impressionist" long before the days of ••impressionism,''

and has been striving for many a year to paint nature in

the mass, Nature in her totality ; to get her vivid colouring,

her unity of atmosphere, her sense of endless motion into

his canvases. Very successful in these directions is his

large subject of " Blythe ( >ctober" now shown. One of the

most striking of the exhibits is Mr. James Guthrie's

"Midsummer," his diploma picture; he also shows two

examples of his refined wink in pastels, now SO well

known in the South. Among the landscapists, Mr. LaWTON
Wingate stands clearly first, and some interesting woik

comes also from Mr. W. 1 >. M'Kay, Mr Robert Noble,

and Mr. James Paterson ; while in his "Watching and

Waiting," Mr. Robert Alexander shows animal paint-

ing of remarkable excellence. In his " Hearts of Oak,"

Mr. W. Hole deals with an ambitious battle-subject;

and in his "Springtime," Mr. E. A. Hornel indulges, as

is his delightful wont, in a perfect revel of splendid but

non-naturalistic colour. In portraiture the most important

works are the three subjects, including a powerful and

delicate half-length of Professor Blackie, contributed by Sir

George Reid, who also shows a refined example of flower

painting. With the pastels by Mr. Guthrie, already re-

ferred to, the works of Mr. A. Melville. Mr. H. W. Kerr,

Mr. E. Alexander, and Mr. li. B. Nisbet are the most

worthy of the contents of the Water-colour Boom ; and the

best things in the rather meagre display of sculpture come

from Mr. Pittendrigh Macgillivray.

The thirty-second spring exhibition of the Glasgow

Institute of the Fine Arts, which opened on Tih of February .

and will remain open until 8th of May, is representa-

tive of much that is best in Scottish art of today. The

body of young painters, loosely and not quite accurately

designated "tin Glasgow school," agree rather in the

theories they hold regarding art, than in their actual art-

practice. Among the ablest of the Glasgow painters who are

bound together with common sympathies are Messrs. .1 wmi :s

Guthrie, R.S.A., John Lavery.A.RS.A., George Henry,

E. A. Hornel, I'.. A. Walton, A. U.S.A.. .Tames Paterson,

Alex. Roche, D. V. Cameron, and W. Kennedy. These

are all strongly represented in the Glasgow exhibition.

( Ither Glasgow painters who show well are Messrs. Joseph

Henderson. A. K. Brown, A. U.S.A., Tom McEwan, D.

Mackellar, Morris Henderson, John Henderson, Kerr
Lawson, Hamilton Maxwell, .1. D. Taylor, -i. Miller,

W. O. Mil. i.ei:. and Miss BLATHERWICK. Portraiture is

this year stronger than usual. Sir George Reid, P.R.S.A.,

exhibits " 1'rofessor (lairdncr" ami ".lames Duncan," and

among the portrait-painters represented are the late John
PETTIE, R.A., anil Messrs. GrEIFFENHAGKN, RoUSSELL,

MOUAT LOUDAN, WlRGMAN, .1. E. CHRISTIE, and I!. ( '.

Crawford. Mr. Colin Hunter's "burial of the Mac-

donalds," and Mr. David Murray's " Hampshire Haying,"

are in conspicuous places. London artists, considering the

counter-pull of the Chicago Exhibition, have been liberal
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exhibitors, and several important pictures come from Paris,

Brussels, The Hague, Munich, and Antwerp. Some ex-

cellent lean pictures give interest and additional educa-

tional value to the exhibition. The sculpture room is an

important part of the Glasgow galleries, and much in-

teresting work is shown there by young London men, such

as Messrs. Onslow Ford, A.E.A., Harry Bates, A.R.A.,

Frampton, Lucchesi, Drury, Magill, Gascomee John,

Pomeroy, Forsyth, and others. Mr. Macgillivray ex-

hibits two admirable busts, and Mr. Kellock Brown a

striking head and a figure. A room has this year been

given up to architectural designs and drawings.

To Scotchmen and those who know and love Scotland

the little pictures of "The Highlands and Lowlands," by

Mi-. Joseph Farquharson, exhibited at the galleries

of the Fine Art Society, Bond Street, especially appealed.

A realist and a patriot, Mr. Farquharson displays more

fidelity than imagination, a quality, no doubt, which endears

him to those who treasure, pleasurable or romantic associa-

tions with the actual friths and fells, glens and burns he

depicts. He has sought most of his subjects in Aberdeen-

shire, and he is happiest in painting the fugitive gleam

of winter sunset on desolate moor, tumid river in spate, or

serried squadron of gloomy firs.

Mr. Thom \s McLean brings new pictures to the Hay-

market every spring ; but as his customers vary little,

their taste makes itself fell as a constant quantity from

year to year. Of the usual group of minutely finished

little oils, Seiler's port nut of Frederick the Great, seated on

a white horse at the head of his staff, is startlingly like a

Napoleon the Great by Meissonier. Herr Conrad Kiesel

contributes an idealised odalisque in draperies of luscious

hues, feeding some wonderfully painted pigeons at a marble

fountain ; and M. Vastagh sends two splendidly aiassive

heads of beasts, one of a lion, the other of a tiger ; but the

most pleasing of the foreign works are the beautiful studies

of children, direct and masterly in handling, tender and

natural in feeling, by the Russian Harlamoff. Two
brilliant renderings of a breezy day in the English Channel

by Mr. Henry Moore, a dainty arrangement in orange

called " Anemones " by Mr. Albert Moore, and some

variations on the ever-popular fox-terrier theme by Mr.

Burton Barber are among the British examples.

The works of two artists, natives of Nottingham, viz..

Thomas Barber and John Rawson Walker, at present

form an interesting exhibition in the great gallery of

the Nottingham Castle Museum. This is a continua-

tion of tin' series of exhibitions of works by natives of

Nottingham, which the Director, Mr. (!. Harry Wallis,

F.S.A., commenced in 1884 with works of Thomas and

Paul Sandby. Mr. Wallis has been able to bring to-

gether on the present occasion, after much difficulty,

about eighty portraits by Thomas Barber and one hundred

and ten landscapes by John Rawson Walker. The works

of these two painters have until now been practically

unknown, except in the immediate neighbourhood of their

native town, though both were in their day frequent

exhibitors at the Royal Academy. Thomas Barber's

portrait of Colonel Desbrowe, Vice-Chamberlain to Queen
Charlotte, obtained a place of honour in the II. A. Exhi-

bition of 1810, and it would be of interest to know where
this portrait at present is, as also that of Mrs. Siddons,

by the same artist, exhibited at the Academy in 1819.

Rawson Walker was the inventor of a charming process of

carbon "i charcoal drawing, by which he obtained most
beautiful results, especially effects of atmosphere.

REVIEW.

"The Evolution of Decorativt Art," by Henry Bal-

four, M.A., F.Z.S. (Perceval and Co.), is just what it

pretends to be, a short introduction to the study of pre-

historic and savage art. Mr. Balfour is a man of science;

he never wanders off into vague discourse on art in general,

but confines himself to his subject, and holds the reader's

attention. The most interesting part of the book is where

(by the aid of illustrations, not always very attractive in

themselves, but answering their purpose admirably) he

traces the evolution of design, and shows how patterns

have been modified in the course of generations. He
explains to us, for example, that what appears at first

sight to be a mere meaningless fret is the very image
of a curly-tailed monkey; and how the highly-decorated

stave heads of the New Zealand chiefs, with their tongue-

shaped ending, have actually reference to the Maori's

practice of putting out his tongue at his enemy. One may
hesitate at times to accept the conclusions of the author,

but he makes no great demands upon our credulity ; and

if ever a notion is a little far-fetched, he has the wit

to put it in the form of a suggestion. The book is not

addressed to the artist in particular : but, if he should

he given at all to speculate as to the beginnings of orna-

ment, he will find in it substantial food for reflection.

NEW ENGRAVINGS.

Amongst the latest publications by the Autotype Com-
pany arc three pictures very diverse in subject, but all

extremely well reproduced in photogravure—" Consulting

the Witch,'' by Mr. Fred Roe; "Young England,'' a

picture of horses by Mi-. Edwin Douglas; and "The
Carpenter at Nazareth," a somewhat decorative religious

picture by Mr. Willi wi Lani E.

Mr. Robert Dunthorue, of Vigo Street, has just published

a set of etchings by Mr. David Law, illustrating the

"( lountry of Burns.'' Mr. Law has tried to a certain extent

to underline the aesthetic beauty of his work with literary

meaning, and has, we think, succeeded. The series, seven

in number, is more or less biographic. "
I Sums' Cottage

mar Ayr" gives us the poet's humble birthplace, seen

through driving rain. In "Afton Water," " Alloway Kirk,''

"On the Nith," and "Lincheden Abbej " Mr. Law displays

his liking for comprehensive subject and mastery of ex-

haustive detail.

NOTABIL1A.

Another step towards the completion of the Borough

Road Polytechnic was accomplished on March 13, when

Mr. Passmore Edwards formally opened the library, which

has been well endowed. The art section of the catalogue

contains works of a high standard both practical and

theoretical, and includes several of Mr. Buskin's principal

productions.

An effort is being made at Colchester to acquire for that

town the interesting and valuable collection of Romano-

British antiquities brought together by Mr. Joslin. It is a

matter of archaeological importance that this collection

should l.e kept in the country, and as only £1,700 are

required for the purpose, it is hoped that the appeal made
by the local committee will be readily responded to, more

especially as it is probable that, in the event of this not be-

ing attained, the collection will be bought for America.

Owing to pressure on our space the obituary and other

matters are unavoidably held over.
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SIR JOHN GILBERT AND THE MUNICIPALITIES.

The generous distribution by Sir John Gilbert, II. A.,

P.R.W.S., of his works among the Corporations of London,

Liverpool, Birmingham, and Manchester, is one of those

arts nf patriotic munificence of which Mr. 1 1. F. Watts has

set so fine an example. It lias for some years been known
that Sir John did intend to leave his works to the nation.

His first thought was to build a gallery for their reception,

but his more recent decision is a far wiser one, by reason of

its greater utility to the greater number. The recipients

have shown their appreciation by a haste that under

other circumstances might be called indecent.- Members
of the London Corporation railed at once upon Sir John
and secured for the Guildhall the cream of the collection.

This consists of about twenty oil and water-colours, of a

market value, it is believed, of more than £15,000. Half an
hour later came the Liverpool representatives, post haste,

and were also permitted to make their choice. The merits

and characteristics of Sir John Gilbert's work are too well

known to need description here, but it may lie mentioned
that they include "St. George and the Dragon" (1881),

"Henry VIII. and Cardinal Wolsey " (1888), "Lancelot"

(1886), and "Don Quixote's Niece and Housekeeper"

(1891) among the oil-pictures, and among the drawings,

"Cardinal Wolsey on his way to Westminster Hall"

(1887), "The Battle of the Standard" (1880), "The Knight

Errant," "The Witch," "War," and "The Prince and
Princess of Wales going to a Drawing Boom." All the

former have been seen at the Royal Academy, and the

latter, or most of them, at the Royal Water-Colour

Society's exhibitions. To Birmingham have been pre-

sented, besides eleven drawings, " The Triumph of the

Victors," "French Cuirassiers," "A Windy Day," "Owen
Glendower's House at Dolgelly," and a few smaller works.

A considerable number of works included in the gifts will

be presented shortly in the pages of The Magazine of Art.

THE CONDITION OF THE ENGLISH PICTURES AT
THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

A very serious charge has been brought against the

directorate of the National Gallery in the following letter,

which, under date 5th April, 1893, Mr. James Oreock has

addressed to us :

—
' On Monday last [Bank Holiday] a

friend from the country and I visited the National Gallery,

chiefly to see the English pictures. Of course, as before,

we were unable to see the Turner water-colours, the

'Liber Studiorum,' the Dewints, ice, for the iron gates

were barred against us. My reason fur writing to you now,

however, is to direct attention to the fart that in the

English Gallery, No. XX., there are more cracked and

perished pictures than are to be found in all the other

galleries put together. Xo. 404, Stanfield's picture,

' Entrance to the Zuyder Zee," on the left-hand side, is

simply shrivelled and in 'islets.' Leslie's ' Uncle Toby

and Widow Wadinan,' Xo. 103, is as bad ; while STOT-

hard's 'Greek Vintage,' Xo. 317, and Wilkie's 'Village

Festival' and 'Blind Fiddler,' are on the same road to

ruin. We are, of course, informed that the use of bitumen

is the cause of the damage, because it ebbs and flows

according to the temperature. The Dutch, ( leriuan, and

h
*•'-

Italian Masters ran in. such risk, because they never used
bitumen. Will it be believed, however, although ever)

schoolboy knows the fatal propensities of this colour, thai

no precautions are taken even to palliati the evil, on tie

contrary, means are adopted to develop it ! My friend ami

1 were officially informed on Monday last that the ,h\ heal

in the old foreign Masters' Galleries was tempered by
the presence of water; whereas the galleries of our own
masters, where it is specially needed, no water is supplied.

Is it intended rapidly to destroy from the fare el the earth

numbers of our valuable English pictures by depriving

them of the only remedy against the searching dry heal

to which they are constantly exposed ! 11. in a word, the

foreign pictures without bitumen need moisture, how much
mine do those with bitumen require it .' Let anyone

examine the matter for himself by paying a visit to the

National ( lallery."

In the face of a heavy indictment such as this, the

authorities at the National Gallery cannot remain inactive.

We have ourselves paid a visit to Trafalgar Square, and can

bear testimony to the allegations advanced with so much
frank emphasis by Mr. Orrock. He Iris even understated

the extent of the damage now proceeding. It is surely

only necessary to place the facts before the notice of Sir

Frederick Burton, to have immediate attention paid to

them, and a stop put to this deplorable state of things.

Sir Frederick, in his reply, hardly seems as yel to admit

their seriousness. But we eaiuiot agree with him that the

English pictures are fore-doomed to perdition : nor can

we see why the precautionary measures taken tor the

protection of foreign pictures should be denied to English.

Water, says the Director, is only necessary in the foreign

galleries as so many of the pictures are painted on panel.

Very well; but is it not a fact that nearly three score of

English pictures are painted upon panel too .' and being

moreover tainted with bitumen, require the protection of

water still more than the foreign works? And we cannot

forget that several of our greatest treasures—notably those

by Wilkie—are painted upon panel : masterpieces on which

is largely based the claim of the English school for excellence.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY IN 1892.

The report of the National (lallery is, as usual, a satis

factory document. The urgency of the demand for exten-

sion of the gallery is stronglj put, and ran surely not he

hmg resisted by the < lovemment, especially as Sir Frederick

Burton shows with so much clearness how the enlargement

can easily be etl'eeted. < Inly two pictures have been bought

during the year—the -Ian Vermeer of Delft (which we re

cently illustrated) for the sum of 62,400 out of a Parlia

lnentary grant-in-aid; and "Hogarth's Servants'' (also

illustrated in our pages) tor the muii of 6162 15s. out

of the Lewis fund. The bequests and donations include

thirty six numbers of varj ing importance, to most of « Inch

we have from time to time referred. Thirty-four pictures

have been cleaned and varnished, but none as Far as we

see have been repaired, though some so urgently require

it, and thirty-six have been put under glass; 505,787

persons have visited the galleries on public days, and

it, ins on student-days the latter bringing in 61,048
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23,9!)1 students' attendances were recorded throughout the

year on the Thursdays and Fridays devoted to them : 1,093

oil-copies of pictures were completed—467 from the works

of 89 old masters, and 626 from the works of 4s modern

painters—and the total number of copies of the catalogue

sold amounted to 16,067. The three-shilling edition of the

foreign catalogue (a bulky volume) is referred to, as well as

the appointment of Mr. Alfred de Rothschild to the vacant

trusteeship of the late Sir William Gregory.

EXHIBITIONS.

Some galleries we enter with a predisposition to be

pleased. Of such is that of the "Old Water-Colour

Society." True, inferior work creeps even into a close

exhibition ; but it rarely falls below a certain standard.

We regard the summer exhibition as one of unusual

strength, and what is perhaps more fascinating, variety.

Between the careful work of Mr. Birket Foster, of

which "Fast Castle" is an excellent example, and the

strong and masterful impressionistic art of the Glas-

wegian, Mr. Arthur Melville, exhibited in his drawing

of the burning and busy quays of "Boulaek," with tin-

forest of slanting felucca yards barring the deep blue sky

behind them, lies the whole field of British water-colour

landscape. Within these extremes come Mr. Thorne
Waite, staunch in his adherence to the older traditions,

with such broad and healthy work as the Dewintian "Over
the Downs to Littlehampton," and Mr. 1!. W. Allan, a

Scotchman whose instinct for nature is swift and true,

grasping tin' essentials and handling them with masterly

simplicity, whose colour-sense fully awoke when he visited

India, and who has never shown better work than his

"From Shore to Shore," a drawing of singular luminosity

and transparency. Miss Clara Montalba, in "A Visit to

the Fleet, Venice," finds the poetry of vague colour, black,

white, and green, in massive ironclads saluting. Mr. J.

W. North, in "The Mill Ham in the W I," clothes the

Somersetshire thicket with a veil of mystical white vapour,

deftly suggesting the intricate tracery of an infinitude of

bare brown branches. Nor is the variety less marked in

the figure subjects. Mr. .1. 11. Henshall, an old Academy
student, and one of the most dexterous of our aquarellists,

sends "Magdalene," rather melodramatic in feeling and
incongruous in composition, but technically a marvel;
and an enlarged version of his clever ami sprightly "La
Coquette,' which we reproduced last year. Mr. E. 11.

Hughes' "Amo, I love," a white-robed youthful monk
wistfully twirling a red carnation, is admirable in ex-

pression, delicate' observation of values, and painting of

drapery; and the artist is to be greatly congratulated on
his increased freedom of touch. Professor Eerkomer's
admiration for the late Fred Walker and the living J.

W. North reveals itself in sincere and frank imitation

in " Hagar," a peasant woman, who stands deserted and
outlawed beside a sleeping urchin in a pleasant English
lane. Rigid in outline, but attractive in its harmony of

orange-browns, it shows great technical merit, and is

Strongly characteristic of its painter. In " Street Scene,
Suez," Mr. Henry Wallis shows an elaborate piece of
work, a shop-door with figures, in which the colour is

treated from the vivid view -point of the missal painter.

< )ne of the pictures of the year is Mr. Lionel Smyth's
"Boulogne: an Impression," a knot of buxom fisher-girls

moving swiftly along the foreground, the great port, with
its shipping, alert and bustling behind them—a spacious
ami spontaneous, most wholesome piece of work. Sir John

GILBERT send- two characteristic Cervantes subjects, vigor-

ous in draughtsmanship, romantic but humorous in feeling,

black in the shadows. Miss Rose Barton, the new Associate,

is, by a temporary inadvertence, absent from the catalogue.

The spring exhibition of that bellicose little body, the

New English Art Club, excites less interest than usual.

Several examples of the work of the Parisian Impressionists,

M. Claude Monet, M. J. F. Raffaelli, Mdme. Morisot,

and M. Degas were displayed. But these do not call for

the attention of the critic, as they were not exhibited by

their painters for the purpose of challenging an English

verdict, but by their English owners to give a certain mrli, I

to the exhibition. One end of the gallery was occupied by

an enormous canvas by Mr. C. W. FuRSE, an equestrian

portrait of the Master of the North Hereford Hunt, sur-

rounded by the pick of his pack, in which the artist rose

superior to the prize-ring and show-bench treatment gener

ally accorded such subjects, ft was faced by a posthumous

full-length commission portrait of Mr. Bradlaugh at the Bar

of the House, by Mr. Walter Siceert, still and monoton-

ous in colour, and commonplace in technique
; but strong,

dignified, and unmistakably repeating the legend on the

massive frame, " The grave alone shall make me yield."

A portrait-sketch by Mr. Sargent of Mr. Jefferson the

actor accomplishes with breathless dexterity the task in

which Mr. Sickert failed. Mr. Wilson I'. Steer, one of

the advanced members, sent an " impression " of the Il.Y.S.

week, fugitive white shapelessnesses in a mass of blue, con-

veying, nevertheless, a certain notion of breezy hurry and
vibrating sunlit air. Mr. Aubrey Be um»i.ev's weird draw-

ings, "Salome" and "La Femme [ncomprise," possessed

a morbid attractiveness; and Mr. Brabazon, the distin-

guished amateur, showed two of his rarely beautiful water-

colour suggestions of light, colour, and landscape.

The Orrock loan collection of Old Nankin Blue China

at the Fine Art Society's is composed of the choicest

specimens of this lovely ceramic art. The pieces are

nearly all of the Ming period, and are in perfect condition.

The most striking are the two garnitures, composed of

live pieces each, viz., three vases and two beakers. The
garniture with the (. hinese gods in we b( h, \e, unique ,

and
tl ue composed also of three vases and two beakers, and

named the double-aster garniture, is almost as rare. The
rich colouring of this set is extraordinary, and artistically

considered, its rank is of the highest class. There are two
other complete garnitures of fine pieces, one called the

Dog-Lion set and the other the Vandyke set. Perhaps the

most rare and curious vase is one called the gourd-pattern

vase, which is made of soft paste, and much prized by
American collectors. This vase has a genuine lid which is

quaint and curious. The loan collection includes numbers
of rare pairs of the finest Nankin blue : two jugs from the

Blenheim collection, quite perfect, and two from a Dutch
collection. Here we see the "Howell dish" and ewer,

which is considered unique. The high-shouldered square

six-mark bottle is of superb quality of blue and paste, ami
the drawing is clean and sharp, and the panels are ar-

tistically designed and richly covered. The Bossetti bottle

with the monogram is beautiful and interesting. It repre-

sents the ho-ho bird with accompanying ornamental designs.

There is an extremely rare and richly designed and coloured

dragon basin, with an "agate "ground as living and deep as

a Hawthorn pot of the highest class: about half a dozen

"tiger-lily" ovoid bottles of the first quality, and all

with perfect covers; as many "reticulated" bottles of

equal beauty, and a large double-aster bottle with white

top, which is the rarest of the rare; long Elizas by the
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dozen, dragon bottles, warrior bottles, raised Hawthorn
vases, and numbers more of artistocratic quality ; and last,

but not least, a Hawthorn jar with curious cover which can-

not be paired. The collection for sale is composed of very

good and brilliant pieces for the must part, and most of them
in good condition. There are plates and bottles in plenty

for the collector of small cabinet "examples," with six marks,

jade, leaf, table, ring marks, &c. Some of the pieces in this

collection are very fine, although for the most part small.

The Continental Gallery, Bond Street, continues to

enjoy the monopoly of such work as it pleases M. .Ian Van
Beers himself to send to England. Six small pictures at

the present time attest the wit, patient skill, and exquisite

colour sense of this brilliant and eccentric genius. By far

the most attractive of them is a small picture, less aggres-

sive than usual in its evidence of labour, which is called

" La Paresseuse." The figure is beautifully modelled, the

piquant note of the pink against the black carrying out

the sentiment of malicious sparkle and provocation of pose

and expression. "A Fantasia in Morocco," mounted Arabs,

in white burnous, furiously charging across the desert in

the strong sunlight, by M. M. Romberg, is one of the many
examples of the cleverness and audacity of Paris of to-day.

An exhibition of drawings by four black-and-white

artists of great skill and individuality in their several ways

—Messrs. Reginald Cleaver, Everard Hopkins, W. H.

Overend, and Fred Pegkam—was held during the month
at the Hogarth Club.

At the French Gallery has been exhibited a selection of

the works of Seflor PRADILLA—a more interesting collec-

tion than has for a long while been exhibited within these

walls. Pradilla is a draughtsman of consummate skill,

and works with equal ability and effect on a colossal

scale, or as a miniaturist. His colour is a little strong

and vivid, but it is harmonious and well-ordered, and in his

handling of his subjects he gives proof of enormous power.

We like his historical subjects less than his street scenes,

and although he is a master of expression, he appears to us

to reach his apogee in his pictures of street crowds. Atmo-
sphere, sunshine, life—these are to be found in his best

works ; and of these there are some examples to be seen

in the extensive collection at Messrs. Wallis's Gallery.

We have received for review Monsieur Michel's superb

monograph on " Rembrandt : Sa Vie et son (Euvre " (Paris :

Librairie Hachette) —a work as masterly in its grasp and

fulness as it is admirable in the profusion and excellence

of its illustration ; but as the book is now in the hands of

Mr. Frederick Wedmore, who has undertaken to translate

it for its English publisher, Mr. Heinemann, we reserve

our notice until its re-appearance—merely recording at the

present time our high appreciation of this monumental work.

The last issue of the Border Edition of the Waverley

novels is "The Heart <;/' Midlothian " (John C. Xinuno).

There is no falling-off in the admirable manner in which

these volumes are being produced : and in one particular

there is a distinct improvement ; the etchings are better,

and better printed than some which have appeared in

previous volumes. The frontispiece, "Effie and Geordie,"

by .Mr. M acijeth-Raeburn, from the painting by Sir John
Millais, is a very admirable reproduction of the picture,

ami some of Mr. WALTER Paget's drawings have lent

themselves wonderfully to this method of reproduction.

In "J Cackli about Trees" (F. and E. Stoneham) Mr.

Clifton, the Professor of Painting at the Royal Institution,

Woolwich, talks to amateurs in a bright an. I chatt) matter
on the best methods of drawing trees. His "cackle" is

accompanied by numerous illustrations.

"J I'm/ in it Gallery of Our Celebrities" (Sampson Low,

Marston and Co., Limited, London) lias now entered upon
its fifth volume, and continues to maintain its high

standard of excellence. The portraits are reproductions

of photographs by Messrs. Walery, Limited, and serve as

permanent records of persons of eminence of today in

society and the leading professions.

When artists have to wander about for days looking

for notes of detail or effect, the question of the weight of

their sketching apparatus becomes a matter of consider-

able importance. Carrying his "traps" often takes much
more out of a man than making his sketch. With the

idea of affording the painter relief in this matter Messrs.

Reeves have put upon the market a little "colour-box

sketch book," which contains a sketch block 7 by •">, colours,

box, and palette, brush, pencil, and india-rubber, and by an

ingenious arrangement the whole apparatus only measures

when together 7J by 5i inches and weighs but a few

ounces, so that with a little water bottle which accompanies

the "sketch block" one has all the necessary material for

making water-colour notes within the compass of a few-

inches and the weight of a few ounces.

NOTABILIA.

Poissy, where Meissonier had his estate, and where

he painted when he was not working in Paris, is to be

adorned with a statue of the master.

Erratum.—We regret that, owing to a printer's error,

the engraving by Monsieur Gusman, in our review of

Mr. Hamerton's "Man in Art," was entitled "Silence"
instead of " Silenus."

The superb collection of arms and armour belonging to

the Baron de Cosson has been distributed at Christie's.

Several of its finest pieces have been engraved in the pages

of this Magazine.

Mr. Mouat Loudan, who has been appointed to the

Westminster School of Art, in succession to Professor

Brown, has established several new classes of applied art.

The annual banquet of the Artists' Benevolent Fund
will be held at the Holborn Restaurant on the 21st of

June, Mr. Henry Irving in the chair. Any subscriptions

sent to this office will be duly forwarded and acknowledged.

Under the Home Rule Bill, it appears, Irish art educa-

tion would become dissociated from that of England. If

the severance from South Kensington showed any change

at all in Ireland, it would almost necessarily be one tor the

better.

There is every reason to believe that, owing to tin-

grave abuse of Show Sunday by the impertinent intrusion

of uninvited strangers into artists' studios, the function

will be greatly restricted next year, and by several eminent

artists altogether discontinued.

PrOUT'S lost "Hovel' Pier," to which we referred some-

time back, has come to light. The owner, Mr. Alexander

Bell, informs us that it is in his possession in South

Africa, lie having inherited it through his father from the

late General Sir John Hell, of Cadogan Place.

Two thousand works, exclusive of those by members
and associates, were submitted to the jurj of the New
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Salon, in the Champ de Mars. It is believed that 9,500

were sent in to the Royal Academy—a reduction of con-

siderably over a thousand on last year.

Monsieur Chartran. the painter of the portrait of the

Pope, which, through the medium of reproduction, has

met with such extraordinary success in France, Italy, and

Austria, has been created a Roman Count, in acknowledg-

ment of his achievement.

A portrait of Turner as a boy, by Hoppnee, has been

sold at Christie's. The chief interest about the picture is

that, except to Dance, and on a couple of occasions t<>

himself, the great landscapist never willingly, or indeed

consciously, sat to any artist for his portrait. All other

likenesses of him—and they are fairly numerous—have

been executed surreptitiously.

Prince Sciarra has not been allowed to defy his Gov-

ernment with impunity. Owing to his having spirited

some of his pictures out of the country, being well aware

of the severe laws against such proceedings, he has been

sentenced to three months' imprisonment and a fine £200,

plus the value of the pictures and the costs of the prosecu-

tion. The verdict is unpopular, and permission to appeal

has been accorded.

There is a disposition to erect a memorial-brass to the

late John Pettie in St. Paul's Cathedral, in recognition

of the great influence for good he exercised on the rising

school some twenty years ago. An alternative proposal

suggests a statue in his native village as a titter monu-
ment. His executors have destroyed about threescore of

his studies, &c, lest coming ultimately into the market,

retouched by hacks and sold as genuine "Petties," they

might hurt the artist's reputation.

OBITUARY.

The sudden death of Mr. Vil'at Cole, R.A., at the age

of sixty, occurred on the Cth of April. The main facts of

his life have been fully dealt with in the pages of The
Magazine of Art,* so that they need hardly be repeated

here. It may, however, be recorded that Mr. Cole's great

popularity found its root not in the numerous pretty and

rather characterless pictures of the Thames, which he pro-

duced during several years in obedience to an arrangement

contracted with a dealer, but rather in the spacious and

well-composed landscapes, SO finely studied in their detail

and often masterly in their execution, which he painted

before he was admitted as a full member to the Academy-
He never rose to the altitude and masterful solidity of

Linnell ; but beside the mediocrity of F. R. Lee, the only

other landscapist in the Academy at the time of bis election,

he was a giant, and was hailed as a veritable genius by the

public, who loved and could recognise and understand his

scenes of pasturage and woodland, of heath and river, of

hill and valley—always pleasant, always unmistakably Eng-
lish. We doubt if Mr. Vicat Cole would ever have become
a great landscapist ; indeed, we are convinced he never

would, but had he not tied himself down to tickle the

public taste with prettiness, and had he given freer play

to his better artistic self, he would certainly have con-

quered a position on the roll of English artists which it is

impossible now to award him. Yet certain early works of

his, mid several of his water-colours, take high rank in the

sum of the national achievement. "The Pool of London,"

painted in L888, and bought by the Chantrey Bequest for

the sum of 62,000, might almost have been a great picture,

See Vol. i., p. 149.

had the artist not unfitted himself for the execution of

fine work through his dalliance with Mammon.
Mr. Claude Calthrop, whose sudden death is an-

nounced, was the pupil of Mr. John Sparkes and of the

Royal Academy, where he gained the gold medal for his-

torical work, and finished his artistic education in Paris

Since that time he has always been a popular Outsider,

having the faculty of painting interesting pictures of a

dramatic or an anecdotic nature. His technique was of a

sufficiently high order to secure his pictures good places on
the walls of the Academy, w here for many years he has been

an exhibitor. He was forty-eight years of age, and, by the

way, was brother of the late Mr. John Clayton, the actor.

.Monsieur Henri Sciilksincer, portrait and subject

painter, who was naturalised French in 1870, was born in

Frankfort in 1 S14, and after studying in Vienna, estab-

lished himself in Paris, where he exhibited at the Salon

regularly from 1840 to 1889. In the very first year he ob-

tained a medal with his "Seductions of Life" and other

works ; in f*47 he gained a second-class medal ; and in

18C6 he was admitted to the Legion of Honour. His por-

trait of the Sultan Mahmoud Khan II. is at Versailles.

Monsieur Loris Cabat, who has died at Paris in his

eightieth year, was known as an exhibitor at the Salon

from 1833 until 1891. As a landscapist his merit was early

recognised, having received a medal in 1834. At the Inter-

national Exhibition of 1867 lie was again rewarded ; he

was created a Knight of the Legion of Honour in 1843,

and Officer in 1855. He obtained the membership of the

Institute in 1867, and in 1878 he succeeded M. Lenepveu
as director of the French Academy at Rome. His early

work was of the Romantic school, naturalistic and charac-

teristic, as his " L'Etang de Yille d'Avray " and other of

his works in the Luxembourg and the provincial galleries

sufficiently prove ; but later on he became more academic,

even classic, in his composition. Yet he never lost his

great technical skill nor compounded with his deep poetic

sense and love of nature.

The death of Professor William LiiBKE at Carlsruhe,

at the age of sixty-seven, is the most serious loss to art

during the past few months. A great critic of art, he

was still greater as an art-historian, and his treatise on
" Mediaeval Art in Westphalia" (1853), " History of Architec-

ture "
( isi.i), "Ground-plan of the History of Art" (1860),

- History of the Plastic Arts "
(1863), and, chief of all, his

two great books on the Renaissance of Art in Germany
and France, have placed him on the highest pinnacle in

his own line. " To Liibke belongs," says one writer,

"after Kugler and Schnaare, the merit of having turned

the attention of Germany to the study of art and the

monuments of art in tin r historical relations Hr pro-

fessorship took him first to Berlin, and last to Stuttgart,

where he died.

We regret also to have to record the death of the

"father" of Russian painters, G A. Tkodtowbki, who was

born at Kursk in 1856, and, after studying at St. Peters-

burg from lS4o to 1st!), devoted himself to painting

pictures of Russian popular life, finally serving as inspector

of the Moscow School of Fine Arts from 1871 to 1880; of

Mr. George Earle, R.I., whose talent in water-colour

painting was of a highly respectable quality ; and of lime.

Anna Belinska, the Hungarian artist, whose virile and

Hans-like portrait of herself in the Academy two years ago

attracted so much attention, and whose pastels were looked

for with interest in the principal exhibitions of France,

Germany, and Austria.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY ELECTION'S.

The last elections of the Academy, which resulted in

promotion to full membership of Messrs. MacWhirter,
Henry Mooke, and Henky Woods, and the selection of

Mr. J. W. North as Associate, are here as usual dealt

with in some detail. At the first "scratching" thirteen

names were sent up, and of these there went on to the

blackboard as many as nine. : Messrs. Val Prinsep, Storey,

MacWhirter, Boughton, Aitchison, Woods, Bodley, Leader,

and Moore. Mr. MacWhirter and Mr Moore, after the

second voting, went up to the ballot, and the former was

elected. At the next election twelve names came up, and

of them eight went on the blackboard. Mr. Moore and

Mr. Woods received the greatest number of scratches,

and at the final tussle Mr. Woods was successful. The
third election, owing to an accident, gave rise to some
bitter feeling, and to one of the most painful scenes ever

witnessed at an Academy election, but upon this point

we do not feel ourselves called to enlarge, for, after all,

the matter exclusively concerns the members themselves,

and, as the final result was extremely satisfactory, the

contretemps may well lie passed over. Nine names came

up, those passing on the blackboard being Messrs. Bough-

ton, Bodley, Prinsep, Waterhouse, Leader, and Moore. Mr.

Prinsep and Mr. Moore went up to ballot, and the latter

was declared duly elected.

Ill the matter of the Associateship the paper handed

round contained the names of as many as 141 candidates ;

but not more than twenty-two of these were recognised

by the first voting, and only five got on to the blackboard.

They were Messrs. Bramley, -I. M. Swan, J. W. North,

J. Sargent, and J. Farquharson. The final struggle lay

between Mr. Bramley and Mr. North, and in the end

the exquisite Somersetshire painter secured the victory.

MR, BURNE-JONES AND Till: ROYAL ACADEMY.

In reply to our criticism of the action—or rather the

inaction—of the Royal Academy in respect to Mr. Burne-
Joxes which led eventually to that artist's withdrawal,

we have received the following letter from Mr. E. J.

Gregory, A.R.A. :
—

The Editor of The Magazine oe Art.

Sir,—I shall be glad if you will afford me, as one who
took part in the election of Mr. Burne-Jones to the Asso-

ciateship of the Royal Academy, an opportunity of correct-

ing, from my own personal knowledge and observation, the

very considerable errors into wdiich you have inadvertently

fallen in your justification of his recent resignation of that

position ; and in doing this, I wish you, Sir, to understand

that I am in no way discussing, or expressing any opinion

upon, Mr. Burne-Jones's action in the matter—my sincere

admiration for his great genius would in any case deter me
from so doing—but am merely endeavouring to clear up those

points in your article that I think likely to misinform your

readers on the subject of this and other Academical elections.

And I must, I fear, begin by destroying the foundation for

the great body of your remarks, inasmuch as they are based

on the assumption that the election in question was, in

matters of form, of an unusual character. This was not

the case. The candidate's " invariable preliminary step of

putting his name down," as you express it, has ceased to be

a "required condition" since the year L867, and was not,

as you imply, abrogated for this special occasion. Candi-

dates for Academical honour's are proposed and seconded b)

members of the body, and in the case of the election refi rred

to this form was duly observed. Mr. Burne-Jones's name
appeared upon the Candidates' List, and, 1 need hardly say.

he was immediately elected, the process of "scratching

and " balloting," habitually used 1>\ the Academy on these

occasions, being, however, sedulously carried out. Speaking
tor myself and of those about me at the ti , I can assure

you that no pressure of any kind was put upon us by any-

one, and that we were perfectly free to vote according to

our inclinations. Nor do 1 think that this circumstance in

any way detracts from the value of the compliment thus

made, though it certainly invalidates any argument based

on an assumed " invitation." With regard to your state

merit that Associates of later election than Mr. Burne-Jones

have been passed over his head, I beg to inform you that,

as a matter of fact, not a single painter has been so pro

moted ; the sole instance in which this has been done was

the case of a sculptor, admittedly of the highest eminence,

who was selected to till a vacancy created by the loss of a

member of his own profession. Reading further in your

article, 1 find myself moved to ask for information on the

following point, which you would seem to have satisfactorily

settled in your own mind, viz. : How far and in what way

would the irksomeness and the breach of the principles

of savoir vivre involved in the disinclination to fulfil the

obligations of an Associate (when one is an Associate) be

alleviated and repaired by the imposition of the far he a\ ier

duties and responsibilities devolving on a full member?
With reference to the animadversions upon the Royal

Academy, with which you conclude, I must say it seems to

me a little hard to hold that body responsible for its ill-

fortune in being baulked in its good intentions towards

Mason and Waiker, by the premature deaths of those

bright geniuses. One curious point in this connection here

occurs to me. This: It is observable that when any very

considerable artist goes to join the heavenly company of

Reynolds and Van Dyke the critics -who remain simul-

taneously discover that his position in, and even admittance

to, the Temple of Fame must perforce be left to the decision

of posterity, ami descant most prudently, as well they may,

on the impossibility of forming a correct contemporaneous

estimate of his powers : yet will they, almost in the same

breath, upbraid the Royal Academy for having in some

particular failed to exactly anticipate the aforesaid verdict

— Believe me, Sir, yours faithfully, !'.. Gregory.

Mr. Gregory's defence of the Royal Academy seems

to resolve itself into four points, so far as he charges

us with ''very considerable errors": (I) that there was

anything unusual in matters of form in the election :

(2) that Mr. Burne-Jones, after being elected Associate,

had been " passed over" by Associates, who. elected after

him, had been promoted to Acadetnieianship ; (:!) that the

position had become one of difficulty and unpleasantness

for the artist; and (4) that the Academy has repeatedly

allowed men of genius to die without being elected into its

inner fold.

Our replies on these points are simple. (1) We assert
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that the election of Mr. Burne-Jones was of an unusual

character, seeing that he was elected without his consent

being first obtained. The only precedent for a kindred act

was the election of Mr. G. F. Watts in 1867 ; and, being once

elected, Mr. Burne-Jones naturally had a right to consider

that as in the funnel- case he would be elected Associate

and Academician in rapid succession, instead of being "left

standing on the mat." Thus it is only a verbal inaccuracy

on our part which Mr. Gregory establishes; the conditions

of the election were quite exceptional, although Mr. ( Iregorj

was not aware of it. The foundation for our remarks thus

stands intact. (-2) We are obliged to Mr. Gregory for

confirming our statement that Mr. Burne-Jones had been

passed over in election ; that it was by a sculptor, and not

by a painter, is wholly beside the point, for sculptors are

not always succeeded by sculptors. He »ws passed over,

in favour of an Associate elected after liini, and that when
the unusual character of his election, to say nothing of

precedent, would have justified the Acadernj nay, almost

required it—giving Mr. Burne-Jones the preference over

nun who were his Academical seniors. (3) Mr. Gregory's

suggestion, so far as we understand it, is that the Associate-

ship is a happier state than Acadeinicianship, with its

numerous duties and responsibilities. But, it seems to

us, he has not seized the point of contention. There is

no reason to suppose that Mr. Bume-Jones would have

shirked those duties, or that he would have found them
irksome. He might, or he might not. The whole matter

was one of sentiment and propriety, of compliment offered

and invitation accepted. But the subsequent neglect is too

recent a scandal for us to enlarge further upon it. (4) Mr.

Gregory confines himself to the cases we mentioned of Fred

Walker and Mason, who were left Associates to the day of

their death ; he wisely passes in silence over the other names.

He asks. Is the Academy to blame when it is baulked in its

good intentions by Heath ' Certainly it is: for even the

Royal Academy cannot expect Heath to wait while it is

making up its mind to dishonour an Associate by undeserved

neglect, passing him over tnaj be time after time by tin- pro-

motion of less worthy artists. It is hardly necessary to reply

to Mr. Gregory's flout at the critics— a flout wholly un-

deserved : for was it not the critics who loudly demanded
the recognition of Mr. Burne-Jones, Mr. Henry Moore, Mr.

Albert M e. and many other artists, some of whom the

Academy only discovered after the world was ringing with

applause of them .' After all, that Mr. ( iregory should find

it hard that the Academy should be upbraided for having

failed to anticipate the verdict of the critics, is extremely

complimentary- to the critics.

HANFSTAENGL V. HOLLOWAY.

If an illustration were needed of the intricacies in

which the Copyright law delights and to which atten-

tion has been frequently called in the columns of this

Magazine, an excellent and suggestive one is afforded by
the judgment of Mr. Justice Charles in the recent case

of " Hanfstaengl v. Holloway." The case was very im-

portant ; but the judgment delivered, occupying nearly

two columns in the 2'ivies, is, indeed, a satire on the

absurd Copyright Acts, whose want of lucidity and con-

sistency renders it necessary for a judge, in order to decide

one point dealing with an infringement of copyright in a

picture, to review ami consider the Law of Copyright in all

its branches, and, we might also add, in all its moods.

The result, however, was satisfactory enough up to a
certain point, and the judgment must lie looked upon as a

notable addition to the armoury of the copyright owner as

against the pirate, as it decided that any artistic work
produced in a foreign country within the Berne Con-
vention Union, in which copyright according to the

law of such country is still existing, is entitled to pro-

tection in England as a copyright work, whether such

work was produced before or after the Order-in-Council

applying the provisions of the International Copyright
Act, 1886, passed to carry out the provisions of the Berne

Convention, came into operation, and, further, that regis-

tration of such a work in England is unnecessary. It

would, of course, be unusual in a copyright case if some
divergence of judicial opinion were not disclosed, and the

present one was no exception to the rule, as Mr. Justice

( lharles, in the course of his judgment, expressed views

diametrically opposed to those enunciated by Mr. Justice

Sterling on a similar point in a previous case. It would
lie as well to note, moreover, that the infringement in this

case consisted in copies of a picture, "made in Germany,"
being printed on cards for the purpose of advertising a

trade in England, one card being produced before the

Order-in-Council was published, and lengthy arguments

took place as to whether the production of this card did

not bj virtue of aa anomalous provision in the Inter-

national Copyright Act, 1886, protect the infringer ; and it

would seem that if the production had been for pecuniary

profit ami not for the purpose of advertising, the defend-

ants would have been invulnerable. The pirate evidently

dies hard, but a new eia lor the copyright owner can be

seen approaching, in the distance!

ART IX BRUSSELS DURING THE PAST SEASON.

Brussels has been overwhelmed with exhibitions and
meetings. The Society "Pour I' Art" opened the season

in November; then came the Aquarellistes, next the
" Voorwaerts," and finally the " XX." With the exception

of the Aquarellistes each of these societies is representa-

tive of an idea, the centre of much contention and many
struggles. " Four I' Art" has for its lode-star the painting

of the ideal : its mission is to depict the highest aspirations

of the age. At the matinees of this society addresses were
spoken by M. Josephin Peladan, the founder of the orders

of the "Rosy Cross"' and of the "Temple."' His speeches

were, of course, much discussed, and even laughed to scorn ;

the lecturer nevertheless gave utterance to an interesting

and lofty scheme of thought. The " Voorwaerts " Societj

is but young, but it has on its roll many names which

will become more widely known: MM. Gilsot/l, Lakk-

MANS, and OtTEEAEEE. M. Laermans is an artist of

marked individuality, whose efforts are directed to depict-

ing the peasant and artisan with minute fidelity, even in

their more grotesque aspects and to the verge of caricature.

The result is a fresh and unusual phase of life hitherto but

little studied. This stamp of extreme naturalism is, how-

ever, visible in almost all the exhibitors at the "Voor-
waerts" Society's rooms. They are above all else Flemish,

like the name they have adopted. The "XX.'" have more
pretensions to be cosmopolitan. They send invitations

every year to foreign painters, and keep up with the

larger life of Europe. Among the exhibitors this winter

were Mr. FoED MaDOX Beownj Mr. HOENEL, the Scotch

painter of idyllic subjects, and a striking colourist; TOU-
LOUSE LANTEEE, who records the picturesque manners and

customs of Montmartre with violent extravagance ; Petit-

Jean and SlGNAC, neo-inipressionists of the Paris school
;

Chabpentieb, the sculptor; Bebnabd, the decorator.
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The list of strangers was completed by the names of Torn
I'lKKER, GOWSE, and HoLLEMAN. RODIN and Hops,

long recognised among the "XX.," contributed as an

added glory to their friends' show, the former a superb

medallion head of Cesar Franck, and the second a

number of sketches and water-colours. Among the works

of the younger and more militant members of the "XX."
the portraits by Theo van Rysselberghe were much
remarked, the decorative drawings of Georges Lemmens,
and the dreams on canvas of Jan Toorop. These are

three names to remember as full of promise. During the

course of the exhibition Pail Verlaine came from Paris

to deliver a chatty discourse on contemporary poetry, and

Edmond Picard gave another, on Henri de Regnier, the

writer. By way of a new departure we may mention the

creation of a Fine Art Society, under the presidency of the

Due d'UrseL This body, under the patronage of the

State, will undertake the organisation of the general Fine

Art Exhibition, which is held at Brussels every third

year. Thus the State has devolved on private enter-

prise the task of conducting the official Salon.

RECENT EXHIBITIONS.

If reasons to justify the existence of the little body

known as the Society of Lady Artists are hard to find,

those for condemning it are obvious at its exhibition in

Maddox Street, W. The walls present a dreary array of

amateurish efforts, what is g 1 being seen at a great dis-

advantage. Reference to the catalogue surprises us with

the names of well-known and excellent artists who permit

their work to be thus submerged—Miss Nichols, Miss

Kate Macaulay, Mdme. Caxziani, Miss Blanche
Jenkins, Mrs. Swynnerton, and Mrs. Marrable being

amongst the most distinguished. The best piece of work

is the "Thistledown," a still-lite study by Mrs. R. H.

Wright, the scarlet pods, snowy down, and bronze vase

forming a rich harmony of colour, the arrangement being

decorative and the execution deft. Miss Helen O'Hara
sends one or two of her delightful wave studies, which have

never yet received the appreciation from critic or public

which they merit. Ladies are so gallantly treated at open

galleries, it is a pity this society should court attention to

defects common to their work.

We are so accustomed to see London painted in " the

hour of the artist," when the light is dying, or when the

mystery of fog makes all uncertain and fantastic, that Mrs.

Sophia Beale's bright, crisp, water-colour notes on "A
Summer in London," London in the June sunlight, came

as a pleasant change. The most successful of them were

two studies of roof-tops. From the parapet of an Oxford

Street draper's the artist saw the slates, tiles, and chimney-

pots of London spread at her feet like a sea, and so depicted

them—not without poetry.

Mr. John Varley, a grandson of the "Father of the

British water-colour school," travels afield for his subjects.

A little while ago his Japanese sketches and drawings

filled the Japanese Gallery, Bond Street ;
more recently

the harvest of a tour in India and Ceylon hung in their

place. The artist possesses a broad technique and style

which it is not difficult to imagine is hereditary, but

his work, when seen in any quantity, lacks the note of

piquancy. He appeals, of course, to a small audience,

since the more familiar the scene depicted the more attrac-

tive the work of art ; but those who know the East are

loud in praise of his veracity, though some of them submit

bright Ceylon might have been seen in vivider reds and

gin ns. Fidelity to local truth and local feeling probably

finds its highest expression in Mr. Valley's tine drawing oi

the "Descried City of Amber."

To Sir James Linton, P.R.I., and Mr. JAMES < >rroi k.

1M., who are so often associated in affairs of art, it OC

curred jointly to illustrate Sir Walter Scott's "Itokeby"

and " Marmion;" ami the result, exhibited to the public

on the walls of the Line Art Society's galleries in Bond
Street, has proved as felicitous as the original idea. Sit

James finds himself peculiarly at home in dealing with

the rich effects, stuffs, and armours of the period : ami

he has given us a little gallery of portraits of the heroes

ami heroines of Sir Walter Scott's romance, stately and

gallant in bearing, marvellous in their opulent harmonies

of colour, and which deliciously suggest a series in minia-

ture of portraits from some ancestral hall. Mr. OlTOCk, in

Scott's country, is < n pays d{ connaissance, in his own laud,

and paints it with love which makes itself felt. In all

that he has done this year lie ha- Keen at his best :

indeed, he himself confesses that while he has long known
what he wanted he is only now beginning to feel that he

knows also how to attain it.

Mr. Arthur Croft, who has recently been showing

his work at the Dowdcswell Galleries, New Bond Street,

is fond of covering huge sheets of paper with pigment.

One of his drawings, which has just been re-exhibited,

created some sensation in the water-colour room at Bur-

lington House about fourteen or fifteen years ago. [t was

called "A Fragment of Nature's Architecture "—a black

Cornish sea-cliff, the drawing standing about eight feet

in its frame. Mr. Croft attempts Nature in such moods

as she is least sympathetic to man ; he attacks her fast-

nesses of Alpine snow, her foaming American cataracts,

where absolute space is needed to render space.

A large picture, called "Dawn," recently exhibited at

the Hanover Gallery, New Bond Street, has been the

subject of much encouraging comment. It is the work

of a Mr. A. J. WARNE-BROWNE, a young artist educated in

the schools of Brussels and Paris, but now resident at

Newlyn ; ami it deals with the miracle of Christ walking

on the Sea of Galilee. The time chosen is the hour be-

tween night and dawn. The grouping, attitudes, and

expressions are effective. As the picture is shown under

conditions of artificial light, we hazard no opinion a- to

the colour or technical manipulation.

.Messrs. Thomas Laurie and Sons, of Glasgow, have

opened a beautifully-appointed gallery at la, Old Bond

Street, YV. ; and their first exhibition of "pictures, prin-

cipally of the French School of 1830," has been one of

the most important ever held in London under similar

conditions. Some of the very best Corots in existence

— absolutely the finest in Great Britain—were broughl

down from Glasgow and the North, where so many Bar-

bizonian masterpieces find a home. Amongst them maj

be mentioned "Le Soir: Rond des Nymphes;" "Le Soir,"

a wonderful harmony in dark slate grey, known as the

" lilack Corot;"an exquisite study of morning lighl called

"Cue ldyllc : Loud des Lniants," and the well known

smaller " Lac de Garde." TROYOK was superbly repre-

sented by his " Cn Sous-Bois avec des Vaches," and by his

" Boeufs k Labour," one of the pleasantest pictures of field

labour ever painted. Millet's "La Gardienne du Trou-

peau," the shepherdess, unidealised, strong and true, seated

in the midst of her flock knitting, is one of his greatest

pictures ; but the singular square composition of " Les

Falaises de Gruchy" is far less attractive, despite its
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many beautiful qualities. Diaz was to be seen at his

best in "Les Grandes Delaissees : " a figure-picture—four

semi- nude maidens in a dark wood, bewailing the flight

of Cupid, who wings his way towards the blue sky, a

splendid piece of decorative colour, and "L'Entree de

la Fnret," much lighter in touch, a linysdael like land-

scape. Theodore Rousseau's " Une Allee de Village

"

is an open smiling village scene, very Dutch in feeling

;

and Dupres strong and impressive arrangement of deep

blues, soft greys, and olive greens, "La Chaumiere du

Bucheron," is singularly like a Constable, though achieved

by a very different method. Single but distinguished ex-

amples of Velasquez, Gainsborough, Romney, Reynolds,

Turner, Constable, and Fuller, an American painter,

very little of whose work passes out of his native country,

made up this very exceptional collection.

In the collection of drawings now on view in the

galleries of the Fine Art Society in Bond Street, .Mr.

Linley Sambourne proves himself to be one of the

great masters of drawing in line, and reveals the posses-

sion of qualities not usually associated with the expres-

sion of the humorous in art. A certain dignity ol style,

and marvellous precision and even severity of execution,

are added to a brimming imagination which revels in the

fanciful and the grotesque treatment of subjects, which deal-

ing, as they for the most part do, with the topics of the

day and of the hour, must have' been done under pressure

of time, and yet bear no trace of haste in their execution.

To these qualities must be added a keen sense of beauty

of line; and the statuesque grace and nobility of Form

given, for instance, to the symbolical figure of the French

Republic, are eminently noticeable in all the drawings in

which it occurs, whether whirled with resistless force in

"The Descent into the Maelstrom" (17) or dallying on

the balcony, coyly giving ear to "The New Tune" (">:'.).

Like all true humorists, Mr. Sambourne has his serious

side, and the grirn figure of the miner in "Striking

Home" (26) is Diireresque in its quality: it is a J/./.'//

cholia of the nineteenth century.

NEW ENGRAVING.

The picture by Mr. Moedecai, which Mr. Harry

Dickins has published under the name of "My Lady Fair,

Arise" is of that pretty character which is sure to be

popular. A youth, effeminate in appearance and deport-

ment, with a sweet expression and with Mowing hair, stands

in Elizabethan costume lingering a harp. The feature of

this plate is the mezzotint-work of Mr. Noel Kenealy,
a pupil of the Herkomer School. It is done with great

feeling and delicacy, and adds considerable interest to the

bon-bon subject

NOTABILIA.

Mr. Charles Sainton's silver-points of "The Ballet"

have been published in admirable facsimile.

The great Russian sculptor Antokolskv has had to

leave his native land, as he comes under the ban of being

a Jew.

The Director of the Glasgow Corporation Gallery is

issuing excellent little photogravures of the chief pictures

in the collection, at the price of live shillings each.

The death-sale of the late Mr. John Pettie's pictures

—

those which were left in his studio—realised the small

sum of £2,765, " The Traitor " being knocked down for 440
guineas.

M. Benjamin - Constant has been elected to the

lnstitut de France; but in the struggle for the MddailL

d'Honneur of the Salon he has been beaten, though not

badly, by M. Roybet.

General Sir John Donnelly has officially denied the

report of an alleged grave blunder at South Kensington in

respect to the purchase of objects for the Museum. We
understand, however, that those who bring the charge will

seek to bring it home shortly.

The honour of Knighthood has been conferred on

John Tenniel, the great Punch cartoonist—a compliment

fairly earned and universally applauded. A Knighthood

has equally been bestowed upon Fi. \ni is Powell, R.W.S.,

P.R.S.W.S.

It is stated that Sir Frederick lii rton's supple-

mental term of office as Director of the National Gallery

will expire early next year, and speculation is already busy

as to his successor. Three or four likely names are

mentioned.

We are informed by Mr. Sidney 1!. Smith, the archi-

tect of Mr. Tate's " National Gallery of British Ait," that

several of the ctpctions taken to minor details of his

design in the arti.les l\ Mr S] iJniann published in this

Magazine, are under reconsideration, and will probably be

accepted.

Professor Middleton, Slade Professor of Fine Art

and Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge,

has been appointed Director of the Art Museum at

South Kensington, under the new arrangement now
adopted on the retirement of Sir Philip Cunliffe-Owen,

whereby art is no longer bound up in one person in un-

holy alliance with science.

The deplorable condition of many of the masterpieces

in the Louvre— even in the Salon Carre—was recently

called attention to by the art-critic, M. Louis C'ARDON,

with the result that the matter has had the immediate

attention of the authorities. Mr. Orrock's alarm-note in

respect to the English pictures at the National Gallery

lias not been so respectfully treated.

Mr. George H. Boughton, A.R.A., has considered it

neci ssary,in face of constant misrepresentation, to state that

he is not a native American, but was born in East Anglia,

"near to the home of Crome and Cotman, and was taken

soon after, as a baby, to the wilds of America. My father

' took out his papers' there, which naturalised his younger

sous at same time."

The promised completion of South Kensington Museum
has been again indefinitely postponed. The Government

simply has not the necessary £400,000 ; and, moreover, the

commencement of the buildings has probably served its

turn, having been paraded by the Home Secretary before

the Unemployed as one of the schemes which were to do

so much to relieve distress and distribute widespread em-

ployment.

Her Majesty's Stationers in Dublin are bestirring them-

selves and working up their department into a state of

great efficiency and business-like promptness. Mr.

Walter Armstrong's Report of the National Gallery of

Ireland in 1891 is out already .' And a few days later

there has come the report of Mr. Armstrong's predecessor,

the late Mr. Henry Doyle, for the same institution for the

year 1890 ! As these reports cover as much as a page of

print, this rate of speed is surely a thing to be proud of

;

but such feverish Governmental haste in artistic matters

appears to us almost unseemly.
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MR. BURNE-JONES AND THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Returning once more to the matter of Air. Buene-

Jones's retirement from the Royal Academy, it has been

pointed out to us that in other cases besides that of Air.

Burne-Jones artists have been elected Associates without

their consent being first obtained. Such, for example, was

the case with Mr. Frank Dicksee : so that in the matter

of election there was, as Mr. Gregory claimed, nothing

unprecedented. It has further been represented to us that

Mr. Burne-Jones's non-promotion was the result of a very

natural resentment on the part of his fellow-members, who

saw with regret that not only did he not assist in the

schools—of which abstention he had, indeed, given due

notice in acknowledging the compliment Of his election

—

but after the first year he had never once assisted towards

the attractiveness of the annual exhibitions ; and it can

never be forgotten by its members that it is on the public's

shillings alone that the Academy subsists, on them that

the schools, the pension-list, and the summer and winter

exhibitions, are maintained. It was considered that Mr.

Burne-Jones displayed marked contempt for the Academy,

for after the non-success as showman of Sir Coutts

Lindsay, to whom Mr. Jones was so much and admittedly

indebted, he turned, not to the Academy—his accepted

Alma Mater—but to an entirely new concern ;
and it was

deeply felt, that he did not even keep his name in the

catalogue by the exhibition of drawings, from which the

searching light of the Academy, to which he so much ob-

jected, could not detract. So while Mr. Burne-Jones was

waiting for the bestowal of the full Academicianship, the

Academicians were waiting for some sign that it would be

accepted and acted upon. This is all very natural, but it

is surely not quite a lofty view to take. As one of our

informants reminds us. even Academicians are but human
;

but is this earnest excuse of fallibility altogether what \ve

should expect from our Immortals?

RECENT EXHIBITIONS.

The Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Water-Colours

have this year, for the first time, opened their annual exhi-

bition in the National Galleries, Edinburgh—an exhibition

which is probably the richest that has yet been held by that

body. It is distinguished by the broad ami masculine style

of workmanship of nearly all its prominent exhibits
;
by

an absence of the timid and unintelligent stippling with

the point which, until quite recently, has been the bane of

English water-colour work in our own time, and which,

indeed, is still only too visible on the walls of certain London

displays of paintings in the medium. As aiding in turning

the art. in Scotland towards broader and more masculine

methods, no name deserves better, no example has been

productive of greater good, than the name, the example,

of Mr. W. McTaggabt. Having thoroughly grounded

himself by practice of the most searchingly detailed sort,

.Mr. McTaggart early perceived that not the petty details of

nature, hut her large effects, her broad relations of lighting

and atmosphere, should be the aim of the highest landscape

art ; and— an impressionist in thebesl sense long before the

word was so much as named—he has gone on ever since,

striving for light, for breeze, for the motion and the bril-

liancy of nature, and has attained these qualities as few

living men have done. He is excellently represented in the

present exhibition by five works, niosf of them thoroughly

important, thoroughly typical of the aims and directions of

his art. Anion- landscapists less absolutely individual in

method, Mr. James Patebson, so well known in the South,

and Mr. E. S. Calvert hold a very high place. Obviously

inspired, in the first instance, by the recent art of France,

these two painters have attained excellent and quite per-

sonal results, the former in his broadly touched " Under

woods" and "The Fell;" the latter in the harmony and

the gentle quietude of his pensive pastorals, entitled "A
Landscape" and "A Woodland Glade"—works in which the

component parts count for so little, in which effect and

feeling make the chosen scene. Mr. 1!. li. NlSBET is at

his best in studies of Yorkshire moorland beneath wind-

swept, swiftly-moving cloud masses ; and a number of

brilliantly tinted Eastern and Southern scenes come from

Mr. J. A. Allan, Mr. G. D. Aemoue, and Mr. Joseph

Ceawhtll; while Mr. W. Y. McGeegoe, who, until re-

cently, has been working in the subdued key of the straitest

sect of the French tone-painters, admits much force and

variety of decorative colour in such works as his "< lambo.

'

The most striking figure-picture is Miss C. Walton's

"Queen of the Meadow;" and some admirable flower-

pieces arc contributed by Mr. T. Millie Dow.

One-man power seems to be growing an unfashionable

force as applied to the minor picture exhibitions of Bond

Street. No sooner were the walls of the Fine Art Society's

rooms cleared of the joint collection of Sir James Lixtox

and Mr. James Oeeock than they were covered by the

landscapes of Mr. F. < '. Cotman and the little figure and

animal studies of Mr. Percy Macquoid. who are also

fellow-members of the Royal Institute. Both combina-

tions were happily bethought. Mr. Cotman, as becomes

his lineage, sees nature under the strong influence of the

English masters of the earlier part of the century, and

gives us some very poetic studies of the Norfolk Broads

in the purple hush of tiie evening and of the Yorkshire

valleys veiled with the many coloured mists of sunrise.

Mr. Macquoid's preciser touch finds subjects in dainty and

minute full-length portraits, such as his "Harold Peto,

Esq." (in fancy dress), in crisp architectural studies, and

in the realisation on microscopic scale of the gemlike

splendour of the breasts of a group of peacocks sunning

themselves outside an old park gateway.

During June and July Messrs. Dowdeswells, of New
Bond Street, allowed themselves and their clients a

respite from the various phases of modish art. ami hung

their walls with a very delightful collection of smaller

works of the early masters of the British school, beginning

with William Dobson, who died in 1646, including Sir

Peter Lely, Sir <!omki:y Knellee, Hogaeth, Thomas

Hudson (Reynolds's master), Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Gainsboeough, Romney, Ceome, Moeland, sir Thomas

Laweence, Constable, Cotman, He Wint, Etty, Lin-

nell, Stark, Vincent, Holland, Mullee, and others,

and concluding with John Phillip, born in 1817. Such

an exhibition could not fail to be deeply instructive, and

offered a rare opportunity of tracing the development of

the British school. Hut in many instances it did more

than this, some of the exhibited pictures being of greal
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beauty. The luminous and sunny interiors, with figures of

T. S. Good, Dutch in finish and charm, but wholly English

in sentiment and subject ; and a very fine group of figure

studies by Morland, including "The Surprise," a young

lady of a class less often painted by Morland, seated in a

room, on a red sofa, were especially interesting. A large

Hoi'i'NEu. "The Duchess of York and her Four Maids of

Honour," occupied the centre of a wall. Hoppner enjoyed

many palace commissions ; and it is probable that he did

many things quite as fine as this large canvas.

In a series of drawings exhil lited at the Fine Art Society's

galleries, M. N. A. Roussoff showed that he has deserted

Venice, with its palaces, canals, and lagoons, for Cairo,

the Desert, and the Nile. His delight in architectural

"bits" and his power to portray them have not failed

him, and when the subjects are the narrow, shady streets

of Cairo, with moving picturesque groups of figures and

patches of bright colour, the gateways at which sit

gossiping the street-vendors, or the cool court-yards of the

Cairo coffee-house, or of the oil merchants, the results are

excellent. But on leaving the city and getting into the

open, the views on the Xile, whether at noon, on a grey

day, at sunset or after sunset, are characterless and

without distinction or freshness of observation. Two
portraits of Signora Eleonara Duse show versatility on

the part of the painter, and though thin and tricky in

manner, one of them shows perception of character and

power of modelling.

The Home Arts and Industries Association, founded in

!ss4, which recently held an exhibition in the top gallery

of the Albert Hall, does a great deal of quiet and useful

work, and deserves to be far more widely known and
appreciated. Its object is to establish schools for the

teaching of the minor arts, wood-carving, repousse", iron-

working, pottery, decorative needlework, and much else

—

the old English crafts, in brief, winch threaten to disap-

pear, in every estate, parish, village, town, and city in the

United Kingdom. It has at the present moment hundreds

of working branches by which it endeavours to develop

the artistic taste of those who toil by day, and to teach

them, firstly, how with little money to make their homes
beautiful ; secondly, that artistic skill and knowledge
applied to inexpensive material will often produce an ar-

ticle of greater beauty and worth than many of the objects

of costly elaboration which they covet. The society culls

for money from the wealthy to furnish accommodation,
material, and trained tuition ; but, above all, fur voluntary

assistance from those possessing artistic knowledge, in im-

parting it to others. We were particularly pleased with

the carved walnut furniture turned out by Mrs. Leopold
ilc Rothschild's school, over which the estate carpenter. Mr.

Heady, who was trained for the purpose, presides. But
what is true of the fortunate estate of Ascott is true of

hundreds of other schools connected with churches, guilds,

parochial or estate institutions.

REVIEWS.

"The Lift and Letters of Washington Allston," by J.

B. Flack:;, illustrated by autotypes from pictures, is pub-
lished by Messrs. Bentley and Sons in England, but it is

manifest, by signs patent to typographical, orthographical,

and literary students, that it was not only written for the

United States market, but actually "set up" there. As to

the subject, no modern author on this side of the Atlantic

and informed of the history of art at large, would have
dreamed of a book in more than four hundred and twenty

closely printed royal octavo pages upon an artist whose merits

were m it much greater than those of Allston—who was a

pleasing genre painter, an ambitious, historical, and tragedy

painter,a respectable painter of portraits, an excellent com-

panion of many English worthies, ami a thoroughly amiable

and accomplished man. He was born at Charlestown, in

South Carolina, on the 5th of November, 1779, and of mixed

English and French blood. The sou of a planter, he

showed some taste for art while quite a child, and painted

a few pictures in his native state. He came to London
when little more than twenty-one years of age, was intro-

duced to Benjamin West, wdiom he naturally took to be

the greatest artist of the day, entered the Royal Academy
as a student under Fuseli, and, writing to a friend a1

home, observed, not without truth, that the majority of

the portrait painters then ill London "are the damnedest

stupid wretches that ever disgraced a profession." From
Loudon he went to Paris and Italy, where he studied the

old masters with so much profit that he not only em-

bodied some of their principles of art in his own pictures,

but icluded, "Titian, Tintoret, and Paul Veronese

absolutely enchanted me, for they took away all sense of

subject." Such was his compact and astute criticism,

describing in a few words a great fact in design. After

residing some time in Italy Allston returned to London

and became a favourite in many of the best circles,

achieved a considerable reputation, was elected an A.R.A.,

and would have reached the higher grade in that dis-

tinguished body if he had not left this country and

settled at Cambridgeport, near Washington, U.S., where

he died, apparently of heart disease, July '.), 1843. Mr.

Flaggs enthusiasm, and the length, not to speak of the

weight, of his book are accounted for by a genuine, but

quite uncritical, admiration for Allston as an artist, by

reverence for an eminent and honourable member of a

family to which the writer is closely related, and by the

existence of a good deal of interesting material in the

shape of letters and anecdotes of and from Allston's friends.

Many of them were men of note, and included ]!. West, Sir

Thomas Lawrence, W. Collins, Washington Irving, Sir

( 1. Beaumont, and others of that calibre, and, above all,

S. 'I. Coleridge, C. R. Leslie, ami Charles Lamb, with

whom Allston w.is in close intimacy. Of Coleridge and

Leslie the volume contains so much good and fresh matter

that it is trebly welcome. A number of Leslie's letters

contain such an abundance of noteworthy details that, for

their sake alone, we are glad, big as it is, to have the

work, as well as for the sake of Allston himself, whose

personality is very interesting, and to whom the world is

indebted for the best portrait of Coleridge. Of course,

to patriotism rather than a mere error in criticism are we

to attribute Mr. Flagg's repeatedly-stated convictions that

Allston was an artist of the United States, which is not

more true than that Washington Irving —his counterpart

in letters—was an author of that country, in which he

happened to be born. Even in England, where he obtained

his cat /,,/, All-ton was not nearly so important a person

as Mr. Flagg, naturally enough, imagines. That he threw

into the sea a very considerable body of Coleridge's notes

on borne, the product of seven months' writing while with

the artist in the Eternal City, as this text, p. 423 without

further explanation s;iys he did, goes far, if it is true,

to cancel the world's obligations for this portrait of the

author of so much that remains and is precious.

Under the quaint title of " Tin Book of Delightful and
Strangi Designs, being One Hundred Facsimile Illustrations

of the Art of the Japanese Stencil-Cutter'' (London : The
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Leadenhall Press), Mr. Tcter lias issued a book of facsimile

reproductions of some very envious and delightful specimens

of art-workmanship from the deft fingers of the handicrafts-

men of the far East. Their have from time to time been

brought to Europe, of late years, series of mysterious-look-

ing brown paper sheets, cut and perforated in a marvellous

tracery of delicate and refined patterns and designs ; flowers,

grasses, wild geese flying across the sun, butterflies flitting

among bamboos, fish struggling through the waves, crayfish

in lively attitudes of combat and active movement. No one

ci mid well make out what were the uses or what the methods

of production of these singularly elaborate plates. It was

found, however, that they were cut by Japanese art-work-

men for the purpose of being employed in the hand-printing

of coloured crepes and cottons, such as the Japanese use for

robes and sashes, and for the kerchiefs the ladies wear

folded within the bosom of their dresses. Mrs. Ernest Hart,

who possesses the most extensive and choice collection of

these plates in this country, had recently an opportunity in

Japan of studying the mode in which they are used by a

system of hand-colouring and " reserve " hand-printing to

produce the harmonious and carefully-graduated colouring

and shading which make the Japanese crepes and hand-

printed cotton-stuffs objects of refined, though economical,

art. In the Manchester Guardian, and in a paper recently

read before the Japan Society (which is in course of publica-

tion, with illustrations, in the first volume of the Society's

" Transactions "), she has described the process, and illus-

trated the results. Meantime, Mr. Tuer, who possesses a

delightful series of similar stencils in smaller size, has been

studying the mode of production of these stencil-papers,

which turns out to be inimitable, by reason of its sim-

plicity. Each stencil-plate, so called, consists of two sheets

of paper, on which the most varied and astonishingly deli-

cate tracery has been cut out by the use of a sharp knife,

without any kind of mechanism, and with the aid only of the

deft hand guided by the accurate eye. The process, then.

is simplicity itself, and becomes thereby all the more re-

markable. Mr. Tuer's commentary is correspondingly

brief ; and the book mainly consists of one hundred and

five reproductions of the designs, which will prove fruitful

in suggestion for patterns for fabrics and wall-papers, and

tor wall decorations. For non-technical readers they are

pleasing from their grace of line, their perfect decorative

sense, and the skill with which the most varied effects are

produced by new combinations of simple methods. It is

a very artistic bonk, and one which readers will take a

delight in studying."

"Practical Designing" is edited by Mr. (Ji.f.kson White

(George Bell and Sons). It was a happy thought on the

part of Mr. Gleeson White to produce "A Handbook on

the Preparation of Working Drawings;" for, whether it

be possible or not to convey in the form of a short paper

the technical information which is best obtained in the

workshop, there can be no doubt that the very title of

such a work as this is calculated to attract the many

who have vague yearnings towards design, anil no possible

access to any factory. Mr. White has not succeeded in

accomplishing the impossible : but he has enlisted under

him a band of experts, who have all of them something to

tell -and some of them tell it very well. Perhaps the

best essays are those in which the authors, so tar from

confining themselves to the subject of "working drawings,"

discourse mainly upon the industry with which they are

connected, and end pro formd with a few words upon the

preparation of designs, prefacing them, it may be, by the

statement that on that subject "there is little to be said."

Mr. Marcus Huish's clear, well-written, and pleasantly

gossiping little handbook, "Japan and it< Art" (The Fine

Art Society, London), has reached a second edition, ami

appears in an extended and decidedly improved form. A
great many defects and errors have been remedied, the list-

of artists are much more complete, and a very useful chapter

on Japanese modern art is added. We see very little in tin

country at present of the really good handicraft of the besl

Japanese workers. Most of it goes to America and France.

which countries are free from the British notion that modern

Japanese work is flimsy and ought always to be very

cheap. The ( Ihicago Exhibition will, we believe, undeceive

Europe as to the alleged decadence of modern Japanese skill

in artwork. Excellent work is still being produced for the

benefit of those who are willing to pay fair prices for it. A
defect m this otherwise improved new edition is an inferior

chapter on Japanese ceramics, which, however, Mr. Huish

states, is not from his own hand, and he is, therefore, only

indirectly responsible for it. Whoever wrote it is sadly ill-

informed on the subject and is unhappily deficient of the

capacity of writing good English. This is the more to be

regretted as among Japanese ceramics are to he found the

very masterpieces of the decorative skill and genius of the

people. Having before him the excellent works of Bing, of

Franks, and of some other English authorities, it would

have been easy for an ordinary literary compiler to have

done something much better than this. Otherwise, the

book is an excellent handbook. It is profusely illustrated.

and though some of the illustrations are imperfectly

executed from rather coarsely-cut blocks, on the whole the

text and pictures are alike commendable, and the book is

capable of playing a very useful part in spreading the know-

ledge of the subject on which it is written.

The issue for the month of May of the Border Edition

of the Waverley Novels (John (J. Xiniino) consisted of

three volumes, "The Bride 'if Lammermoor," "The Black

Dwarf," and " The Legend of Montrose." The frontis-

piece to the first volume is an admirable etching by

Mr. MACBETH RAEBURN, from the well-known picture by

Sir John Millais of "Lucy and Her Master." The "Bride

of Lammermoor," popular as the story has always been,

does not seem to any great extent to have attracted

painters, for we find that the publishers are obliged to

fall back more than usual upon original drawings for their

illustrations. Mr. Macbeth Raeburn has supplied several

of these, and has etched his own designs with very marked

success. Five pictures by Scotch painters form the originals

of the etchings to the " Legend of Montrose." There is no

falling off in the admirable way in which this edition is

being produced.

In 'Art for Art's Sake," by John C. Van Dyke
(Sampson Low, Marston and Co., Limited, London), the

author tries to give a fair and judicial account of the aims

and methods of painters in this century. As befits a writer

who would explain and compare the works of others, Mr.

Van Dyke endeavours to keep himself in the background as

much as is consistent with vigour of treatment. In his

introductory chapter he says : "The most of what his bi en

written about the technic of paintingis record of personal

preference or the upholding of certain schools or method .

little has been said about it outside the studios, and that

little is often at variance with the practice of painters.'

His intention is to stand between the painter and those who

know nothing of his art, its limits, or its capabilities. He

is particularly fitted for this office, since with a very full

knowledge of painting lie retains a private sympathy with
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literary ideas. He accepts the truth, and preaches it, that

painting deals legitimately only with ideas pr: par tc itself

and almost uncommunicable by other arts. Yet he is suffi-

ciently with the public to feel that, in expressing its own

ideas in its own language, painting can never reach the top

of sublimity, and stand level with the spoken word. Thus

as no one could call him a fanatic, his views and liis cham-

pionship of what he calls " Ait tor Art's Sake'' are likely to

be serviceable to painting, and comprehensible to the intel-

ligent outsider. After this preliminary contention, that

painting should be judged by its own laws and feelings, and

not by those of another art, he goes on to treat the matter

with which the painter deals, and, in successive chapters,

devotes himself to the relation to nature of the colour,

chiaroscuro, perspective, values, drawing, and composition

of a picture. A final chapter deals with texture and brush-

work. The style of the book is necessarily popular, and

perhaps more care has been given to make things easily

understood than to express them with profound truth ;
to

find suitable illustration than to cultivate brilliance or

beauty of writing. It would be unfair not to recognise the

difficulties of explaining matter which is necessarily involved

with dry technical detail, and much of which has never

been expressed except in studio slang or the casual allusive

treatment of art-criticism.

Mr. HENRY YVai.lis may lie congratulated on the

manner in which he has collected and arranged the matter

which forms the first two parts of " Typical Examples of

/', rsian "»</ Oriental (
' ramie Art" (London : Laurence and

Bullen). Those who know the fine collection of Persian

art at South Kensington will have noticed the admirable

paintings executed by Mr. Wallis of Persian glass, which he

has presented to that museum, and, knowing these, will not

be surprised at the artistic beauty and rich colour of the

illustration-; Mr. Wallis has executed for this work; and,

further.it may be a matter for our gratitude that he has given

us his thoughtful, learned, and withal modest views re-

specting the history, origin, ami antiquity of the pieces he

selects. The whole history of Persian art has still to be

written, and this contribution will come in among the

authorities to lie consulted, by whomsoever this work

may be undertaken. Persian art seems to be the pro-

duct of the meeting of the arts of the East and the

West : the two influences that are here mingled are

the Chinese and the Greek, through Byzantium. The

panel (Fig. 1) in this work, if consulted in the original

at South Kensington Museum, will give ample evidence

of the distinct Chinese influence. This Chinese style

crops up frequently in later times, when the Byzantium

spirit had modified the original bent of the native school.

The present unpromising condition of the arts in Persia may
be traced to the fatal impulse which, in the fifteenth century

and later, caused the young genius of Persia to study in

Home. This changed the whole line of thought and ex-

pression of Persian art from that time, and led to the impor-

tation even of the Madonna and Child, with St. Joseph in

attendance, into the native practice, and altered the whole

sentiment of the figure-panels anil other decoration that were

thenceforward produced. There is no evidence of this de-

cadence in the objects Mr. Wallis has reproduced : they are

perfect examples of lustred porcelain—a ware that was the

forerunner of the Moorish lustre in Spain by many years.

To the potter, collector, art-historian, and artist this work

will be equally useful, interesting, and necessary.

"J Record of Work" by Aldam Heaton (published

by the author), would as a trade catalogue be a rather

distinguished performance
;
as a book it is"—well, only a

trade catalogue, although it contains a design or two by

.Mr. 1!. Norman Shaw, R.A. The designs for stained

glass are very unequal in merit, and appear to be by

various hands. In the furniture there is little but what

is already very familiar. When we read in the preface t hat

"one has often to suppress a smile when one sees it taken

for granted that the purchase of a ' Morris,' ' Walter Crane,'

or ' Heaton ' wall-paper is to make a room unquestionably

beautiful," the smile we suppress is raised by the author's

modesty.

We have also received the first volume of " Ben Jon-

son" of the admirable unexpurgated edition of Mr. Brinsley

Nicholson (T Fisher Cnwin) ;
" 77/. Merry Month" by

Henry Baixyse Baildon (T. Fisher Cnwin): " Tin Year-

Booh of Photography, 1893 " (Alexander and Shepheard)
;

"Tin' Practical /'<>/is/i and Varnish Maker," by II. C.

Standage (F. and F. X. Spon) ;
" Lanti m Slide Manual,"

by John A. Hiidgkk (Ha/ell, Watson and Yiney, Limited) ;

from the same publishers, "The Amateur Photographers'

Manual;" and "Elementary Photography," by John A.

Hodges.

notabilia.

The Spitzer Collection has realised a sum of £364,000.

" The Cast Shoe," by George Mason, has been bought

for the National Gallery.

Mr. Burne-Jones has been elected a Sociftaire of the

Societe National des Peaux-Arts, and Mr. William Stott a

Pensionnaire.

Mr. Alfred Gilbert's superb memorial to Lord

Shaftesbury has been uncovered in Piccadilly ( lircus. This

magnificent product of a richly artistic imagination will

shortly be illustrated in these pages,

Mine. HENRIETTE RoNNER, following the example of

Mr. C F. Watts and Mr. John Brett, lias thrown open

her Brussels gallery, at 57, Chaussee de Vleurgat, to the

genera] public on the presentation of the visitor's card.

A Photographic Salon is to be held in the autumn at

the Dudley Gallery. The committee includes the names

of nearly every photographer of the front rank, and an

effort will be made to show the extreme artistic possi-

bilities of the sun-picture.

The English Art Jury at the Chicago Exhibition is as

follows: Painting, Mr. II. W. P>. Davis and .Mr. Vai.

PrINSEP ; Sculpture, Mr. T. Brock ; Water-Colour, Mr.

A. W. Hunt; Black-and-White, Mr. Frank Shout; and

Architecture, Mr. MacViCAR ANDERSON.

No sooner has the Government granted the concession

for which we have so constantly pleaded—the removal

of the dangerous barracks behind the National Gallery

—

than they have decided upon erecting another in the

immediate neighbourhood of Mr. Tate's gallery at Mill-

bank. Why!
Mr. Frederic Harrison's powerful indictment of the

"new art criticism" appears to have made a deep im-

pression. The diatribe was levelled at "the advancing

fetish of technique, and mned at reinstating thought,

story, and "human interest" in the popular favour,

whence latter-day critics have sought to drive them.

Mr. AlMA-TaDEMA and Mr. ALFRED ClLBERT have

been "doctored" by the University of Durham. We last

year deplored the tact that the University had steadily

ignored the arts of painting and sculpture; it is satisfac-

tory to find that she has at length discovered the tine arts.
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ROYAL ACADEMY REFORM.

It is about three years since the Academy reformed the

regulations governing the admission of pupils to its schools,

and now, after many years of appeal from without, of

recommendation by Royal Commissions, and of scathing

criticism in the press, it is about to reform the rules which

regulate its summer exhibition. Instead of permitting

eighl works to be sent in by outsiders for selection, the

Academy will henceforth—after the passing of the resolu-

tion by the General Assembly—reduce that number to

four ; while for members of the Academy the number will

be reduced to six. As regards the latter proposal, it will

be recognised at once as being put forward for appearance

sake, for only one or two members avail themselves at

present of the full right, and the actual restriction of

privilege is to them a very trifling matter. But the effect

will be to "choke off" the incompetent painter and im-

possible amateur, whose poor and often childish efforts

have hitherto swamped the good work of able men, and

rendered the task of the [Selecting Committee a work of

the utmost difficulty, and, very literally, of physical ex-

haustion. In point of fact, it is the person whose chance

is smallest of getting his work hung who has always taken

fullest advantage of the existing rule, and has reduced it

to an absurdity under which both Academician and out-

sider have suffered. The reduction in the number of pic-

tures sent in will raise the average of the work and make

the duty of selection lighter and juster in its results.

SALE OF THE HOLFORD COLLECTION.

Mr. Eolford's collection of etchings by Rembrandt

formed the most interesting part of what we must be

allowed to call the historic and eventful sale which took

place at Christie's about the middle days of July. His

Diirers were good — one of the best "St. Huberts" in

existence realised £150, and a good impression of the

"Knight of Death," £145; but these things, admirable as

they are as works of art, do not make much show beside the

rarest of the Rembrandt,. Indeed, the Rembrandt col-

lection was both the finest and the most valuable that has

been sold in our time. In prices, at least, and in some

respects in quality, it surpassed the famous assemblage of

the 1 )uke of Buccleuch's, not to speak of the less exhaustive

but still most interesting collections of Sir Abraham Hume,

the Rev. John Griffiths, Mr. Seymour Haden, and Air.

Richard Fisher. The Duke of Buccleuch's Rembrandt

etchings fetched altogether about ten thousand pounds;

the Holford Rembrandt collection fetched something like

sixteen thousand. Its great and most admirable character-

istic was the singular excellence of the impressions of the

master's landscapes ; and, though these went for high

prices, they must be accounted amongst things which are

not "dear," though they may be expensive. In original

engraving nothing in the world, save the best work of

Diirer, Meryon, and Whistler, comes at all near them. It is,

therefore, not remarkable, but simply natural, that a most

brilliant impression of the "View of Omval" should have

realised £320, that the first state of the "Three Cottages"

should have fetched €37;"), the first state of the "Village

with a Square Tower," 6210, and the first state of the noble

"Landscape with a Ruined Tower," £145. The absolutely

sensational prices of the sale were fetched bj two or three

sacred pieces and portraits, of which it happens that hardly

another impression in the same "state" as that in which

they then appeared can again by any possibility be sold,

such other impressions as are known in the same state

being locked up permanently in national collections. Thus

the " Rembrandt Leaning on a Sabre" realised B2.000,

having been purchased by Air. Deprez for Baron Edmond
de Rothschild, while the first state of the "hundred-guilder

print" (the "Christ Healing the Sick") realised £1,750, or

about four hundred pounds more than had been paid for

the Duke of Buccleuch's impression— now, we believe, in

the Berlin Print Room. The " Rembrandt in a Turned-up

Hat" fetched £420; a most brilliant impression of a very

rare state of " Rembrandt Drawing," £280 ; a good third

state of the " Old Haaring," £190 ; a first state of "John

Lutma, the Goldsmith," £180 ; and the "Ephraim Bonus"

(with the black ring), of which only three impressions exist

in the world, £1,1)50. The "Sylvius" fetched £450, the

noble portrait of " Coppenol," the writing master, £1,350,

and the favourite " Burgomaster Six " (he was not a burgo-

master until a score of years after the execution of this

etching), £.380. These admirable prints—and we believe all

the rest that accompanied them, and which, like them, are

now scattered to the four winds—had been in the possession

of their late owner for about forty-five years. .Mr. R. S.

Holford was scarcely a "collector," properly speaking. He
had not painfully and industriously searched and patiently

waited. He had bought his treasures (these ones we mean)

en bloc from the late Mr. Woodburn, one of the most emi-

nent dealers of the last, or we might almost say of the

preceding, generation. Mr. Woodburn had himself acquired

very many of them from the collection of Lord Aylesford.

He was an exceedingly good judge, and dealt at a period

when, in the matter of Rembrandt etchings, a ten-pound

note would go as far as a hundred pounds to-day.

WALKERS "HARBOUR OF REFUGE.

Mr. William Aonew's munificent gift of "The

Harbour of Refuge" to the National Gallery—presented

in memory of his late wife—puts the nation in possession

of a masterpiece of Fred Walker's genius, which is not to

l.e recognised to the full in the picture of " The Vagrants
"

that has hitherto represented him in Trafalgar Square.

AVe will shortly present an engraving of the picture to our

readers, and give some account of it. Meanwhile, we may

remind them that the picture was exhibited in the Royal

Academy of L872, when Mason contributed his "Harvest

Moon," and Sir John Millais his "Hearts are Trumps."

The almshouses in the picture, it may lie said, were painted

from those at Bray, and altered afterwards. The whole of

the cottages were actually painted at that spot, the picture

being with difficulty carried in and out of one of the little

rooms. The statue was an afterthought ; a statue was

decided upon from the first, and search was then made for

one, but it is not a fact, as some have stated, that it was

suggested by the statue in Soho Square.

A LEGAL POINT.

It is to be regretted that no judicial decision was

obtained in the case recently brought by the Due de la
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Tremoille against Messrs. Christie and others on the in-

teresting point raised as to whether an auctioneer can be

restrained from selling a stolen picture. In this case two] pic-

tures, by Antonelli and Prater respectively, the property

of the Duke, were obtained from him by Mr. Thibaudeau, a

dealer. The first he sold for £1,000, pledged the seem.! to

a solicitor, appropriated the proceeds, and absconded to

America. On Christie's being instructed to sell the pledged

picture, an action to restrain them was brought by the

Duke; but it was held that they had been unnecessarily

joined as defendants, ami were dismissed from the action.

The solicitor, however, bore the brunt, of the Duke's attack,

and, proving that his advance on the pledged picture was

made in good faith, was held entitled to be repaid his

money before restoring the pilfered property. Although,

therefore, this case does not determine the important legal

point referred to, it nevertheless affords a precedent of a

solicitor successfully protecting his own interest-.

"NATIONAL COMPETITION DRAWINGS.

The severest critic of the Department of Science and

Art could not honestly deny that there is among the works

premiated at the National Competition for 1893, and now

on view in the temporary building in the quadrangle of the

Museum, a large amount of very clever work. Whatever

we may think of the recent progress and the present pros-

perity of art, there is no doubt that the level of artistic

accomplishment is higher than it was; and this, whether

due or not at all to Departmental teaching, is very apparent

at South Kensington. On the whole the honours are

pretty equally divided among the schools. Of the eleven

gold medals given, only two go to the same school ; and

in that case they go to the same student, William .1. Smith

of Leicester. Certain schools, nevertheless, are distin-

guished by the awards made to their students ; they are

Birmingham, Nottingham, Leicester, Glasgow, Manchester,

Edinburgh, and Leeds. The apparent success of a school

may not always be entirely due to the teaching there—one

master may be more fortunate than auother in his pupils

—

but it is clear from the work sent up by the towns men-

tioned that the teaching there is more than ordinarily' ade-

quate. Speaking of the works as a whole, an adverse

critic could not say much worse than that the proficiency

shown is largely in the direction of drawing and painting

from the life, or still-life, or what may be called the pic-

torial direction; and the best that a friendly critic could

say i-, that in that direction the work is generally excellent.

The question arises whether that is the direction in which

the Department should exert itself. It seems that out of

the already-mentioned eleven gold medals no fewer than five

are for drawings from the nude or from the antique, one

for book-illustration, three for architectural drawing and
design, one for stencilling, and one for a design for mosaic

] pavement ; only three, that is to say, are for design of the

kind which is not taught at the Loyal Academy and Slade

schools. One has only to look at the works exhibited to

see [plainly that a great part of the students are more tit to

paint than t<p design, that they mean to lie painters, anil

that they will be. It may be argued that design is not to

lit- taught—all that can be taught is technique. That is an

argument which might lie pushed to the point where it

became a plea for the abolishment of national training-

schools altogether. But even though it were only technique

that could be taught, there is the technique of practical

design, which is, at least, as worthy of encouragement
as the technique of painting or modelling, and which is

really what the public has always understood (rightly or

wrongly) that the schools of design were intended to do.

Something of this they do, indeed, much more than they

did ; but they appear to be less successful in it than

in the teaching of art in the more ordinary sense. Even

among the designs for manufacture selected for award

by the examiners some are far from being adapted to

their purpose. It ought, at least, to be possible to teach

students to make workmanlike and available drawings— tip

fit the students, in fact, to take a position in a factory.

South Kensington should be byrights the recruiting-ground

of the manufacturer in search of designers. We recommend
his attention to the following promising students :— Mary
Caldwell (lief. No. -2), Lobert Spence (s), Francis A. Heron

(10), Blanche ('. Davies (13), Margaret Winser (25), Evelyn

D. Foster (30), John E. Birks (47), William Amor Fenn (4!)),

Can. line Thornhill (92), Margaret Giles (590), William Giles

(591), William ffindley (592), William Dalton (627), and

George Morrow (640).

EXHIBITIONS.

Snme very interesting designs and pictures by Mr.

Tin 'Mas WHITBTJKN have been on view at the studio of

\Ii ssis. Russell and Sons, 17, Baker Street. Mr. Whitburn
possesses imagination and invention, and these qualities

display themselves in his work in a wealth of intricate

grose grotesqueness. His choice of subject is always eerie

and strange, drawn from pixie-land, the kingdoms of the

hobgoblin, or the days of prehistoric man, which give his

fantasy unbounded scope to reveal its quaint fertility. He
is the inventor of a process of printing on wood, known as

xylography, which produces at very little cost an effect

very similar to that of inlaid woodwork, and which can be

employed very happily on the "fitments" of a home, and
especially on the framing of [pictures, his uncanny conceits

lending themselves effectively to decorative purposes.

Indeed, we were so much impressed with the examples

of this side of his ait that we were surprised to find his

process of such long standing, and yet so comparatively

little known. Probably Mr. Whitburn's aesthetic predilec-

tions have stood in the way of the development of those

commercial faculties failing which inventors usually leave

the harvest of their labours to be reaped by others.

Japan passes into the position of one of those subjects

which in Governmental and other examinations are classed

as optional. It is not an essential part of a landscape

painter's education; but many artists "take it," and seme

useful marks, tin- last to do so being Mr. Alfred Parsons,

whose hundred sketches and drawings of the land of the

Mikado have been on exhibition at the Fine Art Society's

i'i ii ims in 1 !i ind Street, more for the sake of fame than fortune,

seeing that, coming home from the East, the painter had

stayed a while in Xew York, and had there found a ready

market for the contents of his portfolio, but had sold

with the general proviso that the purchase should not

become absolute until the pictures had been shown in

London. The strong individuality of Mr. Parsons is always

more in evidence in his work than Japan. He arranges

his landscape just as he arranged the gardens of Frome

Sellwood or the open commons of Surrey. Instead of

the clumps of old-world flowers, or the bushes of gorse

ad loom, beautiful in themselves, and painted against

a distance also beautiful, we get foregrounds of rare

lilies, wisteria, lotus, peach-blossom, and cherry-bloom

—

masses of bright colour which sometimes refuse to melt

artistically into their environment. It is professedly as a
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floral [winter, or rather as a landscape garden artist, that

Mr. Parsons sees Nature, and does not change his art with

his sky. Those who have admired the artist at home will

admire him abroad, since travel only emphasises his personal

note. In an adjoining room we were shown how Mr. Hugh
Thomson has applied his rotund and clean outline to the

illustration of Mr. Austin Dobson's "Ballad of Beau Bro-

cade," with results gently humorous and wholly skilful

and genial.

REVIEWS.
'• The Industrial Ait* of tin* Anglo-Saxons," by the Baron

J. de Bate, translated by T. B. Harbottle (Swan Son-

nenschein and Co.), is a handsome quarto volume, with

broad margins, clearly and compactly printed, and copiously

illustrated with engravings of those numerous objects, such

as weapons, implements, ornaments, articles for personal

and domestic use, and the like, to which the.well-arranged

sections of the text refer. M. de Baye is a systematic

write]', who not only disposes his materials in good order,

but treats them in a lucid and distinct manner, giving,

first, in appropriate sections, the histories, so far as those

cloudy and complex ethnographic themes are known, and
without attempting to disperse the almost chaotic gloom

which has gathered over the Britain of the fifth century

A.D., when the narrative begins. These sections treat of

the diverse, and from each other remote, invasions of our

island by the Jutes, the first coiners, who, quitting Jutland

in 44:i, captured part of Kent, and had been known to the

Romans, whose heirs they were, as Getre ; secondly, the

Saxons, or sword-bearers, a not uncivilised people, who, in

477, took what remained of Kent and spread themselves

beyond its borders ; thirdly, the Frisians, who came from

between the Rhine and the Ems, and, though in relatively

small numbers, occupied that province which, with en-

larged boundaries, used to be called Mercia ; fourthly, the

Angles ; and, fifthly, the most numerous and successful

Anglo-Saxons proper, whose relics of goldsmithery and

other crafts are superior and greater in number than

other tribes have left us. The author emphasises the

now widely recognised influence of Scandinavian art on

the types and modes of the Anglo-Saxons, and through

them (if not otherwise, but undoubtedly mostly by their

means) upon the other tribes who took possession of this

island and drove the Romanised natives into its nooks and

corners as well as into the poor lands among dangerous

mountains, where, during centuries of partial isolation,

they did not improve in physical or mental qualities.

Dealing with the sword— that all-important civiliser— the

author is careful to notice the rarity of the weapon in Anglo-

Saxon and German cemeteries, as in one hundred and eighty-

eight graves at Little Wilbraham only four swords were

found. This is not to be explained by the perishableness

of iron when buried, nor does it seem likely, at least to the

extent here urged, that sword-bearing was, in earlier Saxon-

dom, at least, a very high privilege. More probable does it

appear that, as with mediajval armour and weapons, swords

passed from Saxon father to Saxon son, and were rarely

interred with the seniors. Various examples of sword-

inheritance will occur to the reader of ancient poetry. The

spear was a favourite weapon in Saxondom, lint, unlike the

"white arm "—which was mostly enriched with patterns

that are manifestly Scandinavian, and thus supply precious

evidence of the nature of the arts in Britain— the occasional

elegance of the spear-head is all that attests anything like

art- feeling in the makers' minds. Kemble noticed a marked

feature in the Saxon spear-heads, when intended to be

thrown, as javelins, by means of which the two sides of the

Leaf-shaped blades are not in the same plane: this would
promote a rotary motion to the flying weapon, ami thus

develop its velocity and straighten its course. The ;m_

or shield-catcher, the scramas axe, a sort of broad blade,

1

battle knife, the battle-axe, or Francisca the Prank's

favourite weapon, the arrow, and the shield refer in this

volume to martial Saxondom. Next to these come fibulae

of various kinds, jewellery at large, girdle I |<s, beads of

glass and clay (including, it is likely, whorls), some of which

are manifestly Phoenician and of long descent (their ana-

logues have been found in equatorial Africa, to the north of

Scotland, and Scandinavia); balls of crystal— the rarity ami

importance of which are not overlooked here, although

they are not, as we think they should be, referred to China

as the place of their origin; hair-pins, combs, buckles,

situke, or buckets, glass vases which attest the influence of

Boman design, and pottery, are the groups of subjects which

lead up to a chapter of general considerations in regard t'>

Anglo-Saxon graves. Of the tumuli which still distinguish

the most important of these treasuries of ancient history

and art—for such they have become—to say, as this text

does, that they are "often near the sea" seems to us not

sufficiently exact. For " often " we should read "mostly."

This was especially the case with moundsof the earliest dates,

when marauding chiefs were slain and their people did not

hope to stay as conquerors. Although this work is purely

a compilation, it is to be commended because the author

understands his business and knows what is worth gather-

ing and what may be thrown away. The numerous illus-

trations are sufficiently good, although they are not very

artistic.

Messrs. Asher and Co., of Bedford Street, Covent

Garden, are issuing, under the title of " Monuments of tit*'

Renaissance Sculptun of Tuscany," a set of reproductions

of Tuscan Renaissance sculpture that is quite remarkable.

We have long had an occasional reproduction in small size,

by Allinari or one or other of the Florentine photographers ;

but this is a serious attempt by the well-known German
publishing house of Bruckmann, under the directorship of

Herr Wilhelm Bode, to get together a collection of all the

good works known to exist in public or private hands.

The reproductions are by the carbon process of photo-

graphy, which is unalterable, and are on so large a scale as

to give them special interest and value. If the promises of

the prospectus are fairly carried through, as, no doubt,

they will be, the collection will be unique. The work is

being issued in parts, of which there will be about seventy,

at intervals of three weeks.

The "Monastery" is the latest issue of the Border

Edition of Waverley (John C. Nimmo). It is illustrated by

ten etchings after drawings by Mr. Gordon Browne. One
hesitates to hint a fault in an issue that is being carried

through so creditably to everyone concerned ; but we may
be permitted to point out that it would have been better

to have ten etchings by Gordon Browne rather than by other

etchers after him, especially as some of them do not seem to

have quite understood the artist. Of the several etchers to

whom the drawings have been entrusted Mr. Bati.kv seems

to have been most successful in retaining the characteristic

drawing of the artist.

In his third volume of "La Vieille Frana " (Paris:

La Librairie illustree), in which M. l!or.ii>\ has dealt with

the classic "Provence," this able artist and illustrator has

not been so successful as with former volumes. With old

houses, castles, and architecture generally he is quite at

home, and Brittany and Normandy afforded innumerable
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subjects after his own heart. But Provence is not to he

illustrated by drawings, however good in themselves, of its

ancient architectural details. ''Provence" is a subject for

the landscape-painter, and is beautiful as a bit of Italy.

Jt is this landscape charm which is missing from the

book, or is not successful when it is attempted. The

book teems with picturesque drawings, but when all is

done it is hardly "Provence" which has been illustrated.

The Delta Patents Company, of Glasgow, has just

broughl out a little invention for assisting artists to carry

their wet canvases safely when sketching out of doors.

It is on the principle of the ordinary rug strap
;
but

projecting pieces of metal are so arranged as to come

Let ween the canvases and keep them apart. It looks as

though, when tightly strapped together, the canvases

would— if not very large—ride easily and safely. The

"Carrier" is very light, both as to weight and cost.

NOTABILIA.

To Mr. James Guthrie has been awarded a small gold

medal for painting at the Berlin Exhibition of Art.

A fine "Portrait of a Man,'' by Solario, has been

bought by Mr. Walter Armstrong for the National Gallery

of Ireland.

Mr. Henry Yates Thompson has presented Delaroche's

"Napoleon Crossing the Alps" to the Town Council of

Liverpool.

The mezzotinting of Mr. G. F. Watts's picture of

"Mount Vesuvius from Naples" has been placed by Mr.

Dunthorne in the hands of Mr. Frank Short.

The designs for the coinage by .Messrs. H. H. Armstead,

II. A., Mr. E. Onslow Ford, A.R.A.,and Mr. Poynter, R.A.,

have been on exhibition at the South Kensington Museum.

Viscount Cobham and Sir ( 'iiakles Texnant have been

appointed trustees of the National Portrait Gallery. To

the annual report of this institution we shall draw attention

next month.

The Committee of the Art Gallery of Cardiff have pur-

chased for their permanent collection "Reposing : A Scene

in Wiltshire," a fine example of the sheep and cattle pic-

tures of the late Charles Jones, R.C.A., whose death we
recently recorded.

The Holl Memorial -designed by Mr. Alfred Gilbert,

II. A. .with a bronze plaque-portrait bySir Edgar Boehm—
erected in the crypt of St. Paul's, in Painters' Corner, will, it

is to be hoped, make that interesting spot more than ever a

place of artistic pilgrimage.

The magnificent collection of drawings and prints by

Old Mastei-3, formed by the late Mr. John Malcolm, of

Poltallock, Argyleshire, who recently died at a great age, has

he en lent by his son to the British Museum, and will

probably be on public view in January next.

In criticising Mr. Tate's collection, Mr. Spielmann spoke

of Mr. Orchardson's "Her Mother's Voice" as though it

were the original picture. It should be explained that the

canvas was the finished sketch for the picture, which is now
in Australia. We may add that it is one of the few sketches

that Mr. Orchardson ever finished.

A syndicate has been created for working a patent by

which, pictures can be hermetically sealed within their

glazed frames, and thus preserved against the action of air,

dust, and damp. If the object can be secured, doubtless, it

will serve ; but it is surely the action of light against which

pictures most require protection.

More statues to be raised in France. Monuments are in

course of execution to Grandville, Maxiine Lalanne, Ribot,

and Ratfet. In England it is likely that one or two more

terra-cotta discs may be inserted in the brick-frontages of

certain houses in the by-streets of London, to the honour of

artists and the glory of England and British art.

The scandalous neglect of the Shaftesbury Memorial

Fountain at the hands of the County Council is happily at

an end, after the work had been subjected to destructive

violence, and the spot permitted to be used as ;i playground

by dirty and squalid children. Not so unexpected have

been the insolent criticisms of ignorant babblers, who have

charged it against such a master as Mr. Gilbert that the

proportions of the flying Eros at the summit were incorrect.

Since the munificent gift to the Corporation of London

by Sir John Gilbert, R.A.—who has, in recognition of his

generosity, been presented with the freedom of the City

—

several offerings have been made to the Guildhall Gallery,

and accepted. This is a gratifying testimony to its popu-

larity ; but there appears some danger lest those in au-

thority permit the entry to the Gallery to become too easy.

The Holford collection of prints and drawings has realised

£28,119. A drawing described as "Two Men : busts

—

silver, pen, with the monogram, and dated 1520, 71 inches

by 5 in.," was acquired by the British Museum for £635.

It is to be hoped that this signature is more genuine than

that upon the National Gallery picture, which was bought

in 1854 from M. Joly de Bammeville—whose bric-a-brac

collection has just been sold for £4,000—but which since

L888 has been recognised as being by Diirer's friend and

student Hans Baldung Griin.

Mr. J. P. HeseltiNE has been appointed to the vacant

trusteeship of the National Gallery. As Mr. Heseltine is a

true connoisseur of fine art- as is proved by hi- tine collection

of pictures, drawings, bronzes, and medals, from which he

lias lent freely to the public exhibitions—his selection is

highly to be commended. In some quarters it is feared that

his leaning towards Italian Pre-Raphaelitism and Renais-

sance may militate against the exercise of breadth of artistic-

view^ in selection, especially in the direction of French and

English ail ; 1 it we believe these fears to be unfounded.

As an example of the remarkable correctness of some

critical speculation we may quote the following testimony

to Mr. Armstrong's perspicacity. When, some months

ago, a so-called Franz Hals was on the point of becoming

the subject of an action between Messrs. Lawrie and Mr.

Wertheimer, the critic's opinion was invoked. Me asserted

his belief that it was by a pupil of Hals, who had been

strongly influenced by Molenaer. Heir de Grcot now

declares that he has positive proof that the picture is by

Judith Leyster, pupil of Hals, and wife of Molenaer !

The statements conveyed in the letter to the Timt s,

under the signature of " Hamel," require some comment

and correction. The writer asserts that certain figures of

the Wellington Monument, which is being transferred to its

proper place in St. Paul's Cathedral, "are placed in opposition

to the designs of Alfred Steyexs, as shown in his draw-

ings at South Kensington Museum. The front of these

groups is turned towards the aisle and the back \iew

towards the nave. Stevens clearly intended the Duke's

figure to lie with its feet to the west." The allegorical groups

at the sides must have been seen by the writer during the

few days after they had been accidentally misplaced by the

workman and before the mistake was rectified. These and

the effigy are now placed exactly as designed by Stevens.
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THE DIRECTORSHIP OF THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Now that the time is approaching' when the question of

a successor to Sir Frederick Bukton must be deckled, we
may with propriety comment on this all-important subject.

The main question is, < >ught the director to be a painter or

a non-painter 1 Now, it should be observed that the idea

that a painter should preside is one exclusively held in

England ; it has long since been discredited abroad. Ever

since the Munich and Dresden galleries were mishung and

mismanaged, the artist-director has ceased to exist. Yon
Hiibner at Dresden and Niessen at Cologne were the last

of the race ; and since then we have had Dr.-Woermann at

Dresden, Dr. Bode at Berlin, M. Lafenestre in succession

to the Vicomte de Tanzia at the Louvre, M. Benedite at the

Luxembourg, M. Bredins at the Hague, Hen- Bayersdorffer

at Munich, and Signor Madrazo (son of the painter, but

not himself an artist) at Madrid. The rule, in fact, is uni-

versal, on the equal ground of expediency and experience,

and there seems no reason why the system should not be

tried in England. It must be admitted—and admitted with

ungrudging gratitude— that the regime of Sir Frederick

Burton has been one of extraordinary success. True, Sir

Frederick had his prejudices—being especially hostile to

French, and, in a minor degree, to English ait, and pe-

culiarly favourable to the early Pre-Baphaelites ; but he

has made scarce a mistake in ascription, and but few in

policy. [Such an error we must surely count the pur-

chase of a fourteenth Euysdael for 2,2m> guineas, which

might have been secured in 1S72 for t'<;s, or nine years

later for £212.] But he has been a wise and beneficent

ruler—wiser even and more beneficent than Sir Charles

Eastlake before him. But these men are rare indeed ; and

it must not be forgotten that Sir Frederick practically

ceased to be an artist when he became a director. But to

see what is the power for evil of the average artist-director

we must turn to the unfortunate rule of Sir William Boxall,

R.A., at Trafalgar Square. The fact of the matter is that

the artistic temperament is scarce fitted for the post ; and

the whole history of art is full of the errors of judgment

—

which are the result far more often of healthy and robust

prejudice than what is usually understood by ignorance-

committed by artists. The reason is obvious enough : for

the sincere and earnest artist believes deepest in his own

views and his own theories ; he concentrates his artistic

belief and his energies on his own artistic creed, which

he very properly seeks to exalt, and which he tenaciously

follows, for all his artistic soul is worth. Thus his uatural

breadth of view becomes usually narrowed down, and the

catholicity of his articti: sympathies seri"usl\ impairsd.

There have been notable exceptions, as in the case of

Fromentiu and Emile Michel, who were sound and impar-

tial critics upon the work of their brother-brushes ; but

exceptions they certainly were. But there is another, an

all-important, consideration. The business of connoisseur-

ship and of buying for museums has become far and away
more complicated than ever it was, owing to the progress

of the study of art of the past as one of the exact sciences,

to say nothing of the activity of Continental rivals. How,
then, is the artist, whose time, and probably his energies and
his thoughts, have been monopolised by the practice of his

/S52

profession, to meet on equal ground those who have raised

expertisi to tin.' height of a fine art? Whal chance has he
in competition with those whose time has been spent in

examination and reexamination, in complex comparison,

research, and historical study .'—which are absolutely indis-

pensable nowadays to the man whose taste, judgment, and

i: in itc knowledge justify him in plai ing his services and
his abilities at the disposal of the nation. A proposal has

been submitted to us which might perhaps, says its inventor,

be adopted with success. It is this— that the directorship

should, so to speak, be placed in commission ; that it should

be invested in a board of five, in which expt rtisi . knowledge

of technique, knowledge of nature, good taste, and catho-

licity of artistic sympathy should be represented in equal

parts. The suggestion is all very well ; but it must not be

forgotten that each member on such a board might always

have the odds of four to one against every single proposal;

and, moreover, the present board of trustees is in theory

a committee of taste.

ENGLISH REWARDS AT CHICAGO.

It is impossible, without further information, to gauge

the exact significance of the distribution of medals at the

( 'hicago Exposition to the artists represented ; but there is

no mistaking the fact that the great factor to be considered

is the success of the English section. This is the more satis-

factory as we have more than once in these columns re-

corded our misgivings as to the effect of the exhibit which

was to impress our cousins. That exhibit was only fair,

nothing more
; but at least it has had the effect of sampling

the art of England in its comparative, though not in its

superlative degree. In the combined classes of oil-paint-

ings, water-colours, and black-and-white—the only details

which allow of a complete comparison with other countries

—we have the following totals. (It must be remembered

that France, making impossible demands, withdrew entirely,

sulking, from the competition. It must also be observed

that there are a few cross-entries— such as Mr. Seymour
Haden being included in the black-and-white section and

not in that of etching.)

Great Britain
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Linton. Sir J., P.E.I.

Logsdail, William.
Loudan, a. Mouat.
Lucas, Seymour,
A.E.A.

Macbeth, Eobt. W.,
A.R.A.

Merritt, Mrs. Amia
L<

Mi

( (rchard

B.A.

John.RA.

W. Q., Stok

tings in Oil (runtiiiii

Osborne, Walter,
R.H.A.

Ouless, \V. W., R.A.
Parsons, Alfred.

Parton, Ernest.

Rae, Henrietta (Mrs.

Normand, as water-
colour, uot cata-

logued).
Reid, .TolmB.
Riviere, Briton, B.A.
Sunt, James, B.A.
(James "Lane").

Shannon, J.J.
Solomon, Solomon J.

Adrian
i Stokes, Mrs. Adrian.

Stone, Marcus, B.A.
Stott, Edward.
Stott, William.
Swan, John M.
Swynn: rt :e Mrc
Taylor, A. Chevallier.

Thomson, Leslie.

Titcomb, W. H. Y.
Tuke, Henry S.

Waterhouse, J. W.,
A. If. A.

Weatherbee, G.
Wood.MissE.Stewart.
W Is. II.. K.A.
Wyllie, W. L., A.R.A.
Wyllie, Charles.

That is to say, twenty-four Academicians and forty-

seven outsiders.

Paintings in Water-Colours.

Alma - Tadema,
R.A.

Coutts, H.
East. Alfred.

Foster, Birket.

Gilbert, Sir ,

R.A.
Gow, Audr RA.

Greeuawav. Kate.
Hatherell, "W.
Haves, Edwin.
Henshall, Henry J.

Hine, H.
Langley, Walter.

Liutou, Sir James,
P.R.I.

Lloyd, Tom.
Moore, 1 Eenry, R.A.
Parsons, Alfred.

Rainey, W.
Rivers, Leopold,
Smvthe, Lionel.

W: ilt. in. E. A.
Wyllie, W.L., A.R.A.

Cameron, D. Y.
Dicksee, Herbert.
Gardner, W. Bis-
combe (Wood en-

graving).
Hailen, F. Seymour,
P.R.P.-E.

Engravings and Etchings ; Prints.

Hall, Oliver. ! Menpes, Mortimer.
Hole, William. I Robinson, Gerald
Law, David. (Mezzotint).

Lowenstam, Leopold.
I
Sherborn, (_'. W. (Line

Macbeth, Robt. W., I engraving).

A.R.A. Watson. Charles J.

M.ittyii. Miss Ethel.

Chalk and Other Drawings.

Charlton, John.
i Linton, Sir J., P.R.I. I Swan, John M.

Dn Marnier, George.
I
Overend, W. H.

|
Tenuiel, Sir John.

Weguelin, J. B.

Sculpture.

Ford, E. Onslow, I Leighton, Sir Fred. Swan, John M.
A.E.A. P.R.A. Thornycroft, Eamo,

Frampton, George,
I
Pomeroy, P. W.

I
B.A.

Aitchison, Prof. G.
A.R.A.

Anderson, R. Row-
and, LL.D.

Architectun .

Ashlin, G. C.

Aston-Webb and
Ingress Bell.

Brooks, James,
Jackson, T. (I..A.RA.
Waterhouse, A., R.A.

What strikes one most is the catholicity of the awards

and the generous neutrality of the jury as regards the

schools df artistic thought here represented. In accounting

for the' absence of several eminent names from the afore-

given list, it must lie borne in mind that several (with the

exception of Mr. Watts's) were absorbed by the said jury.

English National Portrait Gallery. The other chief points

of history are three :—First, that the Treasury have agreed

that unexpended balances may be, under conditions, drawn

upon in future years, instead of being merely refunded as

heretofore—a system, it may be observed, that was as much
against the well-being of the Gallery as against common-
sense. It is to be hoped that the concession may be ex-

tended to the other art institutions. The second point is

the alteration of the names of two portraits on satisfactory

evidence. Thus Henry Jermyn, Earl of St. Albans, becomes

Thomas, Lord Clifford of Chudleigh, Lord High Treasurer

under Charles II., one of the Cabal .Ministry, while Barbara

Villiers, Duchess of Cleveland, has all this time been

masquerading under the name of Rachel Lady Russell,

widow of the patriot. The third point deals with the new
building, which it is hoped will be ready in part next

spring. " The lighting," says Mr. Scharf, " is good, fire

provided against, and all is well." The director has, we
observe with pleasure, changed his view as regards the

space in the galleries, which he now declares " may be eon-

sidered sufficient for many years to come." With respect to

Viscount Cobhain, one of the newtrustees, it may be ex-

plained that he is the son of Lord Lyttleton, of Hagley

Hall, whom he succeeded, and comes of a distinguished

literary family. Hagley itself contains a fine collection of

historical portraits ; and the Viscount, a highly-accom-

plished man, has always been deeply interested in the

proper description of his own and other people's historical

treasures. Sir Charles Tennant's collection of English art

is too well known to need any special reference.

THE PRINT-ROOM AND ITS ACQUISITIONS.

The acquisition by the Print-Room of the British

Museum of a collection of tine prints, chiefly after English

artists—the gift of Mr. Agnew, the donor of the "Harbour
of Refuge "--revives the question as to whether the trustees

should not obtain an Act empowering them to collect from

print-publishers copies of all prints issued by them. The

difficulties are two-fold, we allow : the first, the difficulty of

drawing the line as to what is and what is not a print, and,

further, as to whether a copy of each "state" ought to be

lodged; and, secondly, the rapid extension of the Print-

Room and the slight increase of staff resultant. But surely

in so great an institution these should be comparatively

small matters, seeing that the main principle of sending in

prints has been agreed to by the leading publishers. Their

condition that the sending in of a print should constitute

an element of copyright is at once reasonable and convenient.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

Mr. George Schakf's annual report is a highly satis-

factory document. It is the thirty-sixth ; and contains a

list of no fewer than forty gifts, of which two-and-twenty

belong to Miss Cracroft's Franklin Arctic Exploration

Series. Among the others are the portraits of Lord Beacons-

held, Miss Amelia 1!. Edwards, Lord Chief Justice Cock-

burn, Alderman Boydell, John Burnet, Sir Richard Owen,
and Douglas Jerrold ; together with Lord Ronald Gower's
beautiful little autograph portraits of Reynolds and (iains-

borough. Among the purchases is the portrait of Sir

William Boxall, R.A. We observe the name of Hubert Le
Sueur ; but as he was but a practitioner here, whose chief

works are the "Charles I." at Charing Cross and the "Wil-

liam, Earl of Pembroke," af < >xford, it is difficult to account

for his finding a permanent resting-place for his fame in our

CARICATURE AND FISTICUFFS.

Ever since there was caricature—say, for the last two

thousand years and more—and ever since there were thin-

skins, there has been periodica] rebellion against caricature

by the person caricatured. Antiphiles, the father of the

humorous art of distortion, and inventor of the grylli, or

grotesques, has a good deal to answer for in the matter of

outraged feelings and personal attack. But never has cari-

cature been so harmless and so kindly as that which is

published to day in our satirical periodicals. What would

not Fox and Burke, Sheridan and Talleyrand, and others of

a previous generation—what would they not have given to

exchange the biting and latter attacks of those venomous

days for the chaff of Mr. Harry Furniss which so hurt

the tender vanity of Mr. Swift M ArXtau. '! It is surely

more contemptuous and offensive to say, as a journalist has
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recently done in commenting on the protest of Irish

members a,;unst Mr. lurmsss pictcnd jokes, that "the

Irish party desire to retain the monopoly of making them-

selves ridiculous," than to caricature a member's teeth or

nose or legs? Personal peculiarities are always less offen-

sive subjects for caricature than motives; and it Mr.

MacNeill would know how much he has to be thankful for,

he should examine the caricatures of Gillray, Rowlandson,

Heath, and the Cruikshanks, and he will learn how the

pencil of the pictorial satirist can be legitimately employed

as a scornful goad, of which the point is steeped in the

gall of venom. He will learn with what merciless rancour

weaknesses or supposed misdeeds have been attacked in

the past ; he will ascertain how weak Governments and

powerful Ministers and princes have been forced to sub-

sidise the caricaturist to desist—which, to the artist's shame,

he has accepted—and he will, doubtless, feel a touch of

shame at having committed an assault, however technical,

upon a man whose offence has been to have chaffed, in

accordance with his recognised rule, a Member of Parlia-

ment by showing him, " now as a potato, and again as a

gorilla !" He should compare the relative importance of

this incident with that cartoon of H> which, according to

Talleyrand, nearly brought about a European incident of the

direst import—yet which the said Talleyrand never sought

to punish by punching and hustling John Doyle; and he

should reflect that the very essence of caricature, accepted

and understood by the whole world, save by Mr. MacXeill,

is distortion of the truth and exaggeration of the facts.

certainly went black ; but vermilion always does go black

under the influence of anj change, and the experiment

merely proved once more the general experience. Prussian

blue once more proved its instability ; but all other colours

passed triumphantly through the ordeal. It was '.in-

clusively proved that nearly all the colours which were

sensitive to damp, and even under conditions of dryness

are liable to injury by light, are unaffected by light when

in vacuum. Even the incriminated mixture of indigo and

Venetian red showed absolutely no change. So that if

artists will but avoid colours known to be unstable the

judgment of posterity may be challenged without the

intervening buffer of Sir John Millais' two greatest Old

Masters—Time and Varnish.

THE ART UNION OF LONDON.

An exhibition of the Art Union prizes has been held
;

but we cannot congratulate the Society on the display.

The Union was founded with a view "to promote the know-

ledge and love of the Fine Arts ... to elevate Art . . .

by creating ... an improved taste." The prizes, such as

have been shown this year, will do none of these things
;

and, if the Union does nothing to obtain and deserve the

confidence of the public, its ultimate extinction is only

a matter of time ; whereas the careful selection of works of

art, which will tend to do the things the Union was founded

for, is as likely as not to win back much of the popularity it

has so largely forfeited.

LIGHT, COLOUR, AND VACUUM.

A brief note appeared in the last issue of this Magazine

to the effect that Mr. William Simpson was establishing a

syndicate for the working of a patent, by which pictures

and drawings could be kept in vacuo in a specially-designed

frame. Mr. Simpson's happy idea is doubtless the outcome

of the experiments conducted by Captain Abney and Dr.

Russell at the request, in April, 1886, of the Lords of the

Committee of Council on Education. That inquiry, which

was conducted on the most elaborate scale and with the

most minute and ingenious completeness, was the result,

it will be remembered, of the discussion which had been

raging in the Times between Sir Charles (then Mr. J. C.)

Robinson on the one side, and Sir James Linton and Mr.

.lanes Orrock on the other. Among the many experiments

which were conducted under various conditions were a

series of sixty-three in vacuo. Of these thirty-nine were

with single colours and the remaining twenty-four with

mixed colours. In the first case it was shown that hardly

any colour was acted upon by light at all. Here and there

a slight change was to be found, but, in the words of the

report, " in all cases the action was very feeble." Vermilion

" SALVATOR MUNDI.

Mr. Phiit.s Jackson writes to us as follows concerning

the reputed authorship of this picture :

—

" With reference to your notes in this mouth's Magazine of

Art on the recent additions to the National Gallery, I have uo

hesitation in saying that the head ' Salvator Muudi ' is uot the work

of my father, the late John Jackson, R.A. The works of all artists

of distinct eminence are, I apprehend, stamped witli a certain

individuality of manner. This is apparent in earlier efforts as well

as when the painter has matured knowledge, ripened by praotice

and experience. My father's head studies were always bold and

vigorous even when rough in execution, and they were one and all

strongly characteristic. It will be for those with even a limited

knowledge of art to judge how far the conventional and singularly

weak ' Salvator Mundi ' picture responds to those quaUties. There

are several other pictures by my father in the National Gallery or

at South Kensington. The two finer, perhaps, are the presentment

of his intimate friend, Sir John Soane, and that of the Rev. Holwell

Carr, as they are full of character, fine modelling, and singularly

rich colouring. I do not think it matters much, such a feeble

elementary work as the 'Salvator Mundi' being exhibited, as it

cannot affect my father's reputation. It is more unfortunate, I

imagine, for those accepting pictures for our National Collection.

I need scarcely add that I do not stand alone in my opinion, which

has been emphatically supported by some of the best judges of art

m this country."

EXHIBITIONS.

The autumn exhibition in the galleries of the Notting-

ham Art Museum will this year be composed of selected

loan pictures, and the works of four painters, natives of

Nottingham—viz., Richard Parkes Bonington and H enry

Dawson, deceased artists ; and Messrs. Laslett J. Pott

and Edwin Ellis, living painters— will form a special

feature of the exhibition. Besides obtaining tine examples

of the above-named artists' works, Mr. G. Harry Wallis,

F.S.A., the director of the museum, has also been able to

obtain the loan of pictures by Sir Frederic Leighton,

P.E.A., .Messrs. Peter Graham, R.A., G. F Watts. R.A.,

Andrew Gow, R.A., David Murray, A.B.A., W. L. Wyllie,

A.R.A., J. W. Waterhouse, A.R.A., J. Farquharson, John

Charlton, H. S. Tuke, H. Clarence Whaite, P.R.C.A.,

H. H. La Thangue, The Hon. John Collier, and others.

In addition to this exhibition there will be a line collec-

tion "f works in oil and water-colours by Walter Duncan,

A.R.W.S., "lent by Mr. Abraham Booth, of Gloucester.

An Industrial and Fine Art Exhibition was opened at

Bristol on August 28th. The local industries are well

represented in the former section, and there is an excel-

lent loan collection of pictures to constitute the latter.

Amongst these may be noted the well known early work

by Sir J. E. Millais, "The Enemy Sowing Tares;'

"Cupboard Love," by Mr. BRITON RlVlEEE, R.A. ;
" Vashti
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Deposed," by Mr. Kknf.st Normand ; " The Source of a

River," by Mr. MacWhirter, J!.A. ; and "An Al fresco

Toilet," by Mr. Luke Fildes, R.A.

reviews.

.Airs. Schuyler van Rennsselaer, who is known as a

popular writer on artistic and architectural subjects, lias

set down in "Art Out of Doors" (London: T. Fisher

Unwin) a miscellaneous series of reflections on parts and

gardens, trees and architecture, with occasional digressions

on public monuments and the relations of architect and

client. Mrs. Van Eennsselaer does not offer any system ; her

object is to inculcate good taste in garden design by de-

tached observations on particular points—such, for instance,

as that a Lombardy poplar is a useful tree in the right

place, whereas the weeping-willow is nearly always bad in

any place—a sentiment in which we very heartily concur
;

and the attentive reader will find numerous hints in the

art of landscape-gardening as practised in America, and

more especially by the eminent Mr. Olmstead, whom Mrs.

Van Rennsselaer considers the greatest exponent of land-

scape design that has ever existed, and, indeed, does not

hesitate to rank with Michelangelo in his own particular

art. For .Mrs. Van Rennsselaer, with that faculty for bold

generalisation which distinguishes the modern American
writer, has discovered that, besides the three old-fashioned

arts of architecture, painting, and sculpture, there exists a

fourth art—the art of landscape-designing—and this fourth

art is pronounced to have far more affinity to painting and
sculpture than to architecture. We here detect a fallacy,

which has recently become very familiar to us in England,

through the efforts of Mr. William Robinson and other

landscape gardeners in defence of the mysteries of their

craft—the fallacy that the landscape-gardener is or could

ever be an artist in the same sense as a landscape-painter.

The book is pleasantly written, and the writer has as far

;i- possible avoided controversial matter; but it is the

attempt to compromise between two incompatible posi-

tions of which we complain, and the real fault of the

book lies in the total absence of any system. The writer

has failed to see that if landscape-gardening is, as she sup-

poses, a branch of serious design, it must, on the one hand,

be brought into the family of the arts by a clear demon-
stration of its relationship, and of the general principles

which must underlie it in common with its sisterarts; and,

on the other hand, if, as is asserted, it is an art in itself,

the particular limitations which condition it, its legitimate

and illegitimate modes of expression must be worked out,

and clearly marked off from those of the arts with which
it is supposed to be allied.

This first instalment of "Ironwork," by J. Starkie
Gardner (Chapman and Hall), is most welcome. It deals

mainly with the mediaeval period, but it goes back to the

remotest times at which iron was smelted, and the chapter

on the early history of the subject is by no means the

least interesting portion of the book. When it comes to

the "manufacture of iron" and the work of the smith,

Mr. Gardner writes as an expert ; but he is never so

technical as to be dull, even to those who know com-

paratively little of the subject ; far from it : the fact that

the writer is not a mere savant, but a man practically at

home in the workshop—which fact is apparent on almost

every page -adds incalculably to the interest of what he

has to say. He divides his parable into two main sections,

dealing the one with tic "Art of the Blacksmith," the other

with the "Art of the Locksmith," dismissing the work of

the transition period between those stages in a shorter

chapter. The blacksmith, we are told, who hammered the

metal hot, and relied upon heat and hammer for the effect

of his grilles and door-hinges, was at his best during the

thirteenth century ; then came the transition period, when,
by the aid of file and saw, vice and drill, he began to

fashion it cold ; and eventually, about the beginning of the

fifteenth century, the use of sheet iron became general, and
locksmith and armourer took the lead, and kept it. The
book is not only full of information, but easy to read. The
fault we have to find with it is that it might with advan-
tage have been more fully illustrated, and that the general

get-up of the volume shows a lack of taste. Some discrep-

ancy in the style of the various cuts may be excused on the

ground that the important thing is to illustrate the subject

;

but there is no excuse for illustrations projecting beyond
the text and encroaching upon the margin, when it is so

simple a thing, in these days of "process," to reduce them
to the proportions of the octavo. This may be the fault

of Mr. Gardner or of the "Committee of Council on Edu-
cation ;" whoever may be to blame, an admirable book is

disfigured by some very ugly pages. The Department
should set a better example.

We have received the first part of the "Allium General
</. I'Ameublement Parisien " (Hachette and Co.). It contains

reproductions of numerous examples of furniture in the

very highest taste as exhibited in France. The work,

which is to be published monthly, promises to be a useful

record of contemporary French art as displayed in the

accessories of the house.

" Electrogravure " is the name adopted by the Swan
Engraving Company for their particular process of photo-

uia\ ure. There is sometimes a good deal in a name, and it

appears that this one has been chosen because electricity in

some form or other has more to do in the production of the

plates than anything else, and that of hand work on the

plates there is practically none. This company has just

produced a plate from Mr. Lorimer's picture exhibited two

years ago in the Royal Academy and again this year in the

Salon, entitled "Ordination of Elders in the Scottish

Church." The plate, published by Messrs. Aitkin, Dott
and Son, Edinburgh, is in every way an admirable repro-

duction of the picture.

NOTABILIA.

The British Institution Scholarship in Sculpture this

year has been awarded to Mr. Sidney Physick, Silver

Medallist and Landsecr Scholar of the Royal Academy.

Mr. Albert H. Warren has, on the recommendation of

the Prime Minister, been awarded a grant of £100 out of

the Royal Bounty Fund, "in consideration of his services

to art." What services?

Mr. Agnew's gift to the Print-Boom, referred to in

another column of this Magazine, includes first states of

thirty-five plates after Titian, Hoppner, Gainsborough,

Lawrence, Landseer, Midler, Walker. Millais, Rossetti,

Burne-Jones, Briton Riviere, and Frank Holl.

M. Fernaxd Khnopef's symbolical picture, "I Shut

My Door Upon Myself," which, founded upon the poem of

Miss < Ihristina Rossetti, was exhibited last year in the New
i (allery, and was duly engraved in these columns, has been

shown at Munich and promptly acquired by the Bavarian

( rovernment for the Pinakothek.

Erratum.—The illustration on p. 379 was by a slip

wrongly inscribed. It should have been "Interior of a

Room," by Peter de Hooche.
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLDS FAIR.

Had the Columbian World's Exposition gone to

New York or Boston it is more than likely that the

results in architecture would not be what they are in

Chicago. In either city, it is likely, the work would
have been allotted in a much more narrow spirit

;

practically, the architects of one city would have de-

signed the buildings. But the comparative paucity
of good architects in Chicago gave the organizers of

the Fair a perfectly unanswerable warrant to pick

from the whole country. For the main edifices, apart

from State buildings, five architects were taken
from New York, two from Boston and five from
Chicago. The most beautiful, simple and classic edi-

fice was designed by Mr. Atwood, formerly with

Herter & Co. of New York, and luckily it is built

to stay, the foundations being powerful and the walls

of solid brick, while the columns and covering of the

walls can be gradually rebuilt in marble at a later

date. This is the exquisite Fine Arts building.

The facade looking toward the south and toward
the main mass of buildings is severely beautiful, with

a fine portico, pediment enriched with sculpture and
low flattened central dome. The proportions of

columned entrances to wall space and of roof to walls

are very beautiful. The building is the highest ex-

pression of that classic spirit which appears more or

less pronounced in all the larger structures. The
enormous Machinery building by Peabody and Stearns

of Boston, though lawless in a way, and rather tor-

mented by towers, projecting porches, barrel roofs

and what-not, still retains the classic touch, while

others approach the Fine Arts building much more
closely on the classical side.

Vieing with Mr. Atvvood's restful and splendid

building is the Agricultural by McKim, Mead &
White of New York, another tremendous affair very

rich in classic details but not so simple as the Arts.

A dome over the long north side is treated like the

rotundas of the Capitol at Washington and Rich-

mond, or those of the New York Custom House and
Sub-Treasury. Over the crown of this dome swings

a familiar figure— the Diana by St. Gaudens once on

the tower of the Madison Square Garden, who is now
shooting her arrows over Lake Michigan or toward

the pleasant town of Pullman or over the sooty city

of Chicago. She looks quite charming at the height

of this great building's dome and in due relation to

its huge bulk— this daughter of Anak, who was so

uncomfortably big on the pretty tower of Madison
Square. Other roof decorations are four groups of four

female figures supporting open-work celestial globes.

The columned arching corridor that runs along the

north front is charmingly tinted as to walls and

vaulted ceilings, while broad wall spaces under the

porches on the east and west sides are brilliant with

painted figures by Maynard and others represent-

ing goddess and demigod, women dancing, animals

and classic warriors in chariots.

The building of the Liberal Arts designed by George
M. Post is the monster edifice in which the dedicatory

services were held of a brilliant autumn day. It con-

sists of a central iron and glass hall higher and wider
than any other building on earth, so big that a work-
man on one of the girders where they meet at the top

looks like a midget. The iron trusses are so vast that

they assume the look of black lacework. They are in

pairs, like the ribs of some creature fallen from
Jupiter, and seem just to meet and lightly touch over-

head. They start from the floor with a simple hori-

zontal iron bolt, on which rests a double rocker of

iron which swells out each way in two iron curves that

travel upward and inward, ever approaching each

other. This rocker system is necessary owing to the

expansion and contraction of the iron by heat and
cold ; with changes of temperature the double rocker

moves a little to and fro on the iron bolt. Under
each girder-foot of this kind lies a mass of piles driven

deep in the mud and clay. As if this impossibly big

interior was not sufficient, two huge halls lie east and
west, of the same length, but not so high and broad.

In either one of them the entire militia of New York
or Pennsylvania could be massed without discomfort.

This building is naturally noticeable from outside ; its

stupendous roof suggests mountains, especially on

foggy days, when one part of the building melts

away into the unknown. If erected in New York,
beginning at Madison Square, the other end would
reach to Thirty-fourth Street.

The Machinery, the Agriculture, the Electricity and
the Liberal Arts stand about the central water-court

where French's great "Liberty Welcoming the Na-
tions" and the Columbia on her Galley by MacMonnies
are placed. Westward rises the Administration build-

ing by Richard M. Hunt, a small structure in area

compared with those just mentioned, but with a high

dome supported by a columned gallery like St. Peter's,

Rome, and the Capitol at Washington. It is an

octagonal dome, however, and many groups by Carl

Bitter enliven its terraces and the roofs of the lower

structure. To the eastward, ranging itself athwart

the outlook on Lake Michigan, is a structure by At-

wood for ornament only, called the Peristyle— a

majestic walk among huge fluted columns in ranks of

eight, taller than any columns of the sort known to

man and only comparable to the ranks of columns in

certain old Egyptian temples. This walk ends in

deeper wings carried out in the classic spirit. When
all is finished the water-court in which these buildings

reflect themselves must prove a spectacle finer than

any under the sun.

All the buildings are not happy. If we speak of

the Mines by Mr. Beman of Chicago as excellent ; of

the Transportation by Messrs. Adler and Sullivan bf

Chicago as curious for its deep gilded portal with vast

tympanum enriched by sculpture and a low entrance

below; of the Horticultural by Jenny of Chicago

as most pleasing for its broad " hothouse " dome and
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the Woman's by Miss Sophie Hayden for its pleasant,

almost ladylike, and yet not weak architecture, we are

at the end*of our list. Two eyesores after the har-

mony of the other buildings (for even the Brobding-

naggian building of the Liberal Arts comes in with

the rest so far as style is concerned) are the United

States building by Mr. Edbrooke of Chicago, a hideous

architectural nightmare unrelieved by one good

detail, and the Illinois State building, a combination

of parts badly joined together, sporting a dome
shaped like an over-ripe and bulging cucumber.

These two buildings cast an unhappy influence over

the section of the Fair to the northward just where

the State buildings begin.

Here is also the Fisheries, a structure remotely sug-

gestive of H. H. Richardson's Trinity church in Bos-

ton by reason of its central tower and cloisters. It is

very florid in its Romanesque ; the happiest thing

about it is the relief decorations covering the pillars and

arch lines of its portals, which are fantastic repetitions

of water creatures, snakes, frogs, fish, eels, lizards, star-

fish and so forth, quite delightfully arranged in pat-

terns. The general design is by Mr. Cobbe of Chicago
;

the decorations are by Snyder, a young man in his em-

ploy. Among the State buildings are good ones, such

as the colonial house for Ohio, the Italian villa for New
York by McKini, Mead & White and the big Mission

structure representing the old Spanish architecture of

California by A. Page Brown, formerly of New York.

Wisconsin has a frame suburban villa ; Indiana a

much more elaborate affair; Rhode Island a curious

building much decorated outside with sting-rays,

lobsters, crabs, scallop shells, Venus shells and other

marine forms in plaster relief. The German and

British buildings are not far enough advanced to

criticise. The national and State buildings form a

small town of themselves. It is impossible to convey

in ordinary language the impression which this Fair

produces even in the present unfinished state. The
late Parisian International cannot be compared with

it. In sober truth its like for beauty and majesty

never has existed on earth, at least in modern days.

SCULPTURE HERE AND THERE.

The World's Fair is temporarily claiming the time

of many sculptors of both sexes, among whom the

sculptress Julie M. Bracken has been signalized as a

young woman of promise, at least of sufficient prom-
ise to warrant the telling of ridiculous and impossible

tales of her childhood as that of a prodigy. She is a

pupil of Laredo Taft of Chicago, was born in Galena
twenty-two years ago and has a commission to model
for the Illinois building at the World's Fair a statue

symbolical of that State welcoming the nations and
another symbolical of "Faith." For the Woman's
building she has designed the winged figures that

stand upon the balustrade. Her Illinois is a figure

in ample drapery held up by two girdles, the arms
bare and held apart about the height of the shoul-

ders, one bare foot showing, a crown of laurel in the

hair and the face looking forward.

But the Fair does not absorb all the work of our
sculptors. This young lady herself has an order for

a "Madonna" in marble to be placed in the North
Side Cathedral, Chicago. The bronze statue of

Judge John Watts of New York, the last Recorder
of that city under British rule, has been placed in

Trinity churchyard, New York, looking out on the

turmoil of Broadway. The big curling wig and flow-

ing folds of the judicial robe make a pleasant note of

dignity and quiet as one reaches Broadway through

Wall Street. It is by George W. Bissell of Pough-
keepsie, now settled in New York.

In Brooklyn the large marble arch at the entrance

to Prospect Park has been duly dedicated. It is by
Duncan, the young architect who also secured in a fair

and free competition the commission for the Grant
Monument. New York is likely to have a second

arch presently, for it is hardly to be expected that

the friends and admirers of Mr. Herts, the young
Hebrew student at the School of Mines, Columbia
College, will fail to press his claims to a permanent
anli which shall recall the Columbus celebrations just

as that designed by Mr. Stanford White recalls the

processions in honor of George Washington. Mr.

Herts's arch had elements of grandeur ; the ideal

figures in the niches on the side looking down Fifth

Avenue were quite beautiful ; the group on top of

the arch must be held a hasty setting up of ill-con-

sidered figures which are not worth retaining

;

and the color scheme of white, red and pink

marbles would need far more study than such a

hasty, temporary affair could get. The place of the

arch is also important. It cannot stand where the

temporary erection was because it interferes with the

roadway and does not look well ; it will probably be

placed nearer the park, somewhere on the "plaza" at

the intersection of Fifty-ninth Street. Miss Bracken
in Chicago and Mr. Herts in New York are pretty

young for such important works ; one is twenty-two

ami the other not yet of age.

In Boston the fine arts seem to have the faculty of

precipitating political squabbles. The Board of Al-

dermen lost its temper because the newly-created

Art Commission declined to advise the acceptance of

the duplicate of a bronze statue of Columbus by

Buyens of Ghent. It passed another resolution that

the Columbus should be erected on Copley Square.

One member advocated the erection on that square

of a monument to John Boyle O'Reilly, editor of the

Irish Catholic Pilot, jovial companion, writer of

facile verse and of superficial magazine articles in

prose. Another, which his name is Mr. Keenan,
moved that the Board of Aldermen petition the

Legislature to review, rescind, retire and revoke the

powers of that Art Commission which thrust its

baseness between the wind and Aldermanic nobilities.

The question of the site of Kitson's "Farragut" is

another matter for contest. This is one of several

statues which Boston decided to have made for the

adornment of her parks and squares. It is a nine-

foot bronze, showing Farragut standing in his naval

uniform, a belt about his waist, but no sword, and a

pair of marine glasses in his right hand. A place for

it suggested is Marine Park at City Point.

Scranton, Penn. may have a statue representing a

miner if the demands of a local paper are favorably

considered. The Howitzer Battalion of Richmond,
Ya. proposes to remind the world of a gallant organi-

zation by erecting a bronze statue of a Confederate

artilleryman standing bareheaded, his left holding a

soft felt hat by his side, his right supporting a ram-

mer with the swab end upward and the other end

resting on the ground. The figure will be unveiled

in December on the triangle formed by the junction
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of Harrison Street and Grove and Park Avenues.

Mound and classic pedestal will bring the head of

the figure seventeen feet above the level of these

streets. Bronze medallions on the die of the pedestal

show the badge of the organization and a Confed-

erate battle Hag. Statue and decorations are after

sketches by William L. Sheppard, an amateur. The
artilleryman is standing on the crest of earthworks

and there is a fragment of an exploded shell at his

feet. The designer was an officer in the Howitzers

during the Rebellion and is the same who furnished

the sketch for the monument to Gen. A. P. Hill at

Richmond. Another statue suggested for the same
city is one of Pocohontas, the bride of Rolfe, a sugges-

tion which ought to find favor in Virginia, where most

F. F. V.'s claim a strain of that comely squaw's blood.

At Baltimore the replica of a big William Wallace,

the original of which is erected in Scotland, has been

placed in Druid Park at the expense of Mr*. William

Wallace Spence. The site is at the Eutaw Place en-

trance. Baltimore seems to be going through the

phases as regards sculpture for her park which New
York bore with regard to Central Park. Very sec-

ond-rate but large statues by Scotch sculptors were

among the first to find a place in Central Park. All

our cities will presently be clamoring for a stern Art

Commission to save them from benefactors who have

no idea of good art in sculpture.

The silver statue which Montana is to show at the

World's Fair, to be in the shape of Miss Ada Rehan,

has roused the mountain lionesses of that State and

they have turned and rent the man who proposed the

scheme. Not that the Montana ladies find a solid

silver statue pointless ; they are too good silverites

for that ; but that the wretch should go outside his

own State for a model ! At last accounts they had

proved that Miss Rehan was not even American by

birth, Limerick having had the honor of producing

the charming comedienne. The monster who sug-

gested her has forfeited all claim to consideration by

informing the ladies of Montana that the model is

not yet fixed upon and that any lady who will send a

photograph of herself, clad in a certain exceedingly

gauzy attire specified, shall have her claims consid-

ered by a jury of experts.

The German monument for San Francisco has been

assigned to the sculptor Rudolf Schmid, a Viennese

who was for a time in New York before seeking the

Pacific Slope. A recent bronze relief cast by the

Henry Bonnard foundry in New York is a portrait of

Rear Admiral Worden, U. S. N. by James E. Kelly.

It is a bust in profile in half relief. At the bottom

of the placque is a Monitor in low relief and the sig-

nature of the Admiral in the bronze. The soldiers'

monument at Indianapolis is a very large affair and

latterly notices were sent out to sculptors that two

groups, one representing Peace, the other War, were

needed for places near the base of the monument.

A committee of three has made a report on the situa-

tion. Both groups were to be done by the same

sculptor, but the jury gave the first prize in the

Peace groups to one sculptor and that in the War
groups to another. The committee seems to have

caught at this state of things as an excuse for reject-

ing all. The report shows pretty plainly that none

was really what was expected. This is another

example of the uselessness of competitions in the

fine arts.

Owing to some trouble in the making of molds,

the Columbian Celebration medal designed by

Charles F. Naegele, to be struck by the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, was not ready on the Pith

of October. Another thirty days was needed to re-

model, cast and strike it. It is a medal with a

nicely-balanced inscription and two coats of arms on

one side and a rather feeble design on the other.

The latter shows three ships on a wavy sea, their

masts pointing to a common centre. That centre is

covered by a coin bearing the almost full-faced head

and bust of a youthful Columbus. There is no unity

to this design, though the three ships divide up the

space about the coin rather nicely. It is not every

sculptor who understands the peculiar needs of a

medal. Those cast in gold are to cost $150 apiece
;

in silver, only V7 ; in bronze, $1, and in white metal,

25 cents. The Columbus medal cast at Milan after

designs by two Italians is much larger and has a

good deal of clever but not charming design and is

capitally modeled throughout. Of these the silver

cost $30 each, the bronze $6. They are to be had of

the New York Coin and Stamp Co., 853 Broadway.

Medals suggest badges. The women who interest

themselves in the World's Fair announced prizes for

a badge to be worn by members of the board, said

badge to be designed by a woman. There were 2Vi

designs sent in, of which ten had merit. From these

ten Mr. St. Gaudens, an expert medalist and cameo

cutter before he became a sculptor, picked out a

design which proved that of Miss Martha D. Bessey

of New York, a designer for the Tiffany Glass Com-
pany and for silk manufacturers. She won the $50

prize. The badge is a medallion suspended by two

chains which carry three bars enameled red, white

and blue to have inscriptions on them. The medall-

ion shows a globe surmounted by a ship and the

legend on a scroll : Juncti valemus.

Cleveland, Ohio has been the scene of a very

remarkable artistic row, one party claiming the

right, obtained from the Legislature, of removal of

the monument to Commodore Perry of Lake Erie

fame from the public square and the erection on that

site of a huge monument to the soldiers and sailors

who fell in the civil war. Colonel Schofield is an

architect who offered a design and services free and

showed that by so doing a large sum of money would

be saved. A very large fund is already raised for

this purpose. Those citizens, however, who do not

see the sense of having an excellent monument re-

moved which has long been an ornament to the

public square, added to those fewer citizens who
examine with horror the design made by Colonel

Schofield, have fought the new move in the courts.

But the chances are against them and it is probable

that Cleveland will see a good monument pulled

down and one of the most crude, overloaded, taste-

less and ugly structures of the sort in the Union

erected in it's place. Its advocates charge lack of

patriotism and pressure on the part of corporations

against those who are bold enough to tell them what

a" hideous, stupid piece of design this rank amateur

has produced.

A plan which may have important results lias lie. mi

matured this autumn and is now published. It is
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something in the nature of a traveling scholarship

and rests on a fund advanced by the widow and
daughter of the late Jacob H. Lazarus of New York,
a portrait painter of some repute and old standing.

But this scholarship is not taken in the ordinary way.
It amounts every two years to $2,100, thus enabling
the winner to pass a couple of years in Europe very
comfortably. But it is not meant for art students

;

it is designed to help meritorious artists who have
begun to practice their profession. Mrs. Lazarus has
placed the scholarship in charge of the Metropolitan
Museum and their method is as follows :

Contestants are simply to be acceptable for a class

to be managed in his own way by Mr. John La Farge
the painter. He will visit with them the various de-

partments of the Metropolitan, the Historical Society

and the public and private galleries of the city and
talk about the pictures with them. At the end of

two years the most promising attendant on these
ambulatory lectures, if they may so be termed, will

receive the tidy bit of money and hie him to Europe,
where he will arrive by no means so ignorant of many
things as most artists are when they take their first

stroll through the Louvre or the Vatican. In fine

the plan is in some sort an attempt to provide
artists with a post-graduate course in art.

The loan collection of pictures opened at the Acad-
emy of Design, New York, for the Columbus festival

on and about October 13 was so well visited that an-

other week was added to its life. The Autumn Ex-
hibition of the Academy will open November 21 and
close December 17. Varnishing Day is Friday, No-
vember 18. The Hanging Committee consists of
J. G. Brown, Irving R. Wiles and C. Y. Turner. The
Academy has come into possession of $30,000 be-
queathed by Mrs. Elizabeth Fogg for the art schools,

and Mr. Wm. F. Havemeyer who formerly granted
annually a traveling scholarship of $750, has now
doubled that sum, making it $1,500 per annum. The
strange phenomenon of apathy on the part of exhibi-
tors at the Spring exhibitions with regard to the
three Hallgarten prizes of money continues ; a major-
ity of exhibitors cannot be got to cast votes
and the Academy is now trying to get power from
the courts to award these prizes in some other way.
The Academy does not flourish as well financially as
so old and really popular an institution ought.
On Saturday, October 15, the Art Students' League

held festival in honor of their new quarters in the
white stone building of the Fine Arts Society on
West 57th Street, inscribed on its facade "painting,
architecture, sculpture." The League furnished to
the civic procession in honor of Columbus one of the
few amusing and picturesque corps, all hands wearing
painter caps of velvet and velvet blouses and bearing
huge palettes of cardboard like shields, while the
mahlstick was flourished like a sword. Mr. Wm. L.
Dodge the painter held a sale of pictures and sketches
at the Fifth Avenue Galleries, but these were badly
entreated of buyers ; the bids were few, sluggish and
low. On the other hand a Milwaukee lady has bought
his large "Death of Minnehaha," valued at $2,000.
This picture received the first prize at an exhibition
held by the American Art Association, the firm of
dealers on Madison Square.
An exhibition of some importance was held at Den-

ver, Colorado, being a number of Holland and French
interiors, figure pictures and landscapes by Walter

McEwen, a constant exhibitor of late years in the
Salons at Paris. In New York a very noteworthy
marine combat has been shown by J. O. Davidson
at the Knoedler Gallery. It is a big canvas of
the open sea with the British ship Macedonian
rising on a wave, her main and mizzen masts nearly
shot away and her foresails drawing in the
breeze. A British ensign is floating in the risrs-mtr,e g no 8'
placed there under the belief that the United
States, the American man-of-war, had left the battle

ground. But the latter, commanded by Decatur, had
only hauled off to repair damages. Mr. Davidson
shows her coming up out of the smoke to the rear of

the Macedonian and beginning to give the broadside
which brought her crippled opponent to terms. This
action was fought in winter ; the prize came sailing

up the Sound on the first of the new year 1S13 and
in New York was dubbed Decatur's " United States
New Year's gift." The action of ships and waves is

lively but not violent; there is a human element in the
appearance of the Macedonian ; she looks her doom.

APPLIED AKTS.

Another October show in New York was the
mixed exhibition of Miss Louise McLaughlin of

Cincinnati at the Keppell Gallery— portraits in

oil, landscapes and figures in water colors, etch-

ings, decorated pottery, brass etched placques, bronze
and copper vases treated so as to have the effect

of cloissone. Her metal vases are the best things
in the exhibit, although certain pottery vases richly

decorated with flower groups under the glaze were
very handsome.

In stained glass one of the most important events
is a window prepared by John La Farge for the Jud-
son Memorial Church on the south side of Washing-
ton Square, New York. It shows a figure of St.

Paul and is given in memory of Rev. Edward Hague,
1808-1887. It is the central of three main windows
looking on the Square ; the other windows will in

time have figures of St. Peter and St. John. This
is a Baptist church, yet it carries at night a cross

on its roof formed of light and the pastor and
congregation have no objection to figures of the
Apostles.

The Institute of Artist Artisans managed by Mr.
John Ward Stimson, which has struggled on for

eight years in New York, has at last enlisted the

sympathies of various gentlemen who are anxious to

raise the quality of work in the industrial arts. The
school is at No. 116 West Twenty-third Street,

where it occupies two upper floors and puts several

hundred young people of both sexes in the way of

earning their livelihood as designers, carvers, pottery
makers, painters of china and so forth. Ex-Gov-
ernor Chamberlain of Maine, a former President of

Bowdoin College, is moving actively in behalf of this

school. At present it is still depending on the
meagre income from tuition fees supplemented by
gifts from manufacturers and heads of large firms

who realize that such a school is a necessity in the

struggle of manufactured articles for a market. It is

now proposed to establish the Institute on a firm

foundation, continuing the present system of obtain-

ing practical workmen as instructors, but widening in

many directions in order to do the greatest possible

good to the industries of the city and country.
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MONTHLY RECORD OF AMERICAN ART.

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN ARTISTS.

The housewarming of their new building on West
Fifty-seventh Street, New York, was celebrated by
the Society of American Artists early in December
and took the form of a retrospective exhibition.

Paintings and sculptures to the number of 3C6 were
selected from the works of members. In many cases

the best could not be procured, but the result showed
the value of such retrospects by denning the tendency
of the majority of the members and giving them an
opportunity to compare pictures which were thought
worthy of exhibit fifteen years ago with those that

are now considered the highest flights of art. As to

sculpture, whereas there has always been an intelli-

gent recognition of the branch by the Society, their

quarters have been hitherto little suited to large ex-

hibits of statuary, so that painting has overshadowed
sculpture.

At the Retrospective the largest piece of sculpture

was the group by Daniel C. French for the grave of

the sculptor Martin Millmore representing " Death
Staying the Hand of the Sculptor." The idea seems
novel to us in America and may be quite original.

The great draped and winged figure of Death has a

cloak thrown over the head so as to form a heavy
shadow for the placid face. Death is a woman who
raises her left hand and touches the left wrist of a

youthful sculptor who is busy on the relief of a

sphinx. There is much energy expressed in the

youth's tense legs and raised arms. At the touch

he looks round in surprise at the apparition. The
composition is fine ; the only criticism might be that

the sculptor's figure is almost too alert and smartly

modeled—too realistic would be the term perhaps.

This feeling grows as one examines the monument
and somewhat detracts from the first pleasure of the

view. Louis St. Gaudens sent his " Piping Pan

"

and Frederick Mac Monnies his " Pan of Rohallion,''

" Diana " and " Young Fawn Struggling with Heron,"

statuettes of great vivacity, all four of them. The
Diana is particularly charming. Augustus St. Gau-
dens brought out his bust of General Sherman, his

little bronze low-relief of Bastien Lepage at the easel

and the bronze bas-relief of a child, all excellent

small pieces, but of course scarcely representative of

his big work. Olin L. Warner shone with his little

bust of Daniel Cottier and the life-size bust of J.

Alden Weir, a replica of which is owned by the Bos-

ton Museum of Fine Arts.

Three plaster busts of John Gilbert, John Drew
and Felix Morris in characters played by them on the

stage, together with a bust of Colonel W. C. Church
represent J. Scott Hartley on the side of portraiture

;

neither A. St. Gaudens, nor Warner, nor Hartley

were seen in imaginative work, which was a pity.

Philip Martiny had a plaster bust ; F. E. Elwell three

busts, one of which was a Magdalen not strongly

characterized as such; the late E. L. Stewardson a

plaster bust and Herbert Adams a marble bust of his

wife wrought somewhat after Rodin's way and ap-

pearing at first sight as if unfinished. It was odd to

see the broad handling in painting which has made
its way to such a point in the Society reflected in

sculpture ; but a parallel movement exists in statuary

although the public is slow to grant it favor.

The arrangements for the Society at the new build-

ing are much finer than anything hitherto known to

their no longer struggling body. The great hall

back on Fifty-eighth Street is modeled on a good
plan for daylight ; it has a glass roof, iron supports

and brick; below are refectory and fireproof inspec-

tion rooms for pictures made of stone, brick and iron.

From this large gallery, steps lead down to a suite of

three rooms at right angles, the centre room being in

the nature of a hall. These rooms are for water-

colors, pastels, engravings, and on this occasion were
filled with a very wonderful collection of prints lent

by Mr. George W. Vanderbilt, including famous
Rembrandts and other rare etchings, etc.

Half way toward Fifty-seventh, at a yet lower

level, is the smaller gallery immediately connecting

with the main building. But these galleries are

separated from the walls of that building by air pas-

sages and well-holes to insure safety from fire.

The big gallery had enough of the later works by
younger members to give a decidedly " open air

"

look. Conspicuous on the long north wall was
Sargent's portrait of Mrs. Twombly seated in a

Louis XV. interior, wrought with his slashing brush

in a very smart, aggressive manner but not particu-

larly interesting otherwise. Beside it hung a small

full length standing portrait of his wife by Kenyon
Cox, quite the best work he has shown. It is origin-

ally posed, quaintly direct of look and charmingly

painted throughout. Instead of suffering by the

brilliant Sargent next door it won from that portrait

the suffrages of many of the connoisseurs. "A Solo,"

girl in red dress at the harp is an old picture which

has merit, but " An Eclogue " and " The Pursuit of

the Ideal" are pictures with nude figures that are

never agreeable, no matter how firmly the painter in-

sists that they are worth showing.

The greatest canvas in area was E. H. Blashfield's

" Christmas Bells," a very large Christmas card show-

ing white robed angels swinging to the rims of bronze

bells in a tower, and pigeons flying about. The color

scheme is light, but the subject does not warrant and

indeed is harmed by the scale of execution. As a

recent convert to decorative work in the Puvis de

Chevannes style, J. Alden Weir is to be seen in the

big gallery chiefly. Here is " The Open Book," a

girl seated with uplifted face, bare in front to her

waist, but with a scarf across her shoulders ; his

" Young Man with a Gun," a very awkward life-size

figure ; "The Young Student," a charming seated

half length of his daughter, and the " Christmas Tree,"

a child with dolls and presents near a tree full of

burning candles. In his old style there is present
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only his capital portrait of the late Robert W. Weir,

his father. Landscapes are "The Lane" and "Early
Moonrise in Summer "

; the later style works better

in these than in some of the figures.

A. H. Wyant the landscapist, who died in New
York last month, was represented by two crape-hung

pictures, but to see his charming style fairly, it was

necessary to visit the Reichard Gallery on Fiftli

Avenue, near Twenty-sixth Street, where a special

exhibit of a dozen landscapes had been hung just as

he was breathing his last. He was for many years

one of our most thoughtful and skilled painters ; his

canvases were always certain to give the eyes relief

at the large exhibitions, into which an unwarranted

number of dry pictures force their way. James
McNeil Whistler was scarcely represented, because

his " Variations in Flesh Color and Green—the

Balcony" is a mere exercise in color and even as such

does not at present convey the original impression.

Plainly this picture was dragged in because it was
thought necessary to have him represented—a mis-

taken view of the matter, however. Henry Oliver

Walker sent "Pandora," " Chloe," "Echo" and
" Gift Bearer," all rather cold but nicely drawn
figures more or less nude, together with a nude " Boy
on Donkey." Frederic Vinton's " Protrait of a Lady ''

was a good representative of his skill. Of three land-

scapes by John H. Twachtman, the big " decorative "

landscape was the most curious, being painted in

very broad, smooth brush-strokes ; low notes of green

and gray depict a wet sky, a river and rushy banks.

Of three pictures by C. Y. Turner, the figure in rough
clothes looking out to sea, " On the Beach at East-

hampton'' is the best. Of Abbott H. Thayer's trio

of portraits the double likeness of " Brother and
Sister" is the finest ; his "Portrait of a Lady" has

a certain flatness of handling which sometimes dis-

appointed one in the work of Bastien Lepage. Win.
T. Smedley showed his brightly-painted interior with

many small figures, "Thanksgiving Dinner."

Edward E. Simmons offered five examples of his

figure work and landscape. " Darby and Joan " is a

plain interior with a pilot saying goodbye to his old

wife who sits at the breakfast table. As he conceals

her head and shoulders, and his own face is turned
away, we have an interesting scene of elderly affec-

tion, but a group without the faces. In " The
Mother," another large canvas, a young Belgian or

French woman plainly dressed has seated herself in

a carpenter's shop on a pile of boards to suckle her

baby. She looks fixedly out of the canvas. A
luncheon in a napkin and a bottle of white wine show
her errand at the shop. In the rear is a carpenter
old enough to be her father—or a St. Joseph ! Very
delightful is the "Portrait of my Mother" by this

artist.

John T. Sargent was also seen in small canvases,

notably two Venetian scenes, one an interior with
bead-stringers, the other a street view. Then there

was a portrait of Robert Louis Stevenson with the

long legs, long fingers, long face and long hair

perhaps exaggerated a little, and certainly giving the

sitter a queer, uncanny look. Walter Shirlaw was
seen in a three-quarter standing figure, a lady reading
called " A Sonnet," and in a composition with three

nude figures with backs turned called " The Water
Lilies." Theodore Robinson appeared with his pleas-

ing " Winter Landscape" and the out-of-doors' figure

at full length called " In the Sun." Robert Reid was
chalky in "A Modern Diana," but very successful

with "Portrait of Little Miss S.," though the latter

was badly hung and under the electric light could

hardly be seen at all.

The lighting of these galleries is excellent by day-

light, at least that of the big galleries, but so far the

proper mean for artificial lighting has not been struck,

and the upper line of pictures suffers. Harper Pen-
nington had one little piece, a graceful "Study in

Gray and Blue," a girl in a sofa corner. Walter L.

Palmer of Albany had a French harvest landscape

and an American " Early Snow " scene. Four
American landscapes by Leonard Ochtman, three

Normandy views by Willard L. Metcalf and seven

American and Normandy landscapes by Homer D.

Martin, together with three New Jersey views by
George Inness, keep the landscape at a high level.

Inness' " Spirit of the Night" is particularly delicate
;

Martin's "Autumn Landscape " and "Behind Sand
Dunes" are marvels of delightful color ; Metcalf 's

"Midsummer Clouds" shows remarkable promise,

and Ochtman's " Moonlight Fantasy " is above his

usual level of excellence. Another landscapist with

a fine touch is Frederick W. Kost, with five examples,

and even more delicate work was seen in " The
Prelude of Night" by Charles Melville Dewey.

J. Carroll Beckwith had an excellent portrait of
•• Mr. Isaacson," an old Hebrew with hands com-
placently clasped over his stomach while his wily old

face twinkles ; a " Portrait of Miss Hall," gorgeous

in fur-edged gown beside a sumptuous curtain, and

an out-of-doors piece called " A Ray of Sunshine."

From George de Forest Brush came three Indian

pictures of small size, " The Silence Broken " (Indian

in canoe and flying swan), " Indian Reaching for Water
Lily," and "The Head Dress"; none of these repre-

sents his latest and best work. William Gedney
Bunce had only a little still-life and flower piece

painted long ago, but still delightful in tones. The
late Dennis M. Bunker reappeared with three land-

scapes and a very realistic bit, " A Neglected Corner."

Miss Marv A. Cassett had three portraits, of which

the seated likeness of her mother in a white dress

reading Le Petit Journal is a very strong work.

The women members of the society are indeed notably

strong. Thus Miss Louise King, who is now Mrs.

Kenyon Cox, showed in "A Rondel" and "A Swan
Song" very remarkable talents, while Miss Emily

Slade offered four portraits of conspicuous excellence.

In flowers the best work by women came from Helena

de Kav Gilder, whose "Hollyhocks" and "Poppies"
are most charming and poetic works. She was also

represented by a " Group of Flowers '' and " Pansies."

Some good flower work was also shown by Julia

Henshaw Dewey, Emma B. Thayer, Julia Dillon,

Caroline J. Hecker and Elizabeth B. Green. Notable

portraits by women were by Mrs. Sarah Wyman
Whitman of Boston, Mrs. Rosina Emmet Sherwood,

Mrs. Dora Wheeler Keith (of Mr. Laurence Hutton).

There are six ladies in the membership of the Society,

but for some reason work was accepted from eight

who are not listed, viz.: Miss Julia Eidlitz, Mrs.

Kenyon Cox, Miss Julia Dillon, Mrs. Frank Fowler,

Miss Caroline J. Hecker, Miss Rosalie Gill, Miss E. B.

Green and Miss Maria Brooks. Indeed, there were

eleven ; Emma B. Thayer, Emily Slade and M. L.

Macomber. Over thirty male exhibitors are not
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members, but some of these, like Homer D. Martin,

C. M. Dewey, George Inness, Wyatt Eaton and F.

Freer were so once. William M. Hunt of Boston
appears never to have formally joined the Society.

He died in 1879, when the organization was but two
years old.

Of Hunt's work there were four examples, the

charming nude "Boy and Butterfly,'' a handsome
"Portrait of a Lady," and a three-quarter female
figure called " Marguerite." Thomas Hovenden of

Pennsylvania showed up with a large anecdotical

piece, interior with English rustics called " When
Hope Was Darkest."
George Fuller was recalled by his "Romany Girl,"

Robert A. Eichelburger by two landscapes and
Arthur Quartley by two marines. J. G. Brown sent

"At the Old Cottage Door " and Wyatt Eaton was
represented by his famous portrait of Timothy Cole,

the engraver, by that of Mrs. R. W. Gilder and by a

third. Thomas Eakins, also no longer a member,
showed nine portraits and pictures all interesting but

sometimes hard in painting. Roger Donoho showed
his own portrait, a capital bit, and the prize landscape

called " Explorers." Thomas W. Dewing had two
imaginative works " Tobias and the Angel " and
" The Prelude," also a " Girl in Blue " very charming
in tones and two small portraits. Herbert Denman
had a handsome large group of three ladies playing

musical instruments ; William T. Dannat a seated

lady seen in profile, ably but hard painted ; Wm. A.

Coffin five landscapes and F. S. Church four fantasies

in paint. Wm. M. Chase offered his " Liliputian

Boat Lake, Central Park," his "Lady Ready for a

Ride," his old "Portrait of Frank Duvenesk " and

"A Sunny Day at Shinnecock Bay." George Hitch-

cock's " Tulip Culture " and George W. Maynard's
" Civilization," a goddess with book seated on a

grand throne should not be omitted. John Lafarge

made one of the finest exhibits, ten paintings, of

which the largest was " Christ and Nicodemus" study

for wall painting in Trinity Church, Boston, and one

of the most exquisite a little farmhouse in winter

called " Old House in Snow."
The Retrospective did not always bring out the

best work of the Society members and was helped by
work of non-members. It lacked also specimens

from some score or more members including Albert

Ryder, E. A. Abbey, J. W. Alexander, Geo. T.

Brewster the sculptor, Robt. Blum, F. A. Bridgman,

F. V. Du Mond, Walter Gay, Swain Gifford, Birge

and Alexander Harrison, Eastman Johnson, H. S.

Mowbray, J. F. Murphy, Charles S. Pearce, W. L.

Picknell, Julian Story, Elihu Vedder and E. C. Tar-

bell. The absence of these members was scarcely off-

set by the introduction of work by others not of the

Society. But on the whole the exhibit is a very re-

markable one and marks a turning point in New
York art. The Society will now begin to harden

into an exclusive club as the members grow older and

less open to new ideas, thus following the footsteps

of the National Academy of Design, or it will become
more liberal than heretofore, in which case it may
expect a long life. It has now greater difficulties to

contend with, since admission to its exhibitions is

now more useful to artists and will be sought with

greater fury ; the acceptance or rejection of pictures

and sculptures will be canvassed with more bitterness

and there will be the usual tendency for camps and

cliques to form within and outside the membership
with the consequent revilings and hard thoughts.

Meantime the move up town is a bold but justifiable,

though a debt of $150,000 lies on the new venture.

Everyone who can help and would like to help the

cause of native art should take some practical share

in the work by subscribing to one of the various an-

nual, life and other memberships, to the stock or the

patrons' fund.

THE AUTUMN ACADEMY.

Whilst the Society in New York was making a brave

show at the Retrospective, the National Academy was
holding an Autumn exhibition more than commonly
inferior to the level even that exhibition usually attains.

There was a fine big landscape by Wyant, an excel-

lent marine from Eastern Long Island by Thomas
Moran, and a number of interesting small landscapes

and flower pieces by unknown names, mostly young
women. The West Room was especially infested by
works in glaring colors innocent of drawing or point

of any sort. There were 457 pieces, including some
sculpture indifferent or absolutely bad. An exception

to the dead level of mediocrity was a cattle piece by
J. Morgan Mcllhenny, "September Morning," most
delightful in atmosphere and with a group of cows
painted in a masterly fashion. Better than his boot-

blacks, but still in his ordinary dry, self-conscious

style is J. G. Brown's " Morning Devotions," an old

wrinkled woman seated on the side of her bed.

There are some bright pieces by Childe Hassam,
good landscapes not above their respective averages

by C. Harry Eaton, Bolton Jones, J. B. Bristol,

Charles Warren Eaton and E. M. Bicknell. "On the

Salt Meadows," by Richard Newton, is a good land-

scape, and Walter L. Palmer of Albany had a nice

pastel of spruces powdered with snow, together with

a " Venetian Moonlight " in oils. George H. McCord
showed " Sconset Moors " and "Tom Never's Head,
Nantucket." Edward Gay had a view from Vermont
and Charles Melville Dewey one of the bright spots

of the exhibition, a landscape by twilight called

" From Gold to Gray."
Among the fairly good figure pieces are "Morning

News" by C. F. Ulrich and "A Stranger in Town " by
Frank C. Jones. The latter also has in a pretty

interior a sweet girl with a wine glass in her hand,

called "The Young Hostess"; Wordsworth Thomp-
son has "The Olde Poste Road," another of his care-

fully finished pictures of colonial days ; P. P. Ryder
a very favorable and superior specimen of his ordi-

nary style in the figure of an elderly lady reading in

her chair ; Charles C. Curran, a scene of calf-iove

between a little boy and girl in which his shrill and
hard colors are improved, but the result is not happy
after all, and a symbolical picture by Miss M. I..

Macomber called "Love Awakening Memory," not

very successful either in composition or in painter

quality.

The onlv relief to the sculpture was a pretty

statuette group by Miss Ruggles, a boy piping while

a rabbit listens. It is difficult to account for the

steady degeneration of quality at the Autumn
Academy, except as a consequence of the spread

throughout all ranks of artists of an idea that the

Academicians are illiberal and their shows no longer

what they used to be. Up to a very few years ago

the Academy had all its own way with the buying
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public ; few pictures at the Society's exhibitions were

sold ; but latterly the Society has sold as well as the

Academy, and if the relative changes continue it will

be the Academy that will fall behind. Such poor

exhibitions as the Autumnal are so many kicks

given to its own fame by the Academy. It is not

sufficiently understood by the public what a severe

ordeal the acceptance and hanging of a collection is

for men who are busy, and how hard it is to get the

men with taste and brains to serve effectively on the

committees. On the other hand, artists who have

few commissions, are business men rather than artists

and are poor judges of pictures, as well as lacking in

taste, such are always sure to be ready for the labor

and inevitably rise to the surface. But if they are not

kept in check by better men, they commit every sort

of folly in the way of accepting poor stuff and hang-

ing what is good as badly as possible. "They mean
well, but they are chumps."

PAINTERS AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

So far the World's Columbian Exposition is a spoil

of the architects; so great has been the outlay on

iron, wood and "staff that there is little margin for

the painters. The sculptors fare better ; Daniel

French, Olin L. Warner, Carl Bitter, Philippe Mar-

tiny, Edward Kemeys, Phimister Proctor, Bauer,

J. A. Blankenship, J. J. Boyle, Frederick Mac Mon-
nies and Edward C. Potter have all they can do to

meet the demands on their services. Carl Bitter,

for example, has produced enough sculpture in this

year to serve for the entire life-output of a sculptor
;

the result is more acceptable to the architect of the

Administration building—since he does turn out

groups and big single figures like a mill and these

pieces are necessary parts of the building—than they

are good for Mr. Bitter's fame. He has been forced

to take ideas right and left from European proto-

types and in some cases the original is rather too

plainly visible in the adaptation. Philippe Martiny
has also been forced to do far too much work in a

given time for his own good as an artist. The painters

however have so far had very poor pickings indeed.

George W. Maynard has had the best chance, for

the architects of the Agricultural have employed him
to paint various walls near and above portals and
other walls protected by porches. He has taken
Pompeiian motifs and produced brilliantly colored

designs which at present, while the walls and columns
are so white, seem out of key through too much
brilliancy. But the winter and the toning which is

to be applied to the architecture will subdue that vio-

lence. Near one main portal he has painted Ceres
the goddess of Greek agriculture and Triptolemus
the hero whom she taught and sent about the

world to teach mankind husbandry. Another wall

space, also seen from outside, shows chariots in the

race, and still others combats with animals. The
chief factor in the decoration of these buildings by
painters, however, is Frank D. Millet, Vice-President
of the National Academy of Design, who has managed
by suggesting a way of doing without ordinary house-
painting for one of the hugest structures to divert the
money set aside for that painting to the payment
for art works by a higher grade of workmen. F. D.
Millet should not be confounded with the young
Frenchman of the same surname who is a nephew of

Aime Millet the French sculptor and associated with
Healy in the color-scheme for the Transportation build-

ing. He was the French artist who advised Chicago
so unfortunately in respect to a municipal flag, the
" liver and lard " flag, as the art-colony of Jackson
Park dubbed it, consisting of a white or silver Y on
a terra-cotta ground. The chances that this artist

and Mr. Healy will devise a really fine color-scheme
for the Transportation are not brilliant, but one may
hope for the best. That building, planned by Adler
and Sullivan, is of the sort which must have color,

for it is Persian or Moorish without the horseshoe
arch and suggests the brick and tile constructions

for palaces and mosques found in Asia. The style

is not closely followed but that is its nearest kin.

The main portal on its long eastern face has a very

large tympanum set with sculptured high reliefs and
consists of round arches narrowing down to that tym-
panum. There are turning stairs and kiosks to right

and left, much sculpture decoration in low relief on
the front and many groups of statuary besides.

Color will make or mar this building which is not in

itself very beautiful and has not been very fortunate,

so far as sculptures are concerned, in obtaining the
services of a good artist. The local sculptors Lorado
Taft and Johannes Gelert have not distinguished

themselves ; indeed the Fair would be the better

without their works. As to the Transportation, how-
ever, it may by a fortunate chance come out good in

color and if so will do much to carry out the inten-

tions of Mr. F. D. Millet, general superintendent in

the color department.
The Administration by Richard M. Hunt is being

painted within the dome by Wm. L. Dodge. It con-

sists of a huge, high dome like and larger than the

capitol's at Washington, like but smaller than the

dome of St. Peter's, Rome. It may be imagined on
what a scale the inner painted bas reliefs are con-

ceived, since they must be seen from the floor. For
use are the four square buildings set about the dome
as if they were great buttresses—two-story structures

crowned and faced with sculpture by Carl Bit-

ter and others. The dome has an "eye" or central

opening through which an enormous allegorical

painting by Wm. L. and Robert Dodge will be

seen when the jungle of scaffoldings is removed.
This design is the " Glorification of the Arts and
Sciences" and consists of a hundred figures among
which Apollo is conspicuous " distributing the bays,"

as the old poets used to put it. So far the fine

Fine Arts designed by Charles B. Atwood has

received no commissions for paintings within or

without. The Illinois State has not yet de-

cided to cover its natural ugliness in that way and
there is no statement concerning the Fisheries. The
United States building however, is in the market for

a painter; he should be a great man or a very strategic

one in order to do what he can to make the stupid

architecture of Mr. Edbrooke a little less aggressive.

The government has advertised according to law, as

it does for coal and wood, but the Supervising Archi-

tect will also send special notices to decorating artists

and others. A good deal of painting and sculpture will

go to the decoration of various State headquarters

this winter, especially as these buildings, unlike the

big ones for the Fair, are capable of being warmed so

that men and women can go on working in them dur-

ing the winter.
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The kettle of art was boiling at a lively rate in New
York during December and January, what with the

Retrospective of the Society of American Artists in

the new building of the Fine Arts Society
;

the ex-

hibition of the Architectural League following at

once in the same galleries ; the Water Color Club's

exhibition at the Fifth Avenue Galleries which was
open till the Sth of January ; the show of English

Pre-Raphaelite work and William Blake drawings at

the Century Club, and three exhibitions of Japanese

curios, embroideries and textile goods which followed

each other at the American Art Galleries on Twenty-

third Street. Then the Avery Galleries showed some
interesting oils by Mrs. Sarah W. Whitman of Bos-

ton and a re-discovered family group of Washington,
his wife and his stepchildren, painted in 1798 by

Edward Savage. The Union League Club held one

of its exhibitions, in which the most notable pictures

were an exquisite Dutch interior with figures by

P. de Hoogh, lent by Durand Ruel, and portraits

by Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Peter Lely, Sir Thomas
Lawrence and other British painters of a bygone

age, none however of much beauty and several of

them decidedly poor. A good recent Winslow
Homer showed the struggle of a young woodsman, in

his boat on a lake, with a wounded stag. Then Mr.

Frederick Remington showed a number of his stirring-

pictures of Western and army life at the American
Art Galleries and Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith offered

another set of Venetian sketches at the Avery Galler-

ies.

The most notable events were of the laying of the

corner stone of the Protestant Cathedral of St. John

the Divine and the gift of $100,000 from Mr. George

Vanderbilt to the Fine Arts Society, by which he

assured to the Society the absolute ownership of the

large gallery on Fifty-eighth Street, modeled closely

on the larger room of M. Georges Petit in Paris. A
figure of considerable importance to the earlier art

world of New York passed away with Mr. William

Schaus, a dealer in prints and oil paintings, who was

born in Germany but passed almost the whole of a

long life in America. He gave to the Metropolitan

in Central Park several paintings and statues, but the

small gallery of choice Dutch paintings which was in

his private possession not long before his death was

not bequeathed to the Museum.
In the holiday week appeared the souvenir half-

dollars coined in the United States Mint after designs

by Mr. Olin L. Warner. They are not very beautiful

but neither are they stupid ; the chief merit is

simplicity ; but the designs have suffered in the Mint.

On one side is a head of Columbus, on the other a

Spanish caraval under sail with two globes below to

represent the fact that in 1492 the Discoverer's

flagship bridged the gap between the old world and

the new.
The Columbian stamps also made their appear-

ance. They are broader than high and for the

mosl pari show in miniature various historical paint

ings by Leutze, V^anderlyn and others referring t<>

Columbus. The five-dollar stamp has the same
profile of Columbus designed and used by Mr.

Warner on the souvenir half-dollar ; the four-del la r

stamp follows the Lotto portrait for the Columbus in

company with a head of Queen Isabella ; the three-

. dollar is a reproduction of a Spanish picture l>\

Francisco .lover ; a painting by Emmanuel Leutze
owned in Providence gives the scene for the two-

dollar stamp and the one-dollar shows a picture by

the Spaniard Munoz Degrain. The six-cent stamp
repeats one or more panels from the bronze doors of

the Capitol at Washington, modeled by Randolph
Rogers ; the five-cent is after the painting by the

Bohemian artist Brozik at the Metropolitan in New
York ; the two-cent follows Yanderlyn's well-known

picture of the landing of Columbus and the one

repeats a picture by Wm. H. Powell. Luigi Gregori,

R. Baloca and R. Maso are copied for the ten, fifteen

and thirty-cent stamps. The three and four-cent

stamps are from Spanish engravings of small ships of

the 15th century under sail. The series as a whole

shows great poverty of invention. To have reduced

so many big pictures to the size of a large postage

stamp was a confession of ignorance of the first

principle, of art which demands that a work should be

suited to its place. Little pictures are not in place

on stamps. The chance was missed to ask of native

artists original designs of a simple kind but not with-

out symbolism which would have carried out the

radical idea of a stamp, namely a seal or badge affixed

to a letter. Poor as our ordinary stamps are, they

are better than these pretentious little cbromoliths

which in all but a couple of instances are filled with

many tiny figures that produce no effect. These

stamps are also too large. What we need is smaller

stamps, not only because there is often no room to

spare on an envelope, but because the smaller the

surface to be moistened the better— for obvious

reasons.

Still another New York exhibition was the annual

show of water-colors at the Keppel Gallery, including:

two charming Samoan pieces by John La Farge, "The
Electric Car" by Childe Hassam, Dutch peasant

women (with babies) by Miss Clara McChesney; and

aquarelles by Smedley, Ranger, Shurtleff, Ilerter,

Snell and so on. At the Grolier Club an exhibition

of line engravings was shown during December,

chiefly by men of the 17th and 18th centuries At

Reichard's Gallery a bunch of fine landscapes by
A. YL Wyant were on exhibition while that painter

was lying* on his death-bed. Wyant was one of the

few Academicians who learned breadth as he grew

older and was not above taking to heart the changes

going on about him. Like George Inness and Geo.

M, Smillie he gradually sweetened and softened his

style without sacrificing strength and his landscapes

have for many years been oases in otherwise barren
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galleries. He loved especially to paint desolate moors

with heavy rain clouds lowering over them.

One of the most novel matters in the fine arts in

New York was the announcement that the Lazarus

Traveling Scholarship, giving the prize winner some-

thing like §2,400, was to be opened to competition.

This prize is not for art students, but artists. That

is to say, a certain number of young artists are sup-

posed to enter for it and the winner gets a chance to

spend a year or more in Europe or wherever he

wishes. The scholarship was placed by the widow of

the late Jacob H. Lazarus in charge of the Trustees

of the Metropolitan, and these Trustees chose Mr.

John La Farge to carry out the plan. The young
artists entered are expected to listen to Mr. La Farge's

words of wisdom anent the fine arts generally, visit

with him the various galleries, public and private,

and at the end of the year obtain—one of them—the

prize. So far the class is not large. The chances

are that few artists of the sort in all respects desirable

will be found to apply for this prize. It is a singular

fact that scholarships in architecture also go a-beg-

ging.

Mr. John Ward Stimson has resigned from the

general superintendency of the Institute for Artist

Artisans in New York in order to devote himself to

more special work in the Institute. The Board of

Trustees has been strengthened. The Institute has

offered to The New-York Times two scholarships in

the Institute to run four years each.

THE A.KCHITECTUKAX LEAGUE.

Inspired by the novelty of their new home, the

architects have made a special effort to usher in the

new year with a fine exhibit. They have made a

concession to the dislike for ground plans which the

public feels, and omitted almost everything of the

sort. The south gallery has some very striking

colored elevations of buildings, however, drawn and

tinted like pictures. The facade design by Babb,

Cook and Willard for the Manhattan Life's building

to be lifted mightily in air next the Union Trust on

Broadway below Wall Street, New York, is one

of merit. Then there are colored designs in

competition for the Capitols of States and for enor-

mous hotels. There are competition designs by
young architects for the medals given each year by
the League, and there are views of hypothetical

arches of triumph prepared against the temporary
arch erected last October for the Columbus week.
Among them is the design by W. Hertz, accepted

and temporarily built.

This arch, by the way, is not likely to be erected

hereafter in durable form
;

greatly to the disappoint-

ment of the young designer and his well wishers,

the committee on the arch came to the conclusion

that its erection was inexpedient. This is not

looked upon as a slight to the design or its maker
;

for it is doubtful if they realized in how many
ways the arch was wanting to perfection as to

balance of parts, width of arched passage aud
colors of marbles. The plain fact is that it requires

disinterested and by no means agreeable labor of a

peculiar sort kept up for several years before sufficient

money can be raised for such a scheme. The Wash-
ington Square arch, while much smaller and more
modest, would never have been put in marble, had it

not been for the unwearied activity of two or three

promoters who live in its neighborhood. Residents

on and about the Square were appealed to and even

so the fund was very slow of growth. So the larger

arch at Central Park is shelved, nobody appearing
in order to point out a way to make it actual.

The Vanderbilt Gallery, as the big room may
eventually be called, has been very pleasantly baited

for the public by a host of beautiful or curious objects

having to do with industrial and applied arts. In

one case the process of making silver platters and
teapots is shown. From the mid-floor of the gallery

rises a square room like a Moslem holy of holies

having portieres on two sides. Once inside, the room
is found set with beautiful windows of stained glass

of different sizes and designs. The room is an

ingenious device to show stained glass, because by
day or night the outside light is stronger than that

within and therefore the colors of the glass take their

proper intensity. On one wall is a lunette of stained

glass by Maitland Armstrong for the Waldorf Hotel.

It is a view of little Waldorf near the Rhine whence
the first John Jacob Astor came ; very pretty are the

trees and church spires rising in the distance beyond
a waving field of grain. The same glass expert sends

a religious window. The Tiffany Glass Company
makes a handsome exhibit, and there are windows
by Francis Lathrop, Will H. Low, the Lambs and
other designers for windows. The most sumptuous
glass, the most marvelous in color, is the exhibit of

Mr. John La Farge ; it includes the decorative win-

dow he sent to the Universal Exposition at Paris

when he received a decoration of the Legion of Honor.

The French inscription claims a new method in the

use of stained glass ; but whether the method be new
or not, it is a fact that nobody in Europe can make
glass of such beauty of color and so well designed

;

this fact was very frankly recognized by Meissonier

and others.

Artificial marbles are represented at the Architect-

ural, and in truth one is at a loss to tell the artificial

from the real. Perhaps in time the former will break

down ; but time or hard knocks also play the mischief

with real marble. Henceforth we shall never be cer-

tain on looking at new buildings in which marbles of

the loveliest tints are seen whether they were quarried

or built up. The iron work is another special feature.

Mr. Caldwell shows locks, knockers, knobs and other

fanciful designs wrought in iron, while Mr. Stillman

of the John Williams foundry makes an exhibit of

iron flowers, broad-headed nails, hinges and what not,

all forged by hand on the anvil. The same foundry

made a large iron balcony shown at this time, which

is for the New York building at the World's Fair

erected by McKim, Mead & White. Bronze work by

the same firm is shown. In wood carvings the

principal pieces are real or assumed ancient work

lent by a dealer in antiques. Four twisted columns

from Spain of old carved work gilt and painted are

bold objects in the big gallery. Tapestries are lent

by Mrs. Hewitt and Messrs. Marquand and Garland
;

notable is a dark-toned Persian carpet from Mr.

Marquand's collection, which is kept from profane

breaths by a glass.

A good deal of sculpture is present in the

cast, especially sculpture for the World's Fair
;

groups by Carl Bitter for the Administration build-

ing ; bears by Phimister Proctor for the bridges
;
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Puck riding a tortoise by Blankinship, and the

original casts for 01i:i L. Warner's souvenir half-

dollar ; Will H. Low's seal of the Fine Arts

Society, and MacMonnies' large silver seal for

Niagara Power Company. A number of designs for

mosaics, ceilings and decorative panels, and one for a

large ceiling called "The Flight of Night" are by

Will H. Low ; they, too, are for the Waldorf Hotel,

while the same artist showed the sketches for two not

verv successful decorations in the entrance hall of

the Plaza Hotel, called "Welcome" and "Farewell."

A special trait of this exhibit is the predominance

of work for the World's Fair. Seven of the eight

painters who treated the eight vaults in the four

portals of the Manufacturers building show their

preliminary studies ; the exception is Mr. Simmons.

Messrs. Shirlaw, Reid, Cox, Weir and Reinhart each

contribute several sketches relating to this work. Mr.

W. L. Dodge, who is decorating the Administration

building offers his sketches for a tympanum in the

Manufacturers, a ceiling in the Music Hall, five sym-

bolical figures for the Fine Arts and a color sketch

for the small dome in the same building—all at the

World's Fair.

Each year the Architectural League has a banquet

with elaborate colored menus of a jocose nature
;

these menus are shown as usual at the exhibition on

a screen. There too hang the designs in competition

for the catalogue cover. The prize of 150 was won
by J. A. Schweinfurth of Boston and honorable men-

tions were decreed to Edward B. Edwards, Julius

Berckman, both of New York, and Claude F. Brag-

don of Rochester.

Among the public buildings shown in elevations are

the new City Hall of Boston by E. M. Wheelwright ;

the Carnegie Library at Pittsburg by Alfred H.

Thorp and W. S. Knowles of New York ; an Academy
of the Fine Arts for New York (very much in the

future) by Ernest Flagg ; a State Capitol by George

Oakley Totten ; the Essex County Club at Manches-

ter Mass. in two states of design by Little, Browne

and Moore, and a hotel proposed for Larchmont N. V.

by George Martin Huss.

In the South Gallery are the competitive designs

for the memorial Columbian arch ; the elevation for

the New York Post-Graduate Medical School on

Second Avenue by Wm. B. Tuthill ;
the design for

St. Luke's Hospital in its new shape by Ernest

Flagg— very Tudoresque and considerably "Perpen-

dicular Gothic''— together with that by James Brown
Lord.

THE NEW rORK YVATEB COLOK CLUB.

This is the third year that the little organization of

women and men called the Water Color Club has held

an exhibition in New York. Its President is Childe

Hassam and Vice-President Mrs. Rhoda Holmes

Nicholls. Of the eleven artists forming the board of

control three are women, but the proportion of wo-

men among the contributors is larger than that.

Although the first with respect to appearance, being

followed by the American Water Color Society, the

club's exhibition is distinctly second so far as excel-

lence is concerned. The most interesting pictures were

figures in the manner of Josef Israels of The Hague
by Miss Clara McChesney, Will H. Drake, Miss

Luella M. Stuart and Miss Emma E. Lamport.

The similarity of process and results, nay of the

model and subjects, appeared all the more clearly

because Mr. T. E. Waggaman of Washington had lent

a fine specimen of Israels—"Jan in the High (.'hair."

This is a subject Miss McChesney is verv fond of.

In a finished, almost miniature style a little landscape

by J. A. Josephi, "High Tide on the Meadows." was
worthy of note. On a Iarser scale and not without

considerable beauty is "Fallen Leaves" by Hamilton
Hamilton. Albert Herter had three of his singularly

unreal and unimaginative eccentricities ; the endeavor

is admirable but so far the results are forlorn. " The
Mission Class " consists of a number of nude little

black boys while their teacher, seated with back toward

the beholder, is a white damsel. Textures black and
white are very unfleshlike and the drawing is far

from good. "Love and Folly" is much better in

these respects. A lady, and a youth in fancy-dress

are on the left, on and near a species of throne ; to

the right is a tripod with (lowers and a nude woman
lying at length either dead or asleep. A third is

called " Pastoral." Melbourne H. Hardwick offered

three marines rather steely in texture ; Augustus
Franzen sent four out-of-door studies in his bright-

colored manner, in some cases hardly strong enough

in aerial perspective. There were four good land-

scapes by Ben Foster, two landscapes from Scotland

by John A. Frazer and five landscapes by Charles

Warren Eaton, among which were some of the best

in the exhibition, especially "Wintry Fields" and
" When Nature is at Rest," the latter a snowy view

of great beauty.

George Wharton Edwards has a bold and clever

townscape, "Winter Afternoon in a Flemish Town,"
being a view of roofs of all sorts and descriptions with

a setting of snow. Another good marine is F. De
Haven's "On the Coast of Maine." Charles C. Cur-

ran has been trying his hand on a less hard style than

that which he keeps in oils; the result in "Light

Effect by a Window," bust likeness of a young
woman in a big hat, is at least encouraging.

More work at pastel and water-color may in time

improve his eye for color and react favorably on his

oil work.
Carlton T. Chapman offered five or six water colors

with sketches of points of interest in Scotland and

Brittany, but his exhibit was outdone by that of

George H. Clements, who showed ten views or figure

sketches from France. Charles Dixon had two pict-

ures of the Atlantic— "The Teutonic at Sea" and
" Otf Mumbles Light " and a seaport view of hulks

of British warships called "England's Glory." Miss

Amy L. Kellogg's "Girl in Pink"; Clara W. Par-

rish's "The Student"; A. M.Turner's graceful and

pretty girl, "A Rest in the Dale"; Charles Herbert

Woodbury's "A Tramp Steamer"; Mary R. Will-

iams's portrait of a girl with sentiment in her face and

her " Provincetown Dock"; A. Kay Womrath's
pastel "Across the Water"; Holmes Smith's "Even-

ing at Inganish, C. B." ; Annie G. Sykes's "The Pet

Canary"; Rosina Emmet Sherwood's "Noonday
Nap"'; F. K. M. Rehn's "Beach at Quogue, I [." .

Rhoda Holmes NicholPs "Girl Reading"; Leon
Moran's "With Grandpa"; Eugenie M. Heller's

Gray Study"; and Childe Hassam's "Setting

Moon" are worthy of remark. The exhibition

was only moderately successful in the matter of

finances.
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OF THINGS SCULPTURAL.

Mr. H. H. Kitson, whose design for a fountain in

Providence R. I. was so rudely rejected by the com-
mittee in charge on a mere statement that it was like

a fountain by Herbert Adams in Fitchburg Mass.

has made another design, although there is no
foundation whatever in the charge against his first

work. It may be said in regard to his Farragut for

Boston, however, that he has made it almost similar

to the Farragut by St. Gaudens. In the matter of

the fountains there is no point of resemblance between
them save that both are nude standing figures. His
new design, instead of being that of a youngish man
carrying a little nude girl on his shoulder, as if to the

bath, is a grown man of powerful build who is fight-

ing off an eagle. The rock in the centre of the basin

is supposed to be a peak on which rests an eagle's

nest with young. The parent bird has alighted on
his upstretched left hand and the man clasps a foot

while he draws off with his right fist to strike the bird

a blow. He is nude save for a narrow loin-cloth. It

is not a very happy composition and not appropriate

to a fountain, whereas the first design was quiet,

unaffected, rather pretty in fact and decidedly

"fountainy." What it will look when modeled is

another matter.

The reduced model for the Diana weathercock on
the Spanish tower of the Madison Square Garden has

been hoisted into the rather uncomfortable point on
which the big Diana used to rest. The Diana story

is a curious tissue of blunders on the part of sculptor

and architect. The big Diana was not enlarged from
the little clay sketch by St. Gaudens himself or under
his eye ; it was left to others. Then no dummy was
put in place to judge of the size of the figure rela-

tively to the tower and the look of the raised leg and
the drapery. Then from that working model the

Diana was built up or cast by persons of no judg-
ment many thousand miles away. All these things,

it is hoped, were different with regard to the smaller,

thirteen-foot Diana which is to take its place. The
other daughter of Anak gyrates above the north
dome of the Agricultural at the World's Fair.

A standing statue in bronze of the late President
Chester A. Arthur has been modeled by Ephraim
Keyser of Baltimore and cast by the Henry Bonnard
Company of New York. It is for the city of New
York, but its site depends on the Park Commissioners.
The figure is nine feet high, bareheaded, clad in a
frock coat, and carries in the right hand an eyeglass
and in the left a roll of paper. The pedestal is to be
about ten feet high, and from the centre of a semi-
circular bench ending in six-foot bronze nymphs who
hold aloft in both hands a globe which will have an
electric light. The semi-circle has a radius of twenty
feet or forty from end to end.

At Chicago the Art Institute has secured a water
front on the lake ; its museum on Michigan Avenue,
not far from the water, is Hearing completion. Mrs.
Henry Field has commissioned Edward Kemeys, the
sculptor of animals, to model two lions which are to
stand in bronze near the entrance of the museum
from Michigan Avenue like Barye's seated lion and
its opposite situate, at one of the entrances from the
quay to the Louvre in Paris. A wild beast sculptor
•who, like Mr. Kemeys, is at work for the World's
Fair, is A. Phimister Proctor, likewise a New York
man, and not yet thirty. Some of the models for his

beasts were shown in New York by the Architectural
League, for instance the two Polar bears. They
express very well the sullen slouch of the white bear.

He is modeling two jaguars in lively but arrested
motion, also an elk and a moose. They are larger than
life, and will decorate the bridges at the World's
Fair. Mr. Proctor's water colors have been appear-
ing at New \ ork exhibitions for some years, where
they always look like little Barye pictures. However
it is, sculptors of animals are unable to escape not
only comparisons with, but actual similarity to, the
bronzes and water colors of Antoine Barye, and this

is as true of France as of the United States. It shows
what a force there was in this man who was indeed
recognized in his own country when living, but not
according to his deserts.

The gift of Michigan to the Woman's building at

the World's Fair will be candelabra of beaten copper
from the famous Lake Superior mines, designed by
women. John B. Drake, a noted hotel proprietor in

Chicago, has given that city a fountain thirty-two
feet high built in semi-ecclesiastical style of Baveno
coral-tint granite. In summer the fountain will be
filled with ice. A statue of Columbus of heroic size

in bronze carrying a terrestial globe in his hand stands
before one of the four faces of the structure. He is

bare-headed and wears a sort of smock with loose

girdle. The sculptor is R. H. Park of Chicago.
A commission of ladies has given to Miss Harriet

Ilosmer an order for a statue of Queen Isabella to be
erected in Washington— not the living ex-queen of

Spain.

MINOR EXHIBITIONS.

In Hartford Conn, there is a sensation because of

the first exhibition of the Society of Hartford Artists

organized last summer by a knot of summer visitors

from New York. Among the loans are portraits of

the painter Col. John Trumbull, painted by Gilbert

Stuart, and of Betty Washington, painted by Trum-
bull. The moderns comprise W. G. Bunce, Edward
Brooks, Shurtleff, Jared B. Flagg, Frank Holl of

London (portrait of Pierpont Morgan), Montague
Flagg, Charles N. Flagg and other New York and
Hartford artists.

In Boston the St. Botolph Club held a small ex-

hibition chiefly of work by local artists. The Art
Clubs opened Jan. 20. In Toronto the Canadian pict-

ures for the World's Fair have been brought together
in the gallery of the Ontario Society of Artists.

E. E. Thompson paints the scene of an encounter be-

tween a hunter and wolves; the hunter is to some
extent inside the wolves. There is a " Venetian
Bather'' by the late Paul Peel. Other exhibitors are

Wvlv Grier, W. A. Sherwood, W. E. Atkinson, Owen
Staples, C. S. Hatch, Charles Alexander and Yoshi-
mori Saito. In Pittsburg the Art Society will hold

two receptions in January, having for chief guests

the artists Walter Shirlaw and F. D. Millet. At
Cleveland O. a piece of land has been given by
Mr. J. H. Wade which is considered worth $100,-

000 ; it is for a site for the proposed art gallery for

which three bequests will be available, one supposed
to represent • a million and another half a million

dollars. At New York, in the Knoedler Gallery, a

large painting of horses at drinking trough was
shown by the artist, Mrs. Mary Guise Newcomb.
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January was a month given over to small exhibi-

tions of work by individual painters followed in most
cases by sales. A Japanese and an Italian figured

among these, the one being Noric Komori San (Mr.

K. Noric) designer for the Sloane carpet works, and

the other Signor Gaetano Russo, the sculptor who
was chosen in competition for the monument offered

by Italian residents to New York and actually in

place at Eighth Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street.

The Japanese pictures were reminiscences of Japan
by a native who has been long in New York and
whose deficiencies in drawing made his paintings

neither one thing nor the other, neither Japanese nor

American. Viewed in this light the seven paiutings

showing coolies and jinrikisha men gambling in the

street, Japanese gentlemen playing polo, Buddhist

priests at work on the grounds of a temple, and

various single half-lengths of Japanese women went
for excellent prices. The highest was about £400—
by Mr. Noric considered a great sacrifice, he having

been offered and having refused $800 for the same
canvas when it was exhibited at Woolley's bric-a-brac

shop. He was really lucky to have found any pur-

chasers at all.

Signor Russo came to America with all the trumpets

of the press in his favor ; and while the Columbus
monument at the southwest entrance to Central Park

is not a startling affair, it has merit in many of its

details. But the exhibition and sale of sixteen

smaller works by this Italian "professor" revealed

the fact that he is quite as great a sinner against art

as most of his compatriots. Smirking ladies in ball

dress with fail and laces, operatic Cleopatras and

Judiths and painfully arch little girls have been

modeled by his unrelenting hand and then translated

into the most pitiless of white Carrara marble. The
vile taste of modern Italians is not so much to be

deplored as the certainty that these wares will find

admirers in a certain number of Americans. But
perhaps they will serve as a gradual warning after

their possessors have lived with them long enough

to begin to suspect their flatness and foolishness.

Signor Russo also showed better things— two busts

of Moorish children in terra cotta and a bronze re-

duction of the "Genius of Discovery" on his monu-

ment to Columbus. The worst exhibit was a stand-

ing woman in marble called " The Croquet Player "

and the best, though belonging to the silly statuettes,

was a marble group of a little girl and baby boy,

the sister holding him on her knees while she tickles

his neck. Undoubtedly the action of both is rendered

with uncommon cleverness and the fun is natural and

unaffected. Signor Russo also showed two of those

familiar tours dt force called "Veiled Beauties"

which enrapture the innocent because it seems such

a prodigy of cleverness to show the features under a

veil, while all the time it is nothing but a trick.

Speaking of tricks, the months of January and

February saw one played on unsuspecting audiences

at picture sales which may not be one that does
anybody harm after all. The speculator in tickets

for the theatre buys up all or most i I' the house
on a given night. So the speculator in pictures

is abroad in the land. He approaches the artist who
is about to make a special exhibition ami auction of

a number of his own works, and proposes to take the

entire gallery of pictures off his hands at an average
price, good pictures and bad, large and small. It cao

be readily seen that a painter who is only too well

aware that he has no large and constant body of

patrons thinks twice before refusing a certainty for a

possibility. Moreover the efforts made by the specu-

lator to attract the people and raise the bids must
react favorably on himself, for it may help to stave

off that "slaughter" of his pictures which he fears, a

slaughter that sometimes befalls the most popular

artist if weather or some other hindrance steps in to

keep buyers away. So he is very likely to protect

himself against the bills of the frame maker, express-

man and gallery owner by accepting a sum down.

The fun then begins. The new owner harries the

art-critics of the daily press and brings to bear what
pressure advertisements have on that overworked set

of men, in order to get them to notice the show and
persuade the editors to give it grudgingly a place.

They may go so far as to attempt to mollify the critics

who do come with a gentle stimulant and a more or

less bad cigar— but this elemental form of bribery

succeeds no better in New York than coarser and more
cynical attempts. When it comes to the night of the

auction, parts are reversed. Instead of an artist in

agony, thinking of the frightful cost of his new frames,

etc., here is an artist quite at his ease and capable

of having' some color in his cheek, where, it is possible,

his tongue reposes. At least some expression of de-

light at an escape from a tight place may be expected

when the auction is going badly and the speculator

is losing. Then it is the turn of the other man.

This little comedy was played during the month of

January before unsuspecting audiences.

remington's paintings anii drawings.

The army and Indian pictures by Mr. Frederick

Remington shown and sold at the American Art Gal-

leries attracted more attention from amateurs and the

press than the artistic power of that able workman
quite warranted. The painter is well and widely

known, he is a very popular illustrator for the press

and the subjects which he treats are also popular.

The sale was crowded ami prices were rxcellent, con-

sidered from the standpoint indicated. For Mr.

Remington has not yet learned the secret of oils, and

even in water colors he has a flatness of tone and a

hardness that do not appeal to educated eyes. His

drawing is better than his painting. "The Last

Rally" was withdrawn because it did not reach the

price exacted by the artist. The fact is that they are
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pictures for barrack hall and military club, for head-

quarters of huntsmen and the country houses of men
devoted to Western ranch and hunting life. Among
them were careful colored drawings of Russian and

German soldiers, officers of our army and members of

the rural militia of Mexico. All these pieces are cur-

ious and instructive, but very few have that touch

which cannot be explained in words but which makes
the difference between good illustrator's work and

fine art.

BF.ISTOl's PAINTINGS.

More than one hundred landscapes by J. B. Bristol,

N.A., were sold on the 24th and 25th of January at

the Fifth Avenue Galleries. This painter belongs to

the old Hudson River school which flourished during

and after the civil war and was composed chiefly of

landscapists. Great care and absence of sensation

characterize his work ; this means a negative charac-

terization, but it is a fact that their values depend
more on an avoidance of discordant tones and
inharmonious subjects than any positive merits.

There are exceptions to all rules, however, and some
of Mr. Bristol's landscapes were exceptions. Thus
several were quite beautiful in their skies, as for ex-

ample "Along the Housatonic," "The Coast of

Maine," " Wells Pond, Vermont," " Connecticut

River below Middletown," "On the Coast" and
"Wells Beach, Maine." Others were scenes on the

Hudson and elsewhere very nice in subdued color :

" Anthony's Noses, Lake George," " Autumn in

Berkshire," " Autumn, Hudson Highlands," and
"Autumn, Catskill Creek." A broader handling than

is usual with Mr. Bristol was to be seen in "Picnic,

Lake Champlain," " Grandpa's Haystack " and
" Weeding the Turnip Patch." Mr. Bristol was said to

be one of the fortunate who was freed from care as

to the result of his sale and could look on with com-
parative equanimity while his pictures went for low
prices.

COFFIN ANH HOPKITTSON SMITH.

The Avery Galleries showed for some weeks a

second batch of water colors taken in Venice by Mr.

F. Hopkinson Smith or worked up afterward from
sketches. The author-contractor-painter has gained
much in power of expression of late and showed the

gain once more. But the second batch was neither

so novel, nor absolutely so good, as the first. Mr.
Smith's art goes a very little way ; it is never more
than sprightly and attractive from its dash ; it never
shows thought or poetry. These Venetian pictures

are the records of a tireless worker who represents

perfectly the typical American traveler. He has

only a month in which to "do" any given country

and must of necessity confine himself to outsides.

Venice in the finer, quieter, dreamier sense need not

be expected from Mr. Smith. But Venice as the

tourist sees it in a spell of particularly brilliant clear

weather, Venice seen through clear, sharp glasses in

an optimistic fashion, that is the Venice we get from
him. And in fact his is a better Venice than a ma-
jority of painters report, for although a limited view
it is a fairly correct one. That the water colors strike

many people as reasonably good souvenirs of an in-

comparable city is proved by their ready sales. They

are bright, superficial, accurate, and as such please

the crowd better than far more thoughtful work.
The oils of W. A. Coffin have more promise than

fulfillment, yet they are the work of an artist ex-

tremely well equipped on the technical side. He
shares with Mr. Smith a temperament leaning to the
practical and was perhaps designed for a business
rather than an artist's career. But he thinks and
feels more in the presence of Nature and resolutely

strives to approach some realization of her mysteries,

while Mr. Smith's work always suggests a man who
could not be made to believe that there were any
mysteries in the universe to bother over. Owing to

his gift for organization and work, Mr. Coffin has been
made use of by his brother artists in a way that argues
well for his g'ood nature, but perhaps the result has

been an enforced neglect of work ; this does not
show in technique, for he has plenty of skill. It

should be remembered, however, that whereas Mr.
Smith is almost wholly beholden to America for his

studies in art, Mr. Coffin has gone through the regu-
lar course in Paris and with honors. His rain clouds,

sunset glows on rolling farm land, twilight and star-

light landscapes are often very remarkable and at

times show that with him it is a question of the mel-

lowing of his thought with time. There is a large

landscape by him at the Metropolitan Museum in

New York which was presented by some of his

admirers and he has received an uncommon quantity

of medals and mentions. As the pictures of both
these artists were on private sale, no occasion pre-

sented itself to note the prices they obtained.

OTHER ONE-MAX SHOWS.

Among the exotics who tried the temper of New
York critics and amateurs was Prof. Aivasofsky of

Russia, an aged painter distinguished by the Czar
who showed a gallery full of American views and
scenes from the coasts of the Black Sea. Whatever
may have been his powers earlier in life, Prof. Aiva-

sofsky is at present in no wise superior to the next

best amateur ; his marines and landscapes could not

be taken seriously, although the papers teemed with

facile talk about his artistic excellence. The products

of Mr. Jinbei Kawashima's looms in Japan, which
were shown in adjoining- galleries, were far more
artistic, though the majority of the textiles deserving

that adjective were really copies of ancient stuffs pre-

served in Buddhist temples. There was no sale at

auction of the Russian's paintings, but the result of

the Japanese weaver's auction was far from encour-

aging. One reason was the high price set by him on
the richer stuffs ; another lay in the fact that these

materials were too heavy and magnificent in color to

be of use in our houses and our fashions of dress.

Taking into account expenses of transport and the

crushing duties, he must have lost very heavily on his

venture. Japanese are rarely good business men like

the Chinese ; they are more artistic in their natures.

They should employ Americans or Chinamen to sell

the beautiful objects they manufacture.
The Knoedler Gallery shows a dozen landscapes by

Robert W. van Boskerck brilliant yet not sharp in

colors, which differ from his ordinary output by a

pronounced tendency to smoothness and finish, a

tendency reinforced by glass before the canvases.

The Schaus Gallery shows a very delightful snow-
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scape on a dull, cloudy day by John H. Twachtman,

a heroic sized oil portrait of Mr. Chauncey Depew
painted by Edgar Marshall and reproduced by that

painter-engraver in a large steel engraving. Mr.

Depew is seated. The likeness is perfect, though a

trifle wooden, and the coloring is low and almost

rich. Mr. Marshall is the painter of the colossal half-

length Christ which has been shown about the coun-

try. The Fifth Avenue Galleries were filled at the

end of January with one hundred and fifty-nine paint-

ings by William L. Sonntag and Henry A. Ferguson,

an Academicarj and an Associate of the National

Academy. Mr. Sonntag is one of the " Hudson
Rivers " while Mr. Ferguson, a much younger man,

has traveled to the Orient and visited many other

lands, bringing back neatly wrought but dry tran-

scripts of the picturesque from all directions, not

forgetting Maine. On the whole, the Associate's

work was more interesting than the Academician's,

but merely owing to the greater variety of incident.

He has the same cut-and-dried manner for America as

for Egypt, for Venice as for Switzerland.

The same galleries, having sold off the canvases of

these two, clothed themselves with the pictures of the

Academicians, Messrs. S. J. Guy and Arthur Parton, one

hundred and thirty-six in all. Mr. Guy is a very popu-

lar devotee of American genre, although an English-

man by birth, while Mr. Parton, who is an American,

has traveled more and devotes himself to landscape.

Guy has a triumphant air of commonplace in his

rounded women and girls, his little jokes and his

sentimentalities, while Parton introduces into his mar-

ines and landscapes with water foregrounds an

individual touch which may be called style. He is

far the cleverer brushman of the two, but his style

sometimes tends to mannerism. Yet the brilliant,

certain touch, especially in his smooth ponds and

rivers reflecting trees and water plants, is one that

forces admiration.

The exhibition of one hundred and twenty of his

landscapes prior to sale revealed him as a painter of

unsuspected scope. His skies are particularly fine

and he paints marines very fairly. S. J. Guy also

showed that while he is not up to painting flesh he is

a very fine landscapist when he chooses and in the

figure* pieces indicates clearly enough that he can

paint stuffs and other still-life in a capital way.

A sale of some importance through the presence of

American paintings was the Samuel Schwartz auction

at the Fifth Avenue Auction Rooms, New York.

Second-rate Italian, Bavarian and French pictures

were present, one good marine by Clays and two fair

specimens of Seignac. But more than a score of

Americans enlivened the show, and though they

do not belong to the front rank in art yet their

pictures were the only generally interesting ones.

Elliot Daingerfield of North Carolina, a pupil of

George Inness, was represented by six toned pictures

of some interest— twilight, moonlight and sunset

scenes with figures. M. J. Burns, F. C. Day, F. W.
Freer, A. T. Bricher, C. T. Phelan, H. Horton, W. J.

McCloskey, W. Morgan, Francis C. Jones, C. H.

Shearer, W. M. Post, W. Spang, J. Stone, H. Stuhl,

J. Symington and Virgilio Tojetti had characteristic

pictures which did not show their best work. Will

H. Low's " Love at the Helm," a rather silly, feeble

picture, brought a good price. The Moran family

was there— Edward, Peter and Leon.

The important exhibition of water colors and etch-

ings in February must wail for notice in the April

number.

ITEMS ON SCULPTURE.

An event of some interest owing to the youth and

sex of the maker was the appearance of Miss

Kuhne Beveridge of San Francisco in New York

with a life-size nude statue of an athlete, to be

offered as an exhibit from New York at the World's

Fair. Owing to the young artist's lack of experience

the statue never reached the jury of admission, for it

was too much injured in being cast by a cheap but

clumsy workman. It is doubtful if it would have

passed, since on the one hand it belonged with the

California exhibits and on the other it had technical

defects which the jury would have found insuperable.

But the statue was a very extraordinary achievement

for a young girl who shows an almost too precocious

facility for her age and the instruction she has

received. Miss Beveridge has modeled busts of the

actors Joseph Jefferson and John Drew, also one of

the President and Vice-President elect and of the

late Mayor of New York. A capital error in the

nude athlete was calling the figure that of a Sprinter

when the build was not typical of the fleet-footed

athlete. If this artist continues the ungrateful,

laborious and unhealthy profession of sculptor it will

be curious to watch her development.

Pike's Peak is to have a bronze statue of its dis-

coverer, or rather of the man from whom it gets its

name— General Zebulon M. Pike. It will stand in

the park of Manitou Springs at the foot of the Peak.

Gen. Pike was a New Jersey man born in the last

century who was killed in the war with Canada and

England in 1812. He saw the Peak on the loth of

November, 180(3. The statue shows Pike in his

back-woods costume standing on a natural boulder

with his rifle over his shoulder and a telescope in his

hand. The sculptor is James E. Kelly and the gift is

from Col. J. B. Wheeler of Colorado. Pike will be

represented somewhat larger than life.

Johannes Gelert of Chicago has finished in clay

his seated statue of Hans Christian Andersen. The

writer of delightful fairy tales, translated now from

the Danish into all tongues, is seated on a tree

stump with a roll of MS. on his knee and a pencil in

his hand. He is bareheaded and a man of middle

age. By the side of the stump is a swan swimming,

its wings raised in a characteristic way. Mr. Gelert

designed the naval columns about the chief water

court at the World's Fair which are crowned by

Neptunes and bristle with prows of antique galleys.

These are not very successful affairs and it is to be

feared that his Hans Christian Andersen is hardly

better. The cost of the statue has been largely

defrayed by small contributions from small children

— a very pretty idea. There are still several hundreds

needed to complete the 810,000.

Not content with the new Drake fountain with its

statue of Columbus by Park, Chicago is to have a

fountain given by the will of Joseph Rosenberg of

San Francisco. It is to stand at the foot of Van

Buren Street in Lake Front Park. The architects

Bauer and Hill have made the general design Eor a.

granite fountain, while Franz Manchett of .Munich

has designed the chief figure, a lightly draped stand-
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ing figure of Hebe, the nectar-bearer of the gods.

If the sketch in the Chicago Tribune is correct Herr
Franz Manchett is not much of a sculptor, but one

must not look the sculptors chosen for gift fountains

in the teeth. The fountain, including basin and
classical structure with six columns of the Doric

order, will rise fifteen feet and the bronze Hebe will

be eleven feet high and stand on the structure.

Hebe carries a wine or water receptacle in her left

hand by her side, while her right hand is lifted high

in a gesture of "coming ! " She wears a coronet with

star. The water rises in the centre of the structure

between the six Doric columns and flows out on all

sides into the basin.

The monument erected by Montreal to its founder

Paul de Chomedy, sieur de Maisonneuve, has been

finished in the accepted models by the sculptor

Hebert and is admired by the Canadian press.

Maisonneuve stands with left hand on the hilt of his

sword, the right holding the French banner. The
shaft of the pedestal under foot widens out to a four-

sided surbase on which are four oblong square bas-

reliefs. At the corners, on buttress pedestals, are

four crouching or seated figures in bronze on a

smaller scale than the statue of Maisonneuve above.

One is a handsome bearded settler kneeling with rifle

over his back ; he holds a sickle. Another is Lam-
bert Close in feathered broad hat, who kneels on one
knee and has his dog Pilot by his side.' The third is

Mademoiselle Mance binding up the hand of an

Indian child and the fourth an Iroquois warrior with

his stone-headed tomahawk in the right and his left

hand out in a gesture of silence. He kneels on one
knee. The bas-reliefs show battles between whites

and Indians, the celebration of the first mass, and
other things historical which relate to Montreal, such

as the death of Dollard and Maisonneuve shooting

an Indian who attacked him.

At Boston the proposition has been made that a

statue of Bishop Brooks should be raised on Copley
Square where Trinity Church, the Fine Art Museum
and the Public Library fill sides of the Square. A
better scheme has been suggested in connection with

the proposed building of the fafade of Trinity. The
architect Richardson never finished that front, not even
raising the towers of the original design. But his

plans are extant and they are to be followed. Now a

very successful cast was taken of the Bishop's face and
hand just after death and the proposal is that the new
faipade shall not only be in itself a memorial to him
but carry a bronze statue by Franklin Simmons.
The Montana statue cast in silver after a model of

"Justice" by R. H. Park has had its day of adver-

tisement for Miss Ada Rehan and other actresses, but
it leaves the sculptor and the Montana commissioners
laughing stocks. The last mentioned proclaim their

crudeness ; the sculptor has given everybody his

measure as an artist. Between him and the ladies who
clamor to model at the World's Fair in butter there is

this difference, all in favor of the ladies : the latter are

provincial amateurs ; Mr. Park has had the advantage
of travel and labor in his profession. The sooner
Chicago sets Mr. Park to work which does not require
artistic feeling the better, for monuments will last long
after the people of that progressive city have discov-

ered that in the higher sense he is not a sculptor at all.

Mr. H. H. Kitson the Boston sculptor has an enemy
or a practical-joking pursuer who follows him in the

press with charges of plagiarism. The accusation

that he plagiarized Herbert Adams in his design for

a fountain at Providence R. I. having fallen to the

ground, the luckless man is now charged with copying
the bronze Faun and Young Bacchus in the National

Museum at Naples. Bacchus is astride of the should-

ers of this youthful Pan, and so, in Mr. Kitson's

model, is a little girl astride of the shoulders of a

nude man who represents a bather. Otherwise, ges-

ture, attitude, meaning and sentiment are directly

opposite. It is cowardly to pursue an artist like this

and the Hoston Journal ought to be ashamed of

itself. If it does not know better, it ought to hire an

art critic who would preserve it from such foolish and
cruel charges.

The equestrian statue of General Hancock to be
erected near Gettysburg by the Battlefield Memorial
Association will be designed by F. E. Elwell. He
proposes a colossal statue in bronze, the horse to be
nine feet high, and the spot to be the "high water
mark " indicated by a memorial tablet. Hancock is

to be waving his hand toward Little Roundtop. The
Meade statue was offered to Mr. Bush-Brown of New-
burgh N. Y., but there was in December some diffi-

culty as to the price.

At Chicago another huge building is to be erected

called the Columbus, and for its decoration above the

entrance the sculptor Ezekiel has prepared a colossal

bronze statue of the Discoverer. He stands in front

of a capstan with ropes, looks out into the distance

and raises with two fingers of the left hand the cross

which hangs on his breast. He is bare-headed, has

long hair and wears the costume of a gentleman of

the period rather than that of a seafarer. For the

same structure Lorado Taft of Chicago is designing

reliefs in bronze to go on the front of the building

below the windows, and also pillars of bronze decor-

ated with grotesque mermen and mermaids in Spanish

rococo. A statue which may reach the Fine Art
Building at the World's Fair is " Genius of Colum-

bus " by Lindstrom of Minneapolis, a female figure

flying without wings, draped from the waist, coroneted

and pointing forward with her right hand, while a

burning torch is held back of her head in the left.

The drapery and one knee touch a globe which serves

as pedestal. The idea is somewhat novel ; the work-

manship remains to be seen. The Woman's Building

at the Fair is in receipt of many panels of wood
carved in different States of the Union by ambitious

young ladies.

The approaching sale of the Edouard Spitzer col-

lection in Paris interests collectors of pretty much
every branch of the fine and applied arts, but none

more than those who collect statuette groups and
figures from Greek and Asian tombs. The Spitzer

has a number of very beautiful groups. The latest

group of the sort to reach New York is at the Art
House of Mr. Thomas B. Clarke and represents

Hercules offering a hand full of apples to a very

lovely seated woman who has distaff and spindle by
her. She is probably Omphale. Many of these

groups will be shown by New York collectors at the

Loan Exhibition at the Fine Arts Society, open by
the time this magazine appears.
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THE WATER COLOR SOCIETY.

The Water Color Society of New York held a most

successful exhibition in February and as usual in con-

junction with the Etching Club in the National

Academy of Design. An illustrated catalogue, bric-

a-brac in the halls, and pretty chintzes on the walls

and in the doorways, white mats on the pictures for

the North Gallery and gold mats elsewhere — these

were the outside attractions of the show. No fewer

than 316 artists contributed 646 water colors, thus

averaging about two pictures each. They sent from

distant cities, the Philadelphians and Bostonians

being present in the largest force, but Baltimore,

Washington, Chicago, Colorado, Kentucky, Ohio,

Michigan and Canada were not missing, One artist

contributed from Japan and several Dutch painters

sent over work from Holland, while even little Ireland

had a representative. Indeed the solitary honor of

the annual exhibition, which consists in the selection

of a water color by the jury for Mr. W. T. Evans and

the payment of $500 to the artist therefor, fell this

year to a picture by a Bostonian. Mrs. Sarah C.

Sears is the wife of a rich Boston man, J. Montgom-

ery Sears, and she sent several portraits to the

exhibition. One of these is the likeness of the widow

of Dennis Bunker, the painter, which Mrs. Sears

dubbed " Romola," and this took the honor, or

"prize," as the catalogue persists in calling what is

not exactly a prize. There is a great difference be-

tween Mr. Evans's former system, which was to

adjudge a prize of $:?00 to 'the picture the jury

thought best, and his present plan. The artist then

received $300 outright and had increased chances of

selling the picture besides; now he gets only 8200

more, which is much less than he might hope to obtain

on the former system. There is a distinct flavor of

commercial astuteness about the business which

detracts from one's respect for the giver. He is no

longer a patron of the fine arts, but simply is using

the superior knowledge of the jury of artists to stock

his gallery with the best pictures at §500, so far as

the jury's light extends. In these circumstances it is

obviously a misnomer to call the Evans $500 at the

Water Color and the Shaw $1,500 at the Society of

American Artists prizes. They are simply bright

methods of buying annually an American picture.

The "Romola" by Mrs.'Sears is a good piece of

work though far from the best in the collection.

Perhaps technically a half-length by her hand, of a

young woman in pink is a better thing. But the
'" Romola" has some, sentiment in the face and takes

the crowd. Another drawback to the system of buy-

ing outright is this : there are many water colors for

which their authors want a good deal more than $500.

These the jury have to pass over because obviously

the artists cannot be approached with a smaller price.

The " prize " is therefore adjudged to a cheaper and

it is possible a poorer piece of work. For example :

among the five water colors by Mr. John La Farge

three are for sale. Any one of these is better, of

course, than the "Romola," but for none would Mr.

La Farge accept $500. What is the result? In a

collection containing three La Farges a lady who
merely paints well bears off the only "prize" and the

public can hardly be expected to understand what it

means. They do not know that the word has been

twisted to fit something entirely different.

The La Farge water colors are of varying merit,

"South Sea Study" being the most delightful in

color, but "Island of Lombok, Java, from the Sea,"

being perhaps as fine. The sea and sky in these two

are supremely lovely. "Great Statue of Anida

Buddha at Kamakura," and "Portrait of Faase, the

Taupo of Fagaloa Bay " are less artistic because

more in the nature of illustrations which depend less on

the charm of workmanship. One of the honor-spots

was held by Mr. T. de Thulstrup's picture of a box at

the opera looking in from the door, with the stage seen

far in the background and the occupants of the box

in the foreground. It lias this artist's facility as a

draughtsman for the press but is poor in color. H. F.

Farney of Covington, Kentucky, sent a view of half-

civilized Indians marching on a mountain trail, the

first brave leading his horse. It is a hard-painted

piece of realism devoid of charm, but faithful enough

to rocks, pine groves, warriors, squaws and ponies.

Among the landscapes Leonard Oohtman's "Snow"
was notable. The soft blue shadows of corn shocks

and leafless trees, the purple of distant forests are

given with much truth and tenderness.

Some note was taken of a small full-length of a

girl in white with black hat, her right hand pressed

against her side, her left carrying a rose which the

maker calls " Marchesa." Its author is Albert Lynch

of Paris, said to be a native of South America, very

prettily and even daintily painted, the face is espe-

cially brought to a miniature finish. "A Wallflower"

is Mr. J. G. Brown's boot-black once more, this time

with a flower in his button-hole as he leans against

a wall and tries to look arch but only succeeds in grin-

ning. This boot-black is greatly relished by simple,

easy-going people who laugh readily i but lie lias the

most irritating effect on fastidious persons who take

their art seriously and indeed as if they were some-

what dyspeptic. Mr. Walter Satterlee comes up

every year with unflinching vigor. "Windy Lay at

Etretat" has two female figures both guiltless of

really good drawing and color but both capable of

pleasing a host of the non-fastidious. Six more

Brittany pictures there were, but all equally ineffect-

ual. A large fantasy by W. S. Church called "Twi-

light " represents owls gathered on twigs which do

not bend beneath their weight, each owl carrying a

lantern in his beak, while a nymph, who is also inno-

cent of avoirdupois, sits on another twig and lights the

lanterns in turn. The workmanship is pale and

tender as usual with Mr. Church, but the humor is

more than usually Hat.
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Dutch interiors with girls in white caps and

gold hair ornaments by George Wharton Edwards
brightened several walls. Three fresh colored, pink-

boddiced "Sisters" who sit peeling apples might

easily, so one would think, asphyxiate by reason of

fire burning near them without a chimney. The
attitudes and expressions are pleasing ; the eldest

seems to be rating the youngest and the third watches

the rated one with a smile. In an " Interesting

Subject" a Dutch girl grins while she holds a letter

— perhaps not her own, for she looks malicious. "A
Love Story" has a trio again and so has "In the

Dunes, Flanders," a nice landscape with windmill

and in the foreground a Dutch mother, daughter and

small girl, all very cleverly painted.

Specimens of water color sketches of a very inter-

esting sort were Mr. John H. Twachtman's "Near
Dort," "After the Shower" and "Windmill" while

"Pier near Newport" and "Winter" were more
carefully carried out though far from high in finish.

Two little impressionist things by Alfred Kappes
found no favor in the eyes of buyers but were quite

delightful color notes ; one was a darky cook holding

an apple pie in her hand, the other a darky boy with

half a water melon under his arm. His dash may not

be realism but neither are the stage peasant girls

of Percy Moran real as they handle their rakes with

ribbons in their hair and simper like the figures on

Dresden china teacups. One picture of this sort was
called "In June"; another of another sort but

equally sickly was "The Return from the Ride."

Mr. J. S. G. Ferris of Philadelphia is also a sinner

of this sort ; witness " Every Rose Has Its Thorn "

for feeble attempts to be arch and elegant. Charles

C. Curran attempts the uncommon, the supernatural

if you will, but his jokes are less broad than Mr.

Church's and therefore more tolerable. "The Bee
and the Rose" is a picture of roses with one selected

as the couch of a little spirit, nude and female, while

above her hovers a bee. It is neatly painted and has

humor. "Cupid Asleep" shows a soap bubble with

Cupid inside ; two sprites with long narrow wings
like dragon flies hover outside and peep at the small

but potent sleeper. Decidedly Mr. Curran is improv-

ing in this line of work where he will find few com-
petitors. Mr. Albert Herter's "Great Mystery" is a

procession of nude and half clad women past an
alcove in which sits a nude person of indeterminate

sex. The story is not told clearly and the drawing is

weak ; Mr. Herter is trying to handle the most diffi-

cult of subjects before he has learned to control his

hand— a laudible condition of mind, for it means
boldness and ambition, but also a waste of power.

He has fancy but lacks imagination.

Mr. Childe Hassam's pictures of city life are inter-

esting but not always successful. " Indian Summer,
Madison Square" has a tall young woman in pale

yellow walking costume rather too much in the fore-

ground and the tall pale yellow tower of the Madison
Square Garden high in the background. The color

values are forced. Worse yet is "Visiting," a scene

of carriage and footman and of ladies ascending stairs

to a brown stone front, all in cruel purples and other

jarring notes of color, while the drawing is rather

hard and unsympathetic too. But "The Rain," a

view from the hall of a Chicago hotel out into Michi-

gan Avenue and over the Lake of a rainy day, is

much better in color. It has some human interest

too, owing to the bored look of the well-dressed

stranger who sits gazing blankly through the broad
plate glass at the rain.

The twenty-sixth annual of the American Water
Color Society had few striking pieces but many
worth noting. It met with quite as good a popular

reception as the twenty-fifth, netting from the public

something like $20,000 up to the 25th of February,

the day of closing, without taking account of such

sales as usually occur the week after when the

pictures are being removed. It has 77 resident and
35 non-resident members, among the latter Winslow
Homer, Henry Muhrman, E. A. Abbey and Geo. H.
Boughton.

THE NEW YORK LOAN EXHIBITION.

The Fine Arts Society has been able by obtaining

among the arti.sts, amateurs and architects annual

members at $10, ten-year fellows at $100, life fellows

;it $200, associates at $500, patrons at $1,000 and
founders at $5,000, to raise a very large sum where-

with to pay for the land ,tnd building 215 West 57th

Street. Its debts have been sifted down to one first

mortgage of $1115,000 at four and one-half per cent,

and the members are trying their best to lift this load

from their shoulders. One method is to persuade

other liberal-minded citizens to become patrons and
life members ; another is to hold exhibitions which pay

their way and add something besides to the treasury

of the Society. After the opening last October came
the retrospective of the Society of American Artists.

In April comes the annual of that Society, but in be-

tween is the Loan Exhibition of old masters, modern
painters, Barye bronzes, Greek terra cottas, Asian

and Etruscan vases, old silverware, lacquers, Chinese

porcelains, Persian and Moorish pottery and other

treasures, all contributed by people who wish to help

the Fine Arts Society out of debt. The Loan was
planned for 1892 and to be held in the Madison

Square Garden, when Mr. George W. Vanderbilt

advanced the money for the large gallery now called

after his name and it was resolved to wait till the

opening of 18113 and have it on the Society's own
premises. Since its completion Mr. Vanderbilt has

made the Fine Arts a present of this fine gallery,

modeled closely on the larger room at the Georges

Petit establishment in Paris and at present the most

spacious room for exhibition purposes in New Vork.

Tiie Loan has been a financial as well as social

success, notwithstanding the coldness of some local

papers whose representatives felt themselves ag-

grieved through the inadvertence of its managers.

The catalogue is a rather feeble affair full of mis-

takes, bearing on its cover a likeness of Daniel C.

French's colossal statue "The Republic," now at the

World's Fair, a model of which stands in the big

Vanderbilt Gallery. The Loan is in charge of a

committee of artists and lovers of the arts who ap-

pointed an executive committee, each member of

which is chairman of some committee or sub-commit-

tee having a separate department in charge.

Manv private collections in New York have not

been drawn upon for the Loan yet the collection is a

superb one. A novelty is the number of old English

masters, especially Reynolds, of whom there is one

example of particular beauty called "Contemplation,''

lent by Mr. R. B. Angus of Canada, and another in
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fair preservation, the portrait of • he Duchess of

Ancaster. There is more— a couple of heads by

Romney, a painter rarely seen in America, whose

brush work is easily superior to that of Reynolds and

Gainsborough, his rivals as fashionable portrait paint-

ers in London toward the end of the last century.

The " Portrait of Mrs. Wright " lent by Mr. Angus
is an excellent piece of work. The Constables are

important and in the case of " Winandermere Lake,''

exhibited 1808 at the Royal Academy, and "Wey-
mouth Bay," both of them lent by Mr. W. H. Fuller,

are very beautiful. The Gainsboroughs are poor

whether portraits or landscapes, but he was always

inferior to Romney and Reynolds. Two portraits by

Sir Thomas Lawrence show him a mannered and

superficial artist with a good knowing swing to his

brush, however. Of Americans of that period there

are Copley and Gilbert Stuart ; nothing was bor-

rowed to show Benjamin West or Jonathan Trumbull.

The Copleys are as usual dry, barren sticks of por-

traits beside which Sir Godfrey Knellers would seem

those of a master ; but the Gilbert Stuarts make up

for the Copleys, particularly two family portraits lent

by Mrs. William Butler Duncan, portraits of Gover-

nor Winthrop Sargeant and Mrs. Sargeant. They

show that Stuart before he degenerated into a

machine for turning out replicas of the Washington

portraits was a master of the brush, a firm, free

handler of paint and what is more a rare colorist.

Tf ere is but one Turner, a confused and somewhat

helpless classical scene called " Mercury and Argus,"

with a tumbling brook running everywhere but down

hill, classical pediments and columns at various points

against steeps and in the distance a port and the sea.

Mercury is mesmerizing Argus in the middle distance

and the famous cattle of Apollo are quaintly enough

emerging on all sides from the verdure. There is a

good deal of Turner in this but it is a trite exhibition

piece not specially interesting ; it is lent by Sir Don-

ald A. Smith of Canada. There are four nice " Old "

Cromes. But of course the old English masters are

only relatively shown ; there is lack of quantity and

quality.

The old Dutchmen and Flemings are present with

three or four superb specimens and a number of in-

different pieces, a portion of the latter being distinctly

wrong in attribution of names. First of all come the

Rembrandts, the half-length supposed to be the por-

trait of a frame-gilder and called the " Gilder," the

wonderful old lady with big ruff and kindly wrinkles

and the portraits of a Dutch burgher and a burgher wo-

man called with much coolness portraits of Burgomas-

ter Six and his wife. The " Gilder " is the Rembrandt

brought over by the late William Schaus at a cost of

100,000 on which Mr. H. O. Havemeyer took an option

at a good advance, but for which Mr. Schaus had an

offer ot $100,000 before the option expired. Unfor-

tunately for him Mr. Havemeyer took up his option

in good time. It is a wonderful picture. The fifth

Rembrandt is a young man buckling on his armor, a

handsome painting but more like Ferdinand Bol than

Rembrandt. It has been repainted in spots.

Next in interest to the Rembrandts come two inte-

riors by Pieter de Hooghe, in each case groups of men

and women by a table near a high window, from which

the light falls on them and on the wall back of them.

Mr. H. O. Havemeyer's is the more important because

larger and witli more figures ;
there is one standing

gentleman in ivory white clothes against tin- sunlit wall

who is perhaps better painted than any figure in the

other interior, yet in the latter the woman seated witli

cards is so well done that one hesitates. The latter

is lent by M. Durand-Ruel. He also lends a superb

three-quarters standing portrait of Charles I. by \ an-

dvck. "The Music Lesson" attributed with little

reason to Metsu, the fine and spirited "Genoese
Gentleman" ascribed to Velasquez, "The Musical

Rehearsal" given with more probability to Terburg,

the marine by Van de Velde the younger, the splen-

didly-drawn and spirited portrait perhaps rightly

credited to van der Heist, the head of Scrivering and

the portrait of himself by Franz Hals, and the
" Smoker " by Adriaen van Ostade are fine pieces

worth examining.
The modern paintings are all foreign save ten

which seem to have wandered into the big Vanderbilt

Gallery of their own accord, supposing it an exhibi-

tion of the Society of American Artists. No
theory of selection explains the appearance of these

ten and no others. Mr. W. A. Coffin's " Septembei

Afternoon " is harmless, but hardly such a picture as

one would choose to represent our art. " The .Egean

Sea" by Frederick E. Church has some relationship

with Turner's and other English paintings in the

South Gallery ; but Joseph Jefferson's " Cave," Theo-

dore Robinson's "Banks of the Seine," Alden Weir's

"Apple Blossoms" and Horatio Walker's "Cattle"

are all the more mysterious because they belong to

these artists. Why these were asked to contribute

and not others ; also, once being asked, why they did

not send representative things, are questions nobody

but the initiated can fathom.

The most notable effect in the Vanderbilt Gallery

is made by the open-air Impressionists such as Renoir,

Sisley, Monet, Pissaro, Forain, whose paintings have

at last found in this spot a hall big enough to display

them. Some of them are too purple for nature at

any distance but the long sweep one can bring to

bear- on them here brings their drawing a little

straighter and softens the harshness of their color

values. They are gay, they are crackling, but it

must be confessed much like that crackling which

thorns make under the pot. It is a sharp heat but

not a lasting. A wall covered with them is amusing ;

but the individual picture is rather a bore. One

dreads the introduction of so much noise into a pri-

vate house. There are eight Corots, some of them

very beautiful ; seven Jules Dupres including three fine

marines ; eight Daubignys including the fine " Dieppe "

lent by Mr. Joseph Jefferson ; five Mich els
;
three

Rousseaus ; four Ribots, " The Accident," a famous

piece by Dagnan-Bouveret and pictures by Alfred

Stevens, Mauve, Mesdag, Henner, Boldini, Maris,

Raffaelli, Fritz von Uhde, Edelfelt. Chavannes,

Vollon, Lerolle, Israels, Couture, Courbet, Laurens,

Fromentin, Bonvin, Troyon, Bocklin of Switzerland,

Roybet, Monticelli, Gerome, Meissonier, lsahey,.!. F.

Millet, Delacroix, Bastien Le Page and Cesar de

Cock.
The Barye bronzes scattered about the \ anderbut

Gallerv came from the collections of Messrs. (.'. .1.

Lawrence, S. P. Avery, Theodore K. Gibbs, Richard

M. and Robert Hoe, R. M. Hunt, Roger Foster and

Mrs. David Dows. They were strong in early and

small pieces. In the East Gallerv a Si if terra

eotta groups from Greece were from the coll-
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of Messrs. B. Altman, T. B. Clarke, E. A. Adams, H.

G. Marquand, C. J. Lawrence and H. de Morgan and

had never been exhibited before to the public ;
some

are exquisite works of ait, perhaps made in Athens
itself about three centuries before Christ, but proba-

bly found in some carefully concealed necropolis

many miles from Athens whose existence is kept a

profound secret by its Greek discoverers.

The Loan Exhibition has provided amusement for

thousands of people, having opened its doors on Sun-

day afternoons and evenings as well as during the

week for six weeks and incidentally has netted a

goodly sum to the treasury. An innovation was the

introduction of music on two afternoons, Mondays
and Thursdays and on Wednesday nights. A number
of the "patrons" or subscribers of §1,000 were in-

duced to change their designation to "founder"
thereby in each instance enriching the treasury with

some four thousand dollars more.

THE WOMAN S ART CLUB OF NEW YORK.

This little club of bright clever workwomen in

water colors, pastels and oils held a two-days' exhibit

at the Lanthier Gallery, No. 22 East Kith Street, but

as usual did it for glory, since of sales there were next

to none. Miss Emily Slade the Secretary had some
good portraits. Miss Clara McChesney showed her

Dutch echoes of Israels, very charming in workman-
ship, Miss Rosalie Gill showed once more her large

portrait of mother and baby called " The ( )rchid "
;

Miss Greatorex exhibited large flower pieces ; Mrs.

Ella Condie Lamb and other women whose work is

seen at the ordinary shows contributed fairly good
pieces. Four or five foreigners showed pictures—
Madame Cazin, Mile. Berthe Art, Mile. Cuno and
others of some note abroad.

MINOR EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK.

The Salmagundi Club held an exhibition during
February with its usual preliminary jollities for the

members and guests of the club. The Union League
also had a mixed native and foreign loan exhibit of

paintings on the 9th, 10th and 11th of February, the

finest native landscape being Leonard ( tchtman's
" Frosty Morning " with George Inness a good second
for his " Sundown." Americans were the Frenchified

painters Ridgeway Knight, Albert Lynch, Samuel
Isham and William Thorne and the more original

artists Eastman Johnson, Louis Moeller, Carleton
Wiggins, J. F. Tyler, B. R. Fitz, Worthington
Whittredge, Wm. J. Whittemore, Harrv \V. Watrous,
Walter Shirlaw, Dolph, Daingerfield and F. C. Jones.

Mr. Leonard Ochtman "exposed" at the Avery
Galleries, New York, a score of landscapes very
charmingly wrought and Mr. Dana Gibson, draughts-
man for the illustrated press, made a second exhibit

of pen and ink drawings for Life and other periodi-

cals. In Philadelphia there was a sale of paintings,
drawings with pen and pencil, and bric-a-brac of

William M. Harnett, an artist best known for his

deceptive paintings of bank bills nailed to counters,
envelopes with canceled stamps on them and other
trick pictures. " Old Models '' a figure piece brought
$1,700; "Professor's Old Friends " $1,050 ; "Remi-
niscences of Olden Times " $725 ; "Ye Kriightes of

Okie " $77.3 ; while the accumulations of mugs and
odds and ends which he used in his still-life pictures

sold equally well. Harnett had the imitative faculty

in a high degree, if quite lacking in the true feeling

for art and he therefore appealed to a vast field of

clients who can see nothing in art beyond imitation

up to the illusion point.

The LTnion League of Philadelphia has prepared a
collection of portraits of its members prominent since

1863 and in May will open a loan collection of native

and foreign paintings. By that date the World's
Fair will probably see the Retrospective of American
Art which will attempt to show specimens of Smibert,
Copley, Stuart, Trumbull, Sir Benjamin West, Van-
derlyn and other early painters. Mr. Charles Henry
Hart of Philadelphia is the prime mover in this. In

Boston the pictures of the late J. Foxcroft Cole were
sold at low prices. Great preparations have been
made for the Artists' Festival at the Museum of the

Fine Arts on April .">, a competition having been
held to obtain the best design for a card of invitation.

The festival will illustrate the Renaissance and cos-

tumes must belong to the period 1400-1650 in Europe
— which puts a quietus on the cheap Indian in brown
tights and a row of feathers down his back. A large

committee on decorations has been formed and a still

larger list of patronesses, while efforts will be made
to prevent many repetitions of the same dress. At
Hartford Conn, there has been an exhibition of his-

torical pictures and portraits in engraving- and etch-

ing at the Watkinson Library, a second exhibition,

which brings out the wealth of the collection in this

useful line. At Philadelphia a club is projected like

the Grolier of New York to attract the lovers of old

books, first editions and beautiful bindings. At
Boston Mr. Henry Sandham exhibited his large

historical painting, "The founding of Maryland,
March 27, 1034," with Gov. Leonard Calvert the

central figure of the scene.

NEW YORK ETCHING CLUB.

The etching club of New York exists in very quiet

fashion under the wing of the popular Water Color

Society. This year it had the corridor of the National

Academy to itself while the water colors filled the

galleries. A pretty touch and a somewhat masculine

is that of Miss Mary Cassatt in her etching " Girl with

Parrot "
; another woman who etches well is Miss

Blanche Dillaye of Philadelphia, who showed three

pieces. The most interesting work was from J. Alden
Weir, who showed portraits of two brothers, of his

deceased wife and of his daughter ; but the six etch-

ings by John H. Twachtman were nearly as fine.

The largest contributor was Chas. F. W. Mielatz,

wlui finds in New York and its surrounding waters

many picturesque scenes worthy of all his talents.

Thomas R. Manley is also able to see the beauty of

things near instead of searching distant lands ; such

men do great service to their fellow-citizens because
they teach them to see what is fine in the scenes

among which they live. F. S. Church sent two char-

acteristic pieces, "The Flamingo " and "The Song."
Carlton T. Chapman, Samuel Colman, Joseph Lauber,

Henry Farrer, Reginald Coxe, J. C. Nicoll, Alexander
Schilling and Kruseman van Elten sent work of more
than ordinary excellence.
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THE SPRING ACADEMY AT NEW YORK.

It is common nowadays to see flings in the press at

the National Academy of Design and the quarrel that

is found easiest to make is naturally a very superficial

matter, being no other than an objection to the adjec-

tive national. The growing art-worlds of Boston,

Philadelphia and Chicago cause journalists to fling

"national" in the teeth of the Academy. _ And yet

a study of the catalogue of the Sixty-eighth Annual
Exhibition gives the following facts : There are 309

exhibitors, of whom five-sixths have New York
addresses, but the other sixth or about 53 artists

come from all parts of the Union. They are distrib-

uted thus : Massachusetts sends 16, Pennsylvania

12, Connecticut 9, New Jersey 7, Canada, Maryland

and Rhode Island two each, and Virginia, Indiana

and Illinois one each. This does not take into

account the artists from other States who have settled

in New York and figure under New York addresses.

There is therefore still room for argument that the

Academy of Design at New York can call itself

National with a not too violent contrast with facts.

The Academy remains hospitable to a great variety

of talents, not perhaps the highest, or rather those

which prove eccentric in their manifestations ; and not

the lowest, for the day of whole lines of daubs on

the walls is happily gone, but to a host of out-

siders ranging between the good and the feeble.

Almost one quarter of the exhibitors this year are

Academicians or Associates, yet this leaves 238 out-

siders who have penetrated the quarantine set up by

a jury of twenty. One reason for this, perhaps, is

the abstention of members ; that forces the jury to

admit generously. Thus there are 97 Academicians

and this year 59 do not exhibit ; there are 51 Associ-

ates and of these 32 exhibit. The abstentions apply

even to the officers of the Academy, for F. D. Millet,

Vice-President ; Alfred Jones, Treasurer ;
Louis C.

Tiffany, John Rogers, George W. Maynard and

Edwin H. Blashfield of the Council are not repre-

sented. Doubtless the draft on energies and ateliers

made by the World's Fair has something to do with

the poor showing.

THE SOUTH GALLERY.

The 68th Academy is not remarkable for any special

attractions but contains many pictures of a high

order. Place of honor in the South Gallery is held

by R. M. Shurtleff's " Silent Woods," in which the

eye travels up the course of a brook and penetrates a

young woodland, noting the shafts of sunlight on the

leaves of last year and on the green things that in spring

flourish even in the woods. Another honor spot is

occupied by a lamplight effect, interior with two

young women, painted by Frank W. Benson of

Salem. He calls it a study in red, black and gold.

A young woman with black dress cut low in the neck

has a thin bright red shawl over her arms. She

slightly sits yet stands, the arm of an old-fashioned

wooden chair affording her a slight perch. The lamp-

light falls on the right side as she looks straight from

the canvas and bathes the face of another girl seated

in profile behind. There is no unity of composition in
'

this picture and but little grace ; its interest, such as it

is, resides in the somewhat unusual face of the young
woman in black which suggests Spain or Portugal.

Edmund C. Tarbell of Boston is always brack-

eted with Mr. Benson, although their methods are

very different. His " Amethyst " is a half-length of

a girl with firelight or lamplight on her back and
the name suggests that the artist intends it for an

experiment in color, the result of which has made him

think of an amethyst. Eccentricities like this find

easy entrance to the Academy nowadays while some
years ago it would have been mercilessly " bounced."

The South Gallery has Tarbell's " Mother and Child,"

an out-of-doors picture with a lady and child in a

rowboat on the water. The only attempt at realism

is the sunlight ; the paint is laid thick and in light

tones of pink, yellow and blue. This picture looks

best at night when the electric glare seems to take

out some of the heaviness of its coloration.

Two canvases shine out with rather unreal color on

the South Gallery walls, both by Thomas Moran N.A.

One shows a gorge of the Yellowstone of which

travelers tell such tales of color in the stratified earth

laid bare by the torrents ; the other, Venice as Turner

first conceived it and Thomas Moran has been com-

pelled by Turner to see it. There is the fragment of

rainbow dear to British art since Constable and be-

fore ; there are the barks grouped to right and left

with hangings, sails and deck cloths that suggest an

Oriental bazar ; there is the Turneresque Venice swim-

ming in a pale sea. But an individual color sense is not

lacking altogether in this show, for a large landscape

by Homer D. Martin with a row of trees blown or

permanently bowed by wind has his remarkable

beauty of color. The background is ill-defined but

one sees the long blue streak of a river. J. R. Bre-

voort N. A., is rather impressive with his darkish

landscape called " The Night Wind Swept the Moor-

land Lea." Quite without romantic purpose and

merely a clever transcript from nature is Wm, M.

Chase's " Shinnecock Hills, Long Island." It shows

a swale in rolling hills clad with short grass and bruslu

'with a leaden gray sky above. Another atmosphere

and quite another sort of sunlight are seen in Wm.
L. Pieknell's " Mission Garden, Santa Barbara," a

golden atmosphere but not hazy, and a thick and

solid sunlight which gilds the evergreen trees in the

mission enclosure. In "Surf at Nahant " by J. C.

Nicoll there is much jump and a good idea of the

flash that the sea gives when the breaker strikes. A
marine by M. F. H. de Haas, "Off the New England

Coast," has that master's quiet strength and lack of

incident. " A Winter Morning on the Hudson " with

ice in the river, painted by Charlotte B. Coman, has
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unusual cleverness. " White Birches " by H. Bolton

Jones is a good landscape in a bright out-of-doors key.

Pictures of incident and obvious meaning are found

here and there in the South Gallery. George D.

Bridgman has a touching scene from French life at

county fairs in " Sunlight and Shadow." In the rear

of a circus van is a coffin on two chairs and by the

coffin kneels a woman in an abandonment of grief.

A priest and bystanders with candles in their hands

indicate the rest. It is very nicely composed, tells

its story directly, has excellent drawing and good
color. "Home for Dinner" by M. Colin is another

French scene with less point ; the wife goes to meet

her husband in the garden. "The Faithful Nurse"
is a group by the President of the Academy very

feeble in the drawing of white child and black nurse

and innocent of "values" in color. "Arrival at the

Inn, Ridgefield, Conn.," is a colonial scene of land-

lord, landlady and two newly-come guests and the

courtyard of an inn which still stands at Ridgefield.

It is very nicely composed, as most of Mr. Wordsworth
Thompson's pictures are, but he has a manner in his

painting that somewhat spoils one's enjoyment. It

is a conventional way that seems to mean a lack of

conviction, or the assumption from outside of a

method not naturally his own. "A Rose Between
Two Thorns " is a boot-blackism by J. G. Brown N. A.

with two specimens of his well-known, clean-faced,

.round-cheeked gang and a cur seated between them.

The cur is one of the best things Mr. Brown has

done. Better than the boot-blacks is his old woman
with her feet to her stove in "Home Comforts." It

is true that this old woman is not well drawn in the

highest sense of the word but she is conscientiously

drawn and for Mr. Brown undoubtedly good. The
iron kettle on the stove, the knitting, the bed, the

queer, old-fashioned, ugly paper on the walls are done
with care and a good measure of success.

A Japanese street-scene by Robert Blum is one of

the gathering points of the exhibition. "The
Ameya " is an elderly gentleman in a blue and white

chintz dress, bare legs and big goggles, who carries a

pack about the streets and arranges it anywhere to

form a work-bench, exhibition rack and seat all in

one. He blows and fashions toys, candies or glass

things while the populace looks on. It is the popu-
lace that interests even more than the bright colors.

Indeed the latter may be too many and too bright,

the picture is a trifle confusing— which means weak-
ness as a composition. But the types he has of little

Japanese women of the people are excellent and
so are the Japanese babies awake and asleep. To the

left rear a jinrikisha man in a white pith hat is taking

a smoke as he sits on the shaft of his little wagon.
The white hat makes an uncomfortable spot in the

picture. But the scene is novel, the types strange,

the colors bright and Mr. Blum scores a success.

"Churning" by Edgar M. Ward shows a pretty

girl with light hair in a much used interior. "A
Voudoo " by Alfred Kappes A.N. A. is one of the

most striking heads in the collection. It is a barbaric

head, half negro, half Indian, with firelight playing
on eyeballs, wicked-looking mouth and gold ear-rings.

"Into Each Life Some Rain Must Fall" is a group in

half-length by Maria R. Dixon. One girl has thrown
herself into the arms of another with a gesture of

profound grief. The other, a very handsome woman,
looks up with an expression hardly of sympathy with

the other's sorrow, but rather with a merry look.

" Charity " by J. L. G. Ferris is a picture of the

chromo sort, in truth plainly designed with a view to

its adaptation to the needs of the chromo art-lovers.

A copperplate beauty in a pink opera cloak trimmed
heavily with swan's down is carrying food to a poor
person with great ostentation ; she is followed by her

groom. This is a scene for England, not for America
;

but in either country ladies are not apt, if they are

ladies, to overdress when visiting the poor. The
charity dispensed by this wax-work young person can

only breed sycophants and humbugs.
The portraits in the South Gallery comprise a full-

length, seated, of Mr. John D. Jones, President of

the Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co., by ex-President

Huntington. It has the same amiable, ineffectual brush-

work and the same lack of depth or drawing. A pastel

head by Mrs. Frances Hunt Throop has some good
points. The best portrait in this gallery is Eastman
Johnson's nearly full-length standing likeness of Miss
Carolan of San Francisco, a lady in black gown cut

square in the neck, with dark hair and a very deter-

mined expression. She looks like the woman to suc-

ceed in a social scramble and prove the man in matri-

mony. She carries a sheaf of red flowers in her right

hand and props her left against her waist. Mr. Eastman
Johnson has a portrait with richer color in the North
Gallerv but not so individual a look. This is a like-

ness of Mr. Orson D. Munn, also a nearly full-length,

life-size standing figure. It is painted with a richer

brush, but in both the hands are not wrought with

the ease one might expect. To return to the South
Gallery, there is a portrait there by Miss Cecilia

Beaux of Philadelphia which is among the best, a

likeness of Mrs. Isaiah Stetson in a silver-gray gown
;

a portrait which has won very handsomely the Dodge
prize of $300. The modeling about eyes and mouth
is very fine ; the face looks smiling but full of will.

Miss Beaux has two more portraits in this exhibition,

neither quite up to the lady's. Her portrait of the

Rev. Dr. Grier is a seated figure, one hand hanging
over the arm of the chair, the face looking straight

out of the canvas. It is an able work. Her portrait

of a samll boy in a jersey and cap, lying back on
cushions, was shown at the Woman's Art Club Exhi-

bition. It is not quite satisfactory in foreshortening.

THE CORIilKoli.

The corridor has in its sky-parlor over the door into

the North Gallery an interesting group of Brittany

peasant women by W. Sergeant Kendall called " De-

sirs," nicely drawn and painted but unfortunately hung
and not likely to be cared for by a public weary of

French peasants. His portrait of an old man has

more mystery ; it is rather ably done with its pale

hand thrust out of dark drapery and pale face looking

enigmatic ; it suggests Velasquez. Beside the por-

trait of Miss Beaux just mentioned there are two by

Annie B. Shepley. A lady, half-length, clad in tight

blue silk with tall puffs to her sleeves shows a nice

adjustment of light and shade but uncertain drawing.

A full-length seated old lady, in a dark gray gown
who is working with colored silks has the same inde-

cision of drawing. She has tulips by her in a bluish

green jar. " The Bridesmaid " by Eva D. Cowdey
is another full-length standing ; her gown is white

and she carries pink roses. There is good solid paint-
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ing on face and dress
;
perhaps the young lady does

not stand very firmly. " Adversity " by the same
lady is a couple of Italians, mother and daughter,

looking rather fixedly and grimly from the canvas.

The pastel study of a seated Spaniard by Miss Juliet

Schreiner is a good piece of work if conventional.
" Venus and Love " a pastel by J. Wells Champney
A.N.A. is a very flat piece of mediocrity in color

and drawing ; the cupid has no weight and is vilely

drawn. Similar but better drawn is the half-length

in pastel called "The Burgomaster's Daughter."

Frank de Haven has in the corridor a "Moonlight"
landscape nicely drawn but too blue ; also a potato-

field. Elliot Daingerfield's "Chrysanthemums" is a

splendid mass of color very well arranged and painted.

Thomas Hovenden's "Peonies" with a green jar to

the right is very nicely wrought. Warren B. Davis

has a "Portrait of Miss ().," a lady with'sensuous,

tapering fingers and a smile on her face that is not

exactly that of a saint. The portrait of Joseph

Jefferson by Richard Creifelds is a romantic and con-

ventional affair. Samuel Isham's "Portrait of a

Gentleman " has well-informed work in it, a sim-

plicity of pose and coloring that deserves praise and

good modeling in the face. The knee is a little weak

in foreshortening. A portrait of his daughter by

W. J. Baer is rather pleasing, partly from the sweet

expression of the young lady, partly from the nice

work on the feathers and fur of the gown.

"The God of Silence "by Alfred Z. Baker is a rather

boldly-drawn scene of two South American Indians

prostrating themselves before a big, rudely-hewn

mahogany god. The room's walls are painted with

hieroglyphs like those found in Mexican manuscripts.

Mr. Baker is a Baltimore artist. " Waiting " by

Joseph H. Boston expresses testiness very nicely in

the face and figure of an old man. " The Morning

Air" by J. N. Marble is an attempt to paint New
York streets. These are not too real but the colors

are pleasing. " A Letter and a Rose " by G. R.

Barse Jr. has some good drawing and shows powers

of composition. It is the figure of a Roman lady of

imperial times leaning over a marble table while she

reads a letter. The table and roses are not very

real, but the woman is not altogether bad though far

from as living as she should be.

"The Pun tan's Trust" by Robert F. Bloodgood

shows an open Bible, a morion and a sword. The Ger-

man veteran in Wm. J. Baer's portrait looks like a very

cross veteran. "The Major" a little boy in red tie

seated on a big chair, done in pastel by Jules Turcas

has a nice method and some good drawing in it. Two
paintings by H. R. Poore A.N.A. which might have

been hung in the South Gallery are in the Corridor.

"Old English Stag Hounds" with long pendent ears,

woebegone faces and much violet in the tints of their

ears is a striking animal piece. " A Comrade " does

not tell its story clearly. A little boy has a dog's

head on his knee. There is a bowl near and some

broken biscuits are on the floor. The dog is of a red

rough-haired variety and looks too limp and natural

for death ; one would say merely half-asleep. But

as the elderly man in a wooden chair seems to have a

tear in his eye and certainly looks down on the dog

with an expression of silent grief, we must infer that

the comrade is dead. Green bureau, stool, chair,

human figures, dog are well drawn and colored ;
but

the finest thing in the picture is the expression of

grief on the man's face. The boy drops his jaw but

does not seem moved. Among t he landscapes in the

Corridor the best is P. E. Rudell's "Winter near

Stamford Conn." charming in the tones of woods
and brush above the snow.

THE NORTH GA.LLERT.

"Peekaboo" by William Morgan A.N.A. is a

noticeable group of deep-bosomed, broad-chested

mother, baby and older child ; it is rather crude art.

" On the Plattekill " by Walter L. Palmer is harder

than usual and more ropy. The girl in "His Love

Letters" by Wm. Verplanck Birney is a feeble pos-

turer and a silly. " Rurales Crossing the Yantepec,

South Mexico," by Howard Russell Butler is a well-

painted landscape with the river for the foreground

and snow-capped peaks in sunlight for a background.

The buildings of a town are on the bank whence the

rural guards are coming as they ford the stream.

"The Harvest, Midlands, England," by Charles Mel-

ville Dewey is perhaps a trifle too sweet in color
;

a

streak of sunlight across the middle distance bathes

the reapers. " Betty " by J. H. Caliga of Boston is

a handsome woman with very low cut dress on very

sloping shoulders. Some good chrysanthemums are

here from Charles C. Curran. " Coaxing a Spark
"

by C. D. Weldon is a teahouse girl squatted before a

hibashi blowing a little fire of coals ; she is carefully

dressed. The style is cold and hard, as one finds it in

another Japanese scene in another gallery —"Manor
Born." In this an elderly Japanese bearing a blue

vase in which chrysanthemums grow is standing in a

peculiar attitude before a Japanese woman who has

on her back a baby that may be supposed of imperial

race from the gorgeous clothes hung about it. Fig-

ures and accessories are painted with faithful care

but no life and spring.

"The Youth of Abraham Lincoln" by Morgan

Rhees is a large canvas rather muddy in parts show-

ing a sparse woodland, a felled tree, a youth in buck-

skin leaning on it reading a book, a red handkerchief,

a rifle and powder horn near him on the leaves.

He leans his head on one hand. " Evening Toil" by

Walter Clark is a shadowy scene of seine fishing

from a boat containing two persons ; the sky is still

o-lowing with color, perhaps too richly to allow of

their extreme shadowless. " Reflections" by Caliga

is a comely but very chalky-skinned lady seated be-

fore a fire. " A Scrimmage " by T. van Schulzen-

heim is a wood pile with two cats and two attack mil:

dogs. Albert Herter's "Portrait of Miss van V."

is a good profile seated piece, serious and well painted.

" News from the Boy " by George Inness Jr. is a rural

scene. The farmer's wife has brought a letter out to

the barnj ard to read it to the old farmer. In a st reak

of sunshine are cows and poultry. A bit of rainbow

and the sky symbolizes the kind of news the old

couple have" received. " A Quiet Corner" by A

Lawrence Gregory is a quaint woman seated in a

rude kitchen ; she has a blue cup in her hand. "A
Winter Morning" is a good snow scene by Robert

Kluth. "Amor" by Hugo Brent is a nude boy not

particularly well painted. "Portrait Group with

Landscape Background" by George 11. Story. A.N.A.

is one of those pictures an Associate can insist

upon, but one which a jury ought to protest againsl

receiving " At Work" by Clara '1'. McChesney is a
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charmingly painted Dutch interior of the rude sort

with a trio of cobblers before a small window.

EAST AND WEST GALLERIES.

The East Gallery has an angel with big white

wings by J. H. Witt called " From Above." She is

seated in a reflective attitude by a stream and her

wings form a peculiar frame and background for her

head. The departure is a good one if it leads Mr.

Witt away from the pretty-pretty young women in

pink to whose portrayal he is addicted. A half-

length of a robust woman with staff in her hands by
Flora L. Towner is broadly and simply wrought, but
betrays inexperience in the brush work. She has

better work in the bust portrait of a lady with hair

turning gray, gray-blue eyes and red and white com-
plexion. "The Golden Grain " by Bruce Crane is a

pleasing harvest landscape. A portrait full length
which is very nicely painted is W. H. Hyde's likeness

of a young lady in steel gray with long gloves in her
hands and her chin up in a rather saucy but bright

expression. Kenyon Cox has a head he calls a study,

the lady's profile being a study of reds in hair, com-
plexion and gown against a terra-cotta background.
" The Soloist " by P. S. Newell is a half-length of a

boy, at a table, with knit brows who is trying to play
the flute. It is very nicely painted. " Under Fire "

by Louis Moeller is a drawing-room with ladies

receiving and ladies received, but the point of the

title is obscure and the women are not graceful or

pleasing. " A Marine " by Howard Russell Butler is

a fine bit ;
" Diana " by Ella Condie Lamb wears a

supercilious smile and looks queer in drawing ;
" The

Connoisseur " by J. D. Chalfant of Wilmington, Del.

is a carefully-wrought figure without go or life ; the

painting is very " tight " as artists say. A large
landscape with cows and windmills by Charles P.

Gruppe has decided merit.

In the West Gallery the view " Near Etretat,
France " by William Thorne is very nice for distance
and atmosphere, while " Sirenuggar, Cashmere " by
Lockwood de Forest is more like a good record of
travel than a work of art. George F. Muendal's
" Winter Weather " expresses sleet and thick air

nicely. Mrs. Louise Cox paints a lady in white with
pale green bodice very much as Kenyon Cox would
do it, that is to say, broadly and cleverly, but with
almost a relish in making people as ugly as possible.

Cattle-pieces by Craig in the East Gallery and
Matilda Brown in the West are above average. But
the best in this line is C. Morgan Mcllhenny's "Gray
Morning" with its two cows and a calf. The morn-
ing haze, the back of the old man milking, the calm
attitudes of the cattle are all charmingly painted.
" Spring Opening the Gate to Love " by Miss M. L.

Macomber is an ambitious little picture beyond that
lady's powers for the present. The figures are
dumpy and commonplace— which are things no alle-

gorical or mythological personage can afford to be !

"The Sirens" by Charles C. Curran are nude women
sitting on or flitting rather recklessly over a sea-
weedy, boulder-strewn slope, and beckoning to an
approaching sail. There is better flesh-painting here
than is usually found in Mr. Curran's work and the
composition though scattered is not objectionable.
This picture has won him the Clarke prize of $300.
His "Afternoon on the River," half-length of a

comely young woman in big straw hat seated in the
sunlight is rather hot in the complexion, but he has
managed to give a fair impression of sunshine.
"Midsummer" by St. John Harper tries the same

thing. A brilliantly clad mother swings her child in

a hammock
; another woman and child are on the

right in front. The colors of dresses, playthings,
flowers give a spotty look to the canvas and the rela-

tions of the colors are harshly felt. His failure to
strike the right note is greater than Mr. Curran's.
" Do you Want a Fight ? " by llona Rado has some
good points ; the determined phiz of the little boy is

nice ; but the legs are going every which way and
the feet are so disproportionately large that he seems
to have borrowed the lower limbs of a grown man.
Perhaps these eccentric proportions come from reli-

ance on a photograph, which might make the feet,

especially the right advanced foot, quite out of focus.

The West Gallery has a charming shore view by Wm,
A. Coffin, " Early Evening in New London," excel-
lent for the truth of the color in rocks and sea and
for the moon which is not made of impossible size.

"The Graces at the Cradle " is an important compo-
sition of sleeping mother and gauzily dressed nymphs
painted by Miss Luella W. Eisenlohr ; it has com-
position and a fair measure of good brushwork, but
lacks values of color and treats the supernatural
"Graces," the baby to whom they are bringing
blessings, and the dark-clad mother asleep over her
spinning wheel with the same kind of brushwork.
" Lee Rail Awash " by Walter L. Palmer raises at
first the feeling of harsh, ropy brushwork, as happens
also when one sees the " Plattekill," forest interior in

the North Gallery. But the vigor of the yacht's
motion and the quality of the painting on the canvas
sails remove that first impression to some degree.

" In Maiden Meditation," a small lady's figure in

an armchair with bright, pretty face, is D. J. Gue's
contribution ; she looks more smilingly self conscious,
however, than meditative. Arthur floeber's "Low-
lands " is a nice landscape. There is good work in

the town-bit with laborers lying at rest amid their
work called " Noon " and painted by Edith Mitchell.

"A Garden of Lilies" by Gabrielle D. Clements
shows a young girl in a patch of Easter lilies and in

strong sunlight. She lifts her eyes in a look that
suggests the religious thoughts connected with these
lilies and with Easter. Otto H. Bacher has a nice
original-looking pastel here, "Water Witch, High-
lands, N. J." and another on the stairs. A delight-

ful stretch of salt inlet, wood and pasture rich with
yellow and purple flowers is Corwin K. Linson's
" Purple and Gold." "Music Hath Charms" by M.
Colin is an out-doors study of pink and yellow hogs
with a French swineherd on his back in the fore-

ground practising his flute. It is a regular " art

colony" production but excellent in atmosphere and
drawing. Thome's portrait of a little boy, Eugene
F. Le Bourgeois; W. H. Hj'de's "Old Garden in

France" ; Emily Slade's "Sylvia " and Frank Fowler's
" E. S. Renwick " are fair productions. " November "

by Theodore Robinson is a park view with lady pacing
the fallen leaves. She is in a long greenish cloak
which goes admirably with the colors of the straight
tree trunks about her. " Head of Sleeping Girl " by
Henry Oliver Walker is skillful but lacks point. "La
Repos," a statuette in plaster by Gaston M. Beury, is

a clever nude of a mower drinking from a bottle.
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NEW YORK: THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN A.BTISTS.

Next to the opening of the World's Fair the most

interesting event in the arts was the annual exhibition

at New York of the Society of American Artists. It

has taken the color out the spring exhibition of the

Academy of Design so far as the paintings are con-

cerned. With regard to sculpture both shows are

equally remiss, although in Ruckstuhl's ideal marble

statue " Evening " the Society has an exhibit not

only rarely beautiful but rare as an exhibit. It must

be ten years or more since an American exhibition

has shown a life-size nude in the marble. Bronzes

and plaster casts have been shown but not often.

The last notable case was the Academy show which

had John Donohue's nude statue of the Young
Sophokles dancing in procession after the battle of

Salamis. Ruckstuhl's " Evening " is exquisitely

modeled in torso and limbs. The nymph of evening

symbolizes the closing of the flowers by the movement
of her arms round her face. The statue goes to

Chicago as soon as the Society's exhibition is over

and may find its way eventually to the Metropolitan

Museum. Mr. Ruckstuhl is a St. Louis artist whose

"God Amusing Himself," a Mercury teasing the

eagle of Jove, is in bronze in the main park of that

city. It was in the Salon of 1891. He has definitely

settled in New York, where he is a welcome addition

to the very slender list of thoroughly trained sculp-

tors.

Olin L. Warner has a dignified bust of Governor

Flower of New York, colossal in size, to go to Chicago

and Albany. Ruckstuhl has a bust of John Russell

Young, journalist. Miss Caroline Peddle has a fairly

good plaster " Saint " with crossed arms, and Herbert

Adams a relief with gold background and colored

flesh and clothes. It "is called "The Orchid" and

shows a lady seated regarding an orchid which she

holds in her hand. The flesh is properly pale of tint,

but the hair and red dress are not exactly right of

tone, probably because the plaster has turned out

more absorbent than was expected. J. S. Hartley

has a bust in plaster and W. D. Paddock a clever little

angry lion, statuette in gray wax. The subject of

sculpture is a burning one and will receive more ex-

tended consideration below.

Paintings at the Society this year number only 239,

but their quality is superior to anything yet shown

in New York. In fact the technical quality is so

good that subject sinks more and more into the back-

ground and the circle of buyers to which they appeal

necessarily grows smaller and smaller. Up to May 12

only eight pictures had been sold. Henry G. Dearth's

"Deerfield Valley " was sold for 81,000. This land-

scape, very beautiful but not the best in the gallery,

won the Webb prize of $300, so that practically the

picture brings in $1,300 to the artist. Benjamin

Eggleston of Brooklyn sold his "Indolence" for $250 ;

Carleton Wiggins his "Coming Storm" for $800;

Wm. J. Whittemore his "Study Head" for $150;

Mrs. Louise Cox her "Arrangement in Yellow " for

$100 ; and Abbott II. Thayer his "Boy's Head" for

$800. The last is a smudgy piece of tone, badly

drawn when compared with much in the same exhibit.

But along with much that has technical worth only,

and lacks the slightest other interest, there is a goodly

showing of ideal pictures. With many faults of

drawing and color the big "Virgin" by Abbott H.

Thayer is an interesting and even fascinating picture.

It is the same Virgin he showed last year seated, and

the same children— said to be his own — but Virgin

and children are pushing forward over an indetermin-

ate ground, one child clinging to each hand. The
Virgin's face is sweet, mild and ideal. Very chalky

white clouds behind her are so arranged as to simulate,

if the observer happens to think of it, a pair of

gigantic white wings. The children are queer look-

ing creatures with wild expressions and yet wilder

clothes, not fitted to them but thrown at them and

adhering as by a miracle. The Virgin's arms are un-

commonly long, one is as hard as a bit of mahogany
and one of the boy's legs is far from human. The
flesh color is sacrificed also to the color scheme. But

the general impression is able and the technical faults

are easily condoned because the picture makes a

decided impression, howsoever vague and unsatisfac-

tory that impression may be. If the Virgin is an

angel she seems to be hurrying along like one who

has kidnapped her charges ; if a human being she is

rescuing two picturesque children with small round

mouths and big round eyes from bears in the back-

woods.
The jury of selection pitched on "The Bath "by

Edmund C. Tarbell of Boston for the picture to go to

Mr. Samuel T. Shaw for his annual sum, namely

$1,600. This large picture is a nude "female" seated

front face and a draped woman with back turned.

A young woman of fair proportions sits on her

divan with one foot in a bath while a maidservant

kneels and dries her arms. Here is a case for the

little less or the little more, showing how dangerous

it is for an artist to paint the nude realistically with-

out being coarse. The painted work is rather coarse

too, but less so than much of Tarbell's work ; it is,

however, fine luminous flesh and well-rounded torso

and limbs he has given, except that one of the thighs

is not perfect in foreshortening and the attendant

maid is a little out of drawing. The subject— for

such as it is this painting has a subject — forms the

weak spot. Unintentionally Tarbell has suggested in

the vacant face, the luxurious 'surroundings and the

maid washing her naked mistress an improper character

such as French novels love to depict and often merely

imagine. The Boston painter, trying to be real, has

been indecent, and the artists of the Society have not

been delicate enough to realize that the way Tarbell

has done it is the wrong way and as such ought not

to have received the stamp of their approval. The
natural asylum for such a picture is a bar-room.
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Mr. Tarbell is painting well this year, however.

His "Girl in Pink" is a little stiff but pleasantly so,

ami the color-scheme is more delicate than his com-

monlv are. " Winter Girl " is a passable half-length.

" Shadows on Dublin Lake " is a bright, pleasing

landscape with water. Frank W. Benson of Salem

has a stiff "Girl with Rose" standing in black gown
before a mirror, trying the effect of a rose against her

bosom. The arms are at sharp, ugly angles. His

portrait of Miss G. B. Austin is a fine piece of broad

brushwork with nothing delicate in it. The bright

yellow corner of a cushion is used to enliven the pict-

ure without harming the scheme of color. Alfred

Q. Collins lias two brilliant, highly-modeled portraits

of Messrs. J. J. Goodwin and Le Grand Cannon, and

R. W. Vonnoh of Philadelphia offers two excellent

half-lengths of Messrs. M. G. Rosengarten and Wm.
Thompson, together with a charming " Landscape,

Winter Sunlight," and good " Landscape, Winter

Gray." A nice winter townscape is the "Boston
Common " by Edward Simmons and a similar scene

on a nobler plan is Piatt's big snowy landscape.

Walter L. Palmer of Albany in "Snow Laden Pines"

has escaped from his rut of harsh, dull snow-painting
;

the snow is fleecy. Particularly fine is " Winter," a

landscape by Dwight W. Tryon. Thorne, Shurtleff

and a new exhibitor, Roswell Bacon, have good snow
scenes. In marines there is a splendid shore view,

" After a Storm " by Ruger Donoho ; a fine beach

scene, "Trade-Wind Sky" by Howard Russell Butler ;

a very windy little "Summer Gale" by Henry B.

Snell ; a chaotic but interesting "Sea and Rain" by

George H. Bogert ; a pleasing inland waterscape by

Stanley Middleton, "Schoharie River at Middle-

burg" ; a fair waterscape by Wm. A. Coffin, "Sky
and Water, New London "

; a better piece by Carlton

T. Chapman, "Winter Along the Sound"; and a

conventional, negative marine by F. K. M. Rehn called

" The Sea."

To return to ideal subjects : Prof. Weir of Yale

has a religious picture called " Gennesaret " showing
part of a rude boat with Christ seated in the stern

addressing the multitude. Guy Rose has a " Flight

into Egypt," very dark as to foreground, with the

Virgin's head against the round golden moon : Ken-
yon Cox a very ugly and very awkward "Temptation
and Expulsion from Paradise " composed on medifeval

lines, with the tree and serpent in the centre, the

temptation on the left and the expulsion on the right

— several events at different moments in the same
canvas requiring duplication of the chief figures.

Miss Caroline Hecker has three weakly-drawn angels

with candy wings designed for an altar decoration.

To revert to antiquity, there is George de Forest

Brush's " Leda and the Swan," a nicely toned, charm-
ingly drawn little composition, with more tone than

realism in white feathers and flesh, but an air of

elegance and reserve. It is dated 1883. Mrs. Louise

Cox also attempts mythology with a " Psyche,''

whose sex is problematical, so masculine are the

limbs and torso. F. Stuart Church shows a super-

natural "Lotus Eater" lying across the petals of a

lotus and the jog of a pyramid on the horizon. It is

daintily colored and painted without meagreness of

touch. Edward A. Bell shows in " Dancing Nymphs "

lean figures in movement, and C. C. Curran has a

fine idea not very well carried out in a slender nude
figure bearing a smoking torch called " The Autumn

Haze.'' One of the weakest symbolical pieces is

Herbert Denman's "Voice of the Spring," a half-

draped female figure on a stone bench overshadowed
bv the blossoms of the peach. In weakness of draw-
ing, color and thought Will H. Low reaches ebb in

"Tieing the Sandal," scene of a nymph kneeling to

tie the sandal of Cupid.

Among nudes meaning nothing is " Sleep " by
Kenvon Cox, an exercise in painting the female nude
in a Titianesque way. Technically it is the finest piece

of work that Mr. Cox has shown, but as usual the

subject is offensive. It shows a Bacchante of a gross

body who has dropped down on the ground in the

sodden sleep after a debauch. She ought to have a

gin bottle in her clasped hand but actually holds a

poppy. There is no meaning in this flower except to

give a bit of color of the right sort ; indeed a hand in

such a position would relax in sleep and let anything

fall. " The Voice of the Stream " is painted in an-

other key of flesh color but the drawing is not so

masterly. "Daffodilly" is a small seated picture of

Mrs. Louise Cox, the painter's wife, nice as a study

of tone but a caricature in fact though meant
to be real. Another notable nude is the prone
" Study " by Wm. M. Chase, a model with a mane
of red-gold hair lying on a couch. The flesh is

chalky white, the toes curled up, the left arm
thrown up against a curtain. Cleverness and tech-

nical handling of the brush are the best that can be

said for this. Mr. Chase's portraits are remarkable,

notably the vivid portrait of Mr. Henry Wolf and
"An Artist's Wife," a charming picture with a Chase

landscape on an easel behind the wife, who turns her

Breton-capped head to speak out of the picture over

her shoulder. His "Still Life" is perhaps better

yet. The two landscapes from Shinnecock Hills are

excellent in their realistic, unimaginative way.

One of the finest nudes in flesh qualities is Robert
Reid's careful study of a woman in the firelight,

very dainty and charming, but a little awkwardly
posed as to her legs. One of the few painters we
have who exhibit style is Henry Oliver Walker whose
"Morning" looks like a group of Cupid and Psyche.

A nude boy leans over as he stands and almost

touches with his cheek the head of a seated draped
girl. She has a startled look. Style is seen again in

his "Mother and Child," a picture that deserved the

Shaw purchase more than Tarbell's "Bath.'' Prob-

ably it could not compete because artists over forty

years of age are ineligible.

" Girl in a White Gown " by Thomas W. Dewing
is a charming bit; Childe Hassam's "Music" and
"The Last Light on the City" have more careful

drawing and suaver, smoother brushwork than usual
;

" The Hammock " by Joseph de Camp is a large pict-

ure with two maidens of sentiment and some nice

out-of-doorsy sunshine. " A Woman " by Louis

Loeb is a romantic face and a beautiful ;
" Portrait

in Black," seated profile by Wm. H. Hyde, is a very

good work ; "Miss Haynes as Portia" by Frank du
Mond is a glorious bit of gown-painting, but the face

is lost by reason of the ruby-red velvet and the error

in putting a row of tassels in the background on a

line with the face. Robert Blum has Japanese scenes,

the worst feature of which is the absence of back

into which the eye can plunge. The scene is close up
to the eye in each case. Perhaps this is the influence

on him of Japanese art. The Japanese figures are
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characteristic, very well drawn and painted, yet for

the effort made the results are not so satisfactory as
we might expect. Among the landscapes to be
remembered is a night view of Hoboken from New
York by Charles Melville Dewey ; "Rolling Clouds"
by Robert W. van Boskerck ; "A Midsummer Night "

with gleams of fireflies by Charles Warren Eaton,
and above all "Morning in Spring— Ploughing" by
Horatio Walker, the last, one of the most beautiful

canvases in the exhibit.

The 15th annual of the society and the spring
exhibit of the Academy were caricatured this year
by the Art Students of the League, calling themselves
the Society of American Fakirs. The daily papers
of New York gave these grotesques almost as much
space as a real exhibit, many papers reproducing
them in outline. Special shows, one-man shows, were
made by James F. Tyler, Geo. Smillie, George Hitch-

cock, Frank Wilbert Stokes (Arctic marines and
shore views) and George H. McCord.

BCUIiPTUEE.

The inferior position of sculpture in the United
States when comparisons are made with painting has

been engaging the attention of amateurs in New
York. The result is a first step toward the founda-

tion of a society to push sculpture whose object is two-

fold. On the one hand its members hope to engage the

attention of the public so far as to introduce sculpture

more generally into the home-life and thus educate

amateurs up to the point when such ugly, inharmon-

ious and senseless monuments as are now the rule in

the great cities shall eventually become the exception.

On the other hand provision may be made in some
degree for the support of good sculptors, when there

are no public monuments for them to design. Few
sculptors are employed during the whole year ; the

society may foster the public taste for sculpture to

such a point that there will be a steady demand for

artistic work in statuettes, figurines, placques, medall-

ions and medals. Should this occur the man whose

bent is toward such smaller sculpture rather than

monumental art will naturally find a field for his

talents. Moreover a happy conception of a sculptor

now busied with monuments may in this way be

saved. As it is, the sculptor in America has no

prospect of launching an ideal piece of statuary,

because there is no public demand and the time and

money risk are too great for him to pursue what
may be after all his masterpiece.

Some of the leading sculptors of New York have

been approached and have received the suggestion

with favor. At present the outline includes a society

of sculptors and amateurs which shall have from time

to time competitions, or directly order a statuette,

bust, placque or medallion, paying the maker for his

trouble. The society is then to publish a limited

number of copies in bronze, terra-cotta or other

material to the subscribing members and have the

model destroyed, as etchers destroy their plates after

the agreed number of impressions have been taken.

The project has been much discussed in a limited

circle and substantial hopes are based on the plan.

A singular thing was the surprise of sculptors at the

number of statuaries good, bad and indifferent in New
York. They number about one hundred, and in the

rest of the country there must be fifty more. Every-

thing will depend on the fairness, wisdom and liberal-

ity with which the society shall be conducted. It

will be impossible to admit everybody and as in cases
of this sort some one is certain to cry clique, lint

this is an embarrassment that attends the formation
of every union of the kind. Meantime it is apparent
that a society to push sculpture would be in no sense
a rival to the newly formed Municipal Art Society of

New York which was so favorably launched during
April.

The Municipal Art proposes to adorn the city with
works of painters and sculptors without calling on the

city's treasury. The Mayor of the city is always to

form one of its governing board ; a counsel is to form
another and seventeen more members are to be taken
from amateurs, architects, painters and sculptors.

The architect Richard M. Hunt was chosen President.

It is plain that if the sculptors draw together, the new
society may lighten the labors of the Municipal Art
when the question is one of sculpture ; for a society

including sculptors will be sure to establish at least

approximately what the particular line may be in which
each works best, and the danger of giving a certain

kind of work to the wrong person will be lessened.

How great that danger is may be seen if one takes a

walk through any square or park of a great city, be

it American or European.
A society for sculpture properly supported will

have the most important effects in various direc-

tions. It will form artisans and place bronze foundries

and kilns for keramics where they can undertake the

largest and also the most delicate work. The patron

saint of such a society might well be A. L. Barye,

for he took bronzes for mantel-pieces and centre-tables

when such things were executed in the worst taste

and raised them to the level of masterpieces for which

amateurs dispute. This point is brought out strongly

in the "Life of Barye, Sculptor," an <<liti<ni d( iuxi

published in New York in 1889 on the occasion of the

loan exhibition for the Barye Monument Fund.
Such demand as now exists in the United States for

what may be called household bronzes is met by
highly polished and often insipid works by French
sculptors which are indeed beautifully cast in Paris

but for the most part are substantially the same things

that used to set Barye's teeth on edge. A society in-

cluding sculptors might end by convincing even

people of fashion that these things do not represent

the fine arts but are skillful and shallow articles de

Paris.

The most notable thing in sculpture on the seaboard

is the award to Augustus St. Gaudens of the statue

of Bishop Brooks to be placed in Boston on Copley

Square or else on or near Trinity Church. The Boston-

ians have begun well by retiring into privacy the

hideous fountain given by Dr. Coggeshall. In New
York a committee was appointed last March to inform

the Park Commissioners what statues should in their

belief be removed from conspicuous places owing to

their inferiority as works of art. The statue of John

Ericsson by Jonathan S. Hartley was unveiled on the

Battery, New York, the morning of the naval parade

of friendly fleets up the harbor (April 'J?) and the

Monitor " Miantonomoh " was very fitly chosen to

salute the statue of the man who revolutionized marine

warfare. A monument to Audubon was unveiled

in Trinity Cemetery at 155th Street where he is

buried. It is a Keltic cross. The belated Columbus
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medal by Charles F. Naegcle which was to have been

ready in October was for sale in April with the Gor-

liam Company. On one side it has the head of

Columbus with his three caravels about, the masts

pointing inward ; on the other there is a handsomely

proportioned inscription.

Sculpture at the 08th Spring Academy is mainly

busts of men of more or less note, none remarkable.

Two Frenchmen appear with plaster casts of some

excellence. " The Nymph Echo " by Adrien Gaudez
of Paris, presented by him to the schools of the Aca-

demy, is a nude woman holding a Pan's-pipes as she

turns her head sharply and runs down a declivity.

It is a statue which might be remarked in the huge

show at the Palais de l'Industrie. The other is a

statuette called " Rest '' modeled by Gaston M. Beury,

a nude reaper who lets his weight fall on the right leg,

props one hand on his inverted scythe and lifts with

the other a bottle to his lips. The action is good and

the figure pleasing.

Before the exhibition had been long under way the

well known George H. Gait who has acted for years

as salesman for these shows died suddenly of apoplexy

to the sincere sorrow of many friends and acquaint-

ances. His place was filled by Colbert Greer, at times

manager of the New York Etching Club shows and an

aide of Frederick Keppel the print seller.

In Philadelphia the tendency is to call on foreigners

for sculpture or erect copies of celebrated foreign

work, the latter perhaps in the interest of economy.

Thus the huge Washington monument by Prof. Sieme-

ring of Berlin has arrived. A copy of a Barve animal

combat has been unveiled and Fremiet's later arrange-

ment of his "Joan of Arc,'' the original of which is

in Paris, Place des Pyramides, has also been added to

the exotics in sculpture. These moves are not en-

couraging to native sculptors. Yet even in New York
there is talk of a subscription to place a duplicate of

the Genoa monument to Columbusin the Empire City.

That monument is not a good one. But so little do
people know the difference between good and bad
sculpture that they will accept anything provided it

is made in Europe. Philadelphia's exception to the

rule is a monument to Grant ordered from Daniel C.

French and Edward Potter.

In New York the bronze life-size statue of Chester
A. Arthur by Ephraim Keyser has been refused a site

on the Plaza, Fifth Avenue and Fifty-eighth Street,

on the verdict that it is not sufficiently a work of art.

It is by no means a bad piece of work but certainly

not proper for that site. The bronze heroic statue of

Roscoe Conkling by J. Q. A. Ward has been refused a

place at the northern end of Union Square on the just

plea that Conkling was not a man of sufficient worth
and prominence in history for so conspicuous a site.

The bronze statue of Pierson late postmaster for

the city is to stand in sight of the General Post Office

in the grounds of old St. Paul's. It is said that the

labor organizations have not forgiven the dead for

occurrences years ago and objected to his statue
being placed on municipal ground.
At Tahlequah, Georgia, there is a movement to

raise a statue to Sequoyah, the Indian who invented
a Cherokee alphabet, adapting our own letters to

complete sounds of his own tongue. This Indian is

already immortalized by the botanists who named
after him certain gigantic trees found in California.

In Montreal a colossal statue of the Virgin Mary has

been hoisted to the top of a monument in the rear of

Bonsecours church. The monument is really a series

of diminishing chapels; on the roof of the smallest

and highest stands the Virgin. She is of wood
covered with copper and 26 feet high. The Virgin

has a large aureole, a cloak hanging from her shoulders

and both arms extended toward the St. Lawrence in

the act of blessing the men who go down to the sea

in ships.

A very different monument has been placed in

Waldheim Cemetery, Kansas City, where lie the

bodies of Spies, Parsons, Engel, Fischer and Lingg,
whom the Anarchists regard as their martyrs. The
monument is by Albert Weinert and is not without

majesty in composition, whatever may be the skill of

the modeling on the bronzes. A heavy-based broad

shaft stands on two massive steps and ends in a

capital with Ionic volutes and a central palmetto
decoration. On a base setting forward is a bronze

group to represent " Die Revolutione," poem by
Freiligrath. A draped female figure with uplifted

face and raised right arm looks out defiantly on the

world. Behind her is a dead or dying man. Her
left hand is placing a wreath on his head. On the

front of the vase is the date 1886 and some palm
branches in bronze lie below. On the front of the

lowest step is a panel bearing "Our Silence will be

more Powerful than Words Could Be," said to be the

last words of Spies. Pity that these martyrs had not

learned the virtue of silence before they harangued
themselves or others into bomb-throwing ! But any
one who has observed the violence and brutal behav-

ior of Chicago policemen will always feel merciful

toward the misguided men who are so tenderly.

remembered by their fellows. Citizens who permit

their police to be brutal are really responsible for

such tragedies.

( Icveland Ohio has in George T. Brewster a young
sculptor of some power, so that it seems needless to

have given to an engineer, Capt. Levi T. Scofield,

permission to erect a tasteless monument to the

Soldiers and Sailors of Ohio, whose efforts for the

Union deserve the very best that heart and brain can

devise to keep their memory green. A nondescript

figure with sword and shield surmounts a tall round

shaft which springs from a building like the Wash-
ington monument in Baltimore, but not austere in

its plainness like that. On the contrary, cheap decor-

ations of various kinds abound. Gun barrels peep
from port-holes below the statue's feet ; the capital

that surmounts the shaft is enriched with little field

pieces ; bands with inscriptions encircle the shaft at

regular intervals, and the building, which is to be used

as a museum for war relics, is tormented in all the

ways known to the maker of the costliest cemetery

horrors. Very actual groups of guns, gunners, infan-

try firing, color-guard and so forth modeled by George
T. Brewster and others are placed on advanced

pedestals. Bronze lamps illuminate each side of the

monument and the slopes for grass are to bear in

formal flower plats the badges and coats of arms be-

longing to the nation, State, and army corps. One of

the hardest things a sculptor can tackle is a pillar,

but Cleveland has entrusted this woefully difficult

problem to a gallant builder and engineer ! Every

da)' in the week this is what we Americans are at.

Cleveland needs a Municipal Art Society very

badly.
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THE SCULPTURE SOCIETY.

Since the foundation of the Society of American
Artists no event of greater importance has occurred in

New York, none which is more likely to benefit every

town in the United States, than a gathering called

together on the evening of May 30th to establish an

organization of sculptors, architects and amateurs.

Its purpose is to encourage ideal and imaginative

sculpture by providing channels for the exhibition

and sale of smaller sculpture than monuments, such

as amateurs may well wish to have in their own houses.

The sculptors and amateurs who issued the call

thought that the most certain means to teach art

lovers the beauties and the meaning of sculpture was

to have them own pieces of plastic art, and they

argued that persons who cared enough for sculptures

to buy them would not fail to exercise intelligent

criticism when asked to form part of committees to

decide on public monuments. But the ugliness and

absurdity of public monuments in New York, Phila-

delphia, Boston and Chicago have become so well

known that in mere self-preservation it is necessary

for citizens to bestir themselves.

The call was signed by the sculptors J. Q. A. Ward,

Olin L. Warner, John Rogers, Daniel C. French,

Herbert Adams and F. W. Ruckstuhl ;
by the

architect T. Henry Randall and the amateurs R. W.
Gilder, Samuel P. Avery, Thomas B. Clarke, Wm. C.

Brownell and Charles de Kay. It was the outcome

of conferences at the house of the last named, L03

East loth Street (where the Authors Club also

originated) at which Messrs. Jonathan S. Hartley

and Montgomery Schuyler were present together

with the sculptors Charles Niehaus, Carl Bitter and

others. The meeting to organize was held in the new

hall of the Fencers Club, 3? West 22d Street, a pictur-

esque place set about with glittering lines of foils and

dark bands of masks, the upper walls covered with

paintings, plaster casts and prints, the floor striped

with lanes of linoleum for the fencing bouts. The

President of the Fencers Club, who was the first to sug-

gest the idea of an organization to promote sculpture,

received the guests in a double capacity. About one

hundred gentlemen came to the meeting or sent let-

ters endorsing the plan and regretting their absence

from the meeting. On the sentimental side the day

was well chosen, for what more appropriate than

Decoration Day for beginning a crusade against bad

sculpture ? Every man who had been to a cemetery,

almost every man who had laid a wreath on a public

monument, knew that the badness of our monuments

has become a public scandal. On the practical side

the day was ill chosen, because of the number of

persons who were out of town.

Mr. Russell Sturgis, formerly President of the

Architectural League, was asked to take the chair

and Mr. Ruckstuhl, sculptor, to serve temporarily as

Secretary. Short speeches were made by the Chair-

man, Dr. Felix Adler, Charles de Kay, F. Edward

Elwell and others, and the meeting discussed section

by section a sketch for a constitution and elected for

the first year the following seventeen as an Execu-

tive Council, giving them full powers to elect and

replace their own officers and settle who should belong

to the Society.

Seven sculptors were elected, viz : J. Q. A. Ward,
Augustus St. Gaudens, Olin L. Warner, Daniel C.

French, John Rogers, Herbert Adams and F. \V.

Ruckstuhl. They represent the older Academy men
in Messrs. Ward and Rogers, the established men of

the Society of American Artists in Messrs. St.

Gaudens and Warner, and the newer lights in Messrs.

French, Adams and Ruckstuhl.

Three architects are in the Board, viz. : R. M. Hunt,

Stanford White and Thomas Hastings. Mr. Hunt is

President of the Institute of Architects, Mr. White

is of McKim, Mead & White, and Mr. Hastings of

Carrere and Hastings.

Three amateurs are chosen, viz.: R. W. Gilder,

manager of Tin: < \ ntury, Thomas B. Clarke, owner of

the largest collection of American paintings in New
York and importer of Greek terra cottas, and Charles

de Kay.
Four gentlemen representing arts and manufactures

in which sculpture is used complete the tale, viz.:

John Williams, iron forger and bronze founder to

represent metals ; Wm. C. Hall of the Perth Amboy
terra cotta works, to stand for the fictile arts ;

James

S. Inglis of Cottier & Co., to represent carving,

cabinet work and wood in general ; finally Robert

Ellin, marble works, to stand for the men who chisel

stone.

The comprehensive character of this council, in

which the sculptors are sure to keep a ruling voice,

was thought by the professional men and amateurs

present to give the best chances for a liberal and wise

conduct of the society's affairs. It was decided to

have an annual exhibition at some convenient time in

autumn or winter, either independently or in friendly

alliance with some other exhibiting society.

After settling that the organization should not be

called Society of American Sculptors but plain

Sculpture Society, the object of the movement was

stated as follows :
" To spread the knowledge of good

sculpture, foster the taste for, and encourage the

production of, ideal sculpture for the household :

promote the decoration of public buildings, squares

and parks with sculpture of a high class, improve

the quality of the sculptor's art as applied to the

industries, and provide from time to time for ex-

hibitions of sculpture and objects of industrial art."

The council shall elect from its own members a

President and Secretary who shall be sculptors, a

First Vice-President, who shall be an architect, a

Second Vice-President and a Treasurer. Annual

dues were fixed at ten dollars, payable December 1st

of each year. It was further ordained that the

executive council should act as a committee on mem-
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bership or delegate such authority to a special com-

mittee composed of sculptors in a majority.

At a subsequent meeting of the council J. Q. A.

Ward was elected President and F. Wellington

Ruckstuhl Secretary. The latter is a new comer

in New York, having been some years in Paris

at work in his profession and having previously

studied in St. Louis. The Salon of 1891 contained

his notable group of bronze called " A God Amusing
Himself," which is now in the public park at St.

Louis. The eagle of Jove has alighted on an altar to

consume the remains of a sacrifice but Mercury teases

the creature and with caduceus and hand stirs it up

and wards off the blow from its wing.

The meeting on the 30th was a very representative

one. Among architects present were A. J. Bloor and

Ernest Flagg ; among painters, Daniel Huntington,

E. D. Blashfield, John La Farge, Joe Evans, Walter
Shirlaw, Edgar M. Ward. Geo. Munzig, Geo. W.
I'M wards, Horace J. Bradiey, Albert P. Ryder and

W. S. Kendall. Tiffany and Co. were represented by

J. T. (Jurran, silver designer ; the bronze foundries

by Eugene Aucaigne, Arthur Merritt and John

Williams ; terra cotta works by Oswald Speer. The
sculptors Elwell, Martiny, Bitter, Schwarzott, Gushing,

H. K. Bush-Brown, G. M. Beury, Kaldenberg, H. H.

Kitson, J. S. Hartley, J. E. Kelly, Massey Rhind,

Spring, Ward and Warner were present. C. W.
Howell, Secretary of the Fairmount Park Association,

and a representative of Bureau Brothers, bronze

founders, came on from Philadelphia. Amateurs in-

cluded Samuel P. Avery, Felix Adler, F. B. Schell,

R. W. Gilder, James Creelman, Royal Cortissoz,

Thomas H. Kelly, Barton H. Coffey, Roger Foster,

Win. 0. Brownell, Titus M. Coan and many others. A
small circular distributed to the assembly sets forth

in greater detail the aims of this newest of American
art circles :

1. To spread the knowledge of good sculpture.

2. To raise sculptors to an equal place with painters,

so that amateurs shall give them equal con-

sideration and shall accord to sculpture as an

art the same favor as to painting.

3. To provide an annual exhibition of sculpture.

4. To encourage the production of imaginative and
ideal sculpture.

5. To concentrate a body of sculptors, to whom
questions of town embellishment may be re-

ferred.

6. To provide a channel for the publication of ideal

statuary and small works of sculpture for the

household, through limited editions or other-

wise as may be deemed best.

7. To encourage a wider demand for sculpture inside

and outside dwellings and public edifices, so

that architects and committees shall be forced

to demand work by American sculptors.

NEW ITEMS OF SCULPTURE.

In Philadelphia the great question of a site for the
big Washington monument by Prof. Siemering of

Berlin is in agitation. It is certain that it will be
raised on Independence Square.
At Providence the Gorham Company has cast in

silver a large statue of Columbus designed by
Bartholdi of Paris and meant for the Company's
Exhibit at the World's Fair. The casting- was a

success and the exterior will be treated with oxides.

A fund of $4,000 has been talked of in Providence
for a replica of this statue in bronze, to be erected in

that city.

Colored people in Lowell, Mass., have presented to

that city a bust of the late Gen. B. F. Butler modeled
by Cyrus Cobb some years ago. A young colored

man named Dand ridge saw Mr. Cobb at work at this

bust and determined to have it bought by colored

men and presented to the General. He soon raised

the amount and while waiting for an opportunity to

present it the General died. It will be placed in

Memorial Hall at Lowell.

TRINITY CHURCH, THE BRONZE DOORS.

In New York the most interesting event as regards

the unveiling of monuments was the hanging of the

north and south doors of Trinity Church about the

middle of June. They are massive but not solid doors,

as to architectural features designed by Richard M.
Hunt, and decorated in high and low relief by the

sculptors Niehaus and Massey Rhind ; the foundry-

work was done by the Henry-Bonnard Company and
is a capital piece of casting. It may be remembered
that the late John Jacob and William Astor raised a

memorial to their father in Trinity Church in the

shape of a very much decorated reredos in the

chancel. The Hon. William Waldorf Astor has

ordered three bronze doors as a memorial of his father

John Jacob Astor. The largest door looking on
Broadway is to be decorated by Carl Bitter but will

not be ready for a long time. The two smaller doors,

each bearing six panels in relief, are now in place.

The north door by Massey Rhind bears a religious,

tin- south door bv Niehaus a mundane set of scenes.

In the upper panels of the north door we see St. Peter

at Rome and Christ appearing to him in a vision.

According to the legend Peter said Domini, quo
vadis? and Christ answered, "I go to Rome where
there is need of me"; thus rebuking Peter who was
about to fly from Italy in fear of his life owing to the

persecution of the pagans. The companion panel

shows Peter converting the folk and an angel bear-

ing the crown of martyrdom. Another panel shows a

city of refuge in the promised land, erected for in-

voluntary homicides. The fugitive is just entering

the gates while his pursuer is seen at a little distance.

A third has Silas and Paul before the broken gates

of their jail and the jailer on his knees ; a fourth the

curing by an apostle of the man lame from his birth
;

a fifth the passing of the destroying angel in Egypt
and a Hebrew house-father sprinkling lintel and side

posts of his door with blood.

The south door by Charles Niehaus relates in the

upper panel the dedication of the Wm. B. Astor
reredos in 1877 ; the consecration of four bishops in

St. Paul's chapel in 1840 ; the opening of the newly
erected Trinity in 1832, showing a procession of

clergy entering the portals ; the porch of St. Paul's

in 1782 with Washington entering the church after

his inauguration ; the Rev. Dr. Barclay preaching to

Indians in 1758 and Henry Hudson discovering Man-
hattan Island in 1609. These six are clearly com-
posed and defined scenes, with admirable perspective

and a very original view of the peculiarities of bas-

relief. The central part of each panel is generally

used for the distance, the figures being usually placed
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to one side as a landscapist will place figures in order

not to cut against the deepest part of his background.

Mr. Niehaus has been remarkably successful in treat-

ing difficult problems of gowns, coats and hats,

especially in the modern panels. His work is less

sculpturesque than picturesque, but in bas-relief it

may be questioned whether the latter is not in some
cases to be preferred.

Mr. Rhind has religious scenes and treats them in

more conventional fashion. He is often weak in

modeling, especially with figures in low planes. He
indulges in higher relief and is apt to fill the centre

of the composition with figures, neglecting the

distance, and bringing his subjects forward out of the

frame rather than carrying them back behind the

frame as Mr. Niehaus does. As to archeology, he is

too young a man to be an expert there. His Egyptian

scene is neither characteristically Egyptian nor

Jewish ; still less is the city of refuge true to prob-

abilities. The figures have little heads and long

bodies and the general style has a strong London
flavor, which will rejoice the hearts of all the

Reverends who pine for everything in art which

savors of the Church of England.

MONUMENTS FOR NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN.

A large standing figure is in New York already

cast in bronze but waiting for the selection of a site.

This is the statue of Horace Greeley which was made
with a fund raised by and among the printers on the

New York Tribune. It will be remembered that

another statue of Greeley was prepared, chiefly

through the exertions of Mr. Whitelaw Reid, and

placed in front of the business office of the paper in

an opening left for some such purpose by the archi-

tect. That statue is a bronze seated figure by J. Q.

A. Ward. The printers were very much disgusted at

the second fund and eventually commissioned Alex-

ander Doyle to make a bronze statue of the eccentric

abolitionist and editor. The choice was peculiar, since

Mr. Doyle is best known by his statues of Jefferson

Davis, Grady and other Southern leaders; but before

his death Horace Greeley proved himself the friend of

the Southern States and indeed solicited their votes

for himself as a candidate for the Presidency. Unfor-

tunately for the printers, the trust imposed in the

chosen sculptor has not inspired him to a magnum
opus and the statue will not be received by the Park

Commissioners exactly with open arms.

Caspar Buberl has had cast at the same foundry, 'the

Henry-Bonnard, his heroic symbolical statue of New
York, to be erected on the Gettysburg battlefield. That

field, it appears, has been greatly changed in aspect

by an electric railway company which has been

leveling hills and filling up hollows to carry its track

through the centre of the scene.

Among the eccentrics in sculpture are Dr. Wallace

Ward of the University of the City of New York and

Mr. C. A. Spring, who have a grand scheme of

"composite" sculpture by which they expect to

teach the budding artist how to compose generaliza-

tions and types of men—the athletic man, the

.•esthetic, the nervous and the robust, varying the

changes by attempting to give these four general

types in specimens belonging to classic forms,

American forms, Oriental forms, British forms. They

propose prizes of $100 and #50 for sets of three or four

such figures, size not fixed, and will award them in

March at the University, A collection of French and
classic sculpture will be shown at the same time, to-

gether with drawings by American artists. The prizes

are to be adjudged by Messrs. John La Farge, Walter
Shirlaw and Augustus St. Gaudens. It is claimed by
the promoters of this scheme that students of sculp-

ture will be greatly benefited by such exercises.

New York has in the Nathan Hale statue, by
Frederick MacMonnies, erected in City Hall Park at

the corner of Broadway and Chambers Street, a monu-
ment of great historical interest and some artistic

value. The young Connecticut man, whom the

British executed as a spy and whose death directly

caused the hanging of Major Andre when he in turn

was captured by the Revolutionists, stands with bare

neck, hatless, his arms bound at the elbows behind

his back and his ankles tied together. He wears a

coat, an unusual proceeding for men of that period

when about to be hanged, and his hands by their

position show the uncomfortable fact of the pinion-

ing of his arms. The statue was shown in clay at

the Old Salon of 1891 in Paris. It is a fair work of

art but not a great one. On the pedestal, designed by

Stanford White, are the words :
" Erected to the mem-

ory of Nathan Hale by the Sons of the Revolution."

Wm. Ordway Partridge, a sculptor of much less

weight than MacMonnies, has had the making of two
important monuments for Brooklyn. One is a stand-

ing statue of Alexander Hamilton, placed before the

Hamilton Club, Remsen and Clinton Streets. Hamil-

ton clenches a scroll of manuscript in the slightly raised

left hand and has the right hand a little out from the

body, the palm down, as if addressing an audience.

He wears the long-skirted frock coat and long waist-

coat of the period. An equestrian General Grant is

the other. It will stand on the square in front of the

Union League Club of Brooklyn and shows the

General in army chapeau and overcoat, his right hand

on his thigh, seated on a quiet horse whose ears are

pricked.

Another statue for New York is the bronze stand-

ing figure of Roscoe Conkling by J. Q. A. Ward, cast

by the Henry-Bonnard Company of New York, and

to be placed in Union Square at the north-east corner

opposite the Everett House. It is eight feet high

and of the average excellence of monuments by this

sculptor. Someone, 'tis said, is at work on a bronze of

heroic size to show New York what lv>ueen Isabella

of Castile may have looked like. The fund committee

for this statue hopes to erect it at the junction of

Fifth Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street on or near the

Plaza, where the subscribers to Ephraitn Keyser's

statue of President Arthur asked in vain to have their

monument placed. The Queen is to be shown in a

coat of mail on horseback. The Spanish residents of

the city are expected to contribute liberally to this

monument. We hear no more of the fountain for

this plaza by Miranda, which the Spaniards were to

raise, consisting of a basin with central sphere on

which were to stand Columbus with the two Pinzons

by his sides.

SOME SCULPTURE IN THE WEST.

A joke on the ladies of the World's Fair comes

from solemn Philadelphia and that solemnesl >>( places

the Mint. There is a special female coin called
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the Isabella souvenir minted by the government,

and the ladies worried themselves then over a design.

First they proposed the facade of the Woman's

Building, designed and decorated by women ; then,

as that seemed too intricate for a coin, the central

body of the front. Other designs were also forwarded.

But with that fine irony for which our Mint officials

are possibly known, Mr. Leach sent word that he had

decided for another. It proves to be an old design

was it to call attention to the old-fashioned view

of woman still lingering in Philadelphia—of a woman
plying her distaff ! Comment is superfluous.

Johannes Gelert of Chicago is not a great sculptor,

but he has hit on a subject for a group which is very

modern and to the point. A woman, an elderly man,

a youth and a boy are frantically struggling round a

rough looking man clamoring for something which he

holds aloft in his right hand. They are famished

people, but it is not food they are after, it is one of

those tickets which are issued by factories in England

when there are five applicants to one place, a ticket

that entitles the owner to work like a galley slave

and earn a pittance. The woman has been hurled to

the ground, the boy clasps the man's leg, the old man
pleads while holding on, the youth tries to reach up

and snatch the ticket. If it were not that an ex-

planation is needed, this group, powerful as it is,

might approach greatness.

For the Fair a shield that recalls the deathless

shield sung by Homer has been modeled by Alois

Loehr of Milwaukee and New York. There are seven

circles with little figures relating to the past and

present of America—Mound Builders, Indians, Norse-

men, Columbus and so on. John Smith and Poca-

hontas, the inevitable Pilgrims, the surrender of

Cornwallis, the discovery of gold in California—these

and other scenes are depicted on this Homeric shield.

One circle has portraits of distinguished Americans.

Mr. Loehr is a Westphalian who studied in Vienna

with Zumbusch, spent several years in New York and

recently won the commission for a German monument
in Milwaukee. He is said to have made a labor of

love in the shield, having wrought on it for eighteen

months.
Lorado Taft of Chicago has modeled for the Chil-

dren's Aid Society a group of standing lad)', kneeling

woman and baby, the lady holding the baby on her

arm and raising up the poor woman from her knees.

EXHIBITIONS OF PAINTINGS.

Little is going on in the way of exhibitions in

Boston and Philadelphia but New York has five

permanent picture shows on hand beside the galleries

of the Metropolitan Museum. One is that of the

Holbein Company on Fifth Avenue, opposite the

Windsor Hotel, where Mr. Hallowell has arranged

two galleries with paintings by American artists,

many recently shown at the Academy and Society

exhibitions, others never shown before in New York.
Another is a set of fifty pictures by French and
American artists, living and deceased, shown by Bona-
venture, the dealer in rare books whose shop is under
the Imperial Hotel. He has hung them in the hall

and corridors of the hotel. There are examples of

Monticelli, Isabey, Mignard, Marilhat and Delaroche,

a large oriental scene by Constant and so forth.

The third exhibit is at the Fifth Avenue Galleries

where Mr. Thomas B. Clarke has opened the rooms
for the summer with a large and very choice collec-

tion of American paintings, not those in his private

collection, many of which are at the World's Fair, but

others bought from the painters. In addition he has

taken for the winter as well as the summer the front

gallery directly on Fifth Avenue which he will use as

an annex to his Art House, No. 4 East 34th Street.

Here he has placed Greek terra cottas, Etruscan

vases, antique and modern bronzes and oriental

porcelains. The situation is the best in the city just

at present, and the interior has been fitted up with

great care and not a little elegance. Each of the

show cases has a system of electric lights by means of

which the objects on the shelves can be illuminated

brilliantly at will.

The exhibition of paintings would be remarkable

anywhere. The inner gallery is given up entirely to

landscapes by George Inness, some of which are very

extraordinary and all of which are above the common.
There are crisp autumn scenes with the boles of

trees in the foreground brilliant in the sun, and dis-

tant houses and woodlands charmingly painted.

There are lush green landscapes of the spring, and

gray scenes of early winter on the moors. There is

at least one splendid Palestine landscape and several

views taken many years ago when Inness was a

neglected member of the old Hudson River school of

Academicians. There are delightful golden blurs of

sunset, hazy landscapes of the Indian summer, and

fine mountain views from the Adirondacks, as well as

delightful river views from New Jersey. A score of

these Inness paintings are lent by Mr. R. H. Halsted.

Mr. Clarke has hung the work of other American

landscapists and figure painters together. A number
of noble views by the late Wyant ; a series of deli-

cate landscapes by Melville Dewey ; a set of Con-

necticut scenes, woodland, shore, and bare, rock-sown

hillside by Charles H. Davis are among the most

notable. J. G. Brown is seen in a single figure

more easily painted than his style usually allows,

that of a rough stevedore smoking his pipe as he sits

near cotton bales. Louis Moeller is represented by
half a dozen carefully yet broadly painted interiors

with German Americans of middle age arguing on

politics, consulting together as physicians, playing

chess or reading the newspapers. A small but

brilliant set of water colors by John La Farge is on

one wall ; on another is a group of paintings, mostly

landscape, taken years ago when La Farge had time

for work in oils. Another delightful set are Winslow
Homer's water colors and oils. Rarely has a collection

been shown which brings out more forcibly the sur-

prising strength of American painters in the line of

color. There are some examples of Albert Ryder

and Blakelock, colorists before anything else. Sev-

eral figures by George de Forest Brush and Wyatt
Eaton, landscapes by Dwight Tryon, W. A. Coffin,

Francis Murphy and Ranger do not exhaust the list.

These galleries" will be a famous lounging place for

amateurs and club men during the hot months ; they

are very convenient to the region of clubs and hotels.

In case the Chicago Fair shall prove attractive enough

to bring people in any cpjantity from Europe, they

will provide a very good introduction for them to the

American exhibit in Jackson Park.
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AMERICAN AET AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

The exhibit made by American artists at the

World's Fair is far more satisfactory to connoisseurs

of painting than to the public.

This is the result of the situation just at present

in art on the Western Continent, and the primary
cause is the development among our artists of a demo-
cratic spirit which in turn springs from the political

atmosphere of the United States. Not only do our
artists rise from the ranks of the people, from the

farmer, artisan, shop-keeping and manufacturing
classes, but they look for encouragement neither to

the nation, the State, or city, nor to the men who
might if they would act the Ma'cenas and the Medicis.

They trust solely to their own efforts, and such help

as their families may afford, to get them an education

and support them in their careers.

Hence, they combine and manage their own affairs

and send to Chicago such pictures and sculptures as

they deem the best, these being inevitably, as the case

is at present, objects which are fine from the techni-

cal view rather than interesting to the multitude.

There's a queer result of democracy ! Instead of

American art as shown at the World's Fair being a

popular art, it is on the whole art of a special class,

art for artists and connoisseurs.

The immediate reason for the kind of art we find

paramount in the beautiful Greek temple Mr. Atwood
reared for art at the Fair is the thorough education

great numbers of our students have gained in Europe

and in some of our great cities under teachers re-

cently returned from Europe. By weight of numbers

rather than because of better technical training these

graduates of European schools have colored the exhib-

it with a European look. Not that American scenes

and subjects are lacking, or that one cannot find works

by native artists who have had little European train-

ing ; but the preponderance is inevitably with the

vounger men who owe pretty much everything to

European ideas.

The defence sometimes puts the somewhat hollow

generalization that "art has no country." Another

line of argument is that in view of the fact that Amer-

icans are the greatest travellers on earth they nat-

urally paint the scenes and people of all the world
;

moreover, that the United States is the great omnium
gatherum of diverse peoples, and so the indefinite

character of our art is not only natural but right.

These arguments have a modicum of truth, but they

do not satisfy patriots who thirst for national charac-

teristics in our art ; least of all do they satisfy Euro-

pean connoisseurs who ask from us something different

from, if not better than, the canvases and bronzes

they see at their own exhibitions. It is merely an

apology and an excuse, after all, which a huge people

still in process of formation makes for having failed

properly to encourage those artists who do feel that

they are individuals and Americans and scorn to take

on the colors of other men. We have many such, but

the facile artist who takes the thought arid style of a

master like a chameleon is sure of selling his work,
while the original genius, even when he has high

technical strength, is left to languish.

Blame is therefore on the buyers here, rather than

on the artists, although a stern critic is ready to saj

that the latter are too soon discouraged and ought to

support neglect and poverty for years until they have
forced their countrymen to recognize their worth. It

is certain that the artist who expresses the fashions,

the sentiments, the thoughts of foreign lands, surren-

ders the future for the present and can scarcely hope
to live in the annals of American art. He gets his

reward now from buyers who do not conceive of the

really grand side of art, buyers who are themselves

imitators and short-sighted connoisseurs and must be-

long to the vast army of Americans who shirk their

duty in other ways to their country and State.

Complaints are already seen in the press that the

American section of paintings at the World's Fair

contains very few pictures which appeal to untraveiled

Americans, and who have been brought up in sound

views of the greatness of this country to-day and in

the past. These complaints are well founded, but it

is difficult to see how the situation could have been

avoided. Chicago itself is a polyglot city in which

Americanism shows itself in a rather rampant form,

as if to drown the voices of the foreigners, who com-

pose a large bulk of her populace. New York is

hardly better off.

Fortunately our institutions are such that changes

and reforms take place quickly, and when a danger

presses, the nation manages, somewhat clumsily, to be

sure, to thrust forward the men who are fitted to

carry out the move. Moreover such great gather-

ings as the Centennial at Philadelphia and the

World's Fair at Chicago permit the nation to estimate

progress and see where weakness lies. The Centen-

nial made plain the technical deficiencies of our ar-

chitects, painters, and sculptors. Since 1870 these

men have been studying and making experiments

—mostly failures, alas ! but in some cases success-

es. After 1893 it is fair to suppose that the nation

will have a sounder, better-founded self-consciousness,

not shown by the old brag, which used to render as

ridiculous, but by a quiet estimate of the points on

which we fail and a resolve to strengthen ourselves.

We are likely to intimate to architects, sculptors, and

painters that we wish from them fewer light-fingered

purloinments from European works and more expres-

sions of our own life here. How ready they are to

carry out that behest is apparent wherever American

art is shown.
Chicago- herself is pretty sure to lead in this good

work, many and egregious as are the mistakes she lias

made. The World's Fair was started with great wis-

dom by the employment of capital landscape engi

neers, followed by the summoning of architects to

erect the buildings. The latter are not original, it is
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true, but being for the most part temporary, a st\l3

was chosen and fairly carried out which unites admir-

ably the necessity for enormous covered spaces and

for great majesty of aspect from outside. It is the

best that could be done. The test is in the question,

What country has done better ? Not even France,

when she erected her exposition about the Eiffel

tower, a structure whose ugliness is hardly to be con-

doned by its practical side as a lookout over the beau-

tiful city on the Seine. And here it may be noted

that Paris is agitated to-day by the necessity of far

surpassing in 1900 her exposition of 1889. Sixteen or

seventeen elaborate plans are proposed, but so far it

has not been decided whether the show shall be within

the city or in a distant suburb. The partisans of " in-

side at all odds " and the champions of Auteuil. St.

Cloud, Courbevoie, St. Ouen and Vineennes are at

loggerheads.

Examining the paintings at Chicago in the Ameri-
can section, the painters who are expressing national

ideas may be seen from time to time, such as Winslow
Homer, F. Stuart Church, Henry Walker, George de

Forest Brush, W. M. Chase, Hovenden, Moeller, Dew-
ing, Shirlaw, and other figure painters ; but of course

it is the landscapists who shine with the greatest brill-

iancy, led by John La Farge, George Inness, Charles

Melville Dewey, Homer D. Martin, Francis Murphy,
Robert Minor, Albert P. Ryder, and others too many
for mention. Sculpture is less happily represented,

much that was hurriedly prepared for exterior decora-

tions being oidy too imitative of foreign works of art.

Unfortunately Augustus St. Gaudens did nothing
directly, though he had a hand in apportioning the

sculpture to different sculptors. Five colossal heads

by Olin L. Warner, which ornament the lower part of

tin- pediment on the long water side of the Art Gal-
lery, are a rather meagre showing for so good a sculptor.

The giant statue of the republic by Daniel C. French
is a dignified, imposing figure, well suited by its classic

rigidity of pose to the Greek architecture about the
( lourt of Honor. By its variety, go, and the beauty of

its component figures the fountain by Frederick Mac-
Mi mnies is also well suited to the rush of waters about
it and to the French Renaissance structure Mr. Hunt
has built for the Administration building that forms its

:
round, with the excited groups of statuary crown-

ing tl.e lower parts about its tall dome. Many of the
animal groups by Phimister Proctor and Edward Kem-
eys are good. The statues and groups by Carl Bitter,

Philip Martiny,and other sculptors are often too closely

echoes from foreign work. Not that these two excel-

lent sculptors can be accused of wanting originality.

Considering the quantity demanded of them, and the
time allowed them, they have done wonders. But, in

sculpture especially, haste makes waste, and much of

this work can scarcely be admitted into the field of
the tine arts. Lorado Taft of Chicago has in some
cases done good work, in others the demand was too
great for his capacity. J. J. Boyle comes out scarcely
better from this tussle with new problems and scant
working time. Johannes Gelert of Chicago, who made
the Neptunes on the naval columns with prows of gal-
leys standing about the Court of Honor, has been un-
fortunate. A promising young sculptor from Virginia
was Blankingship, who died in New York last month

;

he modelled several fairly good pieces. As a rule, how-
ever, the best talent of the United States was not called
out at all, or so little as to be a misfortune. Neither

St. Gaudens, nor J. Q. A. Ward, nor John Donohue, nor
John Rogers, nor F. W. Ruckstuhl helped to decorate

the grounds and buildings, while French and Warner
might have been asked for more. In the art exhibit

one of the most unfortunate pieces of sculpture is

the " Man and Eagle," by Henry H. Kitson, designed
for a fountain in Providence, R. I. This is very poor
work, and might seem to justify its rejection by any
art commission.
The Illinois Legislature is to be asked to buy the

Fine Arts building and keep it for a museum. The
idea is not new, for Mr. Atwood was allowed to build

all the main parts of the structure for permanency
with this possibility in prospect. The noble rows of

columns, it is true, are of "staff," and so are other

portions ; but these can be replaced in time with
marble.

OTHER STATUARY AT CHICAGO.

The Columbus in bronze modelled by Howard
Kretschmar of St. Louis, placed near the World's Fair

on the lake front, has turned out a very unfortunate
piece of work. Mr. James W. Ellsworth, one of the

few rich men of Chicago who, while interesting

themselves in art, place the need of quality in art

works above the question of kindliness to the maker
of poor work, was on the commission for this monu-
ment, and resigned rather than permit his name to be
associated with its erection. The statue has been
changed in place by removing a part and replacing it

with a better or at least a differently modelled frag-

ment ; the result is a change of gesture. But the

monument is a grievance to those who can see how
high a standard St. Gaudens established for Chica-

go's statuary when he placed his Lincoln in Lincoln

Park.

Mr. George W. Pullman was happier in the choice

of Carl Rohl-Smith for a group to recall a tragedy of

Chicago in 1812, before Chicago was, namely, the

massacre by Indians of the garrison of Old Fort Dear-
born on the shore of Lake Michigan. This group
was described in the Record of American Art
when it was about to be cast in New York at the Henry
Bonnard bronze works. The bronze reveals one slight

defect which was hardly apparent in the clay original,

namely a certain thinness in the silhouette, accentu-

ated by the scalping'-locks, braids and feathers of the

two standing Indians and the outstretched hands of

the little child, by the butt and barrel of the musket
across one Indian's back, and by the raised tomahawk
of another. These points jutting out from the general

outlines of the group interfere to a certain extent

with its monumental character. It is indeed a stat-

uette, made life-size, but designed by a clever sculptor.

It is a piece of historical genre in bronze, showing-

more realism than sculptural imagination.

A curious exhibit, rather than a fine piece of art, is

the large figure of Columbus designed by M. Bar-

tholdi for the Gorham Company and shown with their

exhibit. It is of silver and contains a huge quantity
of that discredited metal. Like other exhibits at the

Fair by this sculptor, the Columbus does not come up
to the mark. But it is at any rate better than his

group of " Washington Meeting La Fayette," which
is a triumph of cheap taste and only possible because

of its subject. It is curious how our own artists

neglect patriotic subjects for foreign, and how for-
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eigners try to catch the American public by appeals
to patriotism. If M. Bartholdi can not do better
than these two, let us hope that monument commit-
tees will steer wide of his atelier.

At the World's Fair there are of course many queer
things labelled with the name of art which have been
smuggled in or pushed through the cordon of artists.

A good lady who made years ago a certain kind of

fame by modelling little figures in butter has not been
excluded. She has been in Europe, and her spoils

are feeble groups in the well-known style of modern
marble-cutters at Carrara. A- comical monument is

erected in a corner of the Agricultural building by a
far-famed soap-boiler of Philadelphia and composed of

his own double-dried soap. He is an eminent German-
American, and as such takes to a patriotic theme. The
monument represents in soap a broad plinth and star-

shaped pedestal on which rests a round platform sur-

mounted by a seated woman. This is Betsey Ross
of Philadelphia, sewing on the first American flag.

It is typical of our land that the woman who made
the first emblem of war when we determined to fight

for our liberties was a Quakeress !

Speaking of the unveiling of Rohl-Smith's massacre
group, a Philadelphia paper asserts that in the press

reports everybody connected with the ceremony was
mentioned—except the sculptor! And with regard
to a statue of Farragut recently unveiled in Boston
'Hi: Transcript of that city remarked that it was
worth noting as a measure of civilization that only
one Xew York paper mentioned the sculptor's name.
" The esteem in which the sculptor's skill is held in

this country is revenged upon us in our commonplace
public monuments."

Sl'l'LPTUEE ELSEWHERE.

The Sculpture Society organized in New York on
the 30th of May has been well received. Though the

great body of amateurs and professionals were scat-

tered during June, the Society numbered one hundred
at the end of the month, many from Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Washington and
Baltimore having joined the ranks. The monthly
meetings of the society in the hall of the Fencers
Club will be informal affairs at which a few ten-min-

ute chats on sculpture will be given by persons known
for their interest in the arts. The press has been very
kind to this infant organization, notably the Tintis,

I/i rah!, Sun, and World of Xew York, the Republican
of Springfield, Mass., and several leading journals of

Chicago. Only one paper of Chicago was so foolish

as to say that the city on the lake had no use for the So-

ciet v, treating it as a local affair meant for New York.
Of course that is exactly what it is not. The Munici-

pal Art Society is indeed a local affair, destined to do
much good for New York ; but the Sculpture Society

is likely to benefit Western cities more than the

town in which it started, because in Western cities

there is less rivalry among the people who pro-

ject monuments, and there are fewer sculptors

whose claims must be pushed by their friends. Its

aim is to establish some kind of standard in sculpture

by accustoming the public to compare the good and
bail, and thus gradually and in a normal way eliminat-

ing poor workmen from commissions which involve

monuments that are to remain as lessons to the rising

generation. In the end an improvement of the taste

in statuary will deprive death of some of its horrors
by discouraging tin; erection in cemeteries ol

hideous and ridiculous objects for which at present
families pay the highest prices.

The Fourth saw the unveiling at Gettysburg of a
monument to the New York soldiers who fell in that
battle. It is a tall shaft, surmounted by a symbolical
female figure in bronze, and a circular bronze
round the column setting forth in sculpture certain
events of the contest. The sculptor is Caspar Buberl.
New York is represented by a gigantic draped g
holding out a wreath ; her left hand holds a staff sur-

mounted by a liberty cap.

The figure of Roscoe Conkling by J. Q. A. Ward is

to be placed at the northeast corner of Union Square,
New York. It was not far from this that Mr. Conk-
ling, while wading through the snow during the fa-

mous blizzard, caught the cold that ended his life. The
charming little Shepard fountain, designed by Olin I..

Warner, which stands at the same corner of Union
Square, has been boxed up because it is not used this

summer. It was found that the heavy poles of teams
watering at the fountain battered it so much that in

one year it had deteriorated visibly. Until it is raised

up, or a larger water-trough is placed in front of it,

teams will have to look elsewhere for water. Bv rais-

ing it a foot or two, and allowing the water in the

broad shell toward the street to trickle over the lip

into a big squarish tank of granite, this delightfullest

of New York's fountains could be put to use once
more without danger of destruction by clumsy drivers.

New York needs many more fountains, and it is prob-
ably only the fear that there will be unending bother
from a host of striking pot-politicians that prevents
more persons from offering such gifts to the city.

The death of Edwin Booth was so well foreseen that

a man was ready to take a cast of his face, from which
Augustus St. Gaudens is to model a bust, perhaps for

the Players Club, which naturally holds its benefac-

tor and first member in high honor.

At Boston there was a concourse of military and
people, aided by men-of-war close at hand, to witness

the unveiling of a statue of Farragut in Marine Park
near the waters of the bay. Its location is more ap-

propriate than is that of the Farragut in New York,
which will always look out of place opposite Delmoni-
co's, so near to a busy thoroughfare, and where the

surroundings are ill-suited to so beautiful and digni-

fied a monument. The Boston statue is by Henry 11.

Kitson, and differs in general appearance little from
St. Gaudens's, the similarity extending to the flap of

the uniform frock, turned up, apparently, by t he bre< ze.

This exceedingly close resemblance is the more unfor-

tunate, because Mr. Kitson has been often charged
with imitating other sculptures and sculptors, some-
times unjustly oharged.

In this connection may be noted a case of marriage
between sculptors which is perhaps unique in Ameri-
ca. It has- become rather common tor painter to

marry paintress, but in marrying Miss Theo Alice

Ruggles, Mr. Kitson is probably the first sculptor to

wed a sculptress. Mrs. Kitson is of rare promise, be-

ing almost the only woman, so far. to show originality

combined with technical skill. It is true that Miss

Mary T. Lawrence and Miss Caroline Peddle of New
York have given proofs of ability ; bul Miss Ruggles
has surpassed them. It is to be feared that mat

will interfere with her career as an artist ; but if sin
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can inspire Mr. Kitson to better work by supplying bim

with a measure of originality, she may be more effec-

tive than if she had struggled on at her art alone.

Mr. Kitson, it should be noted, has been her teacher

for a good many years, so that perhaps to him a

measure of her success is due. Up to the day of her

marriage, Mrs. Kitson was working on two figures for

the Woman's building at the World's Fair. They
have been ordered by the Art Museum in Detroit,

whither they are bound next winter.

For the new library at Indianapolis the Chicago
sculptor R. W. Bock has designed a rather pleasing

group of three symbolical figures, to act as roof deco-

ration, in the old Greek way. Science and Art are

men, Literature is a woman. At San Francisco the

sculptor Happersburger has changed the scheme of

the great California monument erected under the

terms of the will of James Lick. The crowning piece

is not to be a single emblematic figure of the State, but

a group composed on a theme taken from the State's

arms. The pedestal has reliefs giving scenes from the

early history of California. Near the sides will sit

symbolical draped figures of women, representing

Commerce and Agriculture. Commerce pretends to

paddle with a long sweep, sitting sidewise on the prow
of a canoe, which ends in the head of a sea-lion.

Agriculture is crowned with a garland of wheat and
carries a cornucopia and an orange-bearing branch in

her hands.

At Newburyport, Mass., a fine bronze standing
portrait of William Lloyd Garrison was unveiled

on the 3d of July. It is by Daniel C. French, and
the famous Abolitionist's rough-hewn face has a

peculiar look, half-student, half-schoolmaster. There
was a great pouring out of colored citizens upon
this occasion. In a park near Bridgeport, Conn.,
a large bronze statue of the late Phineas T. Barnum
has been raised and with due ceremony unveiled
in the presence of a great crowd. It is near the

mansion where he used to have an elephant plough-
ing in a field whenever a train went by ; and it

crowns a knoll whence the fair stretches of the
Sound are visible. The bronze was cast in Munich
after a model by Thomas Ball. A monument to Bar-
num ought to express in some way the chief charac-

teristics of the man and his life ; but of course Mr.
Ball has done the solemn thing, and no one could tell

from looking at the figure that it is not Daniel Web-
ster or some other worthy who gave his country help
and added to her list of great men, instead of one
whose name is still a synonym for humbug. It is

foolish to erect a staid bronze to Barnum. Better
would have been a symbolical figure peering impishly
through the holes of a mask at the public which he
fooled, imposed upon, and fleeced again and again.
But sculpture is the chosen refuge for dulness and
commonplace.

PICTURES HERE AXI) THERE.

A noteworthy picture has been shown in Boston,
being a " Fox Hunt " by Winslow Homer. It is not
the English kind, not even the American copy. It

is the tracking of poor Reynard in the snow and
by birds, not by me'n and dogs at all. Knowing
well his tendency to climb easy trees to secure the
toothsome egg, or the still more succulent nestling,

the crows hate Mister Fox bitterly, and if they
catch him at a disadvantage in deep snow, assail

him with beak and wing. In the fable Mister Fox
has been known to take a mean advantage of this

anger of the crows by pretending to be dead and
snapping up the first crow that comes to insult his

corpse. Mr. Homer's great originality, his very in-

dividual way of placing figures, and his vivid color-

sense are all shown in this picture. The sky and
edge of ocean are beautifully done ; fox and crows
are the size of life.

At Boston, also, the Public Library erected by C.
F. McKim is being decorated apace. Mr. John La-
Farge will have some walls to treat, and M. Puvis
de Chavannes has been engaged to supply five great
wall-paintings for the stairs at a cost of 150,000. In
his way and after his own somewhat pre-Raphaelite
methods, Puvis de Chavannes is a master; but his

worth is at present outrageously overestimated in

France. He has certain fine, big, broad qualities of

line and of mass in his compositions, and was almost
the first of this generation to show that painting for

architectural spaces should be calculated for its place
and kept broad and flat in color.

But these qualities do not suffice to make him the
grand master his admirers claim. Now to make one
solitary departure from the rule of the Public Library,
that Americans are to decorate it, can be supported
only by advancing the necessity of having something
by a very rare artist to show. Chavannes is not so
great an artist as that. Hence the authorities have
surrendered, for a comparative trifle, the right to boast
that the beautiful building, its decorations and all,

were produced by native artists. It is not necessary
to be a Chauvinist to agree that, in the present state
of art in America, we cannot be too careful to deck
ourselves with our own and not with foreign plumes.
Better have inferior work by natives than superior by
foreigners ; for honesty and national self-respect de-

mand that we express ourselves as we are. Boston
has close at hand in Winslow Homer a far more orig-

inal artist than Puvis de Chavannes, and one who
does not lack skill withal. How much honester,
saner, more interesting to the coming generations if

Homer had been asked for masterpieces which em-
bodied scenes from the lovely shores of Massachusetts
and Maine, from the life of the rugged fishermen who
dwell thereon ! But booky, travelled Bostonians for-

get the painter who incarnates the best qualities of

the Downeaster, and ask pictures from a Frenchman
who does, indeed, express the leanings of French
art toward the early Italians, but whose pictures

mean precious little to the men and women of New
England. His work belongs in the Museum of the
Fine Arts as an example of a tendency in modern
French mural decoration ; it is a mistake to place it

on the walls of a public library which should be re-

served for pictures, mosaics, and sculptures that ex-

press our own thought and ideals.

New York added, in June, to its summer shows a

very beautiful exhibit of foreign porcelains, bronzes
and paintings at the Academy of Design, coming from
the private collections of citizens. The French,
Italian and Dutch pictures of the August Belmont
estate (together with some canvases by Americans)
afford a chance to see a gallery which has been in-

visible for many j-ears.
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CHICAGO AND OT1IEK ARCHITECTURE.

The architecture of the World's Fair continues a
subject for discussion at home and abroad. Of the
foreign critics the warmest in praise have been Ger-
mans ; but some English writers have spoken highly

of the exhibition in this regard. To the lavman the
sight of the Fair as he approaches from Lake Michi-

gan is all that he can ask. To him the scene is in-

describably majestic and yet gay, as the greeting of

a World's Fair ought to be. Perhaps it is his un-
sophisticated senses, perhaps the surprise of a man
unused to seeing one architectural idea carried out

in many buildings, perhaps it is partly the mere
size of the structures—but the average American who
thinks about architecture at all is delighted with the

superb rows of columns, the lofty portals, the wealth

of decorative sculpture, the domes of different kinds

rising into this vista and that. Crossing the peri-

style into the Court of Honor is to him like entering

one of those classical dream-paintings which Claude
Lorraine composed and Turner emulated. The im-

pression is so powerful and entrancing that exhibitors

are complaining because people come to the Fair

merely as to an architectural spectacle, and often leave

without entering the buildings at all !

But there are some men who steel their hearts

against this impression, and have only scornful things

to say of the architecture. Such are II. Marcel, who
writes for Le Temps of Paris, and M. Octave
Uzanne, who writes for -Figaro and I?Illustration.

They call these buildings tiresome white cardboard

affairs, needlessly big and failing to state by their

exteriors exactly for what purpose they are built.

One says that they look like the efforts of beginners

in architecture at the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The
other calls them insincere. A third dismisses them
as a mere impression in architecture ; ephemeral

things meant to last a summer, which the first heavy

snow-storm next winter will destroy.

They are indeed an impression in architecture. The
White' City is in fact la tigalt , who sings blithely

through the summer and will come to grief in storm

and snow. But what of it ? That is what they were

made for. They were built for an impression, and

magnificently do they impress! They solve the

double problem of covering in vast spaces for exhibits

and presenting an august, jocund, brilliant appear-

ance to the myriads who pour in through gates and

piers. Some people are very hard to please ; the

hardest are men of taste upon whom certain ways of

looking at matters of the fine arts have grown like

barnacles.

The gist of these complaints from our French

critics lies in the fact that our architects have not

worked as French architects would have. In the

first place, the latter would not have allowed land-

scape engineers to trace the grand lines—the lines of

the waterways. And these critics say that if all the la-

goons were filled up the Fair would look poor indeed !

So it might. But the waterways are among the

ground outlines of the plan. Then French architects

would not tolerate the building up of sham columns
and architraves from "staff," the modelling "I groups
of statuary in the same stuff. Iron they would allow,

and terracotta, and paint. They would insist that

the masses of a given building should tell what the

inner spaces were meant for, that a dome should be

for an airy central court and for light, a turret for a

given purpose. And if, strictly speaking, the archi-

tects of the Universal Exposition of 1889 did not

adhere always to such praiseworthy ideas, it is certain

that they did not violate these rules so often as ours

have at the World's Fair.

But the results are very different. The Eiffel

tower, huge, spidery and hideous, is really the key-

note of the Exposition at Paris. The buildings

there are very lacking in beauty, within and without.

Their arrangement is not particularly good. There
is no comparison between the ordering of the main
part of the World's Fair and that of the L889 Ex-

position. Yet it is true that the Exposition's build-

ings were more original and more modern in style

than the World's Fair's. But Americans feel more
surprise and pleasure from the unexpected grandeur
of many buildings together, all more or less classical,

than they would have felt had the scheme been a

modern go-as-you-please, or even a prescribed plan of

buildings which embodied what they now see in their

own cities, scattered and detached.

Singularly enough, our own architects are prone to

scoff at the intimation that originality ought to be

shown in architecture. They point to the Greeks
taking from Asia, the Romans from the Greeks, the

French from the Italians, and intimate that they are

quite in their right. Or they fall back on the

hackneyed phrase, " art has no country."

It is generally accompanied by the statement, in de-

fence oipastiches, that in architecture originality is

impossible. That this is not true architects should be

the first to perceive; for notwithstanding tin- fact

that in the past the builders of one land copied from

those of another, and all copied from antiquity, \n e sec

about us original moves in architecture forced on

owners and designers by the need of meeting de

mands never before made. To trained eyes New
York, Boston, Chicago are full of novel things in ar-

chitecture scattered here and there, and very gener

ally ignored. The tall New York apartment-house

with ' fiats," and the gianl hostel] ies that have grown
in New York from imperative needs, have already in

vaded London. Who knows? perhaps before long

that most conservative of mortals, the British archi

teet, may be following ideas suggested bj liis Amen
can cousin !

But our architects do far too much of this " prig-

ging" from foreign buildings, under the pressure ol

work and the pressure of clients who can conceive of

nothing better than a copied statue, a copied "I'l
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master, a copied building, unless it were the statue,

painting, or house itself. The Art Institute at Chi-

cago, the Public Library at Boston, the Herald build-

ing in New York, these are not very original works.

Yet each of these reaches a certain level of excellence

which pleases the average man, because it reminds

him of buildings in Europe he has been told to ad-

mire. Mr. Bennett's building resembles villas in

Northern Italy, not the real old affairs which have

some fine environments, such as plain walls, a

grand flight of steps, a terrace, and so forth, but a

modern thing on the old lines. What would ex-

actly suit a modern Italian even more, is the row of

metal owls on the eaves, a bird cherished by all dull

people, perhaps because it holds by its manner a

mirror up to them. When all these owls are in place

this overloaded building will be one of the examples

to young architects how not to " prig " ideas from

Europe.
The Public Library in Boston is a far more serious

work ; it has dignity and a character of its own ; but

it is not particularly original. So with the Art In-

stitute on Chicago's lake front. It is a respectable

structure ; that is all. More interesting is the white

marble club-house of the Metropolitan Club of New
York, on Fifth Avenue near Sixtieth Street. It is se-

vere; which is a relief. But it is not well pondered for

a club, since some of the first requisites of a club, in

the way of broad windows giving broad views of the

streets, are most inexplicably absent. In their hurry
to be rich our architects seem to lose sight of the

most elementary rule of architecture, namely, that a

building should be suitable to the purpose for which
it will be used.

There is, in fact, a fine art element in architecture

which is constantly ignored or slurred by our archi-

tects, partly because they know their clients neither

understand nor care for such refinements, partly be-

cause architecture as an art is constantly dragged
down to the level of a trade by the inevitable work-
ing of capital and competition. The artistic, con-

scientious, high-minded architect starves. The dull

or cynical architect suits his plans to the calibre of

his client and thrives. But this thriving does him
only material good ; as an artist it degrades and
coarsens him, so that in time he himself loses touch
with art and becomes no better, save in pretensions,

than the next best builder. What a heavy, ugly
mansion of gray granite has not Mr. Post erected in

New York for Mr. C. P. Huntington ! What a queer,
ugly wedge in the sky has not Mr. Zucker built in

Union Square ! What a tiresome, endless, hopeless
building is Chicago's Auditorium ! and what an inex-

cusable monstrosity is not the Army and Navy build-

ing at Washington !

SCULPTORS AND THEIR WORK.

The Sculpture Society has sent out from its New
York headquarters a call to the artists whose ad-
dresses are known, a short circular setting forth the
terms on which sculptures will be received at the first

annual exhibition next winter. This will probably be
at the Fine Arts Society, during December and
January, along with the Architectural League.
Sculptures already shown in New York at a public
exhibition between the years 1883 and 1893 are
barred. There will be a jury of sculptors to select

exhibits, and exhibitors will be asked to send their

works and take them away. Objects of the indus-

trial and applied arts into which sculpture enters will

be welcomed, and an effort will be made to have the

first show a worthy one. Selected pieces by for-

eigners, now exhibited at the World's Fair, may be
secured for the occasion, if the directors of foreign art

exhibits and artists are willing ; so that native and
foreign sculptures may be seen side by side. The
sculptors most interested in this exhibition are J. Q.
A. Ward, Augustus Saint Gaudens, Olin L. Warner,
John Rogers, Daniel C. French, Herbert Adams and
F. W. Ruckstuhl, together with Carl Bitter, C. N.
Niehaus and F. E. Elwell.

Were it not for signs like the foundation of the

Sculpture Society, one might swear that, notwith-
standing the number of sculptors in the land, sculpt-

ure was in a bad way. The Society may do some-
thing to stem the flood of bad art. At present it is

the business sculptor who gobbles the early worm.
He is on hand with photographs, statistics, and letters

commendatory, wherever a fund for a monument is

heard of. Owing to ignorance of the most element-
ary ideas of good sculpture, committees accept the

dryest, crudest, ugliest designs for monuments which
range from a stone for the spot where a regiment
beat back the tide of combat at Gettysburg, to a
structure costing millions, raised to honor the mem-
ory of General Grant. Corporations, societies, and
the press conspire to raise flat amateurs and stone-

cutters without talent to the level of sculptors—and
the result is appalling !

In some quarters demand is stiil made on the

former generation of sculptors who survive in Italy,

employing the native models and finishers, content to

emulate modern Italian professionals. Of late France
has taken a lead in sculpture hardly less disputed
than in painting. While American sculptors have
not yet begun so determined a rivalry with their

masters as American painters—or shall we say, so

slavish an imitation ?—yet their number in Paris

increases, and it lessens in Munich, Florence, Rome.
In the United States there are few sculptors of

mark outside New York, and perhaps there is no
American who can be placed in the first rank. How-
ever, neither Italy, nor Germany, nor England
possesses a genius of this sort, and France herself has

only two or three of whom it may be said that their

work borders on genius. So the United States is

not hopelessly in arrears.

But in France the second rank is a very large and
extremely able band. If we class Falguiere, Barrias,

Mercie, Rodin, Boucher, Charpentier and Saint-Mar-

ceaux among the first, there remains for the second
at least one score of talents above the common.
With these we may rank our foremost Americans,
Saint Gaudens, Olin L. Warner, D. C. French and
MacMonnies. Mention is due a score more—J. Q.
A. Ward, Martiny, John Donohue, Ruckstuhl, Do-
mingo Mora, Elwell, Paul Bartlett, Hartley, Adams
and others; some of whom, like Ward, have done a few
things of the best sort ; others, like Adams, Donohue,
and Bartlett, are young men with very little yet to

show. A large number besides have pushed their way
into the ranks of sculptors through the ignorance of

committees on monuments and because of the dearth

of good sculptors. Such feeble folk are often foreign

pretenders who make their way by impudence. The
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rank first mentioned and most of the second are

identified with New York ; even of Mr. French this

is now true.

Ideal works in sculpture are very rare nowadays,
for the same reason that originality is scarce in

architecture. The sculptor expends his strength in

making- busts of extinct worthies in order to keep
bread in his mouth. Perhaps a Sculpture Society

may provide an opening for men who are not so

crushed by the needs of daily life as to have given up
all their ideals in art, and sunk into laborers by the

yard. French, Martiny, Ruckstuhl, Elwell, have
shown glimpses of power to do such work. In this

line the most uncommon thing just now is a colossus

with wings, modelled last year by Mr. John Donohue
in the ruined Baths of Diocletian at Rome, and at

present in New York with a great load of debt on it

for freight. The wing tips, though not extended at

their greatest, are forty feet apart. The nude, power-

fully-muscular figure is seated in an attitude of dis-

gust on a mountain top, and, with chin raised and
eyelids levelled, the "Spirit"—that is the sculptor's

vague name for it—gazes off in front of him into

space. He represents the spirit of primeval matter,

of the origin of things, of the abyss before earth was
;

but he looks, if the photograph lies not, like Satan

discontented with his post as archangel, or else like

Uriel, who was the pessimisticJt
/?M-die-si&;fe archangel

after Satan's unceremonious ejection from Heaven.

The scale on which the figure is modelled suits well

the enormous buildings of the Fair ; it has found

favor with the commissioners, but whether it will find

enough admirers to raise the embargo placed on it by

unfeeling shippers and officials, men of cash payments
and not of the spirit, remains to be seen. Meantime
it is a noteworthy effort of art for art's sake in honor

of the ideal in sculpture—a field almost bare—and an

encouraging sign to sculptors who are in general

forced to portraiture of a very uninspiring sort to

keep themselves alive.

EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK.

There are two loan exhibitions during the hot

months in New York, one for the connoisseurs, the

other for the poorer classes who live in the eastern

part of the city. The University Settlement Society

opened a summer loan collection for the second time

at the Neighborhood Guild, 26 Delancey Street.

Oils, water-colors, sculptures, and drawings to the

number of 1G0 were shown without charge to the pub-

lie that swelters through the summer in that over-

crowded part of the city. To interest them further

it was arranged that ballots might be cast by visitors

for the most popular picture.

The exhibition has been a success in attracting

greater crowds than the Metropolitan Museum, and

the result of the balloting testified to the interest

crowds take in two things—eating and the military.

" French Soldiers Getting Supper," by Paul Grolleron,

appealed to young people, who formed the bulk of

visitors ; it appealed to their imagination in the sug-

gestion of heroism and pomp connected with the

soldiery, and to their stomachs in the suggestion of

something good to eat. A good many American

painters lent oil paintings— E. L. Henry, P. J. Guy,

Toby E. Rosenthal, Van Boskerck, J. M. Barnsley,

Carroll Beckwith, W. M. Chase, W. H. Hyde,

Thomas Hovenden, (

'. W. Eatou, De Haas, C. V
Turner, .1. K. Murphy, W. S. Kendall, J. J. Hammer,
Leonard Ochtman,' Arthur Parton, Hamilton Hamil-

ton, W. A. Collin, E. A. Blashfield ; others sent water-

colors— R. Swain Gilford, C. T. Chapman, Maria

Brooks ; and others drawings with pen and ink, etch

ings, or sepia-washes—W. U. Drake, J. 0. Davidson,

R. B. Birch, George Wharton Edwards, Gilbert Gaul,

Joseph Pennell, W. A. Rogers, Irving R. Wiles, A.

C. Redwood, Frederick Remington, E. W. Kemble,
Otto H. Backer, C. A. Piatt, Arthur Jule Goodman,
Harry Fenn, and H. A. Ogden.
The foreign paintings contain French, German,

and Spanish work, and there are plaster casts and

bronzes of animals by Barye. Curious were the ob

servations made by little Hebrew girls and poor chil-

dren of the quarter who ventured in to see this exhi-

bition. That it will prove a humanizing thing ami a

capital means of educating the less fortunate classes,

by taking them out of the ruts of thought in which

they live, can hardly bequestioned. The Secretary of

the University Settlement Society is Lester W.
Clark, and the Treasurer, A. C. Bernheim. Active

in the matter are Messrs. John B. Pine and Joseph

B. Gilder. President Seth Low, of Columbia Univer-

sity, presides, and Mr. Henry Holt is the Chairman of

the Council.

The other loan collection in New York has been

visited continuously but sparingly. The Academy's

galleries are very tastefully arranged, and the exhibits

of Japanese and Chinese bronzes, of Chinese porce-

lains, and Greek and Etruscan statuettes and vases are

most remarkable. Mr. S. P. Avery has lent a easeful of

silver book-covers, beaten out, chased, engraved and

fitted to old prayer-books and other volumes. These

curious covers are the work of old Italian, French,

and German silversmiths. Mr. George A. Baker

shows a easeful of old Chinese cloisonne enamels, while

the exhibit of Mr. Heber R. Bishop is a treat for con-

noisseurs. His Chinese cloisonne enamels are beauti-

ful in color, and often beautiful in form ; they belong

to the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries. He has

also a wonderful exhibit of Japanese and Chinese

pieces in bronze, iron, and mixed metals. Large

temple pieces stand in the corridor, while small

pieces are in glass cases. In the West Gallery stands

a gigantic terra-cotta vase, red and black, belonging

to"the third century B.C., and found in Italy. It is of

Greek make, as are most of the vases in an adjoining

case, all the exhibit of Mr. Thomas B. Clarke.

Many of the small black-ware pieces are pottery cop

ies of bronze vases, cups, and dishes, for which tin-

potter has tried to retain the color of the bronze.

Some of these little pieces are of exquisite shape

—

simple, big, and distinguished. The originals on

which they were moulded are gone, hut the old graves

have kept these fragile things long after their proto-

types have gone into the melting-pot.

Among the statuette groups lent by Mr. Clarke

there are several of most exquisite modelling and

composition. What these nameless potters of Greece

did not know as to grouping figures together is not

worth knowing. They excelled in adjusting the

heads of their little figures (usually mo. Idled separate

and in the round) to the bodies in such a way as to

indicate the emotion of the person. The sick won.

an, the gracious goddess of beauty, . Kseulapuis the

healer. Mercury the alert and polite, Hercules the
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weighty and commanding, Cupid gay and mischiev-

ous—all these and many more express their characters

almost as much by the bend of the head as by their

attributes, such as the big flat hat of Mercury, the

lion-skin of Hercules, the phial in the hand of the

healing god.
A splendid series of porcelains from the past of

China are lent by Mr. James A. Garland. One case

is full of black plum blossom or " hawthorn " vases
;

another, of various shades of rose-colored glazes
;
a

third, of the popular blue and white " hawthorn " and

other decorative pieces in blue. One case has a su-

perb array of vases in " powder blue " and another

the green family of porcelains so much sought by
Chinese connoisseurs. The collection of lanterns in

egg-shell porcelain is perhaps unique in America ; but

there seems no end to Mr. Garland's treasures in this

line. Mr. Henry Sampson shows a case of solid or

single-color porcelains from China, ami another full

of red and "peachblow" glazes. Mr. H. G. Mar-
quand lends Spanish tapestries, Persian silk carpets,

and Chinese imperial banners ; Mr. L. C. Tiffany ex-

hibits Persian, Indian, Japanese, and Italian stuffs and
gowns. Mr. Lockwood de Forest shows a series of

Indian panels inlaid with mother-of-pearl.

In the matter of old masters the summer loan is far

behind the winter exhibition, yet it does not exhibit

barefaced daubs and catalogue them as Rembrandts.
The Reynoldses are rather slim, and the Gainsbor-

oughs odd but poor works. There is a very poor por-

trait attributed to Madame Vigee Le Bran, and two
specimens of Romney lent by Mr. Marquand, which
are genuine, but not his best works. Hard, affected,

and worthless pictures by John Hoppner, R.A., are

in this exhibit. The colonial American painters are

represented by a wooden, garish " Death of General
Wolff," attributed to Benjamin West, R.A., but
probably a student's copy, and by a " Liberation of

St. Peter by the Angel," by Washington Allston, a

little painting with some good points. The portraits

by Gilbert Stuart are not up to that painter's high-

water mark—the " General Washington," from the
<!il>lis and Channing families, being specially disap-

pointing. It is thin, poor, and mannered. The
statement of the painter to Colonel George Gibbs, of

New York, that it was on the easel when he was
taking Washington's portrait, must have been one of

the exaggerations of speech to which Stuart was ad-
dicted. The picture looks far more like one of the
many replicas made by Stuart to eke out his exist-

ence in a land where art was little encouraged.
Doubtless he told that particular story to everybody
to whom he sold a copy. The most interesting head
among the ''old masters" is a likeness of General
Henry Iretou, who married Cromwell's daughter,
painted by Robert Walker, a nearly forgotten English
painter, but whose portraits are in the British galler-

ies. Ireton looks the lean fanatic who might play
the bully on occasion. Two portraits of voung
ladies by Sir Peter Lely are part of Mr. Cornelius
Yanderbilt's exhibit. They show Sir Peter in a kind-
lier light, so far as brushwork is concerned, but the
poses of the women are theatrical and conventional.
The Belmont pictures have been noted before.

There is a nice Georges Michel, a fine Troyon or
two, a popular Bougerereau ("The Twins"), a good
but dusky Millet, and "The Chess-players" by Meis-
sonier, dated 1858. An excellent example of Ge-

rume is " The Slave Market." Americans in this col-

lection are Eastman Johnson, with a nice little girl

curled up in a chair and called "The Pictures ;" Al-
bert Biersted, N.A., with "The Burning Ship ;" J.

Beaufain Irving, N.A., an imitator of Meissonier,

with "The Wine-tasters;" A. F. Tait, N.A., with
chromatic " Partridges ;

" George H. Boughton, N. A.,
with " Dismal Swamp ;

" and M. F. H. de Haas, N.A.,
with "The Shipwreck." It has been reported that

the Belmont collection will be sold next winter ; but

the report has been also denied by some of the family.

It is not likely that very large prices would be real-

ized, so that the family may after all do better to di-

vide the pictures by lot among the heirs.

Another collection of paintings remaining open in

New York during- the hot months is at the American
Art Galleries, G East Twenty-third Street. It shows
the new French School of open-air painting in works
by Claude Monet, its chief expounder, and Besnard,
a member who indulges in portraits, ideal figures and
paintings of horses as well as landscapes. There are
also galleries full of paintings and pastels by J. Alden
Weir and John Twachtman, who are variants on the

plein-air workers—the former more robust but less

dexterous, the latter delicate and sketchy. Mr. Weir
also shows a superb set of etchings. He is most often

at fault in paint when he applied the stipply plein-air

methods to figures. His big picture of a youth with a

gun is peculiarly out of drawing and awkward. Monet
has some beautiful landscapes, especially a gray earlv

work, a view of Rouen from the river, and a sapphire
and topaz view of the Mediterranean near Monte
Carlo. Amateurs delight in these striking pictures,

and talk and write about them ; but they are not

much bought. Nor in Paris, either, does Monet at

least succeed in luring the buyer to a purchase, how-
ever Besnard may succeed. Either these men are

far in advance of the age, or they have struck a vein

which the public will never care enough for to cause
them to exchange money for paintings. They have
one good side, however, they open new horizons to

artists.

SCHOLARSHIPS aXH STAINED ULASS.

The plan of getting students to compete for the

Jacob H. Lazarus travelling scholarship meets with
difficulties from the fact that while the chosen few
are getting ready to compete they are tempted auav
from their steady work by offers of all sorts. The plan

was that Mr. John La Farge should act as mentor,

guide, and teacher to a number of aspirants, and at

the end of the year the best scholar should take the

prize and go abroad to study. This spring the most
promising pupil went in for the Armstrong Chanler
Paris Prize and won it ; others have dropped off to

do work outside which brings them pay : so the num-
ber has dwindled very perceptibly. Mr. La Farge will

deliver at the Metropolitan Museum a series of lect-

ures on painting in October next. He has finished

for a church on the lake-front in Chicago a superb

round window for the Eastern apse about twenty-three

feet in diameter. There is a border of decorative de-

sign bearing the inscriptions : "In Memory of John
Crerar, who died October 19, 1889, by his friend T.

B. Blackstone." At the top are the names of John
La Farge, and Thomas Wright, assistant.
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AWARDS AT THE WORLDS PAIR.

It was foreseen that the awards at the World's

Fair for eminence in fine art would arouse discord
;

no prophet was needed to discern by a heaven-sent

premonition that artists would not be content. Are
they ever content ? But it could hardly be foreseen

how various and cumulative would be the objections.

Mr. John Boyd Thatcher had a difficult and un-

grateful task at the best ; still, he appears to be

rather deficient in knowledge and tact, two qualities

which many of our fellow-citizens appear to regard

as effeminate accomplishments unworthy of the free-

born. The sharper struggle of the coming day may
prove to them that knowledge and tact are as good

as capital. Mr. Thatcher has enhanced the difficulty

of his position by a grievous lack of these two desir-

able traits. Whether he is responsible for the rule

that there should be no distinction of medals, no gold

and silver tokens of supremacy, no Grand Prize at all,

is not quite clear. Whoever made that rule was a

well-meaning temporizer. The objections to grades of

medals are of course the democratic objection to rank

on the one hand, and the humane objection to hurt-

ing the feelings of the winners of lower grades on

the other. But the same reasoning applies to all

medals whatsomever ; unquestionably there would be

less heart-burning to-day, had it been ordained that

there should have been no medals at all.

Mr. Thatcher appears to be the author, however, of

the rule that a given juror should make himself re-

sponsible for a given artist, recommending that a

medal should be granted or not, as the juror thought

fit. He carried this rule so far as to insist that a

given diploma should be signed by a given juror.

The jury had to submit to this labor-saving but em-

barrassing rule ; only, they examined each work as a

body as well as individually. Foreign and native

jurors, inclusive of several ladies, were at work for

a month. Their labors were abridged, nevertheless,

by two regrettable evasions.

The French, Belgian and several other foreign ex-

hibitors withdrew their fine art from competition,

owing in part to this rule of one-man-one-award, in

part to the absence of grades in the medals. They

argued with some plausibility that the masters who

have received gold medals and Honor Prize medals at

European exhibits would at Chicago be receiving a

mere bronze or third-class medal ; that while in Amer-

ica the circumstances might be known and remem-

bered, in Europe they would have to be explained.

In other words, the reputation of these masters was

a fabric too delicate to be left to the rude hustling of

Chicago methods. This was evasion number one and

included the exhibit of the nation foremost in archi-

tecture, sculpture and painting.

Evasion number two was a blow from American ar-

tists, who sent word to Chicago that their works were

withdrawn from competition. In the case of many
artists who reside in France, their grievance was the

same as that of Frenchmen, but a large number of the

home guard, and not a few of the exiles, had wor-

thier reasons. They object to medals altogel her.

The feeling has grown strong in America, and

reaches to France, that medals are not only difficult

to apportion properly, but radically a mistake. They
are in fact one of the devices to aid childhood, one

of the stimulants to youthful and as yet unawakened
ambition ; but as such they are out of place among
adults who are pursuing seriously their career. It is

quite true that there was need, on the part of artists.

of a realization of the favoritism, surprises and ludi-

crous mistakes which crop up in the giving of prizes,

before they came to a clear sense of the puerile

side of medals. And the reason was that these med-

als, or cash prizes, represented aids to reputations

or purses, both of which artists cruelly needed. But

the young American of both sexes is nothing if not

independent, and neither he nor she longs for scholar-

ships, or prizes of money, if there is any other way
of getting along. The medal representing something

to show to wavering purchasers has more attraction

for them. This independence shows itself even in

Paris, where it has had an effect on the native artists,

despite the number of Americans who clamor every

year for recognition at the Salons. Thus the jury at

Chicago were relieved of the necessity of examining

a host of objects by home artists and exiles, and a

still larger number by Frenchmen and other foreign-

ers who followed France's lead.

It is said that in the confusion, however, the jury

not only examined, but decorated with that outcast,

the bronze medal, a good many paintings by Ameri-

cans who withdrew their works, at which much laugh-

ter has risen. The redoubtable James McNeill Whist-

ler, for instance, is said to have withheld his from com-

petition, but he was held down and decorated with

a bronze medal against his will. He is now sitting

up late o'nights excogitating one of those off-hand

witticisms for which he is famed, such as "This

second-class medal is returned to the Committee with

my second-class thanks"—the mortifying res]

he" made some years ago to the good Muenchener

Kunst-Yereiners, when, through the fumes of their

excellent beer, they managed at last to recognize

that he was a master worth medalling.

Much to their own surprise, the British received

the lion's share of medals at the World's Fair, the

jury perhaps feeling in honor bound to make some

offset to the treatment to which our politicians habit-

ually subject the British lion's tail. The withdrawal

of France and other foreigners left a big heap of med-

als ;
perhaps the British reaped a harvest that the

French disdained. It is also probable that the for-

eigners on the jury helped to swell the list of British

medals, because the continental Europeans

British art for its individual and national air. where-

as Americans, being allied by tongue and habits to

the English, find far less to be surprised at, since
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there are and always have been examples of a some-
what similar kind of artist in the United States.

There is also at present, on the part of dealers and
some amateurs in America, an effort visible to push

the fashion for English, or more strictly speaking Lon-
don, art in painting ; while certain collectors have

made the by-gone British masters—Constable, Tur-

ner, Reynolds, Gainsborough, etc.—the object of a

special cult.

Next to the British, the Germans have been fa-

vored, but in view of the size of their exhibits, the

Hollanders and the Scandinavians have fared perhaps
better. With regard to American medals, it was
thought at first that the self-constituted exiles had
been snubbed ; but this proved a mistake, since not-

withstanding the number of foreign colonists, who
sent word withdrawing their exhibits, a fair propor-

tion received awards. Mark Fisher, Sargent, E. A.
Abbey and Pennell, all of London, Vedder of Rome,
Hitchcock and Whistler, now of Paris, are among the

best known. Only one woman, Mrs. MacMonnies,
wife of the sculptor, gets a medal for oil painting,

and she hails from Paris. It must be for oils, since

she has no water -colors on exhibition. Ulrich of

Venice, L. P. Dessar, D. Ridgeway Knight, William
H. Howe, and Julius Rolshoven of Paris, Henry
Muhrman and E. E. Simmons of London, are further

members of the foreign band who take medals in oil

painting, water-colors, pastels, or drawings. In sculp-

ture, however, home talent has the field.

Fourteen sculptors received medals. Messrs. J. Q.
A. Ward, Augustus St. Gaudens, and Carl Bitter did
not contribute to the Fine Arts collection, though St.

Gaudens and Bitter have sculpture on the grounds.
Messrs. French and Warner, who are represented in

the same way, were jurors, and therefore out of com-
petition. Five New York sculptors obtained medals,
viz. : Charles H. Niehaus, Herbert Adams, F. Edwin
Elwell, John Rogers and F. Wellington Ruckstuhl.
Two of the winners hail from Boston, viz. : Thomas
Ball and H. H. Kitson ; two from Philadelphia : J.

J. Boyle and Charles Grafly ; three from Chicago :

John Donohue, Emil H. Wuertz and (latterly) Ed-
ward Kemeys ; one from St. Louis : Robert P. Bring-
hurst, and one from Salt Lake City : C. E. Dallin.

In the case of sculpture it is notable that no medals
went to the old guard, the permanent dwellers in

Rome, Florence and Paris.

Among the eighty-three men and eight women who
obtained a medal for painting, water-colors, pastel or
drawing in black and white are Geo. de Forest Brush,
Irving R. Wiles, Henry O. Walker, C. Y. Turner,
Winslow Homer, Eastman Johnson, Robert Reid, C.

A. Piatt, J. Alden Weir, Robert W. Yonnoh, Theo-
dore Robinson, C. C. Curran, Charles H. Davis, Henry
Bisbing, H. Siddons Mowbray, F. W. Benson, Ed-
mund C. Tarbell, C. Morgan Mcllhenny and Abbott
H. Thayer. Further awards went to J. Francis Mur-
phy, Roger Donoho, Thomas Eakins, Childe Hassam,
F. W. Freer, George Inness, Alfred Kappes, Horatio
Walker, D. W. Tryon, W. L. Picknell, E. H. Blash-
field, Kenyon Cox and Ben. Foster. Among the
women, besides Mrs. McMonnies, there are Rosina
Emmett Sherwood, Caroline A. Lord, Elizabeth
Xourse, Rhoda H. Nicholls, Clara F. McChesney,
Emma E. Lampert and Sarah C. Sears. Other paint-
ers are Frank Duveneck, Frederic P. Vinton, W. H.
Kendall, Walter Palmer, T. W. Dewinsr, Gilbert

Gaul, Bolton Jones, Louis C. Tiffany, Douglas Yolk,
F. Stuart Church, Orrin Peck, Leonard Ochtman, T.
S. Clark, W. T. Smedle\T

, John H. Twachtman and
August Franzen. To these one may add Willard
L. Metcalf, Harry Fenn, C. Dana Gibson, R. F.

Zogbaum, Robert Blum, Charles S. Reinhart, A. Cas-
taigne, Allen C. Redwood, Will H. Low, Howard
Pyle, W. Hamilton Gibson, T. de Thulstrup, Carlton

T. Chapman, A. B. Frost, Frederick Remington, A.
B. Wenzell, Birge Harrison and J. Appleton Brown.
Here too, the jurors were not in competition, so

that John La Farge, Gifford, Melchers, Millet, Nicoll,

Whittredge, Maynard, Hovenden, Farny and others

have no medal. Opinions regarding the American
exhibit vary widely, but the impression it has made
on connoisseurs is distinctly favorable. A better

chosen, smaller, finer collection might have been
made in New York and can still be made

;
yet some

amateurs consider the American on the whole finer

than the French exhibit as to paintings and water-

colors. The French sculpture, however, is gener-
ally conceded the first place. These same observers

naturally place the British work on a lower level,

below Sweden's, and below Holland's exhibit in the

same line. It should be noted, however, that the

French have not put their best foot forward in Chi-

cago as they would have had the Fair been held in

New York.
Sympathizers with the work of women in the arts

are none too well pleased at the few awards women re-

ceived at the Fair. Mrs. MacMonnies was the only
one who took a medal for painting, and even she was
classed for water-colors. New York has a very large

colonyr of women who live by brush and pencil ; but
the conservative artists are not eager to admit them
on equal terms. Thus the National Academy has no
Academician of the fair sex, and but two Associ-

ates—Mrs. Henry A. Loop and Miss Fidelia Bridges.

The Society of American Artists is much more liberal,

for it has elected from time to time seven or eight

ladies who are admitted on equal terms with about one
hundred and twenty men. They are Mrs. Sarah W.
Whitman of Boston, Miss Mary Cassatt of Paris, Mrs.
Rosina Sherwood, Miss Alice W. Kellogg, Mrs. Helena
de Kay Gilder, Mrs. Louise King Cox and Mrs. Dora
Wheeler Keith. The Water-color Society admits

a few and the Water-color Club is largely feminine

in make-up. Other notable women who paint accept-

able portraits and pictures in New York are Mrs.

Rhoda Nicholls, Miss Clara McChesney, Miss Lydia
Emmet, Mrs. Marie Guise Newcomb, Miss Maria
Brooks, Miss Maria :i Becket, Mrs. J. F. Murphy, Miss
Bodine, Miss Agnes D. Abbatt, Miss H. W. Phelps.

This list were much longer, if one included the bright

women who paint in Philadelphia, Boston, Rochester,

Buffalo and Washington, not to mention the Paris

colony of women who include Mrs. Wentworth, Miss

Klumpke, Mrs. Leslie Cotton and others too many to

mention.

NEW YORK EXHIBITIONS.

The Loan Exhibition at the National Academy of

Design will remain until nearly the time for opening
the regular autumn show, when we may expect to see

a good many pictures now at Chicago, and also others

prepared for the Fair but declined by the Acceptance
Committee for lack of room. The World's Fair has
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been visited by very few European artists of note
who were not directly accredited as agents of foreign

countries ; but among the exceptions are Benjamin
Constant, Bartholdi the sculptor, Forain the draughts-

man, and probably Carolus Duran, Raffaelli and Puvis

de Chavannes. More important, because he will bring

a large collection of his paintings for exhibition in

New York, is M. Cazin. He is expected this month
and will show about eighty pictures at the American
Art Galleries.

Cazin has had an interesting life. He went to Eng-
land many years ago, to design for the Doulton pot-

teries in London, so that he is not so shy of English-

speaking people as Frenchman generally are. His

wife is a sculptress of noteworthy power, a plain,

practical soul, absorbed in her work as a craftswoman
should be, and it is more than likely that she will

have something to offer to the Sculpture Society on

the occasion of its first exhibition. She is also a

paintress of some talent in the manner of her hus-

band. Cazin's pictures are much admired in America
and if very unequal are always workman-like. What
he succeeds in doing best is a dead gray-blue sky at

dawn beyond a village. It may be that his work on

pottery and china has affected his eye for color ; it

is keen, but the results of his brush generally have

a certain coldness. Cazin has struck out a line of

his own in landscape, that of French villages and
country roads. His exhibit next month will be al-

most exclusively pictures of this kind. It will con-

tain a number of pictures already here, but never

publicly exhibited.

The American Art Galleries will show this autumn
a famous portrait by Antony van Dyck which was
painted in Genoa about the time New Amsterdam
was" settled. Its subject recalls old Amsterdam and

the Spanish tyranny, for it represents the Marchioness

Spinola and her little daughter. The face of the

Marchioness is extremely fascinating, though perhaps

not classically beautiful ; it is a subtle face and looks

from the canvas as nobly yet shrewdly to-day as it did

a century and a half ago. The extraordinary propor-

tions Van Dyck has given this lady are instantly ob-

served. Unless she had an abnormally minute head

she has been painted eight or nine feet high. It is

quite certain that Van Dyck made the proportions

wrong with malice prepense, in order to give the

great lady grandeur. Her size is all the more evident,

because of her little daughter, clad in the quaintest of

heavy blue gowns down to the toes, who stands near

and raises a chubby face to what must be a mother

almost in the clouds. The color of the red gown the

Marchioness wears, the red of wine lees, is splendid,

and the faces are painted like a master who is only

second to the great ones—Rubens, Rembrandt and

Velasquez—the latter of whom, however, learned not

a little from this brilliant contemporary. Spinola, it

may be remembered, was a Genevese soldier of fortune

in the pay of Philip III. of Spain, whose most mem-
orable exploit was the capture of Breda near Antwerp

in 1625 after a long siege. Van Dyck seems to

have painted this picture in Genoa during one of his

visits about that date ; it fell during the last century

into the hands of Don Livio Ordeschalci and was

bought by Lord Caledon. It is now by all odds the

finest example of the painter in America.

In black-and-white, there is to be at the Keppel

Gallery an exhibition of drawings belonging to the

famous old publishing house of Firmin-Didot of Paris.

These drawings are the accumulation of many years

and represent many famous French artists. Raffet,

the French military artist of the third Empire, the

man who drew so well the soldiers of Louis Napoleon,

will live again in an exhibition of his works at the

same gallery. But the first exhibition at Keppel's

will be one of the etchings of Anders Zorn, tin-

Swedish artist of Paris, together with book-plates by
an English designer, W. C. Sherborn. In November
will be held the regular annual water-color show, and

in December a general exhibit suited to the needs of

Christmas buyers. In January the water-colors and

drawings of E. A. Abbey will have their turn, and

only after that will the Raffet military pictures have

a chance. Thus the winter attractions are pretty

full at the Keppel Gallery. Wunderlich & Co.,

Klackner, and F. Meder will have exhibitions too.

Just now Frederick Keppel has a series of six figures

in pastel by Whistler, which will interest most ama-

teurs. They are on brown paper, and one of them

shows a decided pre-Raphaelite pose.

AFFAIRS IX VABIOUS CITIES.

In San Francisco the Mark Hopkins Art Gallery

has been receiving paintings from Mr. Edward S.

Searles. One is a large cattle-piece by Cooper, an

English painter of note half a century ago and still

admired in England. Another is a portrait of Mark

Hopkins. A third possesses great interest to Ameri-

cans, because it used to be considered the masterpiece

of John Vanderlyn of Kingston, N. Y., who was a

natural genius discovered and patronized by Aaron

Burr in the early years of the century. li Marius on

the Ruins of Carthage" is a classical picture in the

classical spirit of David, the French master, and in its

way has sturdy merit, though neither subject nor

handling would be accepted to-day. The painting is

indeed historically rather than artistically interesting,

and ought to have gone to the New York Historical

Society, which has Yanderlyn's small profile head of

Aaron Burr. It is an odd freak of chance that it

should find a resting-place, seventy or eighty years

after its sensational exhibition in New York, at the

very opposite side of the continent.

San Francisco is all agog over the Midwinter Fair

which is to be held about Christmas-tide. A liberal

merchant has offered a steamship to carry works of

art and other exhibits from foreign climes and distant

American ports. A strong finance committee has

been collecting funds, assisted by a Financial Manag

er, Mr. Herman Shainwald, who has recently, how-

ever, resigned. Local papers say that the money has

been assured and the foreign consuls have pledged

their active co-operation.

The new City Hall of San Francisco is to be a

grandiose affair, with a dome surmounting three round

stories fronted by tiers of columns forming circular

arcades, and with a semi-circular portico below sup-

ported by a double row of Corinthian columns.

Groups of statuary will be placed above the portico.

The architect is Mr. Shea.

Chicago's art sensation is the establishment ol :<

great museum to take the gifts which will be show-

ered upon her at the close of the Fair. Many articles
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are so bulky that it is cheaper to give them away, es-

pecially big paintings and plaster statuary. The Fine
Arts building at the Fair was erected with an eye to

permanence, the walls being brick and foundations

stone, while columns and other parts now made of

"staff " can be gradually replaced with marble. But
some people are considering yet another building for

the gifts in question, and one nearer to the move-
ment of the city. The Art Institute on Michigan
Avenue near the lake has already received from the

widow of Henry Field, now married to Thomas Nel-

son Page, the Field collection of works of art, con-

taining a number of good pieces. Other gifts from
citizens are certain to come in, and the spacious gal-

leries of the Institute will soon be fairly hung. Chi-

cago again sets New York an example—New York,
which has for many years needed a museum of decor-

ative and industrial art, but seems as far from getting

it as ever !

Perhaps Chicago can utilize a famous project by an
Italian architect, whose fame may be large in Raven-
na, but has not penetrated far, even in Italy. Profes-

sor Linari has started for the Breezy Metropolis with

a plan for a huge building to bring commerce and the

arts cheek by jowl. Upstairs, studios ; downstairs,

business offices and exchanges. Likewise a museum.
Also a monument to Christopher, the first but not the

last of the Columbus family—as Chicago is beginning
to discover. With this building and Kretschmar's
statue of Columbus, not to speak of the fountains

and architectural statuary more or less Columbusized,
the lake city ought to feel that she has fully repaid

that worthy for having discovered her.

And speaking of Columbus, a Nuremberg artist

named Lauer has produced one of the least offensive

medals in honor of the great navigator. On the ob-
verse is a bust portrait of Columbus with a cloak

about his shoulders, his back turned, but his beard-
less face in full profile. Christobal Colon, 12 de oc-
tubre de 1492, is in the margin, this side being ex-

tremely simple. The reverse has a draped and crowned
female figure seated, with a globe almost under her

seat and her right elbow resting on a tablet bearing
the words recuerdo del 4" CENT. She turns her
face in profile and signals with a sceptre toward the
ocean. In the right back one sees a galleon, and the
legend in the margin reads : su genio visli mbro in
mundo—su arro.to iieroico i.e descumbrio—"his
genius dimly descried a world—his heroic daring dis-

covered it." The figure is easily, cleverly modelled,
has a dignified bearing, and a noble gesture with the
sceptre. The medal is one of the few fairly good
ones which have appeared.

In Boston a home for the fine arts, or rather the
professors of the arts, is to be established in a build-

ing formerly a rink, which is to be fashioned by local

architects into thirty-two studios, a suite of club-rooms,
and two large halls adapted to exhibitions of painting
and sculpture. The moving spirit is the Art Stu-
dents' Association, which is apparently about to make
things in art very lively. Boston papers suggest that
next winter and spring the Sculpture Society and the
Society of American Artists of New York shall re-

move their several exhibitions bodily to Boston when
they close, and show them in these halls. The idea is

a good one. Since many Boston painters and sculptors
now look to New York exhibitions, and many New
York artists send works to the Boston shows, there

seems no reason why such wholesale flittings might
not please everybody.
The series of mural paintings by E. A. Abbev for

the new public library on Copley Square seem to find

favor with some of the critics. Mr. Abbey, it is said,

will withdraw from his engagement with the Messrs.
Harper of New York, and devote his time to large
paintings. In the bar-room of the Hotel Imperial, New-
York, he has a view of the Bowling Green in early
Dutch days, but this picture is hardly up to the mark

;

very likely he has advanced far since he did that
work. John Elliot the painter, who has a room to
decorate in the Public Library, has returned from
Rome, where he sought inspiration among his old sur-

roundings. He is an Englishman who passed many
years in Rome, and then settled in Boston after

marrying a daughter of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, the
novelist and lecturer Maud Howe Elliot. John La
Farge, John S. Sargent and Puvis de Chavannes will

help to make the building beautiful within.

At Montreal the monument to Sir John Mac-
Donald is in question. Various models have been
offered by English and Canadian sculptors, but they
do not seem to hit the mark. It might be well if

American sculptors tried their fortune with the Mon-
ument Committee.

In Washington nothing has been done about the
proposed monument to Columbus, to take the place
of another statue at the foot of Capitol Hill on
Pennsylvania Avenue. The Senate passed a bill for

175,000 for this purpose a year or two ago, but the
House has never asked it back again from the Library
Committee, to which it was referred. Some alarm
was felt lest this monument might have been given
quietly to Turini, the Italian sculptor who travestied
Garibaldi for Washington Square, New York. I&ank
Leslie's Weekly has published Turini's model for the
monument. Turini's group of Columbus and Isa-

bella is singularly out of drawing and proportion,
awkwardly posed, and quite guiltless of local color,

neither of the figures suggesting in any wav Spain
or Italy or the fifteenth century. Doubtless this is a
false alarm, but people cannot be too careful to scru-

tinize bills for public monuments and watch the
vagaries of Monument Committees, lest the liveliest

and least informed member shall toss the commis-
sion into the worst possible hands.

SOME BUILDINGS IX NEW YORK.

The blocks just south of the National Academy of

Design have been sharply transformed by rapid but
thorough building. Next to the new building of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
rises the Kennedy office building, where Thi <'riti<-

weekly has found a new home, adjoining and in style

like the Charities building. On the southwest corner of

Twenty-second Street is rising the white marble build-

ing of the Bleecker Street Savings Bank, designed with

some classic severity by Eidlitz. The architects Gib-
son and Trent have erected on Fourth Avenue, on
the southeast corner of Twenty-second Street a very
noticeable Church Missions House. It is Norman and
early English architecture run rather mad, the door-

way with its double arch being heavy, the rows of

square windows stiff ; these unfortunate points are

rather accentuated than relieved by a profusion of

carved decoration.
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ARTISTS WHO MUST TEACH.

Autumn has its own way of impressing on the

most unobservant the change that has come over the

United States in matters of fine art. It is then
that the different schools for young artists of

both sexes open their winter season and besiege

the press with accounts of the amazing modesty of

their fees, the excellence of their studios and class-

rooms, the ability of their corps of teachers. Some-
times one is disposed to think that half the artists

of America over thirty years of age are teaching

somebody, somewhere.
It may be doubted whether teaching art is good

for an artist if continued any length of time. Certain

minds find it a corrective of laziness and vagueness.

They are forced to regular hours and regularity in

mental processes ; they are compelled to be clear

with themselves in order to be lucid to pupils. But
the good is soon won and then teaching becomes a

detriment. The evil is apt to be permanent, because

it is very difficult for a man or woman who has relied

for several years on a salary or on fees from pupils to

cut himself off and trust entirely to his brush, chisel,

or burin. He sticks to teaching long after he should

have dropped it for independent work in his studio.

To lessen this trouble fellowships in art might be

founded which would allow a man who shows traces

of genius to exist and keep a studio without being

forced to turn pedagogue.
It is true that many famous artists abroad virtually

keep schools and carry on their profession. But in

American air there is a strenuousness that seems in-

evitably to make people exact more from any given

man than the people in Europe would. We hustle,

and worrv, and deny ourselves proper vacations and

force others to do the same. Artists cannot escape a

national vice or virtue, whichever it is. They, too,

will inevitably wear themselves out in teaching, leav-

ing little vitality for individual work.

So that in one way the increase in art-schools is a

minor blessing. It is true that they afford well-edu-

cated, hard-working artists daily bread in a commu-
nity that has not yet arrived at the point of feeling

that art is a necessity, not a mere luxury. But they

are ever tempting bright minds to dull themselves

with the contact of boys and girls, among whom it is

folly to expect more than a small percentage of such

scholars as it is a pleasure to teach. It may be im-

agination, but the present writer sometimes thinks to

detect a tone of pompousness, a dogmatical "that's

settled " tone in the conversation of eminent artists

more or less given to instructing the youthful student,

which accords ill with the vague and deeply mysteri-

ous nature of art. They sound like professors of Eng-

lish literature at college when discoursing of poetry

and literary style. You have a guilty feeling that if

they in good sooth know anything about literary

style and poetry, then you want never to open a

book asrain !

But the great fact remains that the county is fast

providing for itself, in all the great cities, and. in-

deed, peradventure by the seaside and on breezy hills

during the hot months, with more or less well organ-

ized establishments, in which a very sensible percent-

age of the youth of America is going to art school.

What, one asks in some perturbation of soul, is to be

the upshot of this national burst for art ? Is it to be

short-lived, like croquet ? or fall under the ban of medi-

ocrity like private theatricals? Is it really doing
good in so far as it gives an object in life to ten

thousands of young women and keeps thousands of

young men out of mischief V Will the fashion

thus winging its upward way spread a desire for art

among the people and create the demand which all

these artists are aching to supply? Above all, is

there any chance that from among the thousands
some few rare spirits will disengage themselves and
prove ornaments to American art forever ?

Carlyle would have said no. Emerson might have

penned a sibylline leaf and gathered it for an essay,

holding that all this makes for good. By either way
the fact is impressive enough. Now that the World's
Fair is at a close, our artists, encouraged by the com-

parisons of native art with foreign, will surely fall to

their tasks with new confidence and insist that we
shall be the artistic nation beyond all others in the

near twentieth century.

THE NEW YORK SCHOOLS.

Taken all in all, the Artist-Artisan Institute is the

most interesting school we have in the country. It is

not so democratic a community as the Art Students'

League, neither are the pupils pushed quite so far in

painting and sculpture ; but it has a broader field and

seeks a closer connection with the industrial arts, out

of which all art rose and in which it seems necessary

that art should dip again from time to time in order

to gather fresh strength. The Institute is dominated

by a tireless, inventive, kindling spirit in -Mr. John

Ward Stimson, while the Art Students have no par-

ticular individual as their boss and bracer. Mr. Stim-

son is a graduate of Yale who studied art abroad and

has theories of art education which Ruskin would en-

joy, were it not that in Ruskin's eyes they would

surely have the taint of modern science. Artists who
have been through the Parisian mills are not readily

captivated by Mr. Stimson's methods, which seem t .

.

them to lack the drill that Paris demands of pupils;

they offer too much latitude to personal whim and

idiosyncracies. It may be noted, however, that as

one man's meat is another's poison, there are natures

so rebellious to uniform and drill that they arc hurl

rather than helped by the logical methods advocated

in France. But it is remarkable, at any rate, that

New York can offer two schools of opposite kinds,

one impressed by an imaginative, restless, bold per-
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sonality, the other governed by docile disciples of

several French masters.

The Art Students' League has begun its winter

session with more than the ordinary difficulty of ac-

commodating pupils. Although rooms were taken
outside the Fine Arts building on Fifty - seventh

Street last year many applicants have been rejected,

not because they did not come up to the requirements
but because there is no space. As it is, classes have
to be very ingeniously dovetailed by the President,

Mr. Joe Evans, who presides in a genial, fatherly way
over the swarms of lively young men and women.
More instructors have been engaged, but should some
art-loving patron buy the land adjoining the Fine Arts
and establish the League in an independent building

alongside, the demand would soon outrun the supply
of space.

The Artist-Artisans lost their young teacher of

sculpture last summer when J. A. Blankenship died.

He was a youth of some promise, and during the

spring and summer worked on the decorations of the

World's Fair. The new instructor, Mr. F. Wellington
Ruckstuhl of St. Louis, is an older and more accom-
plished sculptor, whose "God Amusing Himself" and
" Evening," the latter a life-size nude marble nymph,
have been received in France and America with

merited applause. The former stands in a park in

St. Louis ; the latter won a medal at Chicago. Mr.
Ruckstuhl is an adept with the chisel and teaches

modelling and stone carving at the Institute. C. A.
Hulbert teaches pastel and crayon, Miss Tiemann
carving in wood, Mr. H. S. Barnes architecture, Miss
Howells wall-paper designing, Messrs. Stimson and
McBride' illustration, Miss Almond water-color and
Mrs. Dart ceramics. Stronger financial support has
come to this school, and it is apparently in a position

to enlarge all its classes and blossom into a university

of the industrial arts. Its specific object is to teach
young people how, by introducing art to manufact-
ures and the trades, to earn their livelihood. In its

wider purpose there is the effort to raise the standard
of work in all the industries from the commonplace
and the frankly ugly into a sphere of higher art, so

that our artisans shall be able to contend to advan-
tage with those of France, England, Germany, Bel-

gium and Italy.

The schools of the National Academy of Design
are also making more stir. Studios outside the Acad-
emy where better light and ventilation can be ob-
tained have been rented and a stronger corps of
teachers engaged. The Metropolitan Museum, whose
schools languished after the departure of Mr. Stim-
son, has made a fresh effort to attract young people.
Three prizes of §50 and two of $25 are offered by
gentlemen interested in the schools, Messrs. D. O.
Mills, W. L. Andrews, J. W. Pinchot and Charles K.
Tuckerman. In drawing, painting and modelling the
classes are taught by Messrs. J. Carroll Beckwith, H.
Siddons Mowbray, B. West Clinedinst and Herbert
Adams. A class of architectural drawing in connec-
tion with the great collection of casts in the Museum
is under the charge of Messrs. Bartholomew and Tem-
ple. Lectures will be given at the Museum and
at Columbia College by Messrs. John La Farge,
Russell Sturgis, Merriam, Rood, Ware and Hamlin,
the last three being professors at Columbia. An
interesting feature this year is the advanced class in

painting organized under Mr. John La Farge, which

will prepare the way for the selection of the Jacob H.
Lazarus travelling scholarship given by the widow
and daughter of the painter Lazarus, a scholarship
yielding *1,"200 per annum for two years. It will be
awarded next Spring.

This makes four excellent schools of art in New
York, not to speak of minor schools like that of the
Cooper Union, like the Gotham, or of classes in con-
nection with general schools or of the industrial

schools for women run by the Society of Decorative
Art, or of the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, a well-

organized, well-housed school.

ART SCHOOLS IX OTHER CITIES.

Philadelphia has in new quarters several excellent
schools, the most important being industrial in their

general plan. Boston will soon have the Art Students'
foundation spoken of last month, in addition to the
schools of the Museum of Fine Arts. At Rochester
and Buffalo there are schools ; in Halifax, Nova
Scotia ; in Toronto and Montreal ; in Portland, Me.
and Worcester, Mass. ; and in Cleveland, O., there are
organizations of artists and students, or art clubs
which support schools. At Minneapolis the Society
of Fine Arts has a school with Mr. Robert Koehler,
the New York painter, as its new Director. This
school occupies the upper floor of the Public
Library in the centre of the city. The Indiana
School of Art at Indianapolis is run in connection
with the local Art Association ; this city enjoys the
distinction of a prettily printed little magazine called

Modem Art, edited by J. M. Bowles, of which four
numbers have appeared. It would be tedious to
enumerate all the other cities that aspire to an art-

school—San Francisco and Charleston, New Orleans
ami Detroit, Savannah and Denver—or mention fur-

ther such well-established organizations as the Street
School at Yale University and the Maryland Institute

at Baltimore, not to speak of the far-reaching ambi-
tion of Chicago in this respect. Enough has been said

to gauge in some degree the tremendous rise in the
fashion of fine art, at least so far as belongs to put-
ting young people in the way of handling crayon,
brush and modeller's clay.

THE OUTLOOK FOR ARTISTS.

On the material side the outlook for artists is not
exactly brilliant. It is true that Americans by the hun-
dred thousand may have imbibed during their visit to
the World's Fair not only interest in the fine arts,

but a conviction that a work of art when purchased
does not mean so much money thrown away. It is

foolish to inveigh against this view of art works as

investments, for there are comparatively few persons
whose fortunes are so large and solidly placed that
they dare buy much of an article which is unsalable.

The season has been a blank one for the dealers in

art-works, and it is hardly possible that a relief from
the hard times can be immediately followed by an era

of such ease that men will buy freely what they can
do without. It has been a bad season for artists

;

but it has been a lucky thing that the worst time
passed in summer, when little is expected by the art

fraternity in the way of sales. On the other hand
building has been fairly active and architects are ask-
ing more assistance from painters and sculptors than
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ever before. But it is a matter of grave concern to
see the tremendous increase in art students coincide
with a year that bids fair to prove a year of gloom in

the art world.

SCULPTURE DOES NOT LANGUISH.

Although New York is still looking for her statue of
Roscoe Conkling by J. Q. A. Ward— wiiich is to stand
on Madison Square opposite the Metropolitan build-

ing, and not on Union Square after all—and still

lacks her Nathan Hale by Frederick McMonnies,
gift of the Sons of the Revolution, an annual dining
club—yet other cities are more fortunate. Brooklyn
has in front of the Hamilton Club a life-size bronze of
Alexander Hamilton, rather gesticulatory but nicely

modelled throughout before it was cast in Paris. It

is after the design of Mr. Ordway Partridge, lecturer,

writer and sculptor. The same artist's Shakespeare
for Lincoln Park is about to be placed. The drama-
tist, in doublet and short hose, sits on a heavy chair

and has the ringers of the right hand in the leaves of a
book, the right elbow resting on the back of the chair.

The left hand lies easily on the left knee. It will stand
on a terrace near the Belden Avenue entrance ; it is

the gift to Chicago of Mr. Samuel Johnson.
Chicago's mayor has been pushing the subscription

for a " Washington Receiving Lafayette "—a bronze
group in the Fair by Bartholdi, which has been
dubbed the "hand-shake." The bronze costs only

#15,000, probably because it is a replica of that or-

dered for the Place des Etats Unis in Paris. Several

thousand dollars were at once subscribed and perhaps
the purchase is concluded. Attention was called by
the New York Times, however, to the fact that the

group was an inferior work, chiefly owing to the poor
modelling and wretched design of the Washington.
The Lafayette is much like the Lafayette by Bar-

tholdi on Union Square, but not so finely wrought.
Since then certain Chicago papers have advised less

haste in subscribing for this group. The New York
Times frankly advised the sculptor to remodel the

Washington for the sake of his own reputation before

allowing it to be erected.

The truth is that M. Bartholdi, while a very active

member of the Parisian army of art, is not one of the

lights of modern French sculpture at all. He has

never received a medal, although he has obtained the

higher grades in the Legion of Honor. In exhibiting

the Barbedienne reduction of his group the Messrs.

Tiffany were misled into the statement, on a card con-

spicuously displayed, that the group had won a gold

medal. Nothing of the sort. On the contrary M.
Bartholdi's sarcastic comrades regarded the Washing-
ton-Lafayette group as a piece of clap-trap quite

good enough for ignorant Yankees, and laughed tre-

mendously over it.

M. Bartholdi's weakness as a sculptor is seen in

the Liberty Enlightening the World, on Bedloe's Isl-

and, which is too short in the neck, too small and in-

significant, proportionately, in its head and face, and

not very cleverly arranged as to its drapery. This

too should be remodelled. His suggestion to gild the

Goddess is a sign of his lack of taste. But among the

grievances which he has poured into the ears of re-

porters there is one which is just : namely, the light-

ing of the torch at night. Instead of electric lights

there should be a huge naphtha or petroleum flame, or

some rolling mass of light which would do the bronze
no harm. This would throw down broad sheets of

light alternate with heavy shadows, and make Made-
moiselle Liberte a mysterious and imposing sight after

dark. Electric lights are too "all-fired scientific."

At Albany, the King Fountain by J. Massey
Rhind has been unveiled in Washington Park. It is

in memory of Rufus H. King who died in 1867, and
his son Col. Henry L. King who died in 1878, leaving
$"-20,000 for the making of a fountain. Mr. Rhind has
taken the oft-repeated story of Moses striking the

rock. Building up natural rocks twenty-nine feet

high (over which the water is to gush) he puts Moses
on the top with both hands lifted high above his head,

the right brandishing a staff. His bearded face is

slightly raised. Half way up the rocks are figures of

an infant, a maiden, a warrior, and an old man draw-
ing or drinking. The monument, as a whole, lacks

concentration of the figures ; they are scattered about
the rocks in a rather inartistic way. The separate

figures, however, show some skill in modelling and
pose, although all are rather conventional. Mr. Rhind
is the son of a sculptor, and has had an excellent

chance to learn his art in London and Paris. So
far he has not produced anything which ranks him
high. He is a young man, however, extremely in-

dustrious and with many patrons and admirers, es-

pecially among Episcopalians, whose taste he hits in

figures that have to do with the Hebrew Scriptures.

This month sees the completion of the battle mon-
ument in Trenton, N. J., for which Mr. John H. Duncan
has designed a thoroughly conventional shaft and Mr.

R. O'Donovan has modelled a colossal standing figure

of Washington, thirteen feet high, cast at the Na-
tional Art Foundry of Maurice J. Power. As the

monument is one hundred and thirty-five feet to the

base of the figure it may be imagined how much can he

seen of a thirteen-foot figure. The sculptor has done

his best, however, to get a silhouette by pulling

Washington's left elbow away from his side, by put-

ting on his cocked hat and by modelling him with

right hand extended a little higher than the shoulder.

Were the statue nearer the ground this position of

the arm would soon suggest fatigue to the observer
;

but so high up it only serves to indicate that the man
is a General directing his troops. At the door in the

high square plinth of granite, leading to the elevator

which will hoist visitors to the capital of the fluted

shaft, are small pedestals. For these Mr. O'Donovan

has modelled a cavalryman of the Revolution, taking

the uniform of the City Troop of Philadelphia as

his model, and a soldier of the line. On the four

faces of the elevated base above the plinth the gran-

ite has been cut away to receive bronze reliefs re-

ferring to the battle. The gala day for this unvailing

is October 19th. The President of the United States,

the West Point Cadets and the National Guard "I

New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts

and Pennsylvania are of the game.

A lawsuit interesting to sculptors and monument
committees has been decided in Boston. W. t'lark

Noble of Newport and Cambridge was given a com-

mission to model a statue of Burns lor Providence,

R. I. His design was the best of the competition. The

committee, however, had not had the foresight to

collect the fund before ordering the statue, doubtless

believing it an easy matter to raise the money. Thus

encouraged Mr. Noble went on with his Burns ; but
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payments never came and finally the committee con-

fessed that the money could not be raised. But they

presented to Mr. Noble his unfinished statue. On
this Mr. Noble entered suit and a jury has awarded
him $7,325, with the right to dispose of the statue as

he wills.

Speaking of statues of Burns, it is pleasant to note

how ready Scotsmen are to subscribe for monuments
to that great poetic genius. Albany has a Burns
from the studio of the venerable Charles Calverley.

New York has a Burns—but there is a ray of hope
as to that in a paragraph in the papers stating that

the Scots of New York are thinking of replacing that

moonstruck monster in bronze with a statue by a

good sculptor. Perhaps in time Mr. J. Massey Rliind,

who is a Scot, may develop to the level of a Burns
monument such as will pass the batteries of critics

and experts.

In Philadelphia a committee for the Garfield monu-
ment has found the design by A. St. Gaudens too
modest, and he has been asked to plan for &!0,000 or

more, instead of $15,000.
Another case in which a sculptor figures is that of

a German from Munich with the Italian name of

Victor Gulielmo. Mr. Happersberger has been em-
ploying him on the statuary for the California monu-
ment given by the late James Lick. A certain Mor-
ton A. E Iwards has entered complaint against Guliel-

mo on the ground that he is a contract laborer im-
ported from abroad. This Gulieimo denies. He is a

sculptor who won at Munich the Rome Prize and has
modelled "The Deluge " and a statue of* the prize-

fighter Corbett. The deluge is shown by a group of

a man carrying an aged man on his shoulders, while a

woman clings to his arm. The flood is rising about a

mountain peak and a she-bear, carrying a cub in her

mouth, is trying to reach the same pinnacle.

The colossal equestrian statue of General John A.
Logan for Washington has been designed by Frank-
lin Simmons to the satisfaction of Mrs. Logan and
others. It will be of bronze, thirty-five feet high,

and stand on Iowa Circle opposite the house in which
he lived. In front will stand a figure of War with
the date 1801 behind it; in the rear a figure of Justice
with the date L865. On one side of the pedestal is

to be a bas-relief showing Logan at a council of war
with his staff ; on the other a group in the Senate
Chamber with the General taking the oath of office.

A peculiarity of the statue is the deep bronze base,

only four feet of granite base being shown. Logan
is reining in his horse and has swept off his military
chapeau.
At San Francisco the famous sea-fighter Sir Francis

Drake is to have a memorial, oddly enough in the
shape of a tall stone cross. During his run north-
ward up the Pacific Coast he entered one of the bays
where San Francisco stands, and according to his

chaplain and chronicler Fletcher services were per-
formed on the edge of the bay. The cross recalls

this divine service. Mr. G. W. Childs of Philadelphia
gave $5,000, and other 85,000 were raised. The
cross is thirty-five feet high, has a stretch of twenty-
two feet and will stand in Golden Gate Park, where it

can be seen from many parts of the bays.
Among the perennial humors of our exhibitions is

Mrs. Caroline Shacks Brooks, called the butter sculp-
tress because she models figures in butter. She has
delighted crowds at the Fair, and now to show her ap-

preciation of Chicago has made—in butter of course
—a Columbian memorial introducing upon it portraits

of Mrs. Potter Palmer and the directors of the Fair.

Columbus, Queen Isabella and others decorate this

surprising flight of butyric genius. She asks the
Fair directors or Chicago to have the oleaginous mon-
ument cast in aluminum, bronze, silver and gold for so
many souvenirs of the World's Columbian !

The Sculpture Society will make its first annual
exhibit with the Architects' League in New York,
opening December 11th at the Fine Arts building,

West Fifty-seventh Street. Information and the
necessary League blanks for entering sculptures can
be had of Mr. F. Wellington Ruckstuhl, Secretary,

No. ')] West Twenty-second Street. The Society
will not issue a separate catalogue. The exhibit will

include carvings in ivory, amber, meerschaum and
wood, cast bronze and wrought iron objects, sketches
and clay models ; in short, the plastic art treated

in its most liberal sense. If the chief sculptors re-

spond as well to the exhibition as they have to the

organization of the Sculpture Society the show will

be a success.

Now that the Fair at Chicago is closing, people are

trying to strike a balance in their minds concerning
the art exhibits, as the financial people are laboring at

the relative expenses to be charged to this or that.

Speaking broadly the artists prefer the American art

exhibit to that of other countries. Some artists

place France before America ; others prefer Hol-
land's little exhibit ; but the majority feel that this

country has at least shown herself the peer of the best

in paint if not in sculpture. The English exhibit as

a whole is more admired by laymen than artists, and
the reason is not far to seek. There is more story,

more sentiment, more literature in the British exhibits

than in anv other save the German, but artists are

less interesting in the story than the style. Now the

style of the British contributions is often very indi-

vidual, but it lacks art. Those most admired by
artists are foreign settlers in England such as Alma
Tadema and Hubert Herkomer, but even they and
Sir Frederick Leighton, and Clausen, and a few more
do not at all drive connoisseurs wild with pleasure.

What is going to happen, one asks, now that the

gates are up and the flood of art in the reservoir at

Jackson Park is spreading? How about the foreign

architects, sculptors and painters for whom there is

no work at home and who may have had time to

get a taste for the freer albeit somewhat cruder

social atmosphere of the country 'i The majority

would like to stay ; that is certain. But where is

the work for them ? This is an academic question

suitable for debating societies, like the questions how-

all the lawyers turned out yearly by the schools pro-

pose to get their bread — also, what becomes of the

pins ?

In New York the dizzv buildings are rising over-

night like toadstools. It is curious to see the enor-

mous masses of brick deep in the earth, then the

granite piers, then the iron skeleton, stack on stack,

reaching to the clouds, followed always by the cloth-

ing of stone, or brick, or terra cotta. ( )ne thing can

be said for these buildings : they are not jerry-built
;

thev are fine pieces of engineering. But their out-

sides and the planning of their floors are not exactly

works of genius. Still, there is constant improve-

ment.
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Interior of Coutances Cathedral," 76

Beardsley, Aubrey, "Salome," "La Femme
Inc i.i

Bellini, Gentile. " Pope Alexander III. Pre-
senting a Sword to the Doge Sebastian,)
Ziani,' 2

Benjamin-!',, umlaut. M., "Lady Helen Via-
i-onl Paniieuu I iccoral if," "The Marquis
of Dufferin," 32S; Election to Institute,

358, xxxxi
Bennett, W., " Kelso Abbey," 232

Bertone, M., "A Museum of Artillery,"

2S
Besnard, J., " .Madame R J.," xxvi
Bingham-Mildmaj Sale, Prices at the, 375
Birmingham ArtGallery, Acquisitions at the,

36,323

Birmingham Art Gallery, Loan Collection at
the, sec Exhibitions

Bitters, Carl. Decoration of Roof of the Ad-
ministration Building. Chicago, 335

Blaas, Eugene de. " The Croposiil. -n .,

on the Lid,,, the Time of Roses," 336
Black and White Exhibition at the St.

James's Gallery, xiv
Blake, William, Illustrations to Dante, 113,

lit
Blanche, M., " Sisters," xxvi
Bolingbroke, Minna, "The Loom," xxii
Bonaparte's Legion of Honour, ix
Bonington, R. P., "Piazza of St. Mark,

Venice," 288
Bonnat, M., "Portrait de Mine. B.." "Por-

trait of the lion. Mrs. Reginald Talbot,"
328

Books Reviewed:—
" Abraham Bosse," by M. Valabregue,
" Artists Celebres " Scries, xv

" A Cackle about Trees," by Clifton, xxxi
"Album General de l'Anieublement Pari-

sien, " Fir-l Part, xix iii

"Antoine Walt, an. by M. Dargenty.
"Artists Celebres Scries, xx-

"A Portrait Gallery of our Celebrities,"
xxxi

"A Record of Work," by Aidam Heaton,
xl

"Art for Art's Sake," by John C. Van
Dyke, xxxix

" Art out of Doors," by Mrs. Schuyler van
Rennsselaer, xh ii

"A Very Odd Girl," by Miss Armstrong,
viii

" Ballad of Beau Brocade, and Other
Poems." by Austin Dot,son, xx

"Bericthe iiriton : A si,,rv of the Roman
Invasion," bj G. A. Henlv, vii

"Catalogue Descriptive and Historical,
of the Pictures and Sculpture in the Cor-
poration Galleries of Art, Glasgow," by
James Palon, xv

"Chinese Stories," by Robert K. Douglas,

"Comparative Architecture," by Barr

"Condemned as a Nihilist," by G. A.

"Dallastype Fac-simile Shakespeare," \ ii

" Descriptive and Historical Catalogue of
the Foreign Schools in the National
Gallery, xv

"Drawing and Engrnxing," bv Philip G.
Haniorlon. xiv

"Edward Burne-Jones, A I;. A. : A Record
and a Review," OJ Malcolm Bell. 1112

" Elements du Beau," by Maurice Grii eau,
xxiv

" English Cathedrals," by Mrs.Van Renns-
selaer, xx
Etruscan Roman Remains in Popular
Traditions," bv Leland, xix

- Evolution of Decorative An," by Henry
Balfour, M.A., I'.Z S., xxx iii

"Evolution in Costume," in Messrs Lib
erty, xxiv

" Fail-light Glen," by J. Fiillwood.lt.il A.,
xi

" l',,r Lust of Gold," by Aaron Walson.

"Formal Garden in England, The.' by
Reginald Blomfleld, M.A., 170

Books Reviewed (continued):—
"French Art: Classic and Contemporary
Painting and Sculpture," by VV. C.
Broxvnell, x.xiii

" From Charing Cross to St. Paul's." by
Joseph Penned and .1. MeCailhx \ o

"Gods of Olympus." by Or. Petiscus, trans-
lation by Miss K. A. Raleigh, xix

"Henriette Ronncr, Painter of Cat Life
and Cat-Character, " by M. H. Spielmann,

" Historic Housesof the United Kingdom,"
xi

" Hoxv to Apply Malt. Bronze, Lacroix.
Dresden Colours, and Gold to China,"
viii

"Illustrated History of Furniture," by
Frederick Litchfield, x ii

"Inns of Court and Chancery," by Rev.
W. Loftie and Ih-ibert Kuilton, vii

" Inxentaire General des Rich,
de la France: Province—Monuments
( ix ils -Tome V.," vi

" Ironwork," by J. Starkie Gardner,
x Iv i i i

" Italian Painters : Cri Ileal Studies of their
Works, " by Giovanni Morelli (1\ an l.,r-

moliert'), translated from the German by
Constance Jocelyn Ffoulkes, lot

"Japan and its Art,' by Marcus Huish,

'I.a F,

' Life
bv Job:

" by A. Robida :
' La

'i ,,\ enee," xliii

; Lptiste el ses Trois

rohn Buskin, The.' bv
1. MA.. 117

slo Buonarroti, The."

William Cowper," bv Thomas
Wright, xi

"Man in Art: Sludies in Reli.

Historical Art, Portrait, and Genre," in

Philip Gilherl Haincr!on,200
"Monuments oi the RenaissanceSculpture
of Tuscany," xliii

"Oil-Painting on Glass." by W. Gullii I,,

"Othello," Illustrated bv Ludovic Mar-
chetti, xx

" Pablo ,1c Segovia, the Spanish Sharper."
translated from I he Original of Francisco
,lc Quevedo-Villegas, 52

" Pliulogiuphio l;c|iv,,du,iion Pr,„ .

l,x I' c Duchochois, xii

" Practical Designing," by Gleeson White,

" Practical Manual of Painting in

Ernest llareux. xii
" Preferences in Art, Life. and Literature,"

l.x llunx l.lui :i

" Rembrandt : Sa Vie et son CEuvre,' by
\l Mil hi 1. xxxi

" Renunciations," by Frederick \\
i dmore

\XI\
" Scl I- and Ma iters ol I

', ai e, bi i
i i

inn Castle, iii

' Six Months in iho Apennines," b\ Mi-s
\l Stokes, xi,

" Studies in Modern Music," bj Uadow,
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Books Reviewed (continued):—
"Studies in Photography," by John
Andrews, B.A., xii

"The Art of Sketching," translation from
the French of G. Fraipont, by Mrs. C.
Bell, vii

"The Book of Delightful ami Strange
Designs : Being One Hundred Facsimile
Illustrations of tin- Ail of the Japanese
Steneil-Cutter, hvAndrewTiicr, xxxviii

"The lireuu-hel Family." hy M. Michel.
" Artistes Celebres" Series, xv

" rhelndustrialArts of the Anglo-Saxons,"
hy the Baron J. de Bare, translated by
T. It Harbottle, xliii

"The Life and Letters of Washington
Allston," hy J. 1!. Flagg, xxxviii

''The Life of John Lionel], " hv Alfred T.
Story, 199

"Theory and Analysis of Ornament," by
Francois L. Schaiierniann. xv. xxv

"The Science of Painting," by J. G.Vibert,
yii

"The Thirsty Sword : A Story of the Norse
Invasion of Scotland," by K. Leighlnn,
vii

"Thomas and Paul Sandby, Royal Acade-
micians.' hy William Sandby.' vi

"Typical Example, of IVr-ianand Orien-
tal Ceramic Art," by Henry Wallis, xl

hv I ewis Morris, hi
'Wl Xl
tion, '"Waverley,
"The Antiquary," xix ; ""The Hi
Midlothian." xx'xi:

"
'I he Pride ol

mermoor," "The Black Dwarf
Legend of 1 tn.se, ' xxxix;
III -lolv " xliii

" Wi

Edi

Tin

jriey Novels," the "Dryburgh Edi-
tion, 'Waverley,""Guy Mannering,"xi

Boucher, Alfred, " Repose, '58
Boughton, (I. II,, A.K.A., " Sacred Mistle-

toe, 231: "New Englanders going to
Church," "Weeding the Pavement/'
-Hi; The Vision at Ihe Marlyr'a Y\ ell,"
295

Bouguereau, M.. "Offrande al'Amour,"328
Bounlillon. F .

" The Only Survivor "
iii

Brabazon at the R W.S., xxx
Bramlry. Frank. •• After Filly Years," 25G
Brangwwi. Fiank, • sla\c - Traders. " 7.',

;

"Pilots I'm i i.i .! Passages," 78; "Gold,
Frankincense, and Myrrh," 291: "Buc-
caneers,' "Slave Market, "290: • Pirates."
387; "Eve,' xx\ii

Branwhite, Nathan, Bust of W. MftUer,

Brescia, Balconies at, 312
Breton. Jules. -LoGouter," 109; " Le Matin,"

||L'Arc-en-CeiI,' "LesChampsel laM.r,"

Brett, John. \ i; \ Letter by,129; "Pearly
Siininier." 250: • Summer on the Cliffs,"
ii ; Opens his Studio to Visitors, xvi

Bndell, Frederic Lee, The Valley of the

British Museum] Exhibition of Drawings at.
1: Danger of Fire at, i; Acquisition of
Malcolm Collection, xli\ : Acquisition of
Pri

Brock, >-. R.A., "Sir Frederic Leighton,
Hart , P R.A.," 393

Brown, A. K , "A Grey Afternoon." x
Brown, Austin, R I , "New Bedding,"

'
\ agal ds," xx\i

Brown, Kellock, xwiii
Brown, Professor F., Elected Slade Pro-

fessor, 143, xiii

Brussels, An at, xxxiv
Buland, M . "Flagranl Delit," " La Richesse

I- ranee ceux qui ne se mettcnl
pas en

Bundy, Ei
Burgess,

Lovi
byGip

Burne-Joi
389: li

Caller

le lies." XXVI
I! A., "(.'atechisiiig," 10;
nd the Way," 231; Stolen

at the ( hamp de Mars

Beaux-Arts, xl; set Books Reviewed
Fuller. I.u.iy, " The Renin: ' an Army,"

217 ;

• Fioreal Fiona.' Patient Heroes."
ll

I ladore Titian's connection with, 31
CagUari, i:. ncdetto, Portrait of Slefano

Calderini, li., " Tristesse d'Automne," 387
Calderon, P II . I; A., " Elizabeth Wood-

villc P., mi,- from Her Son, the Duke
of York," 221: "S. Elizabeth of Hun-

afetyof the Public,"

Call,. ... .

Caltlnop, c l.Mi.ie. s, ,
i ibituaries

Calverl Edward, Drawing* ai I!rin-h Mi
seum by, 1, 7

Caldwell
"Thi

Calvert. E. s.. "A Landscape." "A Wood-
land Glade." xxxvii

Cameron. Hugh, at the Grafton Gallery,
XXVll

Cameron, Mrs., Photograph of Tennyson,
43, 97

Campo Santo. Our Artists', v
Caricature and Fisticuffs, xlvi
Carlisle, Lord, Yorkshire " Views," ii

Carolus-Duran, M.. "Portrait de Mme.
C arolus-Duran," " Portrail de Mme. In
Baronne de L — ," "M. Arsene 11
saye," 388

Carriere, M,, at the Champ de Mars, 390
Carries, Jean, "Satyr," "Bust of Frans

Hals. • Imieh Woman," 6''

Carter, \\\, a Portrail "s-

Caiiciiuole George "

Cauly. II. II.."TheSk
haven. N.B.," 78

Cederstrom, Thomas
330

lonaslcry Door." 18
tty Shore. nearStone-

" Checkmated," &c.,

i ereeau. Jacques A. du. Drawings by 1
i liailioii. John, at the New Gallery, 291 •

Had News from the Front, "Bala-
clava,' " L'lunili. " ii

Charpentier. Felix-Maurice, "Les Lut-
teurs," 399

Chavalliaud, M., " The Genius of Liberty,"

Ch.-i lines. I'm is de. " Hninmage ,|e Victor
go a la Villc de Paris—CamaVeu,'

Jules, Poster for " La Terre." 371 :

iter for "Poudre Diaphane" and

l"gu English Section at 322 : Di.-ora-
ttve Sculpture at, 383; English Art at,
i: English Art Jury at, xl; English Re-

ieHvo I... -A Flock ,.f sheep," 339

lion for the Grand
H:<

Clairin, G.,
Thi .nr.

Clark. J.. "Early to Fed. ...

Claude, " A shepherd Boy," 212
Clausade. M.. • Adam.' 27
Clausen, George, R.I., Evening Song,"

258 ; • Labourers after Dinner," i

Clays, p. .!.. " a Calm on the Kel in the
Environs of Dordrecht,' Is

Cotler Lock and Key in Chiselled Iron. 322
tolc. \icat, I; A.. "A Surrey Landscape,"

217 ; see Obituaries
Collier. Hon. John. "In a Beech Wood"

73; "Tramp," 291 :
" A Glass of M inc

"ith Ca-
I 'oloin

Bust
Constafa

" Flo

P
if. 101 ; P
•. Joh

Lib

R.A.,
rd Lock." 191

rator of Italy, 159:
- Of, 101

Sketches by, 5, 7 ;

... , The, see Exhibitions
Cooper. I\ Sidney, PA.. "Landscape, with

Cattle and Sheep," is

Cope. A. s., "John I 'ei lie, R.A.," ii

Cope, C. W.. R.A., -The Village School-
master,' 19

Copenhagen, History of Wellington's
Charger, 30S

Copyrighl Act, Suggestions for a New Fine
Art, 127

I lopj righl Law. xxxiv
Corbet, M. 1,'., " Evening,' 255
Cord., oilier. Alphonse Amedee, "In Dis-

Ue-s." 58
Conn, ,n. Fen, and. A l.elli ,• from, II ; "Por-

trail (111 Pcrc llidon. ' 327
Cornu. Vital, "Archimede, Martyr de la

Science," 329
Correggio, "II Giorno," 380; "LaXoite,"

1 iorol Le Soir: Rond des Nymphes "

"Le Son. 1 ne Idjlle: pond de,
Fniauts," " Lac de Garde," xxxv

Cortona, Pietro da, Fabricius t lolonna. 159
Colman, F. G., "The Mill-stream, " ii ; sec

Exhibitions
Soleil de

Co M.

Flltel

the K

Portrait de .Mi

le Humaine' 39

Fh

;i \\ alter, \\ :ndow at S. F-ul's
Church, Newark, X.Y.. Panel for
vvillard Hall. Women's Temperance
Building, Chicago, 70; On " Design," 79,

Crawford, P. C, "Ne
Creswick, "A Clever
Creswick. W.. 1: A..

"ine. Old, La
yp, Allien.
-Museum, 5

"The Bridge." 232
. "Old Friends." j

at the British

Dadd, Frank. "In the Hands of the Philis-
tines,'' xxvi

Dagnan IJouvorct M. " Wedding-Party at
he Photographers." "Heath of Malum
Leseaut, 121; "Virgin, "Consecrated
read, 122; "Breton Woman at a

Pardon. ".•Madonna." 123; "Head of a
Young Girl," "Study of a Breton Lad,"
121 : Hans k, For, t." •.Mme. Bouveret
and her Son, "Hans la Prairie," 390

Dalou, M "Les Epousuilles," "Bacchus
Consoling Ariadne," 00

Damascene vase, S95
Dampt, M„ "On the Threshold of Mystery,"

02 ;
" Le Raiser de 1 Aicllle, ' " Mile. X.,"

Le Peintre Aman-Jean," 402
Hannat. Portrait, xxvi
Da Vinci. Leonardo, "Virgin and Child

Willi kitten,' 4; Cartoons of SI. \nne
186-191; Method of Drawing 318

Davis, II. W. B., P A., • In Ross-shire " 231 •

".Mother and Son." 217; at Ihe Royai
Academy, 250 : al the New Galln v. 2:iu

;An April Evening," i; at the Bir-
mingham An ll,, lien |.,,a,i Exhibition,

ihe shadow 01 Evening,' ii

Dawson, Henry. " View on the Trent," 44;

f.
''.',..!'' '

"'Ancient Greece, " .Marine

H.ga-, M., "I/Absinthe," xxvii
Henioiit Adriin. "La Legende," 386 ; "Don

Quichotte, :;s;

Denning, " .Michael Bryan,' 7
Desbrpsses, M., "Le Plateau du Moincau

cvosges), " Le chene de I'etang de
Blancpain," 387

Detaille, E., "Soldiers in Hyde Park,"

Dcutcli, L., "A Consultation, ' 311
Dew int. Peter. "Lincoln," IS; "Lincoln

Cathedral from Brayford " xviii
p'lloudain, Andre, " Chiens Hanoi,." 3!i:i

Diaz, .VI.. "Les Grandes Delaissees,"
" I. Entree de la Foret," xx.xvi

Dicksee, Frank, R.A., "Funeral of a Viking,"

Dieterle, .11., "Brittany Pastures." vi
Dollinan, J. c, at the Royal Institute,

xxvi
Doomer, Lambert, Drawings at the British

Museum, 5
Douglas, F . Mother and Daughter," 217
How, T. Millie. Puses," x ; Flower Pieces,

xxxvn
Doyle, Richard, "Lord Tennyson." 12;
.

"Cardinal M. mini, g," 303
. 398
de I'll,

M. " Siihouette'de Parisi. nnc," 392
iMiiiicld. W.. "Dead Game." 230
Hufour, (aiiiille, "LEnlive du Port

d Antibes," " Ponl dAin :;-7

Duncan Edward, H,VV.S.,"PortMadoe,"48
Uupre, M., " La Cliauiuicre du Boiicheron,"

xxxvi
Inner, Allien, Portrait, Henry Parker. Lord

Morley, 4. Drawing Instrument by, 318
Hutch and Flemish .Master-, s-u Exhihi-

tions
Huyslcr. W. ('.. " Players at Trie-Trac,"

".soldiers Quarrelling over then I ty,'

Earl, Marian, "What is That?" "Bulldog
Champion, xix

Earle, ('., P. I., see Obituaries
Early Masters of the British School, see

. Alll
The
ml Ri

d. PL, " Norfolk Marshes," 71

;

Golden Valley," 255: "Labour
st," 2-:i

; Paw 11," ii ;
• Streatley

Fasten, Keginald. horn 1SII7. died 1-03. "The
Mi-se, Shelley. The G host," 151 ; Royal

. Sitters. 151
Ecole d.s Beaux-Arts, Paris, Prix de Rome

at. 20
Edam, 68
Ed, -lieH. M. , "Fin.,,,-,-

I ha., laiil des Chants
Magi. lues. Lamentations ' 391

1 gg. A. 1... p. A . " l.auiie, and his Dog."
10; ' Beatrice Knighting E- id," 35*

Engravings, Notii is of New :

" AnEarthlj Paradise," by Alma-Tadema,

"A Silent Greeting," by Alma-Tadema,
It.A., xn

"Consulting the Witch, by Fred Hoc,
xxviii

"Country of Burns," by David Law,
xx\ iii

" Lille for the Ferry.'' by It. W. Macbeth,
xx

"My Lady Fair.' hy Mordecai, xxxvi
"Sistitie .Madonna, hy Paphael. 17S

MmaitRl.
V^a8qUeZ'" by SirJ " E "

" The Carpenter ot Nazareth, "by William
Lance. xx\ iii

"Young England," hy Edwin I rias,
xxviii
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Enkhuiscn, 68
Ernsi. R.. " Armourer." 311
Etching. British. 1S1, 221. 255
Ettv. William, It A., Study of a Man in

Persian Costume, 15: "The Bather," 241

Evans, Bernard, R.I.. " Richmond from the
West Hill." " Bolton Abbey," 230

;

"Valley of the Wharfe," xxvi
Exhibitions:—
Art Union Prizes, xlvi
Barber, Thomas, at the Nottingham Castle
Museum, xxviii

Barton, Miss, at the Japanese Gallery, xxii

Beale, Mrs. Sophia, "A Summer in

London," xxxv
Birmingham Art Gallery. Loan Exhibition

of English Animal-Painters, ii, xix
Black-and-White Exliibition at the St.

James's Gallery, xiv
British Museum. Drawings at. 1

Burne-Jones. E.. at the New Gallery, xvii

Burton, Miss M. R. Hill, at the Bur-
lington Gallery, Bond .street, xiv

Continental Gallery, The. xxxi
Cotman, F. G., at the Fine Art Society,

xxxvii
Croft, Arthur, at Messrs. Dowdeswells,
xxxv

Curtois. Dering, at the Maddox Street
Galleries, iii

Dutch and Flemish Mastcrsat the Japanese
Gallerv, vi

Dyke. Miss E. Hart, at the Burlington
Gallerv. Bond Street, xiv

Early Masters of the British School at

Messrs. Dowdeswell's, xxxvii
Elgood, George S., R.I., at the Fine Art
Society, xvih

Farquharson, Joseph, at the Fine Art
Society, xxviii

Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, The,
xxvii

Grafton Gallerv. The, xxvi
Haite, G. C. at the Japanese Gallery, xxin
Hogarth Club, Black-and-White Exhibi-
tion at the, xxxi

Hollver, Mr., Platinotype Photographs at

the Dudley Gallery, vi

Home Arts and Industries Association,

The, xxxviii
Industrial and Fine Art Exhibitions at

Bristol, see Exhibitions
Ingram, Aycrst, at Messrs. Dowdeswell's,

Institute of Painters in Oil-Colours. 73

Langley, Walter, R.I., at the Fine Art
Society, xxii

Lauder, C. J., B.W.S., at the Burlington
Gallerv, v

Laurie and Sons' Gallery, Old Bond Street,

xxxv „
Linton. Sir James, P.R.I., at the Fine Art

Society, xxxv
Macquoid, Percy, at the Fine Art Society,

McLean. Messrs., Autumn Exliibition at,

vi ; Water-Colour Drawings at, xviii ;

Spring Exhibitions at, xxviii

May, W. W„ K.I., at the " Rembrandt s

MeissonieY Exhibition, The, at Messrs.

Tooth's Gallery, 280
Newcastlc-upon-'l\ ne Art ( Jallery, The, xix

New English Art Club, The. xxx
New Gallery, The, i ; Summer Exhibition,

9S9
Nottingham, Exhibition at the Museum
and Art Gallery of, iii. xxviii, xlyii

Old Nankin Blue China, Orrock Loan
Collection, at the Fine Art Society, xxx

Orrock. James, R.I., at the Fine Art

Paintings 'and Water-Colour Drawings
by Various Artists, at the Fine Art

Society, xviii
Parsons, Alfred, at the Fine Art Society,

xlii „, ,

Photographs at the Camera Club, x
Photographs at the Rooms of the Royal
Society of Painters in Water-! '.Hours, x

Pictures, principally of the French School

of 1830, at Messrs. T. Laurie and Sons ,

15, Old Bond Street, xxxv
Pradilla, Senor. at the French Gallery, xxxi

Robertson, Charles, at the Fine Art
Society, vi „ ,,

Roussoff, M. N. A., at the Fine Art

R^AcaiSny" The, 217, 253, 294; Old

Masters at, 113

Royal Birmingham Society of Artists,

The ii

Royal' Female School of Art, The. at the

Royal Institute of Painters in Water-
Colours, xviii

. ,„
Royal Institute of Painters in Water-

Colours, The, xxvi
Royal Scottish Academy, 1 he, xxvn
Royal Scottish Society of Painters in

Water-Colours, The, ix, xxxvii

ExiIiniTUiNS (cnnliiim'd) :—
Royal Society of British Artists, 75

Royal Society of Painter-Etchers, The,

Royal Society of Painters in Water-
Colours. The, 110, xxx

St. Helen's Municipal Exhibition, iv

Sambourne, Linley, at the Fine Art
Society, xxxvi

Severn, Arthur, xiv
Signorelli, Luca, at the Burlington line
Arts Club, xxii

Society of Lady Artists. The. xxxv.
"Story of the Year Round an Old
Country House," by Messrs. W. G.

Norton and H. G. Moon, at Mr. Stephen
Gooden's Gallery. Pall Mall, x

SlihlrnlV Sketching club Exhibition at

tin- Royal Society of British Artists, vi

Thomson, Hugh, Illustration of "Ballad
ol Beau Brocade," al the Fine Arl

Society, xliii

Troubetzkoy, Prince Pierre, at Messrs.
Dowdeswell's, x

Varley, John, at the Japanese Gallery,

xxxv
Walker, John Rawson, a I the Nottingham

( lastlc Museum, xxviii

Warne-Brown, A. J., at the Hanover
Gallery, xxxv

Whitburn, Thomas, al Messrs. Russell

aiid Sons, 17, Baker Street, xlii

Faed, Thomas. R.A., "Pot Luck," 16:

"Erin, Farewell. 231: "And Ye shall

Walk in Silk Attire," "The Highland
Mother," "Faults on Bolh Sides," 210;

Born 1S26 268 ;
studies at Edinburgh.

"The Old English Baron," Elected
Associate of R.S.A., 271: Comes to

London. "Mitherless Bairn," "From
Dawn till Sunset," "Worn Out," 272:

Anecdote of Granny M'Laughan, 273;

Retirement from Royal Academy, xm
Fagan, Louis, Resignation from British

Museum, xvi
Falguiere, M., " Poesie lleroique." 300

Fantin-Latour, M., "Roses 'Premieres,

74 ;
" Siegfried and the 1 laughter of the

Rhine," xxvii
Faroe Isles, The, 350
Farquharson, David, Scotch River Scene,

Fawcett, Professor, Memorial Statue to, 180

Fielding, Copley, " Loch Lomond," 232

Fildcs, Luke, R.A., "La Zingarella,' 130:

"The Doctor," 106 ; "Portrait of a
Lady," 258: Anal fresco Toilet," xlvii

Finigue'rra. Drawings at British Museum
attributed to. 2

Finnemore. J., " No Quarter." 78

Fisher, Mark. Landscape with Cattle, ii

Fisher, Mellon, at the New Gallery, ii

Forbes, Stanhope, A.RA., "The Health
of the Brule," 217 ;

" Poll rait of a Lady,"

Forbes, Slanhope, Mix,
212: "ThcSkipping-

Ford, E. Onslow. A.R.A

New Song,'

Mr. Irving as

Matthias." ISO, 203: "J. McLure Hamil-
ton,'' "Applause," 307; " Shelley,"

i

Forgery in Art, Successful, iii

Foster, Birket, R.W.S.. "The Stile.' "A
Visit to the Farm," 229 ; "Fast Castle,'

xxx
Foucquet, Jean, Miniature by, 4

Fowler. Robert, at the Royal Institute,

Frainpton, G., " Mysteriarch," "The
Vision." "The Children of the Wolf,"

39S :
" S. Christina," i

Fremiet, M., "The Constable Olivier de
Clisson," 59

French. David, Statue of the Republic. 3s,3

Frere. Edouard, "The Little Gardeners,''

311
Frilel, M.," Pauvrc Paria,"3S6
Frith, W.P., R.A.. "The Railway Station,

48; "The Race lor Wealth.' 210

Frost, W. E.. A.R. A.. "The Sirens." 232

Fulleylove, John, R.I., " Hampton .Court,

45; " Drawings of Venice," xxvi
Furniss, Harry, on the Art of Pen-Drawing,

20
Furse, C. W.. " Master of the Norlb Here-

ford Hunt," xxx

Gainsborough, Thomas, R.A., " Study of a

Man Seated," 6

Gay, Walter, " Armourers shop. 216

Geddes, Andrew. Etchings by. 132
,

Gerome, G. L., "Pygmalion and I, alalia.

57 ; "Bellone."57, 251, 397

Gervex, M., "Paquita (Balzac)," 392

Geysers, The, 352
Ghirlan.lajo, 1 loinenlco. " A Girls Head. I

Gilbert, Alfred, R.A., Election as R.A., xm;
Presidential Chain and Badge lor Ro.ial

Institute of Painters in Water-Colours,

xxiv; Degree of Doctor Conferred!
Tin 11, ,11 Memorial, xliv :

The Shaftes-

bury Memorial Fountain, 393. 429, xl,

xliv"

Gilbert, sir John, R..V. "Study of Trees,"
llll; "Bailie Piece, ' " Richard II

signing the Crown to Bolingbroke, " 231

:

Gilts to the Citv of London 320. ::-;

"Standard- Bearer.'' " A l'a-1 ." x :

Gifts io the Municipalities, xxix : at. the
Royal Society of Painters in \\

Colours, xxx
Giorgione, "Adulteress." Ill: "Knight of

Malta," "Member of the Fugger Family,'

206
Girardot, Portrait of Lord Tcnnj son, mi
Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, see

Exhibitions
Glasgow, Kelvingrove Arl Galleries and

.Museum, 92
Glasgow Municipal Gallery. Acquisition of

I Mau nigs by, xx
Glendenning, A.. " Adyersily," 78

Glover, John. "Classical Landscap. il

Godward. J. W., "Memories," vi

Goll'. Colonel, "The Melropolc, Brighton,
xxii

Good, T. S., Interiors with Figures,

xxxviii
Goodall, F.. R.A., "The Happy Days of

Charles I.." 231

Goodwin. Albert. Criticism on. Ill: "Can-
terbury," "Oxford," 112; "Sindbadthe
Sailor," 217

Goll, J., "Greek Wrestlers." 360

Gow, Andrew. R.A., "A Loyal Bird." 232:

"The Flight of James 1 1. afler the Battle

of the Boyne," " Incidents in the Rile of

Chopin," 247; at the Royal Academy,
291

Grafton Gallerv, The, sec Exhibitions
Graham. Peter, R.A.. "Summer Mists,

Gray, Charles, R.H.A.. see Obituaries
Green. Charles, R.I.. "ThcGirl I Left behind

Me," 18: "The Town Crier.'' 232; "Sir
Roger de Covcrlev, " xxvi

Gregory, E. J., A.R. A.. " Marooned," 246:

"Peveril Point," " In the Dumps." "The
Helmsman," xxvi : Letter by, xxxiii

Greilfenuagcn M.. "Eve." 256

Gl'esde Flan. Ire Ware 324

Gioiix, Henri de, "Christ Outraged and Re-
viled," 143

,
„ _

Guild, Emma, " Henry Thodc, Esq.," " G. F.

Watts, R.A.." 398
Guildhall. London. Decoration of Outer

Lobby of, 100. xxiv
Gullfoss. The. 353
Gusso. Carl. " The Song of the Sea, 3a9

Giitaeh. Village of. 210

Guthrie, James. R.S.A., "Archbishop ol

Glasgow." .xxx i . 'Midsummer, 'Pas-

tels," xxvii

Hacker. Arthur, " Portrait of F. M. Cleverly,"

73; "Frogs." 71: "Sleep of the Gods,
" Circe,' 256

Hadcn, Seymour, P.K.P.-K., Letter by, I28j

Etchings of Mid-Italy, "The Brcaking-

nn of the loainemnon," 221: "Out of

Sludy Window. '•Windmill llill.""Saw-

lev \bbry," 222 :
" Nine-Barrow Down.''

" Warcham Bridge. flic Little Boat-

house" "Grim Spain," " Sunset on the

Thames," " Pcnlon Hook." "Combe.
Bolton," "Mytton Hall, Che WaUr-

Hai
Mi

el. E by, 262 ;
" Durham

itiollS

ilives," 75; " In the

dial.
'

Haite, G. c.. se
Hale. Matlhev

Grip Of the Sea-Wolf. -'91

Hall, Fred, "Cinderella."!
Hall Oliver, F.lehingsby. 262: "\\ mdyDay.

"Angerton Moss," " Kirkstone Pass,

Hals,' Franz. Drawings by. at the British

Museum, 5

Halswellc, ICceley. " Eel-Bucks on the

Thames," " w indsor Castle," " Abing-

don," 229; "SunnyHours," " Pangbourn,

Harding, J. D., "A Shadj Nook," 18

Hardj George, " The Welcome Lctter."232

Hards T. B„ "The lower. II, e Pool Willi

S. Saviour's. Southwark, in the Dis-

la 2: ;u

Harlamot!'. M., Studies of Children, x\\ ui

Harrison Alexander, " Moonlight." 7a ;
" La

la " " La Null." "Ceil Rom-." " La
Solitude," 392

Harvey, Sir George, K.S.A., "Catechising

in a Scotch s,h,„,l." 18

Hasemann, Wilhelm, Home al GuUvch. 211,

Born at Muhlberg. Sin. lies n, Berlin

and Weimar, " Escaped, " Kiciuoss,
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Studies at Munich, "The Maiden 'of

the Muhlbach Valley," "The Sweets
heart's Likeness," "Das Bild vom
Schatz," "A Punch and Judy Exhibi-
tion.'' 242 : A Pilgrimage, Triberg, -13

Haydon, B. R„ " Punch, or .May Day," 15
Hayes, Claude, "Berkshire Pastoral," 75
Hayes, Edwin, R.H.A., "Gorleston Har-

bour,'' " Genoa," 48
Haynes-Williams, J., "The Dying Artist,"

•J 1

7

Hettner, Carl, "Bavarian Farm Lands." 351
Hellen, M., " Notre-Dame de Paris," 392;

" Jeune Fille Couchee," "Profil de
Jeune Fille," xxii

Henner, J.. " Mile. M. S.," " Dormouse." 327
Henshall, J. H., R.W.S., "Magdalene," " La

Coquette," xxx
Herkomer. Professor, R.A., "Lord Tenny-

son,"39, 98; "Colonel liarnardislon, " "8ir
Algernon West," "The Duke of Devon-
shire," 177. 25S : as an Etcher, 262 ; Lec-
ture on "J. W. North, A.K. A., R.W.S.,
Painter and Poet," 297; " Our Village,"
3S7 ; Portrait Group of a Board of Direc-
tors," iii ; Election to Royal Water-
Colour Society, xxiv ;

" Hagar," xxx
Heseltine. " Lymington Kiver," xxii
Hilton. William, R.A., "The Meeting of

Abraham s .Servant with Kebeccaat the
Well," 15

Hine, Harry, "Durham," xxvi
Hine. 11. G., V.P.R.I., Born at Brighton,

Apprenticed to H. Meyer, Studies in
Rouen, Comes to London, Works for
Punch, 88; for Puck, Elected .Member
of InstituteofPainters in Water-Colours,
S9; " Thirhvall Castle." xxvi

Hobbema, " View of a Lock." 375
Hodgson, J. E., R.A., "On Sketching from

Nature," 302
Hodson, Samuel J., "Lucerne." 112
Hoffmann, Hans, Dead Bird, 4

Hogarth Club. Black-ami- White Exhibition
at the, see Exhibitions

Hogarth. W.. " The Christening of a Child,"
ti: Portrait of the Artist's Wife, 379;
"Hogarth's Servants, xxix

Hole, W., " Hearts of Oak,' xxvii
Holfonl Collection. Sale of the. 429. xli, \lu
Hollyer. Platinotype Photographs, see Ex-

hibitions
Holmes, Nicholls, Mrs. R. "A Daughter of

Eve." " A Fisherman's Daughter," xix
Holroyd, Charles. "Study of Line." "Farm

behind Scarborough, 226 ; "TheLoro,"
" The Lady's Guest House." xxii

Home Arts and Industries Association, The,
see Exhibitions

Hooche, Pieter de, " Interior of an Apart-
ment," 37(1

Hook, .1. C. R.A., "Fish from the Dogger
Bank.' 36; "Home with the Tide,"
"Love's SToung Dream," "The Sea-weed
Gatherer," 195 ;

" Good Liquor—Duty
Free," 256

Hoppner. .1.. " The Duchess of York, and her
Four .Maids of Honour." xxxviii

Hornel, E. A., " Summer," 178, via, xxvii ;

"Springtime," xxvii
H.R.H. Princess Louise, "Statue of H.M.

the Queen," 394
Hughes. E. 11. . K.W.S, "Anio. I love.' xxx
Hunt. Alfred. R.W.S., Sketch, 112; " Wind-

sor Castle," 246
Hunt, W. Ilolman. Letter bv, 127
Hunt, William. "The Eavesdropper," 141;

"The Gamekeeper, 142; "A Hastings
Fisherman," " The Shipboy's Valentine,"

Indian Metal-work at the Imperial Institute,

Industrial and Fine Art Exhibition, Bristol,
xlvii

Ingres, I., Study at British Museum by, 7
Injalbert, M, " Nymph Surprised by a

Satyr," " The Dance," " Severed Head,"
61 ;

" Eve," 400
Israels, Joseph, " Mauvais Temps," 390
Italian Painters: Critical Studies of their

Works, see Books Reviewed

Jackson, J., R.A ,
" Salvator .Mundi" (attri-

buted to), 358 ;
" Rev. Holwcll Carr," 359,

xlvii
Jackson, T. G., A.R.A., Designs for Grand

Piano, 107
Jacomh-Hood, G. P., " A Study," 290
Jeypore Metal-work, 175
John, Goscombe, "Morpheus," 58; "Sketch

for Altar-Piece,
' 293; "A Girl Binding

her Hair," 398
Johnson, Herbert, "Tiger-Shooting in the

Terai," ii

Jbkulls, Oraifa and Vatna, 351 ; Snaefell,
352

Jones, Adrian, "Maternal Care," 398
Jones, Charles, R.C.A., "The Inquisitive

Magpie," "The Fox without a Tail,''
" The 1st of October," "A Break Away,"
" The Lord of the Downs," " Return from
Deerstalking," 33 ; see Obituaries

Joulicrt, M., " Le Colysee vu du Palatin,"
387

Joy, George, " Truth," 256

Kennington, T. B.. "The Orphans," 247;
" Queen of Love." 258

Khnoptf. Fernand, Two Drawings, ii ; "The
Witch of Endor," xxvii; "I shut ray
door upon myself." xlviii

Khuenaten. Art 'of King, 2:;..

Kiesel. (' ad, "At the Masked Ball," vi

:

at McLl all's Gallerv, \x\ iii

King, Vecncl, " Autumn's Robe," 75 ; at the
Royal Institute, xxvi

Knight,.!., R.A., "The Village Pedlar," 17
Knight Templars at Temple Newsara, 210

Lahatut, M., " Caton d'Ubicrue," 399
Laing, "An Bord du Canal. Cliarcnton,"xxii
Lamlseer, Sir Edwin, I:. A.. "Uncle Tom

and his Wife for Sale," 214; "Abbots-
lord," 217

Langley, Walter, R.I., " Sunlight and
Shadow," ii ;

" An Interesting Chapter,"
xxvi : .sec Exhibitions

Lanino, Bernardino. " St. Anne," 189
La Thangue, H. H., "Mission to Seamen,"

288. iii

Laurence, Samuel, " Lord Tennyson," 42
Laurens, Jean-Paul, " St. Jean Chrysos-

tome," 327

Lavergne, M.. " Job and his Friends," 27
Lavery, J, "Mrs. Cowan and Daughter,''

Law". David. Born 1831, Apprenticed to an
Engraver, Map-Engraver in Ordnance
Survey Office, Came to London, Fellow
of Soiioly of Paiiilcr-Etchers, "After
the Festa," 84 ;

" Dittisham on the Dart."
317: at the Painter-Etchers, xxii;
Etchings Illustrating "The Country of
Burns," xxviii

Leader. 1:. \\
'., A.K A., " Meadows. "Whit

tington," "A Swiss View," 229; "The
Valley of the Llugwy." 246

Leech, John, Anecdoies of, 162-168

Lefebvre, M. " Adam," 27 ;
" Portrait du

General Bruyere," " Portrait de M me.
Veuve Emile Raspail,"327

Legal Point, A, xli.

Legion of Honour, Bonaparte's, ix
Legr«3s, Alphonse, Resignation from Slade

Professorship, 70, iii ; Medallion of Lord
Tennyson. 99 ; Portraits, " I.es Chantrcs
Espagnols," 221; "I/Incendie," "Land-
si ape-. 225; Etching of Cardinal -Man-
ning. 365

Lehmann, It., Drawing of Lord Tennyson,

Leicester Corporation Art Gallery, Loan
Collection at the. 12. 44

Leighton, Blair, " The Literary Lover," 231
Leighton, Sir Frederic, Bart., P.R.A.,

"And the Sea gave up the Head which
were in it," 194, 195; "Hit," "In the
Frigidarium," " The Farewell," " Co-
rinna," " Atalanta," " Rizpah. 220

Leloir, Maurice, " Town Drummer," 341
Lcly, Sir Peter. Sketch of John Maitland,

Duke of Lauderdale, 6
Lhcrmitte, M., "La Mort et le Bucheron,"

393
Liebermann, Max, "Portrait de M 1 (en

Costume de Senateur, de Hambourg),"
" Orphclins d'Amsterdam," 390

Light, Colour, and Vacuum, xlvii
Liuncll, John, " Landscape with Figures."

229; "Contemplation." " Landscape with
Angler," "The Xoon-Day Rest," 246;
see Hooks Reviewed

Linton, Sir James D., P.R.I.. " Valentine,"
15; " Approaching Michael mas," "Sweet-
water," "The Old Story," 73; "Mrs. J. T.
Wiiuperis," "MissM. Perrin," xxvi ; see
Exhibitions

Little, Robert, "Evangeline." 112
Logsdail, \V., "Ninth of November," ii

London v. Chicago, xiii

Long, Edwin, R.A., "Vespers." 232; "A
Nubian Girl,"247 ; "Cardinal Manning,"
365; "The Spinster," 402: Action by
Executors of, against Mr. Norman
Lampson, v

Looten, Jan, Landscape, vi; Cassel, vi
Lorimer, J. H., " Ordination of Elders in the

Scotch Kirk," 3X7

Loudan, Mount, A Portrait, ii

Louvre, Forgeries at, Darn staircase at, iii ;

Condition of Pictures at, x.xx\ i

Lucas. Seymour, A.R.A., "A Whip for
Van Tromp," 51; "1588: News of the
Spanish Armada," 294

Lybaert, Theophile, "Madonna," xxvii

Mabuse, " Virgin." Ill

Macallum, Hamilton, 232
Macbeth, K. W., A.K. A., "The Signal," 231;

as an Etcher, 262
Macgillivray, P., xxvii, xxviii
MacWhirter, J., R.A., election as R.A.,

xxxiii. ; 322 ;
" The Source of a River,"

xlvii
McGregor, Robert, " Shrimpers," xxvii
McGregor, W Y., "Cambo," xxxvii
McLean's, Messrs., Autumn Exhibition,

Spring Exhibition, "Water- Colour
Drawings, see Exhibitions

Maison du Hoi. Brussels, 106
Mann, Harrington, " Youth of Paris," xxvii
Mantcgna, Andrea, " Virgin and Child,"

"Dead Christ," 2
Mantcgna, Francesca, 210; "The Holy

Women at the Sepulchre," xvi
Mantua, Balconies at, 311
Marchetti. L., "Departure for the Honey-

moon," 339
Marengo, History of Napoleon's Charger,

307
Marken, 69
-Marks, H. S., R.A., "Mind and Muscle," 247
Marshall. Herbert. "Trafalgar Square,"xxii
Martin, Henri. "Troubadours," 327
Marliny, M.. Decoration of the Agricultural

Buildings, Chicago, 385
Maso, Drawings attributed to, at British

Museum, 2
Mason. George, "The Cast Shoe,'' 430
Mast, M., "Morituri te Salutaut," 58
May, Holmes, 263 ; at the Painter-Etchers,

xxii
Sled win, Leslie, "Under an Old Birch

Tree," 75
Meissonier, Sketches, "Jena." 282; "1807,"

288; "La Rixe," 284; " Peintre d'En-
seignes," "Dragon de l'Armee d'Es-
pagne," 2S5 ; Rival Exhibitions, xxi; see
Exhibitions

Melville, A., Portrait, xxvi; "Boulack,"
xxx

Menpes. Mortimer, Dry-Point of Cardinal
Manning, 366

Mercie, Antouin, " Guillaume Tell," "Re-
gret," 57

Merson, Luc Olivier, Fleeted Member of
the Academic des Beaux-Arts. Illustra-
tions for Notre-Dame, 113

Meryon. Pencil Studies at British Museum, 7
Meunier. C, "The Soil," "The Mower,"

" L'Enfant Prodigue," " Ecce Homo," 61

;

" Femme du Pcuple," " Vieux Cheval
de Mine." "Mineurs a la Sortie du
Puits," 490

Michelangelo, Designs by, 4; "David," 419;
Anecdotes of, 419

Millais, Sir J. E., Bart. 11. A.. "Lord Tenny-
son," 39, 43; "Ophelia," "The Vale of
Rest," "The Knight-Errant,"193; "The
North-West Passage," "Mercy," 194;
"Mr. John Hare," "Pensive," 258; " The
Blind Girl," 374 ; The Widow's Mite,"
iii; "The Enemy Sowing Tares," xlvii

Millet. F. D., "The Love Letter," 246;
" Between Two Fires," ii

Millet. J. F., Drawings by, 7 ; Memorial to.
Pis. "La Gardienne du Troupeau,"
" Les Falaises de Gruchy," xxxv.

Mitchel, "Boreas and Oreithyia," 292
Mitrecy, M., "Job and his Friends," 27
Montalba, Clara, "A Visit to the Fleet,

Venice." xxx
Montalba, Hilda, "Moonlight in Provence,"

Monvel, Boutet de, " Diane," 393
Moody, F. W., Studies under C. W. Cope,

R.A., Enters Art Training Schools at
South Kensington. Commences " Kera-
mic Staircase," 404 ;

" Designs in Sgraffito,
Writes "Lectures and Lessons on Art,"
405 ; Lectures on Stained Glass, 406

;

Lessons on Decoration, 407: Advice to
Students, Effect of his Teaching, 408

Moore, Albert, "Blossoms," 246; "Ane-
mones," xxviii

Moore. Henry, R.A., "The Launch of the
Lifeboat," 246; " Hove to for a Pilot,"
256; "Westwards," ii; "Breezy Day in
the English Channel," xxviii; election as
R.A., xxxiii., 322

Morland, George. " Calm off the Coast of
the Isle of Wight," 18; "The Surprise,"
xxxviii

Moroni, Titian's Schoolmaster, 114
M'Taggart, W., "Blythe October," xxvii;

at the Royal Scottish Society of Painters
in Water-Colours, xxxvii

Mucnier, M.. " Villefrauche au Crepuscule,"
393

Muller, William, "A Woody Landscape,"
16 ;

" Bay of Ischia," 232 ;
" Venice," 244

;

Bust of, 249
Mullins, Roscoe, "Scythe Man," 292: "The

Duke of Marlborough," 293 :
" Memorial

Tablet to the late L. C. Woodbridge,
M.D.," 398 ; Sketches, i
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Mulready, William. R.A., " Strayed," 229
Munger, Gilbert, 311
Munkaosy, M., " Arpad," 326; " Fair Em-

broideress," vi
Murray, David, A.R.A.," Hampshire," 255;

"Hampshire Hatches. ' 280 ;
" 'the 1'arin

Ford,'' ii : "Hampshire llayiiig," xxvii
Musgrave. Two Seascapes, vi
Mjslbck, M., "Crueittx,"399

Nasmyth, P., "A View in Hampshire," 358
" National Competition " Drawings, xlii

National Gallery t»f British Art, Its History.
115; The Pictures. 102; Its Ultimate
Management. 211 ; The Gallery. 263; The
Site, ix, xvi

National Gallery. Recent Acquisitions at
the, 35, ITS. 216. 3,,s. 375. 391, 130

National Gallery Report tor 1892, xxix
;

Condition of English Pictures at the,
xxix ; Directorship of, xxxvi, xlv ; New
Trustee of, xliv

National Portrait Gallery, New Trustees of,

xliv ; Report of the, xlvi
Nettleship. J. T.. " A Mighty Hunter." 75
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Art Gallery, The, see

Exhibitions
New English Art Club. The. see Exhibitions
New Gallery. The. see Exhibitions
Nicol. Erskine. " A Knotty Point." 231 ;

"Wayside Prayer," "The Emigrants."
" Paddy's Love Letter," 216

Nicol. Watson, " Wait till he Conies Out-
side," " Forty Winks," " In Reduced Cir-
cumstances," 231

Nicolet. M. "Orphans of Amsterdam," 200

Nienianiis, J. E ,
" Shields Harbour.'' "Sun-

shine and Showers," " The Vale of Lud-
low," 232

Nisbet, R. B.. "At St. Andrew's: An East
Wind," "A Sky Study,' 7S; "Harrow-
ing" xxvi : at the Royal Scottish Society
of Painters in Water-Colours, xxxvii

Noel, Tony. " Houdon," 01

Norniand. Ernest, " Vashti Deposed," xlvii

North. J. W.. A.R.A.. "Sweet Water
Meadows of the West." 289 : Lectures by
Professor Herkomer on. 207, 313 : Method
of Work, 315; "The Mill Dam in the
Wood." xxx

Norton, W. G., " Story of the Year Round
an Old Country House," see Exhibitions

Notre-Dame, West Front. 122; "Porte du
Jugement," 126; "Porte de la Vierge,"
"Porte Sainte-Anne," 127

Nottingham Corporation Art Gallery, Ac-
quisitions at. 2sn. "tin

Nozal. M., "Lever de Lune an Crepuscule,"
"Le Tard dans les Sabres pres Saint-
Pair," 387

Oakes, J. W.. A.R.A ,

" Picking up Wreck-
age on a Rocky Shore," 18

Obituaries :—
Banks, W. Laurence, R.C.A , 219
Barsaghi, Signor, iv
Baudoin, Eugene, xx
Belinska, Mile. Anna, xxxii
Biermann, Karl E.. iv
Bleibtreu, Georg, 10S
Borselen, Jan Willem Van, iv
Cabat, Louis, xxxii
Calthrop, Claude, xxxii
Cole, Vieat, K.A . 286, xxxii
Earle, George, R.I., xxxii
Galland, Pierre Victor. 113

Geoffroy-Dechaume, M., iv
Gilbert. Josiah, iv
Giraud, Charles, 70
Glaize, M., 127
Gonon, Eugene, iv
Gray, Charles, R.H.A., 108

Hopkins, William H., xii

Jolv, Edmund de, iv
Jones, C, R.C.A., 36
Jones, Sir T. A.. P.R.H.A., 322
Kliint, Ernest, xx
Lepine, Stanislas, iv

Le Rat, Paul, xx
Lubke. William, xxxii
Michiels, Alfred, xii

Moore, Edwin, 127

Moore, Joseph, 70
Moreau-Vautbier, M., xx
Peel, Paul, xii

Pettie, John, R.A., 215
Rohmann, Robert, xx
Schlesinger. Henri, xxxii
Schroeder, William Howard, iv
Sheffield, George, iv
Signol. Emile, 70
Troutowski. ('. A., xxxii
Van Borselen, Willem, iv

Venables, A. R . xii

Walker, Sir Andrew. 216

Wild, .1.. xii

Wolff. Albert, iv
Woolner, Thomas, R.A., 71. iv, viii

O'Hara. Miss 11., tit the Ladj Artists, xxxv

flinoehoe. or Indian Wine Vessel, 171

Old Nankin Blue China, sit Exhibitions
Orehanlson. W. Q.. R.A.,"ller Fir-,! Dance."

"The First Cloud,' "Her Mothers
Voice,' lot. xliv ;

" Lord Rookwood,"
258 ;

" Music," 295
Orrock, .lames, R.I., " Kneeton on the

Trent. ' 15 ;
" Ileal Sands, Holy Island in

the Distance/1 " Stake Nets at the Snook,
Holy Island," 71 ;

" Bolton Castle," 232

;

at the Royal Institute of Painters in
Water-Colours, xxvi ; Letter from, xxix

;

sec Exhibitions
Oulcss, W W., K.A., " Cardinal Manning,"

266

Paintings and Water-Colour Drawings by
Various Artists, see Exhibitions

Talma, .laeopo, " Portrait of a Poet.' 1.56

Palmer, Samuel, 111; "The Early Plough-
man," 183

I'almeroli. V., "L'Attenlr, 339
Parton, Ernest, "A Grey Summer Day," 75
Paterson. James. " Lihum Auratum," x;

" Underwoods,' "The Fell.'' xxvii
Paton, Mr Noel, R.S.A., "Vade Satana,"

" Ezekiel s Valley of Dry Bones," xxvii
Patterson, S., " Maxwilton Braes." xxvii
Pearce, Charles S., "The Prelude," "The

Water-Carrier," "Marinette," "Lamen-
tation oyer the First-Born, " " The Sacri-
fice of Abraham," "The Capitation of
S. John," 16S

Pen-Drawing, Harry Furniss on, 20

Peppercorn, A. D., "The Sandbank," 71 ;

• it the Grafton Gallery, xxvii
Persian Co pet at South Kensington Mu-

seum. 127

Pettie, Tie- Late John, R.A.. "Mr. Green-
lield, ' 25S ; Suggested Memorial of, xxxii

;

Sale of Pie! uies by. xxxvi; seeObituaries
Peynot, M., " To the Glory of the Republic,"

Phillip, John, R.A., "The Balcony," 17;
" Promenade," 244

Philograph, The, 319
l'icard, M., " Princesse G.," 391
Pickering, J. L.. "A River Sanctuary," 75

;

"An Autumn Gust," 76
Pictures principally of the French School of

1S30, see Exhibitions
Pike, W. II., " Suspense," 78
Polytechnic, Opening of the Borough, iv,

xxyiii
Poole, P. F , R.A., " Arlete," 46
Portland Vase. Copy of the, 212
Pradilla, Sehor. see Exhibitions
Print-Room, British Museum, Gift of Mr.

Agnew to the. xlyi, xlviii

Powell, Sir Francis. R.W.S., "Barges at
the Mouth of the Thames," x

Poynter, E. J., R.A., Extract from Letter by,
130 ;

" Diadumene," first sketch, ii

Pvtic. .1. B-. "The Coast, near Whitby," 18

Pyx, Silver-Gilt, Flemish, 322

Raeburn, Sir II., Medallion of the Artist by
Himself, 286

Rart'aelli, M., "M. Clemenceau Addressing
Electors." xxvi

Raphael, Reputed Cartoons by. iv

Raven-Hill. L., " Bank Holiday." 75

Redmond, Miss M„ " Father Mathew," 288
Reid, G. O., "Baptism of the Prince and

Princess of Battenberg"s Infant." xxvii
Reid, John R., "The Storm," 76; "A County

Cricket Match.'' 217

Reid. Sir George, P.R.S.A., " Lord T. Wray-
ner in his Robes," 25S; "Professor
Blackie," "Flower Piece," "Professor
Gairdner," " James Duncan, "xxvii

Reliquary. Rock Crystal. 322
Rembrandt. Drawings at the British Mu-

seum, 5: " Man in Armour," " Tobit and
the Angel," 111; " Hendrickie Stotl'els,"

:;n sale of Etchings, xii: "The Hun-
dred-Guilder Print," "Ephraim Bonus."
" Bcinbrandt Leaning on a Sabre," 420.
" Sa Vie et Son CEuvre," see Books Re-
viewed

Renan. Ary. "Sapho,""Les Plaintes d'Or-

phee," 302
Reynolus, Sir Joshua, P.R.A-. "Lady Cock-

burn and her children,'1 35; "Ladj
William Gordon, 212

Richmond, George, R.A., Crayon Portrait
of Cardinal Manning, 363

Richmond, W. H.. A.K.A.. Mrs. Meynell-
Ingram, 212 ; " A Maid of Athens,''

293
Rivers, Leopold. "A Passing Cloud," " The

End of the Day," 78

Riviere, Briton, R. A., Letter In
, 128; "Giant

at Play, 105; "Possessed Swine," •Run-
ning the Blockade." 136; "Companions
in Misfortune,' 217: "The King's Liba
tlon,"2'.'.:a' ti.oRiriiiiii' ham AitGallcr>
Loan Exhibition, ii; "Cupboard Love,"
xlvii

Robertson. R. P. I n." 199
nies,"

I: :!:.'.." urn

Boll. M
Romberg, M., "A Fantasia in Morocco,"

xxxi
Romney, Geoi are, lei', i: ssi I Holding

up her t

Ronner, Mine. II.. at illery,

xxvii
Rops, Felieien. " I'm- Attrapade." xxvii
Roty, M., Past ted il, 177 :

" Maternite,"
399

Rot R. W \ .
" 1 Southerly Wind and

a Stormy Sky," 7S

Rous K "i. i I,,
i AJlee de. Vfl-

lage," xxxvi
I

.'
i o i - ~

, l . Theodore, "Green Br L . xxvii
l;ou--tiil', M. N. A -.. Exhibitions
Royal Academy I' Iceihnis, xxxiv
I ;.

.
i l.eiiii i :. e in. xii

Kn.\nl Ae.eleliU sell, in Is TllC. Xiii

Royal Academy, The, Hanging Committee
for 1892, xxiv ; .see Exhibitions

Royal Birmingham Society of Artists, see
Exhibitions

Royal Female School of Art, see Exhibi-
tions

Royal Institute < it I '.i inters in Water Colours,
The. see Exhibitions

Royal School of An Needlework, Chicago
Exhibit, 252

Royal Scottish Academy, The, see Exhibi-
tions

Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Water-
Colours, see Exhibitions

Royal Society of Painter-Etchers. The. see
Exhibitions

Rovbet. M., "< baric- ! '!' nn i

"Propn- '.. 358. ::oi ; Gains
Medaille dlloniicur, 301, xxxci

Rubens, Peter P., " Daughter of Herodias,"
114

Ruysdael, Jacob, "View on the Shore,
Se|,e\ eiiingen," 37,'i

Sadee. M. P., "The Potato Harvest," " Cross-
ing the Downs," xviii

Sadler, Dendy, " Thursday." 217
Saint-Marceaux, Rene de, "Recumbent

Woman. ' 62 ; "Premiere Communion,*'
" Jeanne d'Arc an Sacre," 400

St. Sauveur, Cathedral of, xxv.
Sainliourne, Linley, "Come into the Garden,

Will," 08; Educated as an Engineer.
329; First Drawings for Punch, 330 ;

Drawings for Fairy Tales, 331 : Method
of Work, 333; see Exhibitions

Sargent, J. S.. " Lady Agnew, " 25S ; 'Airs.
George Lewis," " Mrs. Hugh Ham-
mersly," 200; " Mr. Jefferson," xxx

Sauber, Robert, ' Diana—Panel tor a.Mural
Decoration," 76

Schoff, S. A., Etching of " The Prelude," 168

Schongauer, Martin, at the British Museum,
4

Sculptors, Society of, xvii
Segantini, M., " Punishment of Luxury,"

xxvii
Segoflin. M., "Wicked Genius," 59
Seller, C, "The Old Councillor, 311 ;

" Ama-
teurs,' vi; "Frederick the Great," xxviii

Sell, Chri-tian, " An Incident in the Franco-
German War," 311

Severn, Arthur, .see Exhibitions
Seymour, G. L., "Facade of Rouen Cathe-

dral,' xiv
Seysses, M., " SaintS.iturnin, Martyr," 59
Shannon, J. J., " Lieutenant Davev, ' xxvi
Sharks and Amateurs, i

Slicrborn, Bonk Plates, xxii
short. Frank, Review- of Etchings, l'

,,,
.

"Thelbjk Bell, xxi: ' Maxwell Bank,
Gathering the Flock," xxii

Sichel, Nathaniel. " Egyptian Slave, 278

Sickert, Walter, "Charles Bradlaugh, MP.,"
xxx

Signorelli, Linn, at the British .Museum,
4 ; see Exhibitions

Silver cups, sixteenth Century, 32J

Silver-Point, v
Singleton, 11.. " Mantoand Tin
"Sistiiie Madonna," The Pholograyurc of,

178
Sketehing from Nature, 3.112

Smith, George, "Mother and Child," 231;

Miss Kennedy," "Mis Prideaux
Brune. 290

Smyth, Lionel, ••Boulogne'. An Impres-
sion," xxx

Society of Lady Artists. The. see fix hi I lit ions
Solum, in. Abraham, "Ihe Flight from

Lucknow." 16

Solomon, S. J.. " Mr. W. Armitagc." " Mr-.

W, Arliiilagc,' 253 ;
" Vour Health. '298

Sonierseales, I'., "Corwttc Shortening
Sail." 256

South Kensington Museum. Acquisitions at

Hie. 2-s, CJ7. xxv
Spitzer Collection, Sale of. \ iii. xl
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Stanfleld, Oarkson, R.A., "Macbeth and
the Witches." 16

'• St. Anne " in the Brera Gallery, The,
189

Staples, Ponsonby, Sketch of Cardinal
Manning, 366

Steer. Wilson, "An Impression of the R.Y.S.
Week," xxx

Stevens. Alfred. Drawingsa I Iirilish Museum
bv. 7 ; Wellington Memorial, i\ ,

Memo-
rial to, 2S6

Stevens, F. G.. Estimate of the Late T.
Woolner, It A„ 71

Stillman. Miss K„ Medallions, 293
Stock, Henry J., " A Dream of the Worlds,"

75
Stokes, Adrian. "Through Green Reeds,

"Evening on the Rennet," 71 ;
" Roman

Campagnu," ii

Stokes. Mr-. Mariamne. "Girl Knitting." 75;

"Angels Entertaining the Holy Child,"
295: "The Passing Train," xxvii

Stone, Marcus. R A.. "The lb-turn," 19

Stott, Edward, "Changing Panares." 290;
"Starlight." "Rubers," " Gleaners," ii

Strang, William, Etchings. "The Last
Supper," 226; "Girls Bathing," 256;

"Ionkhouse," "Al Fresco,"
"Ci

Stlldr ehing Clubs Exhibition, see

Sustermans, " Portrait of a Lady." 114

Swan, John M.. "Maternity," "A Falling
Monarch," Pastel Studies and Bronzes,
ii; "In the Desert," vi; "Lioness and
Cubs," xviii

Tapestry at Temple Newsam, 212
Tate Collection. The, and the National

GaUery of British Art, 115, 192. 211, 263,

ix
Taylor, A. Chevallier, " Confirmation Day,"

75; "First. Communion," ii

Templars' Drinking Cup at Temple New-
sam, 212

Temple N'cwsam, History of, 209; Pictures
at, 212

Tenniel. Sir J., Cartoon by, ;i>

Tennyson, Lord, Portraits of. 37. 96, 17S
Terburg. " Burgomaster in Black," vi.

"The Unseen Land," Poem, 51

Thomas. Crosvenor, "Poppies." x
Thomas. Inigo. Etching by, 263
Thomas, W. G.. Designs lor Bindings for

" The Merry Wives ot Windsor,"
395

Thomson, Hugh, see Exhibitions
Thomson, Leslie, " Clay Barges," 75
Thornycroft, Uamo, R.A., "' Summer," "OS
Tinworth, George, "The Fawcett Memo-

rial," 180
Titian. His Summer Pilgrimage, 2!': "St.

James," 31; "St. John in the Wilder-
ness," 31 ; "Death with his Scythe," 32;
"Supper at Etonians," 34 ; "Portrait of
a Man" 206; Portrait, 212

Topham. F. W. W., "Roman Triumph," 45;
" Judas," iii

Troubetzkoy, Prince, 398 ; sec Exhibitions
Troyon, " On Sois-Bois avec des Vaches,"

" Bceufs a Labour, " xxxv

Tuke, H. S.. "A Greek Lemon-Gatherer,"
"A Corfu Garden," 294

Tura, Cosimo, " Madonna," 4
Turner, J. M. W.. R.A.. "The Guidecca.

Venice," " The Bridge of Sighs, Venice,"
15; "Vintage of M.ieon, 111; Etching-.
181

Uhde, Fitz Von, " Rustic Children in a
Land-cape," 390 ;

" Lord, Abide with
Us," xxvii.

Uwins, Thomas, R.A.. "A Neapolitan
Saint Manufactory." 51

Van Beers, Jan, "Shocking," 339; "La
Paresseuse," xxxi

Vandalism in the Church, xxv
Van del- Goes, "S. Victor." Ill

Van dcr Stappen, C, " Les Battisscurs de la

Ville," 400
Vandyck, " Portrait of a Man," 111

Van Leyden, Lucas, at the British Museum,
4

Van Os, Jan. " Fruit and Flowers," 178

Van Stry, Drawings at the British Mu-
seum, 5

Varley. John, " The Deserted City of
Amber," xxxv ; my- Exhibitions

Vast ugh. M., " Head of a Lion," " Head of a
Tiger," xxviii

Venice. Balconies at, 316
Verestchagin. B., Bequeathal of Pictures to

Moscow, iii

Vermeer, Jan, "Young Lady at a Spinet."
216, xxix

Verona, Balconies at, 315
Vierge, Daniel. " Pablo de Segovia." 52
Viti. Timoteo, at the British Museum, 4

Volendam, 68
Volkmann, Arthur, " Bacchus," 53

Wade. George, "Sir George Macdonald,"
2.XS

Waite. Thome, R.W.S.. "
I 'arting Corn," 112:

"A Hayfield," ii : "Over the Downs to
Littlehampton," xxx

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, Acquisition
of; Mr. Hornel's "Summer." 1, -. vm

Walker, Fred, "Philip in Church," 211;
" Harbour of Refuge," xli

Waller, s. E., "Cupboard Love," 230; "Suc-
cess," "Sweethearts and Wives," 247;

" One-and-Twenty," "The Empty Sad
die," ii

Wallis. Henry, " Street Scene, Suez," xxx
Walton, Miss C, " Queen of the Meadow,"

xxxvii
Ward, E. M.. R.A., 19: "Queen Visiting the

Tomb of Napoleon I.." i

Ward, Mrs E. M ,
" Pali-sy the Potter." 19

Warne-Browne, A. J„ "Dawn," xxxv; see

Exhibitions
Waterford, Louisa. Marchioness of, 113
Waterlion-e. .1. W., A. P.. A.. "St. Eulalia's

Crucifixion," "The Lady of Shalott,"
"Circe," 196; "The Oracle." 245 ; "A
Naiad," 289; "La Belle Dame sans
Merci." " Hamadryad," 295

Watson, C. J., " The 3.1 i II Bridge. Bosham."
"Charlie-." "St. Etienne. " 261 ; "Ponte
de Cavallo, Venezia," xxii

Watson. George S„ " May," 258
Watteau, A., Drawings at the British Mu-

seum, 7: "Hal Champetre," 376; see
Books Reviewed

Watts. G. F„ R.A., "Fata Morgana," 45,

"Lord Tennyson." 39, 100; "Walter
Crane," 97; "Endvmion." 258: "The
Sentinels," 287; "Jill,' 292; "Endym-
ion," 295; "Cardinal Manning," 365;
"The Hon. Mrs. Percy Wyndham," i;
" Sic Transit." ii ;

" Walter Crane," iii

;

" The Sentinels," iv ;
" Love and Life,"

xvi; "Daphne," "Thetis.' xxvii
Weave, Miss Emmeline, "Mile. Anna Be-

linska," xix
Wells, Henry T., R.A., Extract from Letter

by. 129
Welt in, W„ "Pursued," 311
Wenhaston Church, Painting in, 250
Westman's Islands, 351
" When the World was Young," Poem, 84
Whistler. J. McNeil. Elehingsof the Thames,

Venice, &c, 183-1S6; "Lady Meux,"
xxvi

Wilkie, Sir David, R.A., " Washington Irv-
ing Searching lor Traces of Colombo- in

the Convent of La Rabida," 16; Etchings,
132

Willcock. G. B., " Chilston Lane, near Tor-
quay," 429

Williams. Penry, " Italian Peasants Rest-
ing," 15

Willi-. Hiittan, -'Cows Wat. -nog at a
Stream," 18; " A Sussex Team.' 230

Wills, Edgar C, "Among Thick Falling
Dews," ii

Wimperis. E. M.. "A Sussex Lane," 71;
"Harlech Castle," 232

Wontner, William. " M. le Cure," ii

Wood, Frank, Bas-relief of Alfred Stevens,
286

Woodville, Caton, "Maiwand—Saving the
Guns," "The Midnight Charge at Kas-
sassin," ii

Woods. Henry, R.A., "Stirring the Chri
mas Pudding," 231 : "Cupid s Spell," 217;

Election .i- K.A.. xxxiii. 322
Woolner. Thomas. It. A.. " Tennyson." J3.9S:

• Moses with the Tables," "Lord Bacon,"
" Captain Cook," 72 ; see Obituaries

Wrii-'ht, Mrs.. " A White Morning, Venice,"
xix ;

" Thisllcdown," xxxv
Wvliic, W. L.. "On the Thames—Going up

with the Tide." "The Training Ship
Exmouth," " On the Medway,'
'Shrimpers Landing to Windward."
" On the Thames," 230

Zaehnsdorf, M., Bookbindings, 288

/.oll'annv. Johann. K.A.. "sir James Cock-
burn, sixth Bart., and his Daughter," 35

Zorn, M., "Dimancbc Matin— Dalecarlie,

Suede." " MaGrand'mere," " La Femme,"

Zuber, M„ "Floraisons d'Avril,"387
Zuyder Zee, Cities of the, 64

{Drawn by C. tiictettn.)
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